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Congratulations and my most humble thanks to you, our reader! I 
believe that this reading and learning experience with Handbook of 
Oral Biomaterials is something unique in our scientific community. 
We, the contributors, wish you to enjoy these 19 brand new and 
unforeseen chapters that introduce you to and facilitate your 
understanding of oral biomaterials. Handbook of Oral Biomaterials 
provides you with the latest updates and advances in dental 
materials and dental biomaterials. This book lays special emphasis 
on materials used in implant dentistry, but it also covers other 
clinically vital aspects and indications of dental biomaterials. 
 What is contemporary dentistry, then? My definition that all my 
undergraduate and postgraduate students in Hong Kong, since 2008, 
have heard is that “dentistry is all about adhesion, biochemistry, 
biocompatibility, biofilms, bioinformatics, biology, biomaterials, 
biomechanics, biomineralization and beyond.” In this book we come 
across these disciplines, at least concisely.
 The initiative for this book came from the Singapore publisher  
Mr. Stanford Chong of Pan Stanford Publishing Pte Ltd., who contacted 
me sometime in late 2011. Mr. Chong had paid attention to the serious 
and continuous lack of a proper updated textbook on titanium and 
zirconia as materials in dentistry. This invaluable observation was 
remarkable, as titanium and zirconia are growingly materials of 
choice in various disciplines in dentistry: implant dentistry, oral 
and maxillofacial surgery, prosthodontics, endodontics, etc. Hence, 
special emphasis on these contemporary materials of choice in 
dentistry was born and now sees daylight. 
 The chapters aim at going easily and directly to business, without 
compromising the context. Given this, we may not go deep into 
details of the physicochemical phenomena behind (but we do take 
a concise and clinically adequate glance), but then we refer to some 
other sources. We all may agree that there is a continuous need for 
a comprehensive but, at the same time, crystallized, easy-to-digest 
information package for undergraduate and postgraduate students, 
researchers, mentors, facilitators, clinicians, tutors, and teachers.

Preface
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 This book aims at adding value, with its novelty and updates, to 
the existing clinical textbooks and textbooks on materials science. 
Basic sciences are included, as appropriate, to support clinical dental 
sciences. All the chapters also provide our readers with appropriate 
and recent references to discover the topics deeper and thus deepen 
their understanding.
 Do we cover all dental materials, dental biomaterials, and 
materials in dental technology in Handbook of Oral Biomaterials, 
then? I am confident that we cover or at least introduce, in addition 
to some procedures in operative dentistry, restorative materials, 
and dental cements, ceramic materials, polymers, metal and alloys, 
bioactive glasses, modern resin composite materials, surface-
conditioning approaches, primers and their monomeric components, 
and modeling approaches. We don’t discuss dental instruments, 
burs, or procedures at dental laboratories—how important they 
of course are. We refer again to some other existing textbooks by 
our colleagues. Please, let me know, if I am wrong in saying this, and 
drop a few lines (or more): jpmat@hku.hk. 
 Handbook of Oral Biomaterials, with its total 649 pages, is 
constructed on a principle that certain concepts are handled time 
after time in different contexts in the book in its 19 chapters. This is 
why, for example, adhesion as a vital dental phenomenon is covered in 
several contexts and occasions throughout the book. There are some 
other topics dealt following this principle as well. We believe that 
this effectively facilitates learning. Handbook of Oral Biomaterials 
is probably the first dental textbook to include a chapter on dental 
informatics and digital dentistry (Chapter 18). We, the contributors, 
are building up tomorrow’s dentistry. We present the whole 
“dental chain” from etching enamel and dentin and primer systems 
(Chapter 1) to mineralization processes (Chapter 2), primers and 
coupling agents (Chapters 1 and 11), biological activity (Chapter 
9), and biocompatibility (Chapter 5), ending with restorative 
materials (Chapters 3 and 6). Metals, alloys, polymers, waxes, and, 
in particular, acrylic materials find an easy-to-access platform in 
Chapter 3. We also go for explaining surface treatments and gaining 
an understanding of why it is significant (Chapter 11). In addition, 
the role of biomechanical aspects is covered in Chapters 3, 4, and 
17. The oral and maxillofacial world is illuminated in Chapter 13, 
and periodontal guided tissue generation is dealt with in Chapter 19. 
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Resin composite–based materials are widely discussed in Chapters 
3, 6, and 7. Whilst titanium is discussed in Chapters 9, 10, and 13, 
bioactive coatings on titanium are summarized in Chapter 12. Glasses 
in various chemical compositions finding promising applications in 
dentistry are exhibited in Chapters 7 and 8. Ceramic materials in 
dentistry, in particular alumina and zirconia, are widely discussed 
in Chapters 3 and 14–16. Virtually any material in dentistry and 
dental technology is introduced, at least to a certain extent, in 
Chapter 3, in addition to clinically important material properties.
 As this is the dawn, the first edition, we are obviously collecting 
the readers’ experience and remarks for the content. I am indebted 
to our Dean, Chair Professor Edward C. M. Lo (University of Hong 
Kong, People’s Republic of China) for his support, Professor Jukka H. 
Meurman (University of Helsinki, Finland), Professor Nabil Samman 
(University of Hong Kong, People’s Republic of China), and Professor 
Mohamed Ibrahim Abu Hassan (Universiti Teknologi MARA, Shah 
Alam, Malaysia) for their reviews of the manuscript and comments 
on the back cover of this book. With the chapter contributors, we 
have been a tremendous seamless team, scattered geographically 
all over the world (from Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Egypt, 
Finland, Hong Kong SAR of the People’s Republic of China, Japan, 
Malaysia, Pakistan, Switzerland, UK, and USA), working toward 
this final outcome. I am deeply grateful to every one of you for your 
invaluable input and support. Thank you so much from the bottom of 
my heart, my colleagues and friends Aki, Alex, Alvaro, Ammar, Andre, 
Andy, Bart, Besim, Christie, Jack, James, Jan, Kirsten, Klaus, Kumiko, 
Leena, Maisoon, Marcia, Marleen, Mohammad Ahmad, Mohamed-
Nur, Moustafa, Nader, Paul, Pekka, Richard, Roger, Susanne, Takashi, 
Will, Yo, Zeeshan, and Zohaib. Dr. Christie Y. K. Lung (University of 
Hong Kong) is warmly acknowledged for drawing numerous figures 
in Chapter 3.
 In addition, I want to express my deepest gratitude to  
Mr. Stanford Chong for accepting the manuscript of Handbook of Oral 
Biomaterials for publication and to his editorial and production team. 
I am deeply grateful to my dear, sweet daughter, Salli, who timely 
reminded me of my years-old dream to one day edit a textbook and 
encouraged me to go for it. Thank you for the initiation, interest, and 
endless support. Most of all, I am indebted to my dear wife, Suzie, 
for her dental expertise, unconditional love, never-ending support, 
partnership, inspiration, and faith in me during this book project. 
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 It is not only for her never-ending technical support in my text 
creation and editing but also for the time I had to use. Suzie, having 
you in my life as my partner is God’s true blessing.

Dr. Jukka Pekka Matinlinna
 Pok Fu Lam, Hong Kong SAR, 
     People’s Republic of China

April 2014



The material in this textbook, Handbook of Oral Biomaterials, 
whether related to dentistry, medicine, or any other topic, should be 
verified as to its accuracy, currency, and preciseness by the reader. 
 It should in no way replace any advice given by a dental or 
medical professional or any other professional. 
 None of the information provided here should be a substitute for 
additional reading advice, experience, or other relevant information 
in any topic discussed in this book.

Disclaimer
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Current dental adhesive technology follows either an etch-and-rinse 
or a self-etch approach. Although functional monomers in self-etch 
adhesives are designed to chemically interact with hydroxyapatite 
(HAp), the structure, size, and orientation of enamel HAp crystals 
appear to provide insufficient chemical-bonding sites to achieve 
durable bonding to enamel. At dentin, phosphoric acid (H3PO4) may 
today be less preferred, as the adhesives are generally not capable 
of enveloping the exposed collagen tight enough, so as to make the 
relatively thick hybrid layer resistant to hydrolytic and enzymatic 
degradation processes. Also, the use of matrix metalloproteinase 
(MMP) inhibitors, to be applied separately or mixed with the primer/
adhesive, appeared to retard rather than prevent bond degradation. 
Another strategy in the search for durable bonding to dentin 
involves chemical interaction of functional monomers with HAp. 

Chapter 1

Bonding in Dentistry

Bart Van Meerbeek, Kirsten Van Landuyt, Atsushi Mine, Kumiko 
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2 Bonding in Dentistry

This chapter will sketch the current status of scientific knowledge 
regarding bonding approaches to enamel and dentin, thereby also 
addressing the most recent findings on molecular interaction of 
diverse functional monomers with HAp and on a new interfacial 
nanoscale phenomenon termed nanolayering. 

1.1 Introduction

Teeth, affected by decay or trauma, are today best reconstructed 
in their function, anatomy, and esthetics using the least invasive 
restorative procedure [1, 2]. This treatment objective can best be 
achieved when the restorative material, either composite or ceramic, 
is bonded to the remaining sound tooth tissue that is no further 
sacrificed (as it, for instance, is/was needed to hold the amalgam in 
the prepared cavity). Today, dental adhesive technology is therefore 
applied for many restorative direct, semidirect, and indirect 
indications. The current chapter will focus mainly on the use of dental 
adhesives for direct restorative purposes. As such, contemporary 
dental adhesives have gradually evolved from systems that require 
a relatively complex multistep application procedure to simplified 
adhesives with user-friendlier application protocols in fewer steps 
[3]. The current trend is obviously fast and easy, although this is 
not always achievable without significant loss in effectiveness. Most 
recently, the ultimate form of easy application was reached with the 
introduction of self-adhesive (flowable) resin composites that have 
been claimed to no longer need any separate adhesive to bond to 
tooth enamel and dentin [4] (see also Chapter 6).
 The main challenge for dental adhesives is to provide an equally 
effective bond to two hard tissues of different nature. Bonding 
to enamel has been proven to be durable. Bonding to dentin is far 
more intricate and can apparently only be achieved when more 
complicated application procedures are followed. Moreover, usually 
a significantly shorter clinical lifetime is achieved than in the case 
of bonding to enamel. Consequently, today’s adhesives are often 
regarded as technique sensitive, with the smallest error in the clinical 
application procedure being penalized either by relatively rapid 
debonding or by early marginal degradation. As a consequence, the 
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demand for simpler, more user-friendly, and less technique-sensitive 
adhesives remains high, urging manufacturers into developing new 
adhesives at a rapid pace.
 It is fair to state that glass ionomers (GIs) certainly also should be 
regarded as self-adhering restorative materials. They have clinically 
been used already for a very long time since the first paper in 1972 
reported on this, at that time, “new translucent cement for dentistry” 
[5]. Despite the fact that there have recently not been much new 
developments in GI technology, nearly every contemporary dental 
practice has GI cements available for restorative bonding, typically 
to be employed in usually less-moisture-controlled situations. 
 Different from GIs, current resin-based adhesive technology 
follows either an etch-and-rinse (E&R) or a self-etch  
(SE; or etch-and-dry) approach. They differ significantly in the 
manner they deal with tooth tissue [3]. Nevertheless, it should 
be stated that both approaches have performed successfully in 
laboratory as well as in clinical research, while obviously there also 
exists high product dependency.
 The objective of Chapter 1 is to sketch the current status of 
adhesive technology in terms of mechanisms, strengths, and 
weaknesses, thereby also reporting on their effectiveness in the 
laboratory as well as clinically in the patient’s mouth.

1.2 The AD Concept Revisited as a Fundament 
of Dental Bonding 

To bond to tooth substrate, basically both micromechanical as 
well as chemical bonding mechanisms can be employed. While 
micromechanical interlocking has long been considered the only 
mechanism involved and probably today still might be the principal 
mechanism of adhesion, more recent research has definitely 
highlighted the added value of additional chemical interaction. 
Obviously, chemical intermolecular interaction at the interface 
between functional monomers provided with a dental adhesive and 
primarily the mineral substances of tooth tissue is most intimate 
and should therefore always be strived for. Chemical bonding is 
particularly thought to improve bond durability [3].

The AD Concept Revisited as a Fundament of Dental Bonding
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 The way molecules interact with an HAp-based substrate, 
like tooth enamel and dentin but also bone, has been described 
well in the so-called adhesion-decalcification concept, or the AD 
concept [6, 7] (Fig. 1.1). In the first phase, an acidic molecule will 
always ionically interact with Ca2+, abundantly present in HAp  
(see Fig. 1.1, phase I). To keep the surface electroneutral, negatively 
loaded ions, like hydroxide (OH–) and phosphate (PO4

3–), will be 
released from the surface. For phase II, two options exist. Whether 
the molecule will remain bonded (Fig. 1.1, phase II, option 1) or 
will debond (Fig. 1.1, phase II, option 2) depends on the stability 
of the formed bond to Ca2+, or in other words on the stability of the 
respective calcium salt. 

Figure 1.1 Schematic explaining the AD concept, consisting of a common 
phase I and a subsequent adhesion route (phase II, option 1; 
in green), when the initial bond of the acidic molecule to Ca2+ of 
HAp is stable, or a subsequent decalcification route (phase II, 
option 2; in red), in case the initial bond of the acidic molecule 
to Ca2+ of (HAp) is unstable.

 When the initial bond is stable (Fig. 1.1, phase II, option 1), 
the acidic molecule will remain bonded (adhesion route), forming 
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stable calcium phosphate or calcium carboxylate salts, along with 
only a limited surface decalcification effect. Indeed, the surface gets 
only lightly decalcified, like in nature there always exist a kind of 
balance with, in this case, primarily bonding combined with some 
decalcification. The latter is beneficial because it will still provide 
significant micromechanical interlocking that thus is complemented 
by primary (ionic) chemical bonding. Consequently, the interaction 
occurs much more superficial (commonly less than 1 µm deep) and 
will, for instance, at dentin keep collagen covered (protected) with 
HAp that then serves as a receptor for chemical bonding. This process 
is imposed by acids like oxalic acid (e.g., commonly used in the form 
of oxalates for dentin/root hypersensitivity treatment or as an 
intermediary step in a bonding procedure to prevent postoperative 
sensitivity), polyalkenoic acid (PAA) (as the main active ingredient 
of GIs), and diverse functional monomers of resin-based dental 
adhesives as those, for instance, in the “mild” and “ultramild” self-
etch adhesives (SEAs) (see below and Chapter 3).
 When the bond is not stable (Fig. 1.1b, phase II, option 2), 
the initial ionic bond will readily dissociate (actually immediately 
or even simultaneously so that the bonding phase I hardly can 
be detected). The negatively loaded acidic molecule (phosphate 
and/or carboxylate ions) will take the positively loaded (and thus 
electrostatically attracted) Ca2+ from the mineral substrate with it 
to result in a relatively ample decalcification (decalcification route)  
up to a certain depth depending on the application time. Such surface 
decalcification or etching is induced by acids like acetic acid, citric acid, 
lactic acid (e.g., during the process of caries produced by bacteria),  
maleic acid (e.g., having been used a long time ago as a tooth 
conditioner provided with the very popular Scotchbond Multi-
Purpose™, from 3M at that time), and, of course employed almost 
with each adhesive procedure today, phosphoric acid. Indeed, the 
most typical and relevant example is phosphoric acid etching as 
part of the E&R bonding approach (see below) used to provide a 
means for micromechanical interlocking and thus to produce a 
highly microretentive surface at enamel and to expose collagen at 
dentin as a scaffold to be impregnated by resin during subsequent 
hybridization.
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1.3 Adhesive Approaches and Nomenclature 
(Classification) 

To bond to tooth tissue, the above-mentioned basic micromechanical 
and chemical mechanisms are employed to a different extent by the 
three different approaches: the GI, the E&R, and the SE approach [3] 
(Fig. 1.2).
 Classifying dental adhesives into different categories is not 
straightforward because of the great supply and vast turnover 
of commercially available adhesives. Although a classification in 
generations is still quite often used in certain areas of the world, 
in scientific as well as commercial literature, this chronological 
classification is not logical, lacks scientific background with regard 
to the bonding strategy followed, is often commercially misused, 
and most importantly does not provide any clear information to 
practitioners with regard to their correct use [8, 9]. 

Figure 1.2 Classification of adhesives according to the adhesive approach 
and the number of clinical application steps. From Ref. [10]. 

 Classifying adhesives into E&R adhesives (E&RAs) and SEAs, as 
opposed to GIs, is simple, reliable, and consistent and, in particular, 
better describes the adhesive strategy involved [3]. Further 
subdivisions are made on the basis of the number of application 
steps (one-step, two-step, and three-step adhesives), the number 
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of components (one-component or two-component adhesives, the 
latter needing to be mixed), and, especially with regard to, SEAs  
[8, 10, 11] on the basis of their interaction intensity into strong  
(pH < 1), intermediately strong (pH ≈ 1.5), mild (pH ≈ 2), and ultramild  
(pH ≥ 2.5) SEAs (Fig. 1.3).

Figure 1.3 Schematic illustrating the interfacial structure produced at 
dentin by the four classes of SEAs following their pH. Adapted 
from Ref. [10]. 

1.4 Glass Ionomers

Conventional and resin-modified (RM) GIs are in principle self-
adhering but may suffer from interference of surface debris as they 
are smeared across enamel and dentin during cavity preparation by 
a bur (Fig. 1.4). Therefore, clinicians are generally recommended to 
pretreat the cavity with a PAA conditioner (Figs. 1.2, 1.4, and 1.5).  
This conditioner has a threefold purpose (Figs. 1.4 and 1.6):  
(1) obviously to clean the surface and remove bur-smear debris, 
(2) to provide rather shallow microretention sites for the primary 
micromechanical bonding mechanism, and (3) to keep HAp around 
collagen to serve as a receptor for the additional and for GIs’ crucial 
chemical-bonding mechanism (Fig. 1.7). 
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Figure 1.4 SEM photomicrographs showing the deposition of a smear 
layer on dentin upon cavity preparation using a diamond bur. 
Abbreviation: SEM, scanning electron microscopy.

Figure 1.5 Clinical series of typical root caries lesions restored with an 
RMGI after the surface was conditioned with a PAA conditioner. 
Abbreviation: RMGI, resin-modified glass ionomer.

 This PAA conditioner needs still to rinsed off, thus leaving room 
for improvement regarding ease of use. For RMGIs, an alternative SE 
conditioner (Self-conditioner™, GC), which does not need to be rinsed 
off, appeared equally successful; it contains 4-methacryloxyethyl 
trimellitic acid (4-MET) (see below) as a functional monomer in a 
2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA)/water/ethanol solution [12]. 
Unfortunately, this GI SE conditioner is only available in certain 
parts of the world. Most detrimental to GIs would obviously be to 
condition the cavity surfaces with phosphoric acid, because then all 
HAp would be removed (and collagen exposed), losing the chemical-
bonding mechanism.
 The conditioner also results in hybrid-layer formation of a 
submicron size, which is typical of GIs (Figs. 1.7 and 1.8). This 
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hybrid layer is rich in HAp and has no collagen exposed. The unique 
property of self-adhesiveness of polycarboxylic acid based materials 
has already since long been suggested to involve chemical bonding 
[5, 13]. Hypothetical models were later suggested that the (self)
adhesion is based either on diffusion of the PAA into the softened 
tooth surface [14] or on the formation of ionic bonds to the HAp 
component of the mineralized tissue [15, 16]. Direct evidence of 
ionic interaction of the functional carboxyl groups of PAA was 
however only provided using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS) by Yoshida et al. in 2000 [17].

Figure 1.6 SEM photomicrographs illustrating enamel and dentin after 
treatment with a PAA conditioner.

 According to the AD concept [6, 7], PAA is a polymer with a 
multitude of carboxyl functional groups that as chemical “hands” grab 
individual Ca2+ ions along the mineral substrate, thereby following 
the AD concept phase II, option 1 (cf Fig. 1.1). This chemical bonding, 
combined with micromechanical interlocking through shallow 
hybridization, establishes the unique self-adhesiveness of GIs  
(even without any form of beforehand treatment but then slightly 
worse). GIs have clinically indeed been recorded with the lowest 
annual failure rate with regard to class V adhesive restorations [19]. 
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Figure 1.7 TEM photomicrograph illustrating the submicron HAp-rich 
hybrid layer produced by an RMGI after PAA conditioning and 
the typical gel phase deposited on top [18]. Within the hybrid 
layer, sufficient HAp remains available for ionic interaction 
with the carboxyl groups of PAA as the functional polymer 
within the GI conditioner and the RMGI restorative material 
itself. Abbreviation: TEM, transmission electron microscopy.

 Not very remarkable innovations in GI technology have lately 
been reported. Heat-curing of conventional (resin-free) GIs using 
ultrasonic excitation or by heat produced by curing lights was shown 
to improve the mechanical properties of GIs at an early setting 
time [20]. This provides a clinically attractive ”command” setting 
method to conventional GIs, allowing GI restorations to be finished/
polished earlier (without the need to wait sufficiently long for the 
chemical setting) and resulting in surface properties that make the 
GI restoration more resistant to early wear. 
 Alternatively, also effective is the use of a separate SE coating to 
be applied on top of the GI restoration, following the commercialized 
Equia™ concept (GC). This nanofilled self-adhering GI coating 
(Equia Coat™, or before marketed as G-Coat™, GC) basically serves a 
similar purpose as the heat curing above—to protect the GI during 
early maturation [21, 22]. In addition, it also helps to protect the 
restoration margins as the coating layer bonds not only to the GI 
itself but also to the surrounding tooth tissue, thereby providing 
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an extra seal to the margins. It also helps the practitioner to finish 
the restoration, as the finished GI surface is covered by a resin gloss, 
making further polishing needless (Fig. 1.9).

Figure 1.8 TEM photomicrograph illustrating the submicron HAp-rich 
hybrid layer and gel phase produced by an RMGI.

 Future developments in GI technology may be expected 
with regard to mechanically stronger GIs (perhaps using 
other stronger filler technology), still better esthetic potential  
(e.g., better polishability), and more active therapeutic potential in 
light of tissue mineralization. Conventional GIs are free of resins and 
remain therefore of interest as a technology for the development 
of true amalgam alternatives, now that official bodies such as the 
World Health Organization (WHO) strive for phasing down dental 
mercury [23], while resin-based restorative materials are also not 
free of biocompatibility issues.

1.5 Etch-and-Rinse Adhesives

Following an E&R process, the fundamental mechanism of bonding 
to enamel and dentin is essentially based on an exchange process, 
in which minerals removed from the dental hard tissues are 
replaced by resin monomers, which upon polymerization become 

Etch-and-Rinse Adhesives
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micromechanically interlocked in the created porosities [9]. This 
process, which is called hybridization on dentin [24], is a process 
primarily based upon diffusion and thus basically requires 
monomers that diffuse efficiently a few micrometers deep and into 
the hydrophilic collagen fibril network. Naturally, besides tight 
envelopment of the exposed collagen fibrils by resin, the strength 
and durability of the formed hybrid layer will also depend largely on 
adequate in situ polymerization of the infiltrated monomers.

Figure 1.9 Clinical series of a primary molar restored with the 
conventional GI Equia™ system (GC). It involved as a final step 
the application of a resin gloss to finish the GI restoration and 
protect it, in particular, during the early setting phase.

 The most commonly used etchant today contains phosphoric 
acid in a concentration of 30–40%. Following the AD concept [6, 7],  
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it will initially bond to Ca2+ of HAp (AD concept phase I) but will 
readily debond (AD concept phase II, option 2) and thus etch the 
tooth surface (cf Fig. 1.1).
 At the enamel, phosphoric acid substantially increases the 
surface free energy of enamel by partially dissolving the parallel-
oriented enamel HAp crystals, producing deep etch pits between 
neighboring HAp rods (Fig. 1.10). Upon rinsing and (gently) drying, 
the typical white-frosted pattern appears and gives the clinician 
a visual indication if enamel was effectively etched (Fig. 1.11). 
Subsequently, the application of a simple unfilled resin is sufficient 
to readily infiltrate, as promoted by capillary attraction, the created 
microretentions. This acid-etch technique, as originally invented by 
R. Buonocore in 1955 is still today without doubts the most effective 
procedure to durably bond to enamel [25]. This enamel bond has 
been shown to durably seal the cavity margins and even to protect 
the weaker adjacent dentin bond [26]. 

Figure 1.10 SEM photomicrographs illustrating the effect of phosphoric 
acid etching of enamel and the resultant interfacial TEM 
ultrastructure upon subsequent application of a particle-filled 
adhesive resin.

Etch-and-Rinse Adhesives
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 At dentin, phosphoric acid completely dissolves the inorganic 
dentin component (Fig. 1.12). The dissolved calcium phosphates are 
subsequently removed from the surface upon rinsing off the etchant 
(Fig. 1.11). Dentinal collagen is exposed up to a depth of 3–5 µm, 
basically depending on the etching time and concentration of the 
acid but also on other etchant ingredients like the kind of thickener 
contained [27]. Hence, only an organic dentin substance is remaining 
within an E&R hybrid layer (Fig. 1.13). Although some chemical 
interaction of monomers with collagen has been documented  
[28, 29], it concerns mainly secondary binding, for example, van der 
Waals forces and hydrogen bonding (see more in Chapter 3) that will 
not much contribute to the bond.

Figure 1.11 Clinical series of a molar on which an adhesive MOD cavity was 
prepared and that subsequently received a three-step E&RA 
application. Abbreviation: MOD, mesial occlusal distal.

 Nevertheless, a recent paper [29] reported, having used 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), that 10-methacryloyloxydecyl 
dihydrogen phosphate (10-MDP) in contrast to 4-MET, two common 
functional monomers used in SEA (see below), has a relatively stable 
interaction with collagen, thanks to the hydrophobic interactions 
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between the hydrophobic 10-MDP moieties and the hydrophobic 
collagen surface. The authors concluded that such 10-MDP/collagen 
complexation may contribute to the generally well-performing 
10-MDP-based SEAs [30]. 
 In brief, the principal mechanism of bonding to dentin following 
an E&R process is based on micromechanical interlocking through 
the formation of resin tags in the opened dentin tubules, thereby 
sealing the relatively direct connection to the dental pulp, and 
through hybridization or the formation of a relatively thick hybrid 
layer at intertubular dentin that to a certain extent extends within 
the tubule orifice walls (see Figs. 1.12 and 1.13). 

Figure 1.12 Representative TEM photomicrograph illustrating the mainly 
micromechanical bonding mechanism of E&RAs, consisting 
of 3–5 µm hybridization at intertubular dentin that extends 
somewhat into the tubule orifice walls, and resin tag formation 
into the opened dentin tubules, thereby sealing the relatively 
direct connection to the underlying pulp.

 During cavity preparation, debris is smeared across the 
enamel and dentin surface (Fig. 1.14). Its composition typically 
reflects the substrate it is produced on. Self-evidently, any 
kind of smear layer, even thick and compact, will easily be 
dissolved by phosphoric acid, following an E&R approach  
(this in contrast with the milder SEA; see below). 
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Figure 1.13 Representative TEM photomicrograph illustrating the HAp-
free hybrid layer resulting from the relatively aggressive 
phosphoric acid etching.

 After etching, a so-called wet-bonding technique (nowadays 
better referred to as water wet bonding, since more recently an 
“ethanol wet bonding” technique was introduced; see below) is 
recommended as a standard application technique to promote 
infiltration of resin within the noncollapsed collagen fibril scaffold 
[31, 32]. Water wet bonding means that the etched surface should 
be kept wet but not overwet, prior to the application of the primer 
(in the case of 3E&RA)—or the combined primer/adhesive resin (in 
the case of 2E&RA). While this technique was generally adopted in 
clinical practice, it has also been documented to be very technique 
sensitive with regard to the degree of dentin wetness needed [33]. 
 In addition, wet-bonding primers typically contain acetone as 
a solvent because of its excellent water-chasing power, but that 
due to its high volatility also forced the manufacturer to employ 
evaporation-resistant plastic or even glass bottles. Furthermore, 
the dentist is urged to immediately apply the primer to the tooth 
once dispensed and to reclose the bottle to prevent rapid acetone 
evaporation.
 Applying a wet-bonding protocol, the practitioner also loses the 
opportunity to check if he or she has etched enamel well that should 
show its white-frosted appearance. Because of these drawbacks, 
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a gently dry-bonding technique was also recommended. The use 
of a water-based primer is then mandatory. Given this, it enables 
automatic rewetting of the air-dried and thus collapsed collagen 
network to eventually allow the resin to infiltrate effectively [34] 
(Fig. 1.11). The favorable 13-year clinical effectiveness of the water-
based E&RA Optibond FL™ (Kerr), thereby revealing 94% retention 
in class V, confirms that the in-that-study-applied “gently dry 
bonding” technique is indeed clinically effective [35] (Fig. 1.14).

Figure 1.14 (a) Clinical series of two class V composite restorations bonded 
using the three-step E&RA OptiBond FL™ (Kerr) as part of an 
up-to-13-year follow-up RCT. At 13 years (b) the two composite 
restorations are still in excellent condition, with only a slight 
gingival retraction revealing their presence. Abbreviation: RCT, 
randomized clinical trial.
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1.5.1 The Degradation-Prone E&R Bond to Dentin

Although E&RAs have been proven to effectively bond to enamel 
and dentin, in laboratory research [36] as well as in RCTs [19, 35], 
in particular the E&R bond to dentin cannot be considered as very 
stable and durable in the long term [37]. Clinically, restorations will 
generally fail first at their margins in dentin, revealing marginal 
defects and discoloration that eventually may develop in caries 
recurrence (Fig. 1.15). 
 Today, the use of phosphoric acid should perhaps be regarded 
as too aggressive for dentin (in contrast to enamel that requires 
phosphoric acid etching for durable bonding; see above). Phosphoric 
acid, even when applied in a short time of 15 seconds, demineralizes 
dentin deeply and completely, thereby removing the natural 
protection of collagen, which is HAp (Figs. 1.13 and 1.16). 

Figure 1.15 Clinical class V composite restoration from the same 13-year 
follow-up RCT, as in Fig. 1.14, clearly disclosing marginal 
defects, discoloration, and perhaps even caries recurrence at 
the dentin margin, while the margin at enamel does not show 
any signs of bond degradation.
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 In addition, the literature documented abundantly that resin 
infiltration within the relatively deeply exposed collagen network is 
seldom complete, making the E&R hybrid layer prone to degradation 
with time. Collagen molecules keep extracellular fluid bonded, 
whereby acid-etched dentin gets its highly hydrophilic state. 

Figure 1.16 SEM photomicrograph illustrating a loosely organized collagen 
fibril arrangement exposed upon phosphoric acid etching. 
With courtesy from Marcos Vargas, University of Iowa.

 Therefore, although primary chemical bonding is the most stable 
form of intermolecular interaction and is thus highly desirable, an 
intrinsically hydrophobic medium like the methacrylate-based 
dental adhesive can hardly link chemically to this hydrophilic 
dentinal surface. Some chemical interaction of monomers with 
dentinal collagen has been demonstrated (see above), but generally 
the most likely manner to achieve longer lasting E&R bonds is by 
filling the exposed collagen fibril network with resin as completely 
as possible. 
 Such gradual bond degradation appears from the bond strength 
that decreases with the time the specimens are aged in water (Fig. 1.17),  
even for some well-known E&RAs. Interfacial characterization 
revealed clear nanoleakage channels as a sign of incomplete resin 
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envelopment of collagen (Fig. 1.18), thereby proving the relatively 
high permeability of the E&R hybrid layer, again even shown 
with one of the best-performing three-step E&RA. The so-called 
nanoleakage, as introduced by Sano et al. in 1994 [38, 39], could be 
provoked when restored teeth with exposed dentin margins were 
immersed in silver nitrate (AgNO3) or when this nanoleakage tracer 
was applied to the pulp chamber (Fig. 1.18).

Figure 1.17 Bar graph of microtensile bond strength data, measured at 
KU Leuven BIOMAT, revealing the gradual decrease in bond 
strength to dentin with the time of water storage aging.

 Recent three-dimensional visualization showed the highly 
regional variance in nanoleakage within the hybrid layer and resin 
tags (Fig. 1.19). High-resolution interfacial characterization should 
therefore be interpreted with care, as zones of nanoleakage could 
just have been missed, revealing a false-positive impression, or 
otherwise zones of extreme nanoleakage could give a too negative 
impression. 
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Figure 1.18 TEM photomicrographs showing a so-called spot-like 
nanoleakage pattern in (a) when the pulp chamber was 
saturated with silver nitrate (24 hours) that got entrapped 
within the hybrid layer produced by the three-step E&RA 
OptiBond FL™ (Kerr), and a clustered nanoleakage appearance 
in (b) when the whole specimen was immersed within the 
silver nitrate solution.

Figure 1.19 Three-dimensional reconstruction (25 µm3) of the hybrid 
layer and resin tag complex produced by the three-step E&RA 
OptiBond FL™ (Kerr), in which the silver nitrate tracer for 
nanoleakage was marked in red. Nanoleakage can be detected 
within the hybrid layer as well as within the resin tags and 
clearly regionally varies substantially.
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1.5.2 Strategies to Improve the Resistance of E&R 
Hybrid Layers against Degradation

1.5.2.1 Ethanol wet bonding to improve hybridization

It is clear that the current E&R bonding protocol requires adhesives 
that are hydrophilic enough to interact with the intrinsically moist 
acid-etched dentin. This prerequisite is somewhat contradictory, 
given the need for more hydrophobic adhesives to extend bond 
longevity. Nevertheless, less water will then be absorbed from both 
the host dentin and the oral environment and render the interface 
more resistant to water degradation effects [8, 40]. One interesting 
attempt by Sadek et al. to optimize infiltration of more hydrophobic 
resins into acid-etched dentin has been introduced as the ethanol 
wet-bonding technique [41]. 
 It basically involves the intermediate application of a highly 
concentrated ethanol solution for at least one minute or, even 
better, the successive application of ethanol-water solutions with a 
gradually increasing ethanol concentration up to absolute ethanol 
(100%) to (gradually) exchange water within the exposed collagen 
fibril network for ethanol, thereby dehydrating the acid-etched 
dentin as well as transforming it into a more hydrophobic state. In 
this way, with ethanol being a better medium (or transporting agent) 
for resins, the acid-etched dentinal substrate is better prepared 
to receive more hydrophobic and thus less water-absorbing resin 
monomers. 
 Hence, a more hydrophobic resin–dentin interface is formed 
that is expected to absorb less water over time and offer better 
resistance against degradation. This unfortunately laborious and 
therefore perhaps clinically less practical technique originated 
from the laboratory processing of samples for electron microscopy. 
In particular for TEM, specimens typically undergo a gradual and 
thus slow dehydration process using increasing concentrations of 
ethanol prior to embedding procedures with highly hydrophobic 
epoxy resins. 
 As mentioned by the proponents of this technique “. . . the 
bonding of bis-GMA to acid-etched dentin should be viewed as a 
proof of concept for hydrophobic dentin-bonding, rather than as the 
development of a clinically applicable bonding technique . . .” [41]. 
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There is a striking similarity in the performance of this experimental 
ethanol wet-bonding technique with that of the above-mentioned 
“gold standard” three-step E&RA OptiBond FL™ (Kerr), which also 
provides an ethanol-/water-based primer. The research on ethanol 
wet bonding therefore confirms that ethanol is the preferred 
solvent within an E&R primer. It also confirms the overall superior 
laboratory and clinical effectiveness of the above-mentioned gold-
standard adhesive OptiBond FL™ (Kerr).

1.5.2.2 Application of MMP inhibitors to prevent enzymatic 
bond degradation

Dentinal collagen exposed by an E&R procedure has been 
documented to be highly vulnerable to hydrolytic and enzymatic 
degradation processes [42–44]. The latter enzymatic degradation of 
collagen within the hybrid layer does not occur only due to activity 
of collagenases produced in vivo by bacteria but also due to host-
derived enzymes that are released and iatrogenically activated by 
specific adhesive procedures (Fig. 1.20). Such collagenolytic and 
gelatinolytic activities are triggered by endogenous enzymes, which 
are naturally present in the mineralized dentin matrix and known 
as MMPs. 
 During bonding procedures, (self-)etching of dentin has been 
shown to release and activate such MMPs [45–48], which may in 
part digest collagen fibrils within the hybrid layer that are reachable 
and thus were insufficiently enveloped with resin. 
 A relatively simple method to protect the interface against 
such enzymatic degradation is the use of MMP inhibitors. Several 
MMP inhibitors have been tried out, of which chlorhexidine (CHX) 
is already commonly used in dentistry and seems effective in vitro 
as well as in vivo [42, 44, 49–51]. However, there does not exist a 
good consensus in the literature on the actual effectiveness of MMP 
inhibitors with regard to improving bond durability [44, 46, 52]. 
 Ideally, to avoid having to introduce another intermediate step in 
the already multistep application procedure of E&RA, for instance, by 
applying a CHX solution after etching and prior to priming, building 
in MMP inhibitors within, for instance, the primer appears clinically 
more attractive. Two KU Leuven BIOMAT studies revealed [44, 46] 
that some degradation-reduction effect was found up to 6-month 
aging by storage in water, while this positive effect was lost again 
after 12-month water aging (Fig. 1.21). 
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Figure 1.20 Activation of gelatinase (MMP-2) by adhesive treatments, as 
measured by gelatin zymography of dentin powder and dentin 
powder exposed for 30 seconds to phosphoric acid and/
or to different adhesives (applied following their respective 
manufacturers’ instructions).

 Interestingly, one study comparatively investigated the applica-
tion of the above-mentioned ethanol wet-bonding application technique 
versus the use of a CHX MMP-inhibiting solution on bond durabil-
ity for the two well-known E&RAs Scotchbond Multi-Purpose™ and 
Single Bond 2™ (both 3M ESPE) [41]. The CHX solution prevented 
the bond strength to dentin to decrease when the specimens were 
aged by 9-month water storage; this beneficial effect was, however, 
lost upon 18-month aging. On the contrary, the time-consuming 
ethanol wet-bonding technique, involving a wet dentin surface 
being treated with a series of increasing ethanol concentrations  
(50%, 70%, 80%, 95%) and 100% ethanol applications for 30  
seconds each [41], did not result in any significant reduction in bond 
strength upon 9- and 18-month water aging. 
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Figure 1.21 Bar graph showing the microtensile bond strength of the three-
step E&RA OptiBond Fl™ (Kerr) when it was applied as such 
or when CHX as an MMP inhibitor was added to the primer. 
The addition of CHX did not result in a significant decrease 
in bond strength up to 6-month water storage. However, 
after 12-month water aging no significant difference in bond 
strength was found with or without CHX.

 While endogenous enzymes appear to contribute more to bond 
degradation of E&RAs than SEAs [44], water sorption of adhesive 
interfaces and hydrolysis effects most likely remain the principal 
mechanisms of bond degradation, thereby giving a reason why MMP 
inhibitors appear to only retard the bond degradation process but 
are not able to prevent it completely. Noteworthy is also that the 
levels of such endogenous enzymes gradually decrease with age, 
commonly disappearing before one reaches the age of 40 years [53], 
and so even could be employed for age estimation [54]. 

1.5.2.3 Biomimetic repair of E&R hybrid layers

Another elegant approach to potentially repair E&R hybrid layers 
that are incompletely resin infiltrated has been proposed through 
the so-called guided-tissue remineralization [55, 56]. This technology 
involves a relatively long exposure of the adhesive interface to a 
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highly concentrated calcium phosphate remineralization medium. 
Within two to four months, areas within the hybrid layers that 
were initially poorly infiltrated by adhesive resins appeared to have 
remineralized to a certain extent. 
 However, the clinical applicability of such a time-consuming 
process is today still unclear. Now that the working principle of this 
guided-tissue remineralization has been proven, research effort is 
definitely being spent toward development of methodologies that are 
clinically applicable. Although, for instance, such a remineralization 
liner could be effective to heal caries tissue that was intentionally 
left at the cavity bottom (thereby minimizing cavity preparation and 
potentially avoiding pulp exposure), combining bonding procedures 
with liners (to repair deficient hybrid layers) appears perhaps 
clinically less feasible.
 Actually, the fact that an E&R hybrid layer can be remineralized, 
confirms the relatively permeable nature of the resin-impregnated 
collagen layer and perhaps its consequent instability in the long 
term.

1.6 Self-Etch Adhesives

Different from E&RAs, SEAs do not require a separate etching step, 
as they contain acidic monomers that simultaneously condition and 
prime the dental substrate. Consequently, this approach has been 
claimed to be user friendlier (shorter application time, fewer steps) 
and less technique sensitive (no wet bonding, simple drying), thereby 
resulting in reliable clinical performance [19, 57–59], though this 
appeared very product dependent (see below). Another important 
clinical benefit of SEAs is the absence of or at least lower incidence 
of postoperative sensitivity experienced by patients as compared to 
that associated with E&RAs [60, 61]. This should to a great extent 
be attributed to their less aggressive (with respect to dentin and 
as compared to phosphoric acid etching) and thus more superficial 
interaction with dentin, leaving tubules largely obstructed with 
smear (see below). All these favorable key features have led to the 
steadily growing popularity of SEAs in today’s dental practice.
 SE adhesives can come as two-step and one-step SEAs, depending 
on whether a self-etching primer and (mostly solvent-free) adhesive 
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resin are separately provided or are combined into one single 
solution (Fig. 1.2). SEAs can also be subdivided into two-component 
and single-component SEAs. By separating active ingredients  
(like the functional monomer from water), two-component SEAs 
theoretically possess a longer shelf life, but additional and adequate 
mixing of both components is needed. Single-component one-step 
SEAs can be considered as the only true one-bottle or all-in-one 
adhesives, as they combine conditioning, priming, and application of 
the adhesive resin and do not require mixing. 
 To enable (self-)etching, all SEAs contain water as an ionizing 
medium [62]. The only exceptions are some commercially available 
water-free SEAs. They, however, require a more technique-sensitive 
wet-bonding application technique, like that required for acetone-
based E&RAs [63]. Sufficient surface water should then indeed 
be present to enable self-etching, again leading to the question, 
how wet should the surface be? (See more above). In general, 
SEAs have the advantage to demineralize and infiltrate the tooth 
surface simultaneously to the same depth, theoretically ensuring 
complete penetration of the adhesive [3]. With increasing depth, 
acidic monomers are gradually buffered by the mineral content 
of the substrate, most likely losing their ability to further etch 
dentin. The morphological features of the adhesive–tooth interface 
produced by SEAs depend to a great extent on the manner their 
functional monomers interact with the dental substrate (Fig. 1.3). 
In part depending on the pH of the SE solutions (Fig. 1.3), the actual 
interaction depth of SEAs at dentin differs from a few hundreds 
of nanometers following an ultramild SE approach (pH > 2.5;  
Fig. 1.22a), which sometimes is being referred to as nanointeraction 
[64], an interaction depth of around 1 μm for a “mild” SE approach  
(pH ≈ 2; Fig. 1.22b), an interaction depth between 1 μm and 2 μm for 
an “intermediately strong” SE approach (pH ≈ 1.5; Fig. 22c), and to 
an interaction several micrometers deep for a “strong” SE approach  
(pH ≤ 1; Fig. 1.22d). Only using strong SEAs, typical resin tags 
are formed at dentin, while they are hardly formed with mild 
and ultramild SEAs, or at maximum the smear plugs get slightly 
demineralized and subsequently resin infiltrated. 
 The actual bonding performance attained by SEAs varies 
a great deal, depending not only on the actual class of SEAs  
(Figs. 1.3 and 1.22) but certainly also on the actual composition and 
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more specifically on the actual functional monomer included in the 
adhesive formulation (Fig. 1.23) [62]. See also below for an in-depth 
discussion on the importance of functional monomers with regard 
to bonding effectiveness and durability.

Figure 1.22 Collage of representative TEM photomicrographs of the 
interfacial ultrastructure produced by an “ultramild” SEA in 
(a), a “mild” SEA in (b), an “intermediately strong” SEA in (c), 
and a “strong” SEA in (d).

1.6.1 Major Shortcomings of One-Step SEAs

The latest generation of the most simple-to-use one-step adhesives 
are intricate mixes of hydrophilic and hydrophobic components. 
These “difficult” mixtures should so far be considered as 
“compromise” materials that have consequently been documented 
with several shortcomings (Fig. 1.24), as listed below: 

 (1) Generally, a reduced “immediate” bond strength is recorded in 
comparison to that measured for multistep adhesives [36]. 

 (2) In addition, any kind of “aging” demonstrates lower long-term 
bonding effectiveness [8, 10, 36]. 

 (3) Moreover, numerous studies report on increased interfacial 
nanoleakage [65, 66].
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Figure 1.23 Overview of different functional monomers present in 
commercial adhesives.

 (4) One-step adhesives that are rich in HEMA showed enhanced 
water sorption from the host dentin, in particular when the 
lining composite is not immediately cured to block these 
osmosis effects [67] (Fig. 1.25). 

 (5) On the other hand, typical is also the phase separation 
described for HEMA-free/HEMA-poor adhesives [62, 67, 68] 
(Fig. 1.26). 

  An adapted strong air-drying procedure provides a means to 
remove water (that is separated from the more hydrophobic 
components) from the interfacial area, theoretically enabling 
better polymerization. While this technique works on 
relatively flat surfaces, the water bubbles (formed once the 
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Figure 1.24 The four main shortcomings of one-step SEAs.

Figure 1.25 SEM photomicrograph showing the adhesive interface 
produced by a HEMA-rich one-step SEA. The clear layer of 
pores at the adhesive–composite interface represents water 
droplets that migrated through osmosis from the host dentin 
through the hybrid and adhesive layer to the immediately 
adjacent composite.
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solvent starts to evaporate, by which the more hydrophobic 
monomer components no longer remain in solution) are more 
difficult to blow away in more complex cavity configurations. 

Figure 1.26 Light microscopic image in (a) illustrating phase separation 
between water and resin once the HEMA-free one-step SEA 
was dispensed, and a TEM photomicrograph in (b) showing 
entrapment of pores within the hybrid layer, in particular 
when the adhesive was not strongly air-dried.

 (6) In addition, mixing all ingredients into one bottle has caused 
shelf life problems [69], though recently some manufacturers 
solved this issue by using more hydrolytically resistant 
acrylamide monomers [70]. 

 (7) Finally, the inferior clinical performance of one-step SEAs 
confirmed the less favorable laboratory findings, while it must 
also be said that the latest generation of one-step adhesives 
definitely performs better [71]. 

1.6.2 No Use of Strong SEAs

Strong SEAs present rather deep demineralization effects at both 
enamel and dentin (Fig. 1.22d). Following the AD concept (phase II, 
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option 2; Fig. 1.10) [6, 7], the bond of a functional monomer like a 
(di-)HEMA-phosphate to Ca2+ of HAp will readily debond and thus 
amply etch enamel and dentin, similar to what phosphoric acid does. 
Depending on the stability and purity of the functional monomer, 
some phosphoric acid might be present in the adhesive formulation 
and obviously contribute to the relatively severe etching effect. 
Hence, the interfacial ultrastructures at enamel and dentin produced 
by such strong SEAs resemble those of E&RAs (Figs. 1.12 and 1.22d). 
They, however, differ from E&RAs because like all SEAs they are 
not rinsed off. All dissolved calcium phosphates are consequently 
not rinsed away but embedded at the interface. Such embedded 
calcium phosphates are not very stable in an aqueous environment, 
thereby seriously weakening interfacial integrity. Laboratory as 
well as clinical data have both undeniably shown that despite 
their rather reasonable bonding potential to enamel, strong SEAs 
generally underperform at dentin, in particular with regard to bond 
durability and restoration longevity [19]. This data corroborates 
the AD concept (Fig. 1.1) [6, 7] and should be attributed to the low 
hydrolytic stability of the embedded calcium phosphates, along with 
the lack of stable chemical interaction with the exposed collagen. 
 Although manufacturers have introduced strong SEAs some 
years ago, especially with regard to their better etching performance 
at enamel, their severely compromised bonding to dentin has 
apparently pushed the dental industry today more toward the more 
promising mild SE approach.

1.6.3 Use of Mild SEAs

Mild (and ultramild) SEAs demineralize dentin only partially, 
leaving a substantial amount of HAp crystals around the collagen 
fibrils (Figs. 1.22a,b and 1.27). Following the AD concept [6, 7], a 
functional monomer like MDP, commonly referred to as 10-MDP, will 
chemically bond to Ca2+ of HAp, thus, according to AD concept phase 
II, option 1 (Fig. 1.1) [6, 7], forming stable calcium phosphate salts, 
along with only a limited surface decalcification effect. Like GIs, mild 
SEAs indeed only superficially interact with enamel and dentin and 
hardly dissolve HAp crystals but rather keep them in place (within a 
thin submicron hybrid layer; see below and Fig. 1.27). Advantageous 
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is the fact that mild SEAs not only keep collagen encapsulated and 
thus protected by HAp but also provide the potential to chemically 
interact with HAp [72]. 

Figure 1.27 TEM photomicrographs showing the adhesive–dentin 
interface produced by a phenyl-P-based “mild” SEA in (a) 
and a 10-MDP-based “mild” SEA in (b). Since the functional 
monomer phenyl-P has only a weak chemical affinity to Ca2+ 
of HAp, it follows the decalcification route of the AD concept 
(Fig. 1.1, AD concept phase II, option 2) with more intense 
demineralization and exposure of collagen. In contrast, the 
hybrid layer ultrastructure produced by the 10-MDP-based 
adhesive shows an HAp-rich hybrid layer because of the high 
chemical affinity of 10-MDP to HAp Ca, thereby following the 
adhesion route of the AD concept (Fig. 1.1, AD concept phase 
II, option 1).

 The resultant two-fold micromechanical- and chemical-bonding 
mechanism of mild SEAs indeed closely resembles that of GIs  
[3, 11]. Both typically present with a submicron hybrid layer that still 
contains substantial HAp that was not dissolved. In this respect, GIs 
could even be regarded as a kind of mild SEAs. The basic difference 
between a resin-based SEA and a GI is that the SEA possesses 
functional monomers with usually only one or two functional 
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chemical groups with affinity to HAp (Fig. 1.22b). They provide 
individual monomers that become upon polymerization a polymer 
that is linked to HAp, versus GIs that make use of an already existing 
(PAA) polymer with multiple functional groups that are attached to 
the polymer backbone and can “grab” Ca2+ at different and remote 
sites. The additional chemical bonding provided by GIs and mild 
SEAs is believed to be advantageous in terms of bond durability [73]. 

1.6.4 Improved Bond Durability through Chemical 
Bonding and Interfacial Nanolayering 

More specifically, chemical interaction is achieved through specific 
functional monomers, such as 10-MDP, 4-MET, and phenyl-P  
(Figs. 1.23 and 1.27). Ionic bond formation of the carboxylic/
phosphate groups of these functional monomers to Ca2+ of HAp was 
first proven by Yoshida et al. in 2004 [72] using XPS. However, the 
chemical-bonding potential on its own is insufficient; the formed 
ionic bonds should also be stable in an aqueous environment. In 
this sense, the chemical bonding promoted by 10-MDP is not only 
more effective but also more stable in water than that provided 
by 4-MET and phenyl-P in this order. The dissolution rate of the 
respective calcium salts of these three monomers, as measured by 
atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS), was inversely related to their 
chemical-bonding potential, as revealed by XPS: the more intense 
the chemical-bonding potential, the less the resultant calcium 
salt could be dissolved. This mechanism explains the contrasting 
ultrastructures of two SE hybrid layers (Fig. 1.27). The hybrid layer 
produced by the phenyl-P-based adhesive is not only thicker but also 
demineralized more with exposure of collagen than that produced 
by the 10-MDP-based adhesive, in which no collagen was exposed 
and dentin was only partially demineralized, leaving abundant HAp 
available for chemical interaction. 
 Confirming this experimental chemical data and hence the AD 
concept [6, 7], the bond strength to dentin of the 10-MDP-based 
“mild” two-step SEA Clearfil SE™ (Kuraray Noritake) remained high 
after long-term thermocycling, while that of Unifil Bond™ (GC) that 
contains 4-MET significantly dropped (but only after 100,000 cycles), 
and that of Clearfil Liner Bond II™ (Kuraray Noritake) that contains 
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phenyl-P gradually decreased the longer the bond was exposed to 
thermocycling [73]. Clearfil SE Bond™ (Kuraray Noritake) has been 
proven to yield reliable results in terms of bonding effectiveness and 
durability when compared to other commercially available SEAs, in 
the laboratory as well as in clinical research [19, 57].
 The functional monomer 10-MDP bonds through its phosphate 
groups to HAp and peculiarly forms a regularly layered structure at 
the HAp surface (Fig. 1.28) [11, 74–78]. Both X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
of HAp powder allowed to interact with 10-MDP and high-resolution 
TEM of 10-MDP-treated HAp powder revealed the formation of a  
4 nm layered structure (Figs. 1.28 and 1.29). 

Figure 1.28 TEM photomicrographs illustrating the adhesive–dentin 
interface produced by the 10-MDP-based “mild” two-step 
SEA Clearfil SE Bond (Kuraray Noritake). High magnification 
(100,000x) of the HAp-rich submicron hybrid layer revealed a  
4 nm regularly layered structure, being termed self-assembled 
nanolayering. This nanolayering consists of layers each of 
two molecules of 10-MDP directed in opposite directions; 
different layers are linked to each other by Ca having ionically 
interacted with the functional phosphate group of 10-MDP. 
This typical arrangement is thought to provide more stability 
and hydrophobicity to the interface, thereby explaining the 
improved bond durability documented with 10-MDP-based 
SEA formulations.
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Figure 1.29 XRD of 10-MDP having reacted with HAp powder, revealing a 
typical three-peak XRD pattern that represents nanolayering. 
The peak at 2q = 4.56° represents a structural arrangement with 
a dimension of 1.94 nm, which corresponds to the theoretical 
size of one 10-MDP molecule. The peak at 2θ = 2.24° reveals 
a dimension of 3.94 nm, thereby corresponding to about the 
size of two 10-MDP molecules and thus in agreement with the 
dimension of the nanolayering pattern observed by TEM in  
Fig. 1.28. Note that HAp powder is significantly less reactive 
than dentin (and enamel), by which much longer reaction 
times are needed in contrast to dentin where nanolayering can 
be disclosed within clinically relevant application times.

 Such nanolayering could not be detected for the functional 
monomers phenyl-P and 4-MET. Each layer of this self-assembled 
nanolayered structure consists of two 10-MDP molecules with their 
methacrylate groups directed toward each other and their functional 
hydrogen phosphate groups directed away from each other [79]. In 
between the layers, calcium salts are deposited, basically linking 
two adjacent nanolayers. This high chemical affinity of 10-MDP 
to HAp along with nanolayering was first demonstrated on pure 
synthetic HAp using XRD and later confirmed by NMR. Apatite in 
natural dentin is carbonated and also contains trace amounts of Na, 
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Mg, Sr, and Al, among others. Direct evidence of the formation of a 
nanolayered structure on natural dentin was later provided by TEM 
(Fig. 1.28) and structurally by XRD of 10-MDP-treated dentin samples 
[75, 76]. More recent experiments [78] proved that nanolayering 
occurred at dentin when an experimental 10-MDP-based adhesive 
(as well as the commercially available Clearfil SE Bond™ of Kuraray 
Noritake) was applied to dentin, following a clinically relevant 
application procedure, that is, 20-second application followed by 
gentle air-drying. Furthermore, rubbing the primer solution on 
the dentin surface intensified the nanolayering, which may explain 
why this “active” application technique increases bond strength, 
as was observed in previous studies. However, nanolayering was 
clearly less detectable by XRD at enamel, which may be due to the 
significantly higher crystallinity of enamel, reducing the interaction 
potential of 10-MDP. Dentinal HAp has not only lower crystallinity, 
but the crystal rods are also smaller in size and oriented crisscross  
(versus parallel oriented at enamel).
 The important finding that the adhesive performance of an 
SEA depends on the functional monomer included in the adhesive 
solution and its particular molecular structure and affinity to HAp 
was confirmed by another study in which the chemical interaction 
of the three experimental Ivoclar Vivadent (Schaan, Liechtenstein) 
phosphonate monomers, 2-[4-(dihydroxyphosphoryl)-2-oxabutyl]-
acrylate (HAEPA), ethyl 2-[4-(dihydroxyphosphoryl)-2-oxabutyl] 
-acrylate (EAEPA), and 2,4,6 trimethylphenyl 2-[4-(dihydroxy-
phosphoryl)-2-oxabutyl]acrylate (MAEPA), was assessed and 
compared to that of 10-MDP as the control [76]. The carboxyl group 
in HEAPA was esterified in EAEPA and MAEPA with an ethyl and a 
phenyl group, respectively. The bond strength of experimentally 
prepared adhesive cements that differed only in the functional 
monomer was inversely related to the dissolution rate of the calcium 
salt of the respective functional monomer. The latter is according 
to the AD concept, suggestive of a high chemical-bonding capacity 
following a “phase II, option 1” profile (Fig. 1.1) [6, 7]. Only a 
slightly higher dissolution rate was recorded for MAEPA than for the  
10-MDP control, while the 10-MDP-based adhesive cement showed 
only significantly higher bond strength to enamel. Ca-HAEPA was 
highly hydrolytically sensitive, while the Ca salt of EAEPA was also 
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significantly more soluble than the Ca salts of MAEPA and 10-MDP. 
Their respective bonding effectiveness to dentin was correspondingly 
significantly lower. Recent XRD experiments confirmed that MAEPA 
formed hydrolytically stable Ca monomer salts that remained 
attached to the dentin surface despite rinsing [76]. EAEPA also 
ionically bonded to Ca2+ at dentin, but the Ca-EAEPA salt formed did 
not resist washing with ethanol and water. Finally, no evidence for 
the formation of the Ca-HAEPA salt was detected by XRD. 
 Despite the high chemical interaction potential of 10-MDP 
and the related nanolayering, a recent finding showed that the 
application of an experimental 10-MDP:EtOH:H2O self-etching 
primer followed by the bonding agent of the commercially available 
Clearfil SE Bond™ (Kuraray Noritake) did not suffice to reach 
a bond strength comparable to that of the complete Clearfil SE 
Bond™ system (using also the commercially available 10-MDP-
based self-etching primer; Kuraray Noritake) [75]. However, when 
camphorquinone/amine (CQ/amine) was added as a photoinitiator 
to the experimental 10-MDP:EtOH:H2O self-etching primer, an 
equally high bond strength to dentin was measured like that of 
Clearfil SE Bond™ (whose self-etching primer also contains CQ; 
Kuraray Noritake). This finding highlights the need for adequate 
polymerization, hypothetically thought to be very important in case 
nanolayering produces a relatively thick intermediary layer. This 
layer can only polymerize and thus resist debonding during bond 
strength testing when a sufficient photoinitiator is provided locally. 
Adding CQ/amine to the subsequently applied bonding agent of 
Clearfil SE Bond™ (Kuraray Noritake) appeared insufficient, most 
likely because of the less penetrable nanolayering arrangement.

1.6.5 Self-Etching and the Smear Layer 

It is well known that during cavity preparation using rotary 
instruments, the surface to bond to will be covered by a smear 
layer [80, 81]. Depending on the preparation technique, this smear 
layer varies significantly in size and structure (Figs. 1.30 and 1.31). 
Unfortunately, the smear layer is not attached firmly to the tooth 
surface, and SEAs better interact with surface smear sufficiently to 
obtain a satisfactory bond to the underlying tooth surface. 
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Figure 1.30 TEM photomicrographs illustrating the resin–smear complex 
formed at enamel upon diamond bur instrumentation.

 There are indications that the bonding effectiveness of especially 
ultramild SEAs may be impaired by thick smear layers [82]. In 
addition, a recent study revealed that mild SEAs failed predominantly 
under the hybrid layer after water aging, which may also be the 
result of insufficient smear removal by current mild SEAs [83]. These 
studies highlight the importance of the cavity preparation method. It 
is clear that the main challenge for current SEAs (as well as materials 
like self-adhesive composite (SAC) cements and actual self-adhesive 
[restorative] composites; see below and see also Chapters 3 and 6) is 
to dissolve the smear layer without demineralizing the tooth surface 
too profoundly and thereby not to remove HAp at the interface. As 
mentioned above, preserving HAp at the interface not only protects 
the collagen from external chemical aggression, but the HAp will 
also provide Ca2+ for chemical bonding of the functional monomer. 

1.6.6 Self-Etching Enamel and Recommendation to 
Selectively Phosphoric-Acid-Etch Enamel

At enamel, an E&R approach using phosphoric acid remains the 
choice of preference, since it not only guarantees the most durable 
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bond to enamel but also seals and thus protects the more vulnerable 
bond to dentin against degradation [3, 26]. As mentioned above, 
while “strong” SEAs generally perform not that unfavorably at 
enamel, bonding of mild SEAs to enamel (and certainly to unground, 
aprismatic enamel) remains so far unsatisfactorily (Fig. 1.32). 
Clinical research has clearly revealed that marginal defects at the 
enamel margins of a composite restoration develop rather rapidly, 
whereas the dentin margins appear to maintain their marginal 
integrity much longer [57, 58]. 

Figure 1.31 TEM photomicrographs illustrating the absence of surface 
smear when dentin was fractured in (a) and, respectively, 
the relatively thin smear layer versus a much thicker, more 
irregular, and compact resin–smear complex formed at dentin 
upon grinding using 600-grit silicon carbide (SiC) paper in (b) 
and upon a 100 µm diamond bur preparation in (c).

 This is somewhat odd considering that the chemical-bonding 
potential of functional monomers to HAp (at least with certain 
functional monomers) should also be beneficial for the bonding 
effectiveness to enamel that contains even more HAp than dentin 
does. Recent XRD analysis of interfacial interaction of 10-MDP 
revealed significantly more intense nanolayering at dentin than 
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at enamel, both enhanced when the experimental 10-MDP-based 
self-etching primer was actively rubbed on the surface [74]. Since 
the nanolayering formed at enamel was not relatively thick, adding 
CQ/amine to the experimental self-etching primer appeared not 
necessary (in contrast to bonding to dentin; see above) to reach a 
bond strength to enamel equally as that achieved by the commercial 
Clearfil SE Bond™ (Kuraray Noritake).

Figure 1.32 TEM photomicrographs illustrating the difference in 
interaction intensity regarding phosphoric acid etching in 
(a) and “mild” self-etching enamel in (b). A much deeper 
interaction can be observed for the E&R approach with deep 
etch pits and individual HAp rods being partially dissolved 
versus very shallow interaction and much more solid HAp rods 
remaining when a mild SE approach was applied.

 More recent research investigated to which extent the 
compromised enamel bonding obtained with (ultra)mild SEAs 
could be attributed to interference of bur debris smeared across 
enamel during cavity preparation. Somewhat surprisingly, very little 
information is available on the morphology of enamel smear layers. 
In this respect, the interaction of the so-called ultramild SEA Clearfil 
S³ Bond™ (Kuraray Noritake) with enamel was ultrastructurally 
studied that was prepared in three ways (Figs. 1.30 and 1.31 above) 
[81], either solely pumice-cleaned and kept uncut (1), ground using 
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#600-grit silicon carbide (SiC) paper (2), or cut using a medium-
grit (100 μm) diamond bur (3). At uncut enamel, the thin aprismatic 
enamel layer acted as a barrier, which hindered in most areas the 
adhesive to infiltrate beyond—even though a void-free interface was 
observed. This aprismatic layer was removed by SiC paper grinding 
that enabled the adhesive to penetrate deeper and more uniformly, 
reaching a firmer micromechanical interlock with the formation of 
a fine reticular resin network. Bur preparation, on the other hand, 
resulted in a much rougher surface, with numerous subsurface 
cracks that served as infiltration “highways.” A fine reticular mesh, as 
seen on enamel prepared with SiC paper, was, however, not formed, 
though the bond to enamel must have been stabilized better than 
when the adhesive was bonded to uncut enamel.
 Altogether, the lower bonding effectiveness of (ultra)mild 
SEAs to enamel should be ascribed most likely in the first place 
to less potential for micromechanical interlocking (which requires 
some kind of etching) but also to a lower chemical reactivity  
(nanolayering in the case of 10-MDP) with enamel HAp.
 Therefore, selective etching of enamel margins with phosphoric 
acid is highly recommended to combine a more favorable E&R 
treatment at enamel with a mild SE approach at dentin (see below).

1.7 Self-Adhesive Composites 

As today’s adhesives are often regarded as technique sensitive, 
combining the benefits of adhesive and composite technology into a 
self-adhesive restorative composite was the next step clinicians have 
been waiting for [11, 71]. 
 Especially simplification in clinical adhesive procedures is a 
major drive for current research and development efforts in the 
dental industry. However, the hydrophobic–hydrophilic mismatch 
between the dental composite and the tooth substrate needs to be 
overcome to achieve a long-term lasting bond. The introduction 
of SAC cements [84-87] has led to the development of a new class 
of (restorative) SACs that are bonded to tooth enamel and dentin 
without a separate adhesive. 
 Although ultrastructural characterization of the adhesive 
interface revealed tight interaction at enamel and dentin (Fig. 1.33), 
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recent bond strength evaluation, however, revealed that the bonding 
effectiveness of the two flowable SACs underscores that of one-step 
SEAs and one gold-standard three-step E&RA when combined with 
their proprietary flowable composite (Fig. 1.33). Consequently, 
routine clinical application of SACs should be very carefully 
considered, in particular in case no macroretention is provided.

Figure 1.33 Collage of two TEM photomicrographs showing tight interaction 
of the self-adhesive flowable composite Vertise Flow™ (Kerr) 
to enamel and dentin. Microtensile bond strength testing 
showed, however, significantly lower bonding effectiveness 
to bur-cut and SiC-ground dentin of the SACs Vertise Flow™ 
(Kerr) and Fusio Liquid Dentin™ (Pentron) than of one-step 
SEA/flowable composite combinations and in particular the 
three-step E&RA/flowable composite combination.

Self-Adhesive Composites
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1.8 Clinical Performance of Adhesives and Its 
Prediction in the Laboratory

Despite the importance of laboratory studies attempting to predict 
clinical performance of biomaterials, clinical trials remain the 
ultimate way to collect scientific evidence on the clinical effectiveness 
of a restorative treatment [19]. The popularity of in vitro studies in 
the field of adhesive dentistry may, in part, be ascribed to the rapid 
evolution of dental adhesive technology and the resultant high 
turnover of adhesives. This often tempts manufacturers to release a 
successor product in the market even before its precursor has been 
clinically evaluated, at least in the long term. By carrying out in vivo 
studies, all possible aging factors play at the same time, thereby 
disclosing whether an adhesive is truly reliable for routine clinical 
practice. Retention, marginal integrity and clinical microleakage 
are usually the key parameters recorded to judge the clinical 
effectiveness of adhesives. 
 As mentioned before, the best clinical performance with 
regard to retention (the most objective criterion to judge clinical 
effectiveness) has so far been achieved by GIs (Fig. 1.34) [19, 71]. 
 Despite their excellent clinical performance in terms of retention, 
GIs commonly present with lower esthetic features and poorer 
physicomechanical properties that may clinically require them to be 
replaced more rapidly than resin-based restorative materials.
 Besides GIs, three-step E&RAs have exhibited good clinical 
effectiveness (Fig. 1.34) [19, 71]. The clinical durability of three-
step E&RAs confirms their generally superior laboratory results, in 
which they are considered as the gold standard and employed as a 
control to compare the performance of new-generation adhesives. 
 According to the same standard, mild two-step SEAs tend to 
approach three-step E&RAs in terms of low annual failure rates 
(Fig. 1.34) [19, 71]. Their ability to provide a shallow but uniform 
hybrid layer, along with their capability to chemically bond to the 
dentin substrate, seems to play an important role to resist long-term 
hydrolytic degradation. Commonly, the clinical performance of such 
SEAs does not vary substantially from one study to another, which 
is indicative of their rather low technique sensitivity. Considering 
solely mild SEAs, their annual failure rate happens to be as low as 
that of GIs [71]. 
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Figure 1.34 Annual failure rates for different classes of adhesives and also 
for GIs, determined upon a systematic literature review in two 
periods. When mild two-step SEAs are separated from the 
other two-step SEAs, their annual failure rate equals that of 
GIs. The annual failure rate of the youngest generation of one-
step SEAs is reducing.

 In general, two-step E&RAs have performed less favorably 
than the conventional three-step version [19, 71] (Fig. 1.34). 
Laboratory studies have corroborated these results, ascribing their 
poorer performance to their higher hydrophilicity and reduced 
hybridization potential. 
 So far, rather inefficient clinical performance has been noted for 
the newest generation of one-step adhesives [19, 71] (Fig. 1.34). 
Widely varying retention scores have been recorded, indicating their 
higher technique sensitivity despite their favorable user-friendliness. 
Such lower bonding performance must be ascribed to the many 
concerns advanced earlier. Nevertheless, clearly improved bonding 
performance with reduced annual failure rates was recorded for the 
newest generation of one-step adhesives [71] (see Fig. 1.34). 

Clinical Performance of Adhesives and Its Prediction in the Laboratory
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 Correlating two extensive systematic literature reviews, 
having focused on laboratory bond strength testing [36] and 
on retention rates of class V composite restorations [19, 71], 
showed that no significant correlation was found between “im-
mediate” bond strength and two-year class V retention rates  
(r2 = 0.12; p = 0.5056), while a significantly and relatively good correlation  
(r2 = 0.58; p = 0.0475) was found between “aged” bond strength and 
five-year class V retention rates. This finding confirms the definite 
need to test new adhesive formulations not only immediately but 
also in particular after a kind of artificial aging, which appears to 
predict clinical effectiveness relatively well.

1.9 Conclusion: Today’s Most Ideal Adhesive 
Approach to Achieve Durable Bonding 

Micromechanical interlocking is still the best strategy to bond to 
enamel (Fig. 1.35). 

Figure 1.35 The most ideal adhesive approach today to durably bond to 
enamel and dentin according to KU Leuven BIOMAT.
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 Selective phosphoric acid etching of enamel cavity margins is 
therefore today highly recommended as a first step in the ideal 
three-step bonding approach. In the second step, a “mild” SEA is 
recommended to be applied to both the beforehand-etched enamel 
and (unetched) dentin. Such a mild SEA should contain a functional 
monomer with a high chemical affinity to HAp. This approach appears 
to guarantee the most durable bonding performance at dentin, 
provided that it deals adequately with the debris smeared across the 
surface by a bur. Phosphoric acid etching of dentin could nowadays 
be considered too aggressive for dentin, given all the consequences 
related to exposure of the vulnerable collagen (Fig. 1.36). As a final 
third step, the interface is best sealed by the application of a solvent-
free bonding resin with adequate polymerization efficiency.

Figure 1.36 The difference in interaction between the E&R and the “mild” 
SE approach.
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Biomineralization is an important concept for understanding how 
enamel is initially formed and subsequently grows. The structure and 
function of fully mature enamel are determined by these complex 
processes. Once formed, enamel is in continual contact with the 
oral environment, particularly saliva and plaque fluids, which bathe 
the exposed surfaces. Thus, during formation and subsequently 
when completely formed, enamel is constantly undergoing 
biomineralization events, which may also influence its destruction 
during tooth mineral loss events such as caries and erosion. This 
chapter focuses on the processes occurring at different length scales 
during the biomineralization and biodemineralization of enamel and 
on the factors that influence its subsequent preservation.
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2.1 Introduction

Biomineralization is the process by which living organisms construct 
functioning inorganic mineral material devices out of supersaturated 
ionic solutions through controlled deposition and regulated growth, 
leading to a highly specified structure, size, and orientation suited 
to the functional requirement. Dental enamel biomineralization is 
unique since it forms the most highly mineralized, most oriented, 
and strongest biological hard tissue in the mammalian skeleton. 
Mature enamel is 96% hydroxyapatite (HA) mineral, 3% water, and 
1% organic matter by weight. Once fully mature, the enamel tissue 
is a hierarchical structure with ordered arrangements of units or 
building blocks present at different length scales. It is comprised of 
needle-like crystallites, which have a strong preferred orientation 
along their growth direction. These crystallites bundle into long rod-
like structures with cross-sectional dimensions typically of 50 × 25 
nm and up to 1 mm long. Typically around 100 HA crystallites are 
organized and bundled together into larger-scale structures called 
prisms. 
 Prisms are approximately 5 µm in diameter and up to several 
millimeters in length with their long axes at acute angles to, and 
following the shape of, the enamel–dentine junction (EDJ). The 
ordering continues to the next length scale as prisms are oriented 
relative to each other with interprismatic less-ordered enamel in 
between. Prismatic and interprismatic enamel arrange and grow 
in the correct conformation to produce the macroscopic shape 
of the tooth suitable to its function. This intricate and complex 
hierarchical structure, combined with the small amount of protein 
in fully mature enamel, explains the particular physicomechanical 
properties of enamel, allowing it to function as a cutting, grinding, 
and masticatory tool. 
 The physical and mechanical properties of enamel need to be 
considered when designing dental materials including zirconia, 
since these synthetic materials need to be suitable to replace lost 
enamel tissue, integrate with remaining healthy tissue, and not 
damage opposing or neighboring teeth. In addition in dentistry, 
understanding the biological progression of mineral formation will 
lead to technological advances in regenerative dentistry. Ideally 
this could allow the possibility of regrowth of the highly ordered 
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hierarchical structure of dental enamel using a patient’s own cells to 
control ordered growth from the atomic to the macroscopic scale.
 In this chapter the structure and formation of enamel from the 
point of view of different length scales will be described. A distinction 
will be made between the initial process of enamel formation, 
which will be termed “primary” biomineralization, and subsequent 
remineralization processes in enamel, which happen posteruption 
in the mouth, termed “secondary” mineralization. The important 
aspects of “primary” biomineralization are the cellular control and 
role of proteins secreted by ameloblast cells, including amelogenin, 
enamelin, ameloblastin, and tuftelin. Once erupted, dental enamel 
can be lost through different routes, the most common of which are 
erosion and dental caries. The process of enamel dissolution as a 
response to changes in the oral environment or “biodemineralization” 
will be described, together with the role of salivary proteins as an 
important driver in subsequent remineralization or “secondary” 
mineralization.

2.1.1 Primary and Secondary Mineralization

The process of primary biomineralization of dental enamel starts 
in utero for primary dentition and takes several years to complete, 
varying for each tooth type. Age-linked development of teeth has 
been comprehensively described on the macroscopic length scale 
by AlQahtani’s “Atlas of Human Tooth Development and Eruption” 
[1]. This is an invaluable evidence-based resource for accurate age 
determination from dental remains or dental radiographs. 
 Once a tooth is fully formed and erupted in the oral cavity, dental 
enamel will undergo acid attacks, and cyclic demineralization and 
remineralization regimes exists in the mouth as a function of food or 
drink challenges. There are drivers that will push the balance toward 
demineralization, such as poor oral hygiene, which can then lead to 
dental caries. Conversely there are mechanisms such as the role of 
saliva and, in particular, salivary proteins that can tip the balance 
toward faster remineralization of enamel, ensuring that enamel 
maintains its structure and mechanical efficacy. This remineralization 
of enamel has been termed “secondary” mineralization so as to be 
distinct from the initial pre-eruption enamel formation process. 

Introduction
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Fully mature enamel does not contain cells and therefore is not 
able to regenerate itself; therefore secondary mineralization or 
remineralization is an acellular process relying on chemical and 
rather than biological control.

2.1.2 Biologically Controlled and Biologically Induced 
Mineralization

Primary enamel biomineralization is an example of biologically 
controlled mineralization. Biologically controlled mineralization is 
a highly regulated process that produces inorganic minerals with 
reproducible structures and species-specific crystallographic and 
chemical properties. It produces inorganic minerals that have a 
specific biological function. Biologically controlled mineralization 
occurs in many unicellular creatures and many multicellular 
organisms. Properties of a biologically controlled inorganic 
mineral include uniform particle sizes, well-defined structures 
and compositions, high levels of spatial organization, complex 
morphologies, controlled aggregation, preferred crystallographic 
orientation, a higher-order assembly, and hierarchical structures. 
Dental enamel is an excellent example of a biologically controlled 
mineral structure.
 In contrast, in biologically induced mineralization, inorganic 
minerals are deposited by precipitation arising from secondary 
interactions with the surrounding environment. For example, 
in some green algae, calcium carbonate is precipitated from 
saturated calcium bicarbonate solutions by metabolic removal of 
CO2 during photosynthesis. Thus the inorganic mineral can be a 
by-product of another reaction process. Bacteria typically carry 
out biologically induced mineralization. Bacteria can precipitate 
various inorganic minerals by passing OH– ions across their cell 
walls. The posteruptive secondary mineralization of dental enamel 
is an example of biologically induced mineralization since there is 
no cellular control but chemical control from the environment. The 
size, shape, structure, composition, and organization of the mineral 
particles can be poorly defined and heterogeneous. It is often difficult 
to distinguish biologically induced minerals from those produced 
synthetically.
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2.1.3 Amelogenesis

Dental enamel is the most mineralized of all tissues and forms 
progressively over extended time periods. “Amelogenesis” is the 
term used for the formation of enamel. The enamel starts to form 
at the dentine interface and initially grows away from this interface 
layer. The hierarchical structure of enamel is achieved by a dynamic 
process of controlled crystal formation, organization, and growth 
guided by the organic matrix. It is an excellent example of organic 
matrix–mediated biomineralization. At the start of the process the 
tissue is rich in the organic matrix. As the process of mineralization 
progresses the organic matrix retreats and breaks down, leaving a 
material that is 96% mineral by weight. In Fig. 2.1 the relationship 
between the amount of amelogenin protein and the amount of 
mineral as a function of time during the primary biomineralization 
process is illustrated.

Figure 2.1 Mineral content vs. amelogenin as a function of the enamel 
development time.

 The part of amelogenesis when mineralization occurs can be 
divided into four distinct stages:

 (i) Secretory stage:
  At this stage, secretion of the extracellular matrix 

(predominantly amelogenin proteins) by ameloblast cells 
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occurs, and nucleation of apatite crystallites begins. The 
enamel tissue is up to 30% mineralized.

 (ii) Self-assembly stage:
  Overlapping with the secretory stage, in the self-assembly 

stage, amelogenin protein self-assembles into nanospheres 
in order to direct and control the size and shape of mineral 
crystallites, including the prismatic and interprismatic 
structures. This results in the formation of elongated, ribbon-
like crystallites.

 (iii) Transition/resorption stage:
  By this stage the organic matrix has stopped being secreted 

and degradation/removal of protein occurs. The ameloblast 
cells retreat and are replaced with fluid, generating a porous 
tissue.

 (iv) Maturation stage:
  The maturation stage of amelogenesis involves a massive 

increase in mineral ions to facilitate lateral growth of crystals 
and almost complete removal of the organic matrix. At the end 
of this stage the final mineral concentrations are reached and 
all cells have degenerated.

2.1.4 Remineralization

The term “remineralization” is applied to the process by which 
enamel mineral can be “repaired” by a process of precipitation of 
what is often presumed to be enamel, or at least calcium HA.
 Remineralization is the mechanism by which enamel that has 
previously undergone mineral loss by some pathological process can 
under the right supersaturation conditions subsequently recover 
mineral and potentially fully repair but is perhaps one of the most 
misunderstood concepts in the dental literature. Although there is 
considerable in vitro evidence for partial recovery of mineral from 
very early-stage artificial carious lesions [2], evidence for significant 
mineral recovery is very scant indeed and for complete recovery 
of mineral from all but the very early-stage lesions does not exist. 
Further, there is little if any evidence that the mineral actually 
redeposited in artificial remineralization systems is in fact calcium 
HA, or even HA-like, as it is almost impossible to investigate and 
identify the mineral phases formed. 
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 It is well established that HA nucleates easily under highly 
supersaturated conditions. However, HA undergoes very little 
secondary growth, and therefore it is not likely that either the 
existing enamel mineral or any newly formed protocrystals will 
regrow following mineral loss merely by increasing the degree of 
supersaturation. However, within the oral environment the situation 
may be very different, where the enamel crystallites are bathed 
continuously in a supersaturated solution that has originated 
from saliva but also contains a multitude of salivary proteins, 
some of which are involved in enamel homeostasis [3]. Thus, the 
oral environment may be better described as a biomineralization 
environment in which proteins control enamel crystal growth but 
are also influential in its destruction. Therefore the in vitro systems 
described in many reported studies do not fully reflect the in vivo 
environment. Although the proteins involved in amelogenesis have 
not been identified in saliva, it is likely that some salivary peptides 
may play a role in the biomineralization control of remineralization 
in vivo. 
 Further, the enamel pellicle, a highly organized organic molecular 
layer immediately overlying the enamel surface, is likely to be 
involved in the regulation of enamel HA interface chemistry, thereby 
controlling both remineralization and demineralization. However, 
it is also unlikely that at the molecular pellicle level, the interface 
conditions exist similar to those prevailing during amelogenesis. 
So although some limited mineral deposition may occur, complete 
repair of significant lesions does not occur, and therefore “healing” 
of all but the most early-stage enamel lesions will not be possible 
merely by transporting huge quantities of calcium and phosphate 
ions to an enamel surface.

2.1.5 Hierarchical Length Scales in Enamel Structure

It is important to understand the process of enamel formation, 
the final structure formed, the subsequent demineralization and 
remineralization processes, and the tissue function at different length 
scales, since this will give us the greatest insight into this complex 
hierarchical tissue structure and function. Enamel is a heterogeneous 
tissue with physical and chemical structural distributions at the 
atomic, nanoscopic, microscopic, and macroscopic distances, all 
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of which contribute to the final successful function of this tissue. 
Therefore, in the remainder of this chapter, the detailed physical and 
chemical characteristics and processes of the enamel structure and 
its formation are described at the length scales at which they occur.

2.2 Atomic/Molecular Length Scale 

2.2.1 Chemical Control of Biomineralization 

It is at the atomic and molecular length scale that the chemical control 
of the primary biomineralization process of enamel formation 
occurs. The solubility of the apatite phase is a crucial factor in 
determining the thermodynamic conditions for precipitation, and 
lattice substitutions are important in controlling the solubility of 
biological apatite. Many substitutions are possible on the Ca2+ and 
the PO4

3– and the OH– sites such as Na+, NH4
+, K+, Mg2+, Fe2+, CO3

2–, 
and F–. The carbonate-substituted apatite of dental enamel can be 
written as:

 Ca10–x (PO4)6–x(CO3)x(OH)2

 Chemical analysis of the distribution of fluoride, carbonate, 
and magnesium in enamel has been carried out by Robinson et al.  
[4–6]. The amount of fluoridated apatite was determined by etching 
the tooth sections and analyzing the fluoride concentration in a 
postetched buffer solution [4]; the concentration of carbonate was 
determined by dissolving each piece in acid and measuring the 
volume of CO2 emitted [5]; and the concentration of magnesium 
was found using atomic absorption spectrophotometry [6]. Fluoride 
concentrations decrease as a function of enamel depth from the 
surface, while carbonate and magnesium concentrations increase 
(from 2% to 4–6% and from 0.2% to 0.5%, respectively) across the 
same distance [7]. In addition, changes in crystallographic lattice 
parameters in crystallite structure can reveal changes in enamel 
crystal chemistry. Measured using synchrotron X-ray diffraction 
analyzed using Rietveld refinement, trends in the lattice parameter 
changes are shown in Fig. 2.2, relative to the average lattice 
parameters. It can be seen that the a and c lattice parameters vary 
between –0.6% and +0.3% of their average values of a = 9.5165(6) 
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Å and c = 6.9394(2) Å, revealing a systematic variation in the lattice 
parameters as a function of position within the enamel [8]. It can 
be seen that there is more variation in the a lattice parameter than 
in the c lattice. This trend has also been seen in dentine, where the 
a lattice parameter decreased by 0.5% with increasing distance 
from the EDJ into the dentine, whereas the c lattice parameter only 
decreased by 0.1% over the same distance [9]. 

Figure 2.2 (a) The a lattice parameter and (b) c lattice parameter contour 
maps showing the percentage change in the lattice parameter 
value at different positions around the tooth.

 In addition to a decrease in lattice parameters going from 
the surface enamel to the EDJ, there is a difference in the lattice 
parameters on the buccal and lingual sides of the tooth, indicating a 
change in crystal chemistry on the different sides of the tooth. This 
could be due to the primary biomineralization process differing 
on the two sides, perhaps as a response to different mechanical 
functions of the two sides of the tooth, or due to their slightly 
different oral environments which would affect the local chemical 
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environment during post-eruption remineralizing events or due to a 
combination of both.

2.2.2 Solubility of Calcium Hydroxyapatite

In the oral environment, enamel mineral coexists with saliva, 
which provides a rich source of calcium and phosphate ions. The 
concentration of calcium ions in saliva is considered to be about 
1 mmol L–1 [10]. Thus saliva is very supersaturated with respect 
to enamel. Considered in inorganic terms alone this should lead 
to considerable deposition of calcium phosphate mineral were it 
not for the action of primary and secondary nucleation inhibiting 
salivary proteins (discussed later). 
 Figure 2.3 shows the position of the solubility isotherm for HA 
calculated from speciation software. The exact position of the HA 
isotherm is dependent on the value for the solubility product of HA 
used [11]. Unfortunately, the precise value for the solubility product 
of HA is still a contentious issue, and published values vary [12]. One 
reason for this, as pointed out by Darvell et al., is that values for the 
solubility of HA have generally been measured in the presence of 
bulk (or excess) solid, which often displays incongruent solubility 
behavior, which leads to variations in the final values. To circumvent 
these complications, Darvell has reported measurements of the 
solubility product (KSp) of HA and related calcium phosphates, and 
enamel, using an elegant light-scattering method with successively 
decreasing amounts of solid present so that values can be obtained 
by extrapolation when no solid remains [13]. For enamel, there is 
the additional complication that the impurity ion level within the 
HA lattice can also significantly influence the solubility, and a range 
of values for KSp of enamel have been published (e.g., [14–15]). As 
these values are used in chemical speciation programs [16] this gives 
rise to variation in the literature about the position of the solubility 
isotherm of enamel. Therefore, it is advisable to be cautious about 
reported solubility product values and to take into account the 
various constraints of each system. 
 In many dental textbooks, the term “critical pH” is used, defined 
as the pH at which calcium HA would start to dissolve. From Fig. 2.3, 
it can be seen that, taking the average concentration of calcium in the 
oral environment to be 1.0 mmol L–1 and the normal oral to be pH 7 
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(shown by point O on the diagram) and then extrapolating leftward 
from point O, that is, assuming the calcium concentration remains 
constant, the pH at which this extrapolation cuts the isotherm is at 
approximately 5.5, which is the value often seen in many textbooks. 
However, as discussed the precise value for any given calcium 
concentration will depend on the value of KSp used. 

Figure 2.3 Solubility isotherm for calcium HA. Point O represents 
“normal” conditions within the oral environment.

2.2.3 Proteins of Enamel Biomineralization

Also at the molecular length scale is the role of the extracellular ma-
trix. Dental enamel formation is an example of protein matrix–me-
diated biomineralization. Enamel proteins comprise predominantly 
amelogenins, which make up 90–95% of the extracellular matrix, 
whilst 5–10% are nonamelogenins. Most amelogenin is degraded 
and removed following maturation. The vast majority of the 1% by 
weight protein remnant in mature enamel is nonamelogenin protein. 
 The precise role of each enamel protein is still under exploration 
since it is a complex system with complicating factors, including a 
series of degradative changes by proteolytic enzymes during the 
development of enamel. This results in the accumulation of many 
smaller enamel proteins and peptides as enamel matures. Briefly, the 

Atomic/Molecular Length Scale
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evidence to date suggests the following roles for each known enamel 
protein: dentine sialophosphoprotein initiates mineralization, 
amelogenin and enamelin control the crystal growth, ameloblastin 
determines the prismatic pattern, and tuftelin and ameloblastin are 
likely to be involved in cell signaling.
 Amelogenin protein forms an insoluble macromolecular 
framework that acts as a key mediator in controlling the 
biomineralization process. Nascent full-length amelogenin is a 
bipolar macromolecule with high levels of histidine, glutamine, 
and leucine and has a molecular weight of 25 kDa. It has a highly 
charged C terminal with an isoelectric point (pI) of approximately 
4.2, whilst the remainder of the molecule is hydrophobic with a 
pI of approximately 8—the overall pI being around 6.5. Research 
shows that the N terminal is responsible for a self-assembly process 
through specific interactions between protein segments, causing 
aggregation into “nanospheres.” The C terminal is believed to 
stabilize nanospheres by being exposed on the surface and thereby 
hindering further aggregation. A model for the role of amelogenin 
and enamelin in the guiding and control of crystal growth is the two-
component model in organic matrix–mediated biomineralization 
[17]. This model consists of a structural framework of hydrophobic 
macromolecules with associated cross-links (in this case 
amelogenins) onto which are anchored hydrophilic macromolecules 
acting as active nucleating surfaces to external solutions (in this 
case enamelins). Organic matrices lower the activation energy of 
nucleation by reducing interfacial energies and therefore promote 
crystal nucleation and growth. 

2.2.4 Proteins of Saliva

Saliva contains a huge number of proteins and peptides, and well 
over a thousand have been reported [18]. There are four groups of 
salivary proteins that are thought to be directly involved in enamel 
mineral homeostasis. These are proline-rich proteins (PRPs), 
cystatins, histatins, and statherin.
 Many of these peptides have a common evolutionary pathway 
[19]. Most bind calcium ions and also bind to HA surfaces. It has 
been proposed that, for example, statherin only binds to the {001} 
face of HA, suggesting complex, site-specific biomineralization 
involvement. Many of these peptides are also related to other 
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proteins involved in biomineralization, for example, the sibling 
proteins osteopontin and bone sialoproteins [20]. Although it is not 
clear how these proteins function in enamel homeostasis, it may 
be that the underlying chemical mechanisms are similar to those 
involved in enamel biomineralization. 
 There have been a number of studies exploring the nature of 
interaction between HA surfaces and salivary proteins, particularly 
statherin as this binds most readily to the tooth surface, forming 
the basis of the enamel pellicle. Unfortunately, many of these 
studies are either computational or solid-state nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) studies and therefore do not include the impact of 
water or the solution state, which prevails in the oral environment. 
Nevertheless, these studies do give considerable insight into the HA–
protein interface, and computational studies involving minimum 
energy calculations are useful in corroborating the experimental 
evidence obtained [21]. 

2.2.4.1 Proline-rich proteins

PRPs are about 150 amino acid residues in length and account 
for approximately 70% of the total protein secreted in saliva [22]. 
Six different PRPs have been identified. It is understood that their 
N terminal is involved in inhibition of secondary HA precipitation 

[23], whereas the C terminal is responsible for adhesion of bacteria 
enamel surfaces [24]. It has also been confirmed that PRPs are 
present in the formation of the enamel pellicle [25].

2.2.4.2 Cystatins

Cystatins (121 residues) are present in a wide range of body fluids 
and tissues [22]. They bind to HA but only about a third as well as 
statherin [26]. They are also involved in crystal growth inhibition, as 
well as inhibition of selected bacterial proteases, and the formation 
of complexes with several viral proteases [27]. 

2.2.4.3 Histatins

Histatins are a group of 12 low-molecular-weight histidine-rich 
peptides [27], with histatin 1, histatin 3, and histatin 5 consisting of 
38, 32, and 24 amino acid residues, respectively, with histatin 5 being 
the most common [28]. Histatin 1 is a neutral protein, whereas both 
histatins 3 and 5 are basic [29]. All adsorb and bind onto HA surfaces 

Atomic/Molecular Length Scale
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[30]. It is likely that only histatin 1 inhibits secondary precipitation 
but does not inhibit spontaneous precipitation [30]. Further, histatin 
3 does not bind to calcium and only has antifungal and antibacterial 
functions [31, 32]. 

2.2.4.4 Statherin

Statherin is a well-studied molecule, which when first discovered was 
suggested to be important in the inhibition of primary and secondary 
crystal growth of calcium phosphates in the oral environment [33]. 
However, more recently, Anderson et al. have reported that it may 
also be important in the inhibition of dissolution of HA and enamel 
[34]. From a dental perspective, this means that statherin acts to 
protect enamel from acidic attack and is therefore part of the natural 
protection mechanism of oral hard tissues, maintaining enamel 
integrity [35]. 
 This work confirmed that reported by Makrodimitris et al. who 
used Monte Carlo and energy minimization computational methods 
to calculate the adsorption free-energy interactions of statherin 
binding to HA surfaces. The authors suggested that there is a 
molecular recognition motif comprising the α helix of statherin at 
its N terminal binding to the {001} face of HA, reported to be the 
predominate surface at the enamel–saliva interface [36]. 

2.3 Nanometer Length Scale

2.3.1 Nanostructure of Enamel

At the nanometer length scale, during enamel formation, HA 
crystallites are laid down as nanorods with cross-sectional 
dimensions of 50 × 25 nm and up to 1 mm long. The orientation 
of these crystallites is important in understanding the structure–
function relationship in enamel. The orientation can be measured 
by synchrotron X-ray diffraction texture analysis—a way to measure 
the organization in the structure at the nanometer length scale. In 
Fig. 2.4 the direction that crystallites are oriented as a function of 
position within a tooth are shown for six serial sections through the 
enamel of a human premolar. In general the crystallite orientation in 
enamel is perpendicular to the EDJ. 
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Figure 2.4 Texture orientation from the (002) reflection of HA crystals in 
enamel for six serial intact tooth sections cut along the mesial–
distal plane. (A) Buccal section. (B–E) Central sections. (F) 
Palatal section.

 However, in some parts of the tooth the crystallites run close to 
parallel to the EDJ. The crystallite arrangement in enamel is highly 
anisotropic and displays a high degree of intratooth heterogeneity 
[36]. Figure 2.5 shows individual contour maps of the change in 

Nanometer Length Scale
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magnitude of the preferred orientation through the same tooth, 
revealing the variation in the amount of ordering in the enamel in 
different regions of a tooth crown. There is less orientation in the 
surface enamel at both the buccal and palatal sides of the tooth 
(Fig. 2.5a,f) than in the central mesiodistal slices (Fig 2.5 b,c,e). This 
indicates a higher degree of preferred orientation at the cusps [37]. 
It is interesting to note that the points with the highest crystallite 
alignment correspond to those where the crystallites are directed 
perpendicular to the occlusal surface and match the expected 
mastication points for a lower first molar [37]. This would indicate 
that, as a function of position, biomineralization of enamel varies 
according to function, whereby regions of enamel structure that are 
expected to take the largest load contain the most highly ordered 
crystallites.

Figure 2.5 Texture maps of enamel, showing the spatial variation in 
magnitude of the preferred crystallite orientation.
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2.3.2 Biodemineralization

The demineralization of enamel has generally been studied under 
in vitro conditions, which are fundamentally inorganic [38]. 
However, the real oral environment is far from inorganic, and 
during a cariogenic or erosivogenic challenge the dissolving enamel 
tissues are surrounded by organic molecules, mainly proteins, 
which as described earlier can significantly influence HA crystal 
dissolution. Thus in vivo demineralization is not a solely inorganic 
process but would better be described as “biodemineralization.” It 
is true that the driving forces of physicochemical thermodynamic 
and kinetic conditions [39] will exist, but there will also be many 
peptides present that will control, modify, and even reverse the 
effects of the inorganic physicochemical conditions by binding, 
inhibiting, or promoting crystal growth. Thus, this becomes an 
extremely complex microenvironment with many organic processes 
operating simultaneously. Tooth enamel mineral loss is a dynamic 
process in which both mineral deposition and mineral dissolution 
happen quasi-simultaneously. It is likely that both processes are 
under salivary protein control, and hence it is proposed to term this 
mechanism “biodemineralization.”

2.3.3 Iatrogenic Remineralization Strategies 

Kirkham et al. [40] have described an elegant method of using self-
assembling polymers that undergo one-dimensional self-assembly 
to form peptides containing β sheets. These form a network 
of biomimetic scaffolds within carious enamel, capable of HA 
nucleation.

2.4 Micrometer Length Scale 

2.4.1 Enamel Prism Mineralization

At the micrometer length scale enamel crystallites cluster into 
prisms 5 μm in cross-sectional dimension. The microstructural 
architecture of enamel varies from species to species, depending 
on specific requirements, since the enamel structure is the result 

Micrometer Length Scale
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of long-term evolution and functional adaptation. Nanoscale HA 
crystallites have higher strength than bulk materials: from modeling 
of mineral crystallites of biocomposites a critical crystallite 
thickness of around 30 nm has been shown to be optimized for 
stress resistance [41]. This is the same order of magnitude as the 
size of enamel HA crystallites. A balance is achieved between wear 
resistance and fracture resistance by having oriented rods to reduce 
wear by increasing hardness and by having inter-rod structures to 
halt cracks.
 The protein remnant in enamel gives the material better 
mechanical properties under load—protein macromolecule 
chains may deform with polymer-like behavior. These are 
thermodynamically unstable and therefore will return to their initial 
form and position on release of load elastically.

2.4.2 Enamel Caries

The pathological destruction of enamel mineral observed at the 
micron scale is the loss of mineral from the enamel prisms, principally 
along the c axis [39]. Acids penetrate through pores in the enamel 
surface and enter the interprismatic boundaries. However, the 
conditions of undersaturation will not extend deep into the enamel, 
and it is unlikely that initial dissolution will occur much below the 
first few microns. However, diffusive transport of acids into, and 
calcium and phosphate ions out of, the developing lesion will drive 
these processes forward as long as there is a source of acid [42]. In 
natural caries, the loss of enamel does not occur uniformly over the 
entire exposed enamel surface, whereas in in vitro carious systems, 
lesion progression occurs at a reasonable uniform rate [43]. 
 The reason for the dissimilarity between artificial lesions and 
natural lesions in the oral environment may be associated with the 
varying concentrations inorganic and organic salivary components of 
the oral environment during demineralization and remineralization 
[44]. However, the precise chemical mechanism of enamel mineral 
loss is still not known. Nancollas et al. have suggested that HA 
demineralization occurs as a result of the coalescence of dissolution 
pit nuclei, and only if a sufficient number of these sites come together 
does dissolution continue [45].
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2.5 Macroscopic Length Scale

2.5.1 Tooth Morphology 

At the macroscopic length scale enamel is grayish or bluish white 
(it appears yellowish white as it is translucent and reflects the color 
of underlying dentine). In incisors enamel is up to 2 mm thick, and 
in molars it can have a thickness of up to 2.6 mm. At the macroscale 
enamel is selectively permeable (water can travel through at 4 
mm3 cm–2 day–1) and is soluble in acids. The overall tooth crown 
morphology varies between tooth types in shape and thickness and 
is fundamentally controlled by the amount of extracellular matrix 
laid down during amelogenesis.

2.5.2 Medicinal Enamel Mineralization

Dental enamel formation is a complex biological and physicochemical 
process, and advances in stem cell research are bringing the 
possibility of in vivo tooth growth to replace missing whole or partial 
teeth [46–48]. Synthetic three-dimensional scaffolds to support 
mineralization processes are already being produced either through 
manufacturing routes, such as selective laser sintering of polymer-, 
apatite-, or glass-based structures [49] and protein spinning [50], or 
through self-assembly processes for regenerative tissue engineering 
functions. A recent proof-of-concept study has shown that a tooth 
organ bioengineered using epithelial and mesenchymal cells [51] 
can be successfully grown onto a plastic structure and transplanted 
into a mouse model. Other approaches are based on identifying a cell 
line able to reproduce the function of the embryonic oral epithelium 
and mesenchyme in order to reproduce the natural processes of 
embryonic tooth development, rather than build from a scaffold 
[52]. To offer long-term replacement of a tooth that satisfactorily 
mimics the structure of natural tissue, artificially grown teeth 
need to incorporate a hierarchical enamel-like structure into their 
formation.

Macroscopic Length Scale
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2.6 Conclusions

Primary mineralization and secondary mineralization of dental 
enamel are complex processes driven by a combination of intricate 
physical, chemical, and biological factors. To understand these 
processes and the mechanisms that drive them, and to characterize 
the enamel tissue these processes form, we must look at them on 
different length scales as we have laid out in this chapter.
 Work is ongoing to design more effective caries prevention 
therapies and design better biomaterials that more closely mimic 
the in vivo environment in which dental hard tissues are lost.

2.7 Further Reading

For further reading on biomineralization see Mann [53], for 
enamel demineralization see Robinson et al. [54], and for calcium 
orthophosphate chemistry see Elliott [11].
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Dentists are authorized end users of dental biomaterials. Dental 
materials and, in general, biomaterials have been developed and 
initialized globally at dental schools. What different dental materials 
do we have in clinical use? What are dental biomaterials? What 
should a dental student know about them all? What is so special in 
the materials and their properties one is using in dentistry and dental 
technology? These are some of the questions we try to address, at 
least briefly. This chapter introduces materials in dentistry and their 
chemical and physical properties in a concise but comprehensive 
and contemporary way. We start with an introduction to restorative 
dental materials and explain what biomaterials are. We also go 
briefly through material classes and their indications in dentistry, 
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which comprise polymeric materials, ceramic materials, and 
metallic materials. Basic concepts, for example, adhesion, retention, 
and bonding, of dental restorative materials are also introduced. 

3.1 Classification of Dental Biomaterials

In general, dental materials are used to restore or help in restoring 
diseased and traumatized teeth and/or neighboring tooth structures 
(and tissues) and rehabilitate the oral milieu. Dental materials can 
be classified as restorative materials, preventive materials, and 
auxiliary materials.  
 A bioactive material elicits a specific biological response at the 
interface of the material and surrounding tissues. This results in the 
formation of a biologically active bond of a hydroxyapatite (HAp) 
layer between the material and the tissues [1–3]—see also Chapters 
1, 2, 8, and 19.
 The term bioengineering is used to refer to the application of 
methods and concepts of the physical sciences and mathematics in 
an engineering approach toward solving problems in the repair and 
reconstruction of lost, damaged, or deceased tissues [4, 5].
 Any material that is used for that purpose can be regarded as 
a biomaterial. During the old days, before the consensus meeting 
organized by Prof. Williams (in 1987), the term biomaterial was 
understood solely as referring to biological materials such as bone, 
cartilage, and corals. For general clarity, the current use of it referring 
to man-made materials is preferable [6].

A biomaterial is a nonviable material used in a medical device, intended 
to interact with biological systems [7].

 Now, if the word medical is removed, the definition before 
becomes more general and still quite useful. On the other hand, 
if the word nonviable is removed, the definition becomes even 
more general and can address new tissue engineering and hybrid 
artificial organ applications where living cells are used. Given this, 
a complementary definition needed to understand an important 
aspect of biomaterials is that of biocompatibility [6, 7].
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 Biocompatibility is the capability of a material (a biomaterial) to 
respond to a specific use. It refers to the ability of a biomaterial to 
perform its desired, anticipated function with respect to a medical 
therapy, without eliciting any undesirable local or systemic effects 
in the recipient or beneficiary of that therapy. It should generate 
the most appropriate beneficial cellular or tissue response in that 
specific situation and optimize the clinically relevant performance of 
that therapy. The desired function of physiochemical and biological 
interactions between host tissue and the implant surface determine 
the host’s response [8, 9]. More about biocompatibility is found in 
Chapter 5.

Biocompatibility is the ability of a material to perform with an 
appropriate host response in a specific application [7].

 Biomaterials science brings together researchers and experts 
from diverse disciplines. Such areas include inorganic chemistry, 
bioengineering, esthetics, chemical engineering, dentistry (all fields), 
electrical engineering, analytical chemistry, mechanical engineering, 
materials science, physical chemistry, biology, financing, medicine, 
microbiology, organic chemistry, physics, polymer chemistry, 
veterinary, ethics, and nursing sciences. 

3.1.1 Restorative Dental Materials

Restorative dental materials can be classified according to the 
principles of direct application as (a) direct restorative materials 
and (b) indirect restorative materials. Direct restorative materials 
such as resin composites (composite resin, filled resins), dental 
silver amalgams, and glass ionomer cements (GIC) are used directly 
inside the oral cavity to restore the function of teeth and to increase 
esthetics. Whereas indirect restorative materials such as porcelain 
fused to metal (PFM), high-content gold (Au) alloys, nonprecious, i.e., 
base metal alloys, and indirect resin composites are used extraorally 
to help in the construction of the restoration or prosthesis for the 
treatment of damaged or missing teeth. 
 Restorative dental materials can be classified also as definitive 
(permanent) and provisional  (temporary) restorative materials. 
Definitive restorative materials are those materials that are used 
permanently inside the oral cavity to restore or replace missing 
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teeth and/or adjacent structures. These materials can be used either 
permanently like implants and crown/bridgeworks or as long-
lasting restorations like reinforced resin composites [9, 10].
 A dental silver amalgam is a direct definitive restorative material 
used to restore cavities of decayed permanent posterior teeth. In 
general, an amalgam is an alloy that contains mercury (Hg) as one 
of its constituents. Mercury is a liquid metal at room temperature. A 
dental silver amalgam consists mainly of a combination of a silver-
tin (Ag-Sn) alloy and mercury. A dental amalgam alloy powder 
component mainly consists of silver (Ag), copper (Cu), and tin (Sn), 
but may also contain palladium (Pd), zinc (Zn), and some other 
metals to increase handling characteristics and to improve clinical 
performance. 
 The process of amalgamation (trituration) is the mixing of liquid 
mercury with one or more metals or alloys to form an amalgam, 
whereas trituration is the process of grinding powder, especially 
within a liquid. Amalgamation describes the process of mixing the 
amalgam alloy particles with liquid mercury in an amalgamator. 
Mercury is purified by the distillation process to make it suitable for 
use in dental amalgams. The purification of mercury is performed to 
ensure the elimination of impurities that may unfavorably affect the 
setting characteristics [9–11]. More about amalgams is available on 
p. 143–148.
 The shape of dental amalgam alloy particles is (a) lathe cut, (b) 
spherical, or (c) admixed. In lathe-cut powder, the particles are 
needle-like in shape and they are formed by shaving off an ingot 
of the alloy by means of a lathe or a milling machine. The resultant 
particles are sieved to get the proper particle size. Spherical powder 
or atomized powder is made by melting all the desired elements. The 
liquid metal is atomized into fine spherical droplets of metal through 
spray cooling and under high pressure of an inert gas. An admixed 
amalgam alloy is a mixture of lathe-cut and spherical particles  
[9, 11, 12]. 
 In amalgamation, the alloy particles are dissolved in mercury 
to produce an amalgam paste, which is a moldable restoration into 
a prepared cavity. During the amalgamation process silver, Sn, and 
Cu atoms are dissolved in the Hg, where they start forming different 
precipitates. These precipitates form a matrix that retains the 
remaining partly dissolved amalgam alloy particles. The amount of 
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mercury needed to wet all powder particles and occupy the space 
between the particles range from 40–60% mercury by weight. In 
early low-copper amalgams, the amalgamation reaction produced 
tin-mercury as a product, which is also known as gamma-2 (γ2). 
Nowadays, the reaction of high-copper amalgams produces no γ2 
product, which has an effective impact on increasing corrosion 
resistance and marginal creep in class II cavities [11–13]. The 
reaction of amalgams in general can be summarized by the following 
equation (see more about setting at the end of this chapter): 

Ag alloy (γ) + Hg Æ Ag alloy (unreacted) + Ag-Hg (γ1) + Cu-Sn (3.1)

 Provisional dental materials are used for a limited planned 
period of time, which may be a few days to a few weeks. In dentistry 
not all times can the dentist directly accomplish treatment with 
the application of a permanent device or restoration. In some 
occasions, the dentist needs time to decide the definitive treatment. 
For example, treatment of very deep cavities with shallow dentin 
covering the pulp may require the application of a zinc oxide eugenol 
(ZOE) temporary filling until the decision of making a permanent 
filling or proceeding with root canal therapy. On other occasions, 
a prepared tooth may need to be covered with a temporary crown 
made of acrylic resin while waiting for the definitive crown to be 
finished by the dental laboratory [10]. 

3.1.1.1 Zinc oxide eugenol cement

One of the best examples of a provisional dental material is the use 
of zinc oxide (ZnO) eugenol cement (aka ZOE). ZOE is a low-strength 
cement characterized with its strong sedative effect and used usually 
as a provisional treatment. It consists of a powder and a liquid, 
where the powder usually consists of zinc oxide (70 wt%). A resin 
is added to reinforce the cement and to reduce the brittleness of the 
set cement, zinc stearate is added as a plasticiser, and zinc acetate is 
added to improve strength. 
 In a polymer-modified ZOE formulation, beads of poly(methyl 
methacrylate), PMMA are added (approx. 20 wt%) to strengthen the 
cement. In some other types, aluminum trioxide (Al2O3) particles are 
added (approximately 30 wt%) to reinforce the cement. The liquid 
component consists of eugenol (HE) and small amounts of olive oil. 
In the ZOE type using aluminum trioxide–reinforcing particles, the 
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liquid contains 65% ethoxybenzoic acid (EBA) with approximately 
35% eugenol [12, 13]. 
 Eugenol (4-allyl-2-methoxyphenol, C10H12O2, aka allylguaiacol 
and eugenic acid, abbr. HE) is a colorless to pale-yellow oily liquid 
(boiling point 255°C), and it is extracted from certain essential oils, 
in particular from cinnamon, nutmeg, and clove oil. It is practically 
insoluble in water but soluble in alcohols, ether, oils, and chloroform 
[14, 15]. Eugenol thickens and darkens on exposure to air. Eugenol 
has a clove-like, spicy aroma, a pungent taste, and analgesic and 
antiseptic effects. The general setting reaction consists of two steps, 
Eqs. 3.2 and 3.3:
Firstly: 

 Water
 ZnO + HE Æ Zn(OH)2  + HE (3.2)

Secondly:

 Zn(OH)2 + 2HE Æ ZnE2 + 2H2O  (3.3)

3.1.1.2 Glass ionomer cement

A GIC is a restorative material that consists of a powder and a 
liquid, which produces a plastic mass when mixed and then sets 
to a rigid solid. A GIC has the ability to bond chemically to enamel 
and dentine and also is able to release fluoride ions (F–) from the 
glass component. GICs have been used mainly for restoration 
of abrasion and erosion lesions and as a luting agent for crown 
and bridge reconstructions. Recent indications also include the 
restoration of proximal lesions, occlusal restorations in deciduous 
dentitions, cavity bases, and liners. The main composition includes 
glass powder, the polyacid (PA) component, water, and tartaric acid  
(2,3-dihydroxybutanedioic acid) [9, 12]. 
 The glass component employs the glass system of Al2O3-CaF2-
SiO2. A suitable amount of each is needed for optimal mechanical 
and esthetic properties. The term polyacid describes a wide range 
of chemical analogues. Some copolymers of PA, such as acrylic acid–
co-itaconic acid and acrylic acid–co-maleic acid, are now commonly 
used in dentistry. Tartaric acid is used to adjust the setting time. 
In short, the GIC setting reaction can be generally described as a 
three-overlapped-stage process: (a) dissolution, (b) gelation, and 
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(c) hardening [12, 16–19] (see Eqs. 3.4–3.10). Acrylic materials in 
dentistry are discussed later in this chapter.
 Dissolution: hydrolysis of glass, release of Ca2+ and silicate 
(SiO4

4–):

 PA + H2O Æ H3O+ (i.e., H+) + (PA)– (3.4)

 Glass + H+ Æ Ca2+ + SiO4
4– (3.5)

Gelation: silicates form silica gel, and the Ca2+ ions chelate with (PA)–:

 SiO4
4– + 4n H+ Æ (SiO4)n·2n H2O (silica gel) (3.6)

 Ca2+ + 2PA– Æ Ca(PA)2 (initial set) (3.7)

 During hardening hydrolysis continues and further release of 
silicate and Al3+ ions takes place. Al3+ can chelate with (PA)– and also 
take up Ca2+ in the chelation (final set):

 Glass + H+ Æ Al3+ + SiO4
4– (3.8)

Final setting:

 Al3+ + 2PA– Æ Al(PA)2+ + PA– (3.9)

 Al3+ + Ca(PA)2 Æ Al(PA)2+ + Ca2+ + PA– (3.10)

3.1.2 Preventive Dental Materials

Plaque is a naturally occurring biofilm on tooth surfaces. It is soft, 
white yellow, and mainly bacterial. It is formed by a process of 
bacteria and protein adsorption to the tooth surfaces. Van der Waals 
forces play a major role in creating adhesion to the tooth surface. 
Plaque can be removed through the use of a toothbrush/water 
and flossing, whereas pellicles need the use of a proper detergent, 
together with an appropriate abrasive. 
 Dental calculus cannot be successfully removed by ordinary 
brushing. The objective of using dentifrices is to obtain a clean 
substrate. However, modern dentifrices such as those in the form 
of pastes or powders contain a variety of components, which 
may include anticariogenic, antidentine hypersensitivity and 
antibacterial ingredients. 

3.1.2.1 Dentifrices

Dentifrices are materials used together with a toothbrush to remove 
adhered plaque and stained pellicle layers from teeth. The most 
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essential dentifrice that is recommended by dentists is toothpaste. 
In addition to water, the general ingredients of modern toothpastes 
are: 

 (a) Humectants are used to stabilize the composition of the 
dentifrice through preventing desiccation of the material by 
reducing water evaporation. Humectants are short-chained 
polyalcohols such as glycerol (propane-1,2,3-triol), which is 
hygroscopic in nature and soluble in water. 

 (b) Colloidal binders (thickening agents) are long-chained 
molecules used as binders to prevent the separation of solids 
during dentifrice preparation and during storage. They delay 
the gravity-induced movement of solids toward the bottom 
of the tube during storage. Sodium alginate, Na-carboxy 
methylcellulose, or hydroxylethylcellulose may be used as an 
active ingredient. 

 (c) Surfactants (detergents), Na-lauryl sulfate, Na-sarcosinate, 
and Na-dodecylbenzene sulfonate, are usually used to lower 
the surface tension of the solution so that the dentifrice can 
contact the teeth more easily to remove debris from surfaces. 

 (d) Abrasives are required for the effective removal of tenacious 
plaque, stains, pellicle and simple calculus. Calcium carbonate 
(CaCO3, i.e., chalk) is a common abrasive in dentifrices, and also 
calcium phosphate (Ca3(PO4)2), sodium hydrogen carbonate 
(NaHCO3), and amorphous silicon dioxide (SiO2) may be used, 
too. The degree of dentifrice abrasive capability depends on 
the hardness of the abrasive particles, the morphology of the 
abrasive particles, and the concentration of abrasive in the 
paste. 

 (e) Preservatives such as sodium benzoate and potassium sorbate 
are commonly used to inhibit bacterial growth within the 
dentifrice material. 

 (f) Therapeutic agents such as some fluoride, antidentine 
hypersensitivity and/or antibacterial agents, are widely used 
in modern dentifrices. The use of fluoride, mostly in the form 
of stannous fluoride, that is, tin(II)fluoride (SnF2), can improve 
the resistance of enamel and dentin to demineralization, and 
at the same time it can (to a certain extent) remineralize 
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decayed tooth surfaces. Antihypersensitivity agents are 
used to prevent or to reduce the sensitivity originating from 
exposed dentin, especially in cervical areas. Potassium nitrate 
(KNO3), calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2), and glutaraldehyde 
CH2(CH2CHO)2 are commonly used as antihypersensitivity 
agents. Another therapeutic agent can be incorporated into 
the formula of dentifrices, namely, antimicrobial agents 
such as Zn-citrate trihydrate, triclosan (polychloro phenoxy 
phenol), and hexetidine, that is, 1,3-bis(2-ethylhexyl)-5-
methylhexahydropyrimidin-5-amine).

 As it is generally understood, SnF2 acts as to convert the calcium 
hydroxyapatite in tooth enamel into fluorapatite, Ca5(PO4)3F, which 
makes enamel more resistant to acid attacks generated by bacteria. 
In toothpastes containing Ca minerals, NaF becomes ineffective over 
time, while SnF2 keeps its effect in strengthening tooth enamel. Some 
modern toothpaste formulations contain strontium chloride (SrCl2), 
which is reported to plug open dentinal tubuli and pores on exposed 
roots [20, 21]. 

3.1.2.2 Mouthwashes

Mouthwashes (mouth rinses) are liquid solutions that are used as 
an oral rinse to improve oral health by inhibiting plaque formation. 
They can also bring breath freshness. 
 In general, mouthwashes are composed of three main ingredients: 

 (a) An active agent such as chlorhexidine gluconate 
 (b) Alcohol (ethanol, CH3CH2OH [EtOH]) to dissolve ingredients 

and to act as a preservative 
 (c) Surfactants to remove debris from teeth surfaces and to lower 

the surface tension of the solution 

 Chlorhexidine (CHX) is a cationic bis-biguanide, and it has an 
optimal antimicrobial action ranging from pH 5.5 to 7.0. CHX is active 
against a wide range of microorganisms, for example, gram-negative 
and gram-positive bacteria, bacterial spores, yeasts, dermatophytes, 
and lipophilic viruses.
 The criteria of selecting active ingredients are based on their 
ability to act as antimicrobial agents or to perform as antiplaque 
formation agents [22].
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3.1.2.3 Pit and fissure sealants

Pit and fissure sealants are used to prevent caries formation in 
the deep pits, grooves, and fissures of natural teeth that cannot be 
reached by the bristles of a toothbrush (Fig. 3.1) [23]. Bacteria can 
be easily accumulated in these unreachable areas; hence they can 
produce acids, which may lead later to demineralization. These 
materials are available either as the resin component of dental 
composite, GIC, or flowable resin composite sealants. 

Figure 3.1 Deep pits and fissures.

 An important factor that should be considered during the 
manufacturing of sealants is the coefficient of penetration. The 
coefficient of penetration is known as the ability of any fluid to 
penetrate micropores. The higher the coefficient of penetration, the 
deeper the penetration (Fig. 3.2).

Figure 3.2 Sealant with a low coefficient of penetration (A) compared to 
sealant with a high coefficient of penetration (B).

 Such sealants are composed of diluted bisphenol-A-
glycidyl methacrylate (bis-GMA), or sealants may comprise 
also urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA, aka UEDMA)  
(see later for more about bis-GMA). 
 The difference between the organic matrix of a sealant and the 
one for a dental resin composite is that the former one should be 
more fluid to easily penetrate the deep pits and fissures as well as the 
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etched areas on enamel (Fig. 3.2). Pit and fissure sealants have the 
same composition as the organic matrix of dental resin composites, 
but for sealants, the organic matrix should be more dilute so as to 
increase the flowability of the material to deeply penetrate the pits 
and fissures. Light-cure sealants are activated by a diketone and an 
aliphatic amine. 
 Chemical-cure sealants consist of a two-container system: one 
contains bis-GMA resin and benzoyl peroxide as the initiator, and the 
other contains bis-GMA with 5% organic amine as the accelerator. 
The polymerization reaction occurs by mixing equal drops of 
two liquids containing activators (organic amine) and initiators 
(peroxides).
 Retention of a resin-based sealer to the tooth substrate is highly 
dependent on micromechanical bonding to etched enamel. The more 
the sealant retention to the tooth surface, the more the success and 
durability of the sealer material (Fig. 3.3) [23–25].

Figure 3.3 Visibility of the sealant is important for accurate placement 
and better evaluation during recall visits.

3.1.3 Gypsum 

Gypsum products are one of the most important classes of material 
in dentistry and dental technology. They are used for taking 
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impressions and casting investments. Obviously, models of dentition 
provide the basis of the majority of restorative treatments. Gypsum, 
which has the common mineralogical name calcium sulfate 
dihydrate, CaSO4·2H2O (aka alabaster, selenite, and terra alba), is 
used in cement production, in soil treatment, for artificial marble 
and plaster casts, etc. 
 The dehydrated product of gypsum, calcium sulfate hemihydrate 
(CaSO4·½H2O), forms the basis of commonly used materials, that 
is, plaster (plaster of Paris) and artificial stone. Calcium sulfate 
hemihydrate is a fine, odorless, and tasteless powder and is used for 
wall plasters, tiles, and blocks as well. The natural form of anhydrous 
calcium sulfate (CaSO4) is known in nature as the mineral anhydrite, 
karstenite, muriacite, and anhydrous gypsum. It is also used as a 
paper filler and in some cement formulations [9, 12]. 
 Many dental restorations and appliances are constructed 
extraorally using models, dies (one tooth), and casts for replicas of 
the patient’s teeth. Gypsum materials are combined with deionized 
water (don’t use tap water!) and spatulated to create a slurry, a 
mixture that is then poured into a dental impression. Gypsum-based 
materials rely on the reaction of calcium sulfate hemihydrate with 
water to produce the less soluble calcium sulfate dehydrate. The 
reaction is exothermic: 

 CaSO4·½H2O + 1½ H2O Æ CaSO4·2H2O ∆H < 0 (3.11)

 It is highly important that the water-to-powder ratio (mixing 
proportion) be accurately measured according to the values 
recommended by the manufacturer. This is vital because the added 
distilled water must at least fill the spaces between the gypsum 
powder particles while the mixture is being stirred. Excess water 
affects the strength of the gypsum cast products adversely. 
 Because the relative volume of the reaction products is less than 
that of the reactants on setting, the material should in principle go 
through a volumetric shrinkage. In practice, there is always observed 
an overall expansion on gypsum setting. This may be explained by 
the pressures of crystal growth. 
 Now, if the mixture is immersed in water during setting, 
hygroscopic expansion would also be observed. The dimensional 
change on setting must be controlled: this is important for the 
accuracy of models and impressions. Dimensional changes may be 
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controlled by additions of so-called modifiers. K2SO4 accelerates the 
setting, and addition of NaCl both shortens the setting reaction and 
increases the setting expansion. Na-citrate retards setting, and borax 
(Na2B4O7) is a retardant for the setting reaction—and a strengthener 
for hydrocolloids [10–15].

3.1.4 Waxes

Historically, waxes have been classified according to their origin: (a) 
mineral, (b) insect, (c) plant, and (d) animal. Dental waxes may be 
composed of natural and synthetic waxes, gums, fats, fatty acids, oils, 
and natural and synthetic resins and pigments. 
 The required working characteristics of each wax are achieved 
by blending appropriate natural and synthetic waxes and resins 
and other additives. The color, produced by coloring agents, would 
provide good contrast and allows feather edges and other undesirable 
extensions of the pattern to be shown. The chemical components 
of both natural and synthetic waxes impart characteristic physical 
properties to the wax [9, 12]. 
 The two principal groups of organic compounds contained in 
waxes are hydrocarbons and esters. Some of the waxes also contain 
free alcohols and acids. Waxes differ from fats and oils in that they 
are simple monoesters of fatty acids. On the other hand, waxes 
are more brittle, harder and, less greasy than fats. The length of 
straight and branched carbon chains governs the melting point of 
the material. As waxes are normally blends of long-chain alkanes 
(e.g., C27H56, C29H60), esters, alkanols, or alkanoic acids, a sharp 
and distinct melting point usually cannot be obtained. Melting 
points of waxes vary. Manufacturers of waxes usually mix various 
types of waxes so that the melting range can fit the final application  
[9, 11, 12]. 
 Waxes are used in dentistry in taking impressions, forming an 
inlay pattern, blocking out undercuts on models, cementing models, 
detecting bites, making lost-wax casting patterns, and making acrylic 
denture baseplate patterns (Fig. 3.4). All these applications rely 
on one or a few of the characteristic properties of wax. Important 
properties of waxes include melting range, thermal expansion, 
mechanical properties, residual stress, flow, and ductility [10].

Classification of Dental Biomaterials
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Figure 3.4 Dental waxes are used in the construction of different dental 
prostheses and devices in dental laboratories.

 The so-called baseplate wax is used for denture base patterns; 
inlay wax is used for patterns of inlays, crowns, and bridges. 
Impression wax can be used for taking bite registration in edentulous 
patients, etc. The flow of waxes is important, not simply as part of the 
necessary molding process, but also as an undesirable aspect after 
the pattern or impression has been made, so the rheology of this 
material has to be studied in detail. The high coefficients of thermal 
expansion of waxes also directly affect the accuracy of the pattern 
created [9, 10, 12]. 
 Impression waxes need to have considerable flow at oral 
temperature to function. The effects due to thermal expansion 
depend on the temperature at which the pattern was created and 
the temperature at which it was invested. 

3.1.5 . . . And the Rest

Auxiliary dental materials are materials that are used and involved 
in the construction of dental prostheses and finalized restorations, 
for example, but do not become part of finalized prostheses or 
restorations. Some examples of such auxiliary materials other than 
those discussed in this chapter are acid-etch (ortho-phosphoric 
acid, H3PO4) solutions or gels for intraoral tooth tissue etching  
(cf Chapter 1) and finishing and polishing abrasives.  Dental 
instruments and burs naturally belong to this class but are not 
included in this presentation [9–14]. 
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 Mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA) has been popular as a 
retrograde apical sealant material over the past decade. Interestingly, 
Portland cement contains the same chemical elements as MTA, such 
as certain silicates, ferrites, and aluminates. It has been shown 
that Portland cements and MTA have no cytotoxic effects in mouse 
lymphoma cells, which reinforces support to the use of MTA (and 
Portland cement) in endodontics [26].
 For these and other dental materials not discussed in this chapter 
we ask the readers to consult other sources [26] such as references 
of this chapter. Examples of such materials may be involved in 
endodontics, implantology, orthodontics, paediatric dentistry, 
periodontology etc.

3.2 Metals

Metallurgy is a field of materials science that deals with the physical 
and chemical behavior of metallic elements, their intermetallic 
compounds, and their alloys. It is also known as the technology of 
metals that deals with the way in which science is applied to the 
practical use of metals and alloys. Metals have crystalline structures 
in the solid state in which the aggregated atoms are closely packed 
together. Any combination of metals is known as alloy. If an alloy is 
composed of two basic metals, it is called a binary alloy. Mixing three 
metals will result in a ternary alloy and so on [9–12, 13, 27].
 Metals are generally ductile, nontransparent, malleable, lustrous, 
and hard (except, e.g., Na, K, Hg, and Ga). Metals are typically 
silvery white (save copper and gold), opaque in nature, and the 
best conductors of both heat and electricity, with pure gold as the 
uppermost conductor. Metals reflect light. Metals in general have 
high strength, yet they are characterized by low elasticity and high 
plasticity because of their high aptitude of ductility and malleability. 
 Metals and alloys have a vast amount of applications in dentistry 
[26]. Steel alloys are commonly used for the construction of dental 
instruments, temporary crowns, and wires for orthodontics. High-
content gold (Au) alloys, medium-content gold alloys, and cobalt-
chromium (Co-Cr) alloys are used for making crowns, inlays, and 
denture metal base frameworks. A dental silver amalgam is a 
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mercury (Hg)-containing alloy, and it is the most widely used dental 
filling material (discussed later in this chapter) [9, 12, 15, 26].
 In dentistry, shaping of metals to have the planned finalized 
design can be achieved via three methods: (a) cold work (e.g., wire 
bending), (b) casting (e.g., metal crowns), and (c) amalgamation 
(e.g., amalgam filling). The so-called cold work is defined as the 
mechanical reshaping of highly ductile and malleable metals or their 
alloys at relatively low temperature. Casting implicates the melting of 
metals or their alloys, followed by pouring into an already prepared 
mold by a wax pattern so as to take the required shape of the mold. 
Amalgamation involves the mixing (trituration) of alloy powder with 
liquid metal (Hg) to form a plastic, condensable mass, followed by a 
condensation process to take the shape of the prepared tooth cavity  
[12, 28].
 In studying the structure of metals, it is basically understood that 
all metals are crystalline solid structures with their atoms regularly 
arranged. Crystallization is the transformation from liquid status 
to solid status, and it needs two consecutive stages to occur— 
nucleation and growth. Metals should be heated beyond their melting 
points and then casted into molds and cooled to form crystalline 
solids. By heating and melting the metals a melt is formed in which 
the atoms are now loose and possess high energy. During the melt-
cooling process, a solidification process occurs in which the atoms 
start to slow down to reach low energy. In the case of no impurities 
present in the melt to accomplish crystallization, undercooling is 
highly needed so as to bring down the melt to form a stable nuclei or 
crystal that is known as homogeneous nucleation [9, 10, 12, 14]. 
 The need for impurities to accomplish crystallization is known 
as heterogeneous nucleation. In dentistry, it is common to have 
heterogeneous nucleation as impurities can be incorporated from 
the inner surfaces of the mold. Upon cooling of the molten metal, 
impurities will scatter in the melt, and hence metal atoms will 
deposit on these impurities and crystals start to form. 
 Crystal growth occurs in the form of 3D dendrites or spherulites. 
These 3D dendrites and spherulites are better described as 
protruding fingers or projections originating from the central nuclei. 
These crystals will continue to grow because of extra deposition of 
metal atoms until the metal is completely solidified. The crystals 
are also known as grains, and the area between each two grains is 
known as a grain boundary. 
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 Grain size is determined by the number of stable nuclei per unit 
volume of a crystal. The crystallized grains have the same dimensions 
in each direction, measured from the central nucleus. In a crystalline 
structure, the atoms are arranged in repeating structures known as 
unit cells. The unit cells form a larger 3D array, a lattice, or a crystal  
[9–13]. 

In general, in materials science, a martensitic transformation refers 
to a phase transformation involving shear without diffusion. 

On the other hand, a so-called austenitic transformation is defined 
as a phase transformation involving a solid solution of carbon (C) in 
face-centered-cubic (fcc) iron (Fe), which is stable at high temperature.

Metals and alloys have several applications in dentistry, such as PFM 
gold alloys, high-content gold alloys, medium-content casting gold 
alloys, cobalt-hromium alloys  (Co-Cr), nickel-chromium (Ni-Cr) alloys, 
noble metal alloys, for example, gold alloys, silver-palladium (Ag-Pd) 
casting alloys, the so-called white gold, and high-content palladium 
casting alloys, and, finally, silver amalgam alloys. 

3.3 Ceramics

Ceramics are nonmetallic solid materials formed by a firing 
process. They may consist of, for example, metal oxides  
(see also Chapter 16). They are characterized by having a high melting 
temperature and very low electrical and thermal conductivity. 
They have high compressive strength but very low tensile strength  
(brittle materials) and can resist chemical erosion. In addition, ceramic 
materials are relatively inert [26] and insoluble in water, and in fact, 
all ceramics have the same basic composition. From this composition 
point, they can be defined as this class of materials that is composed 
of metallic oxide compounds such as feldspar (which are of the type 
KAlSi3O8-NaAlSi3O8-CaAl2Si2O8), quartz (flint, SiO2), and kaolin  
(clay, China clay), Al2Si2O5(OH)4. Ceramics are crystalline in structure 
or partially crystalline, or they may be amorphous (as is glass). They 
are typically brittle materials [9, 12]. 
 Ceramics (porcelains) as restorative materials in dentistry are 
widely used because of their a) high biocompatibility and b) esthetics. 
Ceramic materials have three major indications in contemporary 
dentistry [26, 29–32]: 
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 (a) Ceramic-metal crowns and fixed partial dentures 
 (b) All-ceramic restorations consisting of short-span anterior 

bridges, crowns, onlays, inlays, and veneers
 (c) Ceramic denture teeth

 A ceramic veneer (a laminate) is used to cover an unsightly 
area by bonding to the facial surface of the tooth. It is noteworthy 
that no contraindications have been reported for ceramics  
[12, 13, 26, 29–31].

3.3.1 Dental Porcelain

Dental porcelain is composed of 60–80% feldspar, 15–25% quartz or 
flint, and 0–5% kaolin, which is hydrated aluminosilicate (Al2SiO5) 
and is used to increase the workable competence of unfired porcelain 
and to impart radiopacity. Feldspars are minerals, such as potassium 
feldspar (KAlSi3O8), albite (NaAlSi3O8), and anorthite (CaAl2Si2O8). 
Structurally they are tectosilicates. Feldspars fuse at around 1300°C, 
and they are added to serve as the amorphous phase that brings 
silica (SiO2) crystals together. Quartz, which is a form of silica, is 
added to act as a strengthening agent [10, 12, 32]. 
 Fluxes like boron trioxide (B2O3) can be added to decrease the 
fusion temperature needed during the firing process of porcelain. 
Pigments such as selected transition metal (e.g., Fe, Cr, Pr, Ti, Cu, 
Mn) oxides and salts can also be added to the porcelain powder to 
better control the required shade for matching the natural tooth 
structure. For esthetic reasons, pigments and opacifiers are added 
to porcelains used in dentistry. In contemporary dental porcelains, 
kaolin is not contained in their formula anymore as kaolin requires 
controlled firing time and temperature to achieve satisfactory 
results. Modern dental porcelains can be described as a feldspathic 
amorphous phase with crystalline inclusion of silica [9, 12, 15, 32].  
 Dental porcelain powder is a mixture of already fired porcelain 
powder and other ingredients like metal oxides, which are very 
stable and cannot be decomposed by the high fusion temperature 
(Fig. 3.5). The resulted melt is poured into a water container by a 
quenching process. This melt will scatter in water into small irregular 
ingots, forming what is called frit, and the process is called fritting. 
These ingots go through crushing, milling, and lastly sieving with a 
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certain mesh size to control the particle size [9–15]. Production of 
dental porcelain goes into three consecutive technical stages: (a) 
compaction, (b) firing (sintering), and (c) glazing.

Figure 3.5 Dental porcelain powders: (left) porcelain powder for 
enameling, usually white in color, and (right) porcelain powder 
for the body of the crown, usually available in different shades.

 In compaction, porcelain powder is mixed to a slurry with water, 
starch, and glycol. Before applying the slurry onto a die of a prepared 
tooth, a platinum matrix should be applied and adapted well on the 
die. The slurry is then stacked on the die by the use of a brush, or 
it may be molded in cases of inlays and onlays. Then condensation 
is a very important step to get rid of water from the slurry. It can 
be achieved by careful tapping of the applied mass on the die. The 
stacked porcelain is then dried slowly near an open oven to remove 
water and hence prevent porosity. Sintering is the formation of a 
coherent mass object from powders by heating without melting  
[9, 10, 12]. 
 Glaze is a low-fusing transparent glass that has the same thermal 
expansion as porcelain. Glazing improves appearance and strength. 
Glazing also covers the porosities and voids that are formed during 
the firing process of porcelain; otherwise these porosities and voids 
can be very good areas for plaque stagnation, stains, and even a 
source for crack propagation [12, 29–32].

Indications of dental porcelain are numerous, such as inlays, onlays, 
laminates, crowns, and denture teeth.

 Direct bonding of ceramic to natural teeth is inadequate because 
ceramic does not have a natural affinity to teeth. To obtain sufficient 
adhesion, it is vital to etch the tooth enamel with phosphoric acid 
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(H3PO4) before priming and cementation. The porcelain surface 
should be first etched with hydrofluoric acid (HF). Next, the surface 
must be rinsed and dried and a silane coupling agent applied. When 
the surface is silanized, the luting resin cement is able to penetrate 
the surface pores and ensure adequate bonding between the ceramic 
restoration and the flowable resin composite cement [31–33].

Computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) 
is a new computer technology based on a method of fabricating all-
ceramic restorations by making a 3D restoration design that imitates 
all the required specifications of the planned inlay, onlay, or single-unit 
crown (see Fig. 3.6; see also Chapter 18).

Figure 3.6 CAD/CAM technology is nowadays used in constructing milled 
dental porcelain restorations.

 Dental porcelain, pretreatments such as silanization, and ceramic 
systems are also discussed in Chapters 11, 14–16, and 18. 

3.3.2 Porcelain Fused-to-Metal Restorations

Metallo-ceramic restorations, in other words PFM restorations, are 
based on ceramic-metal systems. They combine the superior esthetic 
properties of dental porcelain and the attractive biomechanical 
properties of dental cast alloys by the so-called enameling technique 
that comprises the fusion of a thin layer of dental porcelain to a cast 
metal alloy coping (Figs. 3.7. and 3.8) [9–11].
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Figure 3.7 Typical PFM, that is, metalloceramic, dental porcelain bridge. 

Figure 3.8 PFM dental bridge.

 In general, PFM restorations are strong, rigid, and durable 
restorations. They are compatible with soft tissues and provide 
usually good esthetic properties. On the other hand, PFM 
restorations are brittle and with poor transverse strength. They 
can cause wear to the opposing natural teeth, and they need extra 
preparation efforts in the laboratory to achieve successful results. 
Final designing of PFM restorations is critical because of the material 
thickness consideration over the occlusal surfaces. There should 
be also enough space between the occlusal surface of the prepared 
tooth and the opposing dentition to provide adequate thickness 
for the alloy, as well as enough space for the porcelain, to produce 
excellent esthetic properties [9–15, 31]. 
 The coefficient of thermal expansion of the porcelain must be 
suitably matched with that of the coping cast alloy. The thermal 
expansion of dental porcelain is 13.0–14.0 × 10–6/°C, which is slightly 
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parallel to that of most metals, 13.5–14.5 × 10–6/°C. After cooling, 
the porcelain is in a slight compression, which promotes bonding to 
the metal substrate. At the same instance, the coping alloy must have  
a high fusion temperature compared to the low fusion temperature 
for dental porcelain so as to avoid any distortion that may occur to 
the coping alloy during the construction of the PFM restoration [9–
12]. 
 The melting temperatures and melting range of alloys must 
be considerably higher than the firing temperature of dental 
porcelain. The melting range of the coping cast alloy must be raised 
appropriately above the fusion temperature of the porcelain to 
achieve a successful enameling operation [31]. 
 The consideration of bonding dental porcelain to metal coping is 
a crucial requirement in the ceramic-metal system. Dental porcelain 
should be compatible to the coping cast alloy. The metal coping 
should form a strong bond to ceramic without melting or undergoing 
fatigue during porcelain firing. It is widely accepted that bonding is 
based upon chemisorption by diffusion between surface oxides on 
the alloy and in the dental porcelain [9–14]. 
 Prior to the bonding process, the surface of the metal coping 
should be clean and dry and fully free of impurities to achieve 
successful bonding. It is important to permit the dental porcelain 
slurry to wet the alloy readily so as to prevent void formation at 
the interface. Metal oxides are formed during wetting on the metal 
coping and during the firing process of porcelain. The formation 
of metal oxides requires the use of base metal alloys that contain 
elements such as nickel (Ni), chromium (Cr), and tin (Sn), which can 
form oxides easily during the firing process.
 On the other hand, noble metals are resistant to metal oxide 
formation, which means that inclusion of other ingredients, such 
as nickel and indium, should be implemented. It is important that 
the alloy not contain components that form colored oxides, at the 
interface, or that give rise to color effects within the porcelain. This 
is why, for example, copper is not used in porcelain-bonding gold 
alloys [9–15]. 
 There are two bonding mechanisms whereby dental porcelain 
can be retained to the structure of a metal casting: (a) mechanical 
interaction (retention, interlocking) and (b) chemical bonding 
(adhesion). The mechanical bonding of dental porcelain with metal 
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coping results from fusion of the porcelain into undercuts in the 
metal surface. Grit blasting of the coping surface can increase the 
surface area and create suitable undercuts for mechanical bonding. 
Given this, metal surfaces should be thoroughly clean, degreased, 
and empty of impurities; otherwise, the porcelain will not wet the 
surface evenly and cracks may nucleate into the porcelain where 
contact with the metal is poor (see also Chapter 11).
 Chemical bonding of porcelain to metal is obtained by fusion 
of the porcelain to a metal oxide layer on the surface of the casting. 
Ideally, this film of the oxide layer should be extremely thin and 
continuous with the underlying metal structure. Hence, it is unlikely 
to obtain direct chemical bonding of porcelain to metal. On the other 
hand, certain metal ions can be merged into dental porcelain, outside 
of the chain network, in the form of network-modifying oxides. This 
incorporation of network-modifying oxides is especially applied if 
there is a possibility of development of a passive oxide layer. If these 
metal ions are obtained from the surface of the metal coping, a slow 
and steady structural transition between pure oxide and pure metal 
may be achieved. With such conditions chemical bonding can be 
achieved successfully between the ceramic and the underlying metal 
coping [9, 10, 12, 31]. 
 The main observed modes of failure in PFM restorations can 
be classified as failure within the porcelain, failure at the metal-
porcelain interface, and/or failure within the metal oxide layer  
(Fig. 3.9). For PFM restorations with a gold alloy framework, the 
failure usually takes place within the porcelain [10–15, 29–31].

Figure 3.9 The three main modes of failure in PFM restorations. 1: failure 
takes place within the porcelain; 2: failure at the metal–
porcelain interface; and 3: failure within the metal oxide layer. 
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3.4 Polymers

Polymer molecules are large macromolecules consisting of long 
and flexible chains with a string of carbon (C) atoms as a backbone.  
Polymers may also consist of a  –Si–O–Si–O–Si– type of backbone 
as in silicones, that is, polysiloxanes. In general, polymers can also 
be defined as any of various solid or semisolid, amorphous, natural 
organic substances that are usually transparent or translucent and 
brown to yellow [10, 29] and usually formed in plant secretions. They 
are soluble in organic solvents but not water and are used chiefly in 
varnishes, inks, plastics, and medicines. They are also found in many 
dental impression materials [9–14, 26, 35].
 In general, the term polymer is used to outline and explain 
natural or synthetic substances that form plastic materials after 
polymerization. They are named according to their chemical 
composition, physical structure, and means for activation of 
polymerization. Copolymers are polymers with at least two different 
types of repeat molecular units (monomers) [9, 12, 35, 36]. 
 Polymerization consists of three consecutive reactions: (a) 
induction (i.e., initiation), which is controlled by two processes, 
activation and initiation; (b) propagation; and (c) termination. 
On the other hand, an autopolymerizing resin is a resin whose 
polymerization is initiated by a chemical activator [9, 29].

In dentistry, the polymerization process is usually activated by one of 
three energy sources: (a) heat, (b) chemicals, and (c) light. 

In addition to these sources, there is another system consisting of at 
least two reactants that can generate free radicals when mixed together. 
In self-cured materials, an activator (tertiary amine) and an initiator 
(benzoyl peroxide) are mixed together at room temperature to initiate 
polymerization. These two materials should be kept separated during 
storage to avoid the induction of reaction. 

 The final molecular weight (chain length) of a polymer is 
controlled by relative rates of the induction, propagation, and 
termination steps of polymerization. 
 Next we’ll take a concise look at the applications of polymers in 
clinical dentistry.
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3.5 Elastic Impression Materials

Polymeric elastic impression materials may be classified as follows 
[36]:

 (a) Aqueous elastomeric impression materials (hydrocolloids):
 1. Alginate irreversible hydrocolloids
 2. Agar reversible hydrocolloids 

 (b) Nonaqueous elastomeric impression materials: 
 1. Polysulfide materials
 2.  Polyether materials 
 3.  Condensation-polymerizing silicones
 4.  Addition-polymerizing silicones

3.5.1 The Hydrocolloids

A colloid is a material in which fine particles of less than 1 μm in 
diameter are suspended in a liquid. This material is known as 
a hydrocolloid when the mixing liquid is water. Two important 
characteristic features should be considered when dealing with 
hydrocolloids, which are syneresis and imbibition. Syneresis is the 
expulsion of water droplets from the hydrocolloid material surface. 
Imbibition is the absorption of water by the hydrocolloid material 
and is usually accompanied by expansion [9–12]. 

3.5.2 Colloids 

In general, colloids contain material that is present in particles of the 
size of 1–1000 nm (i.e., invisible to the naked eye). There are three 
types of colloids (Table 3.1): (a) insoluble disperse particles, called 
lyophobic (e.g., colloidal Au, S in H2O); (b) large molecules with 
van der Waals bonding in between (e.g., agar, alginate hydrocolloid 
impression materials); and (c) association colloids (i.e., aggregates 
of smaller molecules). Examples of the group (c) are surface-
active agents such as detergents and soap that consist of long 
hydrocarbon chains with a small, charged polar entity at one end  
(e.g., Na-palmitate). Aggregates formed by these molecules are 
called micelles [12–14].

Elastic Impression Materials
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Table 3.1 Classification of colloids 

Dispersed phase Continuous phase Type

Solid (s) Liquid (l) Sol
Solid (s) Gas (g) Aerosol (smoke)
Liquid (l) Liquid (l) Emulsion
Liquid (l) Gas (g) Aerosol (fog)
Gas (g) Liquid (l) Foam
Gas (g) Solid (s) Foam

3.5.3 Reversible Hydrocolloids: Agar

Agar is based on derivatives of seaweed. It is actually a galactose 
sulfate,  which is a polysaccharide and which forms a colloid when 
mixed with water. It is a reversible hydrocolloid because it can liquefy 
to a solution (sol state) upon heating and return to rubber (gel state) 
upon cooling by a process known as gelation. This change is an 
extremely physical change and is not accompanied by any chemical 
reaction. The agar liquefaction temperature is ranged between 
70°C and 100°C, and it sets to a gel again between 30°C and 50°C   
 (Figs. 3.10 and 3.11). 

Figure 3.10 Agar liquefaction temperature is ranged between 70°C and 
100°C.

 The active ingredient of a hydrocolloid impression is agar, which 
constitutes 8–15% of the total weight, whereas the major constituent 
(by weight) is water, which constitutes more than 80% of the total 
weight. Small amounts (0.2%) of borax (disodium tetraborate, 
Na2B4O7·10H2O) are added to improve the strength of the gel. 
Potassium sulfate (K2SO4) is added (ca 1.7%) as an accelerator to 
counteract the retarder effect of borax on gypsum setting. An alkyl 
benzoate compound can be added in trace amounts (0.1%) to 
prevent the growth of mold during storage. Thymol (2-isopropyl-
5-methylphenol) is a natural monoterpene phenol, and it is used 
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as a bactericidal. Glycerol (propane-1,2,3-triol, i.e., glycerin) is 
used as a plasticizer and may be added to the hydrocolloid. Also, 
some coloring agents and flavors are usually included as well  
[9–15, 29, 36]. 

Figure 3.11 Upper master cast for constructing a metal framework is 
prepared for duplication (left); duplicating impression for 
the master cast  by agar material to produce a refractory cast 
(right).

3.5.4 Irreversible Hydrocolloids: Alginates

An alginate is a hydrocolloid consisting of alginic acid (in sol state) that 
is changed to an insoluble and elastic Ca-alginate by an irreversible 
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chemical reaction. Alginic acid is an anionic polysaccharide derived 
from marine seaweed named algae. 
 Alginate powder contains either sodium or potassium alginate 
(12–18 wt%) and calcium sulfate dihydrate (8–14 wt%) so as to 
provide calcium ions as reactants. Also, ca 2 wt% sodium phosphate 
(Na3PO4) is added to alginates to act as a retarder to control working 
time. Adding sodium phosphate in different ratios can control the 
alginate impression material to be either regular or fast in setting. 
Around 10% of potassium sulfate (K2SO4) is added to control the 
setting of the gypsum model after pouring. Reinforcing fillers are 
usually diatomaceous earth in 56–70% to control the consistency 
of the set material. Coloring and flavoring additives are contained as 
trace materials [9–15, 29, 36]. 
 Reaction and cross-linking: when the powder is mixed with water, 
two main reactions occur. Firstly, a 3D network is formed by cross-
linking the polymer chain. This reaction is considered irreversible 
because the 3D network cannot be broken. Sodium phosphate is 
reacting with calcium sulfate first to afford a suitable working time. 
At this stage of the reaction, Ca2+ ions are released from calcium 
sulfate dihydrate.
 The chemical reaction at this first stage is:

  2Na3PO4 + 3CaSO4·2H2O Æ Ca3(PO4)2 + 3Na2SO4  + 2H2O (3.12)

 Calcium sulfate dihydrate provides Ca2+ ions that are necessary 
to change the material from the sol state to the gel state. These ions 
react preferentially with phosphate ions (from sodium phosphate) 
to form insoluble calcium phosphate [9–12, 29]. 
 The second stage of the reaction is manifested by a reaction 
between the sodium sulfate with the remaining calcium sulfate: 

 Na-alginate + CaSO4·2H2O Æ Ca-alginate + Na2SO4 (3.13)

 Alginates are used to make impressions for single prepared 
crowns, removable partial dentures, and orthodontic cases and for 
primary impressions for completely edentulous arches, especially 
when there are soft tissue and bony undercuts. Alginate impression 
materials have good elastic properties. A proper water-to-powder 
ratio should be used because proper mixing may lead to better 
control of the setting time and to a homogenous mix to accurately 
register the surface’s fine details. Like other elastic materials, it can 
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register the undercuts of teeth and their neighboring structures. 
Gypsum casts are poured directly into the impression material, with 
no need for a separating medium (Figs. 3.12 and 3.13) [9–15, 29, 36].

  

Figure 3.12 A container of alginate dental impression material. The 
container of powder should be fluffed before use to get an even 
distribution of alginate powder constituents.

Figure 3.13 Alginate impression material and its handling.

 Alginate as an impression material doesn’t have enough body to 
support itself, so the amount of impression material coming out of 
the impression tray should be only a few millimeters to avoid tearing 
of the borders. In addition, a minimum of 3 mm thickness is needed 
between the tray and the teeth and/or oral structures. 

Elastic Impression Materials
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 A delay in pouring the impression material mass may cause a 
dimensional change with shrinkage due to loss of water. If time is 
needed between impression making and cast pouring, it is advisable 
to cover the impression with wet gauze or tissue to avoid evaporation 
of water [9, 11, 14, 29]. 

3.6 Elastomers

3.6.1 Polysulfides

Polysulfides are a type of elastomeric impression material. Their 
setting reaction involves cross-linking under the influence of 
oxidizing agents such as lead dioxide (PbO2). Polysulfides are also 
known as thiokol rubbers because they are derivatives of thiols  
(–SH, aka mercapto group), which are the sulfur (S) analogues of 
alcohols (cf an alcohol –OH, a thiol –SH).
 Polysulfides are available in low, medium, and high viscosities, 
and they are supplied in base and catalyst (accelerator) paste tubes. 
The base paste, which is usually white, contains a low-molecular-
weight polysulfide polymer with a molecular weight of ca 2000–
4000 g mol–1. The liquid polymer is converted to a paste by mixing it 
with fillers like titanium dioxide (TiO2), which is an inert reinforcing 
filler and acts to provide the required strength. In addition, the paste 
can be made thicker by mixing it with silica [9–14]. 
 Dibutyl phthalate is used as a plasticizer to impart the most 
suitable viscosity to the paste material (i.e., low, medium, or high 
viscosity). A small quantity of sulfur can be used to accelerate the 
polymerization reaction. The catalyst paste contains mainly lead 
dioxide, which gives the catalyst paste its characteristic brown color. 
PbO2 is also responsible for the characteristic odor of the polysulfide 
impression material and for staining the skin if it comes in contact 
with the paste. 
 The catalyst paste contains dibutylphthalate (or dioctyl 
phthalate) as a plasticizer, along with Mg-stearate or oleic acid 
(which is a fatty acid) (CH3(CH2)7CH=CH(CH2)7COOH) as a retarder, 
to prolong the rate of the setting reaction [9–14, 29, 36]. 
 Other substances like deodorants can be added to the catalyst 
paste. The polysulfide polymer has terminal and pendant mercapto 
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(–SH) groups. Lead dioxide is acting as an oxidizing agent to induce 
polymerization between the terminal and pendant –SH groups with 
–SH groups on other molecules, resulting in lengthening of the chain 
and cross-linking. By this, the material is changed to the rubbery 
state. Water is a by-product of this reaction. The polymerization 
reaction of polysulfides is exothermic, with a temperature rise 
between 3°C and 4°C. Increases in temperature and humidity can 
accelerate this reaction process [10–12, 36]. 
 Polysulfides are considered good impression materials to 
reproduce fine details. They have a long working time, good 
flowability before setting, good registration of the undercut areas, 
and high flexibility, and they are probably the most economic 
material among elastomers [9–15, 29, 36]. 

3.6.2 Polyether Impression Materials

Polyethers are compounds with more than one ether group, R-O-R’. 
A polyether impression material may be characterized by a short 
working time and by being among the stiffest of all elastomers 
when set. Because of this its use is confined to situations where only 
few remaining teeth are present. Taking an impression of the full 
dentition is usually difficult with a polyether. They are supplied in 
low, medium, and heavy body consistency, and they are available in 
a two-paste system, with a base and a catalyst. The base consists 
of a polyether, a plasticizer such as phthalate or triglycerides, and 
colloidal silica as an inert filler [9, 11, 12, 29, 36]. 
 The catalyst paste consists of an aromatic sulfonic ester  
(which increases further polymerization and cross-linking), a 
plasticizer, and a thickening agent such as silica inert fillers. Coloring 
agents are added to the base and the catalyst to better differentiate 
between the two pastes. A sulfonic ester is of the type R’-SO2O-R”. The 
reaction starts upon mixing the two pastes together. The elastomer is 
formed by cationic polymerization by opening the reactive terminal 
rings of the ethylene imine group and chain extension. There is 
no by-product formation in this reaction. However, a polyether 
tends to absorb water if stored in a moist environment for a long 
period of time. The formation of a polyether impression material is 
demonstrated as follows:

Elastomers
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 Polyether + Sulfonic ester Æ Polyether rubber (3.14)

 Polyether impression materials are easy to manipulate and to 
mix. They are more accurate than polysulfides in reproducing the 
very fine details of the teeth and adjacent tissues. They can be kept 
up to one week if kept dry [9–15, 36]. 
 Polyethers are relatively expensive materials. They have short 
working and setting times; hence they are limited to professional use 
only. They are characterized by high stiffness after setting. Polyether 
impression materials are very sensitive to moisture, so they should 
be kept dry after setting. Immersion in disinfection solution should 
be for a very short time. In addition, polyether impression materials 
have a bitter taste, which makes them objectionable to many patients. 

3.6.3 Condensation Silicones

Condensation silicone rubber impression materials are made of 
silicone polymers. In general, silicones are inert, synthetic inorganic-
organic polymer compounds with a variety of forms and uses. The 
name silicone saw daylight in 1901 by analogy with ketones. Silicones 
contain direct Si–C bonds (exactly like silanes, cf Chapter 11),  
and their general formula is (R2SiO)n. Both the extent of the cross-
linking and the nature of the substituent determine the nature of 
silicones. Silicones range from oily liquids and gels to rubbery 
solids. They are all hydrophobic (water repellent). They are also heat 
resistant, electrically and thermally insulating, and chemically inert. 
Various silicones find applications as adhesives, lubricants, sealants, 
and insulation [12, 26]. 
 Silicone synthesis consists of several steps, for example, starting 
form methylchloride (CH3Cl) and Si with 5–20% of Cu (which is 
acting as a catalyst) [36, 37]:

 Cu 
 CH3Cl + Si Æ (CH3)nSiCl4–n + (CH3)nSiCl4–n + (CH3)xSiyHzClw (3.15)

 This chemical reaction is one pathway to synthesize direct Si–C 
bonds. Out of curiosity, the simplest way might be hydrosilylation, 
starting with the element silicon, Si, and hydrochloric acid, HCl. 
Silicon can be first reduced from silica (e.g., quartz sand) with carbon 
in an endothermic reaction:

 SiO2 (s) + C (s) Æ Si (s) + CO2 (g) ∆H > 0 (3.16)
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 >C=C<
 Si (s) + 3HCl Æ H-SiCl3 Æ H-C-C-SiCl3 (3.17)

 It has been reported that over 100 species may be formed in 
the reaction in Eq. 3.15. This reaction may be optimized to produce 
substituted Si chlorides, such as (CH3)2SiCl2 and CH3SiCl, which are 
widely used precursors in silicone synthesis [36, 37]. In general, 
hydrolysis of alkyl (such as CH3)- or aryl (e.g., C6H5)-substituted Si-
chlorides produces silicones (Fig. 3.14).

Figure 3.14 Some silicone monomers and terminators.

 Hydrolysis of (CH3)3SiCl produces trimethyl silanol, (CH3)3SiOH. 
Through a condensation reaction trimethyl silanols condense and 
form a disiloxane (18): 
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 2(CH3)3SiOH Æ(CH3)3Si-O-Si(CH3)3 (3.18)

 A silicone-chain compound is produced in hydrolysis of 
(CH3)2SiCl2, and hydrolysis of CH3SiCl3 leads to a 3D cross-linked 
chain system compound (Fig. 3.15). 

Figure 3.15 Above: Hydrolysis of (CH3)2SiCl2 gives a chain-structured 
compound. Below: Hydrolysis of CH3SiCl3 gives a cross-linked 
system.

 In dentistry silicones are used mainly for impressions of 
implants, fixed partial dentures, and single-unit inlays and onlays 
[12, 26]. There are four silicone cross-linking (or curing) systems 
employing four catalytic systems (Fig. 3.16).
 They are available in low, medium, high, and very high viscosities 
in a form of a putty (Fig. 3.17) and are usually supplied in a two-
paste system or a paste-liquid catalyst system [9–14, 29, 39].
 Condensation silicone rubber impression materials are based on 
a linear polydimethylsiloxane, which has reactive terminal hydroxyl 
(–OH) groups. Viscosity is controlled by the amount of fillers such as 
calcium carbonate or silica, which may range from 30–40% for low 
viscosity to 75% for putty viscosity [11, 29, 39].
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Figure 3.16 Silicone-curing systems.

Figure 3.17 A two-component putty silicone impression material.

 Both pastes of the two-paste system polymer contain a liquid 
silicone polymer made from polydimethylsiloxane. The base paste 
also contains orthoethylsilicate (i.e., orthoethoxy silane), which is a 
hybrid inorganic-organic molecule and has a direct influence on the 
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polymer chain to be cross-linked. The catalyst paste contains a Sn-
octate suspension and alkyl silicate and fillers to provide thickening 
to the paste. 
 Cross-linking (curing) of this material is achieved by a reaction of 
tri- and tetraethyl silicate in the presence of Sn-octate. To achieve a 
cross-linking network, a 3D network is formed. Ethanol is a common 
by-product of this reaction with a rise in temperature of 1°C. The 
release of alcohol as a by-product comprises the storage stability. 
The shrinkage that may occur in the set material in 24 hours ranges 
from 0.2% to 1.0%, with half of this shrinkage taking place in the 
first hour after setting of the elastomeric material [9–15, 42]. 
 Condensation silicones are not messy during manipulation and 
work. They have high elasticity, which makes them acceptable by 
operators and patients (Fig. 3.18). Mechanical characteristics can be 
fully achieved if the catalyst amount is carefully controlled to avoid 
incomplete elastomer cure. The two-step putty-wash impression 
technique is used favorably to reduce polymerization shrinkage. 

Figure 3.18 A complete denture impression can be made by using light-
body, low-viscosity silicone impression materials.

3.6.4 Addition Silicones

Addition silicones are usually available in base and catalyst systems 
of two equal-size tubes, often in an automix dispenser cartridge 
gun. The base-to-catalyst ratio is 1:1. The base mainly consists of 
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a vinyl-terminated polydimethylsiloxane polymer; a platinum salt 
as a catalyst, usually chloroplatinic acid, H2PtCl6·(H2O)6; silica as 
a filler; and a hydrophilic agent as a surfactant. The catalyst paste 
consists of a vinyl-terminated polysiloxane polymer, a cross-linking 
agent, a filler, and a silicone oil to adjust viscosity properties of the 
impression material (cf Fig. 3.16 before) [9, 10, 29]. 
 Addition silicone impression materials are very stable with 
nearly zero dimensional changes. They have good tear strength, 
convenient working and setting times, and excellent wettability. 
Hydrogen gas (H2) is a by-product of the addition reaction as the 
Pt catalyst may release H2 from water. Another reported effect 
is the –OH groups in silicone may cause bubbles on a gypsum 
model, and so it is preferable to pour the cast after one hour of 
making the impression. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that addition 
polymerization is inhibited by latex gloves or some astringents such 
as sulfur and heavy metals [9–14, 29, 39].

3.6.5 Is Silicon a Biomaterial?

The earth’s crust consists of 25% of the element Si, silicon. Silicon 
(melting point 1420°C; boiling point 2700°C) is a semiconductor, 
is a metalloid, is chemically more reactive than carbon, and occurs 
extensively in numerous forms of SiO2, silicates, and aluminosilicates. 
Silicon is gray, hard, crystalline and commercially prepared by 
heating silica with carbon (Eq. 3.16 before). Silicon can be purified 
by so-called zone refining until the impurity content is less than  
10–7%. This form of Si is not toxic but not biocompatible either, and 
so far this has prevented its use in vivo. Interestingly, the porous 
form of Si is tolerated by the body’s immune system. 
 Devices based on Si semiconductors are available for biosensing 
applications. Such bulk Si-based integrated circuits need a 
biocompatible carrier material when linked to living tissues. Bionic 
implants mimic the original function very closely, or even surpass 
it. Currently, there are promising ongoing studies on, for example, 
electronic sensing devices, to replace damaged eyes, hear sounds, 
and check body chemistry to monitor disease, drug dosage, or 
pain. Nanostructured porous Si (PS) has reported to be a promising 
biomaterial for such sensing devices linked to the human biological 
system. 
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 Some organo-Si compounds, certain silanes, are best known as 
biologically compatible substances to serve human health. Areas 
of the present-day applications include cancer therapy, dementia, 
epilepsy, wound healing, hair growth, Alzheimer, Parkinson, some 
barbiturates, muscle relaxants, hypolipidemic activity, and enzyme 
inhibition [38]. Obviously, novel organosilane structures with 
biological activity are to be identified for applications in medicine.

3.6.6 Silicones as Biomaterials

Silicones are one of the most widely used and one of the most studied 
biomaterials. In general, silicone polymers are of relatively recent 
invention, and their commercial-scale production was initiated in 
the 1940s. By the mid-1950s biomedical applications of silicones 
had greatly increased, and many studies of the biological properties 
of these materials were undertaken. 
 In the 1990s there were claims that the silicone gel used in breast 
implants was responsible for a number of systemic health problems, 
including autoimmune diseases. However, it has been reported that 
women with silicone breast implants are no more likely to develop 
systemic illness than women without breast implants. Silicone 
breast implants may rupture, and thereafter silicone can migrate. 
Nonetheless, the use of silicone breast implants has been approved 
by several national health authorities worldwide. 
 In addition, silicones find a wide range of biomedical applications 
as antireflux cuffs, artificial lungs, brain membranes, chins, contact 
lenses, ear frames, Eustachian tubes, extracorporeal dialysis, finger 
joints, hip implants, intra-aortic balloon pumps, oviductal plugs, 
orbital floors, tibial cups, toe joints, total artificial hearts, tracheal 
stents, tracheostomy vents, urethral cuffs, vaginal stents, wrist joints, 
etc. [36]. We may conclude that silicones and silane monomers have 
a huge potential in biomaterials science and its applications.

3.7 Acrylic Materials 

Acrylic acid (i.e., 2-propenoic acid) is a corrosive liquid and the simplest 
unsaturated carboxylic acid (with a functional –COOH group),  
and it has the formula CH2=CHCOOH (Fig. 3.19). Acrylic acid has 
a so-called vinyl group connected directly to a carboxylic acid 
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terminus. In chemistry vinyl (IUPAC name: ethenyl) is the functional 
group –CH=CH2 and is a derivative of the ethene (ethylene) molecule 
H2C=CH2. The name “vinyl” is also used for any compound containing 
that group, namely, R−CH=CH2, where R is any other group of atoms, 
for example, Cl. An industrially important example is, indeed, vinyl 
chloride, Cl−CH=CH2, a precursor to poly(vinylchloride) (PVC), -[CH2-
CHCl]-n, a plastic commonly known as vinyl. Acrylic acid liquid is a 
colorless liquid and has a characteristic acrid smell (melting point 
14°C; boiling point 141°C). It is miscible with alcohols, chloroform, 
ethers, and water. It polymerizes readily in the presence of oxygen. 
An acrylate polymer belongs to a group of polymers that in general 
may be referred to as plastics. They are noted for their resistance 
to breakage, transparency, and elasticity. They are also commonly 
known as acrylics or polyacrylates. 
 The term methacrylate refers to ester derivatives of methacrylic 
acid (i.e., 2-methyl-2-propeonic acid) (MAA), CH2C(CH3)COOH  
(see in Fig. 3.19).

  

Acrylic acid, AA 

 

Methacrylic acid, MAA 

    

Methyl acrylate, MA Methyl methacrylate, MMA 

Poly(methyl methacrylate), PMMA

Figure 3.19 Various acrylic compounds.
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 This corrosive, colorless, and viscous liquid is also a carboxylic 
acid with a repulsive, acrid odor. MAA is soluble in cold and warm 
water and miscible with most organic solvents. Its melting point is 
16°C and boiling point 163°C. MAA occurs naturally in small amounts 
in the oil of Roman chamomile (Chamaemelum nobile). MAA is 
produced industrially on a large scale as a precursor to its esters. 
Methacrylate derivatives include the parent acid MAA and salts such 
as CH2C(CH3)COO-Na+; esters such as methyl methacrylate (MMA), 
CH2C(CH3)COOCH3; and polymers of these species. Methacrylates are 
common monomers in plastics. Methacrylates easily form polymers 
because the double bonds are very reactive. They have numerous 
uses, most notably in the manufacture of polymers with trade 
names, for example, Lucite™ and Plexiglas™. They are used as the 
monomer resin, for example, in some windscreen repair kits and 
as bone cement for fixing prosthetic devices in orthopedic surgery  
[9, 26, 39].
 In this context we may go back to bis-GMA, bis-glycidyl dimeth-
acrylate. Its systematic IUPAC name is 2-hydroxy-3-[4-[2-[4-[2-
hydroxy-3-(2-methylprop-2-enoyloxy)-propoxy]-phenyl]propan-
2-yl]-phenoxy]-propyl]-2-methylprop-2-enoate). The cheapest and 
most convenient starting point for resins used a vast majority of res-
in composites is bisphenol A, 4,4’-(1-methylethylidene)-bisphenol 
(often abbr. BPA), (CH3)2C(C6H4OH)2 [12]. Bisphenol A, a colorless 
solid, melting point 150°C–155°C, has two hydroxyphenyl function-
alities, and it is produced industrially from acetone (2-propanone, 
aka dimethyl ketone) and phenol, C6H5OH, (hydroxybenzene, aka car-
bolic acid):

bisphenol A (BPA)2 acetone + 1 phenol 

 (3.19)

 Bisphenol A is a monomer used in various plastics and for epoxy 
resins and polycarbonate. Such plastics are clear and tough and used 
to manufacture, for example, baby bottles, sports equipment, and 
DVDs and CDs. Bisphenol A containing epoxy resins are applied in 
producing thermal papers and protective coatings on the inside of 
many beverage and food cans. The usefulness of bisphenol A lies in its 
rigid molecular structure due to some steric hindrances to rotation 
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(cf Eq. 3.19 before). Bisphenol A is claimed to exhibit hormone-like 
properties, that is, estrogenic activity. This has raised concern about 
its suitability in food containers. Toxicity aspects are discussed in 
details in Chapter 5. There are two ways to synthesize bis-GMA, and 
they are presented in Fig. 3.20.

Figure 3.20 Two synthetic pathways to produce bis-GMA. 

 Bis-GMA is very viscous and it is used as a common basis for the 
matrix of resin composites. As this resin has two vinyl functional 
groups it would be highly cross-linked and also very rigid. Bis-GMA 
may be polymerized by any of the usual initiator-activator systems, 
for example, benzoyl peroxide and an alkyl borane [12]. Some other 
bis-GMA “family members,” such as iso-bis-GMA, ethoxylated bisphe-
nol-A dimethacrylate (bis-EMA), propoxylated bisphenol-A dimeth-
acrylate (bis-PMA), and bis-MA that are, or have been, of interest in 
dental materials research are presented later in Fig. 3.21.
 An acrylic polymer, poly(methyl methacrylate), PMMA, is an 
acrylate polymer material that was introduced in the market as a 
denture base material in 1937 (see Fig. 3.19). Previously, synthetic 
materials such as nitrocellulose, vulcanite, phenol formaldehyde, 
porcelain, and vinyl plastics were used for denture bases. In 1946, 
already 98% of all denture bases were constructed from MMA 
polymers (or copolymers). 
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Figure 3.21 Molecule structures of bis-GMA, iso-bis-GMA, bis-EMA, bis-
PMA, and bis-MA.

 PMMA, an acrylate polymer familiar to consumers, is the clear, 
break-resistant “acrylic glass” or sheeting sold in hardware stores 
under the trade name Plexiglas™. Acrylic polymers have a vast 
amount of applications in dentistry: denture bases, artificial teeth, 
denture repair materials, soft liners, impression trays, provisional 
restorations, and maxillofacial appliances (e.g., for skeletal defects) 
[9, 12, 26, 39]. 
 There are certain requirements [10, 26, 39] for a clinically 
acceptable denture base material: processing accuracy, strength and 
durability, dimensional stability, satisfactory thermal properties, 
chemical stability, absence of odor and taste, insolubility and low 
sorption properties, biocompatibility, natural appearance, color 
stability, and adhesion to plastics, metals, and porcelain. In addition, 
the material should be easy to fabricate and repair [1, 3, 9, 10, 26]. 
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 There are two types of polymers based on MMA, (a) heat-cure 
acrylics and (b) cold-cure acrylics.
 Acrylic is prepared by an addition polymerization reaction, which 
involves three steps: (a) initiation reaction, (b) chain propagation, 
and (c) chain termination. The initiation reaction is usually triggered 
by a radical. In this case, benzoyl peroxide is split into benzoyloxy 
radicals and then further into phenyl radicals. In a heat-cure acrylic, 
the initiator is activated by raising the temperature. On the other 
hand, in a cold-cure acrylic, the initiator is activated by chemical 
activators (usually a tertiary amine) [9–12, 36]—about this, see also 
Chapter 6.

3.7.1 Denture Repair

In the case of denture fracture, the fractured pieces can usually be 
easily approximated because brittle failure has occurred. Then, if the 
(properly cleansed) pieces cannot be realigned, that is, permanent 
deformation has taken place, it is vital to carefully check the 
adaptation of the denture to soft tissues. If the cause of breakage 
is not corrected (e.g., fit and/or faulty occlusion) repairs usually 
will fail, and this is regardless of which repair material was used  
[9–11, 39]. Acrylic repair materials are commonly the powder-
liquid type, similar to those used for denture bases [9]. They are 
either chemically accelerated to set or heat-accelerated to set. Light-
activated and microwave-cured acrylics are fast and effective repair 
materials. The actual material of choice will depend on certain factors, 
such as (a) the length of the time required for making the repair, (b) 
the flexural strength obtainable with the repair material, and (c) the 
degree to which dimensional accuracy is maintained during repair  
[9, 12, 29, 39]. 
 One technique for making a repair requires holding, or luting, 
the broken (and cleansed from grease, oil, saliva, blood, etc.) pieces 
together with sticky wax, then pouring a stone model on the inside 
of the denture, and then investing the model and denture in a flask. 
Then, the wax is removed and the fracture line is opened with a bur 
[9, 28]. This is to allow a reasonable amount or repair acrylic to enter. 
The ground surfaces are painted with a monomer or a 4:1 mixture 
of a monomer and a polymer. Acrylic dough is then packed into the 
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area being repaired, and the material is cured, cooled, deflasked, 
and finished. If a heat-cure acrylic is used, the denture should be 
completely flasked, and curing of the repair material preferably 
should be carried out at temperatures not exceeding 74°C–77°C for 
eight hours or longer [9, 29].

3.7.2 Denture Rebasing

Rebasing a denture refers to a technique in which occlusal relations 
of the teeth are maintained and the entire denture base is replaced. 
In general, this technique is as costly and time consuming as 
fabricating a completely new denture. The method is sometimes 
used when there are many discrepancies in the adaptation of the 
denture-bearing area to the oral mucosa that cannot be resolved 
with the reline. Another reason may be that the denture is relatively 
new [9–14, 29, 39]. 
 Soft or plasticized acrylic, vinyl polymers, and copolymers  
(as well as natural and silicone rubber products) are used as denture 
liners for patients with irritation of the denture-bearing mucosa, 
areas of severe undercuts, or congenital or acquired defects of the 
palate. Some of the liner materials are designed to be cured in situ, 
and others are designed for dental laboratory processing. 
 It has been reported that some products have an inhibitory effect 
on the growth of Candida albicans. Conventional mouth-cured soft 
liners are used to improve the comfort and retention of dentures 
that are used as interim prostheses. After several weeks they may 
begin to foul—and debond from the denture [9, 26, 29]. They are 
mixed chairside, added to the impression surface of the denture, 
and seated inside the patient’s mouth until they polymerized, which 
generally takes a few minutes. 
 Actually, there are three types of denture-rebasing materials: 

 (a) Addition silicone elastomers 
 (b) Powder (poly[ethyl methacrylate] and peroxide initiator) + 

liquid (aromatic esters, ethanol, tertiary amines) 
 (c) Powder (poly[ethyl methacrylate], plasticizers such as ethyl 

glycolate, and a peroxide initiator) + liquid (MMA and tertiary 
amines) 
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 It is noteworthy that both tissue conditioners and chairside soft 
liners may leach out significant amounts of alcohol and phthalate 
esters [9, 26, 28].

3.7.3 Tissue-Conditioning Liners

Tissue-conditioning liners are soft elastomers that are used to treat 
an irritated mucosa supporting a denture. These materials will 
conform to the anatomy of the residual ridge, gel in that position, 
and continue to flow slowly after application. Tissue-conditioning 
liners are used to provide time for healing of the soft tissues or as 
a diagnostic tool to assess the patient’s tolerance of new occlusal 
schemes or the occlusal vertical dimension. Tissue-conditioning 
liners are mixed chairside, placed in the denture, and seated in the 
patient’s mouth. Tissue-conditioning liners should be replaced every 
three to five days because they are indicated only for short-term use 
[9–14, 26, 29, 39].

3.7.4 Orthopedics: Bone Cements

It is useful to know that in orthopedics, acrylic bone cements are used 
to fix a hip joint prosthesis to femoral bone. A typical current bone 
cement comprises a liquid component (typically predominantly 
MMA) and a powder component, PMMA. Due to certain shortcomings, 
such the released heat during the setting reaction, some promising 
bone cement modifications are currently under active research [40]. 

3.8 Resin Composites

In dentistry the term composite is usually used to describe dental 
resin-based composite restorative materials. On the other hand, on 
the basis of the definition, dental silver amalgam is also a composite 
material.
 Generally speaking, composite materials are a range of structural 
materials that, compared to the previously manufactured materials, 
are generally lighter, stiffer, and stronger. As natural composite 
materials, we may mention wood (a composite consisting of cellulose 
and lignin), bone (made of soft protein collagens combined with 
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hard, brittle Ca-hydroxyapatite mineral), muscles, and, of course, 
enamel, dentin, and cementum [1, 3, 12, 14].
 Resin composites (filled resins) in dentistry consist usually of 
five structural components:  

 (a) An organic resin matrix (a blend of monomers, dimers, etc.) 
 (b) Inorganic fillers 
 (c) An activator-inhibitor system 
 (d) Pigments
 (e) A silane coupling agent

 The plastic resin forms the matrix of the resin composite  
(aka filled resin) material, and at the same time it binds the 
inorganic filler particles. The inorganic fillers are reinforcing pebble-
like particles that are scattered in the matrix. These inorganic 
fillers are bonded to the matrix by the third component, the silane 
coupling agent, which functions to promote adhesion between the 
resin matrix and the fillers. The resin matrix is actually the active 
component of the dental composite restoration, and it is a fluid 
monomer that can be transformed to a rigid polymer by an addition 
reaction. The resin matrix in the mainstream of dental composites is 
typically based on bis-GMA or urethane dimethacrylate (UEDMA). 
These are high-molecular-weight liquid monomers of high viscosity. 
Bis-GMA is derived from a reaction between bisphenol A and 
glycidylmethacrylate [26, 41].
 Low-viscosity resins such as triethylene glycol dimethacrylate 
(TEGDMA), dodecanidiol dimethacrylate (DDDMA), and 
polycarbonate dimethacrylate (PCDMA) are used to lower viscosity 
and improve the cross-linking density of composites and sealant 
materials. Other ingredients of the matrix are an activating agent for 
light or chemical curing and stabilizers for shelf life and pigments of 
esthetics. Recently, the use of ethoxylated bisphenol A dimethacrylate 
(EPPADMA), which is a monomer of low water sorption, as a partial 
or complete substitute to bis-GMA, has further improved the water 
sorption characteristics of dental composites [9–14, 39, 41]—resin 
composites are discussed in details in Chapter 6.
 Inorganic fillers are incorporated into the resin matrix to 
strengthen the resin matrix by improving mechanical properties 
like hardness and compressive strength (Fig. 3.22). These fillers can 
also help in the reduction of polymerization shrinkage of the matrix 
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because these fillers are not involved in the polymerization process, 
so the more are the fillers in the matrix, the less is the polymerization 
shrinkage. Ceramic inorganic fillers have a coefficient of thermal 
expansion similar to that of the tooth structure, so their use helps in 
reducing the thermal expansion of the methacrylate matrix, which 
has a very high coefficient of thermal expansion (~ 80 ppm/°C). 
Inorganic fillers help also in reducing water sorption by the matrix. 
In addition, fillers affect handling characteristics and may impart 
radiopacity, that is, X-ray contrast (e.g., Ba-based fillers) [9–14, 39, 
41]. Fiber-reinforced composites (FRCs) [42, 43], a new promising 
group of dental biomaterials, are discussed in Chapter 7.

 
Figure 3.22 Inorganic fillers in a dental resin composite filling material. 

 As a fact, a resin matrix is hydrophobic, whereas, on the other 
hand, silica-based fillers are hydrophilic because of the surface 
hydroxyl groups. This means that there is no affinity between the 
matrix phase and the inorganic filler phase. This lack of affinity 
indicates the use of a silane coupling agent [41] between the two 
phases [10, 14, 41].
 A bond between the filler particles and the matrix is achieved 
by the use of so-called coupling agents [44]. Bonding is obtained 
by treating the surface of the fillers before mixing them with the 
oligomer matrix. The most commonly used silane coupling agent 
is 3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTS, MPS, °-MPS, or 
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3-MPS). Other examples of organosilanes are 3-acryloxypropyltri-
methoxysilane, 3-isocyanatopropyltriethoxysilane, and styrylethyl-
trimethoxysilane  (Fig. 3.23).

Figure 3.23 Various silane monomers, which are also called and used as 
silane coupling agents [44].
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 The silane coupling agent molecule contains (usually) one 
silicon atom (Si) in the centre and an organo functional group (R), 
for example, vinyl, amino, epoxy, and functional hydrolysable groups 
(X), for example, methoxy, ethoxy, etc. The functional group R will 
bond with an organic resin material, while the functional group X 
will attach to an inorganic material [26, 41, 44]. By this, the coupling 
effect can be attained (Fig. 3.24).

Figure 3.24 The silane molecule can contain one silicon (Si) atom in the 
centre and an organofunctional group (R), for example, vinyl, 
amino, or epoxy, and a functional hydrolyzable group (X), for 
example, methoxy. The functional group R will bond with an 
organic resin material, while the functional group X will attach 
to an inorganic material [44].

 Silanes form a large group of synthetic organic compounds 
that essentially contain a silicon  (Si) atom or atoms. Silanes bear 
a resemblance to orthoesters, and they can be bifunctional, that is, 
they have dual reactivity. The organic functional part, for example, 
vinyl (CH=CH2), allyl (–CH2CH=CH2), amino (–NH2), or isocyanato 
(–N=C=O) (Fig. 3.23), can polymerize with an organic matrix. The 
alkoxy groups (e.g., methoxy –O–CH3, ethoxy –O–CH2CH3) can react 
with an inorganic substrate, in both cases forming covalent bonds 
between the matrices [33, 41, 43]. 
 Generally, silanes may or may not contain reactive groups. A 
reactive group can also be, for example, chloride (–Cl). There is 
usually a propylene link (–CH2CH2CH2–) between Si and the organic 
functionality, especially when the silane is used for, for example, 
metal pretreatment [44], as discussed in detail in Chapter 11. 
 To be able to act as coupling agents in the interface between 
organic-inorganic substances, silanes must first be hydrolyzed 
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(activated) and condensed. In an aqueous solution, their alkoxy 
groups react with water to form reactive, hydrophilic, acidic silanol 
groups, Si–OH, and release alcohol as side products [45].
 Flowable resin composites are modified hybrid composites 
characterized by low viscosity, reduced filler amount, and narrower 
particle size distribution. These characteristics enable the material 
matrix to flow easily around the prepared cavity. This flowable 
consistency makes these materials difficult to handle easily. They 
have more polymerization shrinkage and lower wear resistance than 
the other types because of the reduced amount of inorganic fillers. 
They are more suitable for cervical lesions, non-stress-bearing 
restorations, and very small cavities [9–13, 39, 41]—read more in 
Chapter 6.
 Laboratory resin composites find application in lab processing for 
indirect restorations, that is, crowns, inlays, and veneers (laminates) 
bonded to metal copings. They can be reinforced by fibers [42] and 
usually bonded with a resin composite cement. 
 Packable resin composites are characterized by very high viscosity 
and a low surface thickness. They are used for posterior restorations 
because of their good mechanical properties and high filler content. 
They have low polymerization shrinkage, low wear rate, and high 
light-curing depth [9–15, 41]. 
 Provisional resin composites are mainly used on temporary 
bases such as an immediate chairside temporary crown after tooth 
preparation [41].

3.9 Adhesion and Bonding

3.9.1 Atomic Bonds

The basic understanding of the behavior of dental materials is based 
on their states, phases, and, hence, atomic structure. Properties of 
materials are dependent on the atomic arrangement. Interatomic 
forces are forces that hold atoms together, and these are classified as 
primary or secondary bonding.

The structure of materials is determined by the arrangement of their 
atoms and molecules. 

The phases of matter are solid, liquid, gas, and plasma. 
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 Primary bonds are strong bonds, and they are of three types: (a) 
ionic, (b) covalent, and (c) metallic. The bond energy in primary 
bonds is much higher than that in secondary bonds [12].  
 A covalent bond is characterized by sharing pairs of electrons 
between atoms. It is stable and considered as the simplest and 
strongest bond, such as the Si–O bond in porcelain. Ionic bonds are 
formed between the mutual attractions of two oppositely charged 
ions. An example of an ionic bond is the bond that exists in the 
crystalline phase of gypsum. A metallic bond is formed when there 
is a large aggregate of atoms. The outer shell of electrons of most 
metals is characterized by being less than half full. In metals each 
atom donates one or more electrons to be shared as a cloud of 
mobile electrons. This property explains, for example, why metals 
are opaque and reflect light [9, 10, 12, 46].
 The fact that metal ions are held together is based on their 
mutual attraction to the electron cloud. These electrons are shared 
in common by all the metal atoms, which have become positively 
charged ions as a result of giving up electrons.

In solid matter the molecules are very close together and cannot move 
around easily and are only limited to a local vibration as there is great 
resistance to movement by molecules. 

In liquids, the molecules are close together and move around slowly. 
Their resistance to movement is considerably less than that of solids. 
Liquid molecules are able to move around each other. 

In gases, the molecules are widely separated. They move around freely 
at high speeds depending on the temperature.  

Plasma is a state of gas where it is (partially) ionized.

3.9.2 Adhesion and Cohesion

In general, when two substances are brought into intimate contact 
with each other, the molecules of one substance may adhere to 
the molecules of the other. Adhesion is the physical attraction of 
dissimilar molecules to remain in close proximity. It can be described 
as bonding of unlike materials by physical attraction between their 
atoms or molecules. The material that is used to attach two surfaces 
(substrates) together producing the interface is called an adhesive, 
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while the initial substrate is known as an adherend. Cohesion is the 
attraction of similar molecules of the same material [10–12, 46].  
 Adhesion can be defined as the strength of the interface of 
two dissimilar materials. Two dissimilar materials that are held 
together by intimate interfacial contact can allow work to be 
transferred across the interface. The interfacial forces holding the 
two phases together may arise from weak van der Waals forces, 
chemical bonding, or electrostatic attraction [47]. This enables a 
way to distribute stresses more uniformly across a greater area. By 
accommodating the differences in the thermal expansion coefficients 
of the adherends, adhesives essentially play an important role in 
situations where temperature variations are encountered. Sealing is 
also another important function of adhesives [9–14, 46].
 Mechanical interlocking (retention), electrostatic, diffusion, and 
adsorption/surface reaction are theories that have been proposed 
to describe mechanisms of adhesion [47]. However, it is difficult to 
fully ascribe the adhesive bonding to an individual mechanism and 
usually a combination of different mechanisms is responsible for 
bonding. The extent each mechanism may vary for different adhesive 
systems. Hence, the scale of action is shown in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 Current adhesion theories 

Mechanism Scale of action

Mechanical interlocking Microscopic
Electrostatic Macroscopic
Diffusion Molecular
Wettability Molecular
Chemical bonding Atomic
Weak boundary layer Molecular

 Mechanical interlocking (macro- or microretention) of the 
adhesive is achieved in the presence of surface irregularities. The 
ability of the adhesive to readily penetrate the irregularities is 
governed by the viscosity of the adhesive, the wettability of the 
substrate by the adhesive, the morphology of the substrate, and the 
setting time of the adhesive [9–12]. 
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 The enhanced adhesion after surface roughening can be due 
the formation of a clean surface, the formation of a highly reactive 
surface, and an increase in the contact surface area. However, it is 
debatable whether mechanical interlocking is responsible for strong 
bonds or the other mechanisms associated with the increase in the 
adhesive contact area. For example, increased wetting and chemical 
bonding can be expected as a consequence of increased contact area 
(cf Chapter 11). 

3.9.3 Factors and Mechanisms of Adhesion

Wettability is a measure of the affinity of a liquid for a solid, as 
indicated by the spreading of a drop. It indicates the ability of a 
liquid adhesive to contact a substrate. Cohesive forces within the 
liquid cause the drop to develop a sphere and avoid contact with 
the surface. The contact angle (θ) represents a quantitative method 
to evaluate the capability of liquid adhesives to wet a substrate 
surface. The contact angle is the angle formed by the adhesive 
with the substrate (adherend) at their interface. The contact angle 
is used to determine the ability of any adhesive to wet the surface 
of an adherend. The tendency for a liquid to spread on a substrate 
increases as the contact angle decreases [48, 49]. Low values of 
contact angle indicate high wettability, while high values of contact 
angle indicate low wettability. For an adhesive to readily wet a solid 
substrate surface, the adhesive requires a surface tension lower than 
the critical surface tension of the substrate surface. Good wetting 
allows the adhesive to flow into cracks and crevices on the substrate 
surface. Poor wetting results in bridging over the crack. This can 
potentially lower the overall strength of bond as the actual contact 
area is reduced [12, 47–49]. 
 Viscosity is the resistance of a liquid against external forces that 
have a tendency to cause this liquid to flow. Adhesive materials with 
higher viscosity have more resistance to flow under force, which will 
lead to less possibility of this adhesive to spread out on the substrate 
surface.  
 Surface morphology is an important factor in adhesion. Wetting 
a solid surface with an adhesive material brings the material into 
intimate contact with that surface. Here, both the initial substrate 
(adherend) and the adherent should be flawless and smooth. By 
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this, the prospective area for bonding is increased. In fact, surface 
smoothness for the naked eye may be very rough if seen under 
the microscope. Using adhesive materials with high viscosity 
and poor wettability on rough surfaces (even microscopically 
rough) can cause entrapment of air, causing void formation, which 
then may cause deficiency in adhesion effectiveness [9–14]. The 
formation of these voids will ensure the prevention of adhesive 
materials from flowing smoothly into the crevices and irregularities 
to achieve full wetting of the surface by the adhesive material  
(see Figs. 3.25 and 3.26).

Figure 3.25 Void formation as a result of using a viscous bonding agent.

 Two mechanisms of adhesion exist, (a) mechanical adhesion 
and (b) chemical adhesion. Mechanical adhesion is depending on 
mechanical interlocking surface irregularities and/or penetration 
of one material into another material. Chemical adhesion involves 
bonding at the atomic or molecular level. In many situations in 
adhesive dentistry, mechanical and chemical adhesions take place 
together. A dental composite is bonded to dentine by first etching 
the dentine surface with orthophosphoric acid (37%), and then a 
bonding agent is applied to penetrate the opened dentinal tubuli, 
providing an interlocking mechanism of adhesion[12, 46–50]  
(see also Chapter 1). 

3.10 Basic Properties of Dental Materials

3.10.1 Biomechanical Properties

We make here a brief overview—biomechanical properties  
[9–12, 15, 34, 39, 51–53] are discussed further in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 3.26 SEM image showing the formation of voids between a resin 
composite and dentin. Abbreviation: SEM, scanning electron 
microscope.

 Stress and strain: Force is any effect that can cause any object 
either to move or to deform. Stress is the force per unit area, whereas 
strain is the dimensional change in objects caused by stress. When 
a force is applied on any material object, this material develops an 
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internal resistance, which is equal in magnitude to the applied force 
and opposite in direction. 
 Compressive force (compression) causes the material to decrease 
in length along the direction of the applied force. The property of 
any material to resist a compressive force is known as compressive 
strength of that particular material. 
 Tensile force   (tension) is any force that results in an increase in 
length (elongation) along the direction of the applied force. 
 Tensile strength is the property of any material to resist 
stretching apart by the effect of tensile forces (tension). Application 
of compression and tension on material objects could be unilateral 
or bilateral. The tensile strength test is used to measure the elasticity 
and plasticity behaviors of materials. The compressive strength test 
is used mainly to measure the ability of dental materials to withstand 
occlusal forces. 
 Shear is any force that causes a sliding displacement of one side 
of a structure compared to the other side, and the ability of any 
material to resist shear force is known as shear strength [9–14].  
 Proportional limit is the limit of proportionality of stress to 
strain. It is labeled on the stress–strain curve when stress ceases 
to be linear. Beyond the proportional limit, the material starts to 
deform permanently.  
 Yield strength is exactly the point coming beyond the 
proportional limit. It is the point of the first noticeable deviation 
from proportionality of stress to strain on the stress–strain curve. 
After the proportional limit a little additional stress is enough to 
cause permanent deformation in the material, which is represented 
by yield point. 
 Ultimate tensile strength is the maximum amount of stress that 
a material can tolerate without suffering fracture or rupture. So it is 
exactly below the fracture point on a material. It can be applied to 
compressive, tensile, or shear stresses.  
 Fracture strength is the amount of stress required to produce 
material fracture or rupture.  
 Ductility is the amount of deformation that a material  
(metals, alloys) under tensile stress can withstand before fracture or 
rupture. It is presented in terms of percentage elongation.  
 Malleability is the amount of deformation that a material  
(most metals and alloys) under compressive strength can withstand 
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before fracture or rupture. It is presented in terms of percentage 
compression.  
 Brittleness is the characteristic of any material to fracture without 
noticeable plastic deformation. Brittle materials (such as porcelain, 
ceramics) have low ductility on which their ultimate strength is the 
same as their elastic limit.  
 Fatigue refers to the fact that when materials are subjected to 
cyclic loading, they will undergo failure below the ultimate tensile 
strength than they normally would if they were not under cyclic 
loading. Subjecting any material to repeated stress causes tiny 
cracks to be generated in the material structure.  
 Impact strength is quoted in units of energy, and it is the resistance 
of any material to the sudden application of force.
 Resilience is the inherent property of any material  
(several polymers) to resist permanent deformation. It is represented 
under the area of elastic limit in the stress–strain curve. 
 Toughness is the inherent property of any material to resist 
fracture. It is represented by both elastic and plastic areas of the 
stress–strain curve. 
 Fracture toughness is the inherent property of any material to 
resist the propagation of an existing crack or flaw. 
 Hardness is the resistance to permanent indentation on a material 
surface. There are several tests to measure the hardness of various 
dental materials, such as the Brinell, Vickers, Knoop, and Rockwell 
tests [11–15, 39, 51–53]. 

3.10.2 Hardness Tests

The Brinell hardness test employs a hardened steel ball that is 
applied under a certain load to the material being tested to form 
a round, permanent dent on the surface (must be flat) of the test 
material. The Brinell hardness number (BHN) value is the measure 
of the diameter of the dent. This test is highly applicable to ductile 
materials. 
 The Vickers hardness test employs a pyramid-shaped diamond 
indenting tool with a square base that applies a constant load to 
the material being tested. The Vickers hardness number (VHN) 
is obtained by measuring the diagonals of the square-shaped 
indentation and then taking the average of the two dimensions. The 
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Vickers hardness test is used mainly for brittle materials but still can 
be used for ductile materials. 
 The Knoop hardness test employs a diamond-shaped indenting 
tool with a rhomboidal base. The diamond-shaped indenting tool can 
also be described as having one diagonal much longer than the other. 
This test is ideal for testing the hardness of elastomeric materials. 
The Knoop hardness number (KHN) is obtained by measuring the 
long diagonal only. 
 In the Rockwell hardness test the indenters used are either 
diamond cones or steel balls. The main advantages are that it is a 
quick test, taking only 10–15 seconds. To get the Rockwell hardness 
value, a minor load is first applied on the surface, followed by 
the application of a major load. The test essentially measures the 
distance from the limit line of the minor load indentation to the 
bottom of the major load indentation [10–14, 51, 54]. 

3.10.3 Physical Properties

Working time is the time calculated from the start of mixing until the 
material becomes so thick that it cannot be manipulated any longer. 
Whereas setting time is the time calculated from the start of mixing 
until the material reaches a specific degree of setting appropriate 
to its application, but this amount of setting does not indicate the 
completion of reaction. 
 Film thickness is the height of the space between two surfaces 
that are separated by a thin-film layer of a luting cement. The 
combined thickness of two pieces of glass is usually measured and 
then measured again after addition of the luting cement with the 
application of a certain load (before, Fig. 3.27). The film thickness is 
the difference between the two measurements [9–12, 39, 51]. 

3.10.4 Thermal and Electrical Properties

We do have also some other properties determining biomaterials 
[9–14, 39]. Heat flow through materials is measured in terms of 
either the relative rate of heat conduction (thermal conductivity) or 
the amount of heat conduction per unit time (thermal diffusivity). 
 Thermal conductivity (K; unit: W m–1 K–1) is simply known as the 
ability of any material to transmit heat or cold. Thermal conductivity 
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of solid materials can be defined as the rate of heat transferred 
through a material by conductive flow.  

Figure 3.27 The combined thickness of two pieces of glass is usually 
measured and then measured again after the addition of a 
luting cement with the application of a certain load.

 Coefficient of thermal conductivity (κ) is measured when the 
temperature difference across a unit cube of material is 1°C. Heat 
transfer across materials of high thermal conductivity occurs at 
a higher rate than across materials of low thermal conductivity. 
Conductors are materials with high thermal conductivity, while 
insulators are those materials with low thermal conductivity. 
Polymers and cements have very low thermal conductivity compared 
to metals. In general, low thermal conductivity is preferred in 
restorative materials that are used on teeth, whereas high thermal 
conductivity is required where the material covers soft tissue.
 Specific heat (c) is the heat needed to raise the temperature 
of 1.00 g of a material by 1°C.  The relationship between heat and 
temperature change is usually expressed in the form Q = c × m × ∆T, 
where Q is heat added, m = mass, and ∆T is the change in temperature. 
 Thermal diffusivity (Δ; unit: m²s–1) of any material controls the 
m2s–1 time rate of temperature change as heat passes through the 
material. It is measured by calculating the thermal conductivity 
divided by specific heat multiplied by density. 
 The volumetric coefficient of thermal expansion (α; unit: in  
10–6/K) can be measured for all substances of condensed matter 
(i.e., solid state and liquids). Linear thermal expansion can only 
be measured in the solid state and is common in engineering 
applications. During temperature rise, more frequent atomic 
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motions stretch bonds and produce a net expansion. Given this, 
during a decrease in temperature, solids undergo contraction. The 
relative rate of change is called the coefficient of thermal expansion 
or contraction. If it is referenced to a single dimension, it is called 
the linear coefficient of thermal expansion. When a restorative 
material such as amalgam expands more than the tooth, there 
will be ledge formation at the tooth–filling interface, and this will 
cause food stagnation and bacterial accumulation. If the same filling 
contracts more than the tooth, there will be underfilling, causing gap 
formation, which will lead to microleakage. 
 Electric resistivity (ρ; unit: Ω m) and conductivity (σ; unit: S m–1): 
The property of any material to conduct an electric current is known 
as either specific conductivity or, conversely, specific resistivity. 
Dentin has lower resistivity than enamel, and also sound and carious 
enamel differ in resistivity [9–14].  

3.10.5 Rheological Properties

Rheology is the study of the flow or deformation of materials. 
Rheology is applicable to liquids as well as solids. Rheological 
properties have great influence on the handling characteristics of 
dental materials. Viscosity (η; unit: Pa s or kg s–1 m–1) is a specific 
property of fluids when a liquid is resistant to flow. The value of 
viscosity is temperature dependent in such a way that any rise in 
temperature causes a significant decrease in viscosity. 
 Thixotropic liquid is any viscous liquid that becomes less viscous 
under the application of repeated pressure like shaking, stirring, 
patting, or vibration. 
 Viscoelastic material combines both elastic and viscous behavior. 
Elastic impression materials have viscoelastic behavior; conversely, 
metals and brittle cements have very low viscoelastic properties. 
Viscoelasticity is highly influenced by the type and rate of load 
applied, for instance, a putty siloxane impression material does 
not exhibit any viscosity unless there is a load to be applied so as 
to cause the putty to flow. This load is important to differentiate 
between elastic and viscoelastic materials. 
 Elastic materials have mechanical properties independent 
of loading rate, whereas viscoelastic materials have mechanical 
properties dependent on loading rate [9–14, 39]. 
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3.10.6 Chemical Properties

Solubility and disintegration of dental cements can be measured by 
immersing two disks (20 mm in diameter and 0.1 mm in thickness) 
in water for more than 24 hours at 37°C. Solubility of materials inside 
the oral cavity is very important for applied dental materials as some 
types of dental cements may have high solubility and henceforth 
they cannot be used as luting agents for a definitive crown treatment 
but can be applied only on temporary bases. Generally, brittle dental 
cements lack strong consistency (they are weak in tension), and 
therefore they are more susceptible to be soluble in oral cavity. 
Sorption is simply known as the uptake of fluids by materials. 
 A very common example in dental technology is the discoloration 
of porcelain because of sorption between metal and the porcelain 
interface on PFM restoration. In addition, water sorption into 
polymers causes the water to diffuse into the structure of polymers, 
for example, the diffusion of water into the acrylic denture base for 
a certain period of time can cause warp of the denture base. This 
water sorption of a material can be explained in two stages: first the 
water is adsorbed onto the surface of the material, and second it is 
absorbed deep into the body of the material. During the second phase 
it may diffuse into the structure of this material, causing dimensional 
changes that may lead to material defect. This is especially true if the 
sorption occurs during manipulation and before the final setting of 
the material. 
 Tarnish is the surface reaction of metals in the mouth, with 
components from food or saliva forming a thin, dull film on these 
surfaces without attacking the metal itself. Tarnish involving this 
dull film consists of hard and soft deposits such as chlorides and 
sulfides. Tarnish can be removed easily by polishing metal surfaces. 
 In contrast, corrosion is the attack on the metal surface that 
involves the loss of material. It is described as dissolution of metals 
in the oral cavity. In metals, the corrosion process is normally 
electrochemical as it involves the loss of electrons by an oxidation 
reaction with the metal becoming a positively charged ion. Corrosion 
can be a consequence of galvanic action, where the metal restoration 
is in contact with another restoration of different metal. In the 
oral cavity, this occurs in the presence of saliva and results in the 
formation of surface roughening and pitting [9–14, 39]. 
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 NB: We preferably should say that metals and alloys corrode, 
but glasses and polymers and resin composites degrade  
(leading to degradation).

3.10.7 Kinetics and Thermodynamics

The surface is an extremely important factor influencing corrosion, 
because the surface composition is almost always different from 
that of the bulk metal/alloy [14, 55, 56]. Rust, FeO(OH), layered 
on iron usually grows to be much thicker and so is not considered 
passivation. This is because this mixed (and usually brittle) oxidized 
layer is not protective. This effect is in some sense a property of the 
material, and it serves as an indirect kinetic barrier: the reaction 
is often quite rapid unless and until an impermeable layer forms  
[9, 12, 39]. 

Thermodynamics = a set of laws relating to the paths and driving forces 
of processes in terms of the energy changes occurring in a system [12]

Kinetics = the time-dependent behavior of a system with regard to the 
rates of chemical reactions [12]

 Given the right conditions, a thin passive film of corrosion 
products can form on a metal’s surface, preventing further corrosion 
(Al, Ti, Cr). The effect of pH on corrosion is essential, but many other 
factors are influential. Some conditions that inhibit passivation 
include low pH or the presence of chloride ions for stainless steel 
and high temperature for Ti (in which case the oxide dissolves 
into the metal). Exposure to a hot solder or to a liquid metal (Hg) 
can often circumvent passivation mechanisms. The materials that 
are most resistant to corrosion are those for which corrosion is 
thermodynamically unfavorable.
 Some metals (Mg, Zn and Cd) have naturally slow reaction 
kinetics, even though their corrosion is thermodynamically 
favorable. This means that corrosion of Mg, Zn, and Cd is continuous 
and it happens at a slow rate [10–12, 57, 58]. 
 The four laws of thermodynamics: 

 0. If two systems are in thermal equilibrium with a third system, 
they are also in thermal equilibrium with each other.

 1. Energy is conserved: heat and work are interconvertible.
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 2. Heat may not be transferred from a cooler body to a hotter 
body without some effect elsewhere.

 3. The absolute zero (0 K = –273.15°C) of temperature is 
unattainable.

3.10.8 Biocompatibility

Biocompatibility of dental materials (see Chapter 5) is a very crucial 
factor to be considered before the introduction of any new material. 
Dental materials should be successful enough to be used inside the 
oral cavity, while causing no or minimal response. 

3.11 Dental Silver Amalgams

Dental amalgams were introduced in the beginning of this chapter.  
Dental silver amalgam is one of the most commonly used restorative 
filling materials. It has served as a convenient and durable direct 
restorative material for more than 160 years. An amalgam generally 
is an alloy of mercury with other metals. In dental practice, mercury 
and a silver-based alloy are mixed into a paste, which then sets hard. 
Amalgam fillings have been used extensively for a long time. They 
have many advantages, including low cost and high durability. For a 
vast majority of people they are likely to be completely safe. 
 Yet, the type of mercury released from amalgam fillings is toxic 
when sufficient exposure occurs. While exposure appears to be 
very low, minimal safe levels have not been established. Although 
amalgams have not been proven to be safe, they have not been 
proven to cause disease either. On the other hand, amalgams and 
lichen planus are heavily interrelated. Amalgam is a composite 
material. A composite material, in general, is a combination of two 
(or more) materials, often designed to replicate naturally occurring 
materials [9–15, 39]. 

Amalgam = an alloy of Hg with any metal 

Amalgamation = the process of forming an amalgam

Amalgamator = triturator = a machine for mixing dental silver 
amalgams

Alloy = the result of a combination of different metallic elements melted 
together or of metals with nonmetals when the result is metallic 
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3.11.1 Mercury

Mercury (Hg, hydrargyrum, “liquid silver,” quicksilver) is obtained 
by roasting cinnabar mineral (HgS). Mercury is slightly volatile at 
room temperature, melting point –38.9°C, when pure. It doesn’t 
tarnish on exposure to air at ordinary temperatures, but when 
heated to its boiling point (356.7°C), Hg slowly oxidizes to HgO. 
Mercury dissolves to form amalgams with gold, zinc, and many 
other metals. Because iron is an exception, iron flasks have been 
traditionally used to trade mercury. Other metals that do not form 
amalgams with mercury include tantalum (Ta), tungsten (W), and 
platinum (Pt). When heated, mercury also reacts with oxygen in air 
to form mercury oxide (HgO), which then can be decomposed by 
further heating to higher temperatures. 
 Mercury is a heavy, dense, silvery-white metal. As compared to 
other metals, it is a poor conductor of heat but a fair conductor of 
electricity. Hg has an exceptionally low melting point for a d-block 
metal. A complete explanation of this fact requires a deep excursion 
into quantum physics (which we have to omit, alas!). Elemental 
Hg, a volatile form of the liquid metal, is referred to as Hg(0). Hg 
is stable in two other oxidation states, Hg+ and Hg2+, and is able to 
form inorganic compounds, such as mercuric chloride (HgCl2) which 
is a poison, and mercurous chloride, calomel (Hg2Cl2), which was 
used in medicine. Hg is able to form a variety of organic compounds, 
including methylmercury, that is, a monomethylmercuric cation  
[9–14, 36].
 Elemental Hg may be converted to soluble inorganic forms, which 
may be methylated in aquatic systems, especially by microorganisms, 
leading to formation of methylmercury. Methylmercury may easily 
enter the food chain and accumulate in the tissues of large predatory 
fish. Methylmercury exposure in adults has also been linked to 
increased risk of cardiovascular disease, including myocardial 
infarction. Methylmercury is readily and completely absorbed by 
the gastrointestinal tract. It is noteworthy that each form of Hg has 
its own toxicological profile. The toxicity of these forms is highest 
with organic mercury compounds, followed by elemental Hg and its 
inorganic compounds. In individuals, Hg can be detected in human 
milk, blood, urine, and hair for testing [26, 56, 57]. 
 Hg is inevitably present at low concentrations in human tissues. 
 It has been concluded that the two major sources of the Hg body 
burden include:
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 (a) dietary intake of methylmercury, and 
 (b) intake of elemental mercury from dental amalgams.

3.11.2 About the Use of Dental Amalgams

The current situation is that the use of an amalgam as a dental filling 
material is expected to decrease, at least in the Western countries. 
It has been banned in some Scandinavian countries. Some of the 
proposed reasons to abandon amalgam are: 
 (a) concern about environmental Hg pollution; 
 (b) improvement and development of various tooth-colored 

filling materials; and 

 (c) the nonesthetic, dark appearance of amalgam. 
 Moreover, when cavities need to be filled, the preparation of a 
cavity for an amalgam filling often means loss of healthier tooth 
substance (which is rather invasive) than if resin composite or GIC 
were to be used instead. There is still a reason to abandon amalgams, 
at least in the U.S. and Sweden, perhaps surprisingly, a decreased 
caries frequency. 
 The main types of amalgam failure are marginal breakdown 
and fracture, and other deficiencies to be mentioned are tarnish, 
corrosion, marginal leakage, etc. In general, a dental amalgam 
is weak in tension, as a result of the low tensile strengths of the 
reaction products, as well as the presence of porosity. The strength 
of an amalgam of a given brand and type is dependent mainly upon 
manipulation and mixing procedures. When an amalgam restoration 
is of poor quality, for example, due to the presence of porosity, it can 
be mainly attributed to improper handling procedures. The speed of 
amalgam handling before it sets, the mixing time, and the pressure 
used in condensation are critical to mechanical strength [9–14, 39]. 
 About toxicity we should know and bear in mind that mercury 
readily absorbs via the respiratory tract (in the form of free Hg 
and dust), intact skin, and gastrointestinal tract. Acute exposure to 
soluble Hg salts may violently corrode skin and mucous membranes 
and cause severe nausea, abdominal pain, vomiting, and bloody 
diarrhea. Chronic exposure may lead to inflammation of the mouth 
and gums, excessive salivation, loosening of teeth, kidney damage, 
muscle tremors, personality changes, depression, and irritability 
[26, 59, 60]. 
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 The Hg body burden of dental personnel is normally higher than 
in the general population. In its noteworthy that exposure to Hg is 
cumbersome to measure, and it is normally obtained by measuring 
Hg levels in the blood and urine of individuals. Data dealing with 
blood and urine mercury is considered relevant as it reflects actual 
exposure. It has been reported that the mean urine Hg levels in 
dental teams range between 3 μg/L and 22 μg/L, when the normal 
range is 1–5 μg/L. This increased body burden is attributed to dental 
personnel mixing and applying dental amalgams and removing 
amalgam restorations. Indeed, most dental chairside team personnel 
do not touch dental amalgams during mixing and placement  
[9–14, 39, 59, 60]. 

It is considered that the main sources of Hg exposure are aerosols, 
created in the immediate working environment during, in particular, 
the removal of restorations of dental amalgam, and exhaust air from 
dental vacuum systems.

3.11.3 Some Amalgam Chemistry and Physics

What happens with amalgam capsules, and what do they contain: 

 (1) Liquid mercury
 (2) Alloy 

 As for amalgam types, we have a conventional (low-copper) 
amalgam, and its setting proceeds as [12]:

 Ag3Sn (γ) + Hg Æ Ag2Hg3 (γ1) + Sn7–8Hg (γ2) + Ag3Sn (γ) (3.20)

 Mercury is a limiting reactant. Theoretically, the set amalgam 
is free of Hg. If free Hg exists, then the resultant amalgam would 
be unsafe, rather weak, and unserviceable. Cu is often added in a 
small amounts (0–6%) to increase strength and hardness of the 
amalgam. Zinc (Zn) is presented in small amounts as a result of 
initial production of the Ag-Sn alloy. Up to 2% of Zn may be added to 
scavenge the oxygen and sulfur content in the alloy. In principle, Zn 
may also react with water in saliva and induce pores in the matrix  
[9, 10, 12]: 

An amalgamator to mix and 
produce a pliable mass

= Amalgam matrix
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 Zn + 2H2O Æ Zn(OH)2 + H2  (3.21)

 If hydrogen gas is produced inside amalgam, it may result in 
delayed expansion of the amalgam. Thus, it makes the amalgam 
mixture more ductile and easy to handle. Nevertheless, the gas 
produced at the margins would induce pores and thus destroy the 
marginal stability.
 °2 alloys have some problems because they are: 

 (i) weak in tensile strength Æ this lowers the amalgam tensile 
strength.

 (ii) more electropositive (i.e., they have the ability to donate 
electrons) Æ they act as an anode Æ this leads to corrosion:

Sn7–8Hg + Oxygen (from oral environment) Æ Sn oxides + Hg (3.22)

 This is why so-called high-copper amalgams were developed, by 
adding Cu or its alloy, to reduce the content of °2 [9, 12, 39].
 In the case of admixed Cu, eutectic Ag-Cu particles are included: 

 Sn7–8Hg (γ2) + Ag-Cu Æ Cu6Sn5 (η’) + Ag2Hg3 (γ1) (3.23)

 Ag-Cu is not a single compound, but it is actually a two-phase 
alloy. The phase Cu6Sn5 is less corrosive; also the crystals act as 
small pins that hinder the °1, that is, Ag2Hg3, grains to slip when 
the material is loaded, thus reducing the creep of the high-copper 
amalgam [12]. 
 A unicompositional Cu-based amalgam is an alloy composed of 
Ag-Sn-Cu and is used to allow it to react with Hg:

 Ag3Sn (γ)-Cu3Sn (ε) + Hg Æ Ag2Hg3 (γ1) + Cu6Sn5 (η’)  
 + Ag3Sn (γ)-Cu3Sn (ε) (3.24)

 Initially, Hg would react with the °-phase Ag3Sn and then forms 
°1 and °2 solid species. Then, solid Cu3Sn would react with °2, that 
is, Sn7–8Hg: 

 Sn7–8Hg (γ2) + Cu3Sn (ε) Æ Cu6Sn5 (η’) + Hg (3.25)

 This is a very slow process due to the solid-state nature. The 
product Hg would then immediately react with the remaining 
°-phase Ag3Sn. The higher the copper content (>25%), the lower the 
amount of Ag; thus the amalgam type may have a higher possibility 
for free Hg remaining after setting [9–14]. 

Dental Silver Amalgams
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3.11.4 A Summary on Amalgams: Disadvantages and 
Advantages

The reported disadvantageous aspects of dental silver amalgams 
include [9–14, 39, 59, 60]:

∑ Some destruction of sound tooth tissue (i.e., not minimally invasive)

∑ Poor esthetic qualities

∑ Long-term corrosion at the tooth–restoration interface, resulting in 
“ditching,” leading to replacement

∑ Existence of galvanic response potential

∑ Local allergic potential and predisposition to oral disease

∑ Concern about possible mercury toxicity

∑ Marginal breakdowns 

 Given this, the reported advantageous aspects of dental silver 
amalgams include the following attributes [9–14, 39, 59, 60]:

∑ Durability

∑ Least-sensitive technique of all restorative materials

∑ Applicability to a broad range of clinical situations

∑ Newer formulations having greater long-term resistance to surface 
corrosion

∑ Good long-term clinical performance

∑ Ease of manipulation by dentists

∑ Minimal placement time compared to other materials

∑ Initially, sealing of the tooth–restoration interface and prevention of 
bacterial leakage by corrosion products

∑ One-appointment placement (direct material)

∑ Long lasting if placed under ideal conditions

∑ Ability to be repaired at least in some cases 

∑ Economy
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3.12 What Is an Ideal Dental Biomaterial?

At the end of this chapter, we may certainly agree and opine that 
dental materials should possess certain criteria to be accepted, 
validated, and certified for use inside the mouth, and the same 
applies to dental biomaterials. These materials obviously should 
carry certain ideal properties and features.
 We believe the properties of any ideal dental biomaterial should 
be confined in the following list. Ergo, an ideal dental material should 
(most of these features next on the list may apply, if not all):

∑ Be inert

∑ Be biocompatible

∑ Be not cytotoxic

∑ Be not an irritant

∑ Be dimensionally stable

∑ Be insoluble in oral fluids

∑ Be cleanable

∑ Possess adequate biomechanical properties

∑ Be easily manipulated by operators

∑ Be repairable

∑ Be accepted by patients

∑ Be with ultimate esthetic properties

∑ Have adhesion to tissues

∑ Have long-lasting restoration in the oral cavity

∑ Have regeneration ability for neighboring tissues (osseointegration)

∑ Be cost effective

∑ Have long storage shelf life

∑ Induce a fast healing process

∑ Be not carcinogenic or mutagenic

What Is an Ideal Dental Biomaterial?
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New materials, new techniques, and new theories . . . plenty of 
new things are coming up in the clinical fields of dentistry. These 
new things help clinicians, scientists, and also patients. However, 
to master the new materials, very high technical sensitivity, well-
established handling, and/or knowledge of basic sciences are 
recommended. Every year dentists meet a plethora of new dental 
materials introduced by dental manufacturers. Sometimes the 
dentists may use these materials without learning their background. 
Of course, new materials may have a lot of advantages based on many 
reported experiments—and evidence. However, all the mechanics 
behind oral functions are controlled by the laws of physics. They 
are not dominated by “something new.” Obviously, the physical 
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phenomena of oral function have not changed dramatically over the 
years! In other words, one can conclude that all new technology is 
based on the knowledge of basic natural sciences and technology, 
built on the legendary “gold standards.” 

4.1 Moments Affecting Dental Materials and 
Tissues

Dentists have to understand deeply and be best friends with the 
biomechanical, physical, chemical, and biological backgrounds and 
facts behind dental materials. This is vital as they will be hands on 
with the materials. Given this, it is also the only way to establish safe, 
secure, and standardized treatment procedures in clinical dentistry. 
 Biomechanical basic concepts necessary for the clinician 
are introduced in this chapter. What is biomechanics, then? The 
application of principles of mechanical engineering to biomaterials 
is called “biomechanics.” Structures such as a dental prosthesis are 
constructed by many different materials, and these are designed 
to ageist the stress when force is applied, without any failures of 
structure. 
 The resulting moments in all dental structures (and tissues) are 
observed from different types of stress:

	 •	 Bending 
	 •	 Compression
	 •	 Tension
	 •	 Shear
	 •	 Twist and torsion while in functional movement (Fig. 4.1) 

 Moreover, in this moment, under force, different directions 
of stress (i.e., tensile, compression, and shear) are observed as 
a complex stress distribution in the same area as well. These 
phenomena are the main topics on strength considerations of dental 
materials. These moments are seen at the same time in one structure, 
and this makes the problem a complex matter for designing of dental 
prostheses. Under the law of statics, all rigid bodies have to be elastic 
bodies because every structure will deform under the force until the 
starting of rupture [1].
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Figure 4.1 Different types of stress on dental structures in the oral milieu.

4.2 Types of Force

In the dental field and its applications, force is basically applied from 
mastication movement (i.e., from the vertical direction, the lateral 
direction, and a combination of vertical and lateral), parafunctional 
oral dyskinesia, and accidental trauma. Normally, the force in 
mastication in human beings is under the maximum occlusal force 
because periodontal tissue should be protected by direct load. The 
direction and amount of force depend on the tooth (i.e., anterior, 
posterior, upper, or lower). The maximum occlusal force in the 
anterior region is around 154 N and in the posterior areas 629 N. 
It is noteworthy that the maximum occlusal force is applied both to 
teeth and to periodontal tissue. 

4.2.1 Force: Newton’s Laws

As it is defined, force is an influence of a structure that may cause 
another structure to change the movement status or to deform. The 
Englishman Sir Isaac Newton (1642–1727) postulated key laws for 

Types of Force
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classical mechanics known as the “three laws of motion.” For statics 
Newton’s law of reciprocal action plays the major role [2].

Newton’s three laws are:

First law: Every object in a state of uniform motion tends to remain in 
that state of motion unless an external force is applied to it. 

Second law: The relationship between an object’s mass (m), its 
acceleration (a), and the applied force (F) is: 

 F = ma (4.1)

 Acceleration and force are vector quantities (as indicated by 
their symbols being displayed in bold font); in this law the direction 
of the force vector is the same as the direction of the acceleration 
vector.

Third law: For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.

4.3 Bending Moment

Figure 4.2 shows images of a bending moment. Bending on a beam 
and/or a cantilever is the most common moment in dental structures. 
A bending moment represents the behavior of a beam to a lateral 
load. External forces (such as loading force and fixed reactions) cause 
three notable forces inside the beam, namely, compression, tension, 
and shear. The minimum principal stress (mainly of compressive 
nature) is observed mainly at the uppermost edge of the beam, while 
the maximum principal stress (mainly of tensile nature) is located 
at the lower edge of the beam. Since the stresses between these two 
opposing maxima vary linearly, there therefore exists a point where 
there is no bending stress. The locus of these points is the neutral 
axis. In a cross section of the beam is the neutral axis identical with 
the centre of gravity of the cross section. This is also known as the 
second moment of area, which is a geometrical property of an area 
that reflects how its points are distributed with regard to a neutral 
axis [3]. 
 Bending stress is a complex combination of tensile, compressive, 
and shear stresses (and also strains). There is an important 
difference in the estimation of deformation between compressive, 
tensile, and share stresses on one side and the bending moment on 
the other side [1]. 
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Figure 4.2 Stress distribution under a bending moment.

 Furthermore, the shape of the beam structure in a dental 
prosthetic restoration is recommended not only for optimum shape 
against the stress but also for the anatomical form, which is based 
on sanitary and esthetic reasons. Basically, stress distribution and 
stress concentration are affected by the shape, material properties, 
and boundary conditions [4] (Fig. 4.3). 

Figure 4.3 Different directions of stress on a three-unit bridge. 
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4.3.1 Section Modulus 

The section modulus is a measure of the flexural strength of a beam 
that is subjected to bending stress. It is given by the moment of 
inertia of the area of the cross section of a structural member divided 
by the distance from the centre of gravity to the farthest point of the 
section.

4.4 Stress and Strain

Stress is defined as the average force per unit area that some particle 
of a body exerts on an adjacent particle, across an imaginary surface 
that separates them: 

 Stress (σ) = Force (F)/Area (A) (4.2)

 The unit for stress (σ) is therefore N/m2, which is also called Pa 
(pascal). This unit represents a very small stress. Usually the unit 
used is in megapascal (MPa), that is, 1 MPa = 1,000,000 Pa.
 Deformation in continuum mechanics is the transformation of 
a body from a reference configuration to a current configuration. 
A configuration is a set containing the positions of all particles of 
the body. Contrary to the common definition of deformation, which 
implies distortion or change in shape, the continuum mechanics 
definition includes rigid body motions where big shape changes. 
Deformation may be caused by external loads, body forces, or 
temperature changes within the body (specimen). Deformation is 
given by, for example, (1) elasticity modulus and the area of cross 
section of the specimen beam for basic stresses by forces and (2) 
forces, elasticity modulus, and the area of cross section and its shape 
for bending stress [1]. 
 Strain is a description of deformation in terms of the relative 
displacement of particles in the body and is a normalized measure 
of deformation representing the displacement between particles in 
the body relative to a reference length.
 Figure 4.4 shows the difference between stress and strain. In this 
finite element (FEM) calculation, a single Ti implant treatment in 
the premolar region was simulated. A 100% osseointegration was 
assumed for boundary conditions, and a force of 50 N was applied 
at 45° measured from the vertical tooth axis. Material properties, 
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boundary conditions, design, and shape were exactly the same. From 
the results, distributions of strain, from the left, and stress, in the 
right, can be seen. It can be concluded that the trends in stress and 
strain are completely different [5]. 

Figure 4.4 Stress and strain distributions of bone around a dental implant.

4.4.1 Stress–Strain Diagrams 

The relationship between stress and strain is known as that 
material’s stress–strain diagram (Fig. 4.5). It is found by recording 
the amount of deformation at distinct intervals of loading. This 
diagram reveals many of the properties of a material, including 
data to establish the modulus of elasticity. Stress–strain diagrams of 
various materials may vary widely. Various tensile tests conducted 
on the same material yield different results, depending upon the 
temperature of the specimen and the speed of the loading [1, 6]. 

4.4.2 Modulus of Elasticity

The letter “E” in the figure above refers to the elastic modulus, which 
is the resistance of the material to deformation by an applied stress:
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 Elastic modulus (E) = Stress/Strain (4.3)

Figure 4.5 Stress–strain diagram.

 There are three primary elastic moduli, each describing a different 
kind of deformation: 

	 •	 Young’s modulus (E) describes tensile elasticity. 
	 •	 The shear modulus or modulus of rigidity (G) describes an 

object’s tendency to shear. 
	 •	 The bulk modulus describes volumetric elasticity (K), which is 

the tendency of an object’s volume to deform under pressure. 

 For an isotropic elastic material the elastic moduli are 
interrelated. Typically a material has three mutually perpendicular 
planes of elastic symmetry. An example of an orthotropic material is 
organic and/or inorganic fiber-reinforced composite (FRC) material. 
A typical FRC material has different properties along the directions 
of fibers (see also Chapter 7).

Isotropic material properties: The property of being independent of 
direction, it means homogeneity in properties in all directions.

Anisotropic material properties: The property of being directionally 
dependent as opposed to isotropy.
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Orthotropic material properties: The property of an orthotropic 
material of having two or more planes along which material 
properties are constant.

4.4.3 Proportional Limit 

In Fig. 4.5., at point a, stress is proportional to strain (Hooke’s law), 
so the stress–strain diagram is a straight line and the gradient will be 
equal to the elastic modulus of the material.

4.4.4 Yield Point 

In Fig. 4.5., at the point denoted by “b,” the yield point (stress, 
strength) is defined in engineering and materials science as the 
stress at which a material begins to deform plastically. Prior to the 
yield point the material will deform elastically and will return to its 
original shape when the applied stress is removed. 
 Once the yield point is passed, some fraction of the deformation 
will be permanent and nonreversible. An offset yield point is 
arbitrarily defined. The value for this is commonly set at 0.2% of 
the strain. Knowledge of the yield point is vital when designing a 
component, since it generally represents an upper limit to the 
load that can be applied. It is also important for the control of 
many materials production techniques such as forging, rolling, and 
pressing. In structural engineering, this is a soft failure mode, which 
does not normally cause catastrophic failure or ultimate failure 
unless it accelerates buckling [1, 3].

4.4.5 Ultimate Strength

In Fig. 4.5., point c refers to a point showing the ultimate strength. 
It is the maximum stress that a material can withstand while being 
stretched or pulled before breaking. Some materials will break 
sharply, without deforming, in what is called a brittle failure. Others, 
which are more ductile, including most metals, will stretch some; 
rods or bars shrink or neck at the point of maximum stress as that 
area is stretched out [1, 3].
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4.5 Tension, Compression, and Shear

Figure 4.6 shows images describing tension (tensile forces), 
compression (compressive forces), and shear (shear forces) affecting 
a material (a body). Under biting forces, stress (and strain) was 
observed in the dental structure such as a tooth, periodontal tissue, 
bone, temporomandibular joint, and off cause dental prosthetics. 
Tensile, compression, and shear stress and strain are also combining 
everywhere in the structures (cf Figs. 4.3 and 4.4) [1, 6].

Figure 4.6 Compressive, tensile, and shear forces.

4.5.1 Tension

Tension is the direction of a stress (strain) that tends to produce 
stretching of a material by the application of axially directed pulling 
forces. Any material that falls into the elasticity category cannot 
generally tolerate high tensile stresses, while materials such as 
ceramics (or composites) are very susceptible to failure under the 
same conditions. If a material is stressed beyond its limits it will 
start with microcracks around from a sharp edge, internal defect 
(air bubbles and/or insufficient adhesion of filler and matrix), and 
higher difference of material properties in between. The failure 
mode is based mostly on the microstructure of the material [1, 6]. 

4.5.2 Compression

Compression is defined as the direction of a stress (strain) that 
tends to produce pressing of a material by the application of axially 
directed pushing forces (basically the direction is opposite to tensile 
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stress). A simple case of compression is the uniaxial compression 
induced by the action of opposite pushing forces. Compressive 
strength for brittle materials is generally higher than that of tensile 
stress, but the specimen geometry is very important in the analysis, 
as compressive stresses can lead to buckling in thin members [1, 6].

4.5.3 Shear

Shear stress (strain) is caused when force is applied to produce 
a sliding failure of a material along a plane that is parallel to the 
direction of the applied force [1, 6].

4.6 Stress (Strain) Distributions and 
Concentrations

Stress distribution under a three-point bending test as an example of 
stress distribution and stress concentration can be seen in Fig. 4.7. 
The upper bar specimen shows the maximum principal stress, and 
the stress is concentrated in the lower side of the specimen, under 
the loading point. The lower part of the beam specimen shows the 
minimum principal stress, and the stress is concentrated in the 
upper side, around the loading point. Smooth continuity stress 
distributions are observed in both of them.
 Basic stress analysis calculations assume that the components 
are smooth, have a uniform section, and have no irregularities. 
In practice, virtually all components have to go through changes 
in section, shape, or material, creating areas of discontinuity. 
Discontinuities change in the stress distribution in the vicinity of the 
discontinuities, and local increase of stress is referred to as stress 
concentration [6].
 Stress concentration is a location in an object where stress is 
concentrated. An object is strongest when force is evenly distributed 
in it, but an area of stress concentration results in a localized increase 
in stress at that location. A material can fail, via a propagating crack, 
when the concentrated stress exceeds the material’s theoretical 
cohesive strength. The real fracture strength of a material is always 
lower than the theoretical value because all materials contain small 
cracks that concentrate stress [1, 8]. 

Stress (Strain) Distributions and Concentrations
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Figure 4.7 Stress distribution in the three-point bending test.

 Geometric discontinuities cause an object to experience a local 
increase in the intensity of a stress field. Material mismatch in the 
structure has the same effect on stress concentration as geometric 
discontinuities. Material mismatch means sharp changes in the 
mechanical properties of materials used in structure. 
 In implant dentistry, bone growth, remodeling, and adaptation all 
are believed to be partly regulated by the mechanical properties of 
the tissue. This phenomenon has been hypothesized to be driven by 
microscopic damage that stimulates bone adaptation to reconfigure 
optimal bone strength (Wolff ’s law). A significant modification 
of the bone’s local stress and strain distribution is attained after 
reconstruction of occlusion with oral implants. The extent and 
nature of the remodeling process depends partly on the shape and 
rigidity of the occlusal scheme. The influence of occlusal loads on 
bone-remodeling phenomena around implants is very important 
factor for long-term survival rates. The biomechanical relationship 
between an implant material and different bone qualities under 
a mastication force should be well known for planning of implant 
therapies. An understanding of mechanical phenomena is extremely 
useful to control the stress and strain in implant diagnosis, such as a 
no-cushioning artificial root (Fig. 4.4) [5]. 
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4.7 Stress, Strength, and Fracture 

Many materials have different strengths in tension, compression, 
and shear. The strength is a limit state of tensile (compressive, shear) 
stress, which leads to a tensile (compressive, shear) failure. Well-
known examples are brittle materials, such as porcelain. Porcelain 
has, in general, greater compressive strength but its tensile strength is 
much lower than the compressive strength. It leads to the necessity 
of reinforcement of porcelain structures that are subjected to tensile 
stresses. Some metal wires or meshes are used for reinforcement. 
Metals have much greater strength in tension than porcelain, and 
metals are able to carry tensile stresses in the structure [7, 8]. 
 Different strengths of material under different stresses are the 
reasons why the concept of composite materials is so successful 
in nature—and in contemporary dental applications as well. In 
addition, the anatomical form and composite design of natural teeth 
are the results of eight-million-year-long optimization of evolution 
of organisms. 
 One example of designing metal-free composite bridges [9–11] 
is shown in Fig. 4.8. Tooth 36 is missing; on teeth 35 and 37 an 
abutment-supported fixed bridge is assumed and calculated with 
FEM analysis (see also chapter 17). For boundary conditions, a 
maximum biting force of 629 N and a mastication force of 250 N are 
applied, and the bottom of the abutment root is fixed in all directions 
(Fig. 4.9). A maximum principal stress distribution of the bridge is 
shown in Fig. 4.10. The reason why the maximum principal stress is 
selected in this analysis is that the tooth color materials have brittle 
mechanical properties. Thus, the tensile strength is suitable for 
comparison. The stress is concentrated around the connector and 
the bottom of the pontic. 
 In Fig. 4.11 can be seen the vector indication of stress, and different 
directions of stresses are observed in the same area. Figure 4.12  
shows the maximum principal stress in a three-dimensional model 
with two different forces. The upper bridge is subjected to the 
maximum force, and the lower bridge is assumed to a mastication 
force. From this distribution, stress is concentrated around the 
connector and the pontic. The maximum stress value is comparative 
to the tensile strength of the assumed material. 

Stress, Strength, and Fracture
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Figure 4.8 Construction of a three-unit metal-free bridge for the molar 
region. 

Figure 4.9 Boundary conditions in a three-unit bridge with a pontic.

Figure 4.10 The maximum principal stress distribution on a bridge.
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Figure 4.11 A vector indication of stresses in a bridge.

Figure 4.12 The maximum principal stress distributed on a bridge under 
different applied forces.

4.7.1 Fracture Mode

Fracture is the separation of a body under the higher load of material 
strength affected with variable stress (strain). There are two types of 
fracture mechanisms [8]:

Stress, Strength, and Fracture
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 (a) Brittle fracture: No apparent plastic deformation takes place 
before fracture. Brittleness is a property showing little 
tendency to deform before fracture. 

 (b) Ductile fracture: Extensive plastic deformation takes place 
before fracture. Ductility is a property of being capable of 
sustaining large plastic deformation without fracture.

 Fracture is caused by crack initiation followed by crack 
propagation. These fracture modes are based on the fairer low of 
principal stress theory. In mathematical computational dynamics, 
well known as FEM analysis (cf Chapter 17), the calculation value 
of the stress (tensile, compressive, and shear) is comparable to the 
mechanical strength applied from the corresponding directions. 
Normally, in a ductile material, such as virtually all metals, a 
compressive test is used for prediction of failure. For a brittle 
material such as ceramics, failure is tested with the application of 
tensile force [1]. 

4.7.2 Crack Separation Modes

There are three modes of fracture: Mode I is characterized by a stress 
normal to the crack faces. Mode II is the sliding mode or forward 
shear mode and has a shear stress normal to the crack front. Finally, 
Mode III is the tearing mode, with a shear stress parallel to the crack 
front [1, 6].

4.7.3 Fracture Toughness

Toughness is a property that describes the ability of a material 
containing a crack to resist fracture. It is defined as the amount of 
energy that a material can absorb before rupturing (unit: J/m3). 
Fracture toughness (unit: MN m3/2) is a quantitative way of expressing 
a material’s resistance to brittle fracture when a crack is present. If 
a material has a large value of fracture toughness it will probably 
undergo ductile fracture. Brittle fracture is very characteristic for 
materials with a low fracture toughness value [1, 6].

4.7.4 Stiffness

Stiffness (k) is the resistance of an elastic body to deformation by 
an applied force. The stiffness of a body that deflects a distance (δ) 
under an applied force (P) is: 
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 k = P/δ (4.4)

 The unit is n/m. Stiffness is a property of a body, while elastic 
modulus is a property of the material. The stiffness of a body depends 
on the material, shape, and boundary conditions of the body [1, 6].
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Biocompatibility is often referred to as appropriate host response 
to biomaterials. The absence of acute adverse effects of oral 
biomaterials is a result of a wide safety margin of these materials 
in their hosts. Beyond the safety level of the dose, adverse effects 
in host(s) or appropriate animal model(s) follows a dose-dependent 
pattern, that is, the higher the dose of biomaterials, the stronger the 
adverse effects. Below the safety level of acute adverse reactions, 
some biomaterials may cause low-dose adverse reactions, for 
example, hypersensitivity, in a small group of patients. Recent 
research in endocrine-disrupting chemicals at an extremely low 
dose, for example, bisphenol A, has given rise to controversies in the 
safety of some oral biomaterials. Whilst biomaterials do not seem to 
compromise the life span of human beings, low-dose effects of some 
oral biomaterials warrant further investigation.
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5.1 Introduction and Consensus Definitions

Biomaterials serve to restore/promote health, function, and/or 
esthetic appearance of patients. To fulfill such purposes, they are 
designed to work within their hosts. Such a relationship between 
biomaterials and host responses has long been loosely described as 
biocompatibility.
 The definition of the term “biocompatibility” may resort to highly 
philosophical and lengthy debates before any agreeable definitions 
can be arrived at [1]. In other words, this aspect of biomaterials 
is very confusing. Definitions of the term “biocompatibility” had 
varied between authorities [2, 3], dictionaries [4–6], encyclopedias 
[7, 8], personal preferences [1], etc., until 1986, when a consensual 
definition emerged in a conference held in Chester, UK [9]. The same 
issue was reassessed in 1991 in a conference, again in Chester, UK, 
where experts in this issue agreed that their 1986 definition of 
biocompatibility had stood challenges over the years and should be 
upheld as the consensual definition of biocompatibility, as follows 
[10]: 
 Biocompatibility is defined as the ability of a material to 
perform with an appropriate host response in a specific situation 
[9].
 This consensual definition of biocompatibility includes the terms 
“material” (“biomaterial” to be more precise) and “host response.” 
The consensual definitions of these two terms had also been drawn 
in the 1986 Chester conference.
 A biomaterial is defined as a nonviable material used in a 
medical device, intended to interact with a biological system [9].
 A host response is defined as the reaction of a living system to 
the presence of a material [9].
 These definitions have not ceased to evolve with time. As 
technology advances and our understanding in biomaterials and 
host responses expands, the transition from a material-based to an 
application-based component was suggested for the definition of 
biocompatibility [11, 12]. After extensive and vigorous discussion in 
the Chester conference in 1991, the term “biomaterials” was one of 
the five definitions updated.
 A biomaterial was redefined as a material intended to interface 
with biological systems to evaluate, treat, augment, or replace any 
tissue, organ, or function of the body [10]. 
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 Despite the dynamic nature of these consensual definitions, 
biocompatibility [9], host response [9], and biomaterials [10] are 
reasonable definitions as starting points for our purpose. 
 Biomaterials and their biocompatible properties seem remote 
to our daily life. However, the role of fluorides in drinking water 
to fight caries makes artificially optimally fluoridated water a 
biomaterial. In this sense, biocompatibility of biomaterials (e.g., 
drinking water) is part of our daily life. In fact, fluoridated water and 
dental composite are convenient examples in elaborating a few basic 
concepts of biocompatibility. They are dose and host responses, non-
Paracelsian adverse effects of oral biomaterials, and the three levels 
of biomaterial testing.

5.2 Dose and Host Responses

The father of modern toxicology, Paracelsus (born Philippus 
Aureolus Theophrastus Bombastus von Hohenheim, 1493–1541), 
aptly pointed out that “in all things there is a poison. It depends only 
on the dose whether a poison is poisonous or not” [13]. Cholesterol 
is an often-quoted example of the Paracelsian paradigm. The human 
body needs a small amount of cholesterol as the building block of the 
cell membrane, but more than enough of it is detrimental to health. 
The dose–response relationship is, therefore, the fundamental issue 
in the biocompatibility aspect of the design of biomaterials (Fig. 5.1).

Curve 1

Curve 2

Dose (log)

Adverse
effects

d1

d2

d3

ED50

Figure 5.1 A schematic representation of a host dose–response curve.

Dose and Host Responses
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5.2.1 Dose-Response Curve

Although they are often called dose–response curves, they are, in 
fact, graphic plots of “host responses or adverse effects” (y axis) 
versus “dose” (x axis, usually in the log scale). They may be individual 
or population based [14]. Each curve represents the variation of one 
kind of response of a medicine or biomaterial to the dose. The classic 
dose–response curve is sigmoidal shaped, which is usually analyzed 
by dividing it into three parts [14]. Take curve 1 of Fig. 5.1 as an 
example: From dose zero (d0) to d1, an increase in the dose does not 
give rise to any observable adverse effect of the biomaterial in the 
host. Biomaterials with a dose of d1 or below are usually regarded 
as the safety dose—depending on the purpose, d1 may stand for no-
observable-effect level (NOEL), no-observable-adverse-effect level 
(NOAEL), occupational exposure level (OEL), or acceptable daily 
intake (ADI). Now, from d1 to d2, an increase in the dose of such a 
biomaterial produces a sharp rise of an adverse effect. Beyond d2, a 
further increase in the dose does not make much difference in the 
damage caused by the biomaterial’s adverse effect. If the curve is 
on a population basis or as an animal experiment report, halfway 
up between no effect and maximum effect one may project from the 
y axis to the curve and then the x axis to give the effective dose at 
which 50% individuals/animals respond (ED50). 
 On the other hand, if the lethal effect of medicines or biomaterials 
is studied, “median lethal dose” is a more appropriate term to 
use (also known as LD50, the dose required to kill half of a tested 
population). Most of the time, d1 and the events happen from d1 
to d2 of a biomaterial that determine its toxicology. In the design of 
biomaterials, the safety level d1 is obviously of great interest. The 
specific nature and intensity of adverse effects that happen from d1 
to d2 are also important for risk evaluation and the cost-effectiveness 
of avoiding such adverse effects.
 The construction of such a curve is a much bigger job than it 
seems. On the y axis, the specific side effect of a biomaterial needs 
to be identified, characterized, and classified (ideally also calibrated 
for reproducibility and relevance). On the x axis, the dose stands 
for the concentration of the “active ingredient” and host exposure. 
Concentration depends on the preparation of the biomaterials 
(toxicodynamics). 
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 Host exposure is related to absorption (oral, respiratory, and 
skin for oral biomaterials), distribution, metabolism, and excretion 
(or ADME) (toxicokinetics), thereby determining the duration 
of exposure and target tissue exposure of the host to the “active 
ingredient.” It is tempting to assume that the retained amount of 
the “active ingredient” in the host is simple arithmetic between 
excretion and absorption. However, the distribution and metabolism 
parts of ADME may make the clinical study of such a dose–response 
curve more complicated than it seems. Toward d2, the higher end of 
a toxic dose, the study of the toxicology of an oral biomaterial would 
inevitably involve ethical issues, population or animal studies alike. 
Fortunately, in oral biomaterials, fluoride may serve as an example 
to elaborate at least part of the Paracelsian model of biomaterial 
toxicology.

5.2.2 Water Fluoridation

One interesting example of oral biomaterials, applying the 
principles of dose–response curves, is the optimization of the water 
fluoridation level in caries prevention. In fact, its anticaries property 
was discovered as a result of the observation of its side effects—
mottled teeth (Table 5.1) [15].

5.2.2.1  Dental fluorosis as an adverse effect

From Table 5.1, the path to the identification and characterization of 
fluoride in drinking water as the cause of dental fluorosis took place 
between 1901 and 1931—a three-decade-long and tortuous quest. 
 One key fact in tackling mottled teeth is the noticing of the caries-
resistant nature of mottled teeth, by McKay and Black, when caries 
was rampant and widespread at that point of human history. On 
the basis of this finding, a possible opportunity of minimizing the 
unsightly mottled teeth and maximizing the anticaries effect of the 
“active ingredient” in water became a prevailing vision. 
 After fluoride was identified as the anticaries material, Dean 
worked vigorously on the epidemiology data of fluorosis and 
the fluoride concentration in water in different parts of the U.S. 
Although a 1 ppm level of water fluoridation regime was proposed 
and implemented earlier in the U.S., it was not scientific until a 
pharmacology professor, Harold C. Hodge, made use of the data from 
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Dean’s studies to sketch the dose–response curves (Figs. 5.2 and 5.3) 
[16]. 

Table 5.1 Chronicles of the discovery of fluoride’s anticaries effect

Year Events

1901 Dr. Frederick Summer McKay moved from the East 
Coast to Colorado Springs, Colorado, USA. He observed 
mottled teeth as a general phenomenon of the native 
inhabitants of Colorado Springs.

1909 Dr. G. V. Black attended the Conference of Colorado 
Springs Dental Society to listen to McKay’s 
epidemiological finding of mottled teeth in Colorado 
Springs.

1909–1915 A collaboration of Black and McKay led to two 
conclusions before Black passed away in 1915. First, 
mottled enamel is a developmental condition. Second, 
mottled enamel is resistant to dental decay.

1923 McKay identified water as the cause of mottled teeth 
in Oakley, Idaho, USA.

1931 The chief chemist of the Aluminum Company of 
America (ALCOA), H. V. Churchill, and his assistant 
identified a high fluoride concentration in the water 
of Bauxite, Arkansas, USA, related to mottled teeth of 
residents there.

1931–late 1930s Dr. H. Trendley Dean, head of the Dental Hygiene Unit, 
NIH, studied the epidemiology of mottled enamel in 
USA. Dr. Elias Elvove, senior chemist, NIH, developed 
a method to measure the water (F–) level to 0.1 ppm 
accuracy. Dean concluded from his epidemiology data 
and water F– levels around USA that 1.0 ppm of F– did 
not cause fluorosis to most but to a small percentage 
of people.

1945 Grand Rapids, Michigan, USA, started optimal artificial 
water fluoridation.

1956 Dean announced a >60% drop in the caries rate 
in the 30,000 school children studied after water 
fluoridation had started.

Abbreviation: NIH, National Institutes of Health.
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 The dose–response curve (Fig. 5.2) of Hodge represented the 
region of interest close to the d1 level (NOAEL) of our schematic 
drawing in Fig. 5.1. His entire purpose was to identify the water 
fluoridation level to maximize its anticaries effect without sacrificing 
unnecessarily the dental appearance of the US population to dental 
fluorosis. From Fig. 5.2, the increase in Dean’s index of fluorosis 
underwent only negligible increase up to about 1 ppm of fluoride 
concentration in water.

Figure 5.2 Dose–response curve of dental fluorosis vs. water fluoride 
concentration on the basis of studies of 22 US cities. Studies 
were conducted with Dean’s index of fluorosis and Elvove’s 
method of water-fluoride-level estimation [16]. A complete 
sigmoidal curve of Dean’s data, 1942, can be found in Ref. [17]. 
Dean’s index of fluorosis underwent only a negligible increase 
up to about 1 ppm of the fluoride concentration in water. 
(Permission of use of this figure was obtained from J Am Dent 
Assoc via copyright.com.)

 After 1 ppm of the fluoride concentration in water, a further 
increase in the water fluoride level led to a steady and significant 
increase in dental fluorosis in US populations to a severe level, as 
recorded by Dean’s dental fluorosis index. 
 The dose–response curve would not be complete without the 
charting of caries prevalence versus water fluoride concentration. 
Hodge’s curve (Fig. 5.3) recorded an impressive drop in dmft, from 
around 8 per person at 0.1 ppm (F–) to about 2 per person at 1.0 ppm 
(F–). A further increase in the fluoride level above 1.0 ppm did not 
seem to reduce dmft to a level significantly below 2 dmft per person. 
The hypothetical benefit of 1 ppm of fluoride in water was estimated 
to be a 75% reduction of caries. This estimation was a bold claim in 
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1950 as the fight against caries had lasted for more than a century 
without much success. 

Figure 5.3 Dose–response curve of dental fluorosis vs. water fluoride 
concentration on the basis of studies of 22 US cities. Caries 
prevalence (by dmft) was also plotted against the water 
fluoride level on the same dose–response curve [16].  
(Permission of use of this figure was obtained from J Am Dent 
Assoc via copyright.com.) Abbreviation: dmft, decayed, missing, 
and filled teeth.

 It turned out to be not very far away from the epidemiology of 
Dean in 1956, when he claimed a more than 60% reduction in caries 
among the 30,000 school children who were exposed to 1 ppm 
fluoride in their drinking water (Table 5.1). Taking into account the 
errors in the diagnostic criteria of caries and dental fluorosis and 
the measurement error of the water fluoride content in the 1930s, the 
dose–response curves of Hodge had quite accurately forecasted the 
study result of Dean on 30,000 school children.
 The residual 2 dmft per person seemed to be beyond the control 
of optimally fluoridated water. In fact, a further increase in the 
fluoride level did not seem to be able to lower dmft further in the U.S. 
in the 1930s to the 1950s. What caused the residual 2 dmft to persist 
cannot be figured out in Hodge’s dose–response curves. However, 
his curves had indicated a valuable and economical tool to fight 75% 
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of caries in US populations, and additional research was needed to 
fight the residual 25% of caries.
 Even if a single cause of an adverse effect can be identified, it 
takes time to collect data to construct a dose–response curve for the 
oral biomaterial and additional time to testify it. Conclusive evidence 
to quantify the implementation of water fluoridation as an anticaries 
biomaterial had taken more than another 20 years to emerge.

5.2.2.2 Fluoride dose (x axis)

It is important to point out here that the log transformation of dose on 
the x axis of dose–response curves serves to enable easier detection 
of the adverse effect(s) by condensing the adverse effects over a 
range of doses in a shorter scale. In other words, the condensation 
of data on the x axis allows easier identification of d1 in Fig. 5.1. The 
steep slope of curve 1 from d1 to d2 in Fig. 5.1 is also a condensation 
of adverse effects to dose. For this reason, cautious interpretation of 
adverse effects from a dose–response curve with respect to the scale 
of the x axis is always desirable.
 Also, the definition of the x axis, that is, dose, deserves special 
attention as it depends on both toxicodynamics and toxicokinetics 
of the biomaterial. Routes of fluoride uptake in humans are 
gastrointestinal (GI) and respiratory. For GI uptake of fluoride, the 
dose of fluoride may arise from a single source, for example, drinking 
water. More often than not, individuals are exposed to fluoride doses 
from multiple sources, for example, baby formula or maternal milk, 
food, dentifrices, fluoride supplements like fluoride tablets, salt, 
water, and gel. In modern society, the quantification of fluoride doses 
is not so clear-cut. 
 To complicate the scenario further, the fluoride level in a 
particular source may differ by its age, for example, older tea leaves 
are known to release more fluoride than younger ones into tea 
beverages [18]. Free fluoride ions available in a certain food source 
are often estimated by the amount of NaF added to it. Interaction 
of fluoride may happen with other food components like calcium 
ions, Ca2+ [19]. Free fluoride ions available in fluoridated milk, for 
example, are difficult to estimate as a result of chelation between 
the calcium and fluoride ions. The frequency of consumption of a 
fluoride-containing fluid may be increased as a result of hot climate, 
dry weather, and geographic locations. Such error in the x axis may 
be highly individualized, further complicating the plotting of a 
population-based dose–response curve.
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 Breathing is another possible route of fluoride uptake that may 
confuse the picture of the overall fluoride uptake [20]. It is usually a 
minor route of fluoride uptake. In special circumstances, like indoor 
heating generated by coal burning without appropriate ventilation, 
industrial production of pesticides, aluminum, and fertilizers, or 
fumes from a volcano eruption, the inhalation of fluoride compounds 
may contribute more than usual to the overall systemic fluoride 
uptake. 
 Other than the sources of fluoride, individual/population 
exposure to the dose is also a function of absorption, metabolism, 
and excretion [19]. Calcium-rich, or any bivalent or trivalent cation-
rich, diets tend to chelate fluoride ions to produce a sparingly soluble 
CaF2 salt [19]. This reduces the amount of GI absorption of fluoride 
ions but increases the fecal content of CaF2 [19].
 It is obvious that the complicated nature of the x axis of the dose–
response curve is difficult to standardize. In Hodge’s dose–response 
curve of dental fluorosis, however, the x axis had water fluoride 
content as the only fluoride source to give rise to dental fluorosis. If 
Dean’s study and Hodge’s dose–response curve would be repeated 
today, this fluoride exposure picture of humans probably cannot be 
easily defined. Nonetheless, Hodge’s curve serves well as a simple 
and straightforward way to understand this basic concept of the 
dose–response relationship of oral biomaterials.

5.2.2.3 Quantification of adverse effects (y axis)

Dean’s index of dental fluorosis served to classify the clinical severity 
of this condition in Hodge’s dose–response curve [21]. Since 1942, 
at least two other recognized dental fluorosis indices had been 
used extensively [22, 23]. They represented very much different 
approaches to classify the clinical severity of dental fluorosis (Table 
5.2).
 Table 5.2 is by no means a complete list of differences in fluorosis 
indices. A clinical classification of the severity of dental fluorosis in 
a study sample may clearly vary according to the choice of indices 
used on the y axis. In a dose–response curve of oral biomaterials, the 
validity of the y axis may directly affect the NOAEL dose, that is, 1 
ppm in water fluoridation.
 Another relevant aspect of the y axis is the nature of the clinical 
classification of adverse effects. Dean’s index is not a continuous 
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quantitative scale [22]. Categorical data of this kind cannot be 
averaged into index scores with decimal place(s) [23]. It is at best 
qualitative data, that is, the number stands for a meaning but cannot 
be calculated mathematically. In Dean’s index, 0 = normal, 0.5 = 
questionable, 1 = very mild, 2 = mild, 3 = moderate, and 4 = severe; 
0.5 may easily mislead its application on the y axis. Obviously, Hodge 
was one of the misled who plotted 0.0, 0.9, 1.8, 3.0, and 3.9 on the y 
axis of his dose–response curve. Statistical analysis of such data can 
only make use of nonparametric methods.

Table 5.2 A few differences in the three commonly used indices of 
enamel fluorosis 

Indices Dean’s [21] TFI [22] TSIF [23]

Scale 0–4 0–9 0–7

Index teeth recorded Not 
specified

2 teeth with 
most severe 
fluorosis

2 anterior and 
3 posterior 
teeth with 
most severe 
fluorosis

Dentition examined Mixed Adult Mixed

Detail description of 
enamel fluorosis

No Yes Yes

Clinical photographs used 
for index calibration

Nil Nil Available

Histopathology of 
hypomineralization related 
to the index scale

No Yes No

Clinical dental fluorosis 
classified on the basis of 
water fluoride content

Up to 
14.1 ppm

Up to 
21 ppm

Up to 4 ppm

Reproducibility 
assessment of the index 
scale

No No No

Interexaminer’s 
reproducibility assessment

No Yes No

Abbreviations: TFI, Thylstrup and Fejerskov index of fluorosis; TSIF, tooth surface 
index of fluorosis.

Dose and Host Responses
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 Despite error sources in both x and y axes, the dose–response 
curve remains the foundation of the study of biocompatibility of 
drugs and biomaterials. If Paracelsus were alive today, he might 
have been surprised to see his comment on poison has evolved into 
a specialty of pharmacology with a score of subspecialties. He might 
have been more surprised that each dose-dependent toxicology 
curve takes a tremendous amount of effort to draw and carries with 
it much scientific meaning. Yet, he might have been most surprised 
to see the toxicology of biomaterials at a very to extremely low dose 
that does not exactly obey his law of dose-dependent toxicology.

5.3 Non-Paracelsian Adverse Effects of Oral 
Biomaterials

Not all adverse effects can be classified as dose-dependent effects, 
as Paracelsus once assumed. Some undesirable effects of oral 
biomaterials fall outside the scope of Paracelsian toxicology.
 Hypersensitivity and a variety of medical issues have been 
attributed to the side effects of bisphenol A (BPA) and its derivatives. 
Hypersensitivity requires only an extremely low dose of an allergen 
to trigger an exaggerated response that is not at all dose dependent, 
for example, d3 in curve 2 of Fig. 5.1. The controversial estrogen-
mimicking role of BPA at an extremely low dose in a number of 
medical conditions makes the construction of dose–response curves 
difficult if not impossible [24]. These controversies had attracted 
public concern in recent years and had occupied an unproportionally 
large coverage in one report to the president of the U.S. in the 
President’s Cancer Panel of the NIH [25].
 BPA is a nonvolatile solid at room temperature. It is 
photodegradable but not easily hydrolyzed. It is used in the 
manufacturing of polycarbonate plastic and epoxy resins [26]. As 
much as 6 billion pounds was produced in 2003 worldwide [27]. Food 
packaging, baby bottles, and dental resinous materials are major 
sources of human exposure to BPA [28]. They account for roughly 
5% of BPA’s total production [26]. In the U.S., 95% of the population 
is exposed to BPA in a random urine test of 394 individuals [29]. 
A study showed in a group of volunteers that consumed 12 oz 
of canned soup per day for 5 days has about 19 times higher BPA 
concentration in urine than volunteers who consume 12 oz of fresh 
soup per day for 5 days [30]. BPA’s uses in the food packaging and 
medical industries are under the regulation of the Food and Drugs 
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Administration (FDA) in the U.S., which works in close collaboration 
with a few other US agencies that are responsible for the regulation 
of the other 95% production of BPA [26]. 
 In the dental context, a bisphenol A diglycidyl methacrylate (bis-
GMA)-based dental resin composite may be used to illustrate the 
non- Paracelsian adverse effects of oral biomaterials.

5.3.1 Bis-GMA-Based Resin Composites 

Today’s typical resin composite roughly contains a battery of 
components, as listed in Table 5.3 (see also chapters 3 and 6).

Table 5.3 Components and purposes of a resin composite

Component Purpose

Bis-GMA Monomer for matrix polymerization
TEGDMA Diluent of thick bis-GMA monomer
Silane coupling agent Enabler of the blending of matrix and filler
CQ Photoinitiator in light-cured composite
BP Initiator in chemically cured composite
Tertiary amine Activator
Silica Filler
Others Comonomers, radio-opaquer, coloring(s), etc.

Abbreviations: TEGDMA, triethylene glycol dimethacrylate; CQ, camphorquinone; BP, 
benzoyl peroxide. 

 The matrix of a dental resin composite is made up of a 
polymerized network of a mixture of bis-GMA and comonomers, for 
example, bisphenol A dimethacrylate (bis-DMA) and TEGDMA, the 
filler content is silica. Depending on the filler size, the filler content 
of a resin composite accounts for roughly 60% to 80% of the material 
by weight. 
 The polymer matrix is formed in a subdued in vivo environment. 
Upon polymerization, C=C double bonds of monomers cross-link to 
form a polymer network. The percentage of reduction of the C=C 
double bond is termed the conversion rate of polymerization. In such 
a subdued intraoral environment, the conversion rate of monomers 
was reported to be in a range between 35% and 77% [31–33]. The 
low conversion rate may be attributed to the monomer’s steric 
hindrance, the presence of filler content, and poor penetration of the 

Non-Paracelsian Adverse Effects of Oral Biomaterials
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light source. The heavy steric hindrance of the two benzene rings per 
monomer limits the mobility of bis-GMA for effective cross-linking, 
although it is also the reason for the superior mechanical strength 
of bis-GMA. The filler content also seems to obstruct somewhat 
the cross-linking between monomers, although, again, it promotes 
mechanical properties of the resin composite. In addition, the lack of 
light intensity at a thickness of 2 mm of the resin composite plays 
another role in the low conversion rate of in vivo polymerization [34].
 Other than these factors, atmospheric oxygen also compromises 
the conversion rate of a resin composite (Fig. 5.4) [35]. Unlike the 
assumptions of most reports, an oxygen-inhibited layer (OIL), a 
mixture of monomers and short-chain polymers, does not exist only 
on the surface of a resin composite. Report has shown that a vast 
number of air bubbles exist in the bulk of a resin composite [36]. 
All of them are lined by OIL (Fig. 5.5). Contrary to the initial belief 
of easy removal of OIL from the surface of a resin composite, the 
toxic contribution of OIL from air bubbles inside a resin composite 
cannot be ruled out. When and how it may leach out are unknown 
quantities.

I
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P• M• M
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Pn+1•

+O2

+O2
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Figure 5.4 Schematic representation of oxygen’s (O2) role in the in vivo 
polymerization of a dental resin composite. The red routes 
are much more favourable routes of chemical reaction. 
Abbreviations: I, initiator; I•, free radical of initiator; M, 
monomer; M•, free radical of monomer; P•, free radical 
of short chain polymer; Pn•, free radical of short chain 
polymer with n units; Pn+1•, free radical of short chain 
polymer with n+1 monomer unit.
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Figure 5.5 OIL lining the air voids inside the bulk of a resin composite [36]. 
(Kind permission was given by Annals of Royal Australasian 
College of Dental Surgeons to re-use this figure.)

 Liquid resin adhesives used in enamel adhesion contribute 
another important source of monomers to the toxicology profile of 
resin composites. It is of special interest as they are usually unfilled, 
giving rise to 100% monomer content, and more vulnerable to 
oxygen’s inhibition effect on polymerization [37].
 Elusion studies have identified a large number of chemical species 
of residual monomers [38]. The identities and amount of chemical 
species of these in vitro studies obviously depend on the leaching 
medium, duration of the experiment, and the condition to degrade 
the composite, for example, thermocycling [38]. Of our interest in 
this discussion is, of course, BPA, which had been identified from 
dental resin composites [39].
 In theory, any chemical used in the manufacturing of bis-GMA 
may be found as a residual component in the resin composite. At 
least one major manufacturer claimed that BPA was not used in 
the production of its product, and the American Dental Association 
(ADA) had cited such a claim in its statement [40, 41]. However, BPA 
has a role in the manufacturing of the raw material of the alternative 
BPA-free pathway of bis-GMA production (Fig. 5.6). Also, it was 
reported that the copolymer bisphenol A dimethacrylate (bis-DMA) 
of a dental resin composite may degrade to produce BPA [42].

Non-Paracelsian Adverse Effects of Oral Biomaterials
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Figure 5.6 Two commonly used routes of industrial manufacturing of 
bis-GMA. BPA may react with two GMA to produce bis-GMA. 
DGEBA is a reaction product of BPA and epichlorhydrin. Then, 
DGEBA is used as a raw material to react with two methacrylic 
acid to produce bis-GMA. Abbreviation: DGEBA, bisphenol A 
diglycidyl ether.

 To simplify the scenario, we may take our minds off the chemicals 
for a moment. Resin composites may be divided into structural 
compartments. Studies in a calibrated in vitro experimental design 
suggested the liquid resin used in enamel adhesion is the most 
irritating component of a resin composite, followed by OIL in the 
first six days after the resin composite is cured [43, 44]. The leaching 
of residual monomers of a resin composite plays a lesser role in the 
early toxic profile of the resin composite [44]. In other words, if BPA 
is to be found in a minute concentration in a dental composite, it 
is most likely to be found in the liquid resin, followed by OIL and 
leaching components of the resin composite [37].
 From a structural point of view, we may assume that the 
unpolymerized chemicals, including BPA, identified in dental 
composites are from the three structural sources below. They are 
listed according to their abundance and availability of unpolymerized 
chemicals [37]:
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 •	 Liquid resin
	 •	 OIL on the outside surface of the dental composite
	 •	 Leaching residual components and possibly OIL lining the air 

bubbles inside the bulk of the dental composite

5.3.2 Hypersensitivity

A hypersensitive reaction may be graphically represented by curve 
2 in Fig. 5.1. With a minute dose of an allergen, for example, d3, an 
exaggerated response may be provoked. BPA and DGEBA are potent 
allergens [45, 46]. A type IV hypersensitivity reaction is possible 
to be elicited by these chemicals in “at risk” patients and dental 
personnel (Fig. 5.7). It is characterized by eczematous lesions on the 
skin, classically appearing a few days after direct contact of the skin 
to the allergen [47]. 

Figure 5.7 Allergic contact dermatitis happened on the back of the right 
hand of a sensitized clinician. The hand instrument was clean 
on the back of the gloved hand. Allergic contact dermatitis 
happened a few days later. Clinical presentations include 
redness, swelling, breach of the skin barrier to secondary 
infection, and intense itchiness. Due to secondary infection, 
topical steroids cannot be used to cure the lesion. The clinical 
had to abstain from work for three weeks to allow healing of 
the lesion in the absence of the allergen.

 Sensitization of an individual requires the contact allergen to 
penetrate the skin epithelium as low-molecular-weight haptens 

Non-Paracelsian Adverse Effects of Oral Biomaterials
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and to bind to a small carrier protein in the skin epithelium [48]. 
Langerhans cells in the skin epithelium may phagocytose the 
complete antigen and present it to the immune system [48]. 
Complex cellular and humoral reactions give rise to sensitized T 
lymphocytes [48]. Direct skin contact to even a minute dose of the 
allergen will activate an overwhelming immune response. However, 
the clinical presentation of a type IV reaction may vary (Fig. 5.8). One 
of the reasons is the incomplete understanding of hypersensitivity 
reactions. The broad classification of all allergies into four types 
inevitably gives rise to eccentric clinical signs and symptoms 
that may not fall into any of these four classes (Fig. 5.8). Another 
hypothesis suggested long-term low-grade irritation may stimulate 
skin epithelial cells to secret cytokines to recruit T cells to mediate 
tissue damage similar to that of the classical hapten-carrier protein 
sensitization pathway of type IV reactions [49]. However, clinical 
allergic contact dermatitis is characterized by a delayed reaction, 
a minute amount of the provoking agent, and a positive patch test 
result to the allergen [48].

Figure 5.8 Ten years later, recurrence of allergic contact dermatitis 
happened in a remote location from the hands in the same 
clinician, that is, left and right eyelids. Accidental fingertip 
contact with a dental resin was quickly cleaned with a 
detergent. A delayed type IV reaction happened a few days 
later. It is not sure if the allergens were carried to the eyelids 
from the fingertips or via other pathways. The condition was 
cured with a brief period of 1% hydrocortisone ointment, 
topical application two times per day.
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 In Northern European countries, where allergies are prevalent, 
allergic contact dermatitis is much more readily observed among 
dental personnel [50–52]. In these countries, occupational 
dermatoses once happened in 43% of workers in the epoxy industry 
[53]. On a population basis, there was an increasing trend of epoxy 
allergy among the population of Malmö over a 20-year period [54].
 Almost 20% of dental technicians were reported to suffer from 
dermatitis in Sweden, Finland, and Denmark [55, 56]. In Norway, a 
stratified series of studies indicated that 20–27% of general dentists 
and periodontists suffered from dermatitis on their hands [57]. 
Now, 40–43% in the same condition were reported to be dental 
technicians and orthodontists [57]. Although dry weather and 
hand scrubbing with soap may explain the skin problems of general 
dentists and periodontists in Norway, the extra incidence of such 
problems among dental technicians and orthodontists can only be 
explained by their daily use of polymeric biomaterials, especially 
dental resin composites [37].
 Mucosal lichenoid lesions in patients had been related to resin 
composites [58]. Occasional patient case reports had demonstrated 
positive bis-GMA and epoxy resins and negative nickel and latex 
patch test results [59]. Only two case series of 41 and 7 patients 
were reported to relate to bis-GMA and epoxy resins [60, 61]. The 
significantly lower incidence of type IV reactions among patients 
other than Scandinavian clinicians is assumed to be related to the 
protective buffering effect and continuous flow of saliva [37]. 
 Hypersentivity refers to a full-blown disease trigger by a tiny 
amount of allergen in sensitized individuals. This clinical picture 
apparently does not fit Paracelsian toxicology. Allergy, as a non-
Paracelsian side effect of a dental resin composite, makes the 
identification of the allergen very difficult. Diagnosis is usually by 
exclusion of negative patch test results to common allergens. Even 
if the allergen is identified as BPA or DGEBA, at present, it is not 
known if resin composite triggered hypersentivity still follows a 
dose-dependent effect at an extremely low dose range, that is, from 
0 to d3 in Fig. 5.1, but beyond the detection of modern technology 
OR the mechanism of hypersensitivity due to BPA and/or DGEBA 
requires a different strategy to study.

Non-Paracelsian Adverse Effects of Oral Biomaterials
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5.3.3 Other Medical Issues

Whilst it is clear-cut that a tiny dose may trigger the maximum effect 
in hypersensitivity of sensitized individuals, some controversial 
medical issues of BPA are best examples of long-term low-dose side 
effects of biomaterials in a larger population. These medical issues 
are often denied by experts in their clinical fields with the dose-
dependent reasoning, that is, a dose below NOAEL is not going to 
cause any problem [62]. 
 BPA is manufactured and used worldwide. It is known since the 
1930s as a weak estrogen mimic [63]. NOAEL is set at 50 mg/kg/day 
in humans [62]. In humans, BPA may exist in blood as free BPA and 
glucuronic acid (in the liver)–conjugated BPA (BPAG) [26]. Free BPA 
is the active form that mimics estrogen’s hormonal activity. BPAG 
is hormonally inactive. In animals, BPA is not conjugated. However, 
this protective mechanism in human infants is not as efficient as in 
adults [64]. 
 The salivary extract of patients with dental resins was found to 
cause estrogenic proliferation in breast cancer cells in vitro [65]. The 
same group of researchers later detected BPA content in commercial 
products of dental resin composites in their laboratory [39]. 
 Recent controversies around BPA started in 1997, when a 
research group, on an NIH grant, reported significant prostate 
enlargement in male mice offspring whose mother had been fed 2 
µg/kg/day during pregnancy [66]. The same group repeated the 
study on pregnant mice with 10 µg/kg/day with a similar result [67]. 
The group concluded that acceleration in the rate of proliferation 
of the prostate epithelium during fetal life by small amounts of 
estrogenic chemicals could permanently disrupt cellular control 
systems and predispose the prostate to disease in adulthood [67]. In 
another study, 2.4 µg/kg/day of BPA was fed to pregnant mice from 
day 11 to 17 of gestation [68]. Female offspring become significantly 
overweight and started their first vaginal estrus significantly earlier 
compared to controls. An independent study on a nematode model 
suggested that BPA interfered with certain DNA repair processes 
and also damaged chromosomes in sex cell precursors [69].
 Another independent study in mice at peripubertal age fed with 
0.025–0.25 µg/kg/day of BPA resulted in persistent morphological 
alterations of two sites of mammary glands where cancer arises in 
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humans and rodents [70]. An epigenetic study of female mice fed 
with BPA before conception, during pregnancy, and during nursing 
of their offspring resulted in their giving birth to a significantly 
higher proportion of obesity-, diabetes-, and cancer-prone traits of 
mice [71]. BPA brought changes in the mother mice’s germ line cells 
before conception, although BPA’s effect can be reversed by dietary 
folic acid or genistein [71].
 Statistical analysis of the National Health and Nutrition 
Examination Survey (NHANES) 2003–2004 data of 1455 adults 
with measurements of urinary BPA content had also suggested that 
higher BPA content is related to cardiovascular disorders, diabetes, 
and abnormal liver enzyme levels [72]. Although the method used 
in this study to study diabetes was in dispute, this group analyzed 
NHANES 2005–2006 data and concluded that high BPA exposure is 
consistently associated with reported heart disease in the general 
adult population of the U.S. [73].
 In animals, these studies suggested the estrogen-mimicking 
effect of BPA may mediate carcinogenesis of breast and/or other 
cancers, offspring mutation, and metabolic disorders.
 A relatively small number of studies have opposite findings. 
Tyl et al. reported no effect of BPA on the reproductive process in 
three generations of CD Sprague–Dawley rats [74]. Six years later, 
they reported no effect of BPA on the reproductive process in two 
generations of CD-1 mice [75].
 Vom Saal argued that BPA as xenoestrogen works to modify 
cellular activities at an extremely low dose, not in the range of parts 
per billion but parts per trillion [76]. Another expert also voiced 
her worry of the potential relationship between the ever-increasing 
incidences of estrogen-related illness and widespread exposure of 
humans to BPA at a low dose [24].
 Realms of papers had investigated the effect of BPA in animals at 
an extremely low dose as if it is in the range of hormone concentration 
in the human bloodstream. Such papers had reached a number that 
a meeting, called by the NIH, the Environmental Protection Agency, 
the National Institute of Environmental Health Science, and the 
National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research, was held at 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina, USA, in 2006 to allow 38 BPA experts 
to review existing evidence of BPA’s adverse effects. They reviewed 
more than 700 studies of low-dose BPA.

Non-Paracelsian Adverse Effects of Oral Biomaterials
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 The conclusions were as follows [77]:

 •	 Molecular mechanisms of BPA in humans and animals are 
essentially identical.

	 •	 Human and animal cells respond to very low doses of exposure 
because of BPA’s interaction with estrogen receptors on the 
cell membrane at or below a BPA dose range of parts per 
trillion.

	 •	 BPA doses, in animals, related to health issues are lower 
than the free-BPA level in human blood by enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) testing and mass spectrometry.

 So far, the FDA has announced insufficient evidence to prompt 
for the regulation of human exposure to BPA [78]. 
 Controversies of this sort would require a lot more research to 
settle. The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences had 
allocated $30 million in research to clarify the controversies around 
BPA [25, 26]. Even the FDA announced no health threat related to 
BPA, France and Denmark banned baby milk bottles made of a BPA-
leaching polycarbonate, due to the immature protection mechanism 
of infants to BPA [28]. This ban was endorsed by the European Union 
(EU) in 2011 to all EU member countries [28].
 Canada had banned BPA-leaching baby bottles for the same 
reason in 2009 [26]. To date, a number of states in the U.S. have 
banned BPA-leaching baby bottles [26]. However, Oregon has not 
banned BPA-leaching baby bottles [26]. The ADA’s standpoint on the 
BPA issue in dental resin composites is the same as the FDA’s [41].

5.4 Three Levels of Testing

This part of biocompatibility is confusing. It includes a legal 
component and a technical testing component. The legal part of 
testing may vary between countries. Tests have, however, for a long 
time been summarized into three levels, that is, primary (in vitro 
test), secondary (animal test), and usage (clinical trial) [79, 80]. 
Unfortunately, no part seems to fit the study of dose-dependent or 
low-dose effects. It is not the intention here to go into the technical 
details of all these tests. Details of the techniques of these tests can 
be found in 20 directives of ISO 10993 [81].
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 The three rationales behind testing biomaterials are suggested as 
follows [80]:
 •	 To identify those untoward reactions that may lead to material 

failure or that may express themselves in the form of clinical 
disease

	 •	 To determine whether devices constructed of new materials 
function, as they are designed to, under simulated conditions 
of use

	 •	 To test new concepts
 For these reasons, it was believed nine areas of the biological 
properties of biomaterials are worth to assess (Table 5.4) [80].

Table 5.4 Summary of tests available for the untoward effects of oral 
biomaterials 

Untoward effects Suggested tests Level
Relevance/

reproducibilityI

1. IrritationII Animal or human 
cell culture, animal 
skin test, ocular 
irritation test , e.g., 
rabbit, oral epithe-
lial test in humans

1°

2°

3°

–/?

+/?

++/?
2. InflammationIII Tissue implantation 

tests in animals, e.g., 
rat, rabbit

2° +/?

ILittle is known of the reproducibility of all these tests.
IIThis is probably the most widely published part of biocompatibility testing. Mouse 
and human fibroblasts and/or epithelial cell cultures are often used. The cell viability 
of cell culture assessed by a variety of assays is usually reported as cytotoxicity of 
biomaterials after their exposure to cell culture. Animal skin and ocular studies are 
more costly than cell culture, and they need an ethical approval. Relevance of animal 
studies is higher, yet it is not as good as clinical trials, making ethical implications of 
animal studies questionable. Human studies are relevant, costly, and time consuming, 
and the data may be difficult to interpret due to the existence of a large number of 
possible confounding factors.
IIIDifferent animal models are good for different aspects of inflammatory reactions, 
for example, rat for polymorphonuclear cells and rabbit for mononuclear cell 
reactions. Depending on the site of implantation, the inflammatory response of the 
same material may give rise to different pathohistological results. Bearing in mind 
that humans have a lower inflammatory response than rabbits and with experienced 
interpretation of test results, they may give relevant meaning to the inflammatory 
potential of biomaterials.

(Continued)

Three Levels of Testing
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Untoward effects Suggested tests Level
Relevance/

reproducibilityI

3. PyrogenicityIV Rabbit test, LAL test 2° –/?
4. Systemic toxicityV Animal study of 

acute LD50
2° –/?

5. SensitizationVI Lymphocyte 
inhibition tests in 
animals for nickel 
allergy
Patch test in 
animals or humans

2°

2°–3°

+/?

+/?

6. MutagenicityVII Ames test, HPRT 
test

1° –/?

7. CarcinogenicityVIII Rodent animal 
model

2° –/?

Table 5.4 (Continued)

IVPyrogenicity means the property of a biomaterial to cause fever. It refers not to the 
mild elevation of temperature due to inflammation but to bacteria- or virus-induced 
fever. A biomaterial that tends to trap fever-inducing agents may be assessed this 
way. Tests listed in Table 5.4 have little relevance to humans as rabbits are much 
less sensitive to fever than humans. LAL is the clotting of horse shoe crab’s blood 
by microorganisms. These test results need careful interpretation for their meaning.
VSystemic toxicity is usually assessed by acute LD50 of a biomaterial in an animal 
model. Due to ethical reasons, only animals can be used after careful planning and 
ethical approval of the appropriate organization. Extrapolation of the dose leading to 
LD50 to humans is only based on a hypothetical model.
VIThe sensitization test for Ni (nickel) is based on the fact that sensitized animals 
show significantly more inflammatory cells and macrophages than unsensitized 
animals in the presence of nickel. In extreme cases, nickel may cause tissue necrosis 
and lymphocyte migration inhibition. A patch test on the skin of animals and humans 
may be performed not only with nickel but also with all sorts of possible allergens.
VIIThe mutagenic potential of a biomaterial is believed to demonstrate a change in the 
molecular activity at the DNA level. The Ames test makes use of histidine-deprived 
cell culture to support bacteria. Upon stimulation of a mutagenic biomaterial, bacteria 
may mutate to be able to grow into colonies in the absence of histidine. HPRT is an 
enzyme encode by a gene. Alteration of the HPRT gene by a mutagen will give rise to 
a change in the production level and quality of the enzyme. However, mutagenicity 
based on isolated parts of the genome, of bacteria, cell cultures, or animals, cannot be 
a complete picture of the mutagenic potential of a biomaterial in humans.
VIIICarcinogenicity of biomaterials may be demonstrated by implantation of a 
biomaterial into a rodent animal model. The life span of rodent is long enough to 
show such change. Cancerous development around the biomaterial may imply the 
carcinogenic property of that biomaterial. However, in general, humans are much 
more resistant to cancer development than rodents.
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Untoward effects Suggested tests Level
Relevance/

reproducibilityI

8. Interaction with 
bloodIX

Lee–White clotting 
time

1° –/?

9. Reaction to foreign 
particlesX

Animal study on all 
aspects of foreign 
bodies, including 
inflammatory, 
sensitization, 
acute, and chronic 
systemic toxicities

2° –/?

IXThe blood reaction to a biomaterial is usually relevant only to a biomaterial in 
contact with blood in situ, for example, prosthetic heart valves or dental implants. 
The aim is to assess the biomaterial’s properties to induce hemolysis, thrombosis, 
and embolism. The Lee–White test is the classic way, with many other modifications, 
which rolls whole blood on a biomaterial surface and measures the time required 
for gelling of the blood. This test usually gives a more exaggerated result than reality 
as the blood-clotting cascade is activated the moment it is drawn out of the body of 
animals or humans.
XForeign-body reactions in all fronts are studies in animal models with a larger 
amount of foreign bodies. This happens in surgical packing of deeper wounds. It is not 
easy to identify suitable animal models and is more difficult to sort out all reactions 
to foreign bodies.

Three Levels of Testing

1° = primary test; 2° = secondary test; 3° = usage test; ++ = relevant; + = relevant in a 
specific aspect only; – = not relevant; and ? = uncertain.
Abbreviations: LAL, Limulus amebocyte lysate; HPRT, hypoxanthine-guanine phos-
phoribosyltransferase.

5.4.1 Test Design and Reproducibility

The regulations of biomaterials started in the 1930s in the U.S., 
the 1950s in Japan, and slightly later in Australia and New Zealand 
[80]. Regulations of the EU started since its inception, and it is still 
evolving. Most of the technical aspects of biocompatibility tests 
remain similar to that of the 1980s. Relevance of primary and 
secondary tests is often compromised by conflicting data [44, 82]. 
Reproducibility of tests is not usually addressed. Cytotoxicity tests 
based on agar onlays (sometimes call agar overlays) are a good 
starting point (Fig. 5.9) to illustrate the deficiencies of primary and 
secondary tests and to seek for solutions to these problems.
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Figure 5.9 Schematic representation of the agar onlay test. Cells are 
seeded in a petri dish and allowed to proliferate to confluency 
under appropriate conditions. The culture is stained with 
NR. A warm agar medium mixture is syringed into the petri 
dish, where it solidifies. The test specimens are incubated on 
the agar for at least 24 hours. The cytotoxic property of the 
test material may be classified arbitrarily by the discoloration 
zone around the material or the extent of cell lysis under the 
microscope in the discoloration zone. Abbreviation: NR, neutral 
red.

 The agar onlay test (Fig. 5.9) is easy to use and costs less than 
animal or human studies [83]. However, NR is a phototoxin. The 
laboratory procedure has to be carried out in dark. Although low-
temperature agar has replaced the hot agar used in the past, the 
elevated temperature of molten agar may still pose a threat to the cell 
viability of the agar onlay test. The weight of agar on the cells is not 
a desirable feature of this early widely used technique in the study 
of the irritation potential of oral biomaterials. At least, these three 
factors may contribute to a certain degree of inherent cytotoxicity. It 
seems that the background cytotoxicity is exposed equally much to 
all test and control groups of the biomaterial, resulting in a still fair 
and scientific comparison between the test and control groups of the 
tested biomaterial. However, it is unreasonable to adhere strictly to 
the conventional agar onlay test instead of making use of modern 
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technology to overcome weight-, dye-, and heat-induced cytotoxicity. 
In fact, the Millipore™ test (Fig. 5.10) was an attempt to get rid of, at 
least part of, background cytotoxicity.

Figure 5.10 Schematic representation of the Millipore™ test. Cells 
are seeded on a millipore disc, where they proliferate to 
confluency. Then, the disc is turned upside down, with the cells 
facing the preformed agar medium block from which nutrition 
of cells is derived. Test specimens are incubated for two to 
three hours on the cell-free side of the disc. Then, the disc is 
stained by hematoxylin and eosin or succinate dehydrogenase 
for eyeballing or microscopic examination. The cytotoxicity of 
oral biomaterials is classified by the discoloration zone around 
the biomaterials. 

 The Millipore™ test had avoided the heat issue of molten agar 
[84]. There is also an alternative dye to the phototoxic NR. However, 
the weight of the oral biomaterial directly rests on the cells via the 
Millipore™ filter. Then, another attempt was made to handle the 
weight issue and simulate an in vivo environment (Fig. 5.11).
 The dentine barrier test had overcome the weight problem in 
agar onlay and Millipore™ tests [85, 86]. However, its use is limited 
to restorative dental biomaterials and by the availability of human 
or bovine teeth. Its attempt to simulate the in vivo oral environment 
is also compromised by the lack of pulpal pressure, odontoblasts, 
nerves, and blood vessels, which have significant buffering effects in 
vivo. 
 Again, all these cell culture tests are not sufficiently assessed for 
their reproducibility.

Three Levels of Testing
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Figure 5.11 Schematic representation of the dentine barrier test. Extracted 
human third molars or bovine teeth are cut into slices 0.5 
mm or 1.0 mm thick. They are used as partitions between 
two compartments of a cell culture, where test specimens are 
placed in one compartment and the cell culture in the other. 
A culture medium is used to fill the chambers. Upon assaying, 
both leached components and cell viability may be assessed.

5.4.2 Reproducibility and Relevance of in vitro 
Cytotoxicity 

Most in vitro tests should regard reproducibility as the top priority in 
their design [37]. The cell culture in use should not be toxic in the first 
hand [37]. It is not only that background cytotoxicity is undesirable 
in a cytotoxicity test, but it also may invite errors and variations in 
the data obtained, thereby compromising reproducibility of the test 
[37].
 An in vitro cell culture study had taken the following steps to 
calibrate an in vitro test before its use in the cytotoxicity testing 
of a resin composite [43]. It may not be the only way to tackle the 
reproducibility and relevance issues of cytotoxicity, but it is a 
convenient, economical, and relatively quick way to obtain some 
baseline data of the irritation potential of oral biomaterials. 

5.4.2.1 Assessment of cytotoxicity of the test setting

To plan solid-phase cytotoxicity testing, direct contact of a fibroblast 
cell culture with an inert control material above and below the 
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fibroblasts, the same inert material placed in a filter-like tissue 
culture insert above the cell culture was compared to a plain 
fibroblast cell culture [43]. Cell culture plastic was used to plate 
monolayer fibroblasts to confluency. A cell culture insert with an 8 
µm pore size perforated membrane at its bottom is in close proximity 
to the monolayer fibroblast culture. Both the plastic and fibroblasts 
are convenient and economical to keep and to use. Assessment of 
the cell viability make use of the 3H-thymidine incorporation assay 
(3H-TdR), the 3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5 diphenyl  tetrazolium 
bromide (MTT) reduction assay, and the NR uptake assay. 
 It was found that both ways of direct contact of an inert control 
material with the cells, even below the cells, led to significant reduc-
tion in cell viability by NR and 3H-TdR [43]. The solid inert control 
material in the tissue culture insert had comparable cell viability 
with a plain fibroblast cell culture. This implies a noncytotoxic ex-
perimental setting for cytotoxicity testing of biomaterials [43].

5.4.2.2 Assessment of reproducibility

Statistical comparison of data is one of the many ways to assess the 
reproducibility of a cell culture test [37]. In this study the coefficient 
of variation (CV) was used [37]. CV is equal to standard deviation 
divided by the mean cell viabilities by all three different types of 
assays. It turns out that the CV of the MTT assay in the tissue culture 
insert setting has the lowest value among all test settings, that is, 
roughly 8%, which is a good number for cell culture studies [37].

5.4.2.3 Rationalising “relevance”

First, limit our ambition [37]. In vitro experiments can never 
resemble in vivo environments to a satisfactory extent. To claim a 
material cytotoxic or noncytotoxic in vitro is not realistic. It is better 
to define goals of the in vitro study than seek for clinical relevance, 
which can never be established. One sensible way to deal with this 
problem is to “divide and conquer” [37]. The cytotoxic response of 
cell culture to solid-phase oral biomaterials depends on the relative 
size of the material to the number of cells, that is, cytotoxicity is 
the study of dose-dependent toxicology of biomaterials. The larger 
the material, the more likely it is cytotoxic and vice versa. If the 
goal is to obtain baseline data of the irritation potential of an oral 
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biomaterial, the size of the oral biomaterial must be titrated to give a 
borderline cytotoxicity to the cell culture. Then, different test groups 
are different structural components of the same biomaterial for 
cytotoxic comparison in a calibrated cell culture. Alternatively, if a 
biomaterial has different commercial preparations, its toxicodynamic 
contribution to irritation potential can be studied.
 A resin composite, for example, can be divided into “inside” and 
“outside” compartments for its unpolymerized irritating chemical 
species. The “inside” holds the unpolymerized leaching components. 
The “outside” is a layer of OIL of unpolymerized chemicals. By 
assessing their relative contribution to irritation potential in a 
calibrated cell culture test [43, 44], this study tells that OIL gives rise 
to 37% extra irritation potential of the resin composite without OIL.
 By comparing a light-cured resin composite and two-paste 
chemically cured resin composites to a liquid paste chemically cured 
resin composite, the former two materials without OIL are relatively 
“inert.” In other words, a liquid resin gives rise to a substantial 
amount of irritation potential.
 One shouldn’t forget that most biomaterials are not irritating in 
vivo [37]. This sort of baseline data of the relative irritation potential 
of different compartments and/or preparations of a biomaterial is 
only filed for record purpose [37]. Usually, and hopefully, it shall 
never be of any use. If, for example, there is a need to seek for a 
certain chemical from unpolymerized parts of resin composites, 
for example, BPA, this record will enable the worker to search for 
this chemical in a liquid resin first, followed by OIL and leaching 
components. This sort of baseline data may also serve to improve on 
clinical techniques and modify the quality of biomaterials and/or its 
production [37]. Again, limit our ambitions in their applications.

5.4.3 Alternative Pathways in Biocompatibility Studies

If we see primary, secondary, and clinical trials as a normal pathway 
of biomaterial testing, a retrograde approach may be a relevant, 
cost-effective way to study the biocompatibility of oral biomaterials. 
This approach makes use of a voluntary patient-reporting system to 
a biomaterials’ adverse effect database. Norway started it in 1993, 
Sweden in 1996, and the U.K. in 1999 [87–89]. Reporting is made 
easier by the recent development of Internet technology [89].
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 The same approach had been used for decades in the study of 
side effects of medicine, especially rare side effects. At the back of the 
country-based yearly drug book, for example, the British National 
Formulary, there are forms to fill out to report suspected unusual 
side effects of commonly used drugs. If the report is valid, the new 
adverse effects will be filed in the updated version of the yearly drug 
book. 
 The pitfalls that may undermine true reports to the registry 
are education of the population to be aware of adverse effect(s), 
motivation of the population to report to the registry, diagnoses 
of adverse effects, establishment of a cause–effect relationship of 
biomaterials and adverse effects, and exclusion of confounders in 
the cause–effect relationship of biomaterials and adverse effects. 
This kind of registry is more realistic in small populations that are 
well educated and motivated.

5.5 Concluding Remarks

Back to the definition of biocompatibility as the ability of a material 
to perform with an appropriate host response in a specific situation 
[9], biocompatibility seems to imply an appropriate host response as 
the only effect of oral biomaterials in hosts. Most oral biomaterials 
certainly obtain appropriate host responses. However, there is no 
mentioning of any tolerance of neither the nature nor the extent 
of any undesirable effects of biomaterials in this definition. Is zero 
tolerance assumed, then?
 The toxicology study of oral biomaterials falls broadly into 
two categories, that is, dose-dependent and non-dose-dependent 
adverse effects. 
 Dose-dependent adverse effects of oral biomaterials are time 
consuming and costly to study. Amalgam, resin composites, glass 
ionomer materials, luting cements, etc., may be assumed to have a 
wide safety margin on the dose–response curve as a result of their 
prolonged, widespread clinical use without major acute adverse 
effects. To date, the use of oral biomaterials in humans does not 
seem to compromise the life span of the human population. In fact, 
the 2009 data of the World Health Organization indicated that the 
average life span of mankind at birth is 68 years, and if they live 
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up to 60 years of age, their life span on average is 79 years [90]. 
Most populations of developed countries, where modern dentistry 
is practiced on a larger scale, have been reported to have their 
population life span prolonged with time [90]. 
 However, the low-dose adverse effects of oral biomaterials have 
not yet been studied adequately. In fact, well-established strategies 
or philosophies resembling those of Paracelsian toxicology for the 
study of low-dose adverse effects of oral biomaterials are lacking. 
Controversies of materials’ biocompatibility often arise from 
contradictory evidence of Paracelsian (dose-dependent) and non-
Paracelsian (low-dose) studies. Much more research with relevant 
strategies of biocompatibility is needed.
 To fit the new challenges of discoveries in oral biomaterials, for 
example, BPA, the current three levels of testing of oral biomaterials 
need extensive updates in technological and philosophical terms.
 We may conclude from these facts that at least the use of oral 
biomaterials does not have observable detrimental effects on the 
human life span. The low-dose adverse effects of oral biomaterials, 
especially in “at risk” individuals, are still poorly understood.
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A dental cement must exhibit key properties that are essential for 
acceptable performance in situ. The cement material should deliver 
structural integrity to the entire restoration by providing reliable 
bond strengths through micromechanical retention and/or chemical 
adhesion with appropriate low film thickness. Adequate mechanical 
properties such as high tensile/compressive strengths and fracture 
toughness and resistance to cyclic loading are required in order to 
withstand stress transfer without subcritical crack formation within 
the cement bulk and failure at the tooth–restoration interface. The 
material should also have low solubility in the oral environment and 
not illicit pulpal or postoperative sensitivity. Good rheological and 
handling properties are important to reduce technique sensitivity, 
which, alongside superior esthetic quality, is one reason for the 
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popularity of modern light-activated, single- or two-paste resin 
cement formulations.

6.1 Introduction and Historical Perspectives

Modern dental cements are vital to the success of indirect 
restorations and act as luting agents to fix prostheses to tooth tissue, 
including inlays, onlays, crowns, fixed partial dentures (FPDs), and 
orthodontic appliances. The development of cement technology has 
allowed great versatility for numerous applications, and as a result, 
the term “cement” is somewhat misleading, since these materials 
also act as cavity liners and bases to protect the pulp, as well as being 
used as direct filling restoratives.
 Since the inception of cement materials in the later stages of the 
nineteenth century, there has been much development to improve 
their key material properties. From silicates and zinc phosphates 
to self-adhesive resins, this chapter aims to review the importance 
of resin-based cements—from setting chemistry, mechanisms of 
adhesion, physical properties, and clinical performance to future 
perspectives of resin technology and their possible advantages for 
dentistry.

6.1.1 Evolution of Dental Cements

Since the introduction of viable restorative materials such as 
amalgam, gold, and porcelain crowns, dental cements have been an 
important addition to the practitioner’s armamentarium of dental 
materials. The first types of cements date back to the mid- to late 
nineteenth century, with the introduction of zinc oxychloride [1] 
later replaced by zinc oxide eugenol (ZOE) [2]. The work of Ames 
and Fleck developed the first zinc phosphate cement, which provided 
significantly improved durability and reduced pulpal irritation and 
similar formulations remain in use today [3, 4]. At the turn of the 
nineteenth century, Steenbock and Schoenbeck developed popular 
silicate cement types from the initial work of Fletcher in 1873, 
and by the 1920s, the use of silicate, zinc phosphate, and ZOE was 
commonplace in dental practice. 
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 Silicate cements were also the first direct filling material that 
resembled the appearance of teeth and were the most commonly 
used anterior restorative for many decades [5] until the introduction 
of methyl methacrylate (MMA) polymer in the late 1940s, which, 
in turn, was superseded by resin-based composites in the 1960s. 
However, the esthetic quality of silicates was far from ideal, and 
high solubility resulted in poor restoration longevity. In terms 
of their long-term clinical history, zinc phosphate cements are 
considered the gold standard and remain in use as luting agents 
for metallic restorations and long-span FPDs, although with recent 
improvements of resin cement technology, they are becoming far 
less popular. As with most cement types, zinc phosphates are formed 
by the interaction of an acid, or anions in solution, with a metal 
oxide capable of releasing cations to form stable salt complexes  
(a classic acid–base reaction). Here, zinc oxide reacts with a buffered 
phosphoric acid solution to produce a zinc phosphate matrix  
(Fig. 6.1) containing ~2-8 µm diameter unreacted zinc oxide particles. 
A freshly mixed slurry of zinc phosphate is highly acidic (pH < 2) 
and will demineralize the hydroxyapatite crystals surrounding the 
collagen fibril network of dentinal tissue, although a typical hybrid 
layer (associated with effective resin-dentine adhesion) cannot be 
formed due to phase separation and lack of particle penetration 
within fibrillar interstices [6]. Thus, zinc phosphate has no adhesive 
affinity, and its initial acidity has also been reported to lower the 
reliability of strength data of feldspathic glass by extending pre-
existing flaws (section 6.3.3; [7]). Moreover, the low pH (<2 newly 
mixed, which may take up to 48 hours to neutralize) may cause 
pulpal irritation. Further shortcomings include a lack of antibacterial 
properties, inferior solubility, and high brittleness compared to 
modern cementation options. 
 The chemistry of dental cement technology remained relatively 
unchanged until the pioneering work of Smith [8] and Wilson and 
Kent [9] and the subsequent introduction of polyacid cements, namely, 
zinc polycarboxylate and glass polyalkenoate (more commonly 
referred to as “glass ionomer”) cements (Fig. 6.1). Polyacid matrix 
structures provide effective chemical bonding to tooth structure 
through the displacement of calcium ions in hydroxyapatite and 
subsequent chelation with acidic functional groups of the cement. 

Introduction and Historical Perspectives
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Figure 6.1 Constituents of traditional and contemporary water-based 
cements used in dentistry.

 The formation of polycarboxylate (or polyacrylate) involves 
the reaction of high-molecular-weight polyalkenoic acids (~30–
40%) and water with zinc oxide powder (in the case of zinc 
polycarboxylates) or a fluoroaluminosilicate glass (for glass 
ionomer cements [GICs]). Ionization of the acid attacks the zinc 
oxide or glass particles, creating cations that cross-link the polyacid 
chains to form a polycarboxylate matrix. The initial viscosity of the 
setting mixture is higher than that of zinc phosphate because of the 
high-molecular-weight organic acids, although an acceptable film 
thickness is achieved due to the pseudoplastic nature of the mixture. 
Glass ionomers exhibit superior strength characteristics and lower 
solubility, and their improved antibacterial properties, long-term 
fluoride release, and increasing cariostatic potential provide a more 
reasonable choice of luting agent compared to zinc polycarboxylate, 
especially in patients who are more susceptible to caries [10].
 Several review articles have been written addressing the 
composition, properties, and indications for use of conventional and 
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resin-based cements, and the reader is referred to these for more 
in-depth information [11] and comprehensive review [12]. More 
recently, additional review articles have been written with more up-
to-date information about newer resin-based cements [10, 13–15].

6.1.2 Contemporary Dental Cements

Dental cements like zinc phosphate, ZOE, zinc oxide noneugenol, 
and polycarboxylate are still commercially available, but the two 
main types of contemporary dental cements are glass ionomers and 
resin-based systems. Within each category are two options. Glass 
ionomers consist of the so-called “conventional” material, which 
comprises an ion-leachable glass that is mixed with a polyacrylic acid 
ionic polymer, or the resin-modified version, produced by essentially 
adding a polymerizable monomer to the conventional material. 
Both types of glass ionomers are capable of chemical adhesion to 
enamel or dentin tooth structure, although resin-modified ionomers 
produce a stronger bond compared to conventional types. Each of 
these materials has certain advantages and disadvantages, and the 
distinctions between them have been clarified in a recent publication 
[16].
 Resin-based cements are essentially dental composites designed 
specifically for fixing indirect restorations to teeth. These materials 
are not chemically adhesive to the tooth structure and are typically 
used in conjunction with a resin-based dentin-bonding system. In 
contrast, the newer self-adhesive resin cements are designed to 
chemically and physically interact directly with the tooth, without 
the need for the application of a separate adhesive material. Several 
comprehensive reviews of these materials have been published, 
each providing guidance regarding their clinical use [17–19].
 There is another type of cement, called compomer or polyacid-
modified resin, which has properties intermediate to glass ionomers 
and resin-based cements. These cements behave most similarly to 
resin composite cements and should be used in conjunction with 
a dentin adhesive. These materials have been marketed for years 
but have achieved only limited popularity with clinicians. There 
are numerous brands of each type of contemporary dental cement 
(Table 6.1). 
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Table 6.1 Brands of contemporary resin-based dental cements

Resin Composite Cements

Product Manufacturer Cure mode

Bistite II DC Tokuyama Dual
Calibra Dentsply/Caulk Dual/light
C&B Cement Bisco Self
Choice 2 Bisco Light
Duo-link Bisco Dual
Duo Cement Plus Coltene Whaledent Dual
Illusion Bisco Dual
LinkMax GC Dual
Multilink Ivoclar Vivadent Self
NX 3 Nexus Kerr Dual/light
Panavia 21 Kuraray Self
Panavia F 2.0 Kuraray Dual
ParaCem Coltene Whaldent Dual
RelyX ARC 3M ESPE Dual
Super Bond C&B Sun Medical Self
Variolink II Ivoclar Vivadent Dual
 Self-Adhesive Resin Cements

Product Manufacturer Cure mode

BisCem Bisco Dual
Bifix SE Voco Self/light
Breeze Pentron Dual
Clearfil SA Kuraray Dual
Embrace WetBond Pulpdent Dual
GCem GC Dual
iCem Heraeus Dual
Maxcem Elite Kerr Dual
Monocem Shofu Dual
Multilink Sprint Ivoclar Vivadent Dual
RelyX Unicem 3M ESPE Dual
seT SDI Dual
Smart Cem 2 Dentsply Dual
Speed Cem Ivoclar Vivadent Self/light
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6.2  Key Material Properties of Resin Cements 

6.2.1 Chemistry and Curing Mechanisms

6.2.1.1 General composition

The first types of resin cement were developed to improve handling 
characteristics and setting properties of contemporary acid–base 
materials. Conventional resin cements have been used since MMA-
based materials in the 1950s and remain popular due to their ability 
to provide reliable adhesion between tooth and restoration and 
versatility with indirect procedures. Cementation of metal, ceramic, 
and polymer composite prostheses for crowns, fixed partial dentures 
(FPDs), inlays, onlays, posts, veneers, and orthodontic appliances 
with adhesive resin cements are routinely used in dental practice 
today.
 Conventionally, resin cements consist of mono- or dimethacrylate 
monomers, similar to those used in resin composite restoratives 
and their counterpart adhesive systems: bisphenol-A glycol dimeth-
acrylate (bis-GMA), ethoxylatedbisphenol-A glycol dimethacrylate 
(bis-EMA), and 1,6-bis(methacryloxy-2-ethoxycarbonylamino)-
2,4,4-trimethylhexane (UDMA) are combined with lower-molecular-
weight resins such as triethyleneglycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA), 
diethyleneglycol dimethacrylate (DEGDMA), and MMA to control 
the degree of conversion, shrinkage, and handling properties. Some 
hydrophilic properties are required to allow for suitable wetting 
of tooth tissue. Quartz, colloidal silica, silicate glass, and ytterbium 
fluoride fillers are included as a 30–65% volume fraction to adjust 
paste rheology, provide radiopacity, leach ions (either fluoride re-
lease or to adjust pH of self-adhesive cements on setting), and pro-
vide general improvement of mechanical and physical properties of 
the cured cement layer.
 As with resin composite adhesive systems, an important driver 
of cement technology development remains simplification of the 
application procedure to satisfy the time-efficient demands of the 
dentist. Composition of the cement “system” varies greatly, and 
key properties of the cemented prosthesis will depend upon how 
the cement adheres to tooth tissue. Such systems either use (1) an 
etch and rinse adhesive and cement, (2) a self-etching adhesive and 
cement, or (3) single-step “self-adhesive” cements.
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 Resin cements are typically “dual-curable” materials, which 
contain a photoinitiator (PI) system and a self-cure component that 
enhances their versatility and are intended to overcome the risk of 
undercuring in situations where effective light transport through 
opaque prostheses to the cement site is restricted. Separate light 
and chemically cured systems are available but far less common, and 
their selection should be entirely dependent upon the application. 
As with the base monomers of resin cements, conventional PI 
systems are used for the light-curing reaction. Generally, the 
Type II PI, camphoroquinone, and a tertiary aliphatic or aromatic 
amine coinitiator such as 2-(dimethylamino) ethyl methacrylate 
(DMAEMA) or ethyl 4-dimethylaminobenzoate (EDMAB) are used. 
 Pigments and dyes provide esthetic quality but, as with resin 
composite restoratives, will significantly affect curing efficiency, as 
they are effective light absorbers.
 The redox reaction of the self-cure chemistry precludes single-
paste formulations of light-cure resin cements. Traditionally, base 
and catalyst components were proportioned by eye and mixed 
together by hand. However, modern dispensers include dual syringes 
with a static spiral mixing lattice to reduce waste and allow reliable 
mixing, encapsulated systems that are mechanically mixed prior to 
application or a “clicker” device that dispenses accurate proportions 
prior to spatulation (Fig. 6.2).

Figure 6.2 Examples of typical resin cement–dispensing devices to 
improve proportioning and mixing, which include (a) spiral 
mixing lattices, (b) capsules that are activated and mechanically 
mixed, and (c) a “clicker” device that dispenses a set quantity 
of each base and catalyst paste (3M ESPE). 
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6.2.1.2 Self-etch and self-adhesive composition

As well as base monomers and lower-molecular-weight crosslinking 
resins from the general composition, for “adhesive” resins, self-etching 
acid-functionalized monomers are also included to significantly 
reduce pH and demineralize tooth tissue to promote micromechanical 
adhesion. Common formulations include methacrylate monomers 
modified with carboxylic or phosphoric acid groups (Fig. 6.3), 
such as 4-methacryloyloxyethyl trimellitic anhydride (4-META) 
and 10-methacryloyloxydecyl dihydrogen phosphate (MDP). The 
first types of adhesive monomers were introduced in the 1980s by 
modifying bis-GMA with 4-META (e.g., C&B Metabond, Parkell, USA)  
and MDP (e.g., Panavia, Kuraray, Japan) and remain a popular choice 
for luting resin-bonded FPDs. Further examples of acid-modified 
methacrylate phosphates include glycerol dimethacrylate ester 
of phosphoric acid (GDMP), methacryloyloxyethyl hihydrogen 
phosphate (MEP), pentaacryloyl dipentaerythrytol dihydrogen 
phosphate (Penta-P), and 2-methacryloxyethyl phenyl hydrogen 
phosphate (Phenyl-P). Other carboxylic acid monomers include 
4-methacryloyloxyethyl trimellitic acid (4-MET) and pyromellitic 
glycerol dimethacrylate (PMGDM). 
 These class of monomers are able to provide ionic and covalent 
interaction between the cement and the enamel and/or dentine, 
which may then form a salt complex between calcium and the acid-
modified monomer. However, the hydrolytic stability of this chemical 
interaction is highly dependent upon the hydrophobicity of the resin 
[18, 20].
 Unsurprisingly, self-adhesive resin cement chemistry is very 
similar to that used in self-adhesive resin composite bonding systems. 
Consequently, it is likely that much of the innovative research into 
acidic monomers for self-adhesive systems will be translated and 
used for resin cement development, which focuses on increasing 
hydrolytic stability at the tooth–adhesive interface, especially under 
acidic conditions. Examples include water-soluble methacrylamide-
based adhesives that exhibit lower cytotoxicity and improved 
hydrolytic stability compared to hydrophilic dimethacrylate-based 
formulations [21, 22] and novel phosphonic acid monomers that 
decrease water uptake and improve bond strength to hydroxyapatite 
[23]. 
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.3 Chemical structures of (a) carboxylic acid monomers and (b) 
phosphate functional groups used in self-etching and self-
adhesive dental resin cements. 

 There exists a plethora of research into the development of 
related chemistries, and three recent reviews provide an excellent 
overview of the state of the art [18, 22, 24]. In terms of the key 
requirement of a resin cement to provide a strong and durable bond 
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to a variety of adherends (enamel, dentine, base and noble metals, 
feldspathic glass, highly crystalline ceramics), the development 
of novel multipurpose self-etching adhesives that contain novel 
dithiooctanoate and phosphonic acids [25] might represent a 
significant step in the development of a universal bonding material. 

6.2.1.3 Initiation chemistry

The combination of complex chemistries in dual-cured materials 
within acidic and aqueous conditions may result in unwanted 
effects that may lead to premature reactions or hinder effective 
polymerization. The amine coinitiators required for light-responsive 
polymerization undergo an acid–base reaction with the acid-
modified monomer, which results in protonation of the amine, lowers 
radical concentration, and decreases polymerization [26]. The 
presence of water, which is an important solvent to provide adequate 
wettability with tooth tissue, has also been reported to reduce the 
reactivity of conventional CQ-amine initiator systems [27]. In that 
work, N-phenylglycine (NPG) coinitiators were reported to undergo 
a different reaction mechanism with the PI and allow increased 
reactivity in aqueous acidic conditions compared to aromatic 
amines [27]. Further, the use of NPG has been shown to significantly 
improve thermal stability, dark storage, and the subsequent shelf life 
of a methacrylate monomer [28]. Many commercial resin cements 
contain acid-sensitive chemistries, and in these cases, the amine 
should be separated from the acidic component prior to mixing.
 Another approach to improving reactivity of light-curable and 
acidified resins is the use of alternative PI systems to the classic 
CQ-amine combination. Whereas for Type II PIs, which require a 
co-initiator for clinically effective polymerization, Type I PIs such as 
monoacylphosphine oxide (MAPO) exhibit high molar absorptivity 
and an electron donor is not necessary, albeit through thin material 
sections [29]. However, if MAPO is used in commercial formulations, 
it is usually in combination with a CQ-amine due to shorter 
wavelength absorption of the former and incompatibility with single 
blue diode (470 nm) curing units. However, the introduction of so-
called third-generation light-emitting diode (LED) curing units that 
contain blue (~470 nm) and violet (~400 nm) diodes may lead to 
the introduction of adhesives and/or resin cements that only contain 
MAPO of similar Type I PIs. 

Key Material Properties of Resin Cements
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 Other adhesive resin systems have been explored that use a 
[3-(3,4-dimethyl-9-oxo-9H-thioxanthen-2-yloxy)-2-hydroxylpropy] 
trimethylammonium chloride (conveniently shortened to QTX)  
PI [30]. The combination of QTX with the iodonium salt 
diphenyliodonium hexafluorophosphate (DPIHP) has been reported 
to effectively initiate the polymerization of acidic monomers, 
although it remains ineffective for nonacidic formulations [31]. 
 Although the previous descriptions highlight the inefficiencies 
of photoinitiated systems in acidic environments, decreased activity 
of the initiator and amine coinitiator is more prevalent in the redox 
polymerization of dual- or self-cured cements [32].
 The chemistry of autocuring components in dual-cured resin 
cements includes benzoyl peroxide (BPO) and tertiary amines 
such as N,N-dihydroxyethyl-p-toluidine (DEPT); however, for self-
etching or self-adhesive types of cement, its low pH will cause the 
oxidant to form radicals, resulting in premature polymerization 
and decreasing the reducing capacity of the coinitiator. Previous 
research has investigated the use of an amine-p-toluenesulfinic 
acid sodium salt (p-TSNa) in a ternary, self-cure initiating system of 
BPO-DEPT-p-TSNa when used with an acid-modified monomer and 
reported significantly enhanced reactivity and tensile bond strength 
to metal alloys compared with that using BPO-DEPT alone [33]. 
Other research has attempted to develop less acid-sensitive redox 
initiators such as cumene hydroperoxides used in combination with 
thiourea-based reducing agents [21]. Barbituric acid derivatives 
have also been used in alternative initiator systems due to their 
enhanced polymerization efficiency and the requirement for only 
a low concentration of amine [24]. A recent study highlighted the 
inhibitive effect of the acid-functionalized monomer (MAC-10) on a 
conventional PI system containing an amine; however, the degree of 
conversion was not affected using a novel borate/iodonium salt PI 
with the same monomer [34]. 

6.2.2 Mechanical and Physical Properties

Studies exist in the literature reporting on a variety of physical and 
mechanical properties of dental cements. The clinical relevance of 
some of the properties is questionable, but certain properties have 
been identified as being important for determining the acceptability 
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of a dental cement and have been incorporated in specifications 
and standards that manufacturers can use during the development 
and marketing of their materials. ANSI/ADA specification No. 96 
for water-based cements and ISO 9917 [35] examine film thickness  
(a measure of viscosity and flow), setting time, compressive strength, 
and erosion and solubility in acids. ISO 4049 [36] is a standard 
for polymer-based filling and restorative and luting materials and 
requires testing of flexural strength, radiopacity, and solubility 
in water. The standards are meant to provide expectations for 
minimum (e.g., strength) or maximum (e.g., solubility) levels for a 
specific property for the cement to be considered acceptable. They 
do not claim to predict clinical success.
 It is obvious that a cement must be strong enough to resist the 
forces of occlusion transferred to it via the overlying restoration, 
lest it fracture leading to loosening. It is logical to expect that an 
evaluation of compressive strength is appropriate, as the forces tend 
to compress the cement between the restorative material and the 
underlying tooth. This may help to explain why compressive testing 
is part of the original standard test regime for water-based cements, 
the first to be available. However, another explanation may be the 
fact that these materials are very brittle and more difficult to test via 
other modalities, such as tension and flexure. Because most intraoral 
forces are complex, due to the geometry of the tooth–restoration 
complex, compressive forces are typically distributed as tensile and/
or shear forces within the cementing material. For this reason, the 
mechanical test for resin-based cements is flexure, which produces 
tensile as well as compressive stresses within the material. This test 
method is also relatively easy to conduct. 
 A recent review article has compared the literature on the flexure 
strengths of composite cements and self-adhesive resin cements and 
generally concluded that as a class, the strength of self-adhesive resin 
cements was equivalent to or slightly lower than that of composite 
cements [18]. A similar relationship has been reported for flexure 
modulus of the two types of cements [37]. It is important to note 
that both these resin-based cements are stronger than conventional 
water-based cements [38, 39]. In addition, when tested as self-cure 
only versus dual cured, nearly all cements are stronger and have 
higher elastic modulus when dual-cured [40, 41] (Fig. 6.4).

Key Material Properties of Resin Cements
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Rely X LP

Rely X ARC

Figure 6.4 Flexure strength of cements in self-cure mode (blue) and dual-
cure mode (red). Fuji Plus and Rely X LP are resin-modified 
glass ionomers. Rely X ARC is a resin cement. Linkmax, Unicem, 
Maxcem, and Embrace are self-adhesive resin cements. 
Adapted from Ref. [41].

 The strength of the cement, as well as its bond to the tooth, is 
responsible for its ability to remain fixed on the preparation under 
typical oral conditions. At least one study has shown that resin-
based cements have greater retention than conventional cements 
and are likely better choices when preparations have less than 
ideal retention, that is, are overtapered [42]. Studies testing in vitro 
crown retention were recently reviewed, and it was concluded that 
in general, retention is better with resin-based cements compared to 
conventional cements, though many variables affect the outcome of 
these studies [43].
 Perhaps more important to the cement and the restoration as a 
whole is the fatigue strength. Yoshida et al. [44] used the staircase 
method to measure the flexural fatigue strength of resin-based dental 
cements and found that the results followed the same relationship 
as those of the static flexural strength of the cements. Further, the 
fatigue strength was in the range of 50–70% of the static flexural 
strength, and solely light-cured cements were higher than dual-
cured versions. This ratio of fatigue to static strength is consistent 
with that for restorative dental composites tested under the same 
conditions. 
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 Other properties of composites are often tested, such as 
microhardness. The clinical relevance of microhardness testing of 
cements is not clear, though one could argue that it may relate to 
wear at the margins of restorations on occlusal surfaces. But likely 
of more importance is the fact that hardness provides an indication 
of degree of cure of the cement, as has been shown for resins [45]. 
Further, the degree of cure affects mechanical properties and wear 
resistance of dual-cure cements [46]. Therefore, the degree of cure 
is an important parameter, especially as cements must be cured 
beneath a definitive restoration. While this is not a concern for self-
cure materials, polymerization of light-cure or dual-cure materials is 
adversely affected by the need to transmit light through an opaque 
restorative material, such as a ceramic. Borges et al. [47] have shown 
that direct exposure of a dual-cure cement provides a far more 
extensive cure, as measured by microhardness, than simply allowing 
the cement to self-cure. 
 The application of light through a variety of ceramics produced 
variable results in terms of the extent of cure but was always poorer 
than that achieved by the direct application of light. Further, this study 
showed that light penetration, and ultimately cure of the cement, is 
poorer through ceramics with higher crystalline composition. In any 
case, a recommendation can be made that whenever a dual-cure 
cement is used, the clinician should expose as much of the cement 
as possible to the curing light to maximize cure and properties, 
as well as adhesion to the substrate [48]. It is important that the 
practitioner attempt to remove excess cement prior to final curing, 
however, because resin cements are harder, stronger, less brittle, 
and more difficult to visualize than water-based cements, making 
complete removal of the excess difficult [49].

6.2.3 Biocompatibility

There is an obvious need for dental cements to be biocompatible with 
the dental pulp as well as gingival tissues. Further, since degradation 
of the material over time is possible, long-term effects on oral tissues, 
as well as systemic effects from the ingestion of eluted components, 
are all reasonable considerations. There are relatively few studies on 
the biocompatibility of resin-based cements themselves. However, 
since these materials are closely related in composition to dental 
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composites, and to the components of dentin-bonding agents, 
consideration of the literature for these materials provides excellent 
guidance on the biocompatibility of resin cements and self-adhesive 
resin cements. In general, the monomer components of resin-based 
dental cements can elicit a pulpal response, and direct contact of 
the cement with pulpal tissue should be avoided. This conclusion 
is based on studies of direct pulp-capping agents showing a less 
than ideal outcome in human studies and trials when adhesives 
and conventional cements are used as compared to intermediary 
materials such as calcium hydroxide or mineral trioxide aggregates. 
For a full review of this literature, see Hilton [50] and also Chapter 
5 of this book.
 Cell culture studies have shown a difference in cytotoxicity for 
resin-based cements. In general, dual-cured cements show less 
cytotoxicity when light-cured as opposed to self-cured cements, due 
to the enhanced cure produced by the additional light curing, and 
resin composite cements show less cytotoxicity than self-adhesive 
resin cements [51]. The latter outcome does not seem to be related 
to the lower pH of the components of the self-adhesive cement. 
Further, the cytotoxicity of resin-based cements was similar to that 
of water-based conventional cements tested (polycarboxylate, glass 
ionomer, and zinc phosphate).
 The incidence of allergy to resin-based dental cements is 
likely rare, but reports of allergic reactions to dental composites 
and adhesives exist in the literature, and therefore, the possibility 
remains exists. 
 The formation of recurrent caries at the margins of dental 
restorations is a bioincompatible reaction, and the presence 
of antimicrobial properties in a dental material to combat this 
situation is desirable. Resin-based dental cements are typically not 
antimicrobial. However, when used in conjunction with an adhesive 
containing a microbial agent, such as Clearfil Protect Bond (Kuraray), 
the possibility exists that an effect may be achievable. It is likely 
that as this field becomes more developed and as new compounds 
are investigated, antimicrobial resin-based dental cements will be 
forthcoming.

6.2.4 Clinical Performance 

The clinical success of a cement itself is difficult to assess. Studies 
typically survey for overall failures of restorations and then often 
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provide specific reasons for the failures. Clinical failures directly 
attributed to the cement would include loosening and/or loss of 
the restoration or prosthetic from the remaining tooth structure or 
implant, washout of the cement at the margins that leads to staining 
and recurrent caries or loosening, and cement discoloration that 
makes an esthetic restoration clinically unacceptable. 
 Conventional cements used for fixed prosthodontics have been 
shown to be very reliable, with failure rates derived from meta-
analyses being less than 2% annually [52]. A recent study comparing 
the short-term (two years) clinical performance of metal ceramic 
crowns luted with zinc phosphate compared to those bonded with a 
self-adhesive cement, Rely X Unicem (3M ESPE), showed essentially 
no difference in clinical performance between the two cements [53]. 
In another study reporting slightly longer than three-year results, 
the outcome for FPDs luted with zinc phosphate was equivalent 
to those bonded with the same self-adhesive resin cement, Rely X 
Unicem [54]. 
 However, the cementation of ceramic restorations, specifically 
those not based on high-strength materials such as zirconia, have 
been shown to perform much better when luted with resin cements 
[55], and strengthening of ceramics with resin-based cements is 
discussed further in section 6.3.3. Ohlmann et al. [56] compared 
Panavia-F and Multilink (Ivoclar Vivadent) used to cement inlay-
retained FPDs made from zirconia cores (with a pressed veneer) 
after they had been air-abraded with silica-coated alumina 
particles (tribochemical treatment) and silane-treated. A variety 
of problems were noted, but the authors concluded that adhesive 
problems contributed to failures, independent of the type of resin 
cement. Kramer et al. [57] reported no difference in the clinical 
behavior of pressed ceramic inlays luted with two resin cements, 
Definite and Variolink Ultra, though both showed similar evidence 
of marginal degradation. Frankenberger et al. [58] compared the 
same two cements for inlays made from the same glass ceramic 
placed by two different practitioners and similarly did not show a 
clinical difference between the cements, though there was a large 
difference in the outcomes for the two dentists. Kramer et al. [59] 
compared Compolute (3M ESPE) and Variolink II (Ivoclar Vivadent) 
resin cements for inlays and onlays at eight years and showed no 
difference between them in terms of overall success (10% rate of 
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failure in 8 years), though wear at the margins was significantly 
greater for Compolute. 
 In an earlier study by this group [60], the wear of the resin cement 
Variolink (Ivoclar Vivadent) at six years was clinically compared to 
the more highly filled Tetric (Ivoclar Vivadent) composite applied 
with an ultrasonic technique around leucite-reinforced inlays. Wear 
increased significantly with time, and there was overall no difference 
in the two cements. The limited clinical data on direct comparisons 
of resin cements for prosthetic restorations does not provide any 
definitive information, other than the concerns over inlay-retained 
FPDs.

6.3 Mechanisms of Adhesion

6.3.1 Resin Cements with Adhesives

For dual- or self-cured cements, the placement method can 
significantly affect material properties, specifically, the inhibition of 
self-curing resin cements underneath an opaque indirect restoration 
as a result of contact between the cement and the self-etching 
adhesive layer. For a two-step resin cementation technique, where a 
self-etching adhesive is placed prior to the cement, the resin requires 
an acid-functionalized monomer that has sufficiently low pH in order 
to demineralize the tooth surface. Following placement and light 
polymerization of the acidic primer, an upper superficial layer will 
remain uncured due to contact with air and oxygen inhibition. The 
tertiary amine contained within the self- or dual-cured cement layer 
will be consumed by the uncured H+ ions of the adhesive and reduce 
copolymerization between the two layers [32, 61]. Consequently, 
inferior bond strengths are observed when the self-etching adhesive 
layer contacts the resin cement that is cured without light energy  
[62, 63]. It is the sodium sufinate salt coinitiators (described in section 
6.2.1.3) included as a separate activator solution in many self-etching 
adhesive systems that overcome curing incompatibilities with dual- 
or self-cured resin cements. In a previous study, a sodium sulfinate 
salt activator applied following placement of a self-etching adhesive 
significantly improved the degree of conversion of a dual-cured resin 
cement when light activation was either not used or attenuated [64]. 
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However, the use of the sodium sulfinate salt activator could not 
replicate the curing extent of the cement when direct light exposure 
was used [64], which highlights the critical requirement of clinicians 
to understand the limitations of resin cementation. Furthermore, the 
clinical environment will significantly affect curing characteristics 
that may exacerbate any incompatibility between the adhesive layer 
and the cement. For instance, self-etching adhesives may act as 
semipermeable membranes that draw water from dentinal tubules 
under osmotic pressure, leading to water-filled channels within the 
adhesive layer, which will significantly deteriorate bond strengths 
[65].
 Regardless of the inhibition of resin cements used in 
combination with simplified adhesive systems, there have been 
many investigations on the effect of the curing method on the 
properties of dual-cured cements. Some studies report no difference 
in material properties between dual-curing and curing without light 
activation [66] or even inadequate cure as a result of the light-curing 
reaction inhibiting the self-cure mechanism [13, 67]. However, it is 
generally accepted that significantly improved material properties 
are achieved where the combination of light activation and self-
cure mechanisms are compared with self-cure alone [68–70]. The 
effects of using different curing protocols between commercial 
products highlights the critical need for a proper selection 
and placement procedure according to the clinical situation, 
especially for cementation through opaque indirect restorations  
(see also Chapters 1 and 3).

6.3.2 Self-Adhesive Resins

The first commercial development of a self-adhesive luting cement 
was RelyX Unicem (3M ESPE, St. Paul, MN, USA), which was introduced 
to the market in 2003 and is the subject of most investigations 
that study bonding mechanisms of this class of material. It follows 
that the use of acid-modified monomers in the cement, namely, 
a methacrylated phosphoric ester (section 6.2.1.2), will provide 
low pH to demineralize and infiltrate tooth tissue. However, there 
exists a body of evidence to suggest that there is only superficial 
interaction between the cement and the tooth tissue without any 
morphological features such as demineralization or prominent 
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hybrid layer formation normally associated with that of self-etching 
adhesives [71–74]. Within the literature, the apparent agreement 
in the lack of demineralization following application of Unicem was 
initially surprising, given that the manufacturers claim that initial 
acidity is very low (pH < 2). More recent research has reported 
an initial pH greater than 2 [41, 75], which may suggest that the 
demineralization potential is not as effective as the manufacturers 
suggest. It should be noted, however, that in vitro pH measurements 
are not fully standardised and that temperature, electrolyte volume, 
and whether specimens are rinsed (thereby removing acidic 
components) will affect the measured pH value. Furthermore, any 
acid neutralization between the cement and the tooth substrate are 
not usually considered.
 A significant chemical interaction of RelyX Unicem cement and 
calcium in the surrounding hydroxyapatite and the formation of 
complex calcium salts has been previously reported [76], which 
may partially explain its generally favorable bonding properties 
(given that demineralization and hybrid-layer formation are not 
supported). The acid-soluble filler, calcium hydroxide, contained 
within the cement and possibly the neutralizing capacity of the 
surrounding tooth structure increase pH relatively quickly and 
improve the stability of the material (Fig. 6.5). 
 The reduction in acidity and the increasing pH profile following 
placement of self-adhesive resin cements will vary considerably 
between products and the curing mode, which may have a significant 
effect upon immediate and long-term material properties. Resin 
cements that exhibit less efficient pH neutralization processes may 
experience curing inhibition, especially if light-curing reactions are 
prevented and the material is allowed to set by the self-cure process 
in a dual-cured material [41]. Any lack of neutralization may also 
compromise long-term hydrolytic stability of the adhesive junction, 
as water sorption within acidic systems will be increased.

6.3.3 Resin Strengthening of Conventional Ceramics

The use of contemporary cements such as zinc phosphate is still 
advocated as a luting agent for traditional ceramic crowns. However, 
zinc phosphate only acts as a space filler and has only weak 
micromechanical retention between the overlying ceramic and the 
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underlying tooth structure. The main disadvantages of traditional 
ceramic dental restorations such as feldspathic glass are low tensile 
strength and inadequate fracture toughness. All-ceramic restorations 
tend to fail from the internal, “fit” surface of the restoration as a 
result of crack extension from a pre-existing defect population 
[77–79]. Even with the introduction of zinc polycarboxylate and 
glass polyalkenoate cements, which exhibit adhesive properties to 
tooth tissue, it has been shown that their low initial pH following 
mixing and placement may extend pre-existing flaws and lead to 
a reduction in strength and longevity of ceramic restorations [7]. 
The introduction of resin-modified GICs was designed to improve 
the setting characteristics of conventional glass ionomers; however, 
significant water uptake into the cement layer has been reported 
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Figure 6.5 Schematic diagram showing the use of an (phosphoric) 
acidified dimethacrylate monomer resin that may result in 
the formation of a calcium salt complex and adhesion at the 
tooth–cement interface. Ion dissolution from reinforcing fillers 
coupled with any neutralizing effect of the tooth will increase 
pH following setting.
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to result in premature failure of ceramic restorations [80]. Resin-
based cements have become increasingly popular and provide 
many advantages over traditional cementation techniques, not only 
in terms of improved bonding potential, but also in terms of lower 
solubility, adequate mechanical properties, superior esthetic quality, 
and significantly improved handling and setting characteristics.
 Precementation surface roughening of the ceramic is an impor-
tant step in achieving a reliable bond to the resin cement and is 
usually carried out by surface grinding, grit blasting, or acid etch-
ing. For modern ceramics, where, for example, the crystalline phase 
has been substantially increased (to improve strength characteris-
tics), traditional surface preparation techniques may not be suitable 
(section 6.3.4). However, for conventional feldspathic glass or other 
similar ceramic types with a heterogeneous crystal-glass micro-
structure, aggressive acid etching (with, e.g., hydrofluoric acid [HF])  
results in the preferential dissolution of the different crystal and 
glass phases. Etching provides a unique etch pattern and surface ir-
regularities that are amenable to resin infiltration in order to create  
an intimate bond between the tooth and restoration. The reliabil-
ity of acid etching and/or surface abrasion can be problematic due 
to the formation of suitable undercuts in the ceramic surface, and 
therefore the application of an organofunctional silane is usually ad-
vised prior to cementation of a silicaceous ceramic restoration [81]. 
 As previously mentioned, the presence of subcritical flaws at 
the surface of ceramic materials may cause premature restoration 
failure, and it is the infiltration of the resin cement that has been 
proposed to strengthen the system. Previous investigations have 
suggested that the penetration of resin fills pre-existing defects, 
effectively reducing the crack length and stress intensity at the crack 
tip [82]. An alternative hypothesis is that polymerization shrinkage 
of the resin cement imparts a compressive stress at the defect 
site, increasing the energy requirement to extend the crack under 
tensile load [83]. However, no significant correlation has been made 
between system strengthening and shrinkage stress generation as 
a consequence of resin cement shrinkage [84]. Furthermore, it has 
been demonstrated that resin strengthening of feldspathic materials 
is independent of defect size and severity [85, 86] and that increased 
strength characteristics are associated with macroscopic roughness 
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of the ceramic surface and that resin infiltration creates a “resin–
ceramic hybrid layer,” fundamentally modifying stress patterns 
throughout loading [86]. From these observations, it was suggested 
that significant strengthening acts over the entire defect population 
rather than by modifying individual flaws by healing or stabilization 
[87].
 Resin strengthening of ceramics is a complex mechanism, 
and although the development of resin cement materials focuses 
predominantly on improving adhesion to both the ceramic and the 
tooth structure, the mechanical response of the ceramic-cement 
system under loading has significant clinical relevance. The effect of 
acidic, self-adhesive resin cements on the performance of ceramic 
restorations has yet to be fully elucidated but may shed more light 
on the importance of adhesive strength at the tooth-restoration 
interface.

6.3.4 Bonding to Polycrystalline Ceramics

The use of polycrystalline ceramics for dental restorations, spe-
cifically alumina and zirconia, has increased dramatically in recent 
years due to their high strength and perceived durability. The higher 
strength of zirconia has made it the leader in this category. The use 
of the material as a monolithic structure, without the application 
of an esthetic porcelain veneer, has become commonplace in an at-
tempt to address concerns over chipping and fracture of the veneer. 
The optical qualities of dental zirconia remain somewhat of a con-
cern as they are relatively opaque. This allows them to block out the 
underlying discoloured tooth structure but minimizes their use in 
highly esthetic situations.
 The choice of cement for polycrystalline ceramics is of great 
interest and has been extensively studied. Lacking a glass matrix, 
these materials are not readily etched with HF to produce enhanced 
retention sites, as has been typical for porcelains and glassy matrix 
or glass-infiltrated ceramics. Thus, alternative surface treatments 
are required when using resin-based materials for cementation of 
polycrystalline ceramics. While it became apparent that failure of 
glassy matrix ceramics was somewhat enhanced when conventional 
cements were used, this was predominantly due to the low strength 
and fracture toughness of the ceramic used in the study [55]. Silica-
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based ceramic inlays have shown higher failure rates when luted 
with conventional, water-based cements [88, 89]. Partial glass-
matrix ceramic crowns luted with resin-modified GICs showed 
higher leakage and fracture in vitro compared to resin-cemented 
restorations [90], possibly due to increased water uptake and 
expansion for the former. Some have argued that the literature does 
not show clear evidence of the superiority of resin-based cements 
over conventional water-based cements for fixed restorations [91], 
while others have strongly suggested that there is clear evidence 
for resin cements, citing numerous supportive in vitro and clinical 
studies [92]. It would seem that cement choice may be very 
important for silica-based ceramics, and the safest choice when 
conditions are appropriate would be to use resin cements. The resin 
cement strengthening of these glassy ceramic materials, which was 
discussed in the previous section, is not a requirement for zirconia 
ceramics due to their very high mechanical properties [93]. Thus, 
conventional cements, such as glass ionomers or resin-modified 
glass ionomers are acceptable choices. However, resin cements are 
also acceptable and provide strong bonds when used appropriately.
 Bonding to alumina or glass-infiltrated alumina has been 
achieved by first air-abrading the surface to create retention sites, 
because the materials cannot be etched with HF since they do not 
contain any or sufficient glass. In a recent study, two different resin 
cements used with adhesives, Variolink II and Panavia, and two 
different self-adhesive resin cements, Rely X Unicem and Multilink, 
were compared when bonding to a glass-infiltrated alumina  
(In-ceram Alumina, Vita Zahnfabrik) and a polycrystalline alumina  
(AllCeram, Procera) with sandblasting or tribochemical treatment 
followed by silane treatment [94]. The results showed that under the 
same conditions, Variolink II bonded better to the polycrystalline 
alumina than Panavia and that silicoating always improved bond 
strength as compared to air abrasion only. The self-adhesive cements 
had lower bond strength than Variolink, though Unicem was similar 
to Panavia. The Multilink cement had the lowest bond strength. The 
bond to the glass-infiltrated alumina was generally higher for the 
same cement than to the polycrystalline alumina, but bonding to a 
control of HF-etched lithium disilicate was the strongest of all. 
 Oyague et al. [95] showed that pretreatment of the surface 
of glass-infiltrated alumina with a neodymium-doped yttrium 
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aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) laser improved bond strength and 
enhanced resistance to bond degradation for Panavia and Rely X 
Unicem self-adhesive cements when challenged in bleach. In another 
study of glass-infiltrated alumina, resin cement adhesion after 
erbium, chromium:yttrium–scandium–gallium–garnet (Er,Cr:YSSG) 
laser treatment followed by silane was equivalent to that obtained 
by silicoating and silane [96]. The durability of the bond between 
Panavia and glass-infiltrated alumina has been shown to be more 
stable than that of a conventional resin cement (Rely X ARC, 3M ESPE)  
in another study [97]. Thus, it appears that silicoating followed 
by silane treatment is the most supported method for achieving 
adhesion of resin cements to high-alumina-content ceramics.
 Zirconia is most commonly used in the polycrystalline form for 
dental restorations (see also Chapters 14–16). Many studies have 
been conducted to determine the optimal way of promoting adhesion 
to these materials with resin cements, including air abrasion, 
tribochemical treatment, organic surface primers, and combinations 
of the above. Because these materials do not contain silica, the 
standard protocol of air abrasion followed by silane treatment is 
not sufficient. Thus, early studies attempted to produce bonding to 
polycrystalline zirconia (yttrium oxide partially stabilized zirconia 
[YPSZ]) using the same methods as were successfully used for 
glass-infiltrated zirconia, that is, tribochemical treatment and silane 
coupling followed by a bis-GMA-based resin composite, but found 
that the high initial bond strengths fell drastically during aging in 
water [98]. The lack of durability of the commonly used silane agents 
(3-methacryloyloxypropyltrimethoxysilane [g -MPS]) for bonding of 
bis-GMA resins to zirconia treated tribochemically has been shown 
by others [99]—and see also Chapters 3 and 11.
 In the Kern and Wegner study [98], the best and most durable 
bonds were created to air-abraded YPSZ with Panavia cement 
containing the MDP monomer, emphasizing the importance of a 
chemical interaction with the surface via a water-stable linkage. 
The tribochemical process further enhances this bond with MDP-
containing resin cements [100]. The superior performance of MDP- 
or 4-META-containing resin cements versus several self-adhesive 
resin cements was reinforced in another study, which also reported 
that air abrasion was useful for enhancing the bond of all self-
adhesive cements to zirconia [101]. The concern with air abrasion 
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is that it should be performed under mild conditions, that is, low 
pressure [102], to avoid imposing sufficient stress on the intaglio 
surface of the restoration to force the tetragonal-to-monoclinic 
phase transformation that is responsible for the toughening effect in 
these materials. While this transformation may immediately toughen 
the surface, there is the potential for damage to be created by the 
air abrasion process that may leave significant flaws and areas of 
higher stress concentration on this surface. Future load applications 
would then create stresses that would no longer be blunted by 
the transformation-toughening mechanism, since this has already 
occurred. Thus ultimately the surface may be left weakened. There 
is some evidence for the fact that the surface flaws created by the air 
abrasion process override any strengthening effect and leave the air-
abraded surface weaker to static and cyclic stresses [103]. However, 
other evidence suggests this surface is actually strengthened by the 
air abrasion process, as well as enhancing bond strength to resins 
[104], and that air abrasion with silica-coated alumina particles of 
30 µm size (CoJet Sand, 3M ESPE) is recommended for most zirconia 
ceramics [105, 106]. Thus, it is likely that the beneficial effect of air 
abrasion, in particular that achieved with the tribochemical process, 
outweighs the potential risks, and the process can be recommended 
for zirconia.
 Novel methods to alter the zirconia surface for enhanced 
bonding have been reported by numerous investigators. Piascik et al.  
[107, 108] modified the surface of zirconia by SiCl4 vapor deposition 
or gas-phase fluorination to enhance resin bonding, reporting 
evidence of chemical modification of the surface and reasonable 
adhesion. A subsequent study showed that the bond formed to the 
vapor deposition surface was as durable as that to tribochemical-
treated or primed zirconia, but in all cases, the bond was less stable 
than that of traditional etched and silane-treated silica-based 
ceramics [109]. 
 Others have shown that the use of tribochemical treatment 
followed by silane application enhances the bond strength with 
different resin-based cements (SuperBond, Sun Medical, and 
Panavia F 2.0, Kuraray) tested after aging in water for three months 
as compared to the manufacturers’ instructions for placing these 
cements [110]. This work followed an earlier study by this group 
that showed that following the manufacturers’ instructions for four 
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different resin cements led to a total loss of adhesion after thermal 
cycling in water [111], thus emphasizing the lack of stability of the 
bond to unmodified zirconia surfaces when aged in water. 
 Bond stability of the resin cement to zirconia has been evaluated 
in numerous studies. Wolfart et al. [112] compared the adhesion of 
Variolink II with Panavia F to air-abraded zirconia (Cercon, Dentsply) 
after 3 and 150 days and found Panavia to have two to three times’ 
greater bond strength initially (maximum 45 MPa) and after aging 
(39 MPa). While the bond failed prior to testing for Panavia and 
Variolink II specimens bonded without prior air abrasion, Variolink 
II also showed no bond strength after aging to an air-abraded surface. 
In another study with Panavia F 2.0, bond stability to zirconia (Lava, 
3M ESPE) after different surface treatments and primer applications 
was compared after thermal cycling [113]. In this case, tribochemical 
treatment and air abrasion followed by priming with three different 
commercial primers produced equivalent results, all being in the 
range of 8–12 MPa. Oyague et al. [114] compared the bond of three 
resin cements, Clearfil Esthetic (Kuraray), Calibra (Dentsply), and 
Rely X Unicem, to zirconia (Cercon, Dentsply) with no treatment, air 
abrasion, and silicoating. They found generally better bonding with 
Clearfil Esthetic initially, and the bonds after aging for six months in 
water were equivalent or greater for this cement compared to those 
achieved by RelyX-Unicem. Calibra only had appreciable adhesion to 
the air-abraded surface, but this was not stable when aged in water. 
In another study, Passos et al. [115] reported enhanced adhesion of 
several cements to zirconia, including Panavia F 2.0, Variolink II, Rely 
X Unicem, and Maxcem (Kerr), when the surface was tribochemically 
(silicacoat) and silane treated (g -MPS) (Fig. 6.6).
 The many studies investigating the best method to achieve 
adhesion with resin cements to non-silica-based ceramics lead to the 
conclusion that the issue is not totally resolved. In a recent review 
by Thompson et al. [116], the authors concluded that traditional 
methods for adhesion do not work well enough and that “the ability 
to chemically functionalize the surface of zirconia appears to be 
critical.” Techniques for this purpose are being investigated. At the 
present, perhaps the most well-accepted method for bonding to 
zirconia is through the use of MDP-containing resin cements, such as 
Panavia, with the aid of air abrasion, in part because these cements 
appear to achieve the greatest level of hydrolytic durability. Ceramic 
materials are discussed also in Chapters 3 and 14–16.
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Figure 6.6 Shear bond strength of four resin cements to zirconia after 
cleaning with alcohol vs. tribochemical (silicacoat) and silane 
treatment. Adapted from Ref. [115].

6.3.5 Metal Adhesion

Conventional cements have been used for decades for luting 
restorations with great success. The use of resin cements for full 
crowns or inlay/onlay restorations made from gold or other alloys 
would seem to be desirable to maximize retention with less tooth 
structure removal, that is, the need for less retentive preparations 
[93]. Unfortunately, there does not appear to be much literature 
specifically evaluating this. 
 The adhesion of resin cements to metals includes noble, high 
noble, and predominantly base metal alloys, including titanium. In 
each case, there is a need for some pretreatment of the metal surface 
to establish or enhance its adhesion to the resin. Some cements or 
adhesives for cements contain molecules that can chemically interact 
with oxides. Thus, it is important that the alloy form critical oxides 
for this interaction to occur. This has been accomplished through 
the addition of oxidizing elements to gold alloys, such as In, Zn, and 
Sn [117]. Adhesives containing 4-META, a molecule with carboxylic 
acid groups, that has been used in a variety of dental adhesives 
[118], show chemical interaction to the oxides produced by these 
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additions. One of the most popular resin cements for bonding to 
alloys has been Panavia, a cement with a phosphate-methacrylate 
monomer (MDP) adhesive system, as previously described. But even 
with the alloy primer, this resin cement showed better adhesion 
to gold alloys when they were tin-plated or air-abraded, and this 
adhesion was equivalent to that to an air-abraded (aluminium oxide 
particles) nickel-chromium alloy [119]. 
 Numerous primers with various chemistries for bonding to metal 
surfaces have been developed and tested over the years, showing 
their ability to enhance adhesion to noble as well as predominantly 
base metal alloys [25, 120–125]. Simpler systems based on resin 
cements containing adhesive molecules as an included component 
as opposed to being applied as a separate adhesive or primer were 
being pursued simultaneously. This has led to the development of 
self-adhesive resin cements, all of which contain acid-functionalized 
monomers based on carboxylic acid or phosphoric acid groups [18]. 
 Previous studies have shown strong adhesion of resin cements to 
nickel-chromium alloys containing beryllium after etching to provide 
retention sites [126]. Other studies have shown that resin cements 
can be bonded to metal surfaces after a laboratory technique called 
“silicoating” (Heraeus Kulzer), in which a silica-rich layer is applied 
to the metal surface by a heating process and bonding is achieved 
with a silane coupling agent [81]. Another popular laboratory 
method to treat metal surfaces for bonding with resins is the Rocatec 
system (3M ESPE), in which the surface is treated by air abrasion 
with particles of aluminum oxide that are coated with silica. These 
particles become transferred or embedded in the surface, thus 
making it amenable to silane treatment for bonding with resins. 
As previously mentioned, an intraoral system, Cojet (3M ESPE), 
containing particles of approximately 30 µm, was developed with a 
special delivery system to facilitate this process clinically [127].
 Adhesion of resin cements to titanium surfaces that have been 
silicoated has been enhanced through the application of commercial 
silane agents, with the level of enhancement being dependent 
upon the particular brand [128, 129]. In previous work, this same 
group found that a new silane (3-isocyanatopropyltriethoxysilane) 
produced better adhesion to air-abraded titanium than the more 
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common g -MPS. Taken together, these studies showed the important 
effect of silica coating prior to silane treating. Recently, a group tested 
the adhesion of self-adhesive resin cements (G-Cem, G-C, and Rely 
X Unicem) to titanium surfaces pretreated in a variety of chemical 
baths as an alternative to air abrading, including methylene chloride, 
hydrogen peroxide, and HF [130]. The highest bond strengths were 
obtained with the HF etch, though it was equivalent for both cements 
(see also Chapter 9). 
 Adhesion of resin cements to noble or predominantly base metal 
alloys can be accomplished in a variety of ways, but it appears that the 
following guidelines should be followed. Noble alloys are best treated 
by tin plating. Predominantly base metal alloys like Ni-Cr should 
be chemically etched. Titanium should be air-abraded, preferably 
with tribochemical treatment followed by the application of a silane 
coupling agent. Table 6.2 provides a summary of the recommended 
methods for preparing restorative surfaces for bonding with specific 
types of cements.

Table 6.2 Cement options for crowns and FPDs

Crown/FPD substrate Cement option

Noble metal Conventional

PFM metal Conventional

Porcelain Resin cement with HF etch + silane

Lithium disilicate Resin cement with HF etch + silane

Alumina (polycrystalline 
or glass infiltrated)

Conventional (resin-modified GIC)
Tribochemical abrasion + silane with resin 
cement 
Air abrasion + self-etching (or self-
adhesive) resin cement

Monolithic zirconia 
(polycrystalline or glass 
infiltrated

Conventional (resin-modified GIC)
Tribochemical abrasion + silane with resin 
cement 
Air abrasion + self-etching (or self-
adhesive) resin cement*

*Optimal results have been shown for systems with MDP monomers.
Abbreviation: PFM, porcelain fused to metal.
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6.4 Future Trends

The future development of dental cements will undoubtedly include 
efforts to enhance adhesion to substrates, such as zirconia and other 
new ceramic formulations, enhance the durability of the cement 
itself and the adhesive bond to tooth and restoratives, and enhance 
the material’s ability to act as an anticaries and remineralizing agent. 
The inclusion of calcium and phosphate compounds, or perhaps 
bioactive glasses, has the potential for both remineralization in a 
biological fluid environment, as well as some anticaries potential. 
Many experimental versions of calcium-phosphate-containing 
cements have been proposed, showing various levels of bioactivity, 
though commercialization has not been rapid. At least one 
commercial material containing calcium aluminate and an ionic 
polymer (similar to that contained in a glass ionomer) currently 
exists on the market that claims these qualities (Ceramir, Doxa). 
 A recent study reported the effect of adding titania nanotubes to 
a resin cement to enhance mechanical properties [131]. Doubtless 
there are many other potential additives that can be tried, though 
their effect on handling (i.e., whiskers are precluded due to their 
effect on viscosity) and cost may make them prohibitive. The strength 
of the cement may not need to be substantially altered, however, as 
it is likely that the adhesion durability and solubility resistance are 
more likely the key properties. As more self-adhesive, hydrophilic 
technologies develop, this will continue to be a significant issue. 
It may be that some “marginal sealing” agent that penetrates the 
cement surface and fills defects at the margin, while making the 
interface more hydrophobic, would be a possible solution. This 
approach was somewhat successful for sealing dental composite 
restorations [132]. 
 One may also expect new delivery systems for cements that 
ensure more even distribution of cement on the restoration surface, 
as well as modifications that enhance the clean-up of excess cement. 
Cements, which set in stages, allowing clean-up before maximum 
hardening occurs, have existed and will likely continue to be pursued 
with current self-adhesive formulations. 

Future Trends
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 Finally, cements for use under any type of minimally translucent 
restoration whose polymerization reaction can be initiated by 
minimal light or other means, such as mechanical vibration or 
ultrasound, may be a future possibility.
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Fiber-reinforced composites (FRCs) are a novel group of dental 
materials that are characterized by the filler of the fiber form. The 
function of the fibers is to transfer loads from the weaker polymer 
phase to the more durable reinforcing fibers. In dentistry, the use 
of glass fibers is justified because of their good cosmetic-esthetic 
properties and due to fact that they can properly be bonded to 
resins by using silane coupling agents. The glass fiber–polymer 
matrix surface interface is influenced by many factors of the hostile 
environment of the oral cavity. Glass fibers of various compositions 
and surface treatments provide reliable adhesion and retention of 
physical properties also in a longer perspective. 
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7.1 Overview of Fiber-Reinforced Composites

There has been considerable development of synthetic composite 
materials in recent decades, particularly those containing fibers in 
a polymer matrix. The idea to use high-strength fibers to strengthen 
a cheap matrix is not new. The practice to embed straw in mud 
bricks very likely predated the reference to Hebrew slaves under the 
pharaoh in the Bible. The first evaluations to use FRCs in dentistry 
were made in the early 1960s, but more extensive research started in 
the early 1990s [1]. The introduction of new products for the dental 
market occurred on a larger scale at the end of the 1990s. Presently, 
there is a great number of FRC products on the market, and most of 
them are based on glass fibers. 
 A dental glass FRC is used in a demanding environment regarding 
chemical stability and mechanical loading conditions. An FRC 
consists of reinforcing fibers, most typically glass fibers of various 
kinds. The function of the fibers is to provide load transfer from a 
weaker polymer matrix to the reinforcing fibers [2, 3]. 
 Parameters that influence the properties of FRCs include:

 (i) physical properties of fibers vs. the matrix polymer;
 (ii) length and direction of fibers;
 (iii) adhesion of fibers to the matrix;
 (iv) quantity of fibers in the matrix; and
 (v) impregnation of fibers with the resin.

 In dentistry, the most suitable fibers have been found to be glass 
fibers, although other fibers such as carbon/graphite, aramid, and 
polyethylene fibers have also been used [4, 5]. A combination of 
fibers and a polymer matrix provides a reinforced composite, which 
has physical properties between the most durable phase (fiber) and 
the weakest phase (polymer) (Fig. 7.1). 
 Although the best glass FRC is comparatively corrosion-
resistant material, corrosion, that is, surface leaching of fibers or the 
polysiloxane interphase to the polymer matrix, can take place due 
to the moist and frequently acidic environment of the oral cavity. 
Pathogenic oral microbes, for example, Streptococcus mutans and 
Lactobacillus, are well known to produce acids, which locally can 
lower the pH of the tooth surface to the level of 5.4–4.4, which is a 
critical value where significant amounts of enamel dissolve. Thus, 
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although the polymer matrix of FRCs protects the fibers from the 
direct influence of pH decrease, the FRCs are prone to corrosion by 
leaching. 

Figure 7.1 Mechanical properties of FRCs are related to properties of the 
fibers and matrix. The figure shows stress–strain curves for 
fibers, the matrix, and the composite (TS = tensile strength; YS 
= yield strength). Modified from Ref. [6].

 Biomechanically, loading conditions are also demanding. 
Oral biomechanics originates from the function of muscles of 
the masticatory system and their application of force to teeth 
and restorations and finally to jawbones. Forces are controlled or 
modulated by the sensory apparatus. Prosthodontic and restorative 
devices must be designed to resist the same forces than affect natural 
teeth. A prosthesis requires both static and dynamic strength as well 
as a number of other mechanical properties to resist the necessary 
transmission of forces over its many years in the mouth. Maximal 
biting forces measured unilaterally may be as high as 850 N,  
but in normal mastication function, forces are considerably lower, 
around 50–80 N. FRCs are generally not isotropic (independent of 
the direction of the applied load) but rather are often anisotropic 
(different depending on the direction of the applied load). 
Anisotropicity of FRCs plays a significant role in planning and 
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designing devices used in dentistry, since the loading conditions 
by the masticatory system produce loads and stresses of various 
magnitudes and types, that is, bending, shear, tensile, compression, 
and torque [7–9].
 Anisotropicity of FRCs has been demonstrated to occur in terms 
of

 (i) mechanical properties;
 (ii) thermal properties;
 (iii) optical properties;
 (iv) polymerization contraction; and
 (v) surface physical properties.

 Although FRCs are relatively corrosion-resistant materials, 
degradation of the polymer resin matrix, glass fibers, and their 
interface may occur in an aggressive medium. The medium can 
diffuse into the polymer and reduce the properties by corrosion. 
Damage mechanisms in cross-linked thermosetting resin FRCs 
relate to the chemical composition, structure, and cross-link density 
as well as fibers and other fillers in the composite. It is known that 
diffusion of water, acids, and bases thorough the polymer matrix is 
relatively slow, but they proceed quickly along the glass fibers, where 
the silane-promoted adhesion between fibers and polymer matrix is 
located. Silanes are discussed in detail in Chapters 3 and 11. 

7.1.1 Role of the Resin 

Resin systems in thermosetting FRCs are based on polyesters, 
vinylesters, epoxides, phenols, and furanes, which have different 
chemical resistance toward the effects of acids and alkaline solutions 
and aliphatic and aromatic solvents [10]. Resistance can be tested by 
immersing the polymer in a medium for a certain period of time and 
following the changes in the physical properties. In thermosetting 
resins, cross-links between the polymer backbones are covalent in 
nature, and there dissolving of the resin matrix does not occur. The 
medium can, however, cause swelling of the resin matrix and cause 
reversible changes in the physical properties. Swelling increases 
mobility of the macromolecules, which plastizises the matrix, lowers 
the modulus of elasticity, and reduces surface hardness. Transport 
of the medium into the matrix is influenced by diffusion, which 
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depends principally on the structure of the resin, the temperature, 
and the type and viscosity of the medium. 
 Of polymers, polyester resins are widely used. The weak point 
of polyesters is the ester group, which can be deteriorated by 
hydrolysis. However, by introduction of an aromatic ring in the resin 
chain, the resistance against water increases considerably. Polymers 
that are polymerized from monomer systems based on bisphenol 
derivates show good resistance toward the effects of water and 
alkaline solutions. This is an important aspect, which relates to the 
FRCs used in dentistry and surgery, because bisphenol A glycidyl 
dimethacrylate (bis-GMA)-based resin systems are widely used. 
Another commonly used resin system is epoxy resins, which also 
demonstrate good chemical resistance. Dental FRCs utilize resin 
systems that are based on bis-GMA, triethylene glycol dimethacrylate 
(TEGDMA, aka TEGMA), and urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA, 
aka UEDMA). All these can produce highly cross-linked thermoset 
polymer matrices for FRCs. To increase toughness of the matrix 
and surface-adhesive properties, amounts of a linear polymer of 
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) have been added to the matrix. 
A mixture of a cross-linked polymer and a linear polymer is the so-
called semi-interpenetrating polymer network (semi-IPN). 
 Currently, IPNs are used in denture base polymers, denture teeth, 
FRCs, and, very recently, restorative composite resins [11]. There are 
several kinds of IPN structures, which differ in terms of structure. 
These are [12]:

 (i) sequential IPNs;
 (ii) gradient IPNs;
 (iii) thermoplastic IPNs;
 (iv) semi-IPNs; and
 (v) simultaneous IPNs.

 Dental IPNs are predominantly semi-IPNs in which one or more 
polymers are cross-linked and one or more polymers are linear or 
branched. Dimethacrylate monomers or multifunctional monomers 
and dendrimers are typically forming the cross-linked part of the 
semi-IPN, and PMMA is forming the linear part of the semi-IPN 
system. The IUPAC Commission on Macromolecular Nomenclature–
based name for the semi-IPN made of bis-GMA, TEGDMA, and PMMA 
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is net-poly(methyl methacrylate)-inter-net-copoly(bis-glysidyl-A-
dimethacrylate)-triethyleneglycol dimethacrylate.
 The polymerization reaction of monomer systems of thermoset 
and semi-IPN polymers is based on free-radical (vinyl) polymerization. 
Initiation of the polymerization is made by radiation of blue light or 
by increasing temperature. Normally, light-initiated polymerization 
is based on activation of an initiator camphorquinone and an 
activator amine. Heat-induced polymerization is based on activation 
of a benzoyl peroxide initiator by increasing temperature. If the 
monomer system is aimed to be cured without temperature increase 
or light radiation, an activator, such as a tertiary amine, is added to 
the initiator system. Examples of these autopolymerizing resins are 
PMMA and p-bis-GMA-pTEGDMA bone cements and PMMA denture 
rebasing and repair resins (where p = the polymerized form).
 Autopolymerization and light-curing polymerization result in 
a polymer with a lower degree of monomer conversion than that 
of a polymer cured by increased temperature. Lower monomer 
conversion also increases the quantity of leachable residual 
monomers and thus reduces the biocompatibility of the polymer. 
Leached monomers of the polymer are replaced by molecules of the 
surrounding medium, in this context by water, which diffuse into the 
polymer matrix of FRCs and reach the surface of glass fibers. Light-
cured polymers can be postcured by heat after initial curing, which 
increases considerably the degree of monomer conversion, reduces 
th equantity of residual monomers, improves biocompatibility, 
and reduces water sorption. The optimal postcuring temperature 
is close to the glass transition temperature where there is enough 
thermal energy in the system to create free volume, which enables 
unreacted carbon–carbon double bonds to form free radicals 
and react with each other. The glass transition temperature for 
p-bis-GMA-pTEGDMA is 144°C and for multiphase denture PMMA  
110–120°C (see also Chapter 6) [14, 15]. 

7.1.2 Interface between Glass Fibers and the Polymer 
Matrix

Adhesion of reinforcing glass fibers to the polymer matrix is of great 
importance for durability of FRCs. Load transfer from the weaker 
polymer matrix to the reinforcing fibers is happening through the 
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adhesive interface (Fig. 7.2) [13]. Adhesion is obtained with the help 
of silane coupling agents, which increases surface wettability of 
the glass fibers, resulting in better physical attachment of the resin 
system to the surface of glass, and on polycondesation of hydrolyzed 
silanols to the hydroxyl groups on the surface of glass fibers (see also 
Chapter 11) [16–18].

Figure 7.2 Adhesive interface between the fiber and the polymer matrix 
transfers load when a force (F) is applied to the fiber. The 
diameter of the fiber (d) and interfacial adhesion influence 
load transfer to and shear stress formation on the fiber and the 
interface (arrows). Modified from Ref. [6].

 The mechanisms of actions of silane coupling agents are thus 
based on surface wettability and chemical-bonding theories. A 
third suggested mechanism of action is the so-called restrained 
layer theory, which utilizes the elasticity of the polycondensated 
siloxane layer to even the stress peaks between the polymer matrix 
and the glass fiber of a higher modulus of elasticity during loading 
conditions. 
 The adhesive interface between the reinforcing fiber and the 
polymer matrix influences also the reinforcing efficiency of short 
fibers. Long, continuous, unidirectional fibers provide the highest 
possible reinforcing efficiency in the direction of stress. Depending 
on the fiber length, short fibers have a reinforcing efficiency between 
long fibers and the particulate filler. The critical fiber length (lc) is a 
parameter of minimum length at which the center of the fiber reaches 
the ultimate strength when the matrix achieves the maximum shear 
strength. The critical fiber length can be determined, for example, by 
a single fiber fragmentation test, where the length of fiber fragments 
in the polymer matrix can be used to determine the critical fiber 
length (Fig. 7.3).
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Figure 7.3 The single fiber fragmentation test can be used to determine 
the critical fiber length, which is the minimum length fibers 
can provide a reinforcing effect to the polymer. The length 
of the pieces of fragmented fibers inside the polymer matrix 
represents the critical fiber length of the particular fiber–
matrix system. Arrows show the direction of tensile stress, 
which elongate the specimen and cut the fiber.

 The critical fiber length is related to the elongation at the break of 
the polymer matrix and fibers and to a large extent on the adhesion 
of fibers to the polymer matrix. An example of the influence of the 
length of fibers on reinforcing efficiency is shown in Fig. 7.4. 
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Figure 7.4 Example of the relationship between the fiber length (mm) 
and reinforcing efficiency. 
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 A good-quality and well-polymerized FRC undergoes hardly any 
permanent changes of properties by the influence of water [10]. 
However, the molecular bonds at the interface between glass fibers 
and the silane coupling agent are a potential place of attack for 
hydrolytic degradation. Degradation may occur at the polysiloxane 
network or at the surface of glass fibers. The latter is influenced by 
the chemical composition of glass fibers and their surface treatment 
prior to sizing and silanization. 
 If the medium, water or saliva, can come into contact with glass 
fibers by exposing the glass fibers during finishing the restoration, 
by cracks or microcracks in the composite, the proceeding of the 
saliva or water along the interface is much greater than the diffusion 
through the polymer matrix. This is due to the capillary effect of 
the glass fibers, which may exist in the laminate. Shrinkage of the 
resin by polymerization may also cause capillaries between the 
fibers and the polymer matrix, as is shown to happen especially with 
resin systems of high polymerization shrinkage, namely, monomers 
of methyl methacrylate [19, 20]. It is also possible that manually 
impregnated fibers with dental resin systems may contain poorly 
impregnated regions, that is, voids containing air [21]. Oxygen of 
the air inhibits free-radical polymerization to occur in the polymer 
surface close to the void and causes increased penetration of water, 
not only into the voids by capillary forces, but also into the polymer 
matrix by diffusion. 

7.1.3 Chemical Composition of Various Glass Fibers

The composition of glass is playing a decisive role in manufacturing 
of fibers and in the chemical stability of fibers against the effects of 
water. It has been shown that chemical resistance of glasses toward 
glass corrosion relates to the composition, the state of the glass 
surface, the amount and type of the attacking solvent medium, the 
temperature, and the time. In the presence of water, the strength of 
the fibers may be reduced, especially with glass fibers of high alkali 
metal oxide content [10]. There are several types of glasses used in 
glass fibers, and of those, the most suitable to be used in dental and 
medical applications are so-called alkali-free glasses (Table 7.1). 
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Table 7.1 Nominal composition (%) of certain glass fibers [10]

Component
Type of glass

E A C R S M

SiO2 53–55 70–72 60–65 60 62–65 53

Al2O3 14–16 0–2.5 2–6 25 20–25 –

CaO 20–24 5–9 – 6–9 – 13

MgO 20–24 1–4 1–3 6–9 10–15 9

B2O3 6–9 0.5 2–7 – 0–1.2 –

K2O <1 1 0–8 0.1 – –

Na2O <1 12–15 0–16 0.4 0–1.1 –

Fe2O3 <1 0–1.5 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3

BaO – – 1 – – –

BeO – – – – – 8

 Certain glass-forming agents, including B2O3, are leached from 
the surface of glass fibers, and thus, the supporting glass network can 
be split at different places. The process of production of glass fibers 
may contain elimination of easy-leaching oxides, which can increase 
stability of fibers. If leaching occurs in an acidic environment, the 
external areas of glass fibers are leached quicker than the inner ones. 
The chemical composition of glass fibers is different on the fiber 
surface that in the inner part of the fibers. The surface of E-glass 
may be enriched with boron and calcium. The glass composition has 
a considerable effect of resistance of the fibers against the influence 
of acids, as can be seen from Fig. 7.5. 
 Continuous and short glass fibers in dental FRC products are 
usually made of alkali-free glass (up to 1% Na2O + K2O), known as 
E-glass. E-glass is based on a SiO2-Al2O3-CaO-MgO system, which 
has a good glass-forming ability. Because of the high calcium oxide 
content, a glass similar to this composition shows poor resistance 
to acidic solutions. For this reason, the composition of E-glass is 
modified by introducing boron oxide (B2O3) and by decreasing the 
CaO content. The other type of glass used in dental FRCs is S-glass, 
which provides slightly higher tensile strength than that of E-glass 
(Table 7.2.). For bioactive glasses, see Chapter 8.
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Figure 7.5 Tensile strength of glass fibers of various types plotted against 
the exposure time in 5% H2SO4. Modified from Ref. [10].

Table 7.2 Some physical properties of glass fibers [10]

Property
Type of glass 

E A C R S M

Density (g/cm3) 2.54–2.59 2.48 2.45–2.49 2.5 2.49 2.89
Tensile strength
(10–2 N/mm2) 25–34 24–31 31–34 44–48 49 35
Young’s modulus
(10–3 N/mm2) 73–77 70–71 70–71 86 86 117

7.1.4 Effect of Water on the Properties of FRCs

The static strength (ultimate flexural strength) of an FRC is dependent 
on the fiber quantity to the level of approximately 70 vol%. A high-
quality glass FRC material with high fiber quantity provided high 
flexural properties (with continuous unidirectional E-glass at 
1250 MPa) [22]. Water sorption of the polymer matrix reduced the 
strength and modulus of elasticity of the FRC of a semi-IPN polymer 
matrix by approximately 15% within 30 days’ water storage time at 
37°C [23, 24]. A positive correlation exists between water sorption of 
the polymer matrix and the reduction of flexural properties [25]. For 
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instance, high water sorption of a polyamide (nylon) matrix causes 
reduction of over 50% in the strength of an FRC. The reduction of 
flexural properties was reversible, that is, dehydration of the FRC 
restored the mechanical properties [26]. No significant reduction of 
flexural strength and modulus, even in long-term water storage (at 
10 years), occurred. Consequently, to the present knowledge, a glass 
FRC made of good-quality E-glass fibers provides a stable composite 
structure in a water-containing environment of the oral cavity. 
Devices used in the oral cavity are also designed to have veneering 
or other coverage of the FRC framework by another polymer, which 
protects the glass fibers of the FRC framework mechanically and 
from the effect of water. This is structurally analogous to the gel 
coats of the FRCs used in engineering composites.

7.2 Clinical Aspects and Use

7.2.1 Structure of Dental FRC Devices

Development of an FRC with a new type of resin system and an 
understanding of the designing principles behind constructing 
devices have led to the use of FRCs in a variety of disciplines and 
applications: removable prosthodontics, fixed prosthodontics, 
restorative dentistry, periodontology, orthodontics, and repairs of 
fractured porcelain veneers. The most recent application for FRCs 
is in fillings of teeth. In dental appliances of relatively small size, the 
quality of the load-bearing FRC substructure is of importance. From 
this perspective, all of the factors that influence the properties of 
FRCs must be carefully taken into consideration. This is especially 
important because the masticatory system produces cyclic loads to 
the dental appliances. 
 Therefore, not only adequate static strength of the appliance 
but also adequate dynamic (fatigue) strength is needed. It should 
also be noted that dental constructions are multiphase in nature. 
For example, an FRC-reinforced root-canal-post system consists of 
dentine, a composite resin cement, a core buildup composite resin, 
and, as a load-bearing material, the FRC root canal post. All of these 
phases need to have adequate strength, and the phases needs to be 
adhered well to each other. Water absorption from the saliva will 
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occur on the FRC and the overlaying veneering composite, which 
causes reduction of some extent of the strength and stiffness of the 
FRC device. To keep the water penetration and sorption as low as 
possible, the device should be well polymerized and should not 
contain any microvoids in the structure. 
 Dental FRC devices are multiphasic. Adhesion of a particulate 
filler composite (PFC) resin (resin luting cement, veneering 
composite) plays an important role in load transfer from the surface 
of the device to the FRC framework and tooth. An FRC as a bonding 
substrate contains different types of materials from polymers to 
inorganic glass fibers and even particulate fillers. 

7.2.2 Removable Dentures 

Research on dental FRCs started in the early 1960s when the first 
experiments on using glass fibers in denture base polymers were 
made. Besides using glass fibers, some tests were made to reinforce 
denture base polymers by carbon/graphite fibers. Little attention 
was paid during that time to the low reinforcing effect of any fibers 
when they were used with powder-liquid-type denture base resins. 
In the 1990s studies were published that showed that a highly 
viscous resin mixture of PMMA powder and a monomer liquid was 
not able to adequately impregnate the fibers. The use of excess of the 
monomer liquid to lower the viscosity of the resin mixture did not 
solve the problem. The higher quantity of monomer liquid in the resin 
mixture caused void formation in the composite by polymerization 
contraction. This led to the development of a preimpregnation 
system of the reinforcing fibers with porous PMMA. Porous PMMA 
between the silanized glass fibers behaves as a polymer powder in 
the acrylic resin mixture. It lowers the polymerization shrinkage of 
the resin between the fibers. 
 The fiber reinforcements in denture bases are divided into two 
categories. Ladizesky et al. reported a method where fibers were 
distributed through the entire denture base [27–29]. On the other 
hand, the approach by Vallittu is based on the concept that only the 
weakest part of the denture base (location of fracture initiation) is 
reinforced by fiber reinforcement. Two reinforcing concepts are total 
fiber reinforcement (TFR) and partial fiber reinforcement (PFR) 
[30, 31]. Clinical studies have been performed with FRC-reinforced 
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removable dentures, and they suggested that PFR offers an effective 
method to eliminate fractures in a denture base. 
 The successful use of PFR requires correct positioning of the 
fibers in the denture base. The fibers should be placed in the region 
on the denture base where the fracture most likely begins. The 
correct place of the fibers in upper complete dentures is close to the 
denture teeth, and fibers should be directed along the ridge lap in a 
horseshoe shape. Continuous unidirectional fibers offer the highest 
resistance against midline fractures. 
 In removable partial dentures, where the fracture likely occurs 
in the anterior margin of the denture, fibers in the form of woven 
fabric are preferred. An average of a 10 mm wide FRC-reinforced 
region with woven glass fibers eliminates denture fracture initiation 
and propagation. Maxillary dentures are also reinforced with woven 
fibers to eliminate fractures of the denture base polymer closed 
to precision attachments of dentures. It has been suggested that 
FRCs can also lower the number of loosening parts of precision 
attachments.

7.2.3 Fixed Dental Prostheses

FRCs can be used to produce definitive fixed partial dentures (FPDs). 
On the basis of current clinical results, it is reasonable to expect FRC 
FPDs to attain good longevity. FPDs made of FRCs are classified into 
surface-retained FPDs, inlay-/onlay-retained FPDs, full-coverage 
crown-retained FPDs, and hybrid FPDs [32–41]. The latter type is a 
combination of various retaining elements according to the specific 
need of the dentition. FRC FPDs can be made directly or indirectly. 
Implant-supported FPDs have been fabricated from carbon/
graphite FRCs and glass FRCs. All permanent-type, indirectly made 
tooth-supported FRC FPDs have to be luted with composite resin 
luting cements, although there are reports in which conventional 
luting cements were tested. Direct FRC FPDs can be bonded to a 
tooth by polymerization of restorative composite resins. Adhesive 
properties of FRCs bonded directly to the dentine and enamel have 
been studied by Tezvergil et al., showing that only minor differences 
could be found between adhesive properties of FRCs and PFCs 
[42, 43]. In FRC FPDs, the framework between the abutments is 
made of continuous unidirectional fibers, which offer high flexural 
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strength. The crowns can be reinforced with woven fibers or in 
some fabrication concepts by making a fiber loop of unidirectional 
fibers to surround the abutment. Recent clinical studies have shown 
that an FRC framework needs to provide support for the veneering 
composite resin and, therefore, additional fibers are needed to be 
placed inside the pontic. There are also studies that emphasize the 
importance of fiber geometry of the FRC framework for the strength 
of the FPD construction. 
 Surface-retained resin-bonded FPDs made of metals are 
normally supported and bonded from one end only to a diminished 
number of debondings. In the case of surface-retained FRC FPDs, 
the bridgework can be supported from both ends because of better 
bonding characteristics and minor flexibility of the FRC framework. 
The flexibility allows abutment teeth movement to occur to some 
extent without loosening the FPD. In surface-retained FRC FPDs, 
the location of the bonding wing in the vertical dimension of the 
abutment is important. Fibers of the bonding wing should be placed 
close to the incisal edge to eliminate the momentary forces for 
dislodgement. On the other hand, the bonding wing needs to cover 
largely the bonding surface. The bonding wing is placed most often 
on the oral surfaces of abutments but labial and buccal surfaces can 
also be used. To protect the fibers of the bonding wing, a layer of 
PFR is placed to cover the wing. In this, good interfacial adhesion 
between the FRC framework and the PFC resin is important to avoid 
chipping of the composite resin. In connectors, the continuous 
unidirectional fibers should have a cross-sectional design, which 
offers good resistance against occlusal forces. It has been shown that 
the thickness of the connector versus the width of the connector is 
an important parameter when stiffness and strength are optimized. 
Normally the cross section of the connector has the maximum 
quantity of fibers, but if there is excess of space, the highest strength 
is provided by placing the fibers on the tension side. Surface-
retained FRC FPDs are used in anterior and premolar regions. Recent 
laboratory investigations have suggested that optimally designed 
FRC FPDs made on nonprepared abutments can provide even higher 
load-bearing capacity than conventional porcelain fused to metal 
FPDs. 
 Inlay-/onlay-retained FPDs are made by combining the cavities 
of the abutments by continuous unidirectional fibers. The FPDs 
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can be made indirectly or directly. In the case of indirect FPDs, 
cementation is made with composite resin luting cements, which 
contain a regular adhesive resin, which is used to activate the bonding 
surface for secondary-IPN bonding. Self-adhesive cements do not 
provide optimal bonding. In canines, it is recommended to add an 
additional bonding wing buccally or palatinally to the framework to 
avoid loosening of the inlay in cuspid-protected articulation. In the 
case of existing old fillings, removal of the fillings totally or partially 
provides space for the FRC framework and veneering composite 
resin. Vertical support against occlusal loads is needed, and in intact 
teeth, an approximal box preparation in depth of more than 1 mm 
provides support for the FPD if the fibers are accurately placed in 
the box. The load-bearing capacity of such an FPD is higher than the 
maximum biting forces in the molar region. Veneering of the FRC 
framework is made by a laboratory veneering composite resin or by 
a restorative composite resin. The optimal thickness of the veneering 
composite resin on the occlusal surface of the FRC framework is 
more than 1.5 mm. 
 Full-coverage crown-retained FPDs are made by layering woven 
FRCs on prepared abutments. Abutments are connected with 
continuous unidirectional fibers, adding additional pieces of FRCs 
to support cusps of the pontics. Veneering is made with a laboratory 
PFC resin. The FRC framework is intended to be fully covered 
by the veneering composite resin in order to obtain a polishable 
and tooth-colored surface. Special attention needs to be paid to 
the interproximal regions. If the FRC framework is not properly 
covered by the veneering composite resin, or preferably opaque 
paint, the darkness of the oral cavity can be transmitted through the 
connectors and cause cosmetic/esthetic problems. Computer-aided 
design/computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM)-processed FRC 
blocks made of short, random fiber-oriented FRCs in a polyamide 
matrix (nylon) are also available for FRC framework fabrication. 
 Mechanical properties of short FRCs are considerably lower 
than those of continuous unidirectional FRCs. The water sorption of 
polyamide causes reduction of the FRCs by up to 60% in 30 days. 
Use of full-coverage crowns as retaining elements of FPDs does not 
allow treatment according to the principles of minimal invasiveness. 
FRCs can also be used as reinforcements of provisional FPDs during 
fabrication of conventional FPDs.
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7.2.4 Root Canal Posts 

The use of FRC in root canal posts to anchor cores and crowns has 
rapidly increased. FRCs can be used in root canals as prefabricated 
solid posts and individually formed posts [44–50]. Prefabricated 
posts are made of reinforcing fibers (carbon/graphite, glass, quartz), 
and finally a polymerized resin matrix between the fibers forms a 
solid post with a predetermined diameter. Individually formed 
posts are made of nonpolymerized fiber–resin prepregs, consisting 
typically of glass fibers and a light-curing resin matrix. The rationale 
for an individually formed FRC post is to fill the entire space of the 
root canal by FRC material. The increased fiber quantity, especially 
in the coronal part of the root canal, increases the load-bearing 
capacity of the system, and the biomechanics of a tooth can better 
be simulated because the fibers are located closer to the dentine, 
where the highest stresses exist. A tooth restored with root canal 
posts should be able to withstand cyclic loading of high magnitude 
for a long period of time without catastrophic failure or marginal 
breakdown of the crown, which can predispose one to secondary 
caries. The load-bearing phase of the root canal post system, 
that is, the FRC root canal post, should withstand loads and the 
crown margins should remain intact. Repeated stress cycles cause 
microscopic cracks mainly in the tension side of the construction, 
and after a period of time, the cracks increase to such a size that 
a sudden fracture can occur even with a low stress level. Clinically, 
the material-based weakness in fatigue resistance is compensated 
by designing and dimensioning the cast metal or FRC post and 
core correctly, thus increasing the quantity of reinforcing fibers 
in the cervical part of the tooth. This approach can be taken into 
consideration by fabricating an individually formed post instead of 
using a prefabricated post. 
 Fabrication of prefabricated FRC root canal posts is based on 
impregnation of fibers with thermoset resins, like dimethacrylate 
or epoxy resins. Thermoset resins forming a cross-linked polymer 
between the fibers do not allow good bonding of the post to the resin 
cement. To overcome the problem of adhesion, some manufacturers 
have added serrations to the post for mechanical retention to 
the cement. On the other hand, if a semi-IPN polymer matrix is 
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used between fibers, like in the case of individually formed posts, 
adhesion of the post to the cement is good. It has been shown by 
radioactive-labeled resins that monomers of an adhesive resin 
diffused to the semi-IPN polymer matrix of a post at a depth of 25 
μm in a few minutes [51, 52]. The resins should also enable complete 
impregnation of fibers. There are some prefabricated FRC root canal 
posts on the market that do not entirely fulfill the requirements of 
complete impregnation, and thus the strength of the posts is lower 
than expected from the constituents. 

7.2.5 Fiber-Reinforced Filling Composites

Utilization of fibers in filling composites has been tested for years. 
Reasons for poor success have been selection of too short fibers, 
which were not able to increase the strength and toughness of the 
composite resin, and the concept of bulky filling material, which 
resulted in a poorly polishable surface for the filling. The current 
concept of using FRCs in fillings is based on using an FRC base 
with relatively long cut fibers and then veneering the base with a 
conventional particulate filling composite resin [53–56]. It has 
been shown that fiber orientation perpendicular to the axial walls 
of a cavity reduces polymerization contraction of the composite. In 
dental fillings, the concept of using fiber-controlled polymerization 
contraction is based on using cut fibers with a length of 1–3 mm. 
Packing the fibers to the cavity forces the fibers to be orientated 
randomly in the plane and, thus, perpendicular to the axial walls of 
the cavity. The FRC base of the filling is veneered with a regular hybrid 
composite resin (Fig. 7.6). On the basis of the three-dimensional 
anisotropicity of the FRC, polymerization contraction occurs in the 
vertical direction rather than horizontally. 
 Another benefit of using an FRC base for filling composites is the 
increase of the toughness of the composite filling. Toughness and 
other physical properties are superior compared to the properties 
of conventional filling composites. The function of the FRC base for 
filling composites is to support the filling composite layer and serve 
as a crack prevention layer (Fig. 7.7). Resin composites are discussed 
in Chapters 3 and 6.
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Figure 7.6 A short-fiber FRC is used to toughen large composite fillings. 
(A) a fractured amalgam filling to be replaced, (B) a removed 
filling, (C) a matrix band placed and margins sealed with a 
flowable composite resin, (D) a short FRC applied to replace 
dentin, and (E) a hybrid composite resin used to veneer the 
FRC base.

7.3 Future Development 

A variety of dental glass FRC materials is available, and they provide 
improvements in the mechanical strength of resins and PFCs. 
The light-curing resin-impregnated continuous unidirectional 
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FRC materials may provide high mechanical strength, which is 
predictable also in a longer perspective in oral conditions. The 
future development of glass FRCs in dentistry and medicine will 
occur in improving the design of FRC devices and in developing 
the reinforcing fiber–matrix system. This also includes research to 
improve even more adhesion between glass fibers and the polymer 
matrix. Attempts to use the semi-IPN polymer matrix short glass 
FRC for filling material applications have been made. This is one field 
of future development for dental FRCs. Another field where FRCs are 
being utilized is implantology. There are promising results of using 
bioactive glass-modified FRCs as oral, orthopedic, and head-and-
neck implants.
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Bioactive glasses are feasible implant materials since they not only 
adhere to tissue but also have the ability to form firm chemical bonds 
with biological apatite crystals in both bone tissue and teeth. In the 
human body environment, dissolution and precipitation reactions of 
the glass lead to the forming of apatite crystals on the glass surface. 
The crystals on the glass are capable to bond with biological apatite 
crystals in the living tissue. However, the brittle nature of glasses 
restricts their use as implant materials in load-bearing applications, 
such as molar teeth with strong bite forces. The ions dissolved from 
the glass have been found to trigger and support the body’s own 
capability to actually heal and regenerate human tissue. The most 
recent research within the field of bioactive glasses has been on 
tissue engineering devices based on the aforementioned bioactive 
features.
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8.1 Background

Bioactivity is often defined as the ability of a material to bond 
chemically with biological tissue. The strength of a chemical bond 
between a bioactive material and biological tissue is of the same 
order or higher than that of the chemical bonds within the bioactive 
material or the biological tissue [1]. A requirement for the formation 
of a strong bond between an inorganic and amorphous substance, 
a bioactive glass, and a living tissue is that an interaction at the 
molecular level has to occur between these two distinctly different 
materials.
 Recent research in this field focuses on using bioactive glasses 
in bone tissue contact in such a way that bone injuries are healed 
and growth of new bone tissue is supported, restored, and even 
regenerated. The phenomena of tissue restoration and regeneration 
are not directly linked with the ability of a glass to simply bond 
with biological tissue. Rather, these phenomena occur because 
biological tissue responds in a certain way to contact with the man-
made material. The terms “osteoconduction,” “osteoinduction,” 
and “osteostimulation” are used to describe the aforementioned 
influences of bioactive glasses on bone tissue regrowth.
 In general, bioactive materials are defined as materials 
that induce a specific biological activity [2]. First-generation 
biomaterials, such as metal prostheses, were used in replacing 
biological tissue with as small a toxic response as possible. The term 
“second-generation biomaterial” refers to substances that possess 
the ability to chemically bond with living tissue. The development of 
bioactive glasses gave rise to second-generation biomaterials. Third-
generation biomaterials evolved from the second generation in 
such a way that the third-generation materials affect tissue growth 
on genetic and cellular levels, which is a prerequisite for tissue 
engineering and tissue regeneration [3].
 It is noteworthy, however, that the most important single 
requirement for any bioactive glass implant is its biocompatibility. 
The term “biocompatibility” means the ability of a material to 
generate a beneficial host response in a given situation [4].
 Bioactive glasses are said to be discovered by Professor Larry 
Hench in the late 1960s. To be exact, though, Professor Hench’s 
glasses were a result of a purposeful development of an implant 
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material that would not be surrounded by fibrous tissue but instead 
be chemically compatible with bone tissue [5]. Since the first 
successful in vivo studies, the development of bioactive glasses has 
been a journey of exploration for novel biological responses and 
applications of this special family of glasses. Despite wide research 
over the past four decades, bioactive glasses still have only a few 
commercial applications. Figure 8.1 gives the timeline of important 
milestones in the research and development of melt-derived 
bioactive glasses. Increasing the utilization of bioactive glasses is 
limited in part by the brittle and rigid nature of glass and in part 
by problems of the formability of the glass into product forms other 
than small monoliths, particles, or powdered glass.
 Melt-derived bioactive glasses crystallize easily when drawn into 
continuous fibers or when sintered into porous implants and tissue-
engineering scaffolds [6, 7]. Bioactive glasses that allow versatile 
forming methods have been developed through adjusting and 
optimizing the composition, thus allowing forming operations based 
on viscous flow of the molten glass [6, 8, 9]. Thin films, nanoparticles, 
nanofibers, or mesoporous structures are manufactured through 
other forming methods than those typical for traditional melt-
quenching. Jones [10] presents an excellent and detailed summary 
of the development of bioactive glasses from melt-quenched 
silicates into bioactive glass/polymer hybrids. Future utilization of 
bioactive glass–based devices in tissue engineering scaffolds having 
the capability to activate genes essential for tissue regeneration calls 
for a detailed understanding of the influence of glass composition 
and morphology on the dissolution kinetics and degradation rate of 
the devices.

Glasses can be utilized in many fields of medicine: fiber optics for 
endoscopy, thermometers, insoluble porous carriers for antibodies 
and enzymes, fillers in resin composite materials, bioactive implants, 
fillers in bioabsorbable composite structures, and tissue engineering 
scaffolds [1, 11–14].

 Figure 8.2 depicts examples of some products of bioactive glasses 
from the research at the Åbo Akademi University in Åbo (Turku), 
Finland. The glass products in the figure have been developed 
through national and international collaboration between several 
other research groups active in this field. The figure shows glass 

Background
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Figure 8.1 Timeline of milestones in the research and development of bioactive glasses into commercial products.
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plates, powdered fractions, sintered porous glass implants, porous 
scaffolds manufactured by the polymer foam replication technique, 
sol-gel-derived structures, a dense composite of glass particles and 
polylactic acid, and thin fibers. The fibers can then be used alone or 
in composite structures. Details of the various requirements placed 
upon glass composition for successful manufacture of versatile 
product forms will not be presented here but can be found in other 
literature [6, 8, 9, 12, 15–21].

Glass Nanomeshes
Fibers nm scale

Multi Porous Scaffold Structure
Sol-gel

Monoliths
cm scale

Porous Scaffolds
Particulates nm to mm scale

Scaffolds cm scale

Continuous glass fibers
Ø mm scale

Length m to km scale

Glass-Polymer
Composites
Particulates mm scale
Composites cm scale

mm scale

Particulates

Sintered porous implants

Particulates on mm scale
Implants cm scale

Figure 8.2 Examples of product forms manufactured from bioactive 
glasses with various methods [18–21].

 The research and development of bioactive glasses for medical 
devices is highly interdisciplinary. Therefore various aspects of 
materials science, materials manufacture, the environment of the 
human body, and the requirements of a safe and easily applicable 
product have to be considered. The most important research on 
the usage of melt-quenched bioactive glasses mainly in dentistry is 
reviewed below.

8.2 Glass as a Biomaterial

Bioactive glasses were originally developed to bond chemically with 
bone tissue and then gradually resorb as new bone tissue grows 
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and replaces the glass implant. Bone tissue consists of organic 
components, mainly collagen fibers, inorganic hydroxyapatite (HAP) 
crystals, Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 around the collagen fibers, and bone cells. 
HAP is the main inorganic material also in enamel, dentine, and 
cementum. The amount of HAP in bone tissue and dentine is about 
70 vol%, yet in tooth enamel the amount of the HAP crystals is 99 
vol%. Two of the major functions of bones are to provide structural 
support for the body and to provide protection for vital organs 
within the body, and these suggest that strength is an important 
property for a graft. The tooth enamel may also be heavily loaded. 
Why would glass be a material of choice for synthetic bone grafts 
or dentistry? As a first approximation, glass is a strong material but 
it fails via brittle fracture with fracture strength highly sensitive to 
surface and bulk flaws. The risks accompanied with strength may 
be partly avoided by using the bioactive glass as a powder, particles, 
or small monoliths in nonloaded or moderately loaded applications. 
Thin glass fibers and small particles may find use in increasing the 
overall strength of mechanically less durable polymer composites. 
 In contrast to their unfavorable strength properties silicate 
glasses possess a very interesting characteristic: certain amounts 
of oxides of almost all elements can be incorporated into the glass 
structure. The backbone of silicate glasses consists of a three-
dimensional network structure of silica, SiO2. The building unit 
of the network is the ion [SiO4]4–, which is bonded in the shape 
of tetrahedra sharing the O2– corners with each other. Adding 
modifying oxides, for example, Na2O and CaO, breaks some of the 
oxygen bonds and reduces the network connectivity of the glass 
structure. The strength of the individual modifying ion–oxygen 
bond together with the amount of the modifying oxides determines 
several glass properties. Glasses with lower network connectivity 
are easier to be manufactured into various product shapes than pure 
silica glasses. The bonding strength of the Na+ and Ca2+ ions to the 
network is weaker than the bonding within the silicate ion. As the 
cross-linking of the network decreases, the dissolution of ions from 
glasses in aqueous solutions increases. When the effect of the oxide 
on the properties is known, the glass composition may be tailored to 
show desired properties by merely adjustment of the composition.
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Professor Hench had the ingenious starting point of selecting glasses 
containing sodium oxide (Na2O), calcium oxide (CaO), phosphorus 
pentoxide (P2O5), and silica (SiO2) for a novel implant material for bone 
healing and repair [5].

 All the elements in these glasses are abundant in the human 
body, thus minimizing the risk of toxicity or other harmful effects by 
the implant. The same oxides we may also find in more traditional 
glasses used in tableware products, windows, containers, etc. It 
was not only the choice of the oxides but also their amounts in the 
glass that made these studies a success story. In traditional glasses 
the silica content is around 65 wt% to 80 wt%, while the glasses 
studied for implants have clearly lower silica contents, from around 
40 wt% to 60 wt%. Accordingly, the contents of Na2O, CaO, and 
P2O5 are higher. Bioactive glasses should react in the human body, 
while glass containers are used, for example, to distribute and store 
medicines and preparations without any mutual interaction. By 
suitably adjusting the oxide composition, glasses can be tailored 
from formulations dissolving totally already in mild conditions to 
compositions that sustain attack of aqueous solutions and gases in 
severe environments. Controlled dissolution of ions with subsequent 
HAP surface layer development is the most important individual 
property.

8.3 Compositions of Melt-Derived Bioactive 
Glasses

Bioactive glasses have been developed within three systems:

 (i) Glasses based on silicates (SiO2)
 (ii) Glasses based on phosphates (P2O5)
 (iii) Glasses based on borates (B2O3) 

 The main manufacturing methods are the traditional melt-
quenching technique and sol-gel synthesis. Although the phosphate- 
and borate-based glasses show several interesting features and 
effects, the discussion in this chapter is limited to the melt-derived 
silicate glasses. 
 The glasses are manufactured by melting a carefully mixed batch 
of crystalline raw materials such as quartz sand (SiO2), sodium 
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carbonate (Na2CO3), calcium carbonate (CaCO3), etc., at elevated 
temperatures of around 1400°C. The volatile compounds, carbonates, 
moisture, etc., are eliminated, and the batch forms a homogenous 
oxide melt. When cooling the melt to room temperature, a special 
time–temperature schedule is applied to prevent it from crystallizing 
and to give a homogenous amorphous solid material, glass. The first 
bioactive glasses were designed within the oxide system SiO2-Na2O-
CaO-P2O5. Today, two melt-derived compositions are accepted for 
certain clinical used by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA): 
the original bioactive glass 45S5 Bioglass® developed by Professor 
Hench et al. [5] and S53P4 BonAlive® developed by Andersson 
et al. [22]. The oxide compositions of these glasses are given in  
Table 8.1. Both glasses are low in SiO2, which makes them sensitive 
to crystallization during the cooling and restricts the manufacture of 
special-shaped products from the melt. Accordingly, the commercial 
products of these glasses are based on powdered glass, particles, or 
small monoliths (Fig. 8.1).
 Considerable research efforts have been put to find compositions 
that enable versatile manufacturing of bioactive glass fibers or 
porous implants and tissue engineering scaffolds. Bioactive glasses 
suitable for continuous fibers and sintered porous scaffolds have 
been reported, for example, by Brink et al. [23, 24] and Vedel et al. 
[6, 9, 25]. Some formulations that contained also K2O, MgO, and B2O3 
showed widened working properties and desired in vivo bioactivity. 
Among these, glass 13-93 [23] and 1-98 [26] have been studied 
extensively in vitro and in vivo [24, 27–38]. The compositions of  
13-93 and 1-98 are given in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1 Oxide compositions of 45S5, S53P4, 13-93, and 1-98 in wt%

Glass SiO2 Na2O K2O MgO CaO B2O3 P2O5 Reference

45S5 45 24.5 24.5 6 [5]
S53P4 53 23 20 4 [22]
13-93 53 6 12 5 20 4 [23]
1-98 53 6 11 5 22 1 2 [26]

 Over the years, bioactive glass research has progressed from 
implant material development to the utilization of glasses in tissue 
engineering scaffolds and in other products that support the 
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human body’s natural tissue regenerative capability. Within these 
applications the influence of ions releasing from the glass on tissue 
regeneration is of major interest. Several studies deal with the effect 
of replacing CaF2 or SrO for CaO in 45S5 [39–41]. Substituting B2O3 
for SiO2 in the 13-93 formulation enables tailoring of the bioactivity 
and dissolution rate for porous bone repair and regeneration scaffold 
tissue [42].

8.4 Surface Reactions of Bioactive Glasses

8.4.1 Reaction Steps at the Glass Surface

The first bioactive glasses were designed to release calcium and 
phosphate ions in the body environment. These ions are essential 
components of HAP, the main inorganic component of the bone 
apatite. Thus, the glasses were thought to supply ions to supersaturate 
the interfacial solution and to promote HAP precipitation on the 
glass surface. The precipitation requires not only high enough ion 
concentrations but also favorable sites for nucleation. The bioactive 
glasses with low network connectivity form at their surfaces a silica-
rich gel as the mobile ions of alkaline and alkaline earths leach out. 
According to Karlsson [43], the floppy structure of the silica gel 
with high water content facilitates precipitation of highly dispersive 
apatite crystals with a size in the nanometer scale. The size of the 
biological apatite crystals in skeletal bone tissue and dentine is 
approximately 5 × 30 nm, while the needle-shaped crystals in tooth 
enamel have an approximate size of 30 × 90 nm. Compared to other 
bioactive materials such as tricalcium phosphate–based ceramics 
or calcium hydroxyapatite, the silica gel structure provides flexible 
nucleation sites for the apatite crystallites to adapt the size and 
orientation of the crystals in the biological apatite. The silica gel also 
supplies OH groups in the same way as the main organic component 
of bone, collagen, does. Accordingly, formation of the silica gel 
structure is essential for bioactive glasses.
 The reactions of bioactive glasses in body fluids leading to 
chemical bonding of the glass surface to the apatite in living tissue 
are often described as several successive and partly overlapping 
reactions steps taking place at the glass surface [1]. These reactions 
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are summarized below. Figure 8.3 gives a schematic description of 
the reaction steps taking place at the glass surface. The scanning 
electron microscopy (SEM) images in the figure give the layer 
development on the top surface of a bioactive glass in vitro.
 1. The reactions commence with a rapid ion exchange of the 

network modifiers from the glass (Na+ and Ca2+) with H+  
(or H3O+) from the body solution. These ion exchange 
reactions form silanols (Si-OH) at the glass surface. As H+ is 
consumed in the alkali dissolution, the OH– concentration and 
pH of the interfacial solution increase:

  Si-O-Na+ (glass) + H+(aq) Æ Si-OH (glass) + Na+(aq)

 2. The increase in pH of the interfacial solution leads to the 
breakup of the silica glass network and to the loss of soluble 
silica, Si(OH)4. Simultaneously, more silanols are formed at 
the glass surface:

  Si-O-Si(glass) + H2O Æ Si-OH (glass) + OH-Si(glass)

 3. Condensation and polymerization of the silanol groups to a 
gel-like silica-rich layer on the glass surface takes place.

 4. Migration of Ca2+ and PO4
3– groups from the glass through 

the silica-rich layer and from the solution gives rise to the 
formation of an amorphous CaO-P2O5-rich film on top of the 
silica-rich layer. This reaction step also results in the growth 
of the silica-rich layer.

 5. The glass continues to dissolve, and the CaO-P2O5-rich films 
grow and crystallize by incorporation of OH– and CO3

2– ions 
from the solution to form a carbonate-substituted HAP, a 
hydroxycarbonate apatite (HCA) layer. This crystallized HCA 
layer is similar to that in natural bone.

 Surface layer formation compatible with the reaction steps has 
been observed in vivo for bioactive glasses. For the most bioactive 
glasses the first reactions commence within minutes, while HCA 
formation takes a few hours. The HCA layer is able to form a chemical 
bond with natural bone via a series of biological reactions. These 
include adsorption of growth factors, attachment, proliferation, 
and differentiation of osteoprogenitor cells [44]. Osteoblasts create 
the extracellular matrix, collagen, which mineralizes to form a 
nanocrystalline mineral and collagen on the surface of the glass. 
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Ideally, new bone tissue forms and conversion reactions of the glass 
continue at equal rates. A detailed discussion on biomineralization 
can be found elsewhere in this book. 

Figure 8.3 Schematic description of the initial reactions at the cross-
sectional surface of a bioactive glass in contact with an aqueous 
solution and SEM images of the top surface of the glass after 
immersion in simulated body fluid. 

Surface Reactions of Bioactive Glasses
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8.4.2 In vitro vs. in vivo Surface Layers

The ability of a glass to form an HAP layer at the surface is often 
studied by immersing it in buffered solutions such as the so-called 
simulated body fluid (SBF). As the HAP formed in SBF has several 
characteristics similar to the biological apatite, layer formation 
is often taken as an indication of in vivo bioactivity [45]. The 
simulated body fluid developed by Kokubo et al. [46] is 2-amino-
2-hydroxymethyl-propane-1,3-diol (i.e., Tris) buffer containing all 
the inorganic components present in human blood plasma. Figure 
8.4 shows SEM micrographs of the top surface and cross section of 
a plate of the bioactive glass 45S5 after the plate has been kept in 
SBF for two weeks. The top surface shows HAP as a cauliflower-like 
structure, while in the cross section HAP is seen as a white layer with 
spherical accumulations. Higher magnification of the top surface in 
Fig. 8.3 shows the plate-like structure of HAP crystals. The gray-
colored layer beneath shows the silica-rich layer, while the intact 
glass is the undermost layer. The lighter stripe-like formations in 
the silica-rich layer indicate that HAP precipitation takes place 
also within the silica-rich gel. The relative amounts of calcium and 
phosphate in the outer surface correspond to that of HAP.
 Similar reaction layers as in SBF form on the glass also in vivo. 
Figure 8.5 shows the interfacial reaction layer formed between an 
implant of 45S5 and rat tibia after eight weeks of implantation. 
The SEM micrographs in Figs. 8.4 and 8.5 nicely show that the in 
vitro observations are in line with the in vivo reactivity of the 
glass. It should be pointed out that although the formation of the 
HAP layer in vitro is an indication of bioactivity, calcium phosphate 
precipitation may form in SBF also on glasses that do not bond to 
bone. Factors such as the sample surface area ratio to the solution 
volume, the agitation of the solution, the duration of the experiment, 
etc., affect the formation of a calcium phosphate precipitate at the 
glass surface in SBF. Today, some long-term clinical observations of 
using bioactive glasses as bone fillers in treatment of fibrous lesions 
and benign bone tumors are available [48–51].
 In general, good bone remodeling was observed. However, still 
after several years of implantation, remnants of the bioactive glass 
could be identified in the filled cavities. This suggests that the HCA 
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layer on the leached silica-rich layer may act as a diffusion barrier 
that decreases the driving force for further dissolution of the glass. 
Thus, the glass composition, product form, surface morphology, 
dosage of the glass, and implantation site should be considered 
when developing glasses that have dissolution rates compatible with 
the tissue-remodeling rate.

Figure 8.4 SEM micrographs of a 45S5 plate after two weeks in SBF. 
(a) Cross section and (b) top surface. Experimental details 
according to Varila et al. [47].

8.5 Ion Dissolution vs. Cellular Response

The bioactive glass research today is increasingly interdisciplinary: 
biomaterials science, engineering, different branches of medicine, 
cell-biology, etc. all contribute to our understanding and knowledge 
on the interactions of the inorganic material glass with living tissues 
within the human body. Recently, the role of the ions dissolving 
from the glass in the tissue renewal capability of the body has been 
emphasized. 
 Bioactive glasses are developed and studied as third-generation 
biomaterials that support and stimulate bone cell proliferation, 
differentiation, and growth. The review paper by Hoppe et al. [53] 

Ion Dissolution vs. Cellular Response
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summarizes the biological effects of ions released from bioactive 
glasses on osteogenesis, angiogenesis, and antibacterial activity.

Figure 8.5 SEM micrograph of the interface of 45S5 and rat tibia after 
eight weeks of implantation (200x). Experimental details 
according to Hupa et al. [52].
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 In general, the effect of bioactive glasses on bone growth has 
been established from the first in vivo tests [5]. Successful bone 
remodeling is accompanied by proper vascularization of the 
bone tissue. Basically, porous trabecular bone-like implants favor 
angiogenesis, that is, the growth of new blood vessels into the 
biomaterial. The recent research emphasized the role of different 
therapeutic ions on stimulating bone metabolism as an important 
criterion for future biomaterials. One of the key questions is to find 
optimal dosages for these ions and to develop materials that are 
capable of delivering optimal concentrations into the target tissue 
over a desired period of time. Several ions affect both osteogenesis 
and angiogenesis: Si, Mg, Ca, Sr, Cu, Zn, B, and P favor or stimulate 
biological processes on cellular or genetic levels [53]. The ions 
released may also have therapeutic effects on treatment of diseases: 
Sr is promising in treatment of osteoporosis [54–56], while F favors 
the formation of fluoride-substituted HAP, showing good durability 
in the occlusion of dental tubules to decrease dental hypersensitivity 
[39, 40]. Some effects of ions on the healing and repairing of tissue, 
as well as other therapeutic effects, are given in Table 8.2.
 The ion release from bioactive glasses induces antibacterial 
activity in the interfacial solution around dissolving particles of 
bioactive glasses. The antibacterial effects of bioactive glasses were 
observed for the first time when cultivating pathogens typical in 
enamel caries (Streptococcus mutans), root caries (Actinomyces 
naeslundii, Streptococcus mutans), and periodontitis (Actinobacillus 
actinomycetemcomitas, Porphyromonas gingivalis, Prevotella 
intermedia) in a solution with a high concentration of fine-grained 
bioactive glass S53P4 [57, 58]. The high pH of the interfacial solution 
caused by high concentrations of alkali ions dissolving from bioactive 
glasses was assumed to kill several aerobic and anaerobic bacterial 
species, typically causing infections on the surfaces of prostheses 
in the body after implantation [59–61]. Also silver ions released 
from silver-doped glasses provide an effective way to enhance the 
antimicrobial activity [62–64].
 The various effects of the ions dissolved from bioactive glasses 
on human cells are not fully understood. Depending on the dosage 
of the glass in a particular environment the concentration of the 
ions dissolving from the glass may affect the HCA formation but 
also induce cell cytotoxicity if the concentration is too high [71, 72].  

Ion Dissolution vs. Cellular Response
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Accordingly, one challenge to be resolved is to compose a glass 
composition that releases an optimal concentration per certain 
dosage and fluid flow environment needed to stimulate cellular 
responses. The human body is a dynamic environment; the product 
form of the glass, the surface area of the glass, the flow of the solution, 
etc., should be taken into account. When using acellular fluids to 
study ion release, the effect of proteins and other biological moieties 
on the dissolution is neglected. However, in vitro studies may give 
essential information needed to adjust the glass composition to a 
specific cellular response.

Table 8.2 Therapeutic effects of some ions dissolving from bioactive 
glasses

Ion Effect Reference

Ag Antibacterial effect [62–64]

B Stimulation of bone formation [65]

Ca
P

Main components of biological apatite
(Ca10(PO4CO3)6OH2)
Stimulation of bone formation

[53, 66–68]

Cu Stimulation of angiogenesis [44, 53]

F Caries inhibition, antibacterial effect, antigingivitis 
effect, dental hypersensitivity, increase of bone 
density

[39, 40, 69]

K Nerve-desensitizing effect, treatment of dentine
hypersensitivity
Side effect on nerve cell functions

[39, 70]

Mg Stimulation of bone formation [53]

Si Essential for metabolic processes related to 
formation
and calcification of bone

[53, 66–68]

Sr Treatment of osteoporosis, stimulation of bone 
formation
Favorable regeneration of alveolar bone,
root cementum, and periodontal ligaments

[44, 54–56]

Zn Stimulationn of bone formation, anti-inflammatory 
effect

[44, 53]
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 Most in vitro studies are conducted by immersing the glass in 
a certain volume of solution, with or without solution agitation, 
for various periods of time. The glass surface and the solution are 
analyzed to give information on layer formation and ion dissolution. 
The solution should be frequently replenished to avoid saturation 
or too high pH values. A more sophisticated online analysis 
method utilizing an inductively coupled plasma optical emission 
spectrometer (ICP-OES) and a flow-through microvolume pH 
electrode was recently utilized to study the initial dissolution of 
bioactive and biocompatible glasses [73–75]. Figure 8.6 shows 
the principle of ion release measurement. Fresh TRIS solution 
is fed continuously through a bed of glass particles, and the ion 
concentrations and pH of the solution are measured online with 
an ICP-OES. Figure 8.7 shows initial concentrations of the ions of 
silicon, calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium, and phosphorus 
released from 315–500 µm particles of the bioactive glasses 45S5, 
S53P4, and 13-93 in 0.2 mL/min TRIS buffer at 40°C. The effect of 
the ion dissolution on the pH of the solution is also indicated. As 
a comparison, the figure also shows the dissolution profile for an 
aluminum borosilicate glass (E-glass). E-glass fibers are utilized 
in denture composites; they are supposed to be inert and provide 
the composite with the mechanical properties needed for several 
loading cycles and for a long time [76–78].
 Figure 8.7 shows that after the first dissolution peaks of the 
alkalis the concentration and pH approach constant values that 
can be used to compare the ion dissolution rate from the different 
glasses. Clearly different dissolution profiles were measured for 
the four glasses. For 45S5, the first dissolution peak of sodium ions 
was higher than the sensitivity of the method. In practice, the first 
pulse of ion alkali release may be easily eliminated by pretreating 
the glass before implantation. After the minor initial alkali release, 
E-glass showed only minor dissolution as presumed. The obtained 
ion dissolution trends are in agreement with results obtained from 
conventional dissolution studies.
 The dissolution patterns suggested also similar trends as those 
reported in vivo: glass 45S5 is very bioactive, while S53P4 and 
13-93 are both slower albeit bioactive. The online in vitro method 
is promising for rapid screening of the dissolution mechanism 
of glasses in different experimental conditions. It also offers a 

Ion Dissolution vs. Cellular Response
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possibility to determine the dissolution rate parameters in various 
in vitro conditions. This type of measurement may be of interest in 
the future when tailoring glasses for controlled ion release needed 
to activate genes and cells to remodel tissue.

Figure 8.6 Principle of ion release measurement.

 

 
Figure 8.7 Initial dissolution profile of 45S5, S53P4, 13-93, and E-glass 

(0.2 mL/min, 40°C) in TRIS. Experimental conditions according 
to Fagerlund et al. [73]. 
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8.6 Applications in Dentistry

The oral cavity is a challenging environment for any biomaterial; 
the material might be in contact with both hard and soft tissues 
in an environment where several microorganisms are present. 
The ability to support adherence and firm bonding to biological 
tissue, to stimulate tissue growth, but to prevent the growth of 
microorganisms make bioactive glasses promising materials for 
dentistry. In addition, the material is expected to have appropriate 
biomechanical properties strength, stiffness, and hardness. In 
most of the researched applications bioactive glasses are used as 
powdered fractions, often combined with other materials in such a 
way that the brittle nature of glass is not of primary concern.

8.6.1 Bone Regeneration

Bioactive glass materials have been studied in vivo in respect to 
different bone regeneration applications:
 •	 Graft material preventing loss of bone after removal of tooth
	 •	 Graft material with the capability to regenerate tissue in 

periodontal disease–induced defects around roots of healthy 
teeth and metal implants

	 •	 Graft material guiding and inducing bone regeneration before 
denture replacement 

	 •	 Filling materials for voids in implant placement
	 •	 Components in glass ionomer cement to remineralize 

damaged and decayed dentine
 In general, research results support the potential of bioactive 
glasses in bone grafting. Currently, the commercial ready-to-use 
products available for dentists are all based on the 45S5 Bioglass® 
formulation.
 Grafting with a bioactive glass has successfully been used to 
guide and induce bone growth needed for stable anchorage of 
implants in the jaw. After removal of a tooth, the bone around the 
cavity starts to resorb as it is not mechanically stressed. The first 
commercial application of bioactive glasses in dentistry was cones 
of 45S5 Bioglass® used to prevent resorption of alveolar bone. 
The cones were inserted into fresh cavities, and after a few weeks 
dentures could successfully be implanted [79, 80]. 

Applications in Dentistry
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 Periodontal disease may lead to extensive resorption of the bone 
around the root of a healthy tooth or a denture. Particles of both 
45S5 and S53P4 have been found to heal the bone in periodontitis 
[81]. Particles of 45S5 are commercially available as PerioGlass® for 
treatment of periodontitis. These particles are also suitable for bone 
grafting in anchorage of dentures.
 In general, the more compact cortical bone in the lower jaw, 
mandible, is easier to graft to support denture anchorage than 
the porous cancellous bone of the upper jaw, maxilla. The quality 
and thickness of the bone in the upper jaw to give support for a 
titanium root may be increased by lifting the maxillary sinus floor. In 
clinical tests, a mixture of particles of the bioactive glass S53P4 and 
autologous bone induced thicker bone than grafting with autologous 
bone only [82]. Histological analyses indicated resorption of 
autologous bone, while the mixture containing the bioactive glass 
S53P4 induced new bone formation, likely due to continuous glass 
dissolution over the observation period of 78 weeks.
 Glass ionomer cements are used mainly as liners and fillers 
in primary teeth or areas not subjected to high loading. In vivo 
studies of the bioactive glass S53P4 in glass ionomer cements gave 
indications of its capability to mineralize dentine in vivo [83]. In 
contrast, the compressive strength and hardness of glass ionomer 
cements in vitro decreased with increasing amount of the bioactive 
glass [84]. The poor bonding between the polymer in the ionomer 
cement and the bioactive glass explained partly the decrease in 
mechanical properties. Modifications in the structure of the polymer 
gave better mechanical properties to the bioactive glass containing 
the glass ionomer cement. The particles of S53P4 in the ionomer 
cement enhanced the mineralization of dentin in vitro [85].

8.6.2 Treatment of Dental Hypersensitivity

Dental hypersensitivity is experienced as a sharp pain when 
subjecting the tooth suddenly to hot, cold, bitter, or sweet drinks 
and food. The phenomenon is believed to depend on fluid flow 
through exposed and opened dentinal tubules into the pulp of the 
tooth. The first studies treating hypersensitivity of teeth with a 
bioactive glass were published by Salonen et al. [86–88]. When 
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treating hypersensitive teeth with aqueous solutions or pastes 
containing fine-grained particles of S53P4 bioactive glass, an HAP 
precipitate sealed the open tubules, thus resulting in teeth that are 
less hypersensitive. Figure 8.8 shows the structure of dental tubuli 
and HAP nucleated in both the tubules and the dentine surface in 
the area that was treated with a paste containing fine-grained S53P4  
(Ø ≈ 20 µm). A powdered bioactive glass may also be used to 
strengthen dentine tubules during the treatment of enamel and root 
carries [88].

 
Figure 8.8 Structure of dental tubules (left) and the mineralization of 

the dentin surface at seven days after treatment with a paste 
containing the bioactive glass S53P4. The arrow shows the 
thickness of the mineralized layer. Figure courtesy of Prof. 
Antti Yli-Urpo.

 The effect of the bioactive glass 45S5 on dental hypersensitivity 
has been reported in several studies. The utilization of microsized 
particles of bioactive glasses as ingredients in toothpastes lessens 
the hypersensitivity of teeth [69, 89]. The effect is explained by 
attachment of glass particles to the dentine with subsequent ion 
release reactions leading to an increase in the pH of the solution 
and precipitation of HAP to occlude the tubuli [90]. The HAP 
precipitation takes place in alkaline environments. As the oral area 
is often exposed to acidic aqueous solutions such as carbonated and 
fruit juices, the long-term durability of the HAP crystals formed in 
the treatment with toothpastes may be limited. Bioactive glasses 
containing fluoride precipitate fluorapatite crystals that are 
more stable in acidic solutions [69]. Besides treatment of dental 
hypersensitivity, the bioactive glass used in toothpastes can be 
formulated to release therapeutically active ions such as strontium 
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and fluoride for caries prevention, zinc for antibacterial effects, 
and potassium to act as a desensitizing agent [39]. A fine-grained 
bioactive glass in the toothpaste may also aid in remineralization of 
the apatite in tooth enamel after attack of acidic aqueous solutions 
or bleaching treatments [91, 92].

8.6.3 Coatings Enhancing Osseointegration

The adhesion and tissue bonding of dental prosthetic devices 
manufactured using inert biomaterials are crucial for satisfactory 
performance. Bioactive glass coatings that give chemical bonding 
to the tissue have been studied as a means of achieving stable 
attachment of metal and polymer prostheses to the bone. Coating 
on metal prostheses was one of the first applications of bioactive 
glasses [93]. Traditional enameling requires careful optimization 
of the glass coating to match the thermal expansion of the metal 
to prevent the coating from cracking and peeling off. An additional 
bond coating with an intermediate thermal expansion between 
the substrate and the top coating improves adhesion and may also 
protect the substrate metal from corrosion, thereby decreasing metal 
ion release from the substrate [94]. Modern techniques, such as the 
sol-gel route, electrochemical deposition, thermal spray, etc., enable 
the deposition of thin bioactive glass coatings that attach properly to 
the metal substrate. The coating composition can also be varied in 
a controlled manner along the implant surface to give optimal bone 
and soft tissue responses [95]. A bioactive glass coating on metal 
has some drawbacks: the brittle glass does not withstand tension or 
bending and may thus detach easily from the metal surface. As the 
bioactive glass dissolves gradually, it does not provide permanent 
fixation. In vivo studies of a bioactive glass 1-98 coating on a titanium 
implant suggested, however, enhanced initial tissue attachment, 
supported bone growth, and gave rapid osseointegration [95]. 
 A bioactive glass coating has also been applied on fiber-reinforced 
polymer composites aimed for dental prosthetic devices [96, 97]. In 
general, the bioactive glass enhances osseointegration of the fiber-
reinforced composite implants [98, 99]. A detailed discussion of 
fiber-reinforced composites is given elsewhere in this book.
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8.7 Scaffolds for Tissue Engineering

Porous bioactive glass–based scaffolds are developed and studied 
intensively for bone tissue engineering. The scaffolds may be 
fabricated via sintering of fine particles [100], the salt sintering 
process [101], porous polymeric templates combined with heat 
treatment [12, 102–104], unidirectional freezing of camphene-
based suspensions [105], the gel-cast foaming technique [106], the 
sol-gel method [107], ink writing [108], etc.
 Often the scaffolds are coated with bioabsorbable polymers for 
enhanced biomechanical properties. The high porosity enables three-
dimensional ingrowth of bone and blood vessels. The bioactive glass 
surface guides tissue growth and also stimulates tissue remodeling. 
The applications of tissue engineering scaffolds within dentistry 
are likely to increase in the future. Recently, a strontium-containing 
mesoporous bioactive glass scaffold indicated promising results for 
periodontal tissue engineering. The strontium ions released from 
the structure improved differentiation of periodontal ligament cells, 
and the scaffold showed excellent apatite mineralization ability in 
vitro [54].
 Dense scaffolds consisting of bioabsorbable polymers and 
bioactive glass particles or fibers are of interest for treatment of 
bone defects around dental implants. The bone cavities can be 
easily filled by using a composite based on a thermoplastic polymer 
[109]. Synthetic polymers do not bond to bone but provide a 
temporary mechanical support to the healing tissue and degrade 
gradually as the new tissue grows. Most often the composites have 
been based on polylactic acid or its copolymers. The bioactive 
glass is thought to provide bone bonding of the composite and to 
stimulate bone growth. Although the composites are likely to have 
several interesting properties, the interplay between polymer 
degradation and glass dissolution is not fully understood. Basically, 
glass dissolution increases the pH of the interfacial solution, while 
polymer degradation products are acidic. In dense composites, 
poor adhesion of the glass to the polymer may lead to cavity and 
crack formation, which leads to rapid dissolution of the glass and 
also changes the polymer degradation rate compared to the neat 
polymer [20]. 

Scaffolds for Tissue Engineering
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8.8 Clinical Studies in Head and Neck Surgery

Clinical studies of using plates or particles of the bioactive glass S53P4 
in head and neck surgery have been conducted by Aitasalo et al. at 
the ENT Department of Turku University Hospital, Turku, Finland, 
over the years 1991–2010. The success rate in reconstruction of 
craniofacial defects after a five-year follow-up of 271 patients is 
shown in Table 8.3.

Table 8.3 Success rate of reconstructions of fronto-orbital defects by 
using the bioactive glass S53P4 after a five-year follow-up of 
271 patients. Table courtesy of Prof. Kalle Aitasalo

Operation

Number of 
patients Success 

rate (%)
Success Total

Frontal sinus obliteration (glass granules) 88 91 97
Fonto-orbital trauma reconstruction
(glass plates and/or granules)

116 124 94

Fronto-orbital tumor reconstruction
(glass plates and/or granules)
Benign tumor 27 28 96
Malignant tumor 20 28 71

8.9 Commercial Products

The first clinical bioactive glass products were monoliths plates of 
45S5 Bioglass® (a device for replacing bones of the middle ear, 1985) 
and cones (a device designed to support labial and lingual plates in 
natural tooth roots, 1988), but today most of the applications are 
based on particulates [5, 68]. One of the challenges has been to 
develop products that can be handled and used easily in a specific 
clinical case.
 The material must be easy to sterilize, apply in site, and form into 
any desired shape. If these requirements are satisfied, the material 
may be attractive, for example, for the dentist in daily practice.
 The clinical products and applications of mainly 45S5 Bioglass® 
have been reviewed by Hench [5, 110, 111] and Jones [10]. Despite 
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the wide research activities over the decades, bioactive glasses still 
have only a few commercial applications. Most of the commercial 
clinical bioactive glass products are based on the FDA-approved 
compositions 45S5 and S53P4 within bone grafting. The applications 
of 45S5 range from non-load-bearing bone grafts to treatment 
of dentinal hypersensitivity with bioactive glasses containing 
toothpastes (Sensodyne Repair & Protect by GlaxoSmithKline, 
UK). S53P4 BonAlive® is sold as loose glass granules and an easy-
to-use BonAlive® applicator (Fig. 8.9). There are also some new 
compositions emerging in the market, such as the strontium-
substituted 45S5 glass (StronBone™ by RepRegren Ltd., UK) [62]. 

 
Figure 8.9 S53P4 BonAlive® as discrete glass granules and an easy-

to-use BonAlive® applicator. Pictures provided by courtesy 
of BonAlive Biomaterials Ltd., copyright (2012) BonAlive 
Biomaterials Ltd.

8.10 Summary

Bioactive glasses have been studied for more than 40 years as bone-
grafting materials. Accordingly, commercial products are found 
mainly within the utilization of particles of glasses in various bone-
grafting applications. Bioactive glasses have been studied widely 
within the field of dentistry, but the applications are still limited. 
The most recent research utilizes bioactive glasses as components 
in highly porous trabecular-like bone tissue engineering scaffolds. 
These scaffolds are designed to support and guide tissue growth, 
while releasing therapeutic ions essential for tissue regeneration. 

Summary
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 Recently, bioactive glasses have been utilized in special 
toothpastes to give a therapeutic effect against dental hypersensitivity 
and to enhance enamel and dentine mineralization. The antibacterial 
effect of bioactive glasses makes them also interesting candidates 
for treatment of caries. Increasing utilization and novel applications 
of bioactive glasses in dentistry require that the glasses be 
commercially available in packages that are easy to use by dental 
healthcare professionals. 
 The active research and development of novel bioactive glass 
compositions in a variety of product forms suggest that bioactive 
glasses will find novel medical applications.
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Titanium-based metallic biomaterials have become an important 
area. This chapter focuses mainly on titanium implants as these 
materials are well suited to the quality and longevity of human life. 
Implant surfaces should have not only wear and corrosion resistance 
but also fundamental properties such as biological compatibility in 
terms of surface chemistry. In addition to acceleration of wound-
healing phenomena, titanium implant surfaces should result in the 
formation of an interfacial layer and a bone matrix with adequate 
biomechanical properties. Improved fixation of titanium implants 
needs to be achieved by a healing bone tissue response toward the 
titanium surface. Moreover, reducing initial bacterial attachment 
and maintaining long-term antibacterial properties are desirable for 
future applications. 
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9.1 Initial Cell Adhesion

A titanium surface forms a passive and protective surface oxide 
film as a function of time. A passive titanium dioxide (TiO2) film on 
a titanium surface has surface free energy [1]. The surface energy 
is the result of an electrostatic potential or hydrophilic functional 
groups on TiO2. When the TiO2 is in contact with water, the surface 
spontaneously generates hydrogen peroxide and its oxidation 
products such as hydrophilic functional groups, because of trapped 
electron–hole pairs (Ti4+ and e−) within the TiO2, according to the 
following equations [2, 3]. 

 TiO2 Æ TiO2 (hvb + ecb) (9.1)

 hvb
+ + OH− Æ HO• (9.2)

 ecb
− + O2 Æ O2• (9.3)

 2O2• Æ H2O2 + O2 (9.4)

 H2O2 + ecb
+ Æ HO• + OH− (9.5)

 The TiO2 surface reacts under illumination (or even in the 
dark), which also decomposes surface organic impurities, reducing 
contamination of the titanium surface [1, 4, 5] (see also Chapter 10). 
 Hydrophilic surfaces are more desirable than hydrophobic ones 
in view of their interactions with biological fluids, cells, and tissues 
[6−8]. The event that occurs immediately upon implantation is contact 
with biological fluids and proteins. Immersion tests on titanium 
in biological fluids indicate that the sodium ion concentration 
increases with time, followed by phosphate and calcium adsorption 
[9]. Calcium adsorption on titanium surfaces may cause later host 
tissue responses. However, the roles of sodium and phosphate ions 
are more important than that of calcium ions, at least in the initial 
stage. Increasing sodium and phosphate adsorption on the titanium 
surface induces adsorption of extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins, 
as shown by the NH+ and COO− binding energies, without calcium 
adsorption in X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy analysis [10]. 
 The adsorption of ECM proteins is crucial in cell adhesion onto 
titanium surfaces. Many tissue culture cells need focal adhesion 
initiated by specific binding of ECM proteins and receptors in the 
integrin superfamily for growth and differentiation. The Arg-Gly-ASP 
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(RGD) sequence of ECM proteins has been recognized as mediating 
cell adhesion on titanium surfaces [11]. The RGD sequence has 
been identified in numerous ECM proteins, including fibronectin, 
vitronectin, type I collagen, osteopontin, and bone sialoprotein. An 
in vitro study found selective affinities of fibronectin or vitronectin 
on titanium, as the most abundant cell-binding proteins in serum 
proteins [8].
 Glow-discharge plasma has been used to investigate the role 
of electrostatic interactions in biological events such as inorganic 
adsorption and in cell adhesion properties [8–10, 12]. The surface 
energy (negative charge) on the titanium surface is increased by 
the glow-discharge plasma, thereby enhancing the cell adhesion 
properties associated with inorganic adsorption, which obviously 
elucidates the initial cell adhesion cascade caused by the titanium 
surface energy. 
 One approach to promoting the initial adhesion cascade on 
the titanium surface uses cell adhesion molecules. Since the 
identification of the RGD sequence as a mediator of cell adhesion 
properties, researchers have been depositing RGD-containing 
peptides on titanium surfaces [13]. Researchers have also attempted 
to increase the surface energy using ultraviolet illumination [14–16] 
of titanium surfaces on the basis of Eqs. 9.1–9.5. An ultraviolet-
illuminated titanium surface has superior initial adhesion properties 
as well as glow-discharge plasma, although the efficiency decreases 
significantly with time. In contrast, anodically oxidized titanium 
prepared by discharging maintains its hydrophilicity over time [1]. 
 In anodic oxidation, the thickness of the amorphous anatase 
TiO2 at the phase boundaries of the oxide/electrolyte and oxide/
metal is nearly the same because of the simultaneous migration of 
Ti4+ and O2– toward the electrolyte and the metal, respectively. An 
incompletely crystallized thick oxide layer incorporates trapped 
electron–hole pairs (Ti4+ and e−) until TiO2 crystallization is 
complete. Hydroxyl radicals and superoxide anions, as intermediate 
products of the trapped electron–hole pairs in an amorphous anatase 
TiO2 surface and water, continuously generate oxidation products 
such as hydrophilic functional groups. Because of its prolonged 
hydrophilicity, anodically oxidized titanium has high cell adhesion 
properties and enhances osteoblast phenotypes.

Initial Cell Adhesion
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9.1.1 Wound-Healing Phenomena

Bone integration with titanium implants is a complex regenerative 
process initiated in response to surgical injury. The cells adhered on 
the materials are subjected to oxidative stress during wound healing 
at a surgical site, which may delay bone integration onto the surface. 
 Although titanium is a primary metallic biomaterial in orthopedic 
or dental implants, a titanium surface does not have antioxidant 
properties against oxidative stress, as indicated by the decrease 
in antioxidant defense molecules such as glutathione (GSH) in the 
adherent cells [17, 18]. Since depletion of antioxidant molecules 
leads to impaired cell viability and less tolerance against additional 
oxidative stress, the problem of oxidative stress on titanium needs 
to be solved. The oxidative stress of adherent cells on material 
surfaces is associated with insufficient oxygen diffusion as a result 
of a profound alteration in mitochondrial functions caused by 
respiratory depression of cell mitochondria [17]. 
 One of the foremost challenges is oxygen diffusion on titanium 
surfaces, since supplying sufficient oxygen during wound-healing 
processes is critical for survival and integration of adherent cells. 
In a biopolymer modification, sustained release of oxygen diffusion 
by a poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA) film incorporating sodium 
percarbonate was achieved [17]. When the PLGA was placed in 
contact with ischemic tissue in a mouse model, decreased tissue 
necrosis was observed. The oxygen-producing element in the PLGA 
film is the incorporated sodium percarbonate. Sodium percarbonate 
(Na2CO3·1.5H2O2) is an adduct of sodium bicarbonate and hydrogen 
peroxide, which spontaneously decomposes in contact with water 
to produce oxygen. The results show that peroxidation with 
hydrogen peroxide of a modified titanium surface might be useful 
for increasing oxygen diffusion to adherent cells. Peroxidation 
of a titanium surface can be achieved by generation of hydroxyl 
radicals and their oxidation products on an anodically oxidized 
titanium surface prepared by discharging. The anodically oxidized 
titanium surface can continuously generate hydrogen peroxide 
and oxygen [1], according to Eqs. 9.1–9.5. As a result, the levels of 
intracellular antioxidant molecules such as reduced GSH are not 
decreased in the adherent osteoblasts on an anodically oxidized 
titanium surface or a typical cell-cultured polystyrene, although 
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bare titanium and thermally oxidized titanium show decreased 
GSH levels [2]. However, the cells participating in wound-healing 
processes are more complex. Because of the observed early 
adhesion of monocytes/macrophages and endothelial cells on 
titanium implants, the potential contribution of these cells in wound 
healing is another advantage worth considering [19, 20]. There have 
been few investigations of antioxidant effects of titanium implants. 
Further insights into the wound-healing processes occurring at the 
cell–implant interface will be useful in understanding the reactions 
occurring at the interface in implant acceptance or failure. 

9.2 Bone Tissue Responses

The bone tissue responses to titanium implants placed at surgi-
cal sites involve a series of cell and matrix events, ideally leading 
to intimate apposition, that is, osseointegration. At this stage, gaps 
between the bone and the implant surface need to be filled and re-
paired. During osseointegration, unfavorable conditions such as pre-
mature loading and micromotion disrupt formation of the new tis-
sue, and formation of a fibrous capsule occurs [11, 21]. Histological 
studies have shown the heterogeneity of bone–implant interfaces. 
Afibrillar interfacial zones have often been reported [11, 22, 23]. 
The interface has been reported to be rich in glycosaminoglycans 
[24], and high-resolution immunocytochemical studies have shown 
that the interfacial layer is rich in noncollagenous proteins such as 
osteopontin and bone sialoprotein [25, 26]. The absence or relative 
paucity of serum proteins indicates selective accumulation of non-
collagenous bone matrix proteins by a host response. The afibrillar 
interfacial zone might have a major role in the mechanism of “bond-
ing” between the host bone and the implant surface, but the inherent 
mechanical weakness of the afibrillar interface argues against this 
possibility [11, 27].
 Osteoblasts, osteoids, and a mineralized matrix are observed 
adjacent to the interfacial layer [22, 26]. The bone is therefore 
deposited directly on the surface of the titanium implant and 
extended outward from the surface. When bone formation occurs, 
not only does healing approach from the bone, it also extends from 
the titanium implant toward the healing bone. A study has shown 
that formation of bone extending away from the implant is about 
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30% faster than that of bone healing toward the implant surface [11] 
(see also Chapter 10).
 Because of the complexities of in vivo events, the bone–implant 
interface has not been fully elucidated. In vitro cell culture models 
have been used to investigate bone–titanium interactions. Most 
culture cells are osteoblastic cells, and very few use osteoclastic 
cells [12]. However, recent reports have indicated that continuous 
balanced osseous remodeling is essential for the successful 
maintenance of titanium implants [28, 29]. Further work is needed 
to identify and determine both osteoblast and osteoclast functions 
at the interface.

9.3 Biomechanical Considerations

The biomechanical stability of osseointegrated titanium implants is 
of particular importance. Stability is achieved for a range of implant 
surface topographies as well as physicochemical properties of the 
mineralized tissues at the interface. 

9.3.1 Surface Roughness of Titanium Implants

Various methods have been developed for providing rough surfaces 
with enhanced bone fixation [7, 30]. Methods for producing surface 
roughness of titanium are plasma spraying, blasting with ceramic 
particles, acid etching, and anodizing (Table 9.1). 

Table 9.1 Surface roughness of dental implants

Type of implant Surface Rougness (mm)

Cp Ti (polished) Ra = 0.22 ± 0.01
W-EDM Ra = 19.5 ± 0.40
TPS Ra = 7.01 ± 2.09
Acid etched Ra = 0.51 ± 0.10

 These methods have been used either alone or in combinations 
such as blasting + acid etching (SLA). Alternatively, wire-electric 
discharging machining enables processing of titanium materials 
by a spark discharge generated through running water between 
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a narrow metal wire and the titanium material [31–33]. This 
computer-controlled process enables accurate bulk implant shaping 
and surface microtexturing in parallel. 
 The macrolevel, for topographical features, is defined as being in 
the range of millimeters to tens of microns [7]. This scale is directly 
related to implant geometry for threaded screw and macroporous 
surface treatments. Both early fixation and long-term mechanical 
stability of the implanted prosthesis can be improved by using high-
roughness surface profiles rather than fine, smooth surfaces [34]. A 
high roughness profile results in mechanical interlocking between 
the implant surface and the healing bone, though an increase in 
peri-implantitis and ionic leakage are major risks [35]. An implant 
surface with a microtopographic profile maximizes mechanical 
interlocking between the bone and the implant surface [34, 36]. A 
surface roughness in this range results in greater bone-to-implant 
contact and higher resistance to torque removal of bone than are 
obtained with other types of surface topographies. Nanometer-scale 
profiles of implant surfaces are increasingly being reported [7, 37].
 Nanoscale profiles may play an important role in adsorption of 
ECM proteins and in cell adhesion properties, thereby increasing 
the rate of osseointegration. However, reproducibility of nanoscale 
surface profiles of titanium with chemical modifications such as 
acid etching is quite difficult to achieve and unreliable, and thus the 
optimal nanoprofile of titanium surfaces for rapid osseointegration 
is still uncertain. In addition, inadequate recovery of the passive TiO2 
layer on acid-etched bare titanium surfaces causes much greater 
surface contamination than that noted in oxidized surfaces; this has 
been referred to as “time-dependent degradation of titanium”[1, 15, 
16].
 Numerous studies have demonstrated that the surface 
roughness of titanium implants affects the rate of osseointegration 
and biomechanical fixation. Nonetheless, the variety of models used 
makes it difficult to draw a consensus conclusion as to whether, or to 
what extent, the surface roughness influences biological responses. 

9.3.2 Nanomechanical Evaluation of Biological Tissues

Because mechanical failure of titanium implants is frequently 
localized within an afibrillar mineralized layer at the bone–implant 
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interface [11], the biomechanical properties of the mineralized layer 
on the implant surface play significant roles in the longevity of an 
implant prosthesis. Bulk mechanical testing has sometimes shown 
that the biomechanical strength of the interface might be inferior to 
the intrinsic strength of the host bone [38, 39]. 
 There are still few studies determining the biomechanical 
properties of the mineralized layer on titanium implants, and more 
studies are essential. In vitro bone cell behavior on a titanium 
sample can be similar to that of an in vivo afibrillar mineralized layer, 
and cell organization is comparable to that in a mineralized matrix 
on a titanium surface during culture with supplemental ascorbic 
acid, sodium β-glycerophosphate, and dexamethasone [40]. This is 
therefore an important consideration as the information obtained 
reflects in vivo events.
 The biomechanical evaluation of such microenvironments 
is a challenge. Nanobiomechanical testing technology, such as 
nanoindentation, enables measurements of the mechanical 
properties of samples of very small volume [41–43]. There are two 
crucial factors associated with the evaluation of in vitro–mineralized 
tissue on titanium surfaces. First—and this is central to standard 
nanoindentation analysis—is the assumption that the surface is in 
ideal contact with the indenter penetration depth (Fig. 9.1). 

Figure 9.1 Typical nanoindentaton process to a sample surface.

 In reality, all biological surfaces are characterized by some 
degree of roughness or inhomogeneity [44]. Second, the viscoelastic 
properties of biological tissues cause problems [45]. Figure 9.2 shows 
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typical load versus indenter displacement data for an indentation 
experiment. In the nanoindentation, the hardness (H) and elastic 
modulus (E) can be calculated using the following equations: 

 H = P/A (9.6)

 E = 1
2b
p S

A
 (9.7)

*A is the contact area at maximum loading force.
*β is a coefficient where S is contact stiffness calculated by unloading slope (dP/dh).

Figure 9.2 A schematic representation of load versus indenter 
displacement data for an indentation experiment.

 In elastic–plastic materials, the obtained values are always 
constant, regardless of the load function. However, many polymeric 
biomaterials and biological tissues exhibit time-dependent or 
viscoelastic behavior [46]. The most readily observed effect of 
viscoelasticity on indentation is creep, or sinking of the tip into the 
sample under a constant load function. In such viscoelastic materials, 
the hardness and moduli usually vary with load function (or loading 
rate) because different loadings affect the creep or sinking behavior, 
leading to variations in the contact area (A) and unloading phase 
shift (dP/dh) in Eqs. 9.6 and 9.7.
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 A depth-dependent loading/partial unloading function consists 
of a number of loading/unloading portions (data points) toward the 
applied final loading force (Fig. 9.3). A partial unloading technique 
enables ideal contact between the indenter tip and the sample 
surface as a function of depth, so the depth-dependent mechanical 
properties of inhomogeneous biological structures can be normalized 
in the direction perpendicular to the sample surface [2, 44]. An 
additional holding time at each peak load, followed by an unloading 
portion, prevents an inappropriate unloading slope because the hold 
enables relaxation of the initial loading force (Fig. 9.3). Numerous 
mineralized tissues on titanium surfaces can therefore be compared 
using average depth-dependent nanomechanical values.
 As reported in a previous in vitro study [1], the area of 
mineralized nodules on anodically oxidized titanium prepared by 
discharging in an electrolyte was greater than that observed on 
titanium or thermally oxidized titanium because of the expression 
of bone matrix proteins such as Bsp2, Ocn, and Opn. The mechanical 
properties of mineralized tissue are associated with maturation of 
the extracellular mineralized bone matrix proteins produced by 
osteoblasts. The higher hardness and elastic modulus of mineralized 
tissue on anodically oxidized titanium was also evaluated by a 
nanoindentation test with partial unloading [2]. 
 The values were comparable to those of natural bone or dentine. 
In the case of metallic or solid elastic–plastic materials, the elastic 
properties may be related to density or increased hardness. However, 
in the case of mineralized biocomposites, such as bone or dentine, 
the elastic modulus does not increase linearly with increasing 
density or mineralization [45].
 The elastic modulus is associated with fluid displacement 
and inelastic deformation of the collagen/apatite structure. The 
higher hardness and inelastic properties of mineralized tissues 
suggest that there is a reduction in permeability and consolidation 
via cross-linking of the structures. In the living body, oxidation of 
lysine residues in immature bone matrix proteins such as collagen 
molecules is the final enzyme reaction for cross-linking between 
molecules [47, 48]. 
 According to Eqs. 9.1–9.5, generation of hydroxyl radicals or 
superoxide anions occurs on amorphous anatase on anodically 
oxidized titanium. Since the enhanced nanobiomechanical properties 
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Figure 9.3 A schematic representation of a depth-dependent loading/partial unloading function.
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of in vitro–mineralized tissues were only observed on anodically 
oxidized titanium surfaces, surface hydroxyl radicals enabled 
oxidation of the lysine residues of immature collagen molecules, 
in addition to oxidation by natural oxidation enzymes such as lysyl 
oxidase. Surface radical reactions on titanium may have a key role in 
biomechanical considerations at the interface of healing bone and 
titanium implants. 
 In investigating the above speculation, Raman spectroscopy 
analyses and alterations in the protein structure are of particular 
importance in distinguishing mature or immature calcified tissues, 
since subtle molecular changes often cause detectable vibrational 
changes [49–52]. The coupling of a Raman spectrometer with an 
optical microscope allows reduction of the analysis scale to the 
micrometer scale, with better spatial resolution than that obtained 
using infrared spectroscopy. There have been several characteristics 
of Raman spectra of calcified tissues (Fig. 9.4). 

Figure 9.4 Raman spectra of in vitro–mineralized tissue on titanium.

 Briefly, the Amide I region between 1600 cm−1 and 1700 cm−1 
revealed the occurrence of three or more bands at 1623 cm−1, 
1637 cm−1, and 1656 cm−1, attributable to characteristic collagen 
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secondary structures [50, 51]. The band at 1637 cm−1 is characteristic 
of a collagen secondary structure and is present as an evident 
shoulder of the Amide I band in the Raman spectrum of collagen. The 
increase in the Amide I band shoulder at 1656 cm−1 was attributable 
to the maturity of typical α-helix collagen secondary structures. This 
was related to hydrogen bonding between collagen molecules and 
subsequent cross-linking of tissues [53]. 
 The Raman spectra also show bone mineral bands from apatite 
phosphate at ~960 cm−1 and carbonate at ~1070 cm−1. The ratio 
of mineral bands to the Amide III band at around 1250 cm−1, 
attributable to disordered and ordered bone matrix proteins, 
indicates the mineral-to-matrix ratio of the calcified tissues [52]. 
An inorganic apatite transformation associated with collagen cross-
linking plays a key role in the biological stability of the mineralized 
layer at the interface of bone and titanium implants, thereby 
increasing the longevity of the implant prosthesis. In the light of 
these findings, bone tissue engineering on titanium implants needs 
to be performed at the micro- or nanoscale. 

9.4 Bacterial Cell Responses

In addition to surfaces that promote bone growth and adaptation, 
antimicrobial properties of implant surfaces are highly desirable. 
The initial adhesion of microorganisms onto an implant surface is 
an unavoidable event and triggers biofilm formation. Such biofilm 
formation on implants is a major complication, leading to potential 
failure of implant bonding [54]. Although it is difficult to obtain 
quantitative information regarding the prevalence of complications, 
it was suggested in one study that peri-implantitis was responsible 
for between 8% and 50% of all implant failures [55]. Another 
potential problem is the unpredictability of implant integration with 
the host bone. 
 In clinical practice, the bonding of dental implants is often 
incomplete, raising the risk that an implant will loosen over 
time. The development of antimicrobial implants with excellent 
osteoconductivity has recently been of substantial interest in 
orthopedic and dental therapy. However, achieving antimicrobial 
activity as well as osteoconductivity remains a crucial challenge. 

Bacterial Cell Responses
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Recent approaches have focused on surface modification techniques 
for antimicrobial activity of titanium implants, but there are still 
very few antimicrobially modified titanium surfaces. These can be 
roughly categorized into two groups according to whether their 
strategies are aimed at killing adherent bacteria on the surface or 
preventing adhesion of bacterial cells. 

9.4.1 Killing Adherent Bacteria on Titanium Implants

In one approach aimed at killing adherent bacteria, titanium 
implants with an immobilized disinfectant use an antibiotic, 
fluorine, or Ag ions to kill bacteria on the surface, with a high 
local chemical concentration adjacent to the surgical site [56–58]. 
Nanostructured titanium surfaces can be loaded with an antibiotic 
or nanoparticles as a coating for implant materials. Nanotubes of 
size 80–400 nm fabricated on titanium through anodization enable 
antibiotic loading onto the surfaces [56]. It has been reported that 
drug-eluting nanotubes decreased initial Staphylococcus epidermis 
adhesion, but such methods lead to burst release of the antibiotic, 
with more than 80−90% of the antibiotic being released from the 
coating layer within the first 60 minutes [59, 60]. Nanotubes loaded 
with Ag nanoparticles killed planktonic bacteria in a culture medium 
during the first four days [58]. An Ag-incorporated titanium surface 
prevents bacterial adhesion for 30 days, which might be long enough 
to prevent infection after surgery in the early and intermediate 
stages of implantation. 
 An alternative approach has been developed to confer an implant 
with strong antimicrobial activity as well as osteoconductivity. 
A modified titanium surface anodized by discharge in sodium 
chloride solution (Ti-Cl) is an efficient defensive weapon against 
oral bacteria [1, 54, 58, 61, 62]. The experimental results showed 
large decreases in the numbers of different oral pathogens adhering 
to Ti-Cl, such as Streptococcus mutans, Streptococcus salivarius, 
Streptococcus sobrinus, Actinomyces viscosus, Aggregatibacter 
(Actinobacillus) actinomycetem-comitans, Capnocytophaga ochracea, 
and Porphyromonas gingivalis, with an increase in contact time of 
as long as 15 minutes. Furthermore, osteogenic gene expressions 
and mineralization on Ti-Cl are superior to those on an unmodified 
titanium surface [1].
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 TiCl3 formed on the surface is gradually hydrolyzed into perchlo-
ric acid (HClO) and Ti-OH. The peroxidation effect of HClO efficiently 
destroys the bacterial cell surface peptidoglycan structure, while in-
creasing the hydrophilicity, because Ti-OH facilitates adhesion of the 
osteoblastic cells associated with accumulated cell-binding proteins 
on the surface. 
 HClO is known to be an unstable chemical, but it has good 
antimicrobial activity. Since the HClO generated on the Ti-Cl surface 
is readily decomposed, particularly when in contact with serum 
proteins, the peroxidation effects are limited to a region extremely 
close to the surface. In fact, bacteria can more closely adhere to the Ti-Cl  
surface through an electrostatic mechanism, whereas the adhesion 
of osteoblastic cells through a protein-mediated mechanism is much 
higher than that of bacteria. The differences in each adherence mode 
may result in the existence of individual territories of osteoblastic 
cells and bacteria on the Ti-Cl surface. The viability of the adherent 
osteoblastic cells on the Ti-Cl surface is therefore not inhibited, 
even if the modified surface generates HClO continuously [54]. Most 
importantly, the efficiency of the antimicrobial activity does not 
decrease for at least eight weeks in a culture medium.

9.4.2 Preventing Bacterial Cell Adhesion on Titanium 
Implants 

Another approach to preventing bacterial cell adhesion onto the 
implant surface, involving polyelectrolyte deposition on the titanium 
surface, has been reported [63]. The strategies are generally based 
on the hydrophilicity associated with the higher surface energy 
of synthetic polypeptides, which leads to a reduction in adhesion 
of early colonizers within supragingival plaque by increasing the 
electrostatic (repulsive) forces between the modified implant 
surface and bacteria. Additionally, osteoblast adhesion is increased 
with higher surface energy, since this provides a local concentration 
of cell-binding proteins or other immobilized agents such as RGD 
peptides or osteogenic proteins to the polypeptides.
 Although several hundred bacterial species are associated with 
plaque biofilms, mitis streptococci, Streptococcus mitis (S. mitis) 
and Streptococcus gordonii (S. gordonii), are generally accepted as 
early colonizers within supragingival plaque biofilms [64, 65]. The 
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local accumulation of early colonizer streptococci, followed by 
late colonizer mutans streptococci, such as Streptococcus mutans 
or Streptococcus sobrinus, plays a pivotal role in the maturation 
of supragingival plaque, which leads to potential infection by 
subgingival plaque. Thus, prevention of early colonizer adherence 
might delay infection of a dental implant. 
 Hydroxyapatite (HA) coatings have been routinely used in bio-
active modifications of titanium implants because the coatings en-
hance bone formation and generally provide early fixation between 
bone and implant surfaces. Their use is widespread, but the relative-
ly low survival rate of HA-coated titanium implants is of particular 
concern. This may be a result of the integrity of the bonding between 
the HA layer and the implant surface and also of the susceptibility 
of the layer to biofilm formation [66]. The preparation of HA-coated 
titanium by electrical discharge in a buffered physiological saline 
solution has several advantages over traditional techniques such as 
high-temperature plasma spraying. Specifically, it can generate high-
ly crystalline nanoscale HA (approximately 100 nm in diameter) of 
thickness 1 μm [67, 68]. The HA crystals are incorporated within the 
developing thickness of the titanium oxide layer that is generated 
during processing. The thinner coating layer at the bone–titanium 
interface may reduce its biomechanical integrity over time. 
 Moreover, the developing thickness of a titanium oxide film 
results in an electrostatic potential, associated with greater 
surface hydrophilicity, so the HA-coated titanium surface shows 
antimicrobial activity, specifically against early colonizers such 
as S. mitis and S. gordonii, as a result of a repulsion force, whereas 
the sintered HA surface is susceptible to early or late colonizers 
because the pure HA surface is electrostatically stable in biological 
environments [66].

9.5 Future Challenges and Directions

The biocompatibility of titanium implants is mainly determined 
by events at the interface between the bone and the implant 
surface. Many advances have been made in understanding events 
at this interface and in developing methods for controlling these 
events. There are a number of surface modifications commercially 
available for titanium implants. Most of these modified surfaces 
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have proven to be clinically successful, but the development of these 
surface modifications has been empirical. The exact role of surface 
chemistry and topography in the bonding of titanium implants is 
poorly understood. 
 The ideal nano- to microscale topography and chemistry should 
be defined for enhancing implant integration into native tissue. 
An understanding of the bone–implant interface is critical for the 
development of proactive titanium implants that can promote 
desired outcomes. Several important questions still remain; for 
example, the relationship between titanium surfaces and tissue 
structure, matrix composition, and biomechanical properties of the 
interface. Recent in vitro studies have clearly demonstrated that 
antimicrobially modified titanium surfaces increase osteoblast cell 
functions, while decreasing bacterial attachment onto surfaces. 
However, more research is required to understand the underlying 
factors in osteoblast and bacterial behavior on titanium and to 
translate that knowledge into commercially available products for 
dental applications. 
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Titanium (Ti) is the most widely used metallic material for dental 
submucosal implants due to its invaluable, unique, and outstanding 
biomedical and biomechanical properties. These are its great 
availability, high biocompatibility, high strength and stiffness, and 
relatively low density. The chemistry of Ti has some special features, 
such as its rich oxide formation capacity. Ti is abundant in the earth’s 
crust but cumbersome to extract. It has been known for a long time 
that titanium implants are known to osseointegrate into living bone 
tissues. Osseointegration is defined as the ability of bone tissues 
to grow directly and intimately into contact with the surface of the 
implant without any intermediate soft tissue layer.
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10.1 Titanium, Its Chemistry, and Biomechanics

Titanium (chemical symbol Ti; origin: Titans from Greek mythology) 
is a so-called transition metal. It is used in technology as an addition 
to steel to impart great tensile strength and to Al to impart resistance 
to attack by salt solutions and by organic acids. Ti is recognized for 
its high strength-to-weight ratio. Titanium is mechanically a strong 
metal with low density, and especially in oxygen-free circumstances, 
it is also quite ductile. Ti is lustrous and metallic white in color, 
and it is paramagnetic, having fairly low thermal and electrical 
conductivity. 
 As an element, titanium belongs to the first transition series  
(Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu and Zn) and to group 4 (previously 
labeled as group IV A), that is, Ti, Zr (zirconium), and Hf (hafnium). 
These elements have a strong tendency to form chemical compounds 
with the valence +IV. In other words, ions such as Ti4+, Zr4+, and Hf4+ 
develop. These metals are easily rendered passive so that they are 
not reactive at room temperature and they have very high resistance 
to corrosion. Ti is almost as corrosion resistant as platinum (Pt) [1]. 
 Titanium has five naturally occurring isotopes, mostly with mass 
number 48 (73.94%). Ti is not radioactive. Its highest oxidation state 
is +4, and all naturally occurring Ti compounds have the metal in 
this chemical state. However, formal oxidation states of –1 and 0 are 
found in some complex compounds with the 2,2’-bipyridyl ligand. 
Ti2+, in Ti(II) compounds, is known as the dichloride, dibromide, and 
diiodide and in TiO. However, the +2 state is unstable in aqueous 
solutions, where Ti2+ is known to be a strong reducing species. Ti(III) 
compounds include the oxide, some sulphates, and trihalides [2].
 Interestingly, Ti has metallic and ionic radii very close to Hf due 
to the so-called lanthanide contraction. Ti is abundant, found in 
around 0.63% of the earth’s crust, being the ninth most abundant 
element, but difficult to extract to pure metal. Titanium is found as 
the oxide in the minerals rutile (TiO2, tetragonal; the most common 
Ti mineral), anatase (TiO2, tetragonal), brookite (TiO2, rhombic), 
ilmenite (FeTiO3), and perovskite (CaTiO3). Some other minerals 
include sphene, titanite (CaTiSiO5), and benitoite (BaTiSi3O9). 
Reduction of titanium with carbon (C) is unsatisfactory because 
the very stable (and harmful) carbide, TiC, is also formed. Thus, the 
commercial production of Ti is by the metallothermic reduction of 
titanium tetrachloride, TiCl4 [2–4].
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 Ti is a dimorphic metal: the α-form has a hexagonal structure 
below 882.5°C, while the β-form stays body-centered cubic (bcc) 
above 882.5°C. Ti is brittle when cold and malleable when hot; 
however, it can be ductile only when it is free of oxygen. On the 
other hand, traces of nitrogen or oxygen increase its strength. At 
700°C–800°C, Ti can decompose steam, and at red heat Ti combines 
with oxygen. To describe the specific properties of Ti, it can burn in 
an atmosphere of oxygen under certain conditions. It is attacked by 
acids only on heating, and nitric acid oxidizes Ti to TiO2. Ti dissolves 
in hot HCl to give TiCl3 but can resist attack by cold mineral acids. 
Melting Ti is cumbersome because at 800°C it combines with 
nitrogen, which sets high requirements for casting Ti—a protective 
atmosphere is vital. Ti forms alloys with Al, Cr, Co, Cu, Fe, V, Fe, Ni, 
and Sn (cf Table 10.1) [1, 2, 4] (see also Chapters 9 and 11–13). 

10.2 Bonding to Titanium

Ti is a versatile material and recently became a metal of choice 
in prosthetic dentistry, where it finds its indications as crowns, 
bridges, fixed partial dentures, and, in particular, subgingival coated 
dental implant fixtures. Resin titanium bonding may be promoted 
significantly using silica coating followed by silanization (i.e., using 
silane coupling agents) and then a resin composite luting cement 
[7–9] (see also Chapter 11). Extensive research directed toward 
development of the casting, finishing, and bonding to porcelain has 
been ongoing for a long while. Yet, many practical problems with the 
use of Ti and its alloys for crowns and bridges remain to be solved. 
The high melting temperature and the vigorous chemical reactivity 
of Ti at high temperatures result in difficulties with casting and Ti 
porcelain bonding. Porcelain Ti bonding sets certain demands for 
pretreatment procedures and firing temperatures [10]. 

10.3 Titanium Alloys

Although Ti has acceptable biomechanical properties and has 
been widely used for orthopedic and dental implants, for most 
applications titanium is alloyed with small amounts of aluminum (Al) 
and vanadium (V), typically 6 wt% and 4 wt%, respectively. Such a Ti 
alloy is Ti-6Al-4V (aka Ti6Al4V or Ti 6-4), the most commonly used 

Titanium Alloys
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Ti alloy. It has a chemical composition of 6% Al, 4% V, ≤0.25% Fe, 
≤0.2% O2, and the balance Ti. Commercially pure (c.p.) Ti is available 
in four grades where the oxygen content varies between 0.18 wt% 
and 0.40 wt% and the Fe content between 0.20 wt% and 0.50 wt%; 
grade 4 is the current Ti material of choice in implant dentistry [5, 
6]. 
 The apparently slight concentration differences have, however, a 
substantial effect on the physical and mechanical properties of c.p. 
Ti. At room temperature, c.p. Ti has a hexagonal close-packed (hcp) 
crystal lattice and is called the α-Ti (so-called α-phase). On heating, 
an allotropic phase transformation occurs: at 883°C forms a bcc 
lattice, labeled as the β-phase [5]. Ti is a reactive metal: in air and 
aqueous electrolytes, it forms spontaneously a dense oxide film at its 
surface (see Table 10.1 below). 

Table 10.1 Some chemical and physical properties of the group 4 (IV A)
elements, titanium, zirconium, and hafnium [1, 3, 6, 12] 

Ti Zr Hf

Crystal structure
Hexagonal

Hexagonal 
close-packed Hexagonal

Abundance in the earth’s 
crust

0.63% 0.023% 5 ppm

Atomic number 22 40 72
Atomic weight 47.90 91.22 178.49
Electronic configuration 3d24s2 4d25s2 5d26s2

Metallic radius/pm 147 160 158
Ionic radius (+4 ion)/pm 68 80 81
Oxidation states (ions) –1, 0, +2, +3, +4 +2, +3, +4 +2, +3, +4
Density (g cm–3) 4.54 6.53 13.3
Melting point/°C 1677 1857 2227
Boiling point/°C 3277 3577 4603
Young’s modulus/GPa 116 88 78
Shear modulus/GPa 44 33 30
Bulk modulus/GPa 110 91.1 110
Vickers hardness/MPa 970 903 1760
Thermal conductivity/ 
W m−1 K−1

21.9 22.6 23.0

Thermal expansion 
(25°C)/µm m−1 K−1

8.6 5.7 5.9
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 The density of Ti, 4.5 g/cm3, is only about half the value of many 
base metal alloys. Interestingly, compared to dental implants made 
of other materials, those made of Ti are significantly lighter, more 
durable, and capable of withstanding higher pressure without 
harmful deformation, such as cracking. Although Ti is also used in 
manufacturing orthodontic wires, wrought alloys of N and Mo are 
used in the applications of orthodontics [5]. 
 There are four grades of c.p. Ti, depending on the oxygen and 
iron concentrations. The slight concentration differences markedly 
affect the physical and mechanical properties of titanium.
 Recently, a new potential binary implant material, Ti-Zr alloy, 
was introduced. It has been demonstrated that the Ti-Zr alloy would 
have better mechanical properties than c.p. Ti to a level that makes it 
qualified to be used in cases of small-diameter implants to withstand 
the bending moments without fracture. It has been reported that 
the Ti-Zr alloy has a significantly increased mechanical stability 
compared to Ti (c.p. grade 4), with respect to fatigue strength and 
elongation. The ultimate tensile strength of Ti-Zr is observed to be 
comparable to Ti-6Al-4V [11].
 Nickel-titanium, Ni-Ti, is a wrought alloy (55% Ni and 45% Ti)  
that possesses a shape memory effect that refers to its ability 
to undergo deformation at one temperature and then recover 
its original, undeformed shape upon heating above its so-called 
“transformation temperature.” In addition, Ni-Ti is a superelastic 
alloy; this property takes place at a narrow temperature range just 
above its transformation temperature. No heating is necessary to 
cause the undeformed shape to recover, and the material exhibits 
enormous elasticity, some 10–30 times that of ordinary metals. Ni-Ti 
is used in orthodontics as a wire [5]. 

10.4 Titanium Oxides

Currently, titanium is the most widely used, leading material 
for the manufacturing of oral implants [13]. Titanium is highly 
biocompatible, as a result of low toxicity and a low rate of ion 
release from its surface, and nontoxic and is not rejected by the 
body. Such unique properties are unanimously understood to be the 
consequence of an inert surface oxide film and an unusually high 
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resistance to corrosion [14]. When pure titanium or its alloys are 
exposed to air, a layer of titanium dioxide, TiO2, with a thickness of 
approximately 2–5 nm is formed within nanoseconds (ns), i.e., in 
10–9 s [5]. 
 This thin film also protects the titanium materials, making the 
latter highly resistant to corrosion [6]. TiO2 is insoluble in water and 
dilute acids but slowly dissolves in concentrated sulfuric acid. As a 
compound, TiO2 is a so-called amphoteric oxide, that is, it reacts with 
both acids and bases. The onset of amphotersim correlates with a 
significant degree of covalent character in the bonds formed by Ti 
[15]. Titanium dioxide has much industrial importance as a white 
pigment material on account of its high opacity [3].
 Several phases of titanium oxides have been detected that cover 
a wide range of O/Ti ratios: Ti3O, Ti3O2, Ti3O5, Ti2O, Ti2O3, and TiO2. 
These titanium oxides have an influence on the titanium physical 
properties, such as isoelectric point, charge, and solubility. TiO2 is 
the most stable form of titanium oxide. TiO2 exists in amorphous or 
crystalline forms.
 Interestingly, several phases containing between 63.6 atom% and 
65.5 atom% of oxygen have been identified: these Ti oxides are of 
the formulae TiO1.752 to TiO1.902. Titanium(III)oxide, Ti2O3, behaves 
as a basic oxide and is prepared by heating TiO2 with carbon. Ti2O3 
is a violet powder. Interestingly, the Ti oxide with the valence of +2, 
TiO, shows marked nonstoichiometry in its composition. At elevated 
temperatures, at around 1400°C, TiO has a defect crystal lattice over 
the composition range TiO0.64 to TiO1.27 and electrical neutrality is 
preserved in the crystal by changes in the charges on the Ti ions. Also 
oxides, such as Ti3O5 and Ti2O, have been detected and identified in 
special circumstances at elevated temperatures [2, 3, 13, 16, 17]. 
 Even in large doses, Ti is nontoxic. It does not play any natural 
role inside the human body [6]. It has been estimated that a quantity 
of 0.8 mg of Ti would be ingested by humans each day. However, 
most of it passes through without being absorbed.
 Due to its very special properties, Ti finds with its alloys 
applications also in endodontics (as files and instruments), the 
aerospace industry, the automotive industry, sporting goods, 
industrial processes, biomedicine, etc.
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10.5 Titanium Surface Properties and Surface 
Modifications

In implant dentistry today, Ti implants are surgically inserted 
inside the jawbone, applying the principle of osseointegration  
(aka osteointegration), where the implant fixture is directly bonded 
to newly formed bone without the interference of a connective 
tissue layer. Obviously, the Ti surface is one of the most vital factors 
that influence the osseointegration process. Adequate Ti surface 
treatment may achieve faster osseointegration and speed up the 
overall treatment process and healing (see also Chapter 9). 
 Techniques to modify Ti surfaces may be classified into 
topographical and chemical surface modifications. Most 
techniques that are used to modify surface topography will change 
simultaneously the surface chemistry—either intentionally or 
accidently. In the past decade, chemical modification of titanium 
surfaces has been a target to enhance osseointegration. This was to 
control the interactions that occur between the implant surface and 
biological body fluids. There are various protocols that have been 
developed to produce different Ti surface chemistries, in terms of 
the titanium/oxygen ratio, thickness of the oxide layer, incorporation 
of bioactive elements, CaP coatings, crystallization properties, and 
surface impurities. Commonly used methods to modify implant 
surface topography can be classified into additive and subtractive 
processes. Additive processes include the addition of a CaP or 
titanium plasma coating onto the Ti surface to form a convex profile. 
Subtractive processes such as grit blasting, acid etching, blasting 
and etching, and oxidation cleanse and remove particles from the 
surface to form a concave profile (see also Chapters 11 and 12). In 
both processes, the goal is to increase the contact surface with bone.
 Surface properties play a vital role in the interaction dynamics that 
occur between the implant and the biological environment. Implant 
surface properties, such as topography, roughness, chemistry, 
surface energy, and charge, and the presence of impurities have a 
significant impact on bone tissue responses. Ti surface modifications 
are performed to achieve the optimal surface properties to produce 
reliable and predictable bone healing. Currently, acid etching is 
widely used to modify many titanium dental implants to produce 
a roughened surface. It has been proven that implants with 
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moderately rough surfaces have stronger anchorage and fixation in 
bone compared to the smooth-surfaced implants [18, 19]. Recently, 
ultraviolet (UV) treatment of Ti has been introduced as an adjunctive 
method to enhance surface properties to the implant surface without 
changing the surface topography [20]. 

Commonly used methods to modify: Ti implant surface topography can 
be classified into additive and subtractive processes.

Additive processes include addition of CaP or titanium plasma coating 
onto the Ti surface to form convex profile and thus increase the surface 
in contact with bone.

Subtractive processes, such as acid etching, grit blasting, blasting 
and etching, and oxidation, remove particles from the surface to form 
concave profiles with the same goal of increasing the surface in contact 
with bone.

 In the last decade, combining sandblasting and acid etching was 
a very common Ti surface modification and is currently used for 
many commercially available dental implants (Fig. 10.1). The so-
called widely known “sandblasted, large-grit, acid-etched” (SLA®, 
by Straumann) surface can be created by grit blasting with alumina 
(Al2O3) or titania (TiO2) powder to create the optimal roughness. 
This is needed for mechanical fixation; then additional etching may 
smooth out the sharp peaks and cleanse any remaining contaminants 
on the surface. This process obtains a moderate level of roughness 
that equals 1.19 μm. This, in turn, is suggested to produce strong 
anchorage and fixation in bone [21]. At present, there is a general 
consensus that rough-surfaced implants allow for stronger bone 
anchorage compared to smooth implants. This has been attributed 
to the rough topographical feature that leads to mechanical 
interlocking with the growing bone cells [22] (see also Chapter 12). 

Ti surface properties such as surface charge, topography, wettability, 
and chemistry are known to strongly influence implant–bone 
anchorage.

10.6 Surface Charges on Titanium

The surface energy of any biomaterial can be determined by the 
material’s surface charge density and the net polarity of the charge. 
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A surface with a net positive or negative charge may be more 
hydrophilic. The surface charge of a dental implant is understood 
to be a vital factor to promote bone cells adhesion and early-stage 
bone mineralization in the bone–implant interface. In this light, 
surface charge modifications might be a promising new direction 
for improving the osseointegration of a Ti dental implant. The main 
challenge in a surface charge lies in effective modification of a long-
lasting surface charge of dental subgingival implant materials. 

 
 (a) (b) 

 
 (c) (d)
Figure 10.1 Effect of various surface treatments on Ti surfaces. (a) Polished 

Ti, (b) Ti blasted with Al2O3, 110 µm, for 15 s, (c) H2SO4 etching 
and Al2O3, and (d) 48% H2SO4 etching for 1 h at 60°C. Courtesy 
of C. Y. Guo, University of Hong Kong.

 On the theory side, a deeper understanding of the underlying 
mechanism for charge generation during sandblasting is of high 
importance [14, 23]. It was recently concluded that sandblasting is 
a relatively simple and effective way to increase the static electric 
charge on a Ti surface. The results confirmed that using alumina 
(Al2O3) powders with various grit sizes, a negative charge was 
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generated to Ti. On the other hand, the static charges decayed until 
a stable voltage level (equal to the environment) was reached [24]. 
However, such findings might help to design and develop surface 
treatment methods. 

10.7 Oral Implants 

In modern times, the first generation of implants dates back to 1948, 
when two American dentists, Gershoff and Goldberg, surgically 
placed a subperiosteal implant that was made of stainless steel 
prefabricated on a study model by Dr. Gustav Dahl from Sweden [25, 
26]. 
 This first generation of implants had limited success. It was only 
applicable for the fully edentulous patient. Over time, it had a very 
high failure rate due to infections spreading through the mucosal seal 
along the implant frame into the subperiosteal lodge. Needless to say 
that such failing implant frames left a disastrous situation for future 
prosthetic treatment, since bone resorption was very extensive. 
Consequently, subperiosteal implants were soon abandoned and 
banned from being used in reconstructive dentistry.
 The second generation of implants is characterized by its 
incorporation pattern. The healing process followed a fibrous 
encapsulation of the foreign body that was termed fibro-osseous 
incorporation (Fig. 10.2). These implants were placed into a trough 
prepared into the jawbone of an edentulous ridge [27]. Stainless 
steel was the material of choice. It is noteworthy that these second-
generation implants had a limited survival rate over five years. Again, 
infections spread through the mucosal seal and created enormous 
bone resorption around the blade implants. Moreover, in the absence 
of infection, the connective tissue capsule around the blades was 
5–10 times the dimension of a natural periodontal ligament, hereby 
creating increased mobility of the implant. Consequently, blade 
implants soon became unpopular [28] and gave way to the third 
generation of oral implants. 

10.8 Osseointegration

This third generation of oral implants is characterized by a healing 
pattern termed osseointegration or functional ankylosis. This 
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healing pattern is based on the biocompatibility of the material 
used. The material with the highest resistance to corrosion has 
been documented to be c.p. titanium and titanium alloys followed 
by zirconia. Hence, titanium became the material of choice for oral 
implants owing to its high biocompatibility and physicochemical 
features for turning and manufacturing implants (see Fig. 10.3) [29]. 
The steel alloys used in the era of the second-generation implants 
were well tolerated by the body but healed by fibrous encapsulation. 
Hence, they could not give rise to osseointegration [29]. The 
latter phenomenon was accidentally discovered in Sweden and in 
Switzerland in the late 1960s and early 1970s.

Figure 10.2 Second-generation implants: healing by fibrous encapsulation. 
(A) A steel blade implant ad modum Linkow is surrounded by 
a connective tissue capsule. Such an implant is mobile since 
it is supported by a connective tissue fiber network. (B) A 
fluorescent photomicrograph yielding a functional orientation 
of the fibrous encapsulation coping with the occlusal loading of 
the implant.

 In the 1960s, the Swedish orthopedic surgeon P. I. Brånemark (b. 
1929) was studying wound- and bone-healing sequences as well as 
bone regeneration, installing wound chambers made of titanium into 
long bones of experimental animals. Accidentally, he discovered that 

Osseointegration
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bone was growing on top of and adhered to the titanium. Brånemark 
subsequently carried out further studies using animal and human 
subjects to confirm this unique phenomenon of titanium [30]. 

Figure 10.3 Corrosion experiments in vivo for various metals and alloys. 
Key: CoCrNiMo = a wrought Co alloy; cw316LESR = cold-
worked remelted stainless steel; Ti alloys = Ti4Al4Mo, Ti6Al4V, 
and Ti15Mo. Modified from Ref. [29].

 Due to a high rate of edentulism in the general population of that 
time, Brånemark realized that the incorporation of an implant into 
the jawbone could dramatically improve denture stability. The term 
osseointegration was defined to mean adherence of bone to metal—
in this case titanium. In 1965, Brånemark placed and documented 
the first titanium dental implant in a human at the University of 
Göteborg in Sweden [30]. 
 In Switzerland, at the same time, osseointegration was discovered 
in studies of the Association of Internal Fixation (ASIF) of orthopedic 
surgeons. The stability of fixation screws for orthopedic plates was 
to be improved. Through the work of metallurgists [29] and bone 
morphologists [31], it was realized that bone would grow directly 
on top of c.p. titanium. The dental researcher André Schroeder 
applied these results and developed oral implants that would 
functionally ankylose (“osseointegrate”), together with the engineer 
Franz Sutter. The term functional ankylosis described the features 
of osseointegration and emphasized the direct bone-to-implant 
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contact achieved on titanium implants [32] (Fig. 10.4). Later, it has 
been demonstrated that osseointegration or functional ankylosis 
represents direct bonding of the bone on top of the titanium, not only 
on the apparent light (visible level), but also on the ultrastructural 
level [33]. 

Figure 10.4 Third-generation implants. (A) Incorporation of the implant by 
direct bone-to-implant contact. This phenomenon was termed 
“osseointegration” or “functional ankylosis.” Red insert: Higher 
magnification. (B) Fluorecent micrograph documenting 
osseointegration with a blood vessel “attaching” to the implant 
surface as a sign of the high biocompatibility of titanium.

 Since osseointegrated oral implants came into dental practice 
in the 1970s [34], implant dentistry has become increasingly 
popular and indispensible in contemporary oral rehabilitation. Due 
to high survival rates and high predictability of third-generation 
oral implants, the number of patients seeking implant treatment 
is increasing continuously year by year [35]. The annual implant 
instalment rate has been over one million worldwide in the past 
decade [36]. Thus, dental implants have become a valuable option 
in comprehensive periodontal treatment plans for both edentulous 
and partially dentate patients [37]. 

Osseointegration
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 As implant therapy is an optional treatment for patients in 
most cases, in-depth evidence on implant provision and alternative 
treatment options needs to be provided to support patients in 
their choice of appropriate treatment in terms of longevity of the 
reconstruction, economic aspects, and risks and complications to 
be encountered [38, 39]. Furthermore, evidence-based data may 
guide dental practitioners to render optimal treatment available to 
patients [40]. 
 Beyond any doubt, titanium has unique properties among all 
metals in the periodic table. Hence, it truly may be presented as the 
material of choice for oral implants. 

10.9 Clinical Aspects of Dental Implant Surfaces

Most of the third-generation implants were manufactured in a 
turning or machining process that resulted in a relatively smooth 
implant surface. Surface roughness Ra was approximately 0.3–0.4 
µm. This surface was propagated by industry for many years 
and was copied on a variety of implants resembling the original 
Brånemark design. As opposed to machined surface implants, 
implants with a rough surface made of titanium plasma particles 
being sprayed on the implant surface with an Argon (Ar) gas 
carrier and at high temperatures (titanium plasma sprayed, TPS) 
yielded a surface roughness of Ra = 2.9 µm. Such a TPS surface 
increased the total contact area of the implant 13–15-fold and, 
consequently, provided a surface for increased anchorage. However, 
the manufacturing process of the TPS surface was tiresome, tedious, 
complicated, and costly. Therefore, attempts were made throughout 
the 1990s to improve implant surfaces by creating roughened 
surfaces with optimal characteristics [41]. Out of these studies 
resulted a roughened surface that was sandblasted with large grit 
and acid-attacked (SLA). The surface roughness was approximately  
Ra = 1.9–2.2 µm. The osseointegration appeared to be faster and 
more pronounced when compared to the TPS surface in a miniature 
pig model and dramatically superior than with a machined surface 
[42]. This was reflected in higher removal torques and increased 
bone-to-implant contact.
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 It was recognized that moderately rough surfaces yielded higher 
bone-to-implant contact than either rough or smoother surfaces  
(Fig. 10.5). Most of the implant surfaces used today have a moderately 
rough surface topography.

Figure 10.5 Prototype implants of various surface roughness. (A, D, G) SLA 
(sandblasted with large grit and acid-attacked) surface with a 
roughness value of approximately Ra = 1.8 µm. (B, E, H) TPS 
surface with a roughness value of approximately Ra = 2.9 µm. 
(C, F, I) Machined or turned surface with a roughness value of 
approximately Ra = 0.4 µm. (D) Subtractive roughness created 
by sandblasting and acid etching. (E) Additive roughness 
created by blasting titanium plasma particles onto the surface, 
resulting in an increase in the surface of approximately 13x. 
(F) Very minimal roughness of a turned surface. (G) Highest 
bone-to-implant contact on the SLA surface. (H) Good bone-
to-implant contact on the TPS surface. (I) Minimal bone-to-
implant contact on the turned surface.

Clinical Aspects of Dental Implant Surfaces
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 Surface roughness has been identified as a major feature 
responsible for the osseointegration process. Biomechanical 
and biochemical bonding mechanisms have been reviewed by 
Albrektsson and Wennerberg [21]. 
 The surface topographical properties were evaluated and 
expressed at the micrometer level and categorized into:

 (1) smooth or machined surfaces: Ra < 0.5 µm
 (2) minimally rough surfaces: Ra = 0.5 – 1.0 µm
 (3) moderately rough surfaces: Ra = 1.0 – 2.0 µm
 (4) rough surfaces: Ra > 2.0 µm

 A recent systematic review explored possible effects of titanium 
surface topography on osseointegration [22]. Of 1184 titles found 
through an electronic search in PubMed, 1064 had to be disregarded 
owing to the fact that they did not accurately present in vivo data on 
osseointegration as a response of implant surface topography. After 
scrutinizing the remaining 120 articles, bone responses to surface 
topography were evaluated in terms of bone-to-implant contact, 
removal torques, and push-out tests. Again, the analysis revealed 
that moderately rough surfaces showed higher bone bonding than 
rough surfaces or minimally rough or smooth surfaces.
 More recently, there is evidence that surface chemical 
modifications on the nanometer level may improve osseointegration 
both on a temporal basis as well as on a degree level. Especially 
two nanotechnological modifications have shown promising 
results during early phases of osseointegration. Fluoride-modified 
TiOblast™ implant surfaces showed larger bone-to-implant contact 
(~13%) after two weeks of healing and more new bone within 
the voids of the implants compared to their counterparts with a 
conventional TiOblast™ surface. However, these differences were 
no longer present after six weeks of healing in the dog model [43]. 
In addition, early osseointegration to hydrophilic and hydrophobic 
implant surfaces was studied in a human biopsy model. Again, 
the nanotechnologically modified SLA surface with hydrophilic 
properties yielded significantly more bone-to-implant contact 
(~16%) after four weeks of healing. After six weeks, however, there 
were no statistically significant differences [44]. 
 These latter studies have demonstrated that surface topography 
on the nanometer level may positively influence biological bonding 
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and, thus, provide additional predictability of implant therapy in 
patients with compromised bone situations (osteoporosis, diabetes 
mellitus, irradiated bone, etc.) [45]. Recent laboratory studies 
suggest that novel silane-based [9] coatings on titanium [46], dental 
porcelain [47], and also zirconia [48] were successfully developed 
and optimized. Such coatings may significantly promote resin 
cement adhesion and, in addition, produce hydrophobic surfaces 
[49–51] without compromising surface roughness. 
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The clinical success of dental restorations depends on the adhesive 
strength and bonding between dental restorative materials and 
tooth structure. Adhesion occurs when two dissimilar materials are 
close in a molecular level and contact to form bonds. In general, the 
adhesion and affinity between dissimilar materials, for example, 
inorganic and organic materials may be very weak. Adhesion can be 
significantly increased by application of a mediator, such as a silane 
coupling agent, that contains different functional groups to react 
and form a linkage to connect them. After surface pretreatment, 
the surface is more reactive for bond formation. Therefore, the 
surface treatment of some indirect dental restorative material is an 
important step in restorative dentistry. This chapter covers (1) the 
introduction of surface science, (2) basic theories of adhesion and 
surface characterization, (3) a discussion of several common surface 
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treatment methods, (4) some other new surface treatment methods 
currently under investigation, and (5) explanations for different 
types of mechanisms for various surface treatments to understand 
how they achieve the surface modification in question.

11.1 Introduction

In dental indirect restoration, surface pretreatment, also called 
surface conditioning, of dental materials is a vital preliminary 
step to enhance the adhesion between a luting resin composite 
and the restoration (resin composite materials are discussed 
comprehensively in Chapter 6). It is defined as one or a series of 
steps such as cleaning, removal of loose particles, and modification 
of a surface to which an adhesive is then applied for bonding. 
 The purpose of surface treatments is to: 
 (1) remove or prevent the formation of any weak surface layer on 

the substrate such as greases and dust particles
 (2) maximize the molecular interaction at the interfacial layer 

between two different substrates, that is, increase the surface 
free energy

 (3) optimize the adhesion at the interface such that sufficient 
adhesive strength can attain the required strength during the 
service 

 (4) create special surface microstructures for retention [1]. 
 In this chapter, some basic principles of surface science, the theory 
of adhesion, surface characterization, and surface pretreatment 
methods currently used in dentistry are discussed. Some other new 
surface treatment methods with application of different techniques 
are also discussed. The underlying principles of these surface 
pretreatment methods will be further explained. Dentin bonding is 
discussed in Chapter 1.

11.2 Surface Science

11.2.1 Interface and Surface Tension

In a system, a surface or an interface (interface = a surface forming 
a common boundary between two regions) exists when there is a 
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change in the system properties with distance. Properties that show 
change at the interface are chemical composition, crystal structure, 
and density [2]. The interfacial particles differ in energy from the 
bulk of each phase because they are at the boundary region and 
interact with the particles of the other phases [1]. 
 All molecules in the liquid state are held together with attractive 
intermolecular forces. The overall attractive force for each molecule 
in the bulk is zero. However, the resultant force of the molecules at 
the surface is not zero compared to the bulk liquid molecules. The 
force, F, required to increases the surface by a unit length, L, is called 
surface tension [3]: 

 g
d

= � F
L

 (11.1)

 More specifically, surface tension can also be defined as the 
energy required to increase the surface area by a unit of area. This 
energy is called the surface free energy of that liquid to resist the 
extension of a free surface per unit area [1].  
 Surface tension is strongly affected by temperature. The 
intermolecular forces of molecules are weakened when temperature 
increases. An equation for the relationship between the surface 
tension of the liquid and temperature is given by Guggenheim’s 
equation:

 g g= -
Ê
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ˆ
¯̃0
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1 T
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 (11.2)

where γ0 is the surface tension at absolute zero temperature and Tc 
is the critical temperature of the liquid [4]. 

11.2.2 Contact Angle

When liquids are in contact with solid surfaces, wetting occurs at the 
interface. The contact angle, α, is defined as an equilibrium of a liquid 
drop on a solid surface under an effect of three surface tensions, as 
shown in Fig. 11.1 [5]. 
 At equilibrium, the surface tension at the solid–vapor interface is 
balanced by the sum of surface tensions at the solid-liquid and liquid-
vapor interfaces. This relationship is given by Young’s equation [6]:

 γsv = γsl + γlvcos α (11.3)

Surface Science
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Figure 11.1 Contact angle of a liquid drop in contact with a solid surface.

 The ability of a liquid to keep in contact with a solid surface is 
called wetting. The degree of wetting depends on the adhesive force 
between liquid and solid surfaces and the cohesive force within the 
liquid molecules. It can be determined by the equilibrium contact 
angle, γ. For, γ = 0, it is complete wetting of the liquid on the solid 
surface. For, 0 < γ < 90°, the wetting of the liquid on the solid surface 
is high. For 90° < γ < 180°, the wetting of the liquid on the solid 
surface is low [3].  

11.2.3 Critical Surface Tension

In the early 1950s, Zisman and Fox studied the contact angle of 
various liquids on different solid surfaces and measured the surface 
tension of the liquids. From the plot of cos α against γlv, a straight 
line is always obtained for homologous liquids and a curved line is 
obtained for nonhomologous liquids, as shown in Fig. 11.2 [6]. 
 From the plot of cos α against γlv, the extrapolation of cos α to 
1 gives the value of the critical surface tension (γc) of the solid  
(Fig. 11.2). It varies with different solid surfaces. Therefore, from  
Eq. 11.3, when cos α = 1, γc = γsv – γsl. An explanation for this 
curvature of the Zisman plot is the interactions such as hydrogen 
bonding between the liquid and the solid surface. 
 NB: We have two terms, an interface (see above) and an 
interphase. An interphase is defined as a region between the 
unambiguous boundaries of two phases and characterized by distinct  
properties—actually it is a third phase [7]. 

11.3 Theories of Adhesion

Some theories are used to explain the mechanisms of adhesion  
[1, 7–9]. In most of the cases, adhesion between the adhesive and the 
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substrate surface is a combination of different mechanisms. 

Figure 11.2 Zisman plot of contact angle and surface tension. Modified 
from Ref. [6].

 Currently, there are six dominating theories of adhesion to 
describe the nature of adhesion [1, 7–9]: 

 1. Mechanical interlocking theory 
 2. Wetting theory 
 3. Diffusion theory 
 4. Weak boundary layer theory 
 5. Electrostatic theory
 6. Chemical bonding theory

11.3.1 Mechanical Interlocking Theory 

For an irregular and rough substrate surface, the adhesive penetrates 
the cavities and pores. After hardening, the adhesive locks 
mechanically (micromechanically) to the substrate surface, provided 
that good wetting is achieved with the rough surface. Otherwise, the 
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presence of voids at the interface lowers the adhesion. In general, 
adhesive bonds form better in a more irregular and porous surface 
than a smooth surface. The increase in surface roughness of a 
substrate enhances adhesion by mechanical interlocking. 

11.3.2 Wetting Theory 

This theory is based on the fact that adhesion occurs through 
molecular interaction and surface forces developed between the 
adhesive and the substrate surface. First, interfacial forces are 
developed between the adhesive and the substrate. Then, the process 
of continuous contact, that is, wetting, is established. To have good 
wetting of the adhesive on the substrate surface, the surface tension 
of the adhesive should be lower than the critical surface tension of 
the substrate surface. 

11.3.3 Diffusion Theory 

This theory applies to adhesion with long-chain-length polymer 
molecules. It involves the interdiffusion of polymer molecules across 
the interfacial layer. The interdiffusion occurs when the temperature 
is above the glass transition temperature such that the polymer 
chains are mobile. Adhesion by means of diffusion can be described 
by this relationship:

 d =
E
V
coh  (11.4)

where δ is the solubility parameter, Ecoh is the energy required to 
separate the molecules to infinite separation, and V is the molar 
volume. High adhesion is achieved when solubility parameters 
between the adhesive and the substrate are similar. This theory 
applies to adhesion of the same polymer or chemically very similarly 
polymers because of the same solubility or similar mutual solubility.
 An example of diffusion bonding is solvent welding of 
thermoplastics. The solvent lowers the glass transition temperature 
of the polymer, and interdiffusion of polymer molecules across the 
interfacial layer takes place. The interdiffusion also increases at an 
elevated temperature, which leads to increased adhesive strength. 
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11.3.4 Weak Boundary Layer Theory 

In this theory, weak boundary layers are present in the adhesive or 
the substrate surface and the adhesion is weakened. When failure 
takes place, breaking at the weak boundary layers occurs first. 
The presence of weak boundary layers at the interface is due to 
the substrate surface being exposed before adhesion and so being 
contaminated, for example, by dust or grease. Moreover, if the 
adhesive does not wet the substrate surface completely, air is trapped 
at the interface. This causes the decrease of adhesive strength. 
Therefore, surface pretreatments before bonding are necessary to 
remove surface contamination. 

11.3.5 Electrostatic Theory 

The basis of this theory is that free charges exist to a different extent 
in any material. There is an electrochemical potential difference 
between two different materials when in contact. A charge transfer 
takes place, and free-charge carriers move across the interfacial 
region. An electric double layer is formed. This theory is used to 
explain the polymer–metal adhesion where charge transfer occurs 
between polymer and metal and an electric double layer is formed 
in the interfacial layer. 

11.3.6 Chemical Bonding Theory 

This theory states that a chemical bond is formed between the 
adhesive and the substrate surface. Examples of chemical bonds are 
covalent, ionic, ion–dipole, dipole–dipole, and hydrogen bonds and 
van der Waals (aka London) forces. Covalent and ionic bonds are the 
strongest chemical bonds that can be formed between the adhesive 
and the substrate surface. Other weak chemical bonds include 
hydrogen bonds, dipole–dipole attraction, van der Waals forces. In a 
real situation, the adhesion between the adhesive and the substrate 
surface involves a combination of other adhesion mechanisms: 
mechanical interlocking (retention), wetting, or diffusion. This 
depends on the functional groups of the adhesive, the chemical 
composition, and the surface properties of the substrate surface. 
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11.4 Surface Characterization Techniques

The importance of surface characterization is that it can provide 
valuable information of surface topography, chemical composition, 
and the amount of trace impurities. Some common surface 
characterization techniques used in dental materials research are 
discussed concisely in this section [1, 10, 11]. 

11.4.1 Infrared Spectroscopy 

All molecules are capable of vibrating above 0 K, that is, –273.15°C, 
and the more complicated a molecule is, the more the amount of 
different possible modes is. In general, the molecular vibration 
modes are stretching, rocking, wagging, and bending. The vibrational 
transitions of inorganic and organic molecules take place in the 
infrared (IR) region of light. The typical excitation energy, ∆E, is 
between 10–12 J and 10–19 J, and the corresponding frequency (f) is 
about the magnitude of 1013–1014 Hz (1 Hz = 1 s–1):

 ∆E = hf (11.5)

where h is p (Planck’s constant) = 6.626 × 10–34 Js. 
 In IR spectroscopy transitions are usually expressed in terms 
of their wavenumbers, v, which are reciprocals of the wavelength, λ. 
The wavenumber region is typically in the scale of 3000–300 cm–1 
for the majority of organic molecules. Given this, the principle of 
IR spectroscopy is based upon the absorption of particles in the 
IR region. Absorption occurs when the energy of IR is equal to the 
molecular vibration. The absorption frequency is specific for various 
functional groups of the molecule as the amount of energy absorbed 
is different. The relationship between absorbance and the sample 
concentration is given by Beer’s law:

 A = εbc (11.6)

where A is absorbance, ε is the extinction coefficient, b is the sample 
thickness, and c is the sample concentration (in a selected solvent).
 Silane coupling agents are important hybrid inorganic-organic 
molecules that are applied to some dental materials. They absorb IR 
light in the mid-IR region, namely, between 4000 cm–1 and 600 cm–1 
[12, 13].
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 For analysis of the sample surface, the attenuated total internal 
reflectance (ATIR) IR technique is used. In this technique, the sample 
is in close contact with both surfaces of a high refractive index 
crystal. A multiple internal reflectance of the IR beam on the sample 
surface is achieved. The IR spectrum gives information regarding the 
chemical structure of the sample surface.
 Another very widely used technique that is based on interference 
is Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. An IR beam is 
split by a beam splitter, which is positioned 45° to the incident beam. 
The two beams are reflected by a fixed and a movable mirror to 
recombine the resultant beam. The interference pattern is analyzed 
by a mathematical model called Fourier transform. It may be used 
effectively since the siloxane groups (…–Si–O–Si–…) yield very 
strong (and complex) absorbance signals [13]. 
 The FTIR method produces fingerprint spectra for every 
compound that is prone to the method. The modern computational 
spectral subtraction capability of FTIR spectrometers enables 
selective monitoring of the structure of the coupling agent. The FTIR 
method is convenient, fast, and widely applied, for example, in silane 
research. The spectra can be mathematically processed to minimize 
noise and also to make the spectra comparable. The hydrolysis and 
condensation reactions usually can be followed with FTIR analysis 
[12–14]. 

11.4.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is an important technique 
to analyze the material surface topography. The material surface 
is sputtered with a thin layer of gold metal so that the surface is 
conductive before SEM analysis. A beam of electrons is focused 
onto the sample surface. The interaction of the electron beam and 
the sample surface produces excited secondary electrons, back-
scattered electrons, and X-ray photon energy. A detector collects the 
emitted particles to produce the image of the sample surface. 

11.4.3 Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy

Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX or EDS) is a very useful 
technique to identify and quantify the chemical composition of 
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the material surface structure. When electrons of the atoms on 
the sample surface are excited by a high-energy electron beam, an 
emission of photon energy with wavelengths of X-rays is detected. 
An energy-dispersive detector analyzes the corresponding elements. 
This gives the chemical composition of the sample surface. 

11.4.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy

The basic principle of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is the 
scattering or diffraction of electrons. This occurs upon interaction 
with the crystalline planes of the sample when a high voltage of 
focused electron beams is passed through a thin solid sample. A TEM 
system comprises three sections: 

 1. An illumination system 
 2. A sample stage 
 3. An imaging system 

 The illumination system has an electron gun and condenser 
lenses to focus the electrons onto the sample. The sample stage is 
used to position the sample in the TEM system. The imaging system 
has three or more lenses to produce a magnified image of the sample 
on the screen. 

11.4.5 Atomic Force Microscopy

The first commercially available atomic force microscope (AFM) 
was introduced in 1989. The instrument is very useful as it can be 
applicable to both conductive and nonconductive material surfaces. 
The basic principle of atomic force microscopy is the measurement of 
intermolecular forces between the AFM tip and the sample surface. 
An AFM can be used to image and manipulate atoms and structures 
on a variety of material surfaces. 
 There are three AFM operational modes for surface topographic 
imaging, depending on the application: 1. noncontact mode, 2. contact 
mode, and 3. tapping mode. In noncontact mode, the cantilever tip 
is above the sample surface to detect the intermolecular forces 
between the tip and the sample. Surface topographic images are 
acquired by scanning the tip across the sample surface. In contact 
mode, the cantilever tip is in close contact with the sample surface. 
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However, the tip may damage the sample surface due to the lateral 
movement of the tip and the image is distorted. Thus, this mode is 
not suitable for biological and polymer surfaces. In tapping mode, 
the cantilever tip is oscillated at the resonant frequency. Then, the 
vibrating tip is moved close to the sample surface until it taps lightly 
the surface. There is energy loss of the tip due to contact with the 
surface. The change in the amplitude of vibration is measured to plot 
the surface topography of the sample [10, 13].

11.5 Surface Pretreatment Methods Used in 
Dental Laboratories 

Some of the common surface pretreatment methods used in dental 
laboratories for indirect restorations are: 

	 •	 hydrofluoric acid (HF) etching; 
	 •	 grit blasting; 
	 •	 pyrochemical silica coating; 
	 •	 tribochemical silica coating. 

 These treatment methods can alter the surface properties of 
dental restorations, physically, chemically, or both ways, such that 
strong and durable bonding may be established between resin 
composites and these surface-treated materials. These surface 
treatment methods have been demonstrated to improve bonding 
and are well documented in the literature [7, 15–17]. 

11.5.1  Hydrofluoric Acid Etching

HF has wide applications in many areas such as glass etching and 
oxide removal from metals [18]. As a matter of fact, hydrogen 
fluoride is a colorless gas, and it fumes in humid air. It is very 
soluble in ethanol and water, and its solution with water is called 
hydrofluoric acid. It is strongly corrosive, and it is an excellent ionizing 
solvent and dissolves many inorganic and organic compounds  
[7, 19]. 
 In dental laboratories, HF is used to etch porcelain veneers/
crowns/onlays and, in principle, in intraoral repair the fractured 
porcelain restoration surface. However, intraoral use should be 

Surface Pretreatment Methods Used in Dental Laboratories
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avoided [17, 19]. When the porcelain veneer surface is treated with 
HF etching gel, the HF dissolves the glass matrix of the porcelain  
(no other mineral acids dissolve that effectively). After rinsing 
the acid-etched surface with water and air-drying, a microporous 
structure on the porcelain veneer surface is obtained. These porosities 
enhance micromechanical interlocking retention for durable bonding  
[7, 17, 20, 21]. 
 Although HF is a weak acid, it is highly corrosive and toxic to 
humans. It penetrates skin tissues much more quickly than other 
inorganic acids due to its low ionization constant. This results in 
causing extensive internal tissue damage [18]. In a typical dental 
HF gel the actual HF content is around 4% to 10% and so can be 
used safely. Definitely the best advice is to follow the manufacturer’s 
recommendation, or if no specific instruction is given, a good rule 
of thumb is to etch for between one and two minutes to obtain 
adequate roughness [17, 19]. 

11.5.2 Grit Blasting

In this methodology, the surface of materials is blasted usually with 
alumina powder of an average particle size of, for example, 50 µm 
under compressed air, for example, at a pressure of 380 kPa. Usually 
the blasting time is around 10–15 seconds at a perpendicular 
distance of about 10 mm from the nozzle to a surface area of  
ca. 1 cm2 [15, 16]. Grit blasting increases the surface roughness of the 
materials that would thereby enhance the mechanical interlocking 
for bonding [7, 21–23]. Inevitably, a layer of alumina, Al2O3, particles 
may be embedded onto the substrate surfaces after grit blasting. The 
amount of alumina embedded and the degree of surface roughness 
depend on the grit size, nozzle distance to the surface, blasting time, 
and applied pressure [15, 24–26]. The presence of alumina particles, 
however, may deteriorate the ceramic–metal and resin–metal 
bonding [27, 28]. 

11.5.3 Pyrochemical Silica Coating

In this method, a silica (SiO2) layer is deposited onto the substrate 
surface by means of pyrochemical processes. From the historical 
point of view, there are several pyrochemical silica-coating sys-
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tems (aka thermal silica-coating systems) that have been utilized in 
dental laboratories: Silicoater™ Classical, Silicoater MD and Siloc™ 
(Heraeus-Kulzer, Wehrheim, Germany), and PyrosilPen™ device 
(SurA Instruments, Jena, Germany) [15–17, 29]. Tetraethoxysilane 
(TEOS) (aka tetraethylsilicate) solution is injected into a flame and 
burned with oxygen in the presence of fuel gas butane. The inter-
mediates (–SiOx–C) formed reach the substrate surface and de-
posit onto the surface. When the silica-coated substrate surface is 
cooled to room temperature, a silane coupling agent is applied onto 
the coated surface and is followed by cementation [30]. This per se 
chemically interesting surface-conditioning method is not anymore 
used in dental technology [16]. 

11.5.4 Tribochemical Silica Coating

A tribochemical Rocatec™ System (3M ESPE, Seefeld, Germany) was 
introduced in 1989, and it is continuously used for surface treatment 
of various dental materials such as metals, metal alloys, and 
ceramics in dental laboratories [15, 28, 31–34]. The silica-coating 
of the substrate surface can be carried out using Rocatec™ Soft  
(30 µm silica-coated alumina powder) or Rocatec™ Plus  
(110 µm silica-coated alumina powder) with defined operational 
parameters, such as under a compressed air pressure of 280 kPa for 
30 s/cm2 at a perpendicular distance of around 10 mm [31]. Thus, 
a silica-coated layer is formed on the surface and further treated 
by silanization. A durable siloxane linkage is formed after drying. 
The silica-coated and silanized substrate is cemented with a resin 
composite to complete the restoration [13]. The Cojet™ system  
(3M ESPE, Seefeld, Germany) is an in-office silica-coating system 
that employs 30 µm silica-coated alumina powder for sandblasting 
the substrate surface. It may be used for intraoral repair of fractured 
metal ceramic (porcelain fused to metal [PFM]), all-ceramic, resin 
composites, and even amalgam restorations [15, 17, 35]. 

11.5.5 Silanization 

When silanes promote adhesion between dissimilar materials, 
silanes react to form a siloxane film (sometimes called a silane film)  
between these materials. It is usually expected that at least one 
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of the surfaces should be siliceous for its chemistry, that is, silica, 
silicates, or glass should be available on the substrate surface. 
The silane solutions must be optimized (e.g., silane concentration, 
solvent consistency, pH, hydrolysis/activation time, etc.) to avoid 
silane polymerization before the deposition [15, 36]. 
 Silanization (silanation) means application of a silane 
coupling agent. When deposited on an inorganic surface, silanol 
oligomers react with each other, forming branched hydrophobic 
siloxane bonds, –Si–O–Si–. With a surface of an inorganic matrix  
(e.g., silica and metal oxides containing hydroxyl, –OH, groups), they 
form metallosiloxane bonds of the type –Si–O–M– (where M = metal). 
In dentistry and dental technology, silane coupling agents are used 
to promote adhesion between a luting resin composite cement and 
a silica-coated base metal and noble metal alloys, Ti, etc. [15, 17]. As 
a coupling agent, silanes have two different functional groups that 
react to link them together.
 There is a plethora of commercially available dental silane 
products, and they differ from each other for their formulations and 
properties [37]. Silane coupling agents for dental use are usually 
supplied as ca. 1–2 vol% in their prehydrolyzed form in a 90–95% 
ethanol/water solvent. Ethanol (or some other alcohols) is necessary 
to use to dissolve hydrophobic silane monomers. Silanes have to be 
activated by hydrolysis before application. When activated silane is 
deposited onto the inorganic substrate surface, a chemical reaction 
occurs, which allows bonds to be formed between activated silane 
and the substrate (see also Chapter 3). 
 In general, various silane coupling agents find numerous 
applications in coatings and adhesion promoters in steel, aluminum, 
and brass pretreatments (see Fig. 11.3). 
 Also in these applications, silanes are not supposed to react 
with the metal substrate in depth but to wet it and deposit as thin 
films. Stable condensation products of silanization, silane coatings  
(also called polysiloxane coatings), may alter the wetting and 
adhesion characteristics of a silanized substrate surface [36]. 
 There are also some silanes, such as methyltrichlorosilane and 
trimethylchlorosilane (including their alkoxy derivatives), that are 
employed to render materials (e.g., masonry, laboratory glassware) 
water repellent. In these cases, silanes change the wettability 
characteristics of a substrate surface. In general, it can be stated that 
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low surface energy results in low adhesion and high surface energy 
in high adhesion [7, 38]. 

Figure 11.3 Some silane coupling agents. BTSE is a so-called cross-linking 
silane. Abbreviation: BTSE, bis-1,2-(triethoxysilyl) ethane.

Surface Pretreatment Methods Used in Dental Laboratories
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 Silanes are characterized by direct silicon–carbon (Si–C) 
bonds, which are calculated to be as strong as, and in some cases 
even stronger than, the analogous C–C bonds. Chemically, silanes 
are hybrid inorganic-organic compounds that are synthesized 
by reduction of silica (SiO2). Silica is abundant on the earth. 
Silica reacts with carbon at high temperatures to produce silicon  
(Eq. 11.7). In the case of a trialkoxysilane (Fig 11.3.), those with 
methoxy groups, –OCH3, may be effective without catalysis. The 
degree of silane polymerization is determined by the amount of 
water that is available and also by the organofunctional moiety [36]. 
 The silicon (Si) produced from silica reacts with hydrogen  
chloride (HCl) in the presence of a Cu catalyst to produce trichlo-
rosilane. Coupling of trichlorosilane with haloalkene followed by  
alcoholysis gives the alkoxysilane [36], as presented below: 

 SiO2 + C Æ Si + CO2 (11.7)

 Si + 3 HCl Æ HSiCl3 + H2 (11.8)

 ClH2RCH=CH2 + HSiCl3 Æ ClH2RCH2CH2SiCl3 (11.9)

ClH2RCH2CH2SiCl3 + 3 R’OH Æ ClH2RCH2CH2Si(OR’)3 + 3 HCl (11.10)

 When talking about stability it is noteworthy that elements 
other than C or Si bonded directly to Si generally undergo somewhat 
rapid hydrolysis. Water necessary for hydrolysis can originate from 
various sources: it may be present originally on the surface, it may be 
added, or it may come from the atmosphere. However, most bonds 
to Si oxidize slowly, and protecting silanes from moisture is more 
important than protecting them from O2. 
 3-Methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (MPS) is commonly 
used in clinical commercial silane products. This silane monomer 
is prehydrolyzed in an acidified solvent mixture of ethanol and 
water before its use on a restoration surface [15, 36]. Several factors 
determine the silane reactivity, for example, the drying time on a 
substrate surface prior to cementation, in this case [39]. 
 In dental laboratories, the standard procedure of the surface 
treatment of some indirect dental restorative materials such as metal 
alloys and, for example, Ti [12–15], zirconia [40, 41], or porcelain [17, 
26, 42], is first sandblasting or HF etching, rinsing, and drying. Then, 
a solution of the silane coupling agent is applied onto the treated 
surface with one thin coating using a clean fine bush. The silane is 
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then allowed to dry and react: in chair-side clinical applications the 
curing is expected to happen at room temperature in a few minutes. 
On the other hand, when dental restorations are made in the dental 
laboratory, prolonged curing times and higher temperatures can be 
used [16]. The step of applying a silane coating is called silanization 
(or silanation). Cementation should then follow immediately after 
silanization. 

Silane coupling agents should be activated because the condensation 
between hydrolyzed silane, that is, silanols (–SiOH), and surface 
hydroxyl groups on the substrate surface is fast at room temperature 
through hydrogen bond formation. 

The condensation between unhydrolyzed silane monomers and 
surface hydroxyl groups is slow at a reduced temperature. 

11.6 Current Studies on Other Surface 
Pretreatment Methods

Many laboratory studies show bond degradation over time under 
artificial aging with the conventional surface treatments discussed 
above [41, 43]. Moreover, surface treatment by grit blasting and 
tribochemical silica-coating may introduce surface flaws that will 
affect long-term performance of, for example, ceramics [44]. As 
a result, other surface pretreatment methods are developed to 
increase bond durability under artificial aging. In these methods, 
substrate surfaces are modified physically or chemically. All methods 
have different mechanisms of treatment to activate surfaces, and 
these will be discussed in section 11.7. 

11.6.1 Chemical Treatment 

At room temperature, the surfaces of metal oxides, metals, and 
metal alloys are partially hydroxylated. For some metals, such as Cr, 
Al, and Ti, and some metal alloys, a passive oxide layer is formed. 
The presence of hydroxyl groups (–OH) will favor the interaction 
with silane coupling agents by forming hydrogen bonds first. 
This is followed by condensation to form a linkage and finally 
covalent bonds. The extent of condensation depends on the surface 
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hydroxyl group density and the nature of substrates. The degree of 
hydroxylation is different between ceramic and metal surfaces. The 
density of hydroxyl groups can be increased by treatment with acids. 
In this method, the substrate surface is first sandblasted, rinsed, 
and dried. Then, the substrate surface is immersed in a strong acid 
solution such as hydrochloric acid. After the hydroxylation process, 
the number of hydroxyl groups is increased, which depends on the 
types of acids and the processing temperature [45, 46]. 

11.6.2 Selective Infiltration Etching

The selective infiltration etching (SIE) method is a specifically 
developed novel pretreatment method for zirconia-based surface 
treatment to enhance resin zirconia bonding. A special glass powder 
conditioning agent containing SiO2, Al2O3, Na2O, TiO2, and K2O is 
mixed with water to form a paste. The zirconia surface is coated 
with a thin layer of this paste and cured at high temperature. Next, 
the coated zirconia is cooled to room temperature. This glass-
conditioning agent is etched away with dilute HCl and then rinsed 
with deionized water. This creates a highly reactive and retentive 
surface. After silanization (or without it) a resin cement is used 
for bonding the zirconia surface [47–49]. The SIE method is also 
covered in Chapter 14.

11.6.3 Laser Treatments

Three types of lasers are used for surface treatment of different 
dental materials: 

 (1) Erbium: yttrium-aluminum-garnet (Er:YAG) 
 (2) Neodymium: yttrium-aluminum-garnet (Nd:YAG)
 (3) Carbon dioxide (CO2) 

 Different types of lasers are used for different dental materials and 
dental tissues as the emission wavelength of absorption varies with 
different materials. During laser treatment, the substrate surface is 
irradiated with a laser beam. This produces surface irregularities 
that increase the mechanical interlocking, retention [50]. The main 
drawback of this method is that too high a power setting of laser 
irradiation would create surface cracks [51]. Therefore, it is very 
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important that appropriate laser operating parameters be used for 
different materials to minimize crack formation. 

11.6.4 Nanostructured Alumina Coating

In this specific coating method, a dilute suspension of aluminum 
nitride (AlN) in deionized water is prepared and heated to 75°C. 
Then, zirconia specimens are immersed in the suspension. 
Aluminum nitride undergoes hydrolysis to form boehmite (g-AlOOH), 
which deposits onto the zirconia surface. A nanostructured alumina 
coating is thereby formed on the zirconia surface. The coated 
zirconia surfaces are air-dried in an oven and thermally treated in 
a furnace in air at 900°C. During the heat treatment, the boehmite 
undergoes phase transformation through two stages to d-alumina 
[52]. A large microretentive area is created on the zirconia surface, 
which increases the micromechanical interlocking (retention) for 
resin bonding. 

11.6.5 Internal Porcelain Coating

In this technique, zirconia surfaces are coated with silica-based 
ceramics by fusion. The surfaces are first polished and then air-
abraded with alumina powder to increase surface roughness. Then, 
the treated zirconia surface is coated with fusing porcelain, which 
is prepared by stirring the porcelain powder with distilled water. 
The porcelain powder is mainly composed of SiO2 and with a small 
amount of Al2O3, Na2O, and K2O. The thickness of the porcelain layer 
is about a hundred micrometers. The coated porcelain layer is fired 
at temperatures higher than 800°C in vacuum for one minute. After 
the firing, the surface is cleaned, air-abraded, and then followed by 
silanization. Thus, a highly retentive and silica-based coated zirconia 
surface is obtained for resin bonding [53]. 

11.6.6 Chemical Vapor Deposition

The zirconia surface can be pretreated with oxygen plasma to 
remove organic contaminants and increase the degree of surface 
hydroxylation. In the molecular vapor deposition system, a pretreated 
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zirconia specimen is fixed in position in a vacuum chamber. A mixture 
of tetrachlorosilane (SiCl4) and water is heated. The vapor mixture is 
passed onto the zirconia surface. The silane undergoes hydrolysis to 
form silanols (–SiOH), which react with the surface hydroxyl groups 
of zirconia. A silica seed layer (SixOy) is deposited on the zirconia 
surface and a by-product HCl gas produced. The layer thickness is 
controlled by the deposition time [54]. The presence of the SixOy 
seed layer is reported to form durable siloxane bonds with a silane 
coupling agent, and this improves adhesion to zirconia.

11.6.7 Plasma Fluorination

This is another advanced technique in which the zirconia surface 
is chemically modified to be more reactive by means of plasma 
treatment. In an inductively coupled plasma reactor, zirconia samples 
are exposed to a continuous flow of sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) gas at 
a constant pressure for a certain period of time. Plasma is generated 
when an electric current is applied. The sulfur hexafluoride forms 
a highly reactive species and reacts with zirconia. After plasma 
fluorination, an oxyfluoride surface layer is formed. When a silane 
coupling agent is applied onto this active layer, a reaction occurs 
such that surface silanation is achieved. However, the mechanism of 
bond formation between silane and the oxyfluoride layer remains 
still unknown [55]. 

11.7 Mechanisms of Surface Pretreatment 
Methods

In this section, the mechanisms of each surface pretreatment method 
introduced above are discussed to help the readers to understand 
the underlying principles. Each method has a different mechanism 
to achieve surface modification such that strong adhesion is 
attained. In principle, a surface is more reactive after treatment by 
(a) increasing the surface roughness for mechanical interlocking or 
(b) increasing the surface chemical reactivity for chemical bonding 
formation or both [7]. 
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11.7.1  Hydrofluoric Acid Etching

There is a general agreement that HF etching followed by silanization 
generates higher bond strengths than either treatment alone 
[17]. Application of a silane coupling agent is a procedure called 
silanization. It is understood to create hydrogen and covalent bonds 
between the luting resin cement and the ceramic substrate, while 
etching per se provides micromechanical interlocking [15–17, 26]. 
When HF is applied on the surface of a porcelain veneer, a series of 
reactions (Eqs. 11.11–11.13) occur:

 SiO2 (s) + HF (aq) Æ SiF4 (ad) + H2O (l) (11.11)

 SiF4 (ad) + 2F¯ (aq) Æ SiF6
2¯ (aq) (11.12)

 SiF4 (ad) + 2HF2
¯ (aq) Æ HSiF6

¯ (aq) (11.13)

where HF2
¯ is formed from HF and dissociated F– [56]. The SiF4 formed 

is adsorbed (= ad) on the surface and then further reacts with F–. 
The etching rate depends on the surface structure, HF concentration, 
and which types of dental porcelain are used [57]. The etching of 
the amorphous state is faster than the crystalline state as the former 
is in a higher energy state than the latter. In clinical practice, the 
HF etching of a porcelain veneer is to remove the amorphous silica 
structure in order to increase the surface roughness and thus the 
micromechanical interlocking retention [42, 58]. 
 Some other reagents, such as ammonium hydrogen difluoride 
(NH4HF2), may also etch porcelain [17]. It was suggested that HF 
etching might be substituted by grit blasting using alumina powder, 
followed by so-called modified silanization, that is, an idea to utilize 
hot air to cure the siloxane film [59].

11.7.2 Pyrochemical Silica Coating

A pyrochemical reaction is defined as the process of chemical 
reactions at high temperatures. For pyrochemical silica coating, 
the silane, in this case tetraethoxysilane (i.e., tetraethylsilicate), 
Si(OCH2CH3)4, is injected into the flame. The fuel gas is butane and 
is burned in atmospheric oxygen, that is, a combustion reaction. The 
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reaction mechanism is a series of free-radical reactions. The initial 
step is hydrogen abstraction of tetraethoxysilane by oxygen to form 
reactive free radicals [60]. Then, a series of free-radical reactions 
proceed, and e.g., SiOx-C species are formed. These reactive species 
deposit and condense onto the substrate surface to form a glass-like 
layer [29]. 

11.7.3 Grit Blasting and Tribochemical Silica-Coating

The principles of grit blasting and sandblasting are basically the 
same [15, 34]. Sand (actually, we should use the word powder) 
particles are projected under compressed air from a nozzle onto 
the substrate surface. The impact of the particles on the substrate 
surface causes kinetic energy transfer. The energy is transformed into 
heat energy. The energy absorbed by the substrate surface results 
in melting. The powder particles are partially incorporated into the 
substrate surface [61]. A suggested mechanism for grit blasting and 
tribochemical silica coating is shown in Fig. 11.4.

Figure 11.4 A schematic diagram of sandblasting on a substrate surface.
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11.7.4 Silanization

A silane coupling agent (silane) contains two functional groups, with 
the general formula of Z-(CH2)k-Si-(OR’)3: Z is an organofunctional 
group, –(CH2)k– is a linker (connector) segment, and –OR’ is a 
hydrolyzable group. Silanes can react with the resin composite and 
inorganic dental restorative materials to join together. Silanes have 
to be activated such that free silanol groups are produced that react 
with the hydroxyl groups on inorganic substrate surfaces [15, 36]. 
 When the silanes undergo hydrolysis, the alkoxyl group is 
protonated at pH 3–5. A bimolecular nucleophilic substitution takes 
place at the central silicon atom. A backside attack of a nucleophile, 
water, to the silicon atom, an electrophile, gives a pentavalent  
transition state. A new covalent bond is formed, and a covalent bond 
is cleaved between the silicon and the leaving group [36]. The silane 
hydrolysis mechanism is shown in Fig. 11.5. 

Figure 11.5 A reaction mechanism of silane hydrolysis. 

 The rate of silane hydrolysis is affected by steric and inductive 
effects of alkoxy groups. The steric effect is the major factor that 
affects the reaction rate [62]. If the alkoxy group (–OR’) is large in 
size, it is more difficult for the nucleophile (water) to approach the 
silicon central atom. The activation energy of the transition state 
formation is increased, and the hydrolysis rate is thus decreased  
[7, 36]. 
 In use, silane monomers are usually strongly diluted in a 
solvent that is usually ethanol (plus some water). The final silane 
concentration may be somewhere in the range of 0.1–5 vol% for 
coupling purposes. When the silane coupling agent is applied 
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onto a silica-coated substrate surface, the silanol groups (–SiOH) 
interact with the surface hydroxyl groups of the substrate by 
forming hydrogen bonds. This is followed by condensation to form 
a siloxane (…–Si–O–Si–…) linkage. The silane monomers react 
with other silane monomers through the silanol groups to form a 
3D polysiloxane network. The degree of polymerization of silane 
monomers is controlled e.g., by the amount of water available and 
also the organofunctional moiety [15, 36]. After the process of 
silanization of the restoration, a resin composite cement is applied 
onto the silanized substrate surface, fitted on the prepared tooth, 
and finally light-cured. 
 The actual thickness of a silane coating (polysiloxane layer) 
is determined by several factors, such as silane concentration, 
drying (reaction) time, solvent used, pH, deposition technique, and 
temperature [36]. In practice, silane coatings are extremely thin 3D 
multilayer systems.
 Figure 11.6 demonstrates how initially hydrophobic silanes first 
turn hydrophilic during hydrolysis—and they condense to form 
dimers, oligomers, etc. Next, silanes deposit onto the surface, and 
after curing (setting), they form a hydrophobic siloxane layer [36].

Figure 11.6 The processes of silane hydrolysis, silanization, and setting 
reaction with a resin composite luting cement.
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 Interestingly, silane blends, that is, combinations of functional 
silanes and cross-linker silanes (e.g., BTSE) in a solvent (see Fig. 11.3) 
may have a significant impact on bonding to a substrate, increasing 
mechanical strength and hydrolytic stability in many coatings and 
composite systems. Some silane blends containing BTSE can provide 
excellent protection for corrosion in applications where steel 
sheets are silanized and then finally painted. It is noteworthy that 
cross-linker silanes are strongly diluted and blended at the ratio of  
1:10–1:5 to an organofunctional silane [38]. 
 A so-called novel silane system concept for resin-bonding 
promotion in dental applications was introduced by Matinlinna et 
al. [63]. Laboratory studies suggest a significant growth in shear 
bond strength for resin Ti bonding [63–67], resin porcelain bonding 
[68], and resin zirconia bonding [69, 70] when the control has been 
a commercially available dental silane [37]. To demonstrate a novel 
silane system in dentistry, we may have a look at silica-coated and 
silanized zirconia substrates (Fig. 11.7). 

Figure 11.7 An illustration of a novel silane system applied in resin zirconia 
bonding.
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 A functional silane, in this case MPS, is blended with BTSE, 
and they form a durable, hydrolytically stable 3D siloxane film to 
connect the silica-coated zirconia surface to a resin composite luting 
cement. This novel silane system approach in resin bonding might 
have clinical success (durable cementation) when meticulously 
optimized.
 In addition to a novel silane system, the use of some other 
functional silane monomers on bonding resin to silica-coated 
substrates may be a key for durable bonding [71–75]. 
 When speaking about silane-aided bonding in conjunction 
with resin composites, we may notice the role and importance of 
chemistry. The resin composites used in dentistry are predominantly 
methacrylate monomers such as 2,2-bis[4(2-hydroxy-3-
methacryloxypropyloxy)-phenyl] propane (bis-GMA) and urethane 
dimethacrylate (UDMA or UEDMA) that contain the polymerizable 
>C=C< functional groups. 
 The initiators in the resin composite decompose by blue visible 
light to form energetic free-radical species. These reactive species 
react with the >C=C< groups in resin monomers. This process 
generates other reactive free radicals. These free radicals react 
with resin monomers to form new C–C single bonds. After the light-
curing process, the resin composite and the inorganic substrate 
are connected by the silane coupling agents [36, 75]. A suggested 
mechanism of the whole process is shown above in Fig. 11.6. More 
about resin composites in dentistry is found in Chapter 6.

11.7.5 Chemical Treatments

On a metal oxide surface, the outermost surface layer is composed of 
oxide ions. These are very reactive sites for surface chemical reactions. 
When the oxide surface is treated with an acid, the dangling oxygen 
atoms form intermolecular hydrogen bonds with the acid. After 
rinsing with deionized water, surface hydroxyl groups are formed 
after hydroxylation [45]. A suggested mechanism of hydroxylation of 
metal oxide by acid treatment is shown in Fig. 11.8. 
 The degree of hydroxylation depends on the acid concentration 
and what type of acid is used and on the time and temperature of 
the treatment [76]. For metals/metal alloys, a layer of passive oxide 
layer is formed at ambient temperature. The presence of this oxide 
layer favors the formation of hydroxyl groups after acid treatment. 
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Figure 11.8 The process of hydroxylation on a metal oxide surface by acid 
treatment. Modified from Ref. [45].

11.7.6 Selective Infiltration Etching

One of the most interesting new openings in zirconia surface 
pretreatments is SIE (see also Chapter 14). The basics for this 
treatment are heat-induced structural maturation and grain 
boundary diffusion to transform the relatively smooth nonretentive 
surface of yttria-stabilized zirconia into a highly retentive surface 
[47, 77]. As described above, when a zirconia surface is coated 
with a special glass-conditioning agent and heated above its glass 
transition temperature, the molten glass particles infiltrate into the 
surface grain boundaries and induce surface tension, which results 
in movements of the surface grains. This creates an intergrain 
porosity. Finally, the glass infiltration agent is removed by acid-
etching treatment with HF and rinsing with water. The zirconia 
surface is thereby transformed into a highly reactive and retentive 
surface [49].
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11.7.7 Laser Treatments

The acronym “laser” stands for light amplification by stimulated 
emission of radiation. It is a process of optical amplification from 
stimulated emission of photons absorbed by atoms or molecules 
[78]. When a laser beam hits a substrate surface, there are four ways 
of interaction. 
 The first one is reflection: the beam bends back from the surface 
and causes no effect. The second one is scattering, in which the beam 
is deflected in different directions. The third one is transmission, 
during which the beam passes through the surface without any 
interaction. The fourth one is absorption: the laser energy is absorbed 
when the laser beam interacts with the material [79]. Absorption of 
the laser energy leads to conversion into heat energy. This causes 
melting of the material and change of surface morphology. However, 
when the laser intensity increases, more heat is generated, and 
thus microcracks are formed (Fig. 11.9). One approach to minimize 
microcrack formation is to use a lower laser power setting [80].

11.7.8 Nanostructured Alumina Coating

Aluminum nitride can undergo hydrolysis to form boehmite and 
ammonia (Eqs. 11.14 and 11.15). At the initial stage of hydrolysis 
of aluminum nitride, there is an increase in the concentration of 
aqueous aluminum (poly)cations in the suspension. This leads to 
supersaturation that allows the heterogeneous nucleation of lamellar 
boehmite on the substrate surface immersed in the suspension. After 
the coating process, the coated surface is heat-treated. The boehmite-
coated layer then undergoes a series of phase transformations 
accordingly [81]:

 AIN + H2O  g-AlOOH + NH3 (11.14)

 g-AlOOH 
300-500°C

 g-Al2O3 
700-800°C

 d-Al2O3 
900-1100°C

  q-Al2O3 
1000-1100°C a-Al2O3 (11.15)

 The alumina-coated layer is heat-treated up to 900°C. The 
reason for this heat treatment is that during phase transformation 
from g-AlOOH to a-Al2O3, the surface area of the alumina particles 
increases from g-AlOOH to a maximum at d-Al2O3 and then decreases 
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to a minimum at a-Al2O3 [82]. A large surface area is obtained 
after heat treatment to 900°C. This increases the micromechanical 
interlocking (retention) for resin bonding. 

Figure 11.9 A schematic diagram of the effect of laser treatment. Modified 
from Ref. [79].

11.7.9 Internal Porcelain Coating

The mechanism of internal coating is similar to SIE: a zirconia 
surface is coated with a fusing porcelain powder, a ceramic veneering 
material that is suspended in distilled water. During the firing of the 
porcelain coating on zirconia at high temperature, the porcelain 
particles infiltrate into the grain boundaries of the zirconia surface 
layer. A thin layer of porcelain is finally fused on the zirconia surface. 
The composition of the ceramic veneering material is similar to 
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the glass-conditioning agent used in the SIE technique [47, 49]  
(see above). 
 The main difference between these two techniques is that a 
silica-based coating is formed for the internal porcelain coating, 
whereas a highly retentive surface is created after removal (etching) 
of the glass infiltration agent by HF [83]. 

11.7.10 Chemical Vapor Deposition

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is defined as a process in which a 
thin film is deposited on a substrate by means of chemical reactions 
of the gaseous reactants at a high temperature near or on a heated 
substrate [84]. CVD is a chemical process used to produce high-
performance and high-purity solid materials. The process often 
finds applications in the semiconductor industry to produce specific 
thin films. 
 The process of CVD involves several steps [85]:

 1. Flow of gaseous reactants into the system
 2. Diffusion of gaseous reactants through the boundary layer to 

the substrate
 3. Adsorption of gases onto the substrate surface
 4. Chemical reactions of the adsorbed species with the substrate 

at the surface layer
 5. Desorption of by-products from the substrate surface
 6. Diffusion of gaseous by-products through the boundary layer 

to the bulk gas
 7. Exit of gases from the system 

 The actual process is shown below in Fig. 11.10.

11.7.11 Plasma Fluorination

The main advantage of this method over CVD is that the reaction 
activated by plasma could be processed at a lower deposition 
temperature. Plasma is an active species, which is composed of 
highly excited ionic and free-radical species. It is produced when 
reactant gases are excited into energetic states by microwave, radio 
frequency, or electrons from a hot filament discharge [86]. When 
atoms or molecules gain enough energy, ionization occurs. 
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Figure 11.10 A schematic diagram of the CVD process. Modified from Ref. 
[85].

 A mechanism suggested by Hodak et al. [87] for the plasma 
fluorination of silk fabrics, using sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) as the 
source gas, is:

 SF6 Æ SF5· + F (11.16)

 SF5· Æ SF4 + F (11.17)

 SF5· + SF6 Æ S2F10 + F (11.18)

 S2F10 Æ 2 SF5· (11.19)

 The fluorine atoms generated react with the fabric surface to 
form a fluorinated layer. The SF5· radicals generated would either 
decompose into SF4 and F or combine with SF6 to form S2F10 and F, 
since no sulfur is detected on the modified silk fabric surface from 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis [87]. This reaction 
mechanism can be used to explain the fluorination of zirconia 
surfaces in resin zirconia bonding reported by Piascik et al. [55]. 
 These surface treatment methods, with different approaches, 
modify the surface properties of some dental materials (e.g., zirconia) 
in order to enhance adhesion. However, some of them employ toxic 
precursors such as sulfur hexafluoride and other use expensive 
instruments such as a molecular vapor deposition system. Further 
laboratory studies of these treatment methods are necessary. These 
are important factors to consider before these methods are fully 
implemented in dental practice. 
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11.8 Conclusions

The surface pretreatment methods of dental indirect restorative 
materials are discussed thoroughly in this chapter. These methods 
are currently in use, either at dental laboratories or under intensive 
development in research laboratories. This research takes place 
in vitro, in vivo, and in silico. In the future, validation of these new 
methods in clinical practice will be carried out. On the other hand, 
other new surface treatment methods will obviously emerge and be 
investigated globally [88]. 
 We may conclude that an ideal surface treatment method should:

 1. be nondestructive to substrate surfaces;
 2. provide strong and durable bonding;
 3. be sustainable in the oral environment for long-term 

performance; and
 4. be convenient to use for dental technicians and/or dentists.
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Nanocoatings present the possibility of altering the surface 
properties of medical-grade materials to achieve improvements in 
biocompatibility, reliability, and performance. Sol-gel processing is 
a versatile and attractive technique since it can be used to fabricate 
ceramic coatings from solutions by chemical means. The sol-gel 
process is relatively easy to perform, and complex shapes can be 
coated, and it has also been demonstrated that the nanocrystalline 
grain structure of sol-gel coatings produced results in improved 
mechanical properties.

12.1 Introduction

A material containing delicate structures and sizes that fall within the 
range of 1 nm to 100 nm is referred to as a nanostructured material. 
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As a result of this size, extensive development of nanotechnology has 
taken place during the past decade in the fields of materials science 
and engineering. 
 The improvement of interface bonding by nanoscale coatings, 
depending on biomimetics, has been of worldwide interest during 
the past two decades, and today several companies are in early 
commercialization stages of new-generation, nanoscale-modified 
implants for orthopedic, ocular, and maxillofacial surgery, as well as 
for hard- and soft-tissue engineering. Modeling and analysis of these 
nanoscale structures are current interests in both engineering and 
clinical science. Tissue–implant interactions are generated in the 
nano- and the mesoscale, and mathematical analyses of these are 
also current interests.
 Nanotechnology has opened up novel techniques for the 
production of bone-like synthetic nanopowders and coatings of 
bone-like hydroxyapatite (HAp) on titanium substrates. Titanium is 
discussed also in Chapters 9, 10, and 13.
 The microstructure and properties of nanostructured materials 
are dependent on their chemistry and method of synthesis, in 
addition to their processing route. Consequently, it is extremely 
important to select the most appropriate technique when preparing 
nanomaterials with desired properties and property combinations. 
The most widely employed synthesis techniques for the production 
of advanced ceramics include pressing, as well as wet-chemical 
processing techniques such as coprecipitation and sol-gel processing, 
some of which have been used to produce nanostructured solid 
blocks and shapes, nanocoatings, and nanoparticles. 
 Bone mineral is composed of nanocrystalline platelets, referred 
to originally as HAp. It is now agreed that bone apatite can be better 
described as carbonate HAp (CHA) and approximated by the formula 
(Ca,Mg,Na)10(PO4CO3)6(OH)2. The composition of commercial CHA 
is similar to that of bone mineral inorganic component apatite. Bone 
pore sizes range from 1 nm to 100 nm in normal cortical bone and 
from 150 microns to 400 microns in trabecular bone tissue, and the 
pores are interconnected.
 It has been well proven that porous bulk HAp cannot be used for 
load-bearing applications. As a result, HAp has been employed as a 
coating for dental and orthopedic applications.
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 Coatings offer the possibility of altering the surface properties 
of dental and surgical-grade materials to achieve improvements in 
properties and performance. Coating is a technique for modifying 
the surface of the base material in order to improve the mechanical 
and/or physical performances of implants and devices. Techniques 
such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD), physical vapor deposition 
(PVD), electrochemical vapor deposition, metal–organic chemical 
vapor deposition (MOCVD), thermal or diffusion conversion, plasma 
and fusion coating, and sol-gel processing have been used to produce 
coatings on both the micro- and the nanoscale.
 Four general conventional industrial coating techniques have 
been anticipated for the manufacture of bioactive HAp coatings 
during the past 30 years for clinical applications. The first technique 
was developed by Ducheyne et al. This method utilizes the spray-
coating method that employs relatively thick calcium phosphate 
coatings with thickness ranging from 100 µm to 2 mm for bone 
ingrowth [1]. The second technique was developed by Hench et 
al. [2] for the fabrication of thick bioglass coatings with surface 
bioactivity. 
 During the early 1990s, the third technique was developed by 
Kokubo et al. [3], and the method was based on self-assembly by 
precipitation in a simulated body fluid (SBF) solution. At a later 
stage this method was applied and still utilized to investigate the 
biocompatibility in a range of new materials. The forth technique 
developed by Ben-Nissan et al. for calcium phosphate nanocoatings 
[4, 5] is much newer and shows very promising signs, and the method 
involves dipping in sol-gel-derived HAp solutions to produce strong 
70–100 nm thick single or multilayered nanocoatings.
 While coatings based on self-assembly and thick bioglass coatings 
are effective, spray coating is the only coating technique that has 
been commercially applied to orthopedic and dental implants. 
 The present focus is on the production of new nanoceramics 
that are relevant to a wide range of applications, including modeling 
and finite-element analysis (FEA), increased bioactivity for tissue 
regeneration and engineering, and implantable surface-modified 
dental and medical devices for better hard- and soft-tissue 
attachment.
 The process of biomimetics is based on, at the molecular level, 
the ability of the biological systems to process and store information, 
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and during the past decade, the extension of this concept has been 
brought out to the processing of nanocomposites for biomedical 
devices and tissue engineering, for example, scaffolds for bone 
regeneration [6]. 
 By definition, a nanocomposite is a heterogeneous combination 
of two or more materials in which at least one of those materials 
should be on a nanoscale. Using the composite approach and with 
the aid of secondary substitution phases, the mechanical properties 
of composites, such as the Young’s modulus, can be manipulated 
closer to those of natural bone.
 For biomedical applications, another form of nanocomposites 
developed is the gel system. A gel system can be considered as a 
three-dimensional network immersed in a fluid and nanomaterials 
can be entrapped in the gel. A nanogel, which is a nanosized, flexible, 
hydrophilic polymer gel [7], is an example of a gel that can be used in 
drug delivery carriers.
 The aim of this chapter is to provide a brief background on 
currently used coating methods and further detailed information 
relating to our choice of sol-gel-derived nano-HAp coatings for 
dental and biomedical applications. 

12.2 Coating Techniques for Dental and 
Biomedical Applications

Even though trials were carried out on various oxides and mixed 
oxides, research and development of HAp nanocoatings did not 
commence until the early 1990s [5]. Meanings of the terms of 
“macrofilm,” “microfilm,” “thin film,” and “nanothickness,” or more 
generally, thin films, in biomedical applications, have been employed 
wrongly and/or interchangeably within the literature, so the authors 
of this chapter believe that coatings greater than 1000 µm should 
be classed as thick or macrocoatings, 1–1000 µm should be classed 
as thin-film coatings or microcoatings, and below 1 µm should be 
classed as nanocoatings.

12.2.1 Plasma Spraying

Techniques such as plasma spraying, flame spraying, detonation gun 
spraying, and high-velocity oxygen flame spraying can be classified 
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under the definition of the term “thermal spraying.” Plasma spraying 
uses a direct current arc or other sources such as radio frequency 
(RF) to produce gas plasma and is capable of producing coatings 
with thicknesses ranging from a few microns to a few millimeters 
[8]. 
 On a commercial scale, plasma spraying is the only extensively used 
technique to generate coatings on medical implants. Plasma spraying 
can be carried out under vacuum (vacuum plasma spraying [VPS]),  
under controlled atmospheres, such as nitrogen, or in an ambient 
atmosphere (atmospheric plasma spraying [APS]). Plasma spraying 
uses an electrical discharge to convert a carrier gas (such as argon) 
into plasma. The expansion of rapid gas induces speeds of up to 800 
m/s. The powder is heated by the plasma into a partially liquid form, 
and it is propelled toward the substrate.

12.2.2 Chemical Vapor Deposition

The process of producing coatings and films with CVD involves the 
chemical reactions of gaseous reactants on or near the vicinity of 
a heated substrate surface. CVD can be employed to manufacture 
single-layer, multilayer, composite, nanostructured, and functionally 
graded coating materials with well-controlled dimensions and a 
unique structure at low processing temperatures.
 This atomistic deposition method can offer highly pure 
materials with structural control at atomic or nanoscale levels, in 
addition to a coating of complex-shaped biomedical prostheses 
and the fabrication of nanodevices and composites [1, 9]. See also  
Chapter 11.

12.2.3 Physical Vapor Deposition 

PVD is a flexible synthesis method, and the technique involves 
the generation of vapor-phase species via laser ablation, ion 
beams, sputtering, or evaporation. It is capable of preparing thin-
film materials with structural control at the atomic or nanometer 
scale. This control can be accomplished by carefully controlling the 
processing conditions. 
 In most PVD-based processing approaches, it is not possible to 
generate a uniform coating on nonplanar substrates without the use 
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of multiple, spatially distributed sources or sophisticated substrate 
translation/rotation. This is due to the fact that the vapor atoms are 
produced in high vacuum, which results in nearly collisionless vapor 
transport to the substrate. Therefore, only regions in the line of sight 
of the vapor source are coated [10].

12.3 The Sol-Gel Technique

The sol-gel technique is an attractive and versatile method and is 
relatively easy to perform, and complex shapes can be coated. It can 
be employed to fabricate ceramic coatings from solutions by chemical 
means, and it has also been demonstrated that the nanocrystalline 
grain structure of coatings produced results in an improvement in 
mechanical properties [11–14]. 
 The sol-gel technique dates back to the genesis of chemistry. 
In 1846, it was first discovered as an application technology, when 
Ebelmen [15] observed the hydrolysis and polycondensation of 
tetraethylorthosilicate (aka tetraethoxysilane [TEOS]). The first sol-
gel patent was published in 1939, which covers the preparation of 
SiO2 and TiO2 coatings [16]. 
 Roy and Roy [17] recognized the potential in 1955 for the 
production of high-purity glasses using methods not possible 
with traditional ceramic-processing techniques. As a result, the 
first report on the application of sol-gel technology to produce 
homogeneous multicomponent glasses was born.
 Schroeder [18] reported the first investigation conducted by 
Schott glass involving sol-gel-synthesized coatings in 1965. Mixed-
oxide coatings were developed, although they were mainly interested 
in single-oxide optical coatings of SiO2 and TiO2.
 During the late 1980s and 1990s, sol-gel technology also found 
uses in a variety of technology fields, such as biomedical applications 
[5, 19]. There are a number of excellent books, book chapters, and 
review articles that cover the basic science and technology of sol-gel 
technology for various ceramic oxide systems [3, 20–27].
 By definition, a sol is a suspension of colloidal particles in a liquid 
[28]. The difference between a sol and a solution is that a sol is a two-
phase, solid–liquid system, while a solution is a single-phase system. 
The size of the colloidal particles can range from approximately 1 
nm to 1000 nm. Consequently, gravitational forces on these colloidal 
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particles are negligible, and interactions are dominated by surface 
charges and short-range forces such as van der Waals forces. 
 Diffusion of the colloids by Brownian motion leads to a low-
energy arrangement, thus imparting stability to the system [29]. 
Reducing surface charges can improve the stability of the sol 
particles. Gelation is induced if the surface charge is significantly 
reduced, and the resultant product is able to maintain its shape 
without the assistance of a mold. 
 Since gels consist of a solid skeleton or network that encloses 
a liquid phase or excess of solvent, they considered as composites. 
Gels can be soft and have a low elastic modulus, depending on 
their chemistry. This can be accomplished through controlling the 
polymerization of the hydrolyzed starting compound. In this case, 
a three-dimensional network forms, resulting ultimately in a high-
molecular-weight polymeric gel. The resultant gel can be considered 
as a macroscopic molecule that extends throughout the solution. The 
time taken for the last bond in this network to form is referred to as 
the gelation point. Depending on the process applied, this gelation 
can be used to produce a nanostructured monolith or nanosized 
coatings [8].
 The sol-gel technique can be classified as aqueous or alcohol 
based. Aqueous-based systems generally are carried out in the 
presence of water, whereas alcohol-based systems exclude water 
buildup until the hydrolysis stage. On the other hand, there are also 
nonhydrolytic sol-gel processes that do not require the presence of 
solvents at all. 
 Correspondingly, sol-gel precursors can be categorized as either 
alkoxides or nonalkoxides. While alkoxides are the preferred 
precursors for sol-gel production due to their volatility, other 
compounds, such as metal salts, can also be used. This is often 
the case for group I and II elements whose alkoxides are solid and 
nonvolatile and in many cases have low solubility [29].
 The use of solvents is needed in the preparation of sol solutions, 
which are usually organic alcohols. Although the main purpose of 
using solvents is to dissolve solid precursors, they are also used 
to minimize the effect of concentration gradients and dilute liquid 
precursors. The particular solvent employed can influence factors 
such as crystallization temperature [30] and particle morphology 
[31].
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 Cracking during the production stages—such as fast drying—can 
be a problem due to the large amount of organic material needed 
in the processing of sol-gel-derived forms. It is common in the case 
of monoliths that shrinkage occurs during drying. On the other 
hand, cracking in thicker coatings is often a result of phenomena 
such as inhomogeneities resulting from thermal mismatch with the 
substrate used, phase separation, or various factors related to the 
drying process.
 The synthesis of a sol involves the preparation of a solution 
from precursors. Coatings are fabricated using various deposition 
techniques from the solutions. The coated substrate is then exposed 
to water for hydrolysis. During this process, hydroxides or hydrated 
oxides form and gelation occurs to form a three-dimensional 
network. 
 The gelation process can be pictured as clusters grown by 
aggregation of particles or condensation of polymers until the 
clusters collide. The gel point can only be determined by an increase 
in viscosity as no latent heat is released. The gel is composed of a 
solid skeleton surrounding a continuous liquid phase.
 The next stage is the drying and firing of the gel. During drying, 
excess solvents are removed from the pore network. A significant 
amount of shrinkage takes place during the drying and firing 
processes. Firing, also referred to as sintering, is the final stage 
in the production of ceramic materials via the sol-gel process. By 
heating dried gels to elevated temperatures, any remaining organic 
materials are combusted.

12.4 Sol-Gel Synthesis of Nanohydroxyapatite

Nanocrystalline HAp can be manufactured using a number of 
different production techniques, and it can be used as nanocoatings, 
monolithic solid ceramic products, or nanosized powders and 
platelets for a number of applications.
 Although not all completely satisfactory, various methods 
have been employed for the preparation of nanocrystalline 
apatites. These methods include mechanical alloying, vibromilling, 
coprecipitation, hydrothermal synthesis, sol-gel synthesis, wet-
chemical precipitation, mechanochemical synthesis, ball milling, 
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liquid-solid-solution synthesis, RF induction plasma, flame spray 
pyrolysis, electrocrystallization, microwave processing, hydrolysis of 
other calcium orthophosphates, double step stirring, and emulsion-
based or solvothermal syntheses, and several other techniques 
are known. Continuous preparation procedures are also available  
[8, 10, 32]. 
 Since the early 1990s, a number of sol-gel routes have been 
employed for the production of synthetic HAp powders. Ben-Nissan 
et al. introduced alkoxide-based nanocoatings as early as in 1989, 
and since then a number of excellent studies has been conducted 
on a range of precursors to produce pure nanocrystalline apatite 
powders, solid products, or coatings for medical and engineering 
applications [8, 32, 33]. 
 The major precursors include calcium acetate, calcium alkoxide, 
calcium chloride, calcium hydroxide, calcium nitrate, and dicalcium 
phosphate dihydrate. A number of investigators has reported the 
thickness of the sol-gel-derived HAp coatings produced are in the 
70–100 nm range [8, 32, 33].

12.5 Sol-Gel Synthesis of Hydroxyapatite Micro- 
and Nanocoatings

A number of calcium phosphate coatings at the nanoscale were 
introduced since the early 1990s. These included mixed calcium 
phosphates to 100% pure HAp from amorphous to finely crystalline 
structures. Their thickness varied according to the chemistry and 
hence the viscosity to the application methods used. Although 
many attempted high-purity HAp nanocoatings, many investigators 
concentrated in research to improve properties by the addition of 
numerous compounds and chemical modifications.
 HAp coatings loaded with nanosilver particles is an attractive 
method to impart HAp coatings with antibacterial properties, 
although the method of adding silver has been controversial. 
Qu et al. [34] produced porous Ti scaffolds with high porosity 
and interconnected structures using the polymer-impregnating 
method. A sol-gel process was then used to produce uniform  
Ag/HAp composite coatings on the surfaces of porous Ti substrates. 
Calcium nitrate tetrahydrate, Ca(NO3)2·4H2O, and phosphoric 
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pentoxide (P2O5) were dissolved in 65 mL of absolute ethyl alcohol. 
After stirred vigorously for six hours, a HAp sol with a Ca/P molar 
ratio of 1.67 was prepared by mixing the two precursors. After the 
sol was kept statically (aged) for 48 hours, absolute ethyl alcohol 
solution with AgNO3 was added to it and stirred enough to guarantee 
homogeneity. Ti substrates were immersed in the sol with a fixed 
dipping/withdrawing speed of 3 cm/min in an ambient atmosphere 
and dried at 80°C for 12 hours, followed by sintering at 300°C 
for 15 minutes. This step was repeated several times to meet the 
requirement of the thickness of the composite coatings before they 
were finally sintered at 600°C for 10 minutes. The average thickness 
of the coatings was estimated to be 30 µm on the basis of the back-
scattering electron (BSE) micrograph.
 Li et al. [35] investigated the effects of strontium-substituted 
HAp coatings with 10 mol% Ca2+ replaced by Sr2+ (10% Sr-HAp) 
on implant fixation in ovariectomized (OVX) rats. Coatings of HAp 
and 10% Sr-HAp were prepared on the surface of titanium implants 
using sol-gel dip methods. Analytical grade Ca(NO3)2·4H2O, Sr(NO3)2, 
and P2O5 were dissolved in absolute alcohol in two sets of beakers 
to form the Ca+Sr precursor and the P precursor, which were then 
mixed in a (Ca+Sr)/P molar ratio of 10/6 and refluxed for 24 hours 
to form dipping sols. Subsequently, the prepared Ti implants were 
immersed into the dipping sols and withdrawn at a speed of 8 cm/
min. After 15-minute drying at 150°C and 15-minute firing at 700°C, 
a single layer of 10% Sr-HAp was obtained. Such a dipping-drying-
firing process was repeated twice to increase coating thickness. The 
thickness of coatings measured by scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) from cross sections was 955 ± 105 nm for HAp and 898 ± 102 
nm for 10% Sr-HAp coatings.
 Un and Durucan [36] established sol-gel processing routes for 
the development of HAp-titania (TiO2) hybrid coatings on Ti-6Al-
4V by dip coating. To produce the TiO2 sol, Ti-isopropoxide was 
dissolved in ethanol under vigorous stirring. Nitric acid, ethanol, 
and deionized (DI) water were mixed and then added to the  
Ti-isopropoxide:ethanol solution to catalyze the sol-gel reactions. 
HAp powder, 1.000 g, was added to ethanol, and this HAp suspension 
was poured into the TiO2 sol to obtain the HAp-TiO2 coating. The dip-
coating process was employed to apply HAp-TiO2 sols to metallic 
substrates. A dip-coating speed of 16 cm/min was chosen. Coated 
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samples were first dried at around 70°C. This was followed by 
oven drying at 100°C for 1.5 hours to remove the organics. Finally, 
the coated samples were heat-treated at 500°C for 30 minutes for 
calcination and to mature the TiO2-based coating. The reported 
thickness ranged from 0.120 µm for a single layer to 0.810 µm for 
multilayered (three-time-coated) film. 
 Wu et al. [37] used novel sphene (CaTiSiO5) ceramics as coatings 
for Ti-6Al-4V. Sphene coatings were prepared by the sol-gel spinning 
method using tetraethyl orthosilicate, (C2H5O)4Si; titanium (IV) 
butoxide, Ti(O(CH2)3CH3)4; and calcium nitrate tetrahydrate, 
Ca(NO3)2·4H2O, as raw materials. Tetraethyl orthosilicate and 
titanium (IV) butoxide were mixed with ethanol and HNO3. The 
calcium nitrate tetrahydrate was added to the mixture, and reactants 
were stirred for five hours and then aged for one day at room 
temperature for coating. Ti-6Al-4V disks were fixed on the spinning 
machine with a controllable spinning speed, and a sol solution 
was dropped to the substrate and spin-coated at 2000 rpm for 10 
seconds. After drying at 60°C for 24 hours, samples were heated 
at 875°C for 10 minutes in air with a heating rate of 4°C min–1. A 
uniform structure of the sphene coating was found across the Ti-6Al-
4V surface, with a thickness and surface roughness of the coating of 
about 0.5–1 µm and 0.38 µm, respectively.
 A biphasic layer with a Zn-containing β-tricalcium phosphate 
(ZnTCP) phase and a fluoridated HAp (FHAp) phase on a titanium 
alloy substrate was prepared by Miao et al. [38] using the sol-gel 
technique. The colloidal solution for dip coating was prepared 
by mixing ethanol solutions of Ca(NO3)2·4H2O and P2O5 in a Ca/P 
molar ratio of 1.67, and a desired amount of hexafluorophosphoric 
acid (HPF6) was added. After the mixture was refluxed for 24 hours 
to form an FHAp precursor solution, equivalent amounts of β-TCP 
and ZnTCP powder were added to form colloidal solutions. The 
ratio of Ca in the powders to that in FHAp precursor solution is 1/2.  
Ti-6Al-4V substrates were first ground with 1000-grit silicon carbide 
paper, and ultrasonically rinsed in acetone and DI water and then 
immersed into the dipping solutions and withdrawn at a speed of  
8 cm min–1. After drying at 150°C for 15 minutes, the layers were 
fired at 600°C for 15 minutes. This deposition procedure was 
repeated twice to obtain a zinc-release FHAp layer (ZnTCP/FHAp).

Sol-Gel Synthesis of Hydroxyapatite Micro- and Nanocoatings
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 An effective colloidal-sol-gel method was developed by Cheng 
et al. [39] to prepare biphasic calcium phosphate coatings. Calcium 
nitrate tetrahydrate, Ca(NO3)2·4H2O, and phosphor pentoxide (P2O5) 
were dissolved in ethanol to form a Ca solution and a P solution. 
After the P solution was refluxed for 24 hours, a designed amount 
of HPF6 was added. Then, the Ca solution was added to form the 
FHAp precursors with a Ca:P:F ratio of 5:3:1 and 15:9:2. Commercial 
HAp powders were added to the FHAp precursors. After 20-minute 
ultrasonic dispersing, colloidal sols were obtained. Ti-6Al-4V 
substrates were dipped in the colloidal sols and withdrawn at a 
speed of 15 cm/min. After 15-minute drying in the oven at 150°C 
and 15-minute firing at 600°C, a single layer of the coatings was 
obtained.
 A simple sol-gel method was developed by Wen et al. [40] 
for HAp/TiO2 coatings on a titanium-zirconium (Ti-Zr) alloy for 
biomedical applications. The sol-gel process started with the 
preparation of a TiO2 sol. Tetrabutylorthotitanate (C16H36TiO4) 
was first diluted with absolute ethanol, and then a small amount 
of distilled water mixed with diethanolamine (NH(CH2-CH2OH)2), 
which was used as a catalyst, was added for hydrolysis. For the 
preparation of the HAp sol, triethyl phosphite, (C2H5O)3P, diluted 
with anhydrous ethanol was first hydrolyzed for 24 hours with 
distilled water under vigorous stirring. A stoichiometric amount of 
calcium nitrate, Ca(NO3)2·4H2O, dissolved in anhydrous ethanol was 
added to the hydrolyzed phosphite sol (molar ratio Ca:P = 1.67). The 
HAp/TiO2 layers were spin-coated on the surface of the Ti-Zr alloy at 
a speed of 3000 rpm for 15 seconds, followed by heat treatment at 
600°C for 20 minutes in an argon atmosphere sequentially. Extensive 
observations revealed that the average thicknesses of both the TiO2 
and the HAp layer were approximately 25 µm and the total thickness 
of the HAp/TiO2 coatings was 50 µm.
 HAp-based coatings on Ti-6Al-4V were attempted by 
Balamurugan et al. [41] using the sol-gel process. Phosphoric acid 
ester (C2H5O)3PO was hydrolyzed for 24 hours with a fixed amount 
of distilled water in a sealed container under vigorous stirring. A 
stoichiometric amount of 4 M ethanol solution of calcium nitrate, 
Ca(NO3)2·4H2O, was added drop wise to the hydrolyzed sol. The 
mixed sol solution was then continuously agitated for an additional 
30 minutes and kept static at an ambient duration time for 24 hours. 
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Ti-6Al-4V substrates were dip-coated with the sol solution with a 
withdrawal speed of 10 mm/s. The coatings were then dried at 80°C, 
followed by annealing in vacuum; the temperature ranges between 
200°C and 900°C with a dwelling time of five hours.
 Silicon-substituted HAp has been deposited by Hijón et al. [42] 
onto Ti-6Al-4V substrates by sol-gel technology. Triethyl phosphite, 
P(OCH2CH3)3, was hydrolyzed in water for 24 hours. After that, 
tetraethyl orthosilane, Si(OCH2CH3)4, was added. The reaction 
was carried out maintaining a molar ratio of H2O/(P + Si) = 4. A  
4 M aqueous calcium nitrate solution, Ca(NO3)2·4H2O, was poured 
into the sol-containing phosphorus and silicon. The amounts of 
reagents were calculated considering a Ca/(P + Si) molar constant 
ratio, equal to HAp stoichiometry (1.67). The mixed sol was stirred 
for 15 minutes and aged at 60°C in an oven for 6 hours. Ti-6Al-
4V discs were dip-coated into the precursor sol and extracted 
with a withdrawal speed of 2500 µm/s. After the deposition, the 
coatings were dried at 100°C for 1 hour, annealed in air at 550°C for  
10 minutes, and then cooled to room temperature. Finally, the 
coatings were washed with ethanol in an ultrasonic bath for two 
minutes. The reported thickness of the coating was around 600 nm.
 Bioactive calcium phosphate (Ca-P) coatings were produced by 
Kim et al. [43] on Ti by using phosphate-based glass (P glass) and 
HAp. To prepare the HAp sol, triethyl phosphite, P(C2H5O)3, was 
hydrolyzed for 24 hours in ethanol with the addition of distilled water. 
Separately, calcium nitrate, Ca(NO3)2·4H2O, was dissolved in ethanol. 
The Ca-containing solution was added slowly to the P-containing 
solution, and the mixture sol was aged at room temperature for  
7 days and then at 40°C for another 24 hours. The Ti disk was dip-
coated with the glass and glass-HAp slurries and dried at room 
temperature for 3 hours and then at 80°C for another 24 hours. After 
repeating the coating-drying process twice, the samples were heat-
treated at 600°C for one hour. The coating layer had a thickness of 
approximately 30–40 µm and adhered to the Ti substrate tightly.
 The interface shear strength of calcium phosphate (Ca-P) thin 
films applied to Ti-6Al-4V substrates has been evaluated by Gan 
et al. [44]. The Ca-P films were synthesized using sol-gel methods 
from both an inorganic and an organic precursor solution. For 
the inorganic route–formed films, calcium nitrate tetrahydrate 
and ammonium dihydrogen phosphate were used as calcium and 
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phosphorous precursors, and the molar ratio of Ca/P in these 
starting reactants was set equal to 1.67. Five separate film layers 
were applied using a substrate withdrawal rate of 30 cm/min and 
relatively low temperature anneals (~210°C) between dippings 
in order to develop a final film thickness ≈ 1 µm. A final anneal at 
500°C for 10 minutes in air was used to consolidate the Ca-P film, 
followed by sample furnace cooling to room temperature. For 
the organic route–formed film, calcium nitrate tetrahydrate and 
triethyl phosphite were selected as the calcium and phosphorous 
precursors. The calcium nitrate tetrahydrate was dissolved in 
absolute anhydrous ethanol, which was then added drop-wise to the 
hydrolyzed phosphorus solution, again at a Ca/P ratio equal to 1.67. 
This clear solution was aged in a 40°C water bath for four days. A 
diluted sol from the mother solution was further aged for two days 
at room temperature to form the film for substrate coating. A single 
dipping treatment was used with the organic route solution. The 
substrates were withdrawn from the solution at a rate of 20 cm/min 
and the resulting coating annealed at 500°C for 20 minutes in air and 
then furnace-cooled to room temperature.

12.6 Cell Responses and Hydroxyapatite 
Coatings on Titanium

Coating characteristics such as composition, crystallite features, 
and topography collectively impact the cell response. The influence 
of splat size and morphology has not been properly assessed for 
HAp thermal spray coatings on titanium substrates. Gross et al. [45] 
determined the osteoclast resorption pattern on a topographically 
refined coating compared to dentine. Human-derived osteoclasts 
were placed on a coating and compared to dentine, a polished coating, 
and polished sintered HAp. The results revealed osteoclasts showing 
a clear preference for activity on coatings with refined topography. 
The resorption of human-derived osteoclasts revealed a tenfold 
greater number of resorption pits on dentine and the thermally 
sprayed coating compared to polished coatings. The pit diameter is 
larger for coatings with splats compared to polished coatings. The 
pit depth is shallower for coatings than dentine. They suggested that 
HAp coatings with splat topography undergo active remodeling like 
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dentine and bone and provide a useful topographical feature for the 
design of implant surfaces.
 The time required for osseointegration with a metal implant having 
a smooth surface ranges from three to six months. Ravichandran 
et al. [46] hypothesized that biomimetic coating surfaces with 
poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA)/collagen fibers and nano-HAp 
on the implant would enhance the adhesion of mesenchymal stem 
cells (MSCs). Therefore, this surface modification of dental and bone 
implants might enhance the process of osseointegration. In their 
study, they coated PLGA or PLGA/collagen fibers on Ti disks by 
modified electrospinning for five seconds to two minutes; after that, 
they further deposited nano-HAp on the fibers. The cell attachment 
efficiency was tested on all the scaffolds for different intervals of 
time (10, 20, 30, and 60 min). Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity, 
cell proliferation, and mineralization were analyzed on all the 
implant surfaces on days 7, 14, and 21. Results of the cell adhesion 
study indicated that cell adhesion was greatest on the implant 
surface coated with PLGA/collagen fibers deposited with nano-HAp 
compared to other scaffolds. Within a short span of 60 minutes, 
75% of the cells adhered onto the mineralized PLGA/collagen fibers. 
Similarly by day 21, the rate of cell proliferation was significantly 
higher on the mineralized PLGA/collagen fibers owing to enhanced 
cell adhesion on these fibers. This enhanced initial cell adhesion 
favored higher cell proliferation, differentiation, and mineralization 
on the implant surface coated with mineralized PLGA/collagen 
fibers.
 Zhao et al. [47] compared magnesium-substituted and pure 
HAp coatings on the promotion of osteogenesis in vitro and on 
osseointegration in vivo. Electrochemically deposited pure HAp 
(EDHAp) or electrochemically deposited magnesium-substituted 
HAp (EDMHAp) coatings was formed on the surface of pure titanium 
disks or implants. MC3T3-E1 preosteoblasts were cultured in the 
EDHAp- and EDMHAp-coated disks, and cell growth, ALP activity, 
and osteocalcin (OC) secretion were measured at various time 
points. For studies on osseointegration, 30 roughened implants 
coated either with EDHAp or EDMHAp were implanted in the 
femurs of 15 New Zealand White rabbits. After two, four, and eight 
weeks, femurs were retrieved and prepared for histomorphometric 
evaluation. MC3T3-E1 cells cultured on EDMHAp-coated disks 
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showed increased cell numbers, ALP, and OC secretion compared 
to EDHAp-coated disks at all time points. Histologic observation 
of the coated implants showed woven bone in direct contact with 
both implant surfaces after two weeks and mature bone after eight 
weeks.
 Chung and Long [48] evaluated the effect of strontium 
substitution for calcium in HAp coatings on titanium via microarc 
treatment (MAT) on the microstructure and osteoblast/osteoclast 
responses. The results indicated Sr-HAp coatings possess better 
osteoblast compatibility than raw titanium and non-Sr-HAp coatings. 
The difference becomes significant after 48-hour incubation. 
Furthermore, Sr-HAp coatings promote later cell growth stages than 
a non-Sr-HAp coating and form a much firmer connection between 
the Sr-HAp coating and osteoblasts. A Sr content in the Sr-HAp 
coatings exceeding 38.9 at% significantly affects the ability to inhibit 
the differentiation of osteoclasts.
 Roy et al. [49] fabricated strontium (Sr)- and magnesium (Mg)-
doped HAp coatings on commercially pure titanium substrates 
using inductively coupled RF plasma sprays. In vitro cell–material 
interactions using human fetal osteoblasts (hFOBs) showed better 
cell attachment and proliferation on Sr-HAp coatings compared 
to HAp or Mg-HAp coatings. Presence of Sr in the coating also 
stimulated hFOB cell differentiation and ALP expression. 
 Dimitrievska et al. [50] fabricated a TiO2 nanostructure-based 
coating charged with 10 wt% HAp (TiO2-HAp) sprayed by high-
velocity oxyfuel on Ti64 substrates. In their study, they elucidated 
the TiO2-HAp nanocomposite coating surface chemistry and in vitro 
osteoinductive potential by culturing human MSCs (hMSCs) in a 
basal and in an osteogenic medium (hMSC-ob). The results revealed 
hMSCs and hMSC-ob demonstrated increased proliferation and 
osteoblastic differentiation on nanostructured TiO2-HAp coatings, 
suggesting TiO2-HAp coating nanostructure surface properties 
induce osteogenic differentiation of hMSCs and support hMSC-ob 
osteogenic potential better than our current gold-standard HAp 
coatings.
 A sputtering technique followed by low-temperature 
hydrothermal treatment has been demonstrated to produce a dense 
and bioactive HAp thin-film coating. Hao et al. [51] investigated 
osteoblast and osteoclast responses to HAp-coated plates and 
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titanium plates with similar roughness. Rat bone marrow stromal 
cells were cultured on these plates to induce osteoblasts. The cells 
showed significantly enhanced proliferation on the HAp surface, 
accompanied by an increase of osteoblastic phenotypes. The 
cocultured osteoclasts exhibited a significantly different cell number 
and morphology between the HAp and titanium surfaces. A series 
of osteoclast marker genes were more stimulated on HAp, and 32% 
of the HAp surface area could be resorbed by osteoclasts. They 
concluded that thin-film sputtered HAp could provide a favorable 
surface for both osteoblast and osteoclast formation and their 
function, indicating its good osteoconductivity and biodegradability.
 Hirota et al. [52] evaluated human osteoblast activity on thin HAp-
coated three-dimensional scaffolds made of a titanium fiber web. A 
thin HAp film was coated on a titanium fiber web by the molecular 
precursor method. Human osteoblasts were disseminated onto 
the uncoated and HAp-coated titanium fiber web, and osteoblast 
activity was observed at days 3, 7, 14, and 21 of culture. Proliferation 
activities of osteoblasts were significantly higher in the uncoated 
titanium fiber web. Osteoblasts in the uncoated titanium fiber web 
showed a typical expression pattern, but those in the HAp-coated 
titanium fiber web showed rapid OC expression and calcification 
at an early stage of culture. Moreover, OC expression per osteoblast 
was significantly higher in the HAp-coated group.
 Bodhak et al. [53] examined the influence of surface charge 
and polarity on in vitro bone cell adhesion, proliferation, and 
differentiation on electrically polarized HAp-coated Ti. Uniform and 
crack-free thin-film HAp coatings of 20+/–1.38 µm thickness were 
polarized by application of an external direct current (DC) field at 
400°C for one hour. In vitro bioactivity of polarized HAp coatings 
was evaluated by soaking in SBF, and bone cell–material interactions 
were studied by culturing with hFOBs for a maximum period of 11 
days. SEM observation showed that accelerated mineralization 
on negatively charged surfaces favored rapid cell attachment and 
faster tissue ingrowth over nonpolarized HAp coating surfaces, 
while a positive charge on HAp coating surfaces restricted apatite 
nucleation with limited cellular response. Immunochemistry and 
confocal microscopy confirmed that cell adhesion and early-stage 
differentiation were more pronounced on negatively charged 
coating surfaces as hFOB cells expressed higher vinculin and ALP 
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proteins on a negatively charged surface compared to cells grown on 
all other surfaces.
 The effect of nano-HAp coatings on the in vitro proliferation of 
SaOS-2 osteoblast-like cells was investigated by Xiong et al. [54] on 
the surface of a titanium-niobium shape memory alloy. The results 
showed that in vitro proliferation of the osteoblast-like cells was 
significantly enhanced on the nano-HAp-coated titanium-niobium 
alloy compared to the titanium-niobium alloy without a coating. 
They reported that the cell numbers on the nano-HAp-coated 
titanium-niobium alloy changed consistently with the surface energy 
of the HAp coatings. They further postulated that surface energy 
as a characteristic parameter influencing the in vitro proliferation 
of osteoblast-like cells was predominant over the crystallinity and 
surface micro-roughness of the nano-HAp coatings.
 Jensen et al. [55] explored the osseointegrational effect of a 
50/50 vol% composite of HAp nanoparticles and poly-D,L-lactic 
acid (PDLLA) coated on model titanium bone implants in an in 
vivo animal model. The aim is to evaluate how the addition of HAp 
to PDLLA may improve the bone formation and initial fixation of 
the implant. Two titanium implants coated with the PDLLA/HAp 
composite and pure PDLLA, respectively, were implanted bilaterally 
in the proximal part of humeri with a 2 mm peri-implant gap in 10 
sheep. After 12 weeks, the remains of the coatings were present on 
20.3% and 19.8% of PDLLA/HAp composite- and PDLLA-coated 
implants, respectively. It was observed that newly formed bone 
(39.3%) and fibrous tissue (58.3%) had replaced the PDLLA/HAp 
composite, whereas pure PDLLA was replaced almost completely by 
fibrous tissue (96.2%). Consequently, the PDLLA/HAp composite-
coated implants were better fixated as confirmed by push-out tests. 
Using quantification of peri-implant tissue and implant fixation as 
parameters, the present findings, therefore, clearly reveal that the 
addition of nanoparticulate HAp to a PDLLA coating on titanium 
implants increases osseointegration.
 Human bone marrow–derived osteoblastic cells were used by 
Gomes et al. [56] to assess the in vitro biocompatibility of silicon-
substituted HAp (Si-HAp) coatings plasma-sprayed over Ti-6Al-
4V. Cells attached and grew well on the Si-HAp coatings, putting 
in evidence increased metabolic activity and ALP expression 
compared to the control, that is, titanium substrates plasma-sprayed 
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with HAp. Further, a trend for increased differentiation was also 
verified by the upregulation of osteogenesis-related genes, as well 
as by the augmented deposition of globular mineral deposits within 
established cell layers. The authors concluded that on the basis 
of the present findings, plasma spraying of Si-HAp coatings over 
titanium substrates demonstrates improved biological properties 
regarding cell proliferation and differentiation, comparing to only 
plasma-coated HAp.
 Inoue et al. [57] developed a novel biomaterial called a calcium 
titanate-amorphous carbon (CaTiO3-aC) coating prepared by a 
modified thermal decomposition method. They evaluated the effect of 
CaTiO3-aC and HAp coatings (positive control) and Ti (negative control) 
 on osteoblastic (MT3T3-E1) cell responses. The results showed 
an increase in cellular proliferation was observed in the CaTiO3-aC 
coating compared to the HAp coating. The maximum expressions 
of ALP activity, Col I, and ALP mRNA were higher and achieved in a 
shorter period of time in the CaTiO3-aC coating compared to others. 
They concluded that CaTiO3-aC promoted better cell attachment, 
cellular proliferation, and osteoblastic differentiation compared 
to HAp, although they ignored that different routes, surface 
topographies, structures, and chemistries of HAp exist and influence 
cell differentiation. 
 Czarnowska et al. [58] examined the properties, bioactivity, 
and biocompatibility of HAp islets deposited on a new composite 
layer, Ti3P+Ti2Ni type, produced by a duplex method on a Ti-6Al-4V 
titanium alloy. Their bioactivity were examined in SBF and analyzed 
with XPS. Biocompatibility was investigated in an osteoblast SaOS-2 
line culture in contact with the tested material. Cell proliferation and 
activity were determined by the 3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5  
diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) test and measurement of 
ALP activity, respectively. Cell distribution was analyzed under a 
confocal microscope. The results revealed higher bioactivity and 
biocompatibility of Ti3P in comparison to the reference titanium 
alloy. Biocompatibility analyzed under a confocal microscope in 
the range of cell adhesion with osteoblast cells of the SaOS-2 line 
revealed initially the highest osteoblast adhesion on Ti3P between 
HAp islets and increasing on HAp during the following days. Cells 
were characterized by high proliferation and ALP activity.
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 Zhang et al. [59] determined material and cytocompatibility 
properties (with osteoblasts) of helical rosette nanotubes (HRNs)/
HAp composites on titanium. The results demonstrated enhanced 
osteoblast adhesion on the HRN/nanocrystalline HAp-coated 
titanium compared to conventional uncoated titanium. Among all 
the HRN/nanocrystalline HAp coatings tested, osteoblast adhesion 
was the greatest when the HAp nanometer particle size was the 
smallest. 
 Human osteoprogenitor (HOP) cell adhesion on different 
titanium surfaces functionalized with HAp, type I collagen (Coll), or 
Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD)-containing peptides was studied by Le Guillou-
Buffello et al. [60] using quartz crystal resonators and by confocal 
laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) for the imaging of focal contact 
formation. Data obtained by the quartz crystal resonator technique 
revealed that RGD-containing peptides alone increase HOP cell 
adhesion in an early time period of culture. Moreover, association 
of RGD-containing peptides with either type I collagen or with HAp 
layers induces an additive effect on HOP cell adhesion compared to 
Ti-Coll or Ti-HAp. CLSM shows both the area of focal contact by cell 
unit and the cytoskeleton network organization to differ according 
to the surfaces. Association of RGD-containing peptides with HAp 
layers induces an additive effect on focal contact formation on HOP 
cells compared to Ti-HAp alone. The authors concluded this data 
confirms that an RGD peptide effect occurs in the early time of 
culture, which is beneficial for osteoblast spreading, differentiation, 
and survival.
 Nanocomposites consisting of HAp and a sodium maleate 
copolymer (maleic polyelectrolyte), synthesized by the hydrothermal 
method and deposited on titanium substrates by the matrix-
assisted pulsed laser evaporation (MAPLE) technique, were tested 
by Negroiu et al. [61] for biological properties. Coating bioanalysis 
was carried out by triple staining of actin, microtubules, and nuclei, 
followed by immunofluorescence microscopy. Within 24 hours 
cells that occupied the biomaterial surface displayed a morphology 
and cytoskeleton pattern similar to controls. Cells grown on 
nanocomposite-coated surfaces had a higher proliferation rate than 
their counterparts grown on Ti coated with HAp alone, indicating 
that the maleic polyelectrolyte improved surface bioadhesive 
characteristics. 
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 Zinc-containing fluoridated HAp (ZnFHAp) films on Ti-6Al-4V 
substrates were prepared by Miao et al. [62] using the sol-gel dip-
coating method. The release of zinc ions from the ZnFHAp film 
was controlled mainly by the zinc content in the film. The release 
behavior showed an initial rapid increase release followed by a 
tapering off and directed to a constant value at a longer time. After 
soaking in SBF for eight days, a layer was deposited and it completely 
covered the original surface of the ZnFHAp film, indicating good in 
vitro “bioactivity.” The osteoblast-like MG63 cells were seeded on 
the ZnFHAp films; an FHAp film and a Ti-6Al-4V substrate were 
used as controls. The cell culture result showed that cell adhesion 
and proliferation on ZnFHAp films were significantly increased 
compared to the controls. 
 Balamurugan et al. [41] investigated the biocompatibility of HAp-
based coated titanium implants by implantation studies in a rabbit’s 
tibia for a period of eight weeks. Bone remodeling and inflammatory 
responses of the implants were studied during the implantation 
period. Better tissue–implant interaction of coated implants with 
respect to uncoated implants was observed after a defect-healing 
period of eight weeks. A coated implant with no evidence of rejection 
is a further advantage of the sol-gel-derived HAp coating.
 Iezzi et al. [63] conducted a histologic and histomorphometric 
examination of two HAp-plasma-coated titanium implants, 
retrieved after a loading period of 14 years due to a fracture of 
the abutment screws. At low-power magnification, it was possible 
to observe that the HAp coating was in contact with mature bone. 
No gaps or connective fibrous tissue was found at the implant–
bone interface. No epithelial downgrowth was present. No acute or 
chronic inflammatory cell infiltrate was present at the implant–bone 
interface. No foreign body reaction was present in the peri-implant 
tissues. Some osteocytes were in direct contact with the coating. 
The authors concluded that the HAp coating may produce improved 
initial stability, an increase in bone–implant contact, and a better 
load–stress distribution to peri-implant bone.
 Sol-gel coatings were developed by Harle et al. [64] on Ti substrates 
of pure HAp and TiO2 and two composite forms, HAp+10% TiO2 and 
HAp+20% TiO2, and the biological properties of the coatings were 
evaluated. All the coating layers exhibited thin and homogeneous 
structures and phase-pure compositions (either HAp or TiO2).  

Cell Responses and Hydroxyapatite Coatings on Titanium
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Primary human osteoblast cells showed good attachment, 
spreading, and proliferation on all the sol-gel-coated surfaces, with 
enhanced cell numbers on all the coated surfaces relative to the 
uncoated Ti control at day 1, as observed by the MTT assay and SEM. 
Cell attachment rates were also enhanced on the pure HAp coating 
relative to control Ti. The pure HAp and HAp+10% TiO2 composite 
coating furthermore enhanced proliferation of osteoblasts at four 
days. Moreover, the gene expression level of several osteogenic 
markers, including bone sialoprotein and osteopontin, as measured 
by reverse transcription–polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) at 24 
hours, was shown to vary according to coating composition.
 Zhu et al. [65] investigated cell responses to nano-HAp, nano-
HAp/collagen, native, and anodized titanium surfaces. The in vitro 
studies showed that porous structures produced by anodic oxides 
on titanium served as positive anchorage sites for cell filopodia to 
connect, and nano-HAp decreased cell attachment of osteoblasts 
and induced well-developed long filopodia and broad lamellipodia, 
thereby enhancing cellular motility. Collagen involvement enhanced 
cell adhesion to nano-HAp.
 Sohn et al. [66] determined the effects of various thin-layer HAp 
coatings on anodized Ti surfaces on the biological responses of a 
human osteoblast-like cell line (MG63). MG63 cells were cultured on 
100 nm HAp, 500–700 nm HAp, 1 µm Hap, and only anodized Ti. The 
morphology of these cells was assessed by SEM. The cDNAs prepared 
from the total RNAs of the MG63 were hybridized into a human 
cDNA microarray (1152 elements). The appearances of the surfaces 
observed by SEM were different on each of the four dental substrate 
types. MG63 cells cultured on 100 nm HAp, 1 µm HAp, and anodized 
Ti exhibited cell–matrix interactions. It was the 500–700 nm  
HAp surface showing cell–cell interactions. In the expression 
of genes involved in osseointegration, several genes, including 
bone morphogenetic protein 2, latent transforming growth factor 
beta binding protein 1, catenin (cadherin-associated protein), 
integrin, PDGFRB, and GDF-1 growth differentiation factor 1, were 
upregulated on the different surfaces. Several genes, including 
fibroblast growth factor receptor 3, fibroblast growth factor 12, and 
CD4, were downregulated on the different surfaces. The attachment 
and expression of key osteogenic regulatory genes were enhanced 
by the surface morphology of the dental materials used.
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 Kim et al. [67] explored properties of films, such as crystallinity 
and surface roughness, and their effects on the osteoblast-like cell 
(HOS TE85) responses in vitro. A titanium (Ti) surface was coated 
with HAp films via the sol-gel method. Their results revealed the 
attachment, proliferation, and differentiation behaviors of human 
osteosarcoma HOS TE85 cells were affected by the properties of 
the films. On films with higher crystallinity, the cells attached and 
proliferated well and expressed ALP and OC to a higher degree as 
compared to the poorly crystallized film. On the rough film, cell 
attachment was enhanced, but the ALP and OC expression levels 
were similar as compared to smooth films.
 Sol-gel processing was used by Sato et al. [68] to coat titanium 
substrates with HAp, TiO2, and poly(D,L-lactic-glycolic acid). Coatings 
were evaluated by cytocompatibility testing with osteoblast-like cells 
(or bone-forming cells). The cytocompatibility of the HAp composite 
coatings prepared in the present in vitro study was compared to that 
of a traditional plasma-sprayed HAp coating. Results showed that 
osteoblast-like cell adhesion was promoted on the novel HAp sol-gel 
coating compared to the traditional plasma-sprayed HAp coating. In 
addition, hydrothermal treatment of the sol-gel coating improved 
osteoblast-like cell adhesion. They concluded since osteoblast 
adhesion is a necessary prerequisite for subsequent formation of 
bone, these results provided evidence that hydrothermally sol-
gel-processed HAp may improve bonding of titanium implants to 
juxtaposed bone.
 The biocompatibility of dental implants coated with TiO2/HAp 
and TiO2/bioactive glass (BG) composites obtained via the sol-gel 
process was examined by Ramires et al. [69] using an in vitro and in 
vivo model. A device for the in vitro testing of screw-shaped dental 
implants was developed to well compare the two experimental 
models studying the behavior of human MG63 osteoblast-like 
cells seeded onto a particular geometry. The expression of some 
biochemical parameters of the osteoblastic phenotype (ALP-specific 
activity, collagen, and OC production) and some indications on cells 
morphology obtained by SEM were evaluated. The in vitro and in 
vivo models were compared after implant insertion in rabbit tibia 
and femur. 
 The removal torque and histomorphometric parameters 
(percentage of bone in contact with the implant surface and the 
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amount of bone inside the threaded area) were examined. The 
results showed better performance of HAp and BG sol-gel-coated 
dental implants with respect to uncoated titanium; in particular, 
it was found that in vitro the HAp coating stimulates osteoblastic 
cells in producing a higher level of ALP and collagen, whereas in vivo 
this surface modification resulted in a higher removal torque and a 
larger bone–implant contact area.

12.7 Mechanical Testing of Thin Films and Coatings

With the ever-increasing demands imposed by the use of implants 
and devices for dental and medical applications, novel techniques 
are required to determine their mechanical reliability. Techniques 
for determining adhesion and mechanical properties have been 
stimulated by developments of bioinspired coatings such as HAp 
on metallic substrates. Methods are required to quantitatively 
determine the mechanical properties of these thin coatings on 
substrates or freestanding films. 
 There have been constant improvements and developments 
in equipment capable of extracting the adhesion of a coating to an 
underlying substrate, as well as the mechanical properties of the 
structure or thin films and coatings [70].

12.7.1 Instrumented Nanoindentation

Nanoindentation is the method of choice and starting point of many 
researchers in the biomedical and dental field for determining the 
mechanical properties of implants and coatings. 
 Nanoindentation provides a comprehensive assessment of 
the mechanical properties of a coating, in addition to the elastic–
plastic response from the loading and unloading curves based on 
the coating–substrate combination (e.g., a soft/hard and rigid/
compliant coating on a soft/hard and rigid/compliant substrate). It 
is now considered a simple and effective way to obtain meaningful 
values of Young’s modulus, E, and hardness, H, coatings at the micro- 
and nanoscale. 
 To obtain the best-possible results during nanoindentation, the 
key requirements are sample preparation, calibration of equipment, 
and corrections for thermal drift, initial penetration, frame 
compliance, and indenter tip shape [71–74].
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 During nanoindentation testing, a set load in the millinewton 
(mN) range is applied to the indenter in contact with the specimen. 
As the load is applied, the penetration depth is measured  
(nanometer range). At maximum load, the area of contact is 
determined by the depth of the impression and the known angle or 
radius of the indenter. The result is a load–displacement curve, which 
yields contact pressure or hardness and Young’s modulus from the 
shape of the unloading curve using software based on the model and 
indenter type (pointed, i.e., Berkovich, Vickers, Knoop, or spherical)  
(see Fig. 12.1) [72]. 
 Correspondingly, various kinds of loading and unloading 
approaches can be employed to extract desired properties as a 
function of depth of penetration [73–75]. As mentioned by Swain et 
al. [71–74], the application of nanoindentation can also be directed 
toward measuring film adhesion and residual stress using direct 
indentation or transverse scratching.

Figure 12.1 (a) Photograph and schematic diagram of a nanoindentation 
test; (b) a Berkovich indenter; (c) a Vickers indenter; (d) an 
elongated diamond-shaped indent formed on the sample by a 
Knoop indenter; and (e) a spherical indenter.

 Nanoindenters have been used to determine coating adhesion 
and residual stress from the load at which delamination occurs 
(taken from the pop-in that corresponds to a plateau or discontinuity 
in the load–displacement curve). Nanoindenters can also serve as 
scratch testers, depending on the capability of the equipment used 
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[73]. Similarly, creep and viscoelastic behavior can also be examined 
for softer materials [76, 77] and is particularly appropriate in the 
study of bone, dental composites/resins, and biological tissues.
 The tribomechanical behavior of films produced by alkali 
treatment (AT) and alkali heat treatment (AHT) on Ti was investigated 
by de Souza et al. [78] using the instrumented indentation 
technique. Hardness and elastic modulus profiles were obtained by 
instrumented indentation. The applied loads ranged from 0.14 mN 
to 300 mN in 12 successive loading/unloading cycles at increasing 
loads using a Berkovich diamond indenter. Nanoscratch tests 
were carried out with the Berkovich tip by the same instrumented 
indentation device. Ramping loads reached 10 mN, applied for 600 µm  
following the tip edge direction. Tip penetration profiles were 
monitored before, during, and after the scratch tests. The profiles 
during loading and elastic recovery were determined, taking into 
account the original surface topography.
 Diamond-like carbon (DLC) films are favored for wear 
components because of diamond-like hardness, low friction, low 
wear, and high corrosion resistance. Hydrogen-free amorphous, 
tetrahedrally bonded DLC films (ta-C) were deposited by Hinüber 
et al. [79] at low temperatures by PVD on medical grade Co28Cr6Mo 
steel and the titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V. The ta-C coating adhesion 
to the metal substrates was evaluated using both Rockwell C 
indentation and scratch testing. During the Rockwell C adhesion 
test, a cone-shaped diamond tip with a radius of 200 µm and a tip 
angle of 120° was perpendicularly indented into the coating with a 
force of 1472 N. 
 Rau et al. [80] prepared carbonated HAp films on titanium 
substrates by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) at different substrate 
temperatures ranging from 30°C to 750°C. Microhardness 
measurements were performed with a standard Vickers pyramidal 
indenter (square-based diamond pyramid of a 136° face angle). 
The loading and unloading speed was 5 × 10–6 m/s, and the time 
under the peak load was 15 seconds. For hardness measurements 
on both the carbonated HAp bulk target and the carbonated HAp 
film/Ti substrate system, indentations were made applying seven 
loads ranging from 0.2 N up to 9.8 N. For each sample, approximately  
10–15 indentations were made at each load. 
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 Micro- and nanotesting methods have been explored by Arias 
et al. [81] to study thin calcium phosphate coatings with high 
adhesive strength. The PLD technique was utilized to produce 
calcium phosphate coatings on metal substrates. Due to the 
limitations of conventional techniques to evaluate the mechanical 
properties of these thin coatings (1 µm thick), microscratch testing 
has been applied to evaluate the coating-to-substrate adhesion and 
nanoindentation to determine the coating hardness and elastic 
modulus. The resolutions of load, vertical displacement, and spatial 
displacement in the XY directions were ±75 mN, ±0.04 nm, and ±0.4 
µm, respectively. The indentation tests were performed at a constant 
displacement rate of 20 nm/s under displacement control. The 
maximum indentation displacement was 0.5 µm. After reaching this 
maximum value, the load was held constant for 10 seconds before 
unloading at a rate of 20 nm/s. After unloading 90% of the peak 
load, the indenter was held for 100 seconds to establish the rate of 
thermal drift in the machine and in the specimen for the purpose of 
data correction. Five indentations were performed in each testing 
area to reduce random errors. 

12.8 Concluding Remarks

A major disadvantage of current synthetic implants is their failure to 
adapt to the local tissue environment. In the dental and orthopedic 
field, the aim of modifying the surface of metallic materials by 
coating is to promote biocompatibility and at the same time reduce 
corrosion and ion release and/or inhibit wear. 
 Micro- and nanocoatings and surface modification techniques 
are currently being applied to produce body-interactive materials, 
which promotes the regeneration of tissues and aids the body in 
healing, therefore restoring physiological function. Surface coatings 
offer the possibility of altering the properties of a component and 
therefore improve both reliability and performance. Currently, 
various deposition techniques have been used to manufacture 
bioactive, wear, and/or protective corrosion-resistant coatings on a 
number of substrates.
 During the next decade, there will be an increase in the 
applications of dental and biomedical materials and devices 
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containing nanocoatings. These materials and devices containing 
nanocoatings will be used in implantable materials, bone grafts, 
biologically active membranes, slow drug delivery systems, and 
stem cell and biogenic material–containing scaffolds.
 The mechanical properties of biomaterial micro- and nanocoatings 
are strongly governed by the deposition and microstructure of 
the film, in addition to the influence of interfacial constraints. To 
determine the properties of the coatings, it is crucial to have accurate 
nanoscale measurement techniques as these properties can differ 
from the bulk material. Most of all, better techniques are needed to 
measure quantitatively the adhesion strength, friction, hardness, 
and interfacial fracture toughness at the coating–substrate interface.
 Instrumented nanoindentation is an essential measuring tool 
for the characterization of submicron coating properties. A further 
understanding of mechanical processes involved in these and 
other tests will help in obtaining valuable information, as well as in 
identifying the limitations of micro- and nanocoatings. 
The relationship between biological responses and surface 
properties of materials is one of the main issues in biomedical 
materials research. The modification of surfaces using thin-film 
deposition has become an important tool for research aimed at 
understanding how the properties of chemical and structural 
surfaces influence material–biosystem interactions. 
 One can expect that surface modifications for the purpose of 
controlling tissue response will open up avenues for the development 
of new and superior dental and biomedical implants and devices in 
a more systematic manner and at a faster rate than at present as 
better understanding is achieved.
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This chapter provides a survey of titanium, today’s most frequently 
used material in oral and maxillofacial surgery for internal fixation 
of fractures and osteotomies, as well as to bridge bone defects after 
tumor resections in the form of plates and screws. The chapter 
is introduced with a survey of bone morphology, healing, and 
characteristics of facial bones. Surgical treatment changes due to 
the advent of plates and screws are highlighted. The development 
of nonresorbable materials for internal fixation is described in 
chronological order; their concomitant adverse effects are pointed 
out. Titanium as the current number one rigid internal fixation 
material relishes a closer insight. First a summary of its chemical 
and mechanical properties as well as a brief discussion about 
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its biocompatibility are presented. After a survey about clinical 
applications of titanium plates and screws in oral and maxillofacial 
surgery, the to date resorbable alternative material poly 
(α-hydroxyacid) is shortly presented. Plates and screws of this 
material are mainly used in craniofacial surgery. 

13.1 Introduction

Related to reconstructive procedures after fractures and tumor 
resections, the oral and maxillofacial area represents a challenge 
both to surgeons and to material. 
 Due to the following reasons surgeons have to choose the most 
appropriate biocompatible material for internal fixation: firstly 
bone structures vary from thin and delicate in the midfacial region 
to thick and hard in the mandibular cranial regions, secondly biting 
and chewing forces represent mechanical stresses to materials being 
used for internal fixation, and thirdly, in many oral and maxillofacial 
regions internal fixation materials are only covered by thin, soft 
tissue layers [1]. 
 Due to its mechanical and chemical properties, its relative low 
toxicity, and sensitization titanium represents since the mid-1980s a 
reliable and safe material to master these challenges [2, 3].

13.1.1 Bone

Bone is the supporting tissue of our body, which determines its 
form and size. Its hardness is mainly a result of its 65% nonorganic 
content of hydroxyapatite. However, due to the high amount of 
collagen, which accounts to around 95% of the organic matrix, bone 
is elastic. Every impact of force that exceeds the bone’s own elasticity 
results in a break, called fracture. It is important to know that bone is 
a dynamic tissue with a usually balanced apposition and resorption 
rate. This balance is steered by physiological and mechanical factors. 
 According to their localization, facial bones vary in thickness and 
strength. Whereas thick in the mandible and frontal areas, lamella-
like thin bones are found in the midfacial area; these are integrated 
in a honeycomb-like framework of bony pillars. 
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13.1.2 Bone Healing

13.1.2.1 Indirect bone healing

As bone is a dynamic tissue, it can unite without surgical treatment, 
as long as covering soft tissues, nerves, and blood vessels are intact 
and the fractured bone ends are not too much dislocated. The initial 
hematoma in the fracture gap is substituted by fibrous tissue, which 
later will transform over cartilage into bone. This bone healing by 
callus formation is called indirect bone healing or “healing by second 
intention.” As no surgical measures are applied to reposition and fix 
the nondislocated fractured bones, this type of bone healing goes 
along with temporary impairment of function. Another shortcoming 
may be deformation due to steady movement caused by muscle pull 
simultaneously to the healing process [4].
 An example of such type of bone healing in the head region is an 
intracapsular condylar head fracture. 

13.1.2.2 Direct bone healing

Surgical fracture management with osteosynthesis tackles the above-
mentioned shortcomings inherent to indirect fracture healing. With 
the patient under general or partial anesthesia open reduction of 
dislocated fractures with internal fixation is performed. 
 Thereby two types of bone healing occur:

 (1) On site with direct contact via Haversian remodeling
 (2) In two steps via sagittal bone apposition and Haversian 

remodeling at gap sites [5]

 This bone healing by the first intention is not quicker than the 
multiple-step healing on the second intention but is more efficient 
per unit than a callus [4]. 

13.1.3 Osteosynthesis

Various auxiliary fixation devices have already been in use in facial 
fractures to promote bone healing by immobilizing fracture pieces 
and/or osteotomies. 
 In the 1970s Halo frames fixed to the outer table of the skull were 
used as an anchorage platform for vertical rods and cheek wires to 

Introduction
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suspend midfacial bones [6, 7]. This extraoral fixation technique has 
been replaced by frontomaxillary suspensions [8, 9] where partial or 
total dental splints and/or continuous dental wires were suspended 
with steel wires to the nonfractured frontal bone or zygomatic 
arches. Additional mandibulomaxillary fixation (MMF) yielded the 
basis for the necessary immobilization to promote bone healing 
within a time frame of six weeks. 
 The first intraoral internal fixations were performed with steel 
wire loops [10, 11]. Because wires provided little immobilization, 
a six-week retention phase had to be granted for adequate bone 
healing. Wire techniques required a longer hospitalization period 
and led to longer-lasting postoperative impaired function of patients 
[12]. 
 Albin Lambotte, a Belgian, was one of the pioneers of internal 
fixation. In his book [13] he used the term “osteosynthesis” for the 
first time ever. A closer study of problems related to bone healing, 
its relation to rigid internal fixation was finally initiated by a group 
of Swiss orthopedic surgeons in 1958. This group founded the 
Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Osteosynthesefragen/Association for the 
Study of Internal Fixation (AO/ASIF). 
 Their continuous engagement in basic and clinical research 
regarding bone healing and internal fixation [5, 14, 15], together 
with pioneers from Germany (Luhr) and France (Michelet, Champy), 
led in the sixties and seventies of the last century to the two concepts 
of bone compression responsible for direct fracture healing:
 ∑ Concept of static compression: The advent of open 

reduction and rigid internal fixation with compression 
plates and screws [16, 17] at the mandibular inferior border 
increased the immobilization degree of fractured mandibles. 
Prein et al. already in 1976 used successfully noncompression 
reconstruction plates to bridge and stabilize comminuted, 
infected, and atrophic mandibular fractures [18]. 

 ∑ Concept of dynamic compression: The osteosynthesis 
technique using miniplates and monocortical screws, first 
described by Michelet et al. [19] was modified by Champy 
et al. [20]. The latter applied miniplates on the zero line  
(Fig. 13.1) of the mandible between strain and pressure forces. 

 Miniplates further facilitated three-dimensional reconstruction 
possibilities of struts that compose the honeycomb-like framework 
of the midface [1]. 
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Figure 13.1 Concept of the zero line of the mandible.

 Apart from these technical advantages in the midface, the 
monocortical concept (1) achieves a degree of immobilization that 
withstands deforming biomechanical forces or can use them to 
stabilize fracture fragments or osteotomies, (2) allows loading as far 
as to permit postoperative functional treatment without MMF, and 
(3) can be used also in areas with rather thin covering soft tissue, 
such as the frontozygomatic suture or infraorbital rim. 

13.2 Titanium

Over time different nonresorbable materials have been used to 
achieve functionally stable osteosyntheses. 
 Today titanium alloys represent the most frequently used 
nonresorbable metal implants for fracture fixation. These alloys 
provide an almost optimal combination of mechanical properties, 
corrosion resistance, and biocompatibility. Titanium is also 
discussed in Chapters 9, 10, and 12.

13.2.1 Mechanical Properties

Three microstructure types of titanium alloys are known [21]: 

 (1) α-titanium (commercial pure = c.p. titanium): Hexagonal 
lattice structure, stable up to 882°C; At >882°C this structure 
turns into a cubic face-centered pattern (=β-titanium). At 
<882°C this titanium needs to be stabilized by adding 
alloying elements.
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 (2) α- + β-titanium (Ti-6Al-4V; Ti-6Al-7Nb; Ti-6Al-4V).
 (3) β-titanium (Ti-15Mo; Ti-15Mo-5Zr-3Al). 

 All alloys have outstanding corrosion and erosion resistance as 
well as excellent strength-to-weight ratios. They all account for good 
toughness, strength, and high ductility [22]. 
 Whereas tensile properties like ultimate tensile strength, yield 
strength, elongation, and reduction of area are similar in α- + 
β-titanium grades, β-titanium alloys are of less strength but of better 
ductility, providing therefore better contouring to fit shapes [21, 23]. 
 Compared to other nonresorbable materials, titanium exhibits 
an elastic modulus closer to the one of bone. Due to this material 
characteristic local intraosseous stress concentrations are reduced 
[21], resulting in increased fatigue resistance of titanium. 

13.2.2 Biocompatibility

Titanium is described to have excellent biocompatibility showing 
beneficial tissue reactions and being nonallergic. Its exceptional 
corrosion resistance is based on the titanium dioxide layer, which 
is formed spontaneously in the presence of oxygen. This titanium 
dioxide film regenerates instantaneously after mechanical wear, 
such as plate contouring and screw-to-plate contact while fixing the 
plate to the bone [21]. 
 To improve its mechanical properties and biocompatibility, 
titanium has been alloyed with nontoxic and nonallergic metals. 
Ti-6Al-4V became the primary titanium alloy for trauma and 
reconstructive procedures. However, already in the 1980s and 
1990s reports came up regarding the in vitro and in vivo toxicity 
of vanadium (V) [24–26], leading to substitution of vanadium by 
niobium (Nb). Further toxic findings of aluminum in the 1990s [27] 
brought up the manufacture of Al- and V-free Ti-Zr- or Ti-Sn-based 
alloys of the group of β-titanium alloys, alloys with a lower modulus 
of elasticity and improved strength [28] (see also Chapter 10).

13.2.3 Clinical Applications

The electrochemical process of anodization can create protective 
titanium oxide layers because light diffraction varies as a result of 
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layer thickness. In their product range, companies use resulting 
color effects to distinguish plates and screws regarding various sizes 
and applications [21]. 
 Another advantage lies in the nonmagnetic response of titanium 
alloys [23], which firstly leads to less artifacts in magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) and secondly is of advantage for the use of titanium 
alloy instruments for operations using open MRI. 
 Titanium alloy permits manufacturing of tiny and thin plates and 
screws that still are strong enough to withstand torsion forces and 
enable therefore undisturbed bone-healing processes. Clinically this 
is of importance in children [29] as well as in particular facial areas 
of adults, such as nasoethmoidoorbital, infraorbital, supraorbital, 
and the zygomatic arch where bone is covered only with thin soft 
tissue layers. 
 The following section 1.3 will highlight shortly the most 
important application purposes of titanium alloy plates and screws 
as a means of internal fixation of bones in oral and maxillofacial 
surgery. 

13.3 Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery

13.3.1 Clinical Applications in Oral and Maxillofacial 
Fractures

A fracture can be defined as a discontinuation of bone due to direct 
or indirect impact of energy that exceeds the body’s own elasticity. 
Clinically every fracture is characterized by dislocation, pathological 
mobility, and crepitation. The aim of every open fracture treatment 
is the anatomically exact reposition of the fracture fragments and 
their stable internal fixation. In facial fractures extending into tooth-
bearing jaws, however, firstly attention has to be paid to reestablish 
the habitual occlusion by means of, for example, continuous wiring 
(Fig. 13.2) and MMF. Thereafter open reduction and internal fixation 
of the bone fragments can be performed. 
 Fracture dislocation may occur both due to the impact directly 
and due to muscle pull, especially in the mandible where strong 
masticatory muscles insert. If reposition is not performed before 
fixation and retention, bone healing occurs in malposition. 
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Pathological mobility of the fracture ends will lead to delayed bone 
healing, sometimes with the development of a pseudoarthrosis, 
which is a nonosseous healing between the fracture ends. 

Figure 13.2 (a) Continuous wiring of the upper and lower jaws. (b) MMF 
before open reduction and internal fixation.

 The development of titanium alloy plates and screws has 
become a capstone in fracture management. After reposition they 
permit internal rigid or semirigid fixation of fractures, leading to 
undisturbed bone healing, something especially important in the 
face, which represents a unique part of the body in interpersonal 
communication.

13.3.1.1 Mandibular fractures

Due to its location, projection, and mobility the mandible is 
frequently involved in facial trauma. 
 Anatomically the mandible is a parabolic tubular bone with a 
cortical shell and a cancellous core in which lies the inferior alveolar 
nerve as well as alveolar sockets. It consists of the mandibular body 
and the alveolar bone on top of it, which is growing cranially during 
the eruption of permanent teeth. 
 According to the dimension of impact different fracture patterns 
of the bone may occur, starting from simple to compound to 
comminuted, where greater forces lead to multiple fragmentation of 
the bone.
 It goes without saying that plate and screw dimensions need 
to be chosen according to the particular fracture pattern in order 
to obtain necessary stabilization to guarantee undisturbed bone 
healing after open reposition and internal fixation. 
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	 •	 Simple and compound fractures
  In these fracture patterns usually the load-sharing concept of 

internal fixation can be applied. Due to the widely intact bone 
structure of the mandible near the fracture site the total load 
during bone healing can be distributed between bone and 
plate. Therefore smaller-dimensioned plates and screws can 
be applied via the intraoral approach, such as miniplates and 
monocortical screws 1.5–2.0 mm in diameter. Whereas Figs. 
13.3a and 13.3b highlight the radiographic images of a twofold 
fracture of the mandible, condylar and parasymphysal, before 
and after open reposition and internal fixation with 2.0 
miniplates, Fig. 13.4 shows a 2.0 miniplate set.

Figure 13.3 Simple and compound fractures of the mandible (a) before and 
(b) after open reposition and internal fixation.

Figure 13.4 Osteosynthesis set with miniplates and screws, system 2.0.

 •	 Comminuted fractures
  In these fracture patterns usually the load-bearing concept 

of internal fixation is applied. Bigger-dimensioned plates, 
unilock reconstruction plates, with bicortical screws 2.3–3 
mm in diameter are used in such situations, fixated with 
screws conceptualized for bicortical fixation. Such plates 
and screws bear the whole load during jaw function. The 
plate holes have internal threads, which match the threads 
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of the screw heads. Because of this, holes have to be drilled 
perpendicularly to the plate using a drill guide that is screwed 
in the plate holes before drilling. The screw length has to be 
defined using a depth gauge.

 Because of the bicortical contact of the screws and the tight 
fixation between the screw heads within the plate holes, the unilock 
reconstruction plate does not need to be fully adapted to the 
bone surface. Therefore this plate system can be considered as an 
“internal” external fixator. This is especially suitable in comminuted 
mandibular fractures, as it reduces the plate’s pressure onto the 
periosteal layer over comminuted fractures zones and, therefore, 
as a consequence, leads to less jeopardize of the perfusion of 
the comminuted zone. Figure 13.5a,b presents a comminuted 
mandibular fracture with manifold simple and compound fractures. 
In the postoperative orthopantomographic (OPT) radiograph, Fig. 
13.6a,b a unilock reconstruction plate is visible in situ with several 
other miniplates and a microplate. The unilock reconstruction plate 
bridges the comminuted zone in the region of the chin. In this zone 
the periosteal layer is not detached from the multiple small bone 
segments, which prevents further compromise of blood perfusion. 
Figure 13.7a,b shows a survey of a unilock osteosynthesis set and 
detailed parts of it.

Figure 13.5 A comminuted fracture of the mandible. (a) OPT and (b) axial 
CT view. Abbreviation: CT, computed tomography.

Figure 13.6 Reconstruction plate spanning the comminuted fracture site.
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Figure 13.7 (a) Set of reconstruction plates and screws and (b) drill, drill 
guide, screws, and a sample of a unilock reconstruction plate.

13.3.1.2 Midfacial fractures

Nearly 25% of all fractures in this area occur during sports and 
leisure activities. Motor vehicle accidents, work accidents, alcohol, 
and violence may be considered to be additional causes. 
 Anatomically the midface is compiled of a system of cavities 
and pillars, similar to a honeycomb, and different bones. As there 
are only mimic muscles originating and inserting in the midfacial 
area, dislocation of fractures mainly happens due to impact. Further 
dislocation because of muscle pull is very unlikely.
 After open reposition of fractures, miniplates and their screws 
are only necessary to guarantee enough stabilization for undisturbed 
bone healing. It is important to understand that because of the 
midfacial honeycomb structure, plates and screws have to be applied 
on the repositioned pillars, as only they offer enough bone volume 
for the screw retention (Fig. 13.8).

Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
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Supraorbital rim 

Frontozygomatic suture 

Infraorbital rim 

Paranasal pillar 

Zygomaticomaxillary buttress 

Figure 13.8 Midfacial pillars that are suitable for miniplate fixation. 

 •	 Fractures in the midface area
  Small-dimension load-sharing plates and monocortical screws 

provide enough internal retention to guarantee undisturbed 
bone healing in this area. Special areas of the midface, such as 
the zygomatic arch and the infraorbital rim, are covered only 
with a thin layer of skin and subcutaneous tissue. In these 
particular areas microplates with screws 0.8 mm in diameter 
provide enough stability for internal fixation, nevertheless 
remaining inconspicuous below the thin integument  
(Figs. 13.9 and 13.10). 

Figure 13.9 (a) Occipitomental radiograph shows microplates at the 
infraorbital rim and at the zygomatic arch and miniplates at the 
frontozygomatic suture and the zygomaticomaxillary buttress. 
(b) Submental vertex radiograph represents the second plane 
for diagnosis in zygomatic fractures, highlighting the position 
of the zygomatic arch with the microplate in place.
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Figure 13.10 (a) Matrix midface system with screws of 0.7 mm and 
0.5 mm diameter, as well as microplates at the top of 
the picture. (b) Comparison of mini- and microplates  
(microplate in silver color).

13.3.2 Clinical Applications in Orthognathic Surgery

Discontinuation of bone happens not only due to trauma. Many 
times patients present in oral and maxillofacial surgery with 
occlusal disturbances due to dentofacial deformities. In such 
cases it is not possible to achieve stable occlusion performing 
orthodontic treatment alone, because of incorrect or asymmetric 
relations of upper and/or lower jawbones. After orthodontic dental 
decompensation, where the teeth axes are positioned into their ideal 
angulation regarding the jawbones, the latter have to be osteotomized 
at defined positions under general anesthesia. After mobilization, 
the tooth-bearing jawbones are newly positioned according to their 
preoperatively planned relation to the skull base and the adjusted 
occlusion. Internal fixation is achieved with load-sharing miniplates.  
Figure 13.11 gives a survey of the most frequent osteotomies in the 
upper and lower jaws related to orthognathic surgery. 

Le Fort I osteotomy 

Bilateral sagittal split osteotomy 

Chin osteotomy 

Figure 13.11 Most frequently performed osteotomies related to 
orthognathic surgery.

Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
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 X-ray controls depict the location of the miniplates in the upper 
and lower jaws (Fig. 13.12), whereas Fig. 13.13 presents the screw 
fixation of a chin segment after reposition in the desired position.  

Figure 13.12 Location of the plates after bimaxillary osteotomy. 

Figure 13.13 Detailed lateral cephalographic view depicting screw fixation 
of the osteotomized chin segment.
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13.3.3 Titanium Alloy as Substitution for Bone Defects

A titanium alloy mesh or unilock plates are used to bridge bone 
defects. Whereas the former is used especially in extensive orbital 
floor defects caused by fractures or tumors, the latter mainly 
suits patients where due to tumors different types of mandibular 
resections have to be performed. Both devices serve to re-establish 
bone continuity and functionality. 
 The reconstruction of the orbital floor with an orbital titanium 
mesh after its resection due to a malignant tumor is displayed in 
Fig. 13.14a. Figure 13.14b illustrates the coronal position control of 
the titanium mesh in a CT follow-up examination. Titanium meshes 
usually are fixated to the bone with screws 2.0 mm or 1.5 mm in 
diameter.

Figure 13.14 (a) Clinical image of an inserted titanium alloy mesh to 
reconstruct the resected orbital floor. The screws, 1.5 mm in 
diameter, are fixing the mesh lateral and medial to the defect 
in place. (b) Coronal CT position control in line with the 
regular tumor follow-up.

 The Unilock reconstruction plate is very suitable to bridge 
mandibular resection defects to restore continuity and functionality.
 Figure 13.15a shows the OPT control of a functional mandibular 
reconstruction using a unilock plate in a medically compromised 
patient where simultaneous bone reconstruction was not 
performed to reduce surgical comorbidities. The same plate 
system bridging a mandibular resection defect is presented in Fig. 
13.15b; in this case a microvascular reanastomised fibula flap was 
inserted simultaneously and fixated with screws to the unilock plate.  
Figure 13.16 highlights an orbital titanium mesh, unbent.

Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
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Figure 13.15 (a) Radiographic control of a unilock plate without bone 
substitution. (b) Unilock plate with additional simultaneous 
bone substitution using a microvascular reanastomised 
fibula flap. 

Figure 13.16 Titanium mesh before bending and situational modification.
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13.4 Alternatives to Titanium for Internal 
Fixation

To date osteosynthesis materials on a metallic basis, especially 
titanium alloys, are considered to be the “gold standard” [29]. 
Clinicians estimate very much their easy handling and sterilization 
together with their good mechanical properties. The feasibility to 
produce small-dimensioned plates and screws in metal processing 
make them also applicable in facial areas that are prominent and 
covered by only thin layers of skin and subcutaneous tissue. 

13.4.1 Adverse Events of Titanium

Titanium alloys are still considered to be highly biocompatible 
related to the definition of biocompatibility coined by Williams in 
2008 [30]: The biocompatibility of a long term implantable medical 
device refers to the ability of the device to perform its intended 
function, with the desired degree of incorporation in the host, without 
eliciting any undesirable local or systemic effects in that host.
 Even though titanium alloys are very stable to corrosion due 
to their superficial titanium oxide layer, soft tissue pigmentations 
in the proximity of plates might be found during osteosynthesis 
material removal. It is supposed that such pigmentation, which, 
however, does not interfere with bone healing, results due to 
surface defects caused by manipulation of the material at the time 
of insertion [31]. Examination of such pigmented soft tissue did 
not show any inflammatory response or giant cell reaction [32]. 
Recently increased values of titanium were detected in patients’ hair 
and nails after orthognathic surgery [33]; cases of potential allergic 
reactions related to titanium osteosynthesis come up sporadically. 
Nevertheless, to date it remains unclear if allergic contact dermatitis 
and material flaws are increased in patients suffering from metallic 
allergies [34], especially due to diagnostic uncertainties in titanium 
testing. 

13.4.2 Removal of Titanium Plates after Bone Healing

Many authors have written about removal or nonremoval of 
nonresorbable metallic internal fixation devices [35, 36]. However, 
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until today, there is no consensus within the oral and maxillofacial 
surgery community itself. Mostly, especially titanium alloy plates 
and screws are left in place if they are clinically asymptomatic [37].

 •	 Symptomatic internal nonresorbable plates and screws
  Clinical symptoms like (1) plate and/or screw exposure with 

or without chronic infection, (2) patients’ palpability of plates 
and screws, and (3) thermal sensitivity often at prominent 
regions, such as the frontozygomatic suture, may occur. Under 
these circumstances plates and screws are recommended 
to be removed. This can be performed under general or if 
feasible due to the location under local anaesthesia. 

  According to personal experience, removal two years and 
more after insertion is more complicated and associated with 
a longer operation time because of the plates’ and screws’ 
encasement due to bone growth. In such a situation the 
surgeon often needs a bur, chisel, and hammer to remove the 
overlying bone in order to approach the plate and screws. 
Such a surgical procedure might cause longer and increased 
stretching of the periosteal layer due to retraction purposes, 
a circumstance that leads to increased postoperative facial 
swelling. 

  Another symptomatic effect is loosening of hardware such as 
screws. Loose hardware might migrate, become palpable, and 
may cause chronic infection. Such nonresorbable material is 
highly recommended to be removed. 

 •	 Asymptomatic internal nonresorbable devices
  To date, titanium alloy plates and screws without above-

mentioned clinical symptoms are not necessarily removed. 
  However, children undergoing craniofacial or facial trauma 

surgery represent somewhat an exception regarding 
nonresorbable device removal. Even though the effect of 
rigid osteosynthesis onto growth is not really understood in 
humans, it is recommended to put plates that do not traverse 
suture lines and to remove them two to three months after 
the open reduction and internal fixation [38]. Several authors  
[37, 39] report about migration of nonresorbable devices due 
to the appositional resorptive growth of the cranium and facial 
bones; as headaches may occur due to such an intracranial 
migration of titanium alloy plates and screws, craniofacial 
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surgeons and neurosurgeons switched early to the use of 
resorbable osteosynthesis material [40]. 

13.4.3 Polyhydroxyacids: Reabsorbable Osteosynthesis 
Materials

Especially shortcomings of metal implants such as thermal sen-
sitivity, palpation, and the migration of devices in children led 
already in the 1970s to the introduction of bioresorbable mate-
rials. Poly(α-hydroxyacid) osteosynthesis materials have been 
used since then in trauma and orthognathic surgery with some-
what contradictory results in stability and biocompatibility.  
Poly(α-hydroxyacids) have been found to be bioabsorble and bio-
compatible. They are the most widely studied and used bioabsorb-
able synthetic polymers in medicine today. More specifically and 
chemically, poly(α-hydroxyacids) are polyglycolide (PGA) and poly-
l-lactide (PLLA) homopolymers and their copolymers (poly(lactic-
co-glycolic) acid [PLGA]), as well as polylactic acid (PLA) stereoco-
polymers [41-45]. 
 Application of the material in fracture treatment and orthog-
nathic surgery needs more time as every screw hole has to be drilled 
and tapped. Omitting tapping will mostly end up in breaking off 
of the screw head. Expensiveness of the material, length of stor-
age, and the fact that it can be only once sterilized by irradiation or 
ethylene oxide represent limitations in its use. Figures 13.17a and 
13.17b show clinical intraoperative pictures with poly(hydroxyacid) 
plates and screws in place after trauma and orthognathic surgery,  
respectively. 

Figure 13.17 (a) Bioresorbable plates fix a mandibular fracture and 
(b) bioresorbable screws fix the chin after orthognathic 
genioplasty.
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13.5 Epilogue

Future research in the area of osteosynthesis material will comply 
both with new resorbable materials as well as with novel designs of 
plates and screws. 
 As nowadays resorbable materials do not fulfill the expectations 
that load-bearing situations require, future studies will investigate 
the mechanical properties and strength of novel materials, such 
as ceramics or bioactive glasses eventually reinforced with boron 
or strontium. The latter materials could eventually also be used to 
coat weaker poly(α-hydroxyacid) plates and screws to improve their 
mechanical properties.
 By now, β-titanium alloys still represent the gold standard for 
many surgeons due to their excellent mechanical properties and 
strength, even in small-dimensioned plates and screws, which are 
frequently used, even in craniofacial surgery.
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The use of zirconia, that is, zirconium dioxide (ZrO2), as a biomaterial 
in biomedicine started in the early 1980s. Since then, a growing 
number of laboratory and clinical studies has been conducted 
on this special ceramics to assess its unique characteristics. 
Moreover, zirconia has manifested its extraordinary advantages 
when used in dental clinical practice since the late 1990s, such as 
its prominent biocompatibility, satisfactory esthetical performance, 
and outstanding biomechanical properties. With the development of 
fabrication methods and more extensive knowledge of this material, 
zirconia has been employed in more and more dental restorations. 
Examples are single-crown and root canal posts to long-span fixed 
dentures and, recently, its use as a subgingival implant material. 
We discuss among others also alumina (Al2O3) as a biomaterial, 
zirconium metal, and tissue reactions to zirconia.
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14.1 Zirconium, Alumina, and Zirconia

14.1.1 Zirconium Chemistry and Group IV A

The elements of group 4 (or IV A) in the periodic table, that is, 
titanium (22Ti), zirconium (40Zr), and hafnium (72Hf), are transition 
metals with a strong tendency to exhibit the maximum valence, 
+IV, in their compounds. Both Ti and Zr, as metals, exhibit unique 
biocompatibility, that is, they exhibit no adverse reactions with 
living tissues in humans. 
 Zirconium (atomic mass: 91.22) has the electron configuration 
[Kr]4d25s2, and it has five naturally occurring isotopes: 90Zr, 91Zr, 92Zr, 
94Zr, and 96Zr. Zirconium is purified from ZrSiO4 mineral. Zirconium 
is chemically very similar to Hf, due to the almost identical ionic radii 
for Zr4+ and Hf4+ (Zr: 80 pm; Hf: 81 pm). Zirconium has the valence 
+IV, but few compounds are known with the oxidation state +III and 
+II. As an element, Zr is lustrous, ductile, and silvery white and has a 
high melting point (1855°C) and boiling point (4409°C). 
 Zr is extremely resistant to corrosion at ordinary temperatures 
because it is easily rendered passive by formation of an oxide layer, 
exactly as Ti. The occurrence of Zr within the earth’s crust is 0.023%, 
that is, around 0.13 g/kg. Sea water contains ca. 0.026 µg/L of Zr4+. 
On heating Zr, however, reacts with oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, 
carbon, and sulfur. Zirconium can form zirconium dioxide: Zr (s) + 
O2 (g) Æ ZrO2 (s). Zirconium is highly resistant to acids, alkalis, and 
brine. Zr reacts with hydrofluoric acid (HF) but is not attacked by 
nitric acid (HNO3) or other mineral acids. Metallic zirconium is much 
softer than Ti and used in technology as a neutron capture, opacifier, 
and refractory material [1, 2]. 
 Zirconum dioxide (zirconia) was introduced for biomedical 
applications already in the seventies. By then the material was 
able to be purified through chemical processing and its fabrication 
process was fully controlled. Zirconia is a trivial name and also the 
commercial, widely used name given to zirconium dioxide. The 
zirconia product family comprises zirconia with different additional 
constituents to prevent volume expansion (tetragonal to monoclinic). 
Such additives are, for example, MgO, CaO, Ce2O3, and Y2O3, and they 
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control its mechanical and physical properties (see also Chapter 15).
 On the other hand, the zirconate coupling agents (zirconates), 
expressed with the general formula of (RO)n-Zr-(OXR’Y)4–n, are 
more universally reactive than silane coupling agents. Synthetic 
zirconates may be particularly useful on surfaces that do not have 
reactive surface hydroxyl groups. Zirconate compounds possess 
the C–Zr bond(s), and the Zr–O bond is capable of dissociation 
allowing trans-esterification, trans-alkylation, and repolymerization 
in some applications. Zirconate coupling agents claim to maintain 
their coupling capability, even in the presence of water. Zirconates 
and titanate coupling agents have been used to improve the 
adhesion between inorganic fillers and the organic matrices of 
some composite materials [3, 4]. It has been claimed that neoalkoxy 
zirconate coupling agents are viable materials in future biomaterials 
research (about coupling agents, see Chapter 11). 

14.1.2 Zirconia and Alumina

Crystalline zirconium dioxide (zirconium oxide), ZrO2, called zirconia 
(not to be confused with zircon, which is a mineral, and Zirkon™, 
which is a product in the market) is manufactured for use as a 
white pigment from minerals by conversion to Zr(SO4)2, followed 
by hydrolysis. ZrO2 is used also as a refractory material (crucibles, 
furnace lining), and it is insoluble in water, only slightly soluble in 
HCl and HNO3, and, however, slowly soluble in HF upon heating with 
66% H2SO4 [1, 2, 5].
 Zirconia caught attraction due its superior mechanical properties 
as superior flexure strength (which is 1200 MPa compared to 1000 
MPa for steel), high fracture toughness, high hardness, excellent 
fatigue, and damage resistance. The material is resistant to chemical 
attacks and does not react easily with strong acids, alkalis, or other 
corrosive material. Regarding its physical properties, ZrO2 is a white 
and opaque material that does not dissolve or react with water and 
other solvents. It is an excellent thermal and chemical insulator and 
is used in fuel cells.
 The principal natural sources, ores, and minerals of Zr are 
zircon, a silicate mineral chemically named zirconium orthosilicate 
(ZrSiO4), malacon (brownish ZrSiO4), baddeyleite (ZrO2), zirkelite, 
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and eudialyte. Zircon, ZrSiO4, also called the mineral jacinth was 
said to be adopted as a kind of gem in the Bible. It was actually in 
1789 when zirconia was accidently identified by M. H. Klaproth  
(1743–1817), a German chemist, who was also well known for 
his discovery of titanium some years after its initial discovery and 
uranium (92U) as he was investigating a zircon stone found in Sri 
Lanka. Zirconium silicate (ZrSiO4) toxicity is very low: it is an abrasive 
irritant for the eyes and skin. Treatment of the above-mentioned 
minerals with carbon and chlorine at red heat yields ZrCl4, which, 
after purification, can be reduced (with Mg) to Zr. For high-purity Zr, 
the decomposition reaction of ZrI4 is used [1, 2, 5]. 
 Zirconia is considered one of the best currently known 
biocompatible ceramic materials along with the metallic titanium. 
It is currently one of the most studied dental biomaterials [6]. It is, 
however, reported to be sensitive to manufacturing and manipulation 
processes. Given this, there is also a debate about which processing 
method is least harmful to the final restoration. Cementation, 
that is, resin zirconia bonding, is under a vivid discussion, and 
chipping of the veneering porcelain is reported as a common 
clinical problem, probably currently the main clinical drawback  
[7, 8]. The most common oxide of Zr is zirconium dioxide, ZrO2. This 
odorless, tasteless, and white solid material has exceptional fracture 
toughness and chemical resistance, especially when it is in its cubic 
form (see also Chapter 15). 
 Pure ZrO2 has a monoclinic crystal structure at room temperature. 
Transitions to other possible crystal forms, viz., tetragonal and cubic, 
take place at elevated temperatures. The actual volume expansion of 
zirconia caused by cubic to tetragonal to monoclinic transformation 
induces very large stresses and will cause pure ZrO2 to crack upon 
cooling from high temperatures. Several different metal oxides may 
be added to zirconia to stabilize the phase changes from tetragonal to 
cubic phases. Such additives are, for example, magnesia (magnesium 
oxide, MgO); yttria (yttrium trioxide, Y2O3); lime, that is, calcium 
oxide (CaO); and ceria, that is, cerium trioxide (Ce2O3) [9].
 Actually, the use of aluminum trioxide, alumina (Al2O3), 
as a biomaterial took place before zirconia. Alumina has good 
biocompatibility [10]. However, the flexural strength and toughness 
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of alumina are just moderate. Zirconia is generally supposed to have 
more clinical benefits compared to alumina because of zirconia’s 
higher flexural strength and higher fracture toughness, which might 
facilitate the reduction in the risk of failure. Interestingly, when 
zirconia particles are added to alumina and scattered in the matrix, 
alumina will be toughened with greater hardness. The combination 
of these two materials is called ZrO2-toughened alumina (ZTA). 
Zirconia content in ZTA varies between 10% and 20%, and the 
tetragonal-phase zirconia remains in the metastable state [11]. ZTA 
also has high mechanical properties, but further investigation of its 
performance in its clinical use is needed.
 The crystallographic structures of zirconia consist of three 
different forms. At room temperature, zirconia finds its arrangement 
as the monoclinic (M) phase. When heated above 1170°C, it 
transforms into the tetragonal (T) phase and finally into cubic (C) 
form at temperatures above 2370°C. The transformations among 
these phases will be accompanied with dimensional changes of 
about 3–5%. The stabilized tetragonal- or cubic-phase zirconia is 
stiffer due to the stress-induced transformation-toughening effect. 
Some oxides, such as CeO2 (58Ce is a lanthanide metal) and Y2O3, are 
added as stabilizers and transform pure zirconia into a multiphase 
ceramic structure. We then call it partially stabilized zirconia (PSZ). 
It consists of mainly the cubic phase with a minor diffusion of 
tetragonal and monoclinic phases [8, 12]. 
 Different PSZ-based materials, such as Mg-PSZ and Y-PSZ, have 
being developed during the past few years. In general, they are proved 
to possess some improvements in their biomechanical properties 
[5]. One partially stabilized type of zirconia is called tetragonal 
zirconia polycrystal (TZP), and it has become the focus of research. 
It was reported that the tetragonal phase could be stabilized at room 
temperature when yttrium oxide in low concentration was added as 
a stabilizer [13]. The amount of Y2O3 in TZP is ca. 2–3% mol, and 
the microstructure of TZP mainly consists of tetragonal grains. The 
occurrence of the tetragonal phase is influenced by the grain size, 
the amount of yttria, and the structure of the zirconia matrix [5, 8]. It 
has been concluded that yttria-stabilized TZP (i.e., Y-TZP) materials 
exhibit high flexural strength and fracture toughness, in addition to 
great hardness [14]. 
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14.2 Biomedical Applications of Zirconia

Zirconia was first used as a hip joint replacement material due to 
its superior strength, which allowed fabrication of ball-and-socket 
joints with conservative dimensions, in addition to its excellent 
wear resistance. Autoclaving was the technique used to sterilize this 
material, which resulted in a process of slow surface destruction of 
the material, known as low-temperature water degradation (LTD), 
ending in the fracture of many of the inserted joints [5, 8]. Today 
more is known about the behavior of the material under different 
conditions, and the material is gaining more attention as a scaffold 
material, implant, and bone substitute.

14.2.1 Tissue Reactions around Zirconia Implants

Cell response to zirconia can be easily evaluated using cell culture 
techniques where cultured cells are grown and monitored over 
the surface of zirconia discs for a certain period of time. Several 
parameters such as cell size, shape, excretory functions, metabolism, 
multiplication, DNA activity, attachment mechanism, and more are 
used to evaluate the primitive cell response to the implant material 
[6]. These cells are simple and easy to use, but they are only used for 
screening purposes and as a reference compared to control material, 
usually Ti plates (see also Chapter 5). 
 Different types of purified bone cells derived from human or 
animal source are multiplied in the laboratory until a sufficient 
number is available. Cells are grown in a special growth medium, and 
a drop, containing a fixed number of cells, is added on the surface of 
the plates. After a few minutes the cells establish good contact with 
the surface of the plates, and a sufficient amount of growth medium 
is added to the containing wells. The plates are incubated at a fixed 
temperature and oxygen gradient, and cell growth and viability are 
monitored regularly.
 Cell culture experiments have revealed that zirconia implants 
had similar or superior results compared to titanium implants. 
However, results could not be directly compared between different 
studies as the many variables could influence the results as (a) cell 
type, (b) incubation condition, and (c) most importantly surface 
properties of the prepared plates. Surface roughness is one of the 
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most investigated parameters that had a significant influence on cell 
growth and attachment mechanism. For biocompatibility aspects, 
read Chapter 5, and for titanium, read also Chapters 9, 10, 12, and 
13.
 Today, nanoporous zirconia surfaces have shown improved cell 
growth, as indicated by a higher cell count and larger cell size compared 
to polished zirconia and Ti specimens and sandblasted and acid-etched 
(SLA) titanium specimens. The selective infiltration etching (SIE) 
technique created a nanoporous zirconia surface without increasing 
the surface roughness of the treated zirconia (Ra = 0.2 ± 0.2 µm).  
This is a direct advantage when compared to airborne particle 
abrasion, which is associated with introducing surface and 
subsurface damage. This would consequently lead to compromising 
of the fatigue resistance of the abraded zirconia [15, 16]. 

14.2.2 Zirconia as a Dental Implant Material

Insertion of new implant materials in animal models allowed 
evaluation of the healing mechanism and a better understanding of 
the osseointegration (aka osteointegration) process around implant 
material. After different time intervals calculated from the time 
of implant placement, the animal is sacrificed and bone sections 
containing the implant material prepared for histological evaluation. 
After fixation and proper embedding of the obtained bony block, 
serial sections are cut through the implant, allowing proper 
evaluation of the bone–implant interface. Presence of mineralized 
bone in direct contact with the implant surface is considered 
as an indication of successful osseointegration; the higher the 
percentage, the better the performance of the implant material  
(see also Chapter 10). 
 Nevertheless, these studies are very expensive and require 
investing lots of time and effort dedicated toward delivering proper 
care to the host animal. Preparing histological sections is not an 
easy job and requires a well-equipped lab plus expensive processing 
materials. 
 Zirconia was first introduced to prosthetic dentistry as a potential 
metal-free framework material, mainly due to its whitish color, 
which made it esthetically attractive, in addition to its outstanding 
biomechanical properties. Another advantage of zirconia is the fact 
that it displays a significantly reduced plaque affinity, thus reducing 
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the risk of inflammatory changes in the surrounding of soft 
tissue [17]. Histological observations and several animal studies  
[18, 19] revealed that zirconia implants osseointegrated to the same 
extent as titanium implants and in some cases were more superior  
(Fig. 14.1). 

 
Figure 14.1 Amount of new bone (yellow) between implant threads after 

two weeks of insertion: titanium (left) and zirconia (right).

 As the success of any implant material is interpreted in its 
degree of osseointegration, zirconia surface modifications have been 
investigated to enhance bone apposition and implant stability. Even 
though the optimal surface modification has not yet been found, new 
approaches have been used in an effort to improve surface properties 
of zirconia, such as airborne particle abrasion, acid etching 
with hydrochloric or hydrofluoric acids, plasma spraying [20], 
aggregation of bioactive materials such as calcium hydroxyapatite, 
and, more recently, UV radiation, which has been used to increase 
the hydrophilic properties of zirconia implants [21]. 
 To improve the surface properties of zirconia implants two main 
approaches were used, (1) through optimizing the micro-roughness 
of the implant surface by using sandblasting and chemical etching 
and (2) by applying bioactive coatings such as hydroxyapatite and 
calcium phosphate salts. 
 Implants with micro-roughness demonstrated encouraging 
results compared to implants with smooth surfaces. Gahlert et 
al. investigated zirconia implants with either a machined or a 
sandblasted surface and compared them with SLA titanium implant 
surfaces in the maxilla of miniature pigs. The machined ZrO2 
implants showed statistically significant lower removal torque 
testing (RTQ) values than the other two implants types. The authors 
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concluded that roughening the machined zirconia implants enhances 
their osseointegration [19]. Other animal and clinical studies also 
reported successful osseointegration of roughened zirconia implant 
surfaces that was comparable to titanium implants [17, 22–24].

14.2.3 Difficulties Related to Fabrication of Ceramic 
Implants 

Due to the complicated shape of dental implants, relying on 
computer-assisted design/computer-assisted milling (CAD/CAM) 
technology has some limitations. Fine reproduction of thread details 
requires using very fine machining tools, which results sometimes in 
fracture of the thin thread; thus manufacturers rely on using larger 
threads with a simplified pattern. 
 Most commercially available zirconia implants use a simple 
spiral design with an increase in interthread spacing (thread step 
and peak) instead of using the common reverse buttress design 
used with titanium implants (Fig. 14.2). The change in thread design 
is associated with an increase in peak stresses located inside the 
supporting bone, which could influence implant initial stability 
and increase risk when immediately loaded [25]. A direct benefit 
of CAD/CAM machining is that gingival fibroblasts tend to arrange 
themselves parallel to surface scratches; thus maintaining a circular 
machined zirconia neck could help obtain a tight gingival seal [26]. 
For more about CAD/CAM systems, see Chapter 18.

Figure 14.2 Direct milling and shaping of fine implant threads does not 
produce expected accuracy compared to machined titanium.

 A second major problem is related to the abutment implant 
connection, as relying on a fixation screw is not applicable with brittle 
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ceramics. This is due to the difficulty in machining accurate internal 
threads and the very limited capacity of zirconia to accommodate 
deformation associated with screw tightening. To solve this problem, 
manufacturers tend to fabricate single-unit zirconia implants, which 
are screwed as one piece [27], leaving the prefabricated abutment 
emerging from the osteotomy site. Reducing the number of 
components in an implant restoration comes with some limitations 
when the need to have submerged implants presents. There are also 
some limitations in the implant switch platform design, which may 
narrow the prosthetic and restorative treatment options.
 A major limitation is related to optimizing the surface of zirconia 
implants in order to improve osseointegration. Zirconia has a very 
hard (13,350 VHN [Vickers hardness number]) and dense surface 
(6.1 g/cm3) that is composed of micrograins with an approximate 
diameter of ca. 0.1–0.5 µm. The micrograins do not react to the SLA 
(cf. Chapter 10) procedure that is used with Ti implants. Moreover, 
a dense and smooth zirconia surface will significantly increase the 
risk of implant loosening due to difficulties related to attachment of 
bone cells to this surface. A few years ago, sandblasting (aka airborne 
particle abrasion) with coarse alumina particle powder was the 
standard surface treatment used to roughen zirconia surface [28]. 
Unfortunately, this aggressive surface treatment was associated with 
the creation of surface defects in the form of surface and subsurface 
sharp scratches and defects, which dramatically reduced the fatigue 
resistance of the material.
 Nowadays, new surface treatments are available to improve 
surface properties of zirconia implants without jeopardizing their 
mechanical strength. For sandblasting, read more in Chapter 11.

14.2.4 New Surface Treatments of Zirconia Implants 

Surface coatings with a bioactive material such as Ca-hydroxyapatite 
or other calcium salts have been used to enhance cellular response 
to coated zirconia implants (cf. Chapter 12). Despite promising 
results, delamination (chipping) of the coat was associated with loss 
of zirconia implants after long periods of loading time. To solve these 
problems, trials to reduce coating thickness were conducted, and a 
nanolayer, which maintains the required chemical effect, is the new 
trend used to coat zirconia implants. Controlling coating thickness 
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using plasma spraying or arch induction has become a very simple 
procedure with accurate and repeatable surface qualities.
 Plasma anodization and fluoridation are other methods used to 
control the surface charge and energy of zirconia implants. Long-
term exposure to fluoride tends to modify the surface energy of the 
surface and enhances bone implant contact of zirconia implants.
 Application of laser to the surface of zirconia has various effects, 
depending on the type of laser. An erbium-doped yttrium aluminium 
garnet (Er:YAG) laser has high penetrating power and does not 
appear to affect surface properties. A carbon dioxide (CO2) laser can 
melt the surface and create surface cracks related to fast cooling, 
and this method thus could not be recommended as a standardized 
method. On the contrary, a diode laser could be used to clean the 
surface of the implant in cases of peri-implantitis [29]. 
 SIE is a new surface treatment that is used to create a nanoporous 
surface suitable for cell growth and attachment (Fig. 14.3). The 
required surface of the implant is coated with a viscous infiltration 
glass, which is heated above its glass-transition temperature. In the 
molten state, the glass tends to infiltrate between the surface grains 
of zirconia and facilitates gain sliding and reorganization. After 
cooling to room temperature, the glass is dissolved in an acid bath, 
leaving behind a highly porous surface. The advantage of this method 
is that only the first few microns on the surface are affected and the 
interconnected porosity creates an ideal surface for cell attachment 
and growth [30]. 

Figure 14.3 Cell membrane of an osteoblast in direct contact with a 
nanoporous SIE zirconia implant.

Biomedical Applications of Zirconia
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 Some recent laboratory studies suggest that silica-coating 
followed by some experimental silane [31] primer formulations 
[32] might promote significantly durable resin bonding to zirconia 
[33] and Ti [34] abutment after artificial aging. In vitro studies 
suggest that SIE combined with new experimental silane primer 
formulations might significantly enhance resin bonding to zirconia 
abutments [35, 36].

14.2.5 Future Composite Ceramics for Zirconia Implants 

The search for superior materials and improved material properties 
does not stand satisfied with what is currently present on the bench 
but seeks greater improvements. A stronger and more biocompatible 
material will always catch the attention of the dentist and thus 
remain always of a commercial value. The list of ideal material 
properties cannot be achieved using a single homogenous material. 
 Today the emphasis has shifted from studying metal alloys to 
studying composite ceramics and other new composite materials, 
such as those based on E-glass fibers [37] (see also Chapter 7). 
 A new breed of zirconia-based ceramics is now being evaluated, 
waiting for the right time to launch these hybrid products into the 
market. A high-toughness alumina–zirconia composite with twice 
the flexure strength (2200 MPa) and double the fracture toughness  
(12 MPa m½) is now available with different formulations containing 
titanium, magnesium, and some other elements [38]. Given this, 
long-term fatigue resistance tests of these hybrid materials produced 
promising results. These high-performance composite ceramics 
might allow the fabrication of a thin structure with more confidence 
and reduced fracture rate. 

14.2.6 Precautions When Using Zirconia Implants and 
Abutments 

We may say that zirconia implants are still in the maturity phase, 
and they will require extensive long-term evaluation before reaching 
solid recommendations. Most studies so far have been conducted 
on animal models and have reported basic bone formation around 
zirconia implants. 
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 Only long-term observation under true clinical conditions could 
justify its use. Load, moisture, cyclic loading, and thermal and 
chemical attachment are only some of the parameters that could 
affect implant success. Moreover, it has to be borne in mind that 
zirconia implants are supplied as one piece and limited in size and 
design, which might narrow down treatment possibilities.
 Zirconia abutments have caught attention as an esthetic implant 
superstructure that could improve appearance, especially around 
thin gingival tissues. Being white and opaque, the color of the 
cemented porcelain crown was not compromised by the gray effect 
observed with titanium abutments. Nevertheless, this feature came 
at the expense of the mechanical integrity of the abutment. 
 Zirconia abutments are in nature hollow, and these tubes that are 
fitted with a metallic hex are used to establish connection with the 
implant and the fixation screw. A major problem with this system 
is loss of the friction fit between the metallic hex and the zirconia 
abutment (Fig. 14.4). 

 

Figure 14.4 A fractured zirconia abutment: this was due to the friction of a 
fixation screw in the brittle ceramic.

Biomedical Applications of Zirconia
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 A second problem may be that these abutments are more prone 
to fracture if overprepared or when used for angle correction. 
Moreover, there is a significant price difference compared to similar 
Ti abutments.
 Today it is possible to mill your own customized implant zirconia 
abutments using CAD/CAM systems in your dental office with full 
control over the emergence profile, soft tissue transfer, and abutment 
contour. In addition, customized zirconia abutments could directly 
be covered with a porcelain veneer that could be fused or directly 
cemented on the abutment. 
 To improve esthetics, a Ti connect system has been introduced 
to the market (Fig. 14.5.). The titanium connection is screwed on the 
implant, providing a short cylindrical superstructure. By scanning an 
implant collar, a customized abutment could be fabricated, veneered, 
and cemented on the Ti connect, which is finally screwed to the 
implant. In principle, this system offers simplicity and retrievability 
of the restoration. 

Figure 14.5 Photograph demonstrating a Ti connect, a customized 
veneered zirconia abutment, and the fixation screw.
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Zirconium dioxide, or zirconia, ZrO2, is the word in present-
day dentistry. We may say that zirconia is a material of choice 
in contemporary restorative dentistry for several reasons. 
Moreover, restorative dentistry is about adhesion promotion and 
about durable bonding of restorations. Zirconia has found wide 
applications in dental restorations, such as bridges, crowns, dental 
implant abutments, and full dental implant systems. This is due to its 
special and unique properties: high fracture toughness, light color, 
radiopacity, and, most importantly, biocompatibility. Nevertheless, 
the restoration interfaces, porcelain-to-zirconia and zirconia-to-
resin cement systems, have challenged the dental community and are 
discussed in this chapter, which also presents bonding mechanisms 
and the mechanical tests to evaluate these adhesive interfaces. With 
the advance in zirconia research and the development of its medical 
uses, the prospects of zirconia as a dental biomaterial are auspicious. 
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15.1 Introduction: Is It Zirconium or Zirconia?

15.1.1 Zirconium and Its Alloys

Zirconium (Zr) is an element, a transition metal, with an atomic 
number of 40 (atomic mass 91.22) and with a strong tendency for the 
maximum valence, +IV (Fig. 15.1). Zirconium is a very strong, ductile, 
malleable, and lustrous silver-gray metal (Fig. 15.2). Interestingly, its 
chemical and physical properties are similar to those of titanium (Ti). 
Ti and Zr are the only two metals commonly used in implant dentistry 
that do not inhibit the growth of osteoblasts, the bone-forming cells 
that are essential for osseointegration. Zirconium found in nature is 
composed of five isotopes. 90Zr, 91Zr, 92Zr, and 94Zr are stable. 94Zr 
can undergo so-called double beta decay with a half-life of over 1.10 
× 1017 years. 96Zr has a half-life of 2.4 × 1019 years, which makes it 
the longest-lived radioisotope of Zr. Of these natural isotopes, 90Zr is 
the most common, making up 51.45% of all zirconium. The isotope 
96Zr is the least common, comprising only 2.80% of zirconium [1].
 Zirconium is extremely resistant to corrosion and heat, it is lighter 
than steel, and its hardness is similar to copper (Cu). Surprisingly, 
when Zr is finely divided, the metal can spontaneously ignite in air, 
especially at elevated temperatures. Zirconium and its salts generally 
have low systemic toxicity: the estimated dietary intake is about 50 
µg. Most passes through the gut without being adsorbed, and that 
which is adsorbed tends to accumulate in the skeleton. It has been 
claimed that the strength of pure titanium is insufficient for use as 
an artificial hip joint as compared to Co-Cr alloys. Ti-Zr binary alloys 
have been investigated to evaluate their possible use as biomedical 
materials with promising results [3]. The Ti-40Zr alloy was shown to 
have better mechanical properties than Ti, excellent elastic recovery 
capability, and improved grindability at low grinding speed. It was 
concluded that the Ti-40Zr alloy has a great potential for use as a 
dental machining alloy [4].
 A recently launched Ti-Zr alloy, commercially called Roxolid™, has 
been claimed to combine high biomechanical strength with excellent 
osseointegration, and it might be suitable for dental subgingival 
implants with narrow diameters. As they claim, “. . . the combination 
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of enhanced strength and osseointegration could open the door 
for a new generation of smaller, safer implants, which would be 
particularly advantageous in situations where there is limited space 
between teeth. A further potential advantage could be the use in thin 
bone (narrow bone ridge), where wider implants would necessitate 
bone augmentation and/or grafting procedures” [5]. 

Figure 15.1 Zirconium (Zr) as shown in the periodic table of elements. 
Some of the important properties are as follows: molar volume 
is 14.06 cm3 mol–1, density is 6.5 g cm–3, melting point is 
1855°C (1 atm), boiling point is 4409°C (1 atm), specific heat 
capacity is 0.28 J g–1 K–1, and thermal conductivity is 0.23 W 
cm–1 K–1, both at 25°C and 1 atm. Adapted from Ref. [2].

Figure 15.2 From left, blocks of Ti, Zr, and ZrO2. 

Introduction
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 It is noteworthy that in some of the marketing materials meant 
for dental practitioners, we too often read something like “. . . the 
look of zirconium crowns and bridges is so close to natural teeth 
that it is hard to tell the difference and it is this quality which makes 
it very useable within dental work. Zirconium crowns can be fixed 
using traditional dental cements. Zirconium crowns have quickly 
become the preferred material for dental crowns. Zirconium is a 
very strong substance that can endure wear and tear of everyday 
use. When looking at Zirconium crowns from an aesthetic point it is 
clear and very similar to a natural tooth and reflects light the same 
way . . .” 
 That unfortunate and erroneous extract was read in April 2012 
on www.zirconiumcrowns.com, and it tells the plain truth about 
prevailing confusion in terminology in biomaterials science. Those 
authors certainly wanted to talk about the zirconia-based ceramic 
substructure, not zirconium! 

15.1.2 Zirconia

Zirconia (zirconium dioxide, ZrO2) used in dentistry is most often 
a modified yttria (yttrium trioxide, Y2O3) tetragonal zirconia 
polycrystal (Y-TZP). Indeed, yttria is added to stabilize the crystal 
structure transformation during firing at elevated temperature 
and improve the physical properties of zirconia [6]. To illustrate 
this, important zirconia-based ceramic systems are shown in Fig. 
15.3A,B. Upon heating, the monoclinic phase (M) in pure zirconia 
starts transforming to the tetragonal phase (T) at 1187°C (1461 
K), peaks at 1197°C (1471 K), and finishes at 1206°C (1480 K). On 
cooling, the transformation from the tetragonal to the monoclinic 
phase starts at 1052°C (1326 K), peaks at 1048°C (1322 K), and 
finishes at 1020°C (1294 K), exhibiting a hysteresis behavior that 
is well known for this material. As this transformation has many 
characteristics of martensitic transformation in metals, the zirconia 
tetragonal-to-monoclinic phase transformation is also known as 
martensitic transformation [2] (see also Chapter 3). 
 A relatively large volume change accompanies this zirconia 
phase transformation, with the monoclinic phase occupying about 
4% more volume than when tetragonal, which could result in the 
formation of ceramic cracks if no stabilizing oxides were used. Ceria 
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(A)

(B)

Figure 15.3 (A) A portion of the zirconia–calcia phase diagram (a binary 
system). The ZrO2 phases have three different crystal 
structures: cubic (C), tetragonal (T), and monoclinic (M). 
NB: The horizontal axis extends to only about 31 wt% CaO  
(50 mol% CaO), at which CaZrO3 forms. (B) The zirconia-
rich end of the yttria–zirconia phase equilibrium diagram. 
Although pressure is also a parameter that influences the phase 
structure, it remains virtually constant in most applications; 
thus these phase diagrams are for a constant pressure of 1 atm. 
Key: ss = solid solution. Adapted from Ref. [2].
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(CeO2), yttria (Y2O3), alumina (Al2O3), magnesia (MgO), and calcia 
(CaO) have been used as stabilizing oxides. So, as the monoclinic 
and CaZr4O9 phases do not form under normal cooling conditions 
(as predicted from the phase diagram, Fig 15.3A), consequently, the 
cubic and tetragonal phases are retained and crack formation due to 
phase transformation is circumvented [2]. 
 It is also important to consider that stabilization of the 
tetragonal and cubic structures requires different amounts 
of dopants (stabilizers). The tetragonal phase is stabilized at 
lower dopant concentrations than the cubic phase, as shown in 
the room-temperature region of the ZrO2–Y2O3 phase diagram 
(Fig. 15.3B). Yet another way of stabilizing the tetragonal 
phase at room temperature is to decrease the crystal size  
(the critical average grain size is <0.3 μm). This effect has been 
attributed to a surface energy difference [2].
 Consequently, zirconia-based ceramics used for biomedical 
purposes typically exist as a metastable tetragonal partially stabilized 
zirconia (PSZ) at room temperature (Table 15.1). Metastable means 
that trapped energy still exists within the material to drive it back 
to the monoclinic state. It turned out that the highly localized stress 
ahead of a propagating crack is sufficient to trigger zirconia grains to 
transform in the vicinity of the crack tip. In this case the 4% volume 
increase becomes beneficial, essentially squeezing the crack to close 
and increasing toughness [2]. 
 Zirconia, which is sometimes named as “ceramic steel,” possesses 
ideal properties for dental use: superior toughness, strength, and 
fatigue resistance. Zirconia possesses, in addition, excellent wear 
properties and is biologically inert—no adverse reactions with 
tissues are reported. However, its nonreactive surface presents a 
consistent issue of poor adhesion, that is, low bond strength to other 
substrates, synthetic or tissues.
 Zirconia is currently widely used as a dental biomaterial in 
frameworks and dental implant fixtures because of its high flexural 
strength compared to alumina and Co-Cr. Zirconia’s compression 
resistance is ~2000 MPa [7]. Moreover, many investigations on the 
biocompatibility of zirconia reported no cytotoxic effects on cell 
culture in vitro tests and no adverse tissue reactions in animals on 
the basis of in vivo tests [8]. However, the bonding between zirconia 
and porcelain and, on the other hand, between resin cement and 
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zirconia, is relatively weak due to the extremely inert, nonreactive 
character of zirconia. The shear bond strength (SBS) between 
yttrium-stabilized zirconia and cement reported was only very 
weak, about 1.5 MPa [9], without any pretreatment on the surface of 
zirconia.
 It is noteworthy that zirconia remains stable even when 
implanted in the human body, without any adverse reactions. Pure 
Y-TZP should not cause any concern about its radioactivity [10].

As a dental biomaterial, zirconia is definitely a material of choice 
because it has some pronounced advantages. On the other hand, 
zirconia is chemically inert, leading us to the fact that etching the 
surface of zirconia with acids is cumbersome.

15.1.3 Alumina

It may be worth taking a brief glance at “aluminum oxide” (Al2O3) 
or alumina. Chemically named aluminum trioxide, it occurs in nature 
in corundum as the Al(OH)3 minerals bauxite [Al(OH)3], corundum 
[Al2O3], diaspora [AlO(OH)], and gibbsite [Al(OH)3]. Native alumina 
is very hard, crystalline, and insoluble in water. Alumina is prepared 
by dehydrating one of the hydrous oxides, which are AlO(OH) and 
Al(OH)3, which both occur in different crystallographic forms. When 
heated at ca 850°C, soft and less dense g-alumina turns to α-alumina, 
which is insoluble in acids, and perhaps interestingly, its specific 
gravity increases from 2.8 g cm–3 to 4.0 g cm–3. It is noteworthy that 
alumina in powder form is widely used as a grit-blasting material 
in dental technology. Gems, such as amethyst, emerald, ruby, and 
sapphire, are α-alumina with traces of specific metal impurities to 
give color [11].
 Alumina may be called the predecessor of zirconia as a 
biomaterial in dentistry. Alumina was first introduced in dentistry 
as a reinforcing inclusion for porcelain in the mid-1960s. However, 
the inherently low tensile strength of porcelain did not allow it to 
be used in areas subjected to high stresses. Today, alumina still may 
find its use as a framework material for the construction of crowns 
and small all-ceramic fixed restorations. As orthodontic brackets, 
alumina has also found an application in dentistry. Alumina is used 
in orthopedics as ball and socket replacements of the hip joint [12].
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 It is noteworthy that when zirconia particles are added to 
alumina and mixed properly, alumina will be toughened and will 
thus become harder. The combination of these two materials is 
called ZrO2-toughened alumina (ZTA) (Table 15.1) [2]. The zirconia 
content may vary between 10% and 20% in ZTA [13]. 

Table 15.1 Some mechanical properties of alumina and zirconia [2, 13]

Property Alumina Mg-PSZ ZTA Y-TZP Ce-TZP

Density (g cm–3) 3.98 5.7 4.2 6.0 6.1

Vickers hardness (GPa) 24 10 12 11 9

Compr. strength (MPa) 4250 2000 – 2000 –

Young’s modulus (GPa) 400 205 380 205 215

Fracture toughness  
(MN m3/2) 

5 8...15 4...5 5...9 15...20

Examples of commercially available ceramics: Mg-PSZ = Denzir-M™; ZTA = In-Ceram 
Zirconia™; Y-TZP = DC Zirkon™, Cercon™, Lava™, and In-Ceram™.

 Both alumina and zirconia are single-phase microstructures 
without a glassy phase, meaning they are real crystalline inorganic 
ceramic materials. Currently pure alumina core materials on the 
market contain ca 99.5% alumina, and their flexural strength ranges 
between 487 MPa and 699 MPa. Alumina’s fracture toughness is 
reported to be around 4.48–6 MPa m1/2. In comparison, pure zirconia 
has a flexural strength of 1000 MPa and a fracture toughness of ca 
10.00 MPa m1/2 [14, 15]. 

15.1.4 Zirconia Restorations and Their Preparation

There are in principle two different ways to manufacture zirconia 
structures (frameworks, copings). Both these methods are making use 
of certain computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing 
(CAD/CAM) technologies. The first way is to machine fully sintered 
dense blocks of zirconia directly on a specific CAD/CAM system for 
dental use. It is relatively easy to keep the dimensions of the product 
without any observable shrinkage. 
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 However, the tools used for grinding may suffer from a high rate 
of wear. Given this, the flaws produced during machining may lower 
the mechanical reliability of a zirconia base structure [16].  
 There is a second way of processing zirconia: the base structure is 
milled from presintered zirconia blocks, and then a second sintering 
will be carried out, determining the final mechanical properties 
of the zirconia structure. Then, the final sintering is accompanied 
with shrinkage in dimensions that can be compensated with a 
preadjustment of size at the designing stage (Fig. 15.4). Thus, the fit 
of the zirconia framework will be warranted [15, 17]. 

Figure 15.4 Zirconia crystals from Y-TZP contract (shrink) during sintering, 
resulting in a compact structure. Adapted from Ref. [2]. 

 It has been observed that the CAD/CAM technique has had the 
ability to produce zirconia restorations with sufficient precision 
for dental use. A contemporary CAD/CAM system typically consists 
of three basic parts: a digital scanner, the software for processing 
obtained data and designing, and the specific technology of 
production. The use of CAD/CAM technology in the fabrication of 
zirconia all-ceramic restorations might require less manual work 
and provide an accurate anatomical appearance (cf. Chapter 18).
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 Moreover, its effect in improving zirconia–porcelain adhesion 
has been considered to be significant. There are three main steps in 
producing a zirconia base: acquisition of digital data, processing and 
designing, and the fabrication process of the zirconia structure [18]. 
 After the production of a zirconia coping or framework, veneering 
porcelain materials are then fired onto the zirconia base structure 
with a corresponding anatomical contour. There are two main ways 
to do it: by using the traditional layering technique (Fig. 15.5) or the 
hot-pressing method [2, 15]. 

Figure 15.5 Veneering of the zirconia structure: layering technique (above) 
and hot pressing (below). Adapted from Ref. [2].

15.2 Porcelain–Zirconia Bonding

The mechanisms of porcelain–metal bonding in porcelain fused-
to-metal (PFM) restorations are widely understood to consist 
primarily of chemical bonding between the metal oxide coating on 
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the framework metal surface and the porcelain, micromechanical 
interlocking, and compatibility in the coefficient of thermal 
expansion [19]. As far as the mechanism in porcelain-to-zirconia 
bonding is concerned, it is still somewhat unclear and not fully 
understood. 

15.2.1 Surface Treatments and Their Effects: Coloring

Regarding its appearance, zirconia is intensively dull white in color 
and its opacity can mask the tooth substance underneath. In addition, 
dyeing can be carried out to enhance the esthetic outlook. When the 
milling process is finished, some manufactures recommend dyeing, 
coloring, before further steps [15]. 
 Extension of the dyeing time was also reported to be detrimental 
to the strength and hardness of the frameworks. Hjerppe et al. 
concluded that the coloring treatment should be performed with 
great skill and care [20].

15.2.2 Sandblasting

After a zirconia structure is prepared, the veneering porcelain has 
to be applied and fired onto its surface. As a pretreatment method, 
sandblasting is often carried out to enhance the bond strength 
between the zirconia structure and porcelain. However, its benefits 
are controversial. In one research study, the tensile bond strength 
between porcelain and zirconia after sandblasting on a zirconia 
base at different pressures was evaluated and the application 
of sandblasting at a pressure of 0.4 MPa was recommended as a 
suitable pretreatment before veneering [21]. On the other hand, it 
has been reported that the increase in surface roughness could not 
improve the bonding strength, suggesting that the application of 
sandblasting and polishing is unnecessary [22–24]. 
 Application of sandblasting was reported to induce a certain 
amount of the monoclinic phase in zirconia, and this type of 
transformation would be reversed by the following veneering 
process. Given this, the variations in dimensions during the course 
could facilitate the creation of surface flaws [15, 25, 26]. Surface 
treatments of prosthetic structures in dentistry are also discussed in 
Chapters 3, 6, and 11.

Porcelain–Zirconia Bonding
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15.2.3 Some Laboratory Observations

There is some concern about whether the bonding between porcelain 
and zirconia is durable enough for clinical use or whether it is lower 
than the bonding between porcelain and metal in PFM restorations. 
Numerous laboratory experiments have been conducted to 
illuminate this point. One of these studies reported that the 
difference between porcelain–zirconia bonding and porcelain–
metal bonding was not significant. Failures were found to be of a 
cohesive nature, and they mostly occurred in the veneered porcelain 
structure near the bonding interface. Thus, it was concluded that the 
bonding of porcelain and zirconia would not cause a lowering of the 
clinical performance of zirconia [27]. Moreover, another study on 
shear bond strength (SBS) testing had confirmed the same findings. 
In that experiment, the bond strength value of porcelain to zirconia 
was not significantly different from that of porcelain–metal bonding, 
while porcelain–alumina bonding appeared to be the weakest one. 
Furthermore, cohesive failure within the veneered porcelain was 
observed to be the predominant mode [28]. 
 The relatively strong bonding values have not been confirmed 
by others. A significant difference on the SBSs was reported when 
comparing the veneer-to-core interfacial integration between 
a zirconia-based all-ceramic restoration and a porcelain fused-
to-noble-alloy restoration, with the zirconia restoration having 
the lowest bond strength value. The effect of artificial aging 
(thermocycling) on the porcelain–zirconia bonding was not 
confirmed [29]. The same finding was confirmed in a study that 
explained that the differences among various PFM systems, with 
both base and noble metal alloys, might not be significant [30]. There 
is a laboratory study in which SBS tests were carried out assessing 
the bonding strength values of three different combinations  
(i.e., study groups): a porcelain–zirconia group, a PFM group, and 
a porcelain–Li-disilicate group. The porcelain–zirconia group was 
found to yield the lowest bond strength values [31]. 
 The mode of failure, that is, cohesive, or adhesive, may act 
as a good assessment tool for the obtained bond strength. The 
microtensile bond strength (MTBS, µ-TBS) test showed that the 
interface was the weakest part in porcelain–zirconia bonding and 
accounted for more than 90% failures [32]. In the SBS test, adhesion 
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and mixed failures were the predominantly observed modes, while 
the type of zirconia was not the only factor in determining the failure 
pattern [33]. Similar failures were found in another laboratory 
experiment, which also suggested the clinically adequate bond 
strength in zirconia-based all-ceramics under artificial aging [23]. 
 During production, the veneered porcelain and zirconia 
substructure goes through firing cycles. The influence of processing 
may be a potentially detrimental factor to the general reliability 
of zirconia-based restorations. In a laboratory study, the flexural 
strength of zirconia specimens was assessed after being veneered 
under selected firing circles. After mechanical testing, the failure 
modes were investigated and assessed. The occurrence of 
delamination between porcelain and zirconia was found in some 
of the specimens with the separation of zirconia and veneered 
porcelain phases. This might indicate the insufficient bonding 
strength of porcelain to zirconia [34]. 
 Due to variations in the results of the above-mentioned 
comparisons, it was suggested that a measurement system for the 
comparison between different ceramic systems be established 
[35]. Given this, it was suggested that the test method using so-
called chevron-notch specimens was an effective way of evaluating 
the quality of the porcelain–zirconia interface by calculating the 
interfacial fracture toughness. In one of these tests, the results 
suggested that porcelain–zirconia bonding appeared to produce 
a much lower value when compared to the bonding between Li-
disilicate and the corresponding veneering porcelain [36]. 

15.2.4 Porcelain–Zirconia Bonding Mechanism

Various commercial zirconia all-ceramic systems may produce 
different adhesion strengths in laboratory testing. It has been 
thought and suggested that the porcelain-veneering procedure 
produces chemical bonds at the interface between zirconia and 
porcelain and would form durable bonds [15, 22]. Some studies have 
observed an exchange of certain chemical elements at the porcelain–
zirconia interface, but whether a true chemical bond has formed 
is to be verified. Yet, some Si-Zr diffusion has been observed with 
increased firing time, which may contribute to bonding [19]. 

Porcelain–Zirconia Bonding
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 Nevertheless, it has also been reported that there was no ion 
change of Si and Zr, which might indicate that the formation of 
chemical bonds didn’t take place [37]. Another study concluded 
that the molecular deposition of silica on the zirconia surface had 
no influence on bond strength to porcelain, while the number of 
porcelain-firing cycles significantly affected the bond strength of 
the ceramic system [38]. If there is no chemical bonding, how do 
porcelain and zirconia unite, then? 

Micromechanical (and nanomechanical) interlocking is currently 
regarded as the major mechanism of porcelain–zirconia bonding.

15.2.5 Laser Methods in Dentistry

Lasers have transformed several areas, including dentistry. Lasers 
lie very much on the frontier of chemistry and physics. The word 
laser is actually an acronym that is formed from light amplification 
by stimulated emission of radiation. What is stimulated emission, 
then? A so-called excited state is stimulated to emit a photon by 
radiation of the same frequency. The more photons that are present, 
the greater is the probability of the emission. Laser radiation has 
the following characteristics: it has high power, monochromaticity  
(one wavelength only), coherence, and collimation and is pulsed 
[39]. Dental laser systems are a family of instruments that can be used 
for surgery, to cure restorative materials, to assist in tooth bleaching, 
and to remove decayed tooth structure. Lasers have already been 
utilized in clinical practice and surface treatment of dental materials 
for many years [40]. 
 For tooth hard-tissue ablation, the primary mechanism is 
explained as when the water content in tooth tissue absorbs laser 
energy, it will be turned into steam instantly. The following volume 
expansion leads to a microexplosion, which removes ambient 
tissues and makes surfaces rougher. These properties have made 
laser irradiation a widely used technique of surface treatment. 
 In recent years, the use of laser energy in zirconia surface 
treatment has been reported by several studies. It has been found 
that the values of zirconia surface roughness had been significantly 
increased after being processed with an erbium-doped yttrium 
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aluminum garnet (Er:YAG) laser (i.e., the lasing medium is Y3Al5O12). 
The consequent topographical changes of zirconia were observed 
to be similar to those being air-abraded. Nevertheless, such a high-
energy treatment would cause melting and excessive loss of material, 
generating severe surface damage [41]. 
 Yet, it was claimed that CO2 laser irradiation at an output power of 
3 W could induce higher bond strength of resin to zirconia compared 
to other surface treatments such as hydrofluoric acid etching and 
sandblasting with alumina particles. Such improvement was 
attributed to the appropriate level of output power and microcracks 
generated on the superficial layer, suggesting that laser treatment 
could be an alternative to surface treatment of zirconia [42]. 

The influence of laser surface treatment on porcelain–zirconia bonding 
still merits further studies—and a deeper understanding.

15.2.6 Zirconia in the Human Body

In dentistry, a strong bond between dental biomaterials and dental 
tissues is desirable to ensure that a material or a structure, for 
example, a dental restoration, survives in the oral environment. 
 On the other hand, there are several studies that have reported 
that Y-TZP would lose its stability in a wet environment, leading 
to strength degradation. The crystallographic transformation 
from the metastable tetragonal phase to the monoclinic phase  
(T to M transformation) was also observed. Given this, it has been 
suggested that steam sterilization, at 134°C, should not be carried 
out when using zirconia as ball-head parts in hip prostheses  
[2, 7, 17, 43]. 
 Yet another study showed that the microstructure significantly 
influenced the mechanical and slow crack growth (SCG) behavior of 
dental ceramics and, consequently, the strength degradation over 
time (lifetime). The high crystalline content and low porosity found 
for polycrystalline ceramics (zirconia- and alumina-based ceramics) 
resulted in high values of flexural strength, low susceptibility to SCG, 
and low strength degradation over time [44].

The influence of low-temperature degradation (LTD) on dental zirconia 
is still in need of further and deepening investigation.

Porcelain–Zirconia Bonding
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15.2.7 Some Zirconia Properties and Their Effects

To understand zirconia’s behavior, we have to have a deep look at 
its properties. There may be mismatch in some mechanical and 
thermal properties such as fracture toughness, flexural strength, 
coefficient of thermal expansion, and elastic modulus that affect 
the bonding between porcelain and zirconia [15]. The results of 
one study emphasized the effect of misfit in the flexural strength 
of the veneering material during the development of delamination. 
Complete interfacial failure was observed between porcelain 
and zirconia. When another type of porcelain material was used, 
the flexural strength increased to 300 MPa and then the mode of 
interfacial failure did not happen. It was proposed that the use of 
veneering porcelain with high flexural strength, over 300 MPa, could 
improve the reliability of zirconia-based restorations [45]. 
 The coefficient of thermal expansion was also reported to be one 
of the critical factors in determining the reliability of zirconia-based 
restorations [43]. The porcelain will fit well to the zirconia surface 
when its firing temperature is above its glass transition temperature. 
On the other hand, when the temperature is below the glass transition 
temperature, it will be difficult for such an adaptation to be continued 
due to the high viscosity of porcelain. Thus, residual stresses will 
be formed in veneering porcelain. When the porcelain goes through 
a change in temperature through its glass transition temperature, 
there will be variations in the coefficient of thermal expansion. It is 
noteworthy that this change has an influence on the residual stress 
distribution during the cooling process above the glass transition 
temperature [15]. The residual stresses derived from the coefficient 
of thermal expansion match between the zirconia core and the 
porcelain layer were detrimental to the interfacial integration [32]. 
A study by Aboushelib et al. on SBS testing suggested a detrimental 
effect of increasing the coefficient of thermal expansion mismatch 
on porcelain–zirconia bonding [46]. 
 Even so, it has been assumed that there is a high stress area 
created and concentrated close to the core–veneer interface. With 
the increase in the coefficient of thermal expansion mismatch 
between core and veneer materials, the induced high stress would 
become more pronounced. When the combination of this stress 
and applied load exceeds the bonding strength, delamination might 
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happen. The use of a veneering material with a higher coefficient of 
thermal expansion than the core material would cause immediate 
failure of the veneered porcelain during cooling [15, 47]. If there was 
no difference between the zirconia core and porcelain, the highest 
resistance of delamination would be attained. Moreover, the lower 
tolerance of shear loading would be produced when using porcelain 
with a lower coefficient of thermal expansion [26]. 
 A complete match in the coefficient of thermal expansion is very 
cumbersome in practice. There are also concerns about a suitable 
level of the difference of the coefficient of thermal expansion 
between veneer (porcelain) and core (zirconia) materials. One 
previous study on fracture strength suggested the value of ΔαΔT, 
where Δα is referred to as the difference in the coefficient of thermal 
expansion and ΔT is referred to as the value of the porcelain glass 
transition temperature over room temperature, to be set at the 
range between 185 × 10–6 and 1250 × 10–6 for minimizing the 
residual stress generated in the veneer part [48]. Adoption of a 
difference at a magnitude of ΔαΔΤ ≈ 1000 × 10–6 would facilitate the 
highest shear bond strength for porcelain–zirconia bonding [49]. 
When the mismatch in the coefficient of thermal expansion was 
within the range 0.75–1.7 × 10–6 K–1, its influence was not regarded 
as significant [23]. These results may give us some indication for 
further investigations. 
 The initiation and propagation of delamination were also 
reported to be related to the misfit in elastic moduli and fracture 
toughness of porcelain and zirconia [50]. Indeed, such differences 
might induce crack propagation deflected from the porcelain, to 
proceed along the veneer-to-core interface. 

15.2.8 Cooling Rate

The veneering porcelain will experience a change from a viscoelastic 
state to a solid form when its temperature is reduced and when it 
passes through the glass transition temperature, Tg [15]. During 
cooling after sintering, residual stresses might be generated and 
influence both the strength of porcelain and interfacial integration. 
Most of the manufacturers recommend slow cooling [2, 51]. 
 Now, slow cooling after the sintering process of veneering is 
intended to reduce the chipping rate of zirconia-based restorations. 
The creation of residual stresses may be administrated by performing 

Porcelain–Zirconia Bonding
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heat treatment near the glass transition temperature and altering 
the cooling rate, as suggested by Taskonak et al. [52]. 
 However, the slow cooling rate has been questioned by one 
laboratory study in which the application of slow cooling, that is, in 
the range between the sintering temperature and the glass transition 
temperature, was shown to have a negative effect on porcelain–
zirconia bonding. It was explained that the compressive stresses 
produced during the rapid cooling stage might reduce the tensile 
stresses caused by the applied load. Given this, the slow cooling 
process might fail to develop such an effect. The results suggested 
[53] that the slower cooling rate would increase the possibility 
of chipping, which might be caused by the lack of formation of 
compressive stresses in the porcelain structure. However, this was 
one study, and the conclusions need to be proven.
 Porcelain–zirconia bonding has been thought to be promoted 
by using a special liner material, which could also mask the bright-
white appearance of zirconia. Indeed, such an effect was confirmed 
in the microtensile strength test with the bond strength being 
even doubled after applying the liner material. The positive effect 
was explained to be due to better wetting between porcelain and 
zirconia [32]. Nevertheless, the results of using a liner (primer) were 
different from another SBS test report that suggested no positive 
effect on bond strength [54]. 

15.2.9 More about Veneering

Pressable veneering porcelains were introduced into the market, 
claiming that the pressing technology might help to establish better 
bonding between porcelain and zirconia. As reported before, the 
adoption of veneering porcelain recommended by the manufacturer 
would play an important role in the production process [31]. Different 
effects of several techniques on the impact fracture strength have 
been evaluated. The results suggested that the difference between 
the traditional and the pressing method was not significant and the 
most frequent modes of failure were proved to be delamination and 
cone cracking within the veneered porcelain body [55]. 
 A combination of hot pressing and manual layering techniques 
has also been suggested. The use of pressable porcelain aims 
to achieve a better anatomical appearance of zirconia-based 
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restorations. It may produce fewer flaws in bulk of the material. The 
influence of such a veneering technique on the bonding quality of the 
zirconia–porcelain interface was tested for microtensile strength, 
and it was shown to produce a negligible effect when compared to 
the conventional layering method [56]. 
 A high fracture toughness value was produced with a new 
veneering method using CAD/CAM technology. In this new method, 
a Li-disilicate ceramic cap is produced by a CAD/CAM system. The 
ceramic cap is then veneered on the zirconia coping by using certain 
glass ceramics. Such a combination could improve the wetting 
between zirconia and porcelain and result in an improvement of 
bond strength [57]. In addition, the fracture strength was shown 
to be higher than that produced in a traditional porcelain-layering 
method.
 It was observed that the wet-veneering procedure might be 
associated with a decrease in the quality of porcelain–zirconia 
bonding. The first veneering process with minimal moisture 
composition may be beneficial for the production of zirconia 
restorations. A survey of the porcelain–zirconia interface has 
identified that higher moisture content and veneering temperature 
would facilitate the generation of grain faceting on the zirconia 
surface [58]. The reasons for this phenomenon and its long-term 
influence on the reliability and stability of zirconia–porcelain 
integration are unclear and thus merit further study. 

15.2.10 Some Clinical Experience and Observations

There has been some concern about whether the bonding between 
porcelain and zirconia is durable enough for clinical use or whether 
it is lower than the bonding between porcelain and metal. This 
scientific discussion certainly continues when you are reading these 
lines! Several laboratory experiments have been conducted on 
certain ways to compare and assess the matter, as described above.  
 The incidence of veneering porcelain fracture in zirconia-based 
restorations seems to be at a relatively high level when compared 
to PFM systems, according to Sailer et al. [59]. The rate of fracture 
of veneering porcelain from zirconia-based restorations was 
reported to vary from 6% to 25% after about three years [2, 27, 
60–62]. There are some review papers on the fracture rate of all-
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ceramic restorations [2, 59]. The fracture of veneering porcelain was 
reported to be 0.59% and 2.92% per year in PFM and all-ceramic 
(including zirconia) restorations, respectively [59]. 

Delamination (i.e., failure at the porcelain–zirconia interface) and, on 
the other hand, chipping (i.e., failure within the veneering porcelain) 
have been reported to be the two most common modes of failure  
[63, 64]. 

15.3 Resin–Zirconia Bonding

This part of the chapter introduces adhesion mechanisms used for 
resin–ceramic bonding, mainly resin bonding to zirconia-based 
restorations, providing scientific evidence for the clinical procedures.
 At first, one could imagine that an all-ceramic restoration 
would not withstand the intraoral service. It could be true if the 
restoration was not bonded to the tooth structure or remaining 
restorative materials (e.g., resin composites and metals), working 
as an integrated system where diverse stresses, from chewing and 
parafunctional habits (e.g., bruxism), are distributed throughout the 
system due to appropriate bonding [2]. This rationale is supported 
by the ISO 6872:2010 [65] standard that classifies ceramics 
according to the intended clinical use and makes a distinction 
between adhesively and nonadhesively cemented restorations.
 So, what is adhesion? It can be defined as a molecular  
(or atomic) attraction between two contacting surfaces (substrates) 
promoted by the interfacial force of attraction from different 
molecules (or atoms). This is distinct from cohesion, which is the 
attraction between same types of molecules within one substance. 
The adhesion and cohesion concepts are also important for further 
distinction between adhesive and cohesive failures, presented later 
in this chapter. The adhesion phenomenon can occur via (a) physical, 
(b) mechanical (structural interlocking), or (c) chemical mechanisms 
or a combination of them. Whenever an adhesive agent is used to 
bond two materials and it solidifies during bonding, the process is 
called adhesive bonding. 
 Therefore, adhesives are substances that promote adhesion 
between two substrates, that is, adherends. In addition, an 
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intermediary substance can be used to enable bonding between 
the adhesive and the adherend, and such a material is known 
as a coupling agent (Fig. 15.6), for example, silanes (which are 
discussed in detail in Chapter 11). Alternatively, the products used 
to modify the characteristics of a surface facilitating adhesion are 
known as primers, such as phosphoric acid (H3PO4) for dental 
enamel and dentine and hydrofluoric acid (HF) for porcelains  
(see also Chapters 3, 6, and 11). 
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Figure 15.6 Molecular structures of MPS (above) and MDP (below). 
Abbreviations: MPS, 3-methacryloyloxypropyltrimethoxysilane; 
MDP, 10-methacryloyloxydecyldihydrogenphosphate.

 Unfortunately, the distinction between primers and coupling 
agents is rarely made in the dental literature, and the two terms 
are used interchangeably. Nevertheless, a relatively strong bond 
can result from the synergistic action of a number of bonding 
mechanisms, such as a large area of intimate contact providing 
numerous sites for the creation of weak secondary bonds and 
the presence of surface undercuts at the microscopic level [2, 66]  
(see also Chapters 3 and 6).

15.3.1 Adhesion Mechanisms

Adhesion to the tooth structure (enamel, cementum, and dentine) is 
well explored and explained in the dental literature, and therefore, it 
is not the primary goal of this chapter (but see Chapter 1). However, 
ceramic restorations need to be bonded to the tooth structure and/
or other remaining restorative materials, and the clinical success of 
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the restorations also depends on adequate bonding at the cement–
tooth structure interface. Nevertheless, different primers and 
adhesives coupled with specific bonding procedures drastically 
reduce microleakage and its consequences. Today, glass ionomer 
cements (GICs) and resin-based cements are primary choices for 
bonding ceramic restorations to the remaining tooth structure. GICs 
and resin-modified GICs (RMGICs) are often used to cement acid-
resistant ceramics, mostly because these cements are very easy 
to use. Yet, the most popular and effective cements for all types of 
ceramic restorations are resin-based composites, especially systems 
containing 10-methacryloyloxydecyldihydrogenphosphate (MDP) 
monomers, which are often used to cement acid-resistant ceramics 
(Fig. 15.6) [2].
 Considering the chemical reactivity to acids, ceramics can be 
either acid sensitive or acid resistant according to the degree of 
surface degradation produced by acids. Acid-sensitive ceramics  
(e.g., feldspar-, leucite-, and lithium disilicate–based ceramics) 
are readily etched, creating micromechanically retentive surfaces  
(Fig. 15.7A–C). Acid-resistant ceramics (e.g., densely sintered alumina 
ceramics and Y-TZP ceramics) do not show much surface degradation 
by etching, preventing a reliable micromechanical bond to resin  
[2, 17, 67–70].
 It has been reported that the clinical success of resin-bonding 
procedures for ceramic restorations and ceramic repairs depends 
on the quality and durability of the bond between the ceramic 
and the resin. The quality of this bond depends upon the bonding 
mechanisms that are controlled in part by the surface treatment that 
promotes micromechanical and/or chemical bonds to the substrate 
[17, 67–78].
 Structural and surface analyses of etched acid-sensitive 
ceramics have shown that different etching patterns are created 
according to the ceramic microstructure and composition and 
according to the concentration, application time, and type of etchant  
[67–70, 72]. Fluoride-containing etchants such as hydrofluoric 
acid (HF), ammonium hydrogenfluoride, aka ammonium bifluoride 
(ABF), and acidulated phosphate fluoride (APF) have been used to 
etch dental ceramics [67, 68]. 
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1 μm

1 μm

Figure 15.7 SEM photomicrographs in the SEI mode of etched (10% HF for 90 s)  
ceramic surfaces, showing clinically acceptable retentive 
surfaces for resin bonding. (Above) Leucite-reinforced glass 
ceramic (IPS Empress™, Ivoclar-Vivadent) (1000x). (Middle) 
Li-disilicate-based ceramic (IPS Empress 2™, Ivoclar-
Vivadent); the Li-disilicate crystals (*) were confirmed by 
XRD (white bar is 1 µm). (Below) Feldspathic porcelain  
(Ceramco II™, Dentsply) (1000x). All images adapted from Ref. 
[2]. Abbreviations: SEM, scanning electron microscopy; SEI, 
secondary electron image.
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 Alteration of the surface topography results in changes in the 
surface area and in the wetting behavior of the ceramic [67–70, 71–78].  
This also changes the ceramic surface free energy and its adhesive 
potential to resins [76]. 
 Thus, the ceramic microstructure, composition, and morphology 
after surface treatment (priming) should yield potentially useful 
information on the clinical success of the bonding procedures for 
ceramic restorations and ceramic repairs, justifying the interest of 
dentists and researchers in potential ceramic surface treatments, 
which still offer some challenge for acid-resistant ceramics [2].
 As acid etching is not an effective surface treatment for acid-
resistant ceramics, other methods to produce micromechanical 
retention have been used, including airborne particle abrasion 
systems and coarse diamond rotary instruments. Several studies 
[38, 69, 70, 77–79] reported that airborne particle abrasion methods 
using alumina particles or silica-modified alumina particles  
(silica-coating) produced greater surface roughness (Ra) values and 
that silica-coated surfaces showed a significant increase (76%) in 
the concentration of silicon, which should enhance bonding to resins 
via silane coupling agents (Fig. 15.8) [70, 79]. Therefore, silica-
coating (aka silicatization) systems (e.g., Rocatec™ and CoJet™, 3M 
ESPE, Seefeld, Germany) have been used to create a silica layer on 
metal and ceramic surfaces through high-speed surface impact of 
the silica-modified alumina particles that can penetrate up to 15 µm 
into ceramic and metal substrates (Fig. 15.8). 
 This tribochemical effect may be explained by two bonding 
mechanisms: 

 (1) The creation of a topographic pattern via airborne particle 
abrasion, allowing for micromechanical bonding to resins 

 (2) The promotion of a chemical bond between the silica-coated 
ceramic surface and the resin-based material via a silane 
coupling agent (Fig. 15.8) (see also Chapter 11)

 Silane bonds to Si-OH on a ceramic surface by condensation 
reactions, and the methyl methacrylate >C=C< double bonds provide 
bonding to the adhesive. As long as there are adequate Si-OH sites 
on the ceramic surface, satisfactory bonding should be achievable 
[78, 79]. Therefore, if the goal is to obtain a thin silane coating on 
any ceramic surface, the protocol should consider the various 
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ceramic microstructures and silane types and mechanisms to 
reduce the thickness of the silane layer, such as heat treatment [79]  
(see also Chapter 11 for details).

Figure 15.8 SEM photomicrographs in SEI mode of silica-coated zirconia-
reinforced alumina (In-Ceram™ Zirconia, Vita™) using 30 µm 
silica-modified alumina particles (CoJet™, 3M ESPE) blasted 
for 15 seconds (5000x). Adapted from Ref. [2].

 In addition, the type of resinous adhesive also plays an important 
role in the bond to high-crystalline-content ceramics. It has been 
reported that the chemical bond to these ceramics is improved by 
using adhesive resin systems containing phosphate monomers, for 
example, MDP [2, 78] (see also Chapter 6).
 Therefore, adhesion between dental ceramics and resin-based 
composites is the result of a physicochemical interaction across the 
interface between the resin (adhesive) and the ceramic (substrate). 
The physical contribution to the adhesion process is dependent 
on the surface treatment and topography of the substrate and can 
be characterized by its surface energy. Alteration of the surface 
topography by etching or airborne particle abrasion results in 
changes in the surface area and in the wettability of the substrate, 
which are related to the surface energy and the adhesive potential. 
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In addition, the surface energy of a solid is greater than that of its 
interior, where interatomic distances are equal, and the energy 
is minimal [2]. Similarly, at the surface of the lattice, the energy is 
greater because the outermost atoms are not equally attracted in 
all directions. This increase in energy per unit area of the surface  
(J m–2 or N m–1) is referred to as the surface energy (g), or surface 
tension for liquids.
 Therefore, the surface atoms of a solid tend to form bonds to 
other atoms in close proximity to the surface, reducing the surface 
energy of the solid. Again, achieving an energy balance or the lowest 
energy state is the driving force for the chemical bond between the 
adhesive and the adherend. Yet, the surface energy and adhesive 
qualities of a given solid can be reduced by any surface impurity or 
contaminate, such as human secretions and air voids. The functional 
chemical groups available or the type of crystal plane of a space 
lattice present at the surface also affect the surface energy [2]. 
 Nevertheless, a clean (i.e., no contaminants) and dry surface 
ensures that the adhesive has the best-possible chance of creating 
a proper bond with the adherent. In addition, the wettability of 
the adherend by the adhesive, the viscosity of the adhesive, and 
the morphology of the adherend surface influence the ability of 
the adhesive to make intimate contact with the adherend. Thus, to 
succeed in the challenge of resin bonding to any high-crystalline-
content ceramic, including zirconia-based ceramics, one should 
consider all the aspects listed above, which have been discussed 
in many recent dental publications, including the citations of this 
chapter.

15.3.2 Bond Strength Tests and Fractography Analysis

Bond strength tests have been used to predict the clinical 
performance of resin-bonded ceramic restorations. Yet, most of 
these tests exhibit wide variability in fracture pattern and bond 
strength value. The commonly used SBS test is very sensitive to 
the method of application of the adhesive and design of the testing 
arrangement, often producing fracture at a distance from the resin–
ceramic adhesion zone that may lead to erroneous conclusions on 
bond quality [73, 78, 80–83].
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 Such failures of the substrate prevent measurement of interfacial 
bond strength and limit further improvements in bonding systems. A 
classic study showed that significant differences in SBSs are obtained 
for different sample configurations using identical geometric 
design and adhesive interface [73]. This gives some credence to the 
expression “Imagine a bond strength value and a test arrangement 
can be designed to produce such a result . . .” 
 Yet, many studies using SBS test arrangements suggested a lack 
of reliability of such measurements and identified nonuniform stress 
distributions along the bonded interfaces [70, 71, 73, 78, 80–85]. 
Nevertheless, when they are correctly performed and interpreted 
using fractography analysis, they may adequately rank experimental 
groups with relevant differences.
 In the search for a method that produces uniform stress 
distribution across the interface, investigators have evaluated 
similar adhesive systems under different bond test configurations 
and suggested that a tensile bond strength test would be more 
appropriate to evaluate the bond strength of adhesive interfaces  
[2, 70, 73, 74, 78, 80–85].
 The MTBS, or µ-TBS, test, which is actually a tensile bond 
strength test with a reduced testing area, was developed as an 
attempt to eliminate the nonuniform stress distribution at the 
adhesive interface and to minimize the influence of interfacial 
defects. The reduction in the number and size of defects in the 
adhesion zone is thought to decrease the incidence of bulk cohesive 
failures and increase the tensile bond strength, regardless of the 
cross-sectional shape of the specimens. This test has been used to 
measure the bond strength of resin-based composites to the tooth 
structure and to restorative materials, including all types of ceramics  
[2, 70, 74, 78, 84, 85] (see also Chapter 16).
 There are two typical methods of preparing specimens for the 
microtensile test, trimming (dumbbell shaped) and nontrimming 
(bar shaped). The nontrimming method places less stress on the 
adhesion zone, and as no specimen finishing is necessary, it also 
avoids areas of stress concentration produced by polishing materials 
of different hardness values. The adhesion zone is defined as the 
region in which the adhesive interacts with the two substrates to 
promote bonding. 
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 More specifically, the composite–ceramic adhesion zone 
consists of the following:

 (1) An interfacial region between the adhesive and the composite 
within which molecular interaction and chemical bonding 
occur between the two materials

 (2) An adhesive
 (3) An interfacial region between the adhesive and the ceramic, 

including the treated ceramic surface region where 
micromechanical and/or chemical bonding occurs

 Again, the bond strength values resultant from any bond test, 
including the microtensile bond strength test, can only be considered 
a reliable indicator of the resin–ceramic bond quality if the fractures 
occur within the adhesion zone [2, 74, 78].
 Although the mode of failure is an important aspect of bond 
strength tests, it is not commonly reported. A detailed inspection of 
fractured surfaces can indicate the failure mode of a bonded assembly. 
The fracture behavior of adhesive interfaces depends on the stress 
level, flaw distribution, material properties, and environmental 
effects. Therefore, fracture surface characterization combined with 
analyses of fracture mechanics parameters is of great importance 
to understand and predict bonded interface reliability and also to 
reduce the risk for data misinterpretation such as the inference that 
the bond strength must exceed the cohesive strength of the ceramic 
when the fracture initiates within the ceramic material and away 
from the interface [2, 70, 74, 78]. 

Therefore, failure analysis based on fractographic principles should 
assist researchers to correctly interpret the fracture phenomena  
[2, 74, 78, 83, 86–88]. 

 Yet, optical microscopy observation is often not enough to 
determine the mode of failure of bonding interfaces, and a thorough 
SEM examination of the fracture surfaces along with a surface 
composition analysis (e.g., X-ray elemental map analysis) produces 
a more consistent and complete description of the fracture process 
and the modes of failure [2, 74, 78, 88].
 These analyses would avoid simplistic comments such as 
the “mixed mode of failure” that often follows “adhesive and/or 
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cohesive” unscientific observations. Thus, when fractography is 
correctly used to determine the fracture origin, a proper scientific 
statement on the mode of fracture can be formulated, improving 
the quality of the scientific report [2]. Additionally, one can promote 
crack initiation within the adhesion zone and use an interfacial 
toughness test coupled with fracture mechanics and fractographic 
principles to estimate the apparent interfacial fracture toughness  
[2, 77]. 
 Another appropriate way to assess the interfacial bond is to 
analyze the energy per unit crack surface area, GI, that is required 
for a crack to advance in the bond plane. The toughness is related 
to the critical strain energy release rate (GIC) and is a measure of the 
resistance of the bond to fracture, since GIC represents the relative 
energy required to create new surfaces [2, 77]. 

The above rationale on adhesion to ceramics should develop a 
fundamental basis to understand the clinical performance of bonded 
all-ceramic restorations, the possible failure causes, and the principles 
to improve the adhesion mechanisms of resin-based composites 
bonded to dental ceramics.

15.3.3 Clinical Considerations for Resin Bonding to 
Zirconia

Long-lasting esthetics is the main reason for the increasing interest in 
all-ceramic restorations [2]. The new polycrystalline dental ceramics 
are stronger and tougher but have to be veneered for pleasant 
esthetics. Additionally, these restorations have to be bonded to teeth 
to have a greater survival rate. Failures due to fracture are mostly 
related to the brittle nature of ceramic materials and inadequate 
restorative design. Secondary caries and periodontal support are 
biological responses not related to ceramic materials. In fact, there 
is no evidence to say that a marginal gap is clinically related to 
secondary caries. 
 On the contrary, it is more related to the caries susceptibility of 
the patient [2, 62]. Additionally, resin bonding decreases the marginal 
leakage of ceramic restorations, improving the overall strength 
of the restoration [2, 89–91]. To minimize failures in all-ceramic 
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restorations, dentists should pay attention to case selection, tooth 
preparation, material selection, restoration design, cementation 
technique, occlusion equilibration, and patient preservation  
[2, 92–96]. Tooth preparation has a major influence on the durability 
and color (mainly shade and translucency) of the final ceramic 
restoration, because it will dictate the internal surface contour and 
the thickness of the ceramic restoration [2, 96, 97]. Analogically to 
cracks, sharp angles on tooth preparation are stress concentrators 
and should be always avoided. In addition, the fracture behavior and 
strength of ceramic restorations change as the ceramic thickness 
changes, which is theoretically explained by A. A. Griffith (1893–
1963) and clinically observed in chipped ceramic restorations [2].
 Therefore, the amount of tooth reduction should allow for 
adequate ceramic thickness. Although color is an effect of light and 
subjective perception, the final shade of the restoration will modify 
as the thickness of the ceramic layers changes, especially when the 
thickness of the enamel ceramic layer is altered. As skilled hands can 
only execute what one’s brain perceives visually, clinicians have to 
be circumspect examining the patient and envisioning the treatment 
that best encompasses the various aspects of the final restoration: 
anatomically, biologically, structurally, functionally, and esthetically. 
However, since tooth preparation often influences the material 
selection for the final restoration, clinicians should be attentive to 
the fact that treatment planning may require modification after 
tooth preparation [2]. The introduction of zirconia-reinforced 
alumina and zirconia-based structures allowed for the introduction 
of posterior fixed partial dentures (FPDs) that have shown adequate 
survival rates [2, 62]. 
 A study evaluated the clinical performance of zirconia-reinforced 
alumina (In-Ceram™ Zirconia) posterior FPDs (n = 18) after three 
years of service with a survival rate of 94.5% [98]. 
 Another study showed a success rate of 98% for 33 posterior 
zirconia-based FPDs (Cercon™), despite the fact that the overall 
survival rate has been 74% due to other complications, such as 
secondary caries (22%) and chipping of the veneering ceramic 
(15%) [199]. In these two clinical studies (n = 51) only one fracture 
of the zirconia-based framework was reported, which showed a very 
promising trend for all-ceramic FPDs (Fig. 15.9A–C). 
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Figure 15.9 (A) A CAD/CAM system (Cerec 3 InLab™, Sirona) was 
used to scan the cast and fabricate zirconia-based ceramic 
substructures (In-Ceram YZ, Vita™) that were tried in place. 
(B) A feldspathic ceramic (VM9, Vita™) was used to veneer 
the zirconia substructure. (C) The FPD was cemented in place 
using a self-etching resin-based luting system (RelyX Unicem™, 
3M ESPE). Adapted from Ref. [2].
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 In general, the most common causes of all-ceramic structural 
failures reported from clinical studies are (1) fracture initiated in 
the connector area of FPDs, either at the core–veneer interface or at 
the gingival embrasure and (2) chipping of the veneering material  
[2, 17, 44, 62, 92, 93, 100, 101]. Yet, very few clinical studies 
suggested some type of adhesion failure, but none could confirm an 
interfacial bond failure [2, 44]. 
 This fact (i.e., no interfacial bond failure observed) mainly infers 
two possible explanations:

 (1) The current adhesive protocols are clinically reliable.
 (2) The all-ceramic restorations structurally fail before interfacial 

bond failure. Well-designed, long-term clinical trials will 
enlighten this uncertainty [2]. 

 Currently, the two most popular clinical strategies to resin-bond 
acid-resistant ceramic restorations are [2]:

 (1) improving mechanical retention with an airborne particle 
abrasion system using alumina particles associated with a 
chemical bond using an adhesive/cement system containing 
a ceramic primer with a phosphate-based monomer such as 
MDP [102, 103] 

 (2) improving mechanical retention with an airborne particle 
abrasion system using silica-coated alumina particles to 
introduce an irregular silica layer onto the ceramic surface, 
followed by a silane coupling agent, which promotes a 
chemical bond to any resin-based adhesive/cement system 
[15, 79, 104–107]. 

 It is noteworthy that manufacturers routinely provide 
cementation recommendations that should be given serious 
consideration.
 Summa summarum: This chapter presented evidence suggesting 
an acceptable clinical longevity of resin-bonded zirconia-based 
restorations to go along with their long-lasting esthetics.
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Ceramics show high biocompatibility, chemical stability, and 
superior esthetics when compared to other restorative dental 
materials. In addition, the introduction of computer-aided design/
computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) technology to dentistry 
and the development of high-toughness ceramics improved the 
range of application of ceramic materials. Thus, ceramics with 
different compositions and microstructures are available to produce 
dental restorations and implant abutments. This chapter presents 
laboratory and clinical studies that estimated the prognosis of these 
restorative procedures and suggested ways to improve their clinical 
performance. 

16.1 Introduction: Ceramic Materials

Ceramic materials were introduced in dentistry in the 18th century 
to produce total dentures and individual teeth with the objective of 
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reaching the esthetics of a natural tooth. Since then, innumerous 
ceramic systems were developed [1, 2]. However, the first ceramic 
materials used for dental restorations had low fracture strength and 
toughness, due to ceramic’s high amorphous content, showing poor 
clinical behavior [3]. 
 The optical properties of ceramic materials justify their 
large range of applications in dentistry. The microstructure and 
composition of dental ceramics result in optical behavior that is 
similar to the one observed for tooth structures, providing a more 
natural-looking restoration [1, 4]. In addition, it shows high chemical 
stability, which is a desired characteristic to produce a biocompatible 
dental restoration. Ceramic restorations also have low thermal and 
electric conductivity, preventing pulp aggression [1, 5]. 
 On the other hand, ceramics show brittle mechanical behavior 
that may limit their indication to produce restorations that are 
subjected to high tensile stress concentration [5]. As mentioned 
above, the first ceramic systems introduced in dentistry showed 
poor clinical performance. To overcome this limitation, a series of 
mechanisms were considered, which involved strengthening of 
the ceramic structure using a framework material that presents 
high fracture strength and an effective bond with other structures, 
distributing stresses from one substrate to another. The framework 
material may be a metal alloy, producing a metal–ceramic restoration, 
or a high-crystalline-content ceramic material, resulting in an all-
ceramic restoration [1, 2].
 This chapter presents the most popular all-ceramic systems for 
restorative dentistry and dental implants (see also Chapters 3, 14, 
and 15).

16.2 All-Ceramic Restorations

The introduction of computer-aided design/computer-aided 
manufacturing (CAD/CAM) technology to dentistry in the early 
1980s and the development of high-toughness ceramics improved 
the application of all-ceramic restorations. CAD/CAM technology is 
composed of three steps: (1) data capture, through scanning of the 
tooth preparation, adjacent and opposing teeth; (2) design of the 
desired structure using computer software (CAD); and (3) fabrication 
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of the structure by a milling unit (CAM) using prefabricated blocks. 
Ceramic blocks are available with a range of compositions, and it is 
also possible to produce metal and composite structures with this 
technology [6].
 The mechanical and optical behaviors of ceramic structures are 
strongly related to the fabrication, composition, and microstructure, 
such as the crystalline content, the chemical nature, the size of 
the particles, and the presence or absence of an amorphous phase  
[1, 7]. Ceramic materials with high crystalline content are stronger, 
although they are highly opaque [7, 8]. Thus, these ceramics are 
indicated as a framework material and should be veneered with a 
glass-based ceramic that has superior optical properties, resulting 
in a bilayered restoration [1, 4, 9]. Although the ceramic framework 
material is opaque, the esthetics of the all-ceramic restoration is 
superior to the esthetics achieved with metal–ceramic restorations. 
The final restoration has a more translucent and natural appearance 
than the metallic ones [4]. 
 Ceramics can be classified into three major types, according to 
their microstructure: predominantly glass; particle-filled glass, with 
low or high glass content; and polycrystalline, which has no glass 
phase [1]. To reinforce these materials various types of crystals have 
been used, such as leucite, lithium disilicate, alumina, and zirconia. 
These crystals present toughening mechanisms that oppose crack 
propagation when the material is subjected to tensile stresses, 
increasing its fracture strength [1, 7, 10, 11].

16.2.1 Glasses and Porcelains

Porcelains may be classified as glass ceramics or particle-filled 
materials with high glass content as the ceramic’s microstructure 
may vary depending on the manufacturer and the materials’ 
indication. The glass phase is constituted mainly by a silica network 
with sodium and/or potassium oxides [2]. Leucite, alumina, and 
fluorapatite crystals can be added to the glass matrix with the 
objective of reinforcing and also matching the coefficient of thermal 
expansion (CTE) of the porcelain with the CTE of the framework 
material [1, 2, 12]. 
 Leucite is a potassium-aluminum-silicate crystal 
(K2O×Al2O3×4SiO2) that can be added to dental porcelain by 
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incongruent melting of potash feldspar or as a synthetic powder 
[13]. The presence of this crystal in the porcelain is associated with 
a toughening mechanism called crack deflection that could result in 
increased fracture toughness. Tangential compressive stresses and 
microcracks in the glass around the leucite crystals may be induced 
by the large CTE mismatch between leucite and the glassy matrix, 
when cooled. Such residual stresses may counteract the crack-driving 
force and act as crack deflectors [10, 14]. In addition, microcrack 
toughening is related to the creation of a shielding zone that reduces 
stress intensification at the crack tip and can occur in ceramics that 
contain high-localized residual stresses, such as the ones induced 
by the leucite and glass matrix CTE mismatch [10]. However, the 
addition of leucite to dental porcelain has a strengthening effect on 
the material only until a certain leucite content, approximately 20%. 
Above this threshold, the microcracks formed during cooling may 
act as crack initiators, decreasing the material’s fracture strength 
[14, 15].
 Due to the high amorphous content, porcelains have high 
translucency and are capable of mimicking the optical behavior of 
the tooth; however, they show poor mechanical behavior [3, 4, 7, 16]. 
Thus, these materials are indicated to produce laminate veneers, 
inlays, onlays, and anterior crowns and to veneer metal–ceramic and 
all-ceramic restorations [1, 14]. The restoration can be produced 
by a laboratory technician using the layering technique. After 
sculpting the desired shape, the restoration is sintered to obtain a 
dense and strong structure [2]. Another technique used to produce 
these restorations is CAD/CAM technology, in which a presintered 
porcelain block is milled into the final restoration [1].

16.2.2 Particle-Filled Ceramics

16.2.2.1 Hot-pressed leucite- and lithium disilicate–based 
ceramics

Ceramics with two different compositions are available for the 
hot-pressing technique, both constituted by a glass matrix and 
reinforced either by leucite or by lithium disilicate crystals [1, 17]. 
The hot-pressing or injection process uses, initially, the lost wax 
technique to produce restorations. The wax pattern is sculpted, 
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included in an investment, and burned out in a special furnace. Then, 
a ceramic ingot is heated with high temperature and pressed into the 
investment mold, producing the final restoration [2].
 One example of a leucite-reinforced ceramic is the IPS Empress 
Esthetic (previously named as IPS Empress, from Ivoclar, Schaan, 
Liechtenstein) and is clinically indicated to produce laminate veneers, 
inlays, onlays, and anterior crowns and to veneer metal–ceramic and 
all-ceramic restorations [1]. Microstructurally, it shows tetragonal 
leucite crystals (approximately 1.7 µm in diameter) immersed in 
a glass matrix [10]. The crystalline content varies around 30% in 
volume [10, 16]. Thus, its optical and mechanical behaviors are close 
to the porcelain’s [16]. The fracture strength and toughness values 
are mainly related to the crack deflection and microcrack-toughening 
mechanisms associated with the leucite crystals, as explained before 
[10]. Mean values of fracture strength and toughness reported in 
the literature for hot-pressed leucite-reinforced ceramics and other 
framework materials are described in Table 16.1.
 An example of the lithium disilicate–reinforced ceramic is the IPS 
e.max Press (previously named as IPS Empress 2, Ivoclar-Vivadent, 
Schaan, Liechtenstein). This material microstructure presents 
elongated lithium disilicate (Li2Si2O5) crystals (mean length 5.2 µm) 
and a second phase of lithium orthophosphate crystals (Li3PO4) 
involved by a glass matrix [10, 16, 17]. Lithium disilicate crystals 
are also associated to crack deflection and microcrack-toughening 
mechanisms. The crack tip changes its path when reaching the 
elongated lithium disilicate crystals, causing dispersion of its energy, 
which results in an increase of fracture toughness. The crystalline 
content is higher than the leucite-based hot-pressed material, 
ranging from 58% to 65% in volume [10, 16]. Thus, it is possible to 
use this ceramic as a framework material for crowns and three-unit 
fixed partial dentures (FPDs) located up to the pre-molar region [1].
 Both ceramics are also available for CAD/CAM technology. The 
prefabricated blocks are named IPS Empress CAD (leucite) and 
IPS e.max CAD (lithium disilicate). After milling by the CAM unit, 
the restoration should be subjected to a crystallization process, in 
a ceramic furnace, to obtain its final strength and desired esthetic 
properties.
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Table 16.1 Mean fracture strength (s) and fracture toughness (KIc) values 
reported in the literature for ceramics used as frameworks in 
all-ceramic restoration 

Ceramics s (MPa) KIc (MPa◊m0.5)

Hot pressed, leucite based (IPS 
Empress Esthetic, Ivoclar)

85*w; 106§; 177§; 134β 1,2£; 1,3#; 1,7†

Hot pressed, lithium disilicate 
based (IPS e.max Press, 
Ivoclar)

215*w; 306§ 2,9£; 3,4#

Glass infiltrated, alumina based 
(In-Ceram Alumina, Vita)

352β; 594§; 323§ 4,4£; 4,5†

Polycrystalline alumina 
(Procera AllCeram, 
Nobelpharma)

464§; 687β 4,5†

Glass infiltrated, alumina 
based, zirconia reinforced (In-
Ceram Zirconia, Vita)

564*; 638§; 645β 4,8£

Y-TZP (In-Ceram YZ, Vita) 900§ 5,9γ

Y-TZP (DC-ZirKon, DCS Dental) 840§ 7,4£

Y-TZP (Lava, 3M-Espe) 786§; 1267β –

Y-TZP (Prozir, Norton-St. 
Gobain)

1450β 4,9¨; 5,4†

§Three-point flexural strength 
*Four-point flexural strength 
wTested in 37ºC distilled water
βBiaxial flexural strength
£Indentation strength
#Fractography
†Indentation fracture
®SEPB
γSEVNB 
Abbreviation: Y-TZP; yttria-stabilized tetragonal zirconia polycrystals. 
Source: Reproduced from Della Bona, 2009 [1].

16.2.2.2 Glass-infiltrated ceramics

Three systems showing distinct crystal-phase composition 
represent the glass-infiltrated ceramics. As they show different 
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types and fractions of crystals they also present different optical 
and mechanical properties (Table 16.1) and, consequently, distinct 
clinical indications. 
 In 1989, an alumina-based glass-infiltrated ceramic named 
In-Ceram Alumina was developed by Sadoun and introduced in 
dentistry by Vita Zanhfabrik (Bad Säckingen, Germany). This material 
consists of a partially sintered alumina structure that gains strength 
through the infiltration of a lanthanum oxide–based glass [18, 19]. In 
2007, the In-Ceram Alumina patent expired, instigating the release 
of similar ceramics from other manufacturers [19]. The volume 
fraction of the alumina phase varies from 42% to 75%, depending on 
the manufacturer and processing method [19]. Several toughening 
mechanisms were observed for this material, such as grain pull-out, 
crack bridging and crack deflection [10]. This ceramic is used as a 
framework material for single-unit crowns located in the anterior 
and posterior areas of the mouth and for anterior three-unit FPDs 
[1].
 In subsequent years, with the objective of obtaining a 
more translucent framework material, the In-Ceram Spinell  
(Vita Zanhfabrik, Bad Säckingen, Germany) system was developed. 
This glass-infiltrated ceramic is reinforced with approximately 80% 
in volume of spinel crystals (MgAl2O4). The mechanical properties 
are inferior to the alumina-based system, but the system offers better 
esthetics. In-Ceram Spinell is indicated as a framework material for 
inlays and anterior crowns [8, 20].
 To improve the mechanical properties of alumina-based glass-
infiltrated ceramics, approximately 33% of ceria (CeO2) partially 
stabilized zirconia was added to this material [21]. Thus, an alumina-
based zirconia-reinforced glass-infiltrated ceramic named In-Ceram 
Zirconia (Vita Zanhfabrik, Bad Säckingen, Germany) was introduced. 
The material is composed of approximately 33% volume fraction of 
alumina crystals, 33% of zirconia, and 23% of a glass matrix [11, 
21]. Therefore, a combination of several toughening mechanisms 
related to alumina and zirconia crystals could be acting, such as 
crack deflection, contact shielding, phase transformation, and 
microcrack nucleation [11]. This ceramic can be used as a framework 
material for crowns and FPDs [1]. The manufacturer recommends 
a minimum connector cross section of 16 mm2 for posterior FPDs  
(with a 10 mm span).
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 The conventional method to produce glass-infiltrated ceramic 
restoration is the slip-cast technique. Initially, a ceramic slurry 
is applied over a special plaster die that absorbs the water by 
capillarity, resulting in a dense structure, which is, subsequently, 
partially sintered. To reduce the structure porosity and to obtain 
a strong material, a lanthanum oxide–based paste is applied over 
the restoration and infiltrated using a special furnace at 1100°C 
[2]. Different methods can be used to uniformly apply the ceramic 
slurry over the die, such as the manual technique, electrophoretic 
deposition, and the vacuum-driven method [19]. For CAD/CAM 
technology, dry-pressed blocks are available for milling and 
subsequent glass infiltration [10, 19].

16.3 Polycrystalline Ceramics

16.3.1 Alumina-Based Polycrystalline Ceramics 

The introduction of CAD/CAM technology allowed for the use 
of polycrystalline ceramics to produce dental restorations and 
implant abutments as it was not possible to fabricate dense and 
strong polycrystalline structures using only manual techniques  
(powder technology) [22]. Alumina-based ceramics show a 
combination of good mechanical properties, biocompatibility, and 
excellent resistance to corrosion. This material was introduced in 
medicine to produce orthopedic prosthesis (hip joint implants) and 
has been applied in dentistry since 1964, when Sanhaus used this 
ceramic to replace lost teeth [23, 24]. 
 The first alumina-based polycrystalline dental ceramic was 
produced by Nobel Biocare (Göteborg, Sweden), named Procera 
AllCeram. The ceramic restoration is manufactured using a 
laboratory production center model, in which the plaster die 
reproducing the prepared tooth is scanned and the data sent to a 
production center where the ceramic framework is fabricated. In the 
production center, the alumina powder is first dry-pressed over an 
oversize milled replica of the die. Then, the external surface of the 
framework is milled and the final structure is sintered at 1550°C 
for one hour [22]. According to the manufacturer, this material is 
indicated as a framework material for crowns and up to four-unit 
FPDs. 
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 Vita also developed an alumina-based polycrystalline material 
named Vita In-Ceram AL. This ceramic is available as presintered 
blocks for CAD/CAM processing and subsequent sintering. The 
restorations should be milled oversized to compensate the, 
approximately, 15% sintering shrinkage. This materials’ indication 
is restricted to crowns and three-unit FPD frameworks located in the 
anterior region [1, 7].

16.3.2 Zirconia-Based Polycrystalline Ceramics 

Zirconia-based polycrystalline ceramics can be classified into 
categories according to its microstructure. The most used are (1) 
fully stabilized zirconia (FSZ), (2) partially stabilized zirconia (PSZ), 
and (3) tetragonal zirconia polycrystals (TZP). The most popular 
type of zirconia-based polycrystalline ceramic used in dentistry is 
TZP, which is constituted predominantly by the tetragonal phase, 
although small amounts of the cubic phase can also be found, and 
this material is usually stabilized with yttrium oxide (3–6% in 
weight) [25].
 Yttria-stabilized tetragonal zirconia polycrystals (Y-TZP) are a 
dental ceramic with a larger range of clinical indications, being used 
as framework material for crowns and large FPDs located in all areas 
of the mouth. Compared to other high-crystalline-content ceramics, 
Y-TZP requires a relatively small connector cross section, around  
9 mm2 for a 12 mm span between abutments. In addition, Y-TZP 
can be used to produce intra-radicular posts, orthodontic brackets, 
dental implants, and implant abutments [1, 26]. 
 The restorations are produced using CAD/CAM technology 
through milling of prefabricated, presintered blocks or densely 
sintered hot isostatic pressed (HIP) blocks. Although the use of 
densely sintered blocks may result in restorations with superior 
adaptation, the process is time consuming and involves high wear 
of the milling instruments. On the other hand, the milling process 
of presintered blocks is more efficient. Yet, around 20% sintering 
shrinkage has to be compensated by milling enlarged restorations to 
guarantee the precision of adaptation [27, 28].
 The superior mechanical behavior of zirconia-based ceramics is 
related to a well-known toughening mechanism associated with a 
tetragonal-to-monoclinic phase transformation. When this material 
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is subjected to external stresses, such as the ones produced during 
chewing, grinding, and polishing, a crystal-phase transformation 
is induced, resulting in compressive stresses and microcrack 
toughening that act opposing the tensile stresses that would lead to 
crack propagation [1, 11, 25, 29]. 
 However, the same toughness mechanism that improves the 
mechanical performance of zirconia-based ceramics can also be 
responsible for the degradation of their properties. Any factor that 
affects the stability of tetragonal zirconia can induce a phenomenon 
called low-temperature degradation (LTD). Among these factors are 
the crystal size, the amount of stabilizer oxide added to the material, 
and the presence of residual stresses [1, 26, 29]. Residual stresses 
are a special concern for the dentist because they may be induced 
during the restoration processing. The effect of milling, thermal 
changes, finishing, and polishing procedures on the mechanical 
behavior of Y-TZP was investigated, and results were controversial. 
Milling and finishing can induce residual compressive stresses in the 
ceramic surface, improving the material’s mechanical properties. On 
the other hand, large cracks, which overcome the compressive stress 
layer, may be created, increasing the material’s susceptibility to LTD 
[30–32]. Investigations are still being performed to clarify which 
processing steps could compromise the mechanical performance of 
Y-TPZ ceramics.

16.4 Ceramic Implant Abutments

The application of high-crystalline-content and high-toughness 
ceramics was not restricted to the production of crowns and FPD 
frameworks but was expanded to dental implantology through the 
production of implants and implant abutments.
 Titanium is the material of choice to produce implant abutments. 
Titanium abutments provide reliable and biocompatible structures 
to produce implant-supported restorations [33]. The main challenge 
of using this type of abutment is the esthetics, especially clinical 
cases in the anterior area with thin gingival tissue or gingival 
recession. In addition, restorations are in direct comparison with 
the natural adjacent teeth, which is critical when the patient has a 
gingival smile or a high lip line. Esthetics can be compromised by 
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the gray appearance of the metallic abutment throughout the soft 
tissues and by direct metal exposure due to gingival recession. A 
solution to these clinical cases is to use ceramic abutments that can 
provide adequate optical behavior and result in superior esthetics 
[34, 35]. Ti is discussed also in Chapters 9, 10, and 13.
 Ceramic implant abutments are available as prefabricated 
or custom structures. Prefabricated abutments can be prepared 
directly in the mouth, by the dentist, or in a working model, by 
the laboratory technician. Custom abutments are produced in the 
dental laboratory by a technician (i.e., glass-infiltrated ceramics/
slip-cast technique) or using CAD/CAM technology. For CAD/CAM, 
two strategies can be used: (1) the abutment shape and finish line is 
designed using wax or resin, and this model is scanned so that the 
CAM unit can receive information to produce the custom abutment; 
and (2) the abutment is completely designed with the CAD software 
(i.e., material thickness, abutment angle, finish line) and then milled 
by the CAM unit. Custom abutments can be designed to provide 
excellent support for the surrounding soft tissues and to obtain a 
superior esthetic result [34, 35]. One of the commercial systems 
available to produce custom implant abutments is Procera (Nobel 
Biocare). This system works using both strategies mentioned above. 
The virtual design is sent to a production center, where the final 
abutment is fabricated using one of the three available materials: 
titanium, alumina-based ceramics, or zirconia-based ceramics [36].
 Zirconia- and alumina-based glass-infiltrated and polycrystalline 
ceramics can be used to produce implant abutments. In 1993, Nobel 
Biocare introduced a novel alumina-based ceramic abutment, named 
CerAdaptTM. This system is a prefabricated abutment produced with 
densely sintered aluminum oxide. Alumina-based abutments show 
advantages such as biocompatibility, low corrosion potential, and 
low thermal conductivity. In addition, alumina ceramic is easier to 
prepare, which is important if the abutment reduction is performed 
intraorally [35, 37]. However, its mechanical performance is limited, 
and excessive material reduction could result in weakening of the 
final structure. Thus, alumina-based ceramics should not be used 
when the abutment height is lower than 7 mm and the thickness 
of the axial walls is less than 0.7 mm. This ceramic is indicated to 
fabricate implant-supported single crowns and short-span FPDs in 
both anterior and premolar regions [32, 37, 38]. 

Ceramic Implant Abutments
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 Polycrystalline zirconia, as mentioned earlier in this chapter, 
shows the best mechanical behavior when compared to other dental 
ceramics, being highly indicated to produce implant abutments. 
When a zirconia-based abutment is used, the restrictions for material 
reduction are less conservative than for alumina-based abutments. 
An in vitro study examined the external axial reduction of zirconia-
based abutments and reported no influence on the fracture strength 
[40]. However, there is concern about the effect of grinding in the 
LTD of Y-TZP ceramic, and additional investigations concerning this 
issue should be performed [30]. Considering esthetics, alumina-
based ceramic has superior optical behavior, being more translucent 
than zirconia [8]. To overcome this limitation, some manufacturers 
developed staining techniques for zirconia structures. In addition, 
zirconia allows radiographic visualization due to its radiopacity, 
which is a limitation of alumina, which is radiolucent [35].
 In vitro studies investigated the fracture strength of implant-
supported restorations produced with titanium (control), alumina-
based abutments, and zirconia-based abutments, with and without 
mechanical aging. When comparing titanium with ceramic abutments, 
most studies found better results for titanium [39–42]. Due to the 
different nature of the materials (metal vs. ceramic), the failure 
mode is also different. Implant-supported restorations combined 
with titanium abutments show crown fracture or deflection of the 
abutment–crown assemblies. When ceramic is used, fracture usually 
involves the abutment or the abutment and the crown [42, 43]. An 
investigation found similar performance for titanium and zirconia-
based abutments; however, these abutments were not all-ceramic as 
they were combined with a titanium insert (ZirReal, 3i, Palm Beach 
Gardens, FL, USA). The objective of the association between metal 
and zirconia is to provide a metal reinforcement at the implant–
abutment interface, resulting in a combination of esthetics and 
increased fracture strength [43].
 Even though it seems to be a consensus that, when tested in vitro, 
titanium abutments show better mechanical behavior than ceramic 
abutments, studies are still controversial when abutments produced 
with different types of ceramics are compared. A study showed 
equal fracture strength values and failure modes for alumina- and 
zirconia-based abutments [42]. On the other hand, investigations 
found that zirconia-based abutments were more resistant to fracture 
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than alumina-based abutments and different failure modes were 
observed [43, 44]. All tested ceramic abutments showed fracture 
strength values above the typical physiological loads reported 
in the premolar region (approximately 400 N). Failure analysis of 
ceramic abutments revealed that fractures initiated primarily from 
the cervical part of the abutments, near or at the implant–abutment 
interface. It was suggested that this area shows the highest tensile 
stress concentration as a consequence of the torque generated 
during the placement of the screw [40, 42, 44]. For implant-
supported restorations in the anterior region, fractures were located 
at the internal connections of the zirconia abutments inside the 
implant bodies, suggesting high stress concentrations in this area 
during loading [45]. Yet, direct comparison between different in 
vitro studies or clinical extrapolations should use caution.
 Clinical studies that evaluated the performance of ceramic 
abutments found promising results, besides the differences in the 
mechanical behavior reported in vitro [33, 36, 38, 46–49]. Zirconia-
based abutments showed a cumulative survival rate close to 100% 
for single-unit implant-supported restorations from one to five years 
of use [46–48]. Alumina-based abutments were also evaluated up to 
a three-year period, and the cumulative survival rate ranged from 
93% to 100% when combined with single-unit implant-supported 
restorations [36, 49]. In addition, when comparing alumina-based 
and titanium single-unit implant abutments, a similar cumulative 
survival rate was found after a three-year follow-up (100%) [49].
 As ceramic abutments are also recommended to produce FPDs, 
the clinical function of alumina-based and titanium abutments 
supporting short-span FPDs was evaluated after two and five years. 
The cumulative survival rate for FPDs supported by alumina ceramic 
abutments was 94.7% and 100% for titanium in both studies. In 
addition, the cumulative success rate for ceramic and titanium 
abutments was 98.1% and 100%, respectively, and remained 
unchanged from two to five years’ follow-up [33, 38].
 Technical problems other than abutment fracture were also 
observed. A clinical study observed only 2% of porcelain veneer 
chipping after five years of follow-up [46]. Other authors also 
reported low rates of porcelain chipping [36, 38, 47, 48]. The 
incidence of abutment screw loosening was either low (1.8% for 
the first year and 3.7% after four years) [47] or nonexistent [48]. 

Ceramic Implant Abutments
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However, there is concern regarding fractures or chipping during 
individualization or clinical incorporation of ceramic abutments 
since studies reported failures during these procedures, which 
suggested that ceramic abutments are more sensitive to handling 
than titanium [36, 49].
 The mean marginal bone loss measured after different periods 
of functional loading in clinical studies was within the limits set for 
successful implants [38, 46, 47]. The biological response was positive 
since the peri-implant mucosa was healthy in all cases. Periodontal 
examinations showed healthy soft tissues at the neighboring teeth 
and ceramic abutments [38, 46–49]. A study observed a higher 
percentage of mucosal bleeding for titanium abutment implant-
supported restorations compared to ceramic abutments after two 
weeks of follow-up but no difference after one year [48].
 Therefore, alumina- and zirconia-based ceramic implants have 
showed adequate functional and biological behaviors to support 
single-unit restorations and small-span FPDs. 
 The use of ceramic abutments allows for direct veneering of 
all-ceramic restorations. Restorations can be cemented in ceramic 
abutments or veneered with esthetic glass or porcelain and fixed to 
the implant using a screw [41]. Direct veneering can be performed 
using layering or hot-pressing techniques. It is easier to remove or 
replace the abutment crown intraorally when the direct veneering 
technique is chosen. However, there is concern regarding loosening 
of abutment screws and ceramic fractures due to the opening access 
for the screws [36, 45]. In addition, the implant insertion must be 
carefully planned so that its long axis and the screw access hole are 
located lingual to the incisal edge, not compromising the esthetic 
outcome [45, 49].
 A clinical study reported on soft tissue recession in association 
with the crown–abutment margin, suggesting that cement margins 
could produce unfavorable biologic effects in the implant area [36]. 
However, a recent one-year cohort prospective study found no 
differences in soft tissue stability and the peri-implant marginal 
bone level between cemented and directly veneered crowns [46].
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The finite-element method (FEM) was first introduced in 1956 and 
was extensively used in the fields of civil and mechanical engineering 
and in the 1970s in orthopedic biomechanics to evaluate stresses in 
human bones during functional loadings. Its application to implant 
design and analysis and in dentistry related to the deformations 
under functional loadings accelerated after the 1980s. Since 
then, this method has widely been accepted in engineering and in 
biomedical systems and applied with increasing frequency for stress 
analyses of bone and bone-prosthesis structures, dental implants 
and devices, fracture fixation devices, and soft and hard tissues. FEM 
has also been accepted in nanoindentation and nanomechanical 
testing to evaluate the biomechanical properties of nanocoatings 
such as hydroxyapatite on metallic implants and devices. 
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17.1 Introduction

The finite-element method (FEM) is a numerical procedure for 
analyzing structures and continua. Usually the problem addressed 
is too complicated to be solved satisfactorily by classical analytical 
methods. The problem may concern stress analysis, heat conduction, 
or any of several other areas. The finite-element (FE) procedure 
produces many simultaneous algebraic equations, which are 
generated and solved by computational analysis. FE calculations 
are performed on personal computers, mainframes, and all sizes in 
between. In early days the results were rarely exact; however, errors 
have decreased by processing more equations, and results accurate 
enough for engineering purposes are obtainable at reasonable costs. 
 Finite-element analysis (FEA) solves a complex problem 
by redefining it as the summation of the solutions of a series 
of interrelated simpler problems. The first step is to subdivide  
(i.e., discretize) the complex geometry into a suitable set of smaller 
“elements” of “finite” dimensions, which, when combined, form the 
“mesh” model of the investigated structure. 
 Each element can adopt a specific geometric shape (i.e., cube, 
triangle, square, tetrahedron, etc.) with a specific internal strain 
function. Using these functions, a set of boundary conditions such 
as constraint points and the actual geometry of the element, one can 
write the equilibrium equations between the external forces acting 
on the element and the displacements occurring as its corner points 
or “nodes.” There will be one equation for each DOF for each node 
of the element. These equations are most conveniently written in 
matrix form for use in a computer algorithm (see also Chapter 4).

17.1.1 Element Type and Number

The choice of an appropriate element type will depend on the 
expected response of the model and thus the accomplishment of 
the objectives of the analysis. FEA offers a wide variety of different 
element types, which can be categorized by family, order, and 
topology. 
 The element family refers to the characteristics of geometry and 
displacement that the element models. Among the most common 
families used for typical structural models are one-dimensional (1D) 
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beam elements, two-dimensional (2D) plane stress and plane strain 
elements, axisymmetric elements, and three-dimensional (3D) 
shell and solid elements (Fig. 17.1). Beam elements are useful for 
modeling beam-like structures, where length is much greater than 
other dimensions and the overall deflection and bending moments 
can be predicted. However, this type of model will not be able to 
predict local stress concentrations at the point of application of a 
load or at joints. 

Figure 17.1 FEA element types.

 Axisymmetrical elements model 3D stress fields under 2D 
conditions using well-defined characteristics of an axisymmetric 
geometry. Shell elements can be effectively used for 3D structures 
that are thin with respect to other dimensions, such as sheet metal 
parts where bending and in-plane forces are important. These 
elements, however, will not predict stresses that vary through 
the thickness of the shell due to local bending effects. Ideally, all 
3D conditions are modeled by means of solid elements. However, 
because the computational effort of most FE solvers is roughly 
proportional to the number of equations and the square of the band 
width, the order of magnitude of such a solid model may impose 
practical limits on the choice of those elements. Therefore, in each 
FE analysis, an acceptable reduction of a 3D situation should be 
seriously considered. 

Introduction
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 Elements can also be categorized by order. Linear elements 
have two nodes along each edge; parabolic have three. Higher-
order elements are less stiff than lower-order elements  
(this is related to bending) because additional nodes provide 
more degrees of freedom (DOFs). A DOF represents the liberty of 
translatory or rotational motion of a particular node in space. For 
example, shell elements have six DOFs at each of their unrestrained 
nodes: three translations (x, y, and z) and three rotations  
(around the x, y, and z axes). In contrast, the unrestrained nodes 
in 3D (solid) elements have only three translational DOFs, and 2D 
elements have only two. A higher number of DOFs means more 
variables in the stiffness formulation, which is more computer 
intensive. Higher-order elements offer more accurate results for an 
equal mesh grid, but a finer grid of lower-order elements can turn 
out to be more efficient with the same accuracy. 
 Element topology refers to the general shape of the element 
(e.g., triangular or quadrilateral). The topology also depends on 
the family of the element (e.g., 2D or 3D). In general, quadrilateral 
elements may be considered more suitable than triangular in 
complex structural models, since the quadrilateral can match the 
true displacement function more accurately due to a higher number 
of DOFs. Furthermore, the number of elements in meshes built 
from triangular elements tends to be larger. On the other hand, 
the simplicity of triangular elements makes them very attractive, 
for example, for automatic mesh generation. Triangular-shaped 
elements are easier to fit to geometrically complex structures. 
Combining different element topologies and element orders, 
such as triangular and parabolic, could increase the accuracy of a 
topologically lesser element. 
 The shapes of the elements will affect the predictive accuracy 
of the model, since any deviation in shape from the “ideal” 
internal elemental strain function will contribute to mathematical 
inaccuracies. Since FEA offers an approximation to the exact solution, 
a numerical result closer to this true value will be achieved if the 
displacements in an FE model become increasingly continuous. An 
important ingredient in FEA is the behavior of individual elements. 
A few good elements may produce better results than many poorer 
elements.
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17.1.2 General Principles

Typically, FEA involves the following seven steps. Steps 1, 4, and 5 
require decisions by the analyst and provision of input data for the 
computer program. Steps 2, 3, 6, and 7 are carried out automatically 
by the FEA computer program used [1–4]. 

 1. Divide the structure or continuum into FEs. Mesh generation 
programs, called “preprocessors,” help the user in doing this 
work. 

 2. Formulate the properties of each element. In stress analysis, 
this means determining nodal loads associated with all 
element deformation states that are allowed. In biomedical 
bone modeling it involves a number of parameters such as 
density and mechanical properties of both trabecular and 
cortical bones. 

 3. Assemble elements to obtain the FE model of the structure, 
such as a long bone or the mandible.

 4. Apply the known loads: nodal forces and/or moments in stress 
analysis, musculature, bite, and reaction forces in mandibular 
modeling. 

 5. In stress analysis, specify how the structure is supported. This 
step involves setting several nodal displacements to known 
values (which are often zero). 

 6. Solve simultaneous linear algebraic equations to determine 
the nodal DOF (nodal displacements in stress analysis). 

 7. In stress analysis, calculate element strains from the nodal 
DOF and the element displacement field interpolation and 
finally calculate stresses from strains. Output interpretation 
programs, called “postprocessors,” help the user sort the 
output and display it in graphical form. 

 The power of FEM resides principally in its versatility. The 
method can be applied to various physical problems with the use of 
existing commercial FEA packages. The body analyzed can have an 
arbitrary shape, loads, and support conditions. The mesh can mix 
elements of different types, shapes, and physical properties. This 
great versatility is contained within a single computer program. 
User-prepared input data controls the selection of problem type, 
geometry, boundary conditions, element selections, etc. 
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 Another attractive feature of FEs is the close physical resemblance 
between the actual structure and its FE model (Fig. 17.2). The model 
is not simply an abstraction. This seems especially true in structural 
mechanics and may account for FEM having its origins there. 

Figure 17.2 Comparison of the anatomical structure of an average mandible 
(top) and an FE meshed model (bottom).

 FEM also has disadvantages. FEA requires special care to be 
taken during the formation of the wireframe model in step 1, 
because mesh volumes should be created that provide a reasonable 
geometric aspect ratio and behavior for the derived elements. To 
minimize geometric approximation and thus to maximize model 
accuracy, one could theoretically subdivide a mesh volume into a 
large number of very small elements. However, this would greatly 
increase computer memory requirements and processing time. 
Another option is to manipulate the geometry by dividing contoured 
curves into smaller ones, thus creating more detailed mesh volumes. 
This option is, however, feasible only in regions with complex shapes 
or anticipated high gradients of material deformation. In doing so, 
one attempts to build mesh volumes where the creation of a smaller 
number of elements will provide sufficient accuracy without loss of 
structural response. 
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17.1.3 Material Properties

The assignment of proper material properties to an FE model is a 
necessary step to ensure predictive accuracy. Stress and strain in 
a structure are derived on the basis of material properties. These 
properties can be classified as isotropic, transversely isotropic, 
orthotropic, and anisotropic. 
 For an isotropic material, the properties are the same in all 
directions, and since Young’s modulus (or modulus of elasticity), 
shear modulus (or modulus of rigidity), and Poisson’s ratio 
are interrelated, only two out of the three variables need to be 
determined for the elastic behavior to be completely characterized. 
 Transversely isotropic materials behave similarly in every 
direction about a single axis of symmetry. 
 A material is anisotropic if its properties are different when 
measured in different directions.
 An orthotropic material is an anisotropic material that displays 
extreme values of stiffness in mutually perpendicular directions. 
These directions are called principal directions of the material. Good 
examples are bone and wood—for example, wood cut from a log, 
which is stiffest in the axial direction, least stiff in the circumferential 
direction, and of intermediate stiffness in the radial direction. The 
Young’s modulus for an orthotropic material contains only nine 
independent coefficients.

17.1.4 Nonlinear Analysis

In structural mechanics, a problem is nonlinear if the force–
displacement relationship depends on the current state of the 
displacement, force, and stress–strain relations [5]. 
 Nonlinearity in structures can be classed as material 
nonlinearity, geometric nonlinearity, and boundary conditions. 
 A material is called nonlinear if stresses and strains are related 
by a strain-dependent matrix rather than a matrix of constants. Thus 
the computational difficulty is that equilibrium equations must be 
written using material properties that depend on strains but strains 
are not known in advance. Plastic flow is often a cause of material 
nonlinearity. 
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 Geometric nonlinearity occurs if the relationships of strains 
and displacements are nonlinear with the stresses and forces. This 
can lead to changes in structural behaviour and loss of structural 
stability. Examples are buckling and large displacement problems. 
 A boundary condition is the load and the resistance to the 
deformation induced by the load that represent the effects of the 
surrounding environment on the model. Boundary conditions can 
cause nonlinearity if they vary with displacement of the structure. 
Many of these nonlinear boundary conditions have a discontinuous 
character, which makes them some of the most severe nonlinearities 
in mechanics. Examples are contact and frictional slip effects. 
 The main difference between linear and nonlinear FEA lies 
in the solution of the algebraic equations. Nonlinear analysis is 
usually more complex and expensive than linear analysis. Nonlinear 
problems generally require an iterative incremental solution strategy 
to ensure that equilibrium is satisfied at the end of each step. Unlike 
linear problems, nonlinear results are not always unique. 
 In many biomechanical modeling, both in maxillofacial and 
orthopedic applications, it has been easier to assume that materials 
used are considered isotropic, homogeneous, and linearly elastic. 
This is not an accurate assumption but a practical one.

17.1.5 Convergence Test

The accuracy of FEM—measuring how well the mathematics has 
been approximated—can only be objectively established and 
verified by a convergence test. As a series of meshes get more 
refined, that is, more nodes and elements are used, the approximate 
solution generally improves (a process called h-convergence) and 
the calculated displacement at any particular node approaches the 
exact displacement solution.

17.2 Finite-Element Analysis in Dentistry

FEA was first introduced in the fields of engineering in the late 
1970s in orthopedic biomechanics to evaluate stresses in human 
bones during functional loadings and at a later stage in the design 
and analysis of implants for both dental and orthopedic applications 
during loading. 
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 Since then, FEA has widely been accepted in biomedical systems 
and applied with increasing frequency for the analyses of stresses 
in dental implants and devices, fracture fixation devices, bone and 
bone-prosthesis structures, and in soft tissues. In addition FEA has 
been applied in theoretical considerations in biomechanics and 
other biomaterial modeling and analysis, such as nanoindentation 
and nanomechanical testing, to determine the properties of 
nanocoatings such as bioactive hydroxyapatite (HAp) on metallic 
dental and orthopedic implants and devices.
 A few recent examples of the application of FEA in dental and 
maxillofacial field are given below.
 A computed tomography (CT) image-based approach, combined 
with FEM, has been used by Frisardi et al. [6] to investigate the 
effect of drill size on the dental implant technique. An edentulous 
bone segment of the right molar mandibular area has been acquired 
using high-resolution micro-CT. The images from the micro-CT have 
been processed to obtain 3D models of the bone segments using the 
software ScanIP. The drill has been modeled assuming a cylindrical 
shape with different diameter values. The edentulous drilled 
bone has been automatically meshed using the software ScanFE. 
The meshing process has been carried out using the enhanced 
volumetric marching cubes (EVoMaCs) approach, providing meshes 
of approximately 3 million elements (8-node brick elements and 
4-node tetrahedral elements) and 900,000 nodes. The numerical 
analyses have been carried out by using the Comsol Multiphysics 
Analysis simulation software. 
 Ferraz et al. [7] evaluated stress distribution in peri-implant 
bone by simulating the effect of an implant with microthreads and 
platform switching on angled abutments through 3D FEA. Four 
mathematical models of a central incisor supported by an implant 
were created. All materials were considered isotropic, homogeneous, 
and linearly elastic. A distributed load, in approximately 10 mm2 
of 100 N, was applied to the lingual surface of the crown, near the 
incisal edge, 45° to the long axes of the tooth for all models. The 
boundary conditions were constrained on the external surface of the 
maxilla bone segment. Parabolic tetrahedral elements were used for 
meshing. The models presented a number of elements, ranging from 
106,237 to 116,868, and a number of nodes, ranging from 170,880 to 
189,786. The analysis was performed using the ANSYS® Workbench 
FEA software.
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 May et al. [8] determined the influence of cement thickness and 
ceramic/cement bonding on stresses and failure of computer-aided 
design/computer-aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) crowns, using 
both multiphysics FEA and monotonic testing. Axially symmetric 
FEA models were created for stress analysis of a stylized monolithic 
crown having resin cement thicknesses from 50 μm to 500 μm 
under occlusal loading. The ceramic–cement interface was modeled 
as bonded or not bonded (cement-dentin as bonded). Cement 
polymerization shrinkage was simulated as a thermal contraction. 
Loads necessary to reach stresses for radial cracking from the 
intaglio surface were calculated by FEA. Triangular second-order 
elements were used. Meshing was controlled through free mesh 
parameters, and the final mesh size was determined by convergence 
testing. Maximum element sizes for the cement varied from  
0.025 mm to 0.20 mm in order to obtain three layers of elements for 
each cement thickness. COMSOL Multiphysics was the software used 
for the isotropic, linear, and elastic FEA.
 Watanabe et al. [9] used 3D FEA to evaluate the mechanical 
behavior of a maxillary central incisor with three types of dowels 
with variable heights of the remaining crown structure. On the basis 
of micro-CT images, the 3D models were reconstructed using 82 
micro-CT sections and finalized on the SolidWorks 2007 software. 
All tooth structures (enamel, crown and root dentin, dental pulp, 
and the periodontal ligament) were included in the solid model. To 
achieve convergence of analysis, the mesh was composed of 3 mm 
tetrahedral elements. The models had up to 64,650 elements and 
up to 115,881 nodes. Numerical analysis was performed using the 
ANSYS Workbench FEA software to obtain stress fields.
 Bacchi et al. [10] evaluated the influence of mucosal properties 
and relining material on the stress distribution in peri-implant bone 
tissue during masticatory function with a conventional complete 
denture during the healing period through FEA. Three-dimensional 
FE models reproducing a severely resorbed jaw with two submerged 
titanium implants in the anterior region and a conventional 
complete denture seated on the mucosa were modeled. All materials 
used in the models were considered to be isotropic, homogeneous, 
and linearly elastic. The total numbers of elements generated in the 
FE models were 354,417 for the control group and 355,140 for the 
relined dentures. The shape of the element was tetrahedral with 10 
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nodes. The base of the mandible was set to be the fixed support, and 
loads were applied separately in the lower-right canine (35 N) and 
the lower-right first molar (50 N).
 Miyashita et al. [11] evaluated the biomechanics of an Aramany 
Class IV obturator prosthesis with FEA and a digital 3D model 
developed from a CT scan; bone stress was evaluated according 
to the load placed on the prosthesis. To generate the FE mesh, the 
contact between the surfaces of interest was determined for the root 
surfaces and the alveolar bone surfaces, the hard palate mucosa and 
the hard palate bone, the hard palate mucosa and the palatal plate of 
the prosthesis, and the dental crown surfaces and the retention clasps 
of the prosthesis. The geometry of the FE generated in the present 
study reached 166,046 elements and 281,928 nodes. A force of 120 
N was applied to the occlusal (representing the posterior teeth)  
and incisal platforms (representing the anterior teeth) of the 
obturator prosthesis. 
 Schuller-Götzburg et al. [12] performed FEA of a modified sinus 
elevation procedure involving additional implantation of a cortical 
bone graft block for stabilization of an implant. A secondary aim 
was to compare the modified sinus augmentation with the standard 
technique and to determine whether the FE model to replace a dental 
implant can be simplified into a cylinder without compromising the 
accuracy of the outcome. On the basis of CT data, 3D FE models of half 
of a maxilla were created. A basic model was generated to analyze 
a conventional sinus elevation procedure, and another was created 
for the modified version, which involved insertion of a cortical bone 
graft block. Two implant models were used in the premolar region. 
Occlusal loads were applied in axial, mediotrusive, and laterotrusive 
directions, and perfect bonding was assumed to be present at all 
interfaces. 
 Sadrimanesh et al. [13] comparatively assessed the masticatory 
stress distribution in bone around implants placed in the anterior 
maxilla with three different labial inclinations. Three-dimensional 
FE models were fabricated for three situations in anterior maxilla. 
Complete osseointegration at the fixture–bone interface was 
simulated by sharing the nodes of the fixture and bone elements at 
this interface. The elements were Solid185-3D, 8-Node Structural 
(ANSYS SOLID185) with three translational DOFs at each node. All 
the materials used in the models were assumed to have isotropic, 
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homogenous and linearly elastic properties. A load of 146N was 
applied 3 mm below the incisal edge. 
 Yokoyama et al. [14] investigated the effects of the mechanical 
properties of adhesive resin cements on stress distributions in fiber-
reinforced resin composite (FRC) adhesive fixed partial dentures 
(AFPDs) using FEA. Two adhesive resin cements were compared. 
The AFPD consisted of a pontic to replace a maxillary right lateral 
incisor and retainers on a maxillary central incisor and canine. The 
FRC framework was made of isotropic, continuous, unidirectional 
E-glass fibers. Ten-node tetrahedral elements were selected for 
the hybrid composite, abutment teeth, and adhesive resin cements. 
Twenty-node hexagonal elements were selected for the anisotropic 
fiber framework, generating an FE model that consisted of 77,157 
elements with 120,084 nodes in total. A concentrated load of 154 N 
was applied at the center of the pontic’s cutting edge at an angle of 
135° from the lingual side. FEA was presumed to be linear static. FE 
model construction and FEA were performed using the ANSYS FEA 
software.
 Kasai et al. [15] examined the influence of occlusal forces during 
occlusal adjustment on the distribution of forces on combinations 
of implants and teeth during intercuspal clenching by means of 
FEA. Three-dimensional FE models of the mandible, one with two 
implants in the molar region and the other with four implants in 
the premolar and molar regions, were constructed. The implants 
were modeled in hexagonal prisms to reduce an FE mesh. Linearly 
elastic material properties were defined for all elements except the 
periodontal ligament, which was defined as nonlinearly elastic. The 
temporomandibular joints and antagonists were simplified and 
replaced with nonlinear springs. Each model was evaluated under 
loads of 100 N, 200 N, and 800 N for the distribution of occlusal 
forces on the teeth and implants. The FE models consisted of 
approximately 42,000 nodes and 210,000 tetrahedral elements.
 Lee et al. [16] evaluated the fatigue limits of poly(etheretherketone)  
(PEEK) and the effects of the low-elastic-modulus PEEK in relation 
to existing dental implants using 3D FEA. The bone model consisted 
of cancellous bone coated with a 1 mm cortical bone layer. The model 
was meshed with tetrahedral elements. Four-node linear cells were 
used to simplify the computation of contact pressure, and a finer 
meshing was generated around the implant. Models were composed 
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of 428,466 elements and 79,067 nodes. Static forces of 100 N and 
30 N within the physiological range were applied vertically on top 
of the abutment and buccolingually, respectively. The marginal bone 
loss around the implant was predicted by applying the calculated 
strain energy density (SED) values by the FEA of each group to the 
lazy zone range.
 Ormianer et al. [17] determined whether one-piece and two-
piece implants with equivalent geometries exhibited stresses and 
strains differently under applied loading conditions. The FE models 
consist of four-node tetrahedron elements. For the boundary 
conditions, the outer surface of the bone block was modeled as fixed, 
and all interfaces between components were modeled as bonded, 
except the interface between the implant and the abutment that was 
modeled as a sliding contact. To simulate occlusal loading, 222 N of 
occlusal force was applied to the implant model at a 30° angle with a 
1.5 mm buccolingual offset from the vertical axis of the implant. 
 Dejak et al. [18] compared the strength of thin-walled molar 
crowns made of various materials under simulation of mastication. 
Five 3D FE models of the first lower molar with the use of contact 
elements were created. It was assumed that the crowns were 
perfectly luted to molar teeth. The upper and lower teeth models 
were 3D-positioned in lateral occlusion using reference points from 
the scan of the lateral occlusal record and separated vertically. The 
models were fixed in the nodes on the upper surface of the maxillary 
tooth crown and on the external surface of the periodontium 
around the mandibular molar roots. In this way the computer 3D 
model of an intact lower molar tooth and two opposing teeth during 
the initial phase of chewing movement was created. The vertical 
movements were chosen to produce a maximum of 200 N reaction 
forces for each model. The models were considered to be linear, 
elastic, homogeneous, and isotropic. Contact simulation of FEA was 
a nonlinear analysis that required the load and displacement to be 
applied in a number of steps using the ANSYS FEA software.
 Möllers et al. [19] calculated the stress distribution of an 
all-ceramic, fully anatomical, three-unit, inlay-retained dental 
prosthesis. The commercial FEA software package ANSYS was used 
for analysis. The FE model was generated by 170,000 ten-node 
tetrahedral solid elements. The loads were applied to three contact 
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points on the occlusal surface in the center of the pontic. A total load 
of 600 N was applied. The FEA type was linear and quasi-static.
 Choi et al. [20] compared the differences in stress between  
Ti-6Al-4V and PS-ZrO2 dental implants during clenching using 3D 
FEA. Ti-6Al-4V and PS-ZrO2 dental implants modeled as a cylindrical 
structure with a diameter of 3.26 mm and a length of 12.00 mm 
were placed in the first molar region on the right hemimandible. 
FEA was performed under nonlinear static conditions, which is 
programmed automatically using a commercially available FEA 
package STRAND7®.
 Ammar et al. [21] demonstrated the potential of 3D modeling 
and FEA as clinical tools in treatment planning for orthodontic tooth 
movement. A cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) scan of a 
patient’s maxilla and mandible was acquired in vivo. A volumetric 
mesh was then created and optimized by using tetrahedral elements. 
The cortical layer at this location was also clearly defined in the 
CBCT images so that patient-specific geometric accuracy would 
be preserved. The model input files were read into the ANSYS FEA 
software as volumetric element meshes by using four-noded six-DOF 
tetrahedral elements. All materials used in this study were defined 
as homogeneous, isotropic, and linearly elastic. 
 Savoldelli et al. [22] analyzed the stress distributions in the 
temporomandibular joint using a complete high-resolution FE 
mode. The contours of the skull, compact and cancellous parts of 
the mandible, and mandibulary and maxillary teeth were obtained 
from axial, coronal, and sagittal CT images. The FE model consisted 
of 386,092 tetrahedral elements. The volume meshes were exported 
into the FEA program FORGE®. The mechanical properties of bone 
mandibular components, skull, teeth, and articular disc and connective 
tissue with capsule were assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic. 
Force vectors were applied to the model to account for the bilateral 
masticatory muscles (masseter, temporalis, and medial pterygoid).  
Loading conditions were the same on both sides, and the different 
forces were applied linearly.
 Ausiello et al. [23] examined the mechanical behavior of a 
maxillary canine adhesively restored by different material post and 
crown combinations under functional loading by means of 3D FEA. A 
linear static structural analysis was performed to calculate the stress 
distribution in different restoration configurations. All numerical 
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simulations were performed within COMSOL Multiphysics®. A load 
of 50 N (63° angle with respect to the longitudinal axis of the tooth), 
acting on the palatal surface of the crown, was applied. For every 
tooth preparation a suitable FE model was generated. Tetrahedral 
elements were adopted. Quadratic shape functions (Lagrangian 
elements) were implemented to achieve more accurate results. 
 Spazzin et al. [24] evaluated the influence of horizontal misfit 
change and bar framework material on the distribution of static 
stresses in an overdenture-retaining bar system using FEA. The 
anterior part of a severely resorbed jaw and an overdenture-retaining 
bar system above two osseointegrated implants were modeled using 
Rhinoceros, a 3D parametric solid modeler. The geometry of the 
modeled jaw portion was obtained starting from CT data with type 
III bone. The FE model was obtained by importing the solid model 
into the mechanical simulation software NEiNastran. All materials 
were presumed to be linear elastic, homogenous, and isotropic. The 
3D FE model contains 13,272 elements and 15,152 nodes. 
 Rungsiyakull et al. [25] investigated biomechanics with 
respect to the effect of cusp inclination and occlusal loading on the 
mandibular bone remodeling. Three different cusp inclinations of a 
ceramic crown and different occlusal loading locations were taken 
into account to explore the stresses and strains transferred from 
the crown to the surrounding dental bone through the implant. The 
SED obtained from 2D plane strain FEA was used as the mechanical 
stimulus to drive cancellous and cortical bone remodeling in a 
buccolingual mandibular section.
 Occlusal fingerprint analyses were carried out by Benazzi et al. 
[26] to identify the contact areas of the teeth. The lower first molar 
and the antagonistic upper second premolar and first molar were 
considered in the analysis. The surface models were then imported 
into STRAND7 FEA software, where volumetric meshes were created 
initially using four-noded tetrahedral elements. The specimens were 
analyzed, and then reanalyzed using 10-noded tetrahedral elements 
to ensure convergence in the pattern of stress. As a result, the first 
specimen was meshed with a total of 692,732 nodes and 482,962 
ten-noded tetrahedral elements, and the second specimen with a 
total of 775,442 nodes and 536,769 ten-noded tetrahedral elements. 
All materials used in the models were considered homogeneous, 
linearly elastic, and isotropic. Boundary constraints were applied to 
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the lower border of the mandible, and all the associated nodes were 
fully restrained.
 Lin et al. [27] investigated the micromechanical behavior 
associated with enamel damage at an enamel–adhesive interface 
for different bracket bases subjected to various detachment forces 
using 3D FE submodeling analysis. Two FE macromodels using 
triangular and square bracket bases subjected to shear, tensile, 
and torsional debonding forces were established using micro-CT 
images. Six enamel–adhesive interface submodels with micro–resin 
tag morphology and enamel rod arrangement were constructed at  
the corresponding stress concentrations in macromodel results. The 
boundary conditions for the submodels were determined from the 
macromodel results and applied in submodeling analysis. 
 Kimsal et al. [28] employed FEA to biomechanically evaluate 
different fixation schemes used to fixate mandibular angle fractures. 
A fracture was simulated by dividing the mandibular corpus with 
a plane at the angle of the mandible. The bite force used for the 
model is a unilateral molar clench. Each bite force is simulated by 
restraining the mandible from displacement in all directions at 
the point of contact of the bite and then applying experimentally 
derived muscle force vectors for that specific bite. These forces 
pull the mandible into the constraint, which acts as a fulcrum for 
the mandible to bend around, simulating the bite. Each force has a 
direction, area of attachment, and magnitude. 
 Cheung et al. [29] evaluated the bending fatigue lifetime of a 
nickel-titanium alloy (Ni-Ti) and stainless steel endodontic files 
using FEA. The strain–life approach was adopted, and two theoretical 
geometry profiles, the triangular and the square cross sections, were 
considered. A fully reversed displacement was applied to the tip of 
geometrical model, and another tip was fixed in the ANSYS FEA 
software, known as a cantilever beam model for this analysis. The 
applied displacement ranged from 0 mm to 2.0 mm. There are 3216 
elements with 17,344 nodes for the triangular FE model and 3624 
elements with 18,983 nodes for the square FE model. 
 Lin [30] utilized a quadratic remodeling formula to determine 
bone resorption as a result of occlusal overload. A 2D FE model 
with a single-unit implant in the mesiodistal section is considered 
in this study. The model was derived from a CT scan. A highly 
dense FE mesh was generated to better capture bone resorption 
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progressing in detail. The FE model comprises in total 62,884 three-
node triangular elements, featuring 60,170 three-node triangular 
elements in the cortical regions. The loading applied to the implant 
was 402 N at an inclination angle of 1.32° to simulate the scenario of 
occlusal overload. The ABAQUS FEA software was employed for FE 
calculation, and a user subroutine in Python script was used for the 
bone remodeling calculations.
 The distributions of stresses in the cartilaginous temporoman-
dibular joint disc and articular cartilage were analyzed by Mori 
et al. [31] during prolonged clenching. The number of nodes and  
elements for the model was 44,856 and 26,728, respectively. The 
cortical bone was assumed to be linearly elastic. The material 
properties of the fibrocartilaginous disc and cartilage and connec-
tive tissue were modeled using a Kelvin model. The model of the 
temporal bone was restrained for all DOFs at its superior, anterior,  
lateral, medial, and posterior margins. The mandible was modeled 
as a rigid body and constrained at the rearmost point of occlusal  
contact and at the central point of the anterior teeth on the mandible for  
mediolateral displacements. Stress analysis was executed by the FEA 
program NASTRAN.
 Lin et al. [32] developed a systematic protocol to assess 
mandibular bone remodeling induced by dental implantation, which 
extends the remodeling algorithms established for the long bones 
into dental settings. A 3D FE model was developed, representing 
a segment of the human mandible with a number of adjacent 
teeth. The model was constructed from in vivo CT scan images 
and processed in Rhinoceros 3.0. The FEA mesh was generated in 
10-node tetrahedral elements using MSC PATRAN®, comprising 
totally 109,020 elements after a convergence test, including 58,885 
elements assigned to the cancellous bone and 20,747 elements to 
the cortical bone. The cortical bone has a thickness of around 2 mm, 
representing a class 2 bone. The loading condition was chosen to 
simulate a patient with reduced periodontal tissue and conventional 
diet; the chewing and swallowing durations are 223 ms and 642 ms,  
respectively. The bone remodeling equations were formulated 
using Euler’s forward integration method by relating bone density 
increment to time increment in three different phases as bone 
apposition, bone equilibrium, and bone resorption.
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 Thermomechanical FEA in 3D models were described by 
Cornacchia et al. [33] for determination of stress levels due to 
thermal and mechanical loads in a healthy and restored tooth. 
Transient thermomechanical analysis simulating the ingestion of 
cold and hot drinks was performed to determine the temperature 
distribution in the models of teeth, followed by linear elastic stress 
analyses. The thermal loads were applied on the occlusal and 
lingual surfaces. Subsequently, coupled variation of the temperature 
and mastication loading was considered. The vertical loading was 
distributed at occlusal points, adding up to 180 N. The FE used for 
the determination of the heat distribution was a quadratic 10-node 
tetrahedron with temperature as the only DOF, due to its flexibility 
in meshing complex geometries. The total number of elements was 
78,079 elements and 107,792 nodes.
 Cheng et al. [34] studied the effect of high-performance 
polyethylene (HPPE) fibers on stress distributions in a maxillary 
denture and the influence of fiber position on improving denture 
performance. Fiber lamella reinforcement was incorporated into 
the denture at different positions (fitting side, midpalatal plane, 
polished side) with the SolidWorks software. Boundary conditions 
were constrained at the top of the basal bone, while a bite force 
of 230 N was applied to the posterior teeth on both sides. The 
numerical models were meshed with a total of 56,085 nodes and 
256,431 tetrahedral elements. Different mesh sizes had been used 
to obtain converged results. The denture models were analyzed with 
the ABAQUS FEA software.
 Kashi et al. [35] analyzed stresses in a commercially available 
temporomandibular joint implant, the bone (i.e., mandible), and the 
bone–implant interface using an FE software package. Both titanium 
and Co-Cr-Mo/vitallium metals as well as bones with various 
degrees of osteoporosis were studied. The total number of elements 
and nodes generated in the FE model were 78,244 and 122,833 for 
the combined mandible and the temporomandibular joint implant 
model, respectively. The shape of the element was tetrahedral with 
10 nodes, that is, each side had a midside node, and each node had 3 
DOFs. 
 Tu et al. [36] evaluated the effects of cortical bone thickness and 
implant length on strain in the surrounding bone and micromotion 
at the bone–implant interface in single, immediately loaded 
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implants. Experiments with the rapid prototyping technique and FE 
simulations were performed to evaluate bone strain and micromotion 
at the bone–implant interface. Implants were embedded into models 
with three thicknesses of cortical bone, and implants with different 
lengths were inserted into models with 1.7 mm of thickness of 
cortical bone. Vertical and lateral loads of 130 N were applied to 
the models. All models were imported into the ANSYS Workbench 
FEA software to generate the FE model using 10-node tetrahedral 
h-elements (ANSYS SOLID187 elements).
 Han et al. [37] investigated the displacement and stress 
distributions during surgically assisted rapid maxillary expansion 
under different surgical conditions. A 3D FE model of a maxilla 
with a Hyrax appliance was constructed, and an expansion force 
of 6000 g was applied using the expansion screw. The model was 
analyzed with the ANSYS MULTIPHYSICS FEA software. Individual 
simulations were made after assignment of the corresponding 
material properties and boundary conditions. In each 3D model, the 
stress and displacement produced in maxilla was analyzed when 
there was one turn of the screw.
 Verhulp et al. [38] examined the effects of element size, order, 
and material models on the results of postyield trabecular bone 
simulations. Four different FE meshes were generated from the 
first 3D scan using a simple conversion of bone voxels to hexahedral 
elements using a fixed global threshold value. To achieve sufficient 
numerical accuracy and to limit computational costs, three meshes 
were produced. This resulted in high-resolution FE meshes with 
539,793, 156,007, and 63,933 elements and 772,328, 254,539, 
and 117,387 nodes, respectively. Three different isotropic material 
models were used to describe trabecular tissue yield and postyield 
behavior. All the micro-FE analyses were performed using the MSC.
Marc FEA software. 
 Basciftci et al. [39] evaluated the biomechanical effects of chincup 
treatment by using a 3D FE model. The final mesh consisted of 1572 
solid elements with 5432 nodes. The chincup with 500 g of force was 
applied in a direction from the chin toward the mandibular condyle, 
the coronoid process, and a point anterior to the coronoid process.
 Boryor et al. [40] examined how much expansion force is 
needed during maxillary expansion and where the bony reaction 
takes place. An FE model of a dry human male skull was generated 
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from CT scans. All boundary surfaces of cortical bone, cancellous 
bone, and teeth were then slightly smoothened and represented by 
649,000 triangular areas. Tetrahedrons were generated, filling the 
surrounding triangular surfaces defining the respective regions. The 
FE model, which consists of cortical and cancellous bone and teeth, 
was loaded with the same force magnitudes, directions, and working 
points as in rapid maxillary expansion. 
 The fracture toughness of dental nanocomposites fabricated by 
various methods of mixing, silanization, and loadings of nanoparticles 
had been characterized by Chan et al. [41] using fatigue-precracked 
compact-tension specimens. FEA was utilized to analyze the growth 
of an interface crack around an elastic particle embedded within an 
elastic/plastic matrix. 
 Huang et al. [42] evaluated the effects of damping on stress 
concentration in an impacted incisor. An FE model of the upper 
central incisor was established for dental trauma analysis. ANSYS, 
the FEA software, was used to perform the transient dynamic 
analysis on a personal computer. A 2D plane strain FE model of the 
human maxillary central incisor, containing enamel, dentine, pulp, 
periodontal membrane, alveolar bone, compact bone, and spongy 
bone, was built. The dynamic properties of the model, including 
damping ratio and resonance frequency, were input according to 
the in vivo tests in this study. The model had a total of 5310 2D 
quadrilateral elements. A sinusoidal force with a peak of 800 N at 
2 ms, and a total duration of 4 ms, was applied to the model in a 
direction of 45° labial to the incisal edge.
 Choi et al. [43] analyzed the distortion and stresses acting on 
the human mandible during clenching using 3D FEA. The model 
geometry was derived from position measurements taken from 28 
diamond blade cut cross sections of an average size human adult 
edentulous mandible and generated using a special sequencing 
method. Data on the material properties of mandibular cortical and 
cancellous bones were taken from published data. The cortical and 
cancellous bone of the mandible can be considered to be transversely 
isotropic with a higher elastic modulus in the longitudinal direction 
and a lower elastic modulus in all transverse directions. All the 
muscle forces were assumed to be symmetrical and had equal 
magnitude on the left and right sides of the mandible. The forces 
exerted by contracting muscles were represented by vectors in all 
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three directions. During clenching, all muscles were assumed to be 
active. The completed model consisted of 258 brick FEA elements and 
1635 nodes. FEA was performed under nonlinear static conditions 
due to the complex constitutive laws of material behavior, which is 
programmed automatically using a commercially available package, 
STRAND7. 
 Using FEA, Lanza et al. [44] carried out a comparative study 
on stress distribution in the dentine and cement layer of an 
endodontically treated maxillary incisor. A 3D FEM model consisting 
of 13,272 elements and 15,152 nodes of a central maxillary incisor 
was developed. A chewing static force of 10 N was applied at a 125° 
angle with the tooth longitudinal axis at the palatal surface of the 
crown. Steel, carbon, and glass fiber posts have been considered. 
 A 3D FE model of the human mandible was developed by Gallas 
Torreira and Fernandez [45] to simulate and analyze biomechanical 
behavior in two standard trauma situations. This computer-based 
study was made to assess the stress patterns within human mandibles 
generated by impact forces. The surface mesh was achieved by 
means of a scanner with laser technology. A load of magnitude 
107 N/m2 was simulated either in the symphysis region or in the 
horizontal ramus of the mandible. The mesh had 7073 nodes and 
30,119 elements (tetrahedra), and the MODULEF program was used 
to solve the 3D elasticity problem.
 A 3D FEA model was designed by Tepper et al. [46] to show 
which surgical procedure and which amount of peri-implant packing 
yields the best bony support for dental implants. The geometry of 
the maxilla was defined by a parasagittal section through a highly 
atrophic edentulous maxilla of a normal individual. The residual 
ridge height used for modeling was 5.3 mm. The cortical thickness 
was assumed to be 0.5 mm. In all models, the implants were loaded 
at their points of emergence with an assumed force of 100 N. The 
vector of the loading force was inclined 30° posteriorly relative to the 
implant axis and 30° away from the sagittal plane. The bone–implant 
interface was assumed to be perfect, simulating full osseointegration. 
Cortical bone areas were modeled with 3D triangular shell elements. 
Three-dimensional continuum elements (linear tetrahedrons) were 
used for modeling cancellous bone and titanium implants. 
 Akça et al. [47] evaluated the compatibility of 3D FE stress 
analysis and in vitro strain gauge analysis in the measurement 
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of strains on a dental implant. Two vertically placed implants 
embedded in a poly(methyl methacrylate) model were used. Strain 
gauges were bonded to the cervical parts of the implants, and 
seven cement-retained fixed partial dentures were fabricated. A 3D 
model of the strain gauge analysis model was constructed, and an 
additional model in which human bone simulation was provided 
was also constructed. A static vertical load of 50 N was applied at 
certain locations to simulate centrally positioned axial and laterally 
positioned axial loading for strain gauge analysis and 3D FEA.
 O’Mahony et al. [48] compared implant–bone interface stresses 
and peri-implant principal strains in anisotropic versus isotropic 3D 
FE models of an osseointegrated implant in the posterior mandible. 
They obtained anisotropic (transversely isotropic) elastic constants 
for mandibular bone and derived equivalent isotropic constants by 
averaging over all possible spatial orientations. An FE model was 
constructed using 10-node tetrahedral p-elements, providing curved 
edges, where necessary, and increasing the accuracy of the results in 
regions of high stress gradients. Perfect bonding was assumed at the 
implant–bone interface. An oblique load was applied at the coronal 
aspect of the crown with 100 N vertical and 20 N bucco-to-lingual 
components.
 A technique to simulate the tensile fatigue behavior of human 
cortical bone was developed by Taylor et al. [49]. A combined 
continuum damage mechanics and FEA approach was used 
to predict modulus degradation, accumulation of permanent 
strain, and the number of cycles to failure of human cortical bone 
specimens. A 3D FE model of a dumbbell specimen of human cortical 
bone was created. The model consisted of 599 eight-noded reduced 
integration elements and 910 nodes. The cortical bone was assumed 
to be isotropic, homogeneous, and linearly elastic, with a Poisson’s 
ratio of 0.35. No attempt was made to simulate the cyclic viscoelastic 
properties of cortical bone. All analyses were performed using the 
Marc FEA software.
 Vaillancourt et al. [50] investigated the relationship between 
stress state and bone loss. A 2D FE model corresponding to 
buccolingual and mesiodistal sections of canine mandibles with 
one of two designs of porous-coated dental implants were analyzed. 
A fully porous-coated design consisting of a solid Ti-6A1-4V core 
had a porous coating over the entire outer surface of the implant 
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component, while a partially porous-coated design had the porous 
coating over the apical two-thirds of the implant surface only. 
Occlusal forces with axial and transverse components were assumed 
to act on the implant with interface bonding and effective force 
transfer at all porous coat–bone interfaces and no bonding for the 
non-porous-coated regions. 
 Korioth et al. [51] developed two 3D FE models of a human 
mandible reconstructed from tomographs of a dry dentate jaw. The 
total length of a dentate dry human mandible was scanned in the 
frontal plane at 2 mm intervals by means of CT. The final FE model 
of the mandible consisted of 4572 elements and 5580 nodes with 
16,740 DOFs. Cortical and cancellous bones were considered to 
behave orthotropically. The periodontal space of each tooth was 
divided into apical, middle, and coronal thirds, and each third was 
assigned a different elastic stiffness. The model was loaded with 
multiple force vectors to simulate muscle forces over wide areas of 
attachment. The model was restrained from movement at the labial 
and central occlusal thirds of the right first lower molar. 
 A 3D FE model of a partially edentulated human mandible was 
generated by Hart et al. [52] to calculate the mechanical response 
to simulate isometric biting and mastication loads. No details were 
supplied on the musculature or the boundary condition. The human 
mandible was digitized. The data files corresponding to each slice 
were read by the PATRAN FE pre- and postprocessing program. The 
level of mesh refinement was established via a convergence test and 
showed that a model with over 30,000 DOFs was required to obtain 
analysis accuracy. The material properties for every element were 
chosen to be isotropic. Four functional load cases were created. In 
each case, the total applied load on the teeth was 100 N.
 Tanne et al. [53] investigated the biomechanical effect of 
protractive maxillary orthopedic forces on the craniofacial complex 
by use of 3D FEM. The model was developed on the basis of a dry 
skull of a young human being. The model consisted of 2918 nodes 
and 1776 solid elements. Eighteen cranial and facial sutural systems 
were integrated in the model. An anteriorly directed 1 kg force was 
applied on the buccal surfaces of the maxillary first molars in both a 
horizontal parallel direction and a 30° obliquely downward direction 
to the functional occlusal plane. 
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 The first anatomically correct model of the mandible was created 
by Ben-Nissan et al. [54]. The model contained all appropriate 
musculature with correct insertion and origins. FEA was utilized 
by NASTRAN/PATRAN, and constraining was carried out correctly 
at the symphysis. The work proposed application of CT scan 
digitization, which has become the norm in biomechanical modeling 
and analyses. 
 Three-dimensional FEA was used by Cook et al. [55] to study 
the effects that implant neck geometry and the tissue properties at 
the implant–bone interface have on the stress distribution around 
free-standing blade- and post-type low-temperature isotropic (LTI) 
carbon and aluminum oxide dental implants. Implants having neck 
flares of 13° and 26° were studied. In addition, to simulate fibrous 
encapsulation of the implant as opposed to a direct bone apposition 
retention mechanism, a soft-tissue interposing layer between 
implant and bone was also modeled. 
 A 3D FE representation of one-half of a dried in vitro mandible 
symmetric about the symphysis was attempted by Knoell [56]. This 
model contains an anatomical description of the full mandibular 
dentition, including third molars and the ramus region. The materials 
simulated in the model include dentin and cortical and cancellous 
bone. The properties of cancellous bone were developed by scaling 
the properties of cortical bone on the basis of porosity, as determined 
from void area measurements taken of the mandible sections. The 
materials were idealized as homogeneous, isotropic, and linearly 
elastic solids. The finite-element model of the mandibular structure 
consists of 674 nodes and 941 solid elements. The elements were 
hexagonal, tetrahedronal, and wedge-type constant-strain element 
discretizations.

17.3 Finite-Element Analysis and Indentation in 
Dentistry 

Nanoindentation has been used to examine dental hard tissues [57] 
since the early 1990s. Nanoindentation permits the determination 
of mechanical properties, such as elastic modulus and hardness, at 
the surface of a material. The procedure for the nanoindentation 
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technique is much simpler, especially on small complex-shaped 
samples such as enamel, dentine, and cementum [58].
 Zhang et al. [59] explored the feasibility and validity of measuring 
residual stress of zirconia and porcelain in ceramic crowns by 
nanoindentation and FEA. The commercial FEA software ABAQUS 
was used to simulate the Berkovich nanoindentation response at 
different residual stresses for zirconia. A 2D axisymmetric model 
with 30 × 50 μm dimensions was used. A conical tip with a 70.3° 
including angle was used to simulate the pyramid-shaped Berkovich 
indenter. Edge-biased meshing was applied so that the area directly 
under the indenter tip had a much finer mesh to better capture 
surface deformation. The element size under the tip was less than 
30 nm. The material was assumed elastic and perfectly plastic. 
 Adam and Swain [60] explored the effect of friction in simulations 
of bone nanoindentation. Two-dimensional axisymmetric FE 
simulations were performed using a spheroconical indenter of tip 
radius 0.6 μm and angle 90°. The total FE domain was 60 × 60 μm  
(100 times the indenter tip radius). A graded mesh of reduced 
integration, linear four-node axisymmetric elements (ABAQUS 
CAX4R) was used to discretize the domain. The model was loaded 
in two steps. The indenter was firstly subjected to a ramped 5 mN 
compressive load, followed by unloading to zero indenter force, to 
observe the indentation left in the bone upon removal of the load.
 Nanoindentation experimental tests and FE simulations were 
employed by Carnelli et al. [61] to investigate the elastic–inelastic 
anisotropic mechanical properties of cortical bone. An axisymmetric, 
spheroconical indenter with an internal angle of 70.3°, a 300 nm end 
radius, and the same area-to-depth ratio as a three-sided Berkovich 
pyramid was employed in the model. The tip is modeled as a rigid 
body. The model allows for anisotropic elastic and postyield behavior 
of the tissue. A tension–compression mismatch and direction-
dependent yield stresses are allowed for. Indentation experiments 
along the axial and transverse directions were simulated with the 
purpose to predict the indentation moduli and hardnesses along 
multiple orientations. Suitable mesh refinement was applied under 
the indenter tip. The commercial FE code ABAQUS/Standard was 
used to conduct the analyses.
 Using ABAQUS/CAE® FE code, a 3D model for spherical 
nanoindentation of bone was developed by Paietta et al. [62]. 
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Contact between the analytically rigid half spherical tips and an 
elastic quarter-space was modeled using hard, frictionless contact 
along with large deformation theory. A typical mesh consisted of 
approximately 30,000 eight-noded hexahedral elements. Simulations 
were performed to explore the contribution of tip location, where 
indentation tests were placed starting at the centre of a lamella and 
progressively moved toward the centre of the interlamellar region. 
Investigation of tip size employed indentation tests to from 100 nm 
to 500 nm depths, with the indenter tip located at the centre of a 
single lamella.
 FEM was applied by Toparli and Koksal [63] for studying the 
hardness and yield strength of dentin subjected to a nanoindentation 
process. FEA was used for the nanoindentation test under the loading 
and unloading condition. This test with a spherical indenter was 
modeled as a contact problem between two axisymmetric bodies. 
Three different samples of dentin were used. The specimen was 
modeled with 4950 four-node axisymmetric elements. The indenter 
was modeled as an undeformable surface, and the radius of indenter 
was 10 μm. The simulations were performed using the ABAQUS® 
FEA software.
 FEA was used by Ford et al. [64] to assess contact damage in 
dental prostheses, using a Hertzian contact model, consisting of a 
spherical tungsten carbide indenter contacting a porcelain layer over 
a palladium alloy substrate. Using the ABAQUS FEA software, a 2.38 
mm indenter was modeled to match the experimental conditions. 
The refinement along the vertical axis of symmetry of the block 
was necessary to calculate the substrate plastic deformation with 
sufficient accuracy, while the refinement on the layer surface was 
for accuracy in calculating contact radii and stress locations. The 
mesh in these regions was consequently reduced to an element size 
of 3.125 microns, while in areas away from the contact it increased 
to 100 microns to reduce computation time and output file size. 
The block was assumed to be sitting on a frictionless flat surface, 
with the nodes along the base only permitted radial movement in 
the axisymmetric model. The nodes on the vertical axis of symmetry 
were constrained to remain on the axis (maintaining a solid block), 
and the contact faces between the block and the indenter were 
frictionless. The hemispherical indenter was pushed downward by a 
frictionless, rigid, horizontal, flat surface.
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 A 3D FEA model with elastic–plastic anisotropy was built by Fan 
et al. [65] to investigate the effects of anisotropy on nanoindentation 
measurements for cortical bone. The 3D model was simulated 
with the cyclic symmetric characteristic of a Berkovich indenter. 
The specimen was represented by 25,066 elements. Eight-node 
linear brick, reduced-integration elements (C3D8R) were used. The 
area just under the tip was also meshed with small elements with 
characteristic length 20 nm, and the area away from the contact 
area was modeled with a coarser mesh to reduce model size and 
calculation time. The indenter was modeled as a rigid body. The 
indentation procedure was simulated by two subsequent steps, 
loading and unloading. During loading, the rigid indenter was 
moved in the vertical direction and penetrated into the specimen 
by applying load; during unloading, the load returns to zero. The 
FEA studies were conducted using the commercial FEA software 
ABAQUS.
 Dong and Darvell [66] investigated the clinically relevant 
failure of the ceramic in ceramic–cement–substrate structures 
under Hertzian indentation, including the effects of supporting the 
substrate modulus and ceramic thickness on the stress distribution 
in the ceramic. An axisymmetric model was created on the basis of 
the dimensions and structure of the experimental specimens with 
the cement film thickness set at 50 µm and meshed with triangular 
elements. To simplify the FEM computation, the interfaces were 
bonded perfectly (no delamination); there was frictionless contact 
between the ceramic and the indenter. It was also assumed that the 
indenter was rigid enough and that all materials were isotropic, 
linear, and homogeneous.
 A combined experimental and computational study was 
conducted by Shrotriya et al. [67] to determine the influence 
of indenter ball size on contact damage in model multilayered 
structures with equivalent elastic properties to bonded dentin/
crown structures. FE simulations of the Hertzian contact-induced 
deformation were carried out using the ABAQUS software package. 
These utilized axissymetric idealizations of the ball/multilayer 
configurations, and six-node quadratic triangular elements. 
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17.4 Finite-Element Analysis of Thin-Film 
Coatings

Nanocoatings, as an approach, present the possibility of altering 
the surface characteristics and properties of dental and orthopedic 
implant materials to achieve improvements in bioactivity and clinical 
performance. The common approaches for the characterization of 
materials at the nanometer scale have been the nanoindentation or 
nanohardness test. FEM has been widely adopted to simulate the 
elastic and plastic deformations beneath a pointed indenter in the 
nanoindentation test.
 Choi et al. [68] examined variations in tensile and 
compressive stresses and deformation in the nanocoating under a 
microindentation simulated using 3D FEA. The effects of the radius 
of indenter, thickness of the nanocoating, and Young’s modulus of 
the coating material were analyzed. The nanoindentation with a 
spherical indenter was modeled as a 3D contact problem between 
two axisymmetric bodies, with an assumption that the dimension 
of the specimen to be indented is large compared to that of the 
deformed volume. For simplicity, the indenter was modeled as a 
rigid surface. Diamond was chosen as the indenter material as its 
Young’s modulus is much higher than that of nanocoating materials 
and the stainless steel substrate. Loading and unloading are the 
two subsequent steps used to simulate the whole nanoindentation 
process. During loading, the spherical indenter moves downward 
along the y axis and penetrates the nanocoating. The depth of 
penetration is determined by the load applied. During unloading, 
the indenter returns to its initial position and the load applied is 
removed. The specimen was represented by a cylinder with such 
a large dimension that any further increase in its dimension made 
no significant change in the stress distribution. In the vicinity of the 
contact region, a fine FE mesh was employed to capture the localized 
stresses and deformation underneath the indenter. To reduce the 
computational stress and work for the FE software, the fineness 
of the FE mesh decreases away from the contact region. Both the 
coating and the substrate are considered to be homogeneous and 
isotropic. As strain hardening is not considered in this study, the 
coating and substrate are also considered to be linearly elastic/
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perfectly plastic materials. It is also assumed that a perfect bonding 
condition occurs between the nanocoating and the substrate. 
Nanoindentation simulations were carried out using a commercially 
available FEA package, STRAND7.
 A titanium nitride (TiN) coating has been recently introduced in 
the field of dental titanium implants [69]. Indentation tests carried 
out on a TiN film were simulated by Gîrleanu et al. [70] using FEM. 
The FEA software ABAQUS was employed. The Vickers indentation 
tests performed on a TiN coating–steel substrate were simulated 
using a 2D axisymmetric model. To keep the same conditions as in 
experiments, a 500 mN load was applied on a TiN film with a thickness 
of 1200 nm. The coatings were considered perfectly adherent to the 
steel substrate; both film and substrate were assumed free of initial 
stresses. The indenter was modeled as a rigid cone with an angle of 
70.3°, which gives the same contact-area-to-depth ratio as a perfect 
Vickers pyramid.
 Rungsiyakull et al. [71] established a relationship between 
surface morphology–induced micromechanics and bone-remodeling 
responses to a solid titanium bead–coated porous implant. The FE 
model consists of a dental implant fixture, an implant abutment, an 
all-ceramic crown, and a section of bone. A mechanical load of 202.23 
N was applied on the top of the crown at 2 mm offset horizontally 
from the center to the buccal side. Bone remodeling is considered 
over the two length scales. The macroscopic level generates global 
responses of bones, while the microscopic level quantifies the change 
in the apparent bone density of the representative volume elements 
(RVEs). The FEA software ABAQUS was employed with three-node 
linear triangular plain strain elements (CPE3). 
 The mechanical behavior of porous titanium coatings was tested 
by Schiefer et al. [72] under static and dynamic conditions and was 
compared to human bone tissue. The fatigue test was statically 
modeled using FEA. For the calculations, the FEA software ANSYS 
workbench was used. Meshing was automatically done by the 
program. On the edge between the implant head and the shaft the 
mesh was additionally refined. Calculations were performed for an 
implant load of 200 N at the edge of the massive titanium core at 
an angle of 30°. This force simulated a typical load for incisors. A 
bonded contact was assumed between the infiltrated titanium and 
polymer resin. 
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 Predictions of bone ingrowth into an implant porous coating 
were investigated by Liu and Niebur [73] using mechanoregulatory 
models. The mechanoregulatory tissue differentiation algorithm 
and a modified version that enforces a tissue differentiation 
pathway by transitioning from differentiation to bone adaptation 
were investigated. The algorithms were further compared using a 
micromechanical FE model of a beaded porous scaffold. Predictions 
of bone and fibrous tissue formation were compared between the 
two algorithms and to clinically observed phenomena. A 2D model of 
a beaded scaffold adjacent to bone tissue and filled with granulation 
tissue was modeled with four-node plane strain elements  
(ABAQUS element CPE4P). The model simulated a plane cut through 
a body-centered-cubic unit cell with 200 µm diameter beads, which 
has a similar volume fraction to real sintered bead porous coatings. 
 Panich et al. [74] examined factors that affect the nanoindentation 
process and the determination of mechanical properties of coating 
films using FEA. A 2D axisymmetric model has been developed 
to study how the indenter tip radius affects the FEA of hard/soft 
coatings on a hard substrate using the capacities of the ABAQUS FEA 
software. Titanium was used as as oft coating on a high-speed steel 
substrate, while titanium diboride was used as a hard coating. The 
hard/soft coating perfectly adhered to the substrate. Indentation 
was carried out using a rigid conical indenter under conditions 
of frictionless contact. The indenter has the same projected area–
depth function as the standard Berkovich as it has a half angle of 
70.3°. Since strain hardening is not considered in this case, both the 
coating and the substrate are considered to be isotropic, which is 
supposed to be linearly elastic, perfectly plastic material.
 Hedia [75] designed a new functionally graded dental implant 
coating, as well as studying the effect of coating thickness on the 
maximum von Mises stresses in bone adjacent to the coating layer. A 
coated titanium-threaded Brånemark-type dental implant was used 
in this analysis. The coating thickness was changed from 25 µm to 
150 µm. An axisymmetric eight-node harmonic element was used 
to form the mesh. FEA was carried out using the ANSYS package. A 
fully bonded interface between the implant, coating, and bone was 
assumed. An axial loading condition on the implant of a magnitude 
of 100 N was assumed.
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 Nanoindentation of TiN coatings on ductile substrates was 
simulated using FEA by Tilbrook et al. [76]. Specimens were modeled 
axisymmetrically in 2D. A large substrate area was modeled to avoid 
any artificial constraints or edge effects. The combined thickness of 
the substrate and the coating was 50 µm, and the width was 50 µm. 
Mapped meshing with significant refinement around the contact 
region resulted in approximately 2500 isoparametric quadrilateral 
elements. In the nanoindentation experiments, the indenter tip is 
rounded and properties are those of diamond. Loading and unloading 
processes were modeled through a series of load steps. Nonlinearity 
associated with contact and plastic deformation necessitates an 
iterative solution technique. Each load step was applied in a series 
of substeps, and the Newton–Raphson algorithm was used to obtain 
convergence for each substep. Simulation was conducted using the 
ANSYS FEA software.
 Three-dimensional FEA was performed by Aoki et al. [77] for thin 
plasma–coated hydroxyapatite (HAp) and titanium dental implants 
to study the effects on stress/strain distribution in the mandible 
with application of axial and oblique loads. The implants were of 
screw and cylinder types. The model of an implant in the mandible 
was developed using an FEA program ANSYS. The thickness of the 
HAp coating was set to 1 µm. The implants were inserted into a 
simplified mandible segment. All materials used in the models were 
considered to be isotropic, homogeneous, and linearly elastic. The 
implant and bone were divided with a 10-node tetrahedral structure 
solid (ANSYS SOLID92). Forces of 100 N were applied axially and 
obliquely to the occlusal node at the centre of the abutment. The 
oblique load was 45° to the vertical axis of the implant. The models 
were constrained in all directions at the node on the surface of the 
bone segment.
 The indentation of coated systems was studied by Piana et al. [78] 
in terms of the effect of the mechanical properties of the substrate 
on film fracture behavior. Both experimental and FE modeling 
analyses were conducted to study the phenomena that occur when 
an indenter with Rockwell C geometry applies normal loads of 400 N  
and 1500 N on TiN films deposited onto different steel substrates. 
The indentation procedure was simulated using the FEA software 
ABAQUS. The indenter was assumed to be rigid and to apply normal 
loads on the coated system. The dimensions of the indenter were 
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those of a standard Rockwell C test. The indenter was conical 
with a 120° angle and presented a spherical tip with diameter of 
0.2 mm. Normal loads of 1500 N were considered in the analyses. 
Additionally, simulations with loads of 400 N were also conducted as 
an attempt to evaluate results at an earlier stage of the indentation. 
The material of the wear-resistant film was assumed to be elastic. In 
the simulations the total thickness of the coating was 2.1 µm.
 Synchrotron radiation has been used by Cofino et al. [79] to 
determine local stresses near the interface between a plasma-
sprayed HAp coating and a titanium alloy substrate. This 
experimental determination is compared with the results found by 
an FEA modeling the thermal effects of the plasma-spraying process. 
A thin mesh is realized in the interfacial area to determine residual 
stresses. The coating is constituted by three HAp layers 40 µm thick. 
The properties of the interface are defined as a 15 µm thick layer 
with an average value of the characteristics of the two materials. This 
thickness is equal to the elements’ thickness normal to the coating 
surface and also the elevation of the average substrate’s asperities. 
The second FEA model takes into account the discontinuous 
morphology of the ceramic coating. 
 Shan and Sitaraman [80] presented a methodology that combines 
the nanoindentation technique and FE modeling to characterize the 
mechanical (elastic and plastic) properties of a titanium thin film. 
The indentation loading and unloading process is simulated by 
an FE model with commercial software, ANSYS. Contact elements 
are placed on the surface of the nanoindenter tip and the surface 
of the titanium thin film. The bodies of the thin film and the silicon 
substrate are modeled with a 3D eight-node structural solid 
element. The elements in the areas with large deformation, that is, 
areas close to the indenter tip, are refined with a high mesh density 
to obtain accurate results. The titanium thin film is assumed to be 
homogeneous and isotropic.
 Zhang et al. [81] characterized the elastic/plastic deformation of 
plasma-sprayed HAp coatings quantitatively. Noting that the Hertzian 
indentation on coating/substrate systems can be simulated by FEM, 
they developed a method to obtain the elastic/plastic constitutive 
equations of plasma-sprayed HAp coatings on a Ti-6Al-4V substrate 
by combining the indentation tests with nonlinear FEM. For the 
indentation simulation, 2D axisymmetric modeling was employed 
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under axially symmetric loading conditions, and no friction was 
assumed. The four-node bilinear axisymmetric quadrilateral 
(CAX4) elements were used in the analysis. To obtain the contact 
impression accurately, elements with fine size were used in the 
areas near the expected contact region. Linearly elastic deformation 
was considered for the tungsten carbide indenter. Simulations for 
the Hertzian indentation on HAp-coated Ti alloy implants were 
conducted by using the ABAQUS FEA software.
 A bioactive glass (BAG) coating has high potential as an implant 
material. This coating is only functional if it adheres well to the 
metal substrate and if it is strong enough to transfer all loads. To 
examine these two properties an appropriate mechanical adhesion 
test, the moment test, was developed by Schrooten and Helsen [82]. 
To evaluate the moment test and to simulate the stress distribution 
a 3D FE model of the test setup was made. The FE grid is loaded with 
an evenly distributed moment that generates a shear stress of 40 
MPa at the coating–substrate interface. All materials are assumed to 
behave in a linearly elastic manner. The dimensional design of the 
test setup is made up in such a way that all stresses in both metals 
(Ti-6Al-4V substrate and stainless steel counterpart) are limited 
within the elastic deformation area. For more about BAGs, see 
Chapter 8.
 Vaillancourt et al. [83] determined the effect of varying three 
characteristics of the porous coating dental implant system on crestal 
bone loss. Two 2D FE models were used to represent orthogonal 
sections through the buccolingual and mesiodistal directions after 
implant fixation had occurred through bone ingrowth into the zones 
with a porous coating of the porous coating implants. 

17.5 Concluding Remarks

FEM is used to precisely calculate local stress–strain distributions 
in geometrically complex structures. The predictive accuracy of 
the FE model is influenced by the geometric detail of the object 
to be modeled, the material properties, and the applied boundary 
conditions. 
 FEA has become widely used in all biomechanics, especially for 
assessing stresses and strains in dental implants and the surrounding 
bone structures, as well as for normal bone remodeling.

Concluding Remarks
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 The use of computerized modeling methodology such as FEA 
will have innumerable applications in both dentistry and oral and 
maxillofacial surgery, not only at a research level, but also at a 
clinical level. For instance, the ability to take CT scan data or other 
appropriate imaging of an individual patient to generate his or 
her own model is already a common practice. By integrating CT/
computer-aided design (CAD) and FEA it will be possible to evaluate 
the correct location, configuration, size, and number of implants 
needed to address that individual’s functional and restorative 
needs. This integrated system can be coupled with modern rapid 
prototyping such as laser sintering and ink-printing processes to 
produce superstructures and patient-matched dental devices and 
guides. 
 Similarly, various options for tooth restoration can be examined 
under simulated functional loading, such as clenching and opening, 
and designed to resist these loads prior to production.
 Accurate 3D modeling and FEA will enable clinicians to best 
address the form and engineering requirements of implants and 
prostheses, which are employed to treat mandibular and maxillary 
fractures, so that both fixation and reduction of the fracture can be 
obtained, whilst minimizing osteosynthesis plate bulk, number, and 
size.
 Recently, the temporomandibular joint prosthesis has received 
intense scrutiny as a result of failure primarily due to material 
failure. It is anticipated that the life quality of patients requiring 
temporomandibular joint replacement can be benefited through 
improvements in the design and selection of materials. FEA may 
also play a role in perfecting the design and be used to assist in 
vitro testing so that the damages caused in the past generated by 
numerous material failures can be avoided. 
 All metallic dental and orthopedic implants and prostheses 
are bioinert and do not bond chemically to bone—save Ti. Surface 
coatings present the possibility of altering the properties of a 
component and, therefore, improve both performance and reliability. 
More recently, FEM has also been accepted to nanoindentation and 
nanomechanical testing to evaluate the biomechanical properties of 
nanocoatings on metallic implants and devices. 
 Theoretical modeling approaches such as FEA are vital for 
the advancement in gaining an in-depth understanding in the 
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interfacial behavior of thin films and substrates. This may lead to 
better selection in the design and choice of thin-film and substrate 
materials. 
 Our drive to determine and measure mechanical properties of thin 
films at the nanoscale using FEA will inevitably open new avenues in 
understanding the influence of stresses and deformations in both 
the micro- and the nanoscale in the growth and repair mechanisms 
of biologic systems to allow us to use new materials, systems, and 
tools in tissue regeneration.
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Digital dentistry and dental informatics are the emerging fields in 
dentistry, particularly in modern dental biomaterials. The importance 
of these fields is vital for dental biomaterials research, teaching, 
and applications. It seems that in the future, digital dentistry and 
dental informatics will be heavily relied upon. In this chapter, the 
correlation between digital dentistry and dental informatics, with 
emphasis on dental biomaterials, will be discussed. 

18.1 Digital Dentistry: Introduction

What is “digital dentistry”? To understand the term, we first need to 
know what “digital” is. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, 
”digital” is the adjective of the word “digit,” which means any numeral 
from 0 to 9. Essentially, a numeral is a “code,” which is countable and 
computable. The concept of “digit” further implies the discrete and 
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finite nature of the numeral. Therefore, the term “digital” can simply 
be defined as “code expressive,” in which the information, system, 
signal, or data is represented by using some codes. 
 Often, the opposite of digital is “analog,” which describes the 
continuous function of a system, data, signal, or information. 
“Analog” could be defined as “function expressive.” If discrete data 
items are joined together (i.e., digital to analog), then a continuous 
function (which may not be a simple one) might form. Conversely, 
data abstraction, that is, sampling, of the continuous function will 
yield discrete data (i.e., analog to digital). In such data conversion, a 
kind of error could result in which data could be lost. Thus, in theory, 
more samples are needed to describe the complete story. However, 
depending on cases and situations, a large amount of samples may 
not be immediately available and the time of sampling will become 
longer. Therefore, in usual practice, sufficient samples should be 
obtained. 
 Digital and analog situations are all around us in our daily life, 
and they present as a system. Analog systems include, but are not 
limited to, physical parameters, such as lights and sounds; chemical 
parameters, such as materials and states; biological parameters, such 
as mitosis and life; and psychological parameters, such as sense and 
logic. All these parameters exhibit the continuous nature and could 
be functionalized as such. Another noteworthy point is the process 
of these parameters. For example, a lightbulb emits light and our 
eyes receive “light” signals, which are then sent to our brain through 
the nervous system (Fig. 18.1). Thus, we see light from a lightbulb. 
This is one of the examples showing “analog transmission,” which 
does not involve any discrete data transformation. In brief, light is 
a continuous waveform. Our eyes are visual detectors of continuous 
wavelengths, and nerves are continuous signal transmission lines to 
the brain, which is a centralized analog processor. 
Digital systems are usually more device oriented. Some devices 
such as calculators, computers, and CD players are some examples 
to illustrate the importance of digital systems. A modern calculator 
can be used to enumerate mathematical operations by inputting 
digits and the results are also in digits. The electronics within the 
calculator are digitalized in 0 and 1 only. This is a good illustration of 
complete “digital transmission” with the involvement of digits only 
(Fig. 18.2). 
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Figure 18.1 Signal transmission of light.

Figure 18.2 Signal transmission of a modern electronic calculator.

 In all situations, the transmission process involves input, process, 
and output (IPO). IPO can be an analog, a digital, or a blended 
process. Take the following example as an illustration of what a 
blended process is. A student looks at a mathematical problem and 
solves it with a calculator. Then, the “looking” process is an analog 
process. The hand movement of digit inputting into a calculator is 
another analog process. Further, the use of a calculator to solve the 
problem is a digital process. Finally, the student reads and writes 
the calculated answer, which is another analog process. From this 
example, you can see humans do have the wisdom to transform such 
digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital processes smoothly. 

Digital Dentistry: Introduction
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 The process in CD players is more complicated. Sound is an 
analog source that appears in the form of continuous waves. In a 
traditional sound storage medium, such as a gramophone record, 
sound is stored in modulated spiral grooves that have variation 
in 3D orientation parameters (e.g., depth and angles) such that 
the electromagnetic stylus/pickup could detect a vibration and 
convert it into an electrical signal, which is a continuous signal for 
the amplifier. Figure 18.3 shows a scanning electronic microscopy 
(SEM) image of the surface of a gramophone record. 

Figure 18.3 SEM image of the surface of a gramophone record. (a) Top 
view 200× (b) Side view 500×. Notice the changes of depth and 
angle to produce various vibration signals [1].

 In the case of CDs, sound is stored in a digitalized format, which 
means sound is firstly being transformed from analog to digital 
(in this case, a signal of 0 and 1 only) with a suitable and proper 
sampling rate. Then, a code will be obtained. The CD player picks 
up the code from the CD and decodes it under a suitable algorithm 
within the chipset. Thus, the discrete code will join together to form 
a pseudocontinuous signal, which is then output to an amplifier. 
Figure 18.4 shows an SEM image of the surface of a CD. 
 So far, some definitions and terms are described and introduced. 
But, how can these relate to dentistry? 

18.2 Digital Dentistry: Systems and Devices

In modern dentistry, dentists use many digital devices to assist in 
dental treatment. Dental systems are also set up to make dental 
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practice easier and more professional. Some commercial devices 
and systems are: 

 ∑ computer patient record system
 ∑ computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing 

(CAD-CAM)
 ∑ dental imaging system
 ∑ dental laboratory management system
 ∑ digital impression
 ∑ digital 3D printing
 ∑ digital radiography

Figure 18.4 SEM image of the surface of a CD (top view 20,000×). Notice 
the pits depth are uniform to form 0/1 signals with the nonpit 
area [1].

 All examples above share a similarity. They utilize a core 
device in the IPO: the computer. As the focus of this chapter is oral 
biomaterials, let us first take a look at computer operations in some 
illustrated systems that interact with biomaterials. 

18.2.1 CAD-CAM

CAD-CAM, as the name implies, makes use of the computer to aid the 
design and manufacturing process. In the dental field, CAD-CAM can 
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be used to produce various dental products/devices, such as crowns, 
crownlays, veneers, inlays and onlays, fixed bridges, dentures, dental 
implant restorations, and orthodontic appliances. 
 Dental CAD-CAM systems (Fig. 18.5) are usually installed at 
dental laboratories or dental clinics, depending on the applications 
and the scale. 

Figure 18.5 A typical dental CAD-CAM system.

 Traditionally, the processing of all these materials requires 
intensive and skilled labor work. For example, in making a porcelain 
crown, the labor and the respective work required are:

 (1) Dentist: To take the impression from the patient’s mouth, 
determine the tooth color, and test-try the crown in the 
patient’s mouth. Some dentists may even need to pour the 
gypsum cast model themselves. 

 (2) Dental surgery assistant: To assist in the mixing of the 
impression and gypsum materials and to perform other 
administrative tasks such as proper storage of cast models 
and patient-contacting matters.

 (3) Dental technician: To pour the porcelain crown from the cast 
and to color. 
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 It is generally understood that every kind of material may be 
adversely affected by various internal factors, for example, the type 
of material, and external factors, for example, temperature and 
humidity, which will affect the properties of the material, such as 
a change of dimension and occurrence of porosity. Further, human 
factors might also create errors such as incorrect use and handling 
of materials, which may result in a certain inferior structure of the 
materials. In addition, time is always tight because dentists, dental 
technicians, and patients may not be easily available to each other, 
and the materials also have their best-performance duration. 
Therefore, such a process, which can also be described as an “analog 
process” owing to its streamlined nature, may have a high failure 
rate due to all kinds of errors. 
 In the case of CAD-CAM, although some human processes are still 
unavoidable, for example, the dentist’s job of taking the impression 
and try-in, some processes are simplified. The IPO components are: 

	 ∑	I: This involves 3D scanning of the gypsum mold or impressed 
tray (this is a process of digitalization).

	 ∑	P: The computer reads through the 3D images and designs 
a feasible crown solution to the, say, milling machine  
(this is a CAD process). At this stage, the computer operator 
could adjust and fine-tune the computer design manually. 

	 ∑	O: The milling machine read the signals and starts to process 
the crown preparation (this is a CAM process) (Fig. 18.6). 

Figure 18.6 Zirconia block (a) before CAM milling and (b) after milling. 
Courtesy of Jonathan Wong, MSc(DMS) Hong Kong.

 Obviously, the advantages of using CAD-CAM in dentistry are (1) 
reduced labor, (2) cost-effectiveness, (3) timing, and (4) choice of 
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materials. The reduced labor, in fact, could reduce the human error 
that might occur during every process. This also directly affects the 
cost and time as every step it time consuming and the cost of labor is 
high. Although time is needed for training labor to use the CAD-CAM 
system, the training time is much less than the time saved. 
 Another important aspect is the choice of materials. For example, 
it is much more desirable to use sturdier materials in making a 
crown. The traditional metal (e.g., stainless steel) crown, despite its 
relatively good mechanical properties, is not esthetically acceptable. 
Some porcelain materials, such as feldspathic porcelain and metal-
bonded ceramics, have excellent esthetics but also have their instinct 
problems. Feldspathic porcelain is poor in fracture toughness, and it 
has low thermal conductivity due to the glass nature that generates 
internal surface cracks easily and eventually fracture. Metal-bonded 
ceramics (porcelain fused to metal [PFM]) are using two materials—
ceramic and metal—to provide extra strength. These two materials, 
however, usually do not have the same thermal conductivity and 
thus induce residual stress thermally. Therefore, with the aid of 
CAD-CAM, high-strength materials are developed. 
 One of the noteworthy abilities of CAD-CAM is the machining of 
high-strength materials, which traditional techniques such as die 
casting or hand craving are not able to achieve. Certain kinds of high-
strength materials that CAD-CAM can produce are: 

	 ∑	pure alumina
	 ∑	zirconia
	 ∑	leucite-reinforced glass ceramics
	 ∑	fluormica glass ceramics
	 ∑	feldspathic glass ceramics
	 ∑	lithium disilicate glass ceramics

 In fact, CAD-CAM technology opens up a new opportunity for 
dental (bio)materials scientists in the research field. Newer and 
improved materials are available at every moment. Thanks should be 
given to the digital era that has changed the world. These materials 
are discussed in detail elsewhere in this book. 
 With an understanding of the input process in CAD-CAM above, 
we notice that dentists still need to take impression materials and 
cast models. So, is there any possible way to deal with that? 
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18.2.2 Dental Imaging and Digital Impression 

Dental imaging is the representation or reproduction of 
mouth or stomatological objects via a visual representation  
(i.e., image/video formation). In digital dentistry, the images and/or 
videos are digital. Again, IPO components are digitalized: 

	 ∑	I: The sensor of the camera takes images/videos.
	 ∑	P: The images/videos from the sensor are processed, that is, 

digitalization.
	 ∑	O: They are viewed and stored as files/data. 

 Traditionally, X-ray radiographic films were taken of the patient’s 
mouth and they needed to be viewed from a light box (Fig. 18.7). 
X-ray films usually consist of an emulsion-gelatin that contains 
radiation (gamma-rays and X-rays)-sensitive chemicals, such as 
silver bromide (AgBr) or silver chloride (AgCl), and a flexible, 
transparent, blue-tinted base. The emulsion is coated on one or both 
sides of the base in very thin layers (~10 mm). Such a thin layer lets 
the developing, fixing, and drying process to be accomplished within 
a reasonable time. 

Figure 18.7 Radiographs (a) from a light box and (b) close-ups.

 In brief, the principle of radiation-sensitive chemicals is that 
the radiation waves strike on the emulsion, and then some of the 
Cl– or Br– ions are liberated and captured by the Ag+ ions. This tiny 
change produces a latent image. In image processing, the developer 
converts the latent image to dark metallic silver, which is suspended 
in gelatin, in the exposed area. A dark environment is required in 
the processing as the chemicals are very sensitive to light. In terms 
of occupational safety, good ventilation is needed in the processing 
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because of the toxicity of the chemicals and the uncomfortable smell. 
Extra care is also highly recommended in handling and storing the 
X-ray film because all sorts of pressure, creasing, buckling, friction, 
etc. could damage the film. 
 To minimize the risk and trouble in handling and storage, digital 
X-ray radiographic systems (Fig. 18.8) were invented, and this 
should be a favorable option to dental operators. Firstly, no film, 
darkroom, and film storage are needed. This does not only save 
space, but there is no need in handling the hazardous developing 
solution. Ventilation would also be easy. In this circumstance, no 
waste is produced other than the radioactive source and a cleaner 
environment is obtained. Further, time is saved as there is no need 
to develop the film; all data is immediately obtained from the system 
computer. The data can be linked with the patient data management 
system so that, in principle, the data can be stored and transferred 
without lost. 

Figure 18.8 Digital panoramic system (a) outlook and (b) digital image 
from the software.

 Digital radiographic technology also promoted the advancement 
of imaging. Computer tomography (CT) is one of the advanced 
techniques in using the computer to process digital X-ray images to 
produce tomographic images. In dentistry, the generated images can 
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be viewed in three dimensions and in specific curve tomographic 
planes by using software (Fig 18.9). These volumes of information 
could be particularly useful during treatment planning and the 
treatment process that enables dentists to see some nonviable 
conditions, such as jawbone conditions, providing them the means 
to make possible judgments and adjustments. 

Figure 18.9 Cone beam CT system (a) outlook and (b) digital image from 
the software.

 Another digital imaging device that is commonly used in 
dentistry is an intraoral camera (Fig. 18.10). The intraoral camera is 
a very simple device. It comprises a handle, a tiny camera with high 
resolution, a light, and a transmission medium (could be cable or 
wireless through WiFi or bluetooth) to connect with the computer. 
Usually, dentists hold the camera and the patients observe the 
images from the monitor. In this way, some tooth conditions can 
be illustrated to patients. This device can be used to enhance the 
communication and mutual trust between dentists and patients, as 
the patients could understand better about the oral conditions, while 
the dentists communicate in pictorial form rather than in words. 
 The intraoral camera can take photos or videos  
(depending on product models), and some software programs may enable 
the export of photo or video data to the patient management system. 

Digital Dentistry: Systems and Devices
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All this data has a clearer image and better resolution in yielding 
successful imaging. A charge-coupled device (CCD) is one of the 
camera mechanisms that are dominated in the intraoral camera area. 

Figure 18.10 A generic intraoral camera.

 As mentioned above, even by using CAD-CAM, dentists still need 
to use impression materials to take teeth impressions from patients. 
Therefore, with the aid of software and intraoral cameras, digital 
impression systems were invented and launched in the market 
(Fig. 18.11). In this case, the intraoral camera is actually a scanner. 
Different digital impressions may have various operations, but in 
general, dentists need to select specific teeth from the software first 
and then the selected teeth are scanned by the dentists. The scanner 
would take many images at various angles, and these images produce 
a 3D virtual model. Several times of scanning are needed to obtain 
the most accurate and precise virtual model. Further, some systems 
may require the spraying of specific chemicals or another bite scan 
in order to obtain the finest details. Finally, this data is stored in 
the computer from which the data can be transferred to a dental 
laboratory or the clinics’ in-house CAD-CAM for further processing 
digitally, such as for the preparation of a crown. 
 This digital impression system is an inline design, in which one 
system manufacturer is responsible for taking care of the materials in 
both hardware and software. Thus, all materials in the hardware and 
software are not interchangeable. This can be advantageous because 
the system manufacturer could control and manage quality easier. 
Manufacturing high-quality materials benefits patients. However, it 
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could be disadvantageous for those dental laboratories that are not 
equipped with the same system as the dentist. These laboratories 
would lose their business. Further, if some bugs or errors exist in the 
system, there is no turning point that can reverse the process. Thus, 
qualified system compliance is necessary. System verification and 
validation are essential. International standards on such a system 
are highly demanded.

Figure 18.11 Digital impression system.

 Another noteworthy point is data quality and security. While 
data is being transferred in, for example, an Internet environment 
from dental clinics to dental laboratories, some data might be lost 
due to a variation of computer settings in different workplaces. 
Furthermore, private patient data might be disclosed to some other 
nonrelated parties due to human error. Therefore, data should be 
properly encrypted and transferred with high security. 

Digital Dentistry: Systems and Devices
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18.2.3 Digital 3D Printing

The 3D printing technique is a rather new concept, and the function 
may be similar to CAM. CAM is a traditional machining technique 
that is a subtractive process. However, 3D printing, also called 
additive manufacturing, is a different manufacturing process that 
makes 3D solid objects from a digital model, such as from CAD. It 
is achieved by using successive additive processes. An additive 
process creates an object, in principle, by adding successive layers 
of material. Such a process benefits small-scale production that is 
faster and less expensive than injection molding, which is a method 
to produce polymer products in large quantities. Thus, 3D printing 
is also a rapid prototyping technique. In particular, the 3D printing 
technique is very suitable for dental use as nearly all dental sizes 
for restorative materials vary from person to person. As such, this 
technique would give personalized service, which is hoped to benefit 
dentists, patients, and dental technicians. 
 The 3D printing technique can be utilized by a 3D printer  
(Fig 18.12). The software from the 3D printer can read the data from 
CAD and lays down successive layers of liquid, powder, or sheet 
material. These layers are usually very thin, and as a result, objects 
build up the model from a series of cross sections and layers. Various 
methods are available, namely:

	 ∑	selective laser sintering (SLS)  
	 ∑	direct metal laser sintering (DMLS)  
	 ∑	fused deposition modeling (FDM)  
	 ∑	stereolithography (SLA)  
	 ∑	laminated object manufacturing (LOM)  
	 ∑	electron beam melting (EBM)  
	 ∑	powder bed and inkjet head 3D printing
	 ∑	plaster-based 3D printing (PP)  

 In the current dental field, some commercial printers have been 
launched. Those printers usually print prothosdontics materials, 
such as wax-ups, acrylics crowns and bridges, orthodontic baseplates, 
and partial denture frameworks. These materials are usually softer 
and are able to use FDM and SLA with direct UV-curing techniques. 
For some harder materials for bridge frameworks, such as titanium, 
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cobalt, chromium, and precious metals, DMLS and EBM are required 
and these machines are not compatible with the former one. 

Figure 18.12 3D printer for (left) dental wax-up and acrylics and (right) 
DMLS implant fabrication.

 In other applications such as jawbone reconstruction and 
implant manufacturing, some manufacturers have utilized SLS and 
DMLS techniques to produce unique sizes according to the individual 
patient’s need (Fig 18.12). Some implant manufacturers also utilized 
these techniques to apply on titanium implant surfaces and create 
nanosized titania (TiO2) coatings. The surface area and roughness 
are increased, and better osseointegration might be obtained. Other 
techniques are still in research stages on applications of, for example, 
printing zirconia materials for crown and implant materials and 
polymeric scaffold materials. Therefore, a promising future can be 
seen for such techniques with new biomaterials. 

18.2.4 Digital Dental Biomaterials

A dental biomaterial can be broadly defined as a substance or 
partial substance that is compatible with the body’s living systems, 
specifically used in the oral environment. During the processing of 
dental biomaterials, we can name the materials as “digital dental 
biomaterials” if such a digital process is used. As mentioned above, 
some digital dental biomaterials are, for example, CAD-CAM crowns, 
3D printed wax-ups, jawbones and prostheses, milled implants, and 
digital radiographs/intraoral pictures/videos. All these materials 
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are viable and touchable. What about materials that are nonviable 
and untouchable? 
 During the digital process, information and data are something 
that are not viable and touchable. Shall we also call these digital 
dental biomaterials? As these data and information are the made-
up constituents of the ultimate touchable biomaterials, thus without 
doubt these data and information are the partial substance of dental 
biomaterials. Therefore, we should include data and information as 
a key part of digital dental biomaterials. 
 With advancement of technology, more and more digital dental 
biomaterials are coming in and the human–computer interaction 
is one of the key cognitive aspects that we should be aware of. The 
handling or treatment of data/information is not simply information 
technology (IT), which is a parameter related to computer literacy, 
but it is rather a specific subject—dental informatics—which 
requires suitable and knowledgeable personnel and expertise. 

18.3 Dental Informatics

As the name implies, dental informatics is the informatics in 
dentistry. So, what is informatics? The answer could be: 

	 ∑	application of information
	 ∑	management of information
	 ∑	treatment of information
	 ∑	science

 Thus, dental information that is being treated, managed, and/
or applied in scientific logic and ways forms the core of dental 
informatics. Whenever you are handling information, IPO models 
apply (Fig. 18.13). 
 A large amount of information has been input into a processing 
system. An ideal processing system could process the input data 
in a cognitive way such that the system will manage, treat, and 
analyze manually or automatically. The system should also contain 
a database, which is actually an information storage system to store 
permanently and temporary information and data. Finally, treated 
information is produced as some reading, figures, etc. It is worth to 
note that, in many dental informatics applications, the computer is 
one of the (digital) tools to carry on this IPO model because of its 
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simplicity. The actual input, for example, patient image taking, is 
done by humans, and the algorithm, which is the processing brain, 
is written by humans. The computer at this stage does not have any 
diagnostic knowledge yet, so the output is to be read and determined 
by dentists. Thus, this brings a lot of interaction between humans 
and tools. Therefore, to successfully and correctly make use of the 
convenience that is brought about by informatics, cooperation is 
needed between the user and the tool. 

Figure 18.13 IPO model for dental informatics [2].

 The prerequisites for successful cooperation between users and 
tools, probably include (1) a careful sense, (2) an analytical mind, (3) 
knowledge, and (4) training in computer skills, that is, IT. We know 
that all hardware and software are not bug free, and erroneous input 
and output may happen due to human errors as well. Dealing with 
patient or dental information is not easy, and extra care should be 
taken. Dentists and dental information handlers should have an 
analytical mind in order to make any judgment on and adjustment 
to treated data in the case of an occurrence of error. An analytical 
mind also relates to the professional knowledge that users have. For 
the case of software and hardware developers, they should know 
how to minimize bugs in the system. For information handlers, 
training is needed to enable them with expertise on how to handle 
data correctly. Finally, adequate IT skills are essentially important 
because this helps to run computer jobs seamlessly and could 
maximize the benefit from information. If someone does not know 
how to operate the computer, how can he/she be able to input and 
read the output from the data? 

Dental Informatics
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 Attention should also be drawn here: IT is not equivalent 
to informatics [3]. One with high IT skills does not mean being 
successful in informatics. To excel in dental informatics, not only 
adequate IT skills are important, but also teamwork is required to 
ensure, for example, that bugs in the hardware and software are 
minimized, all data/information is correctly input, treated data 
is read and interpreted without loss, and data is safely stored in 
devices. Therefore, to successfully operate dental informatics, the 
quality of the user is still a dominant factor. 
 There are many fields for dental informatics, such as research, 
teaching, digital imaging and image processing, computer-based 
dental records, clinical decision support, and teledentistry. All these 
fields involve handling information. In fact, the American Dental 
Association (ADA) has created certain specifications and technical 
reports on various digital systems and devices. Such regulatory 
events recognize the formality of dental informatics and also set 
criteria for data management, which is beneficial to both patients 
and dental information handlers. 
 In the field of dental biomaterials science, we may deal with 
dental informatics in certain aspects, such as scientific investigation 
on formulation, system development, system implementation, and 
study of effects by simulation. All these may require a suitable 
computer program written in an appropriate computing language, 
which is properly equipped with a logical algorithm to provide a 
suitable mathematical process. For example, in Microsoft ExcelTM, 
the common standard deviation that is being used in the STDEV 
command is:
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 However, in our schools and some professional statistics 
program, such as in Statistical Packages for Social Science  
(SPSS; IBM, USA), the standard deviation for a sample is: 
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 Obviously, Eqs. 18.1 and 18.2 are different. Hence, such a small 
algorithm difference of standard deviation may affect data quality 
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and the results, especially in some research articles. Therefore, extra 
care should be taken. 

18.3.1 Quality Assurance for Information

Another aspect of dental informatics models and/or systems is 
quality assurance (QA). To perform QA, two ways are possible: 

	 •	 Validation
	 •	 Verification

 Validation is defined as “a process of checking that the model 
behaviour corresponds to what was originally required, and 
whether that behaviour corresponds to that of the real system” [4]. 
The model behavior is important because it affects the real system 
as for output. As for the specific compliance for software, the FDA 
stated that “software validation is confirmation by examination 
and provision of objective evidence that software specifications 
conform to user needs and intended used, and that the particular 
requirements implemented through software can be consistently 
fulfilled” [5]. Specific requirements are needed to be complied with 
to perform as the objective ascribed. Unlike validation, verification 
“implies that the logical reliability of the computer model should 
be confirmed . . .,” that is, “there are no ‘bugs’ in the code” [4]. To 
show that the system/model is reliable for users to use, the FDA 
also commented that “software verification looks for consistency, 
completeness, and correctness of the software . . .” [5], which further 
implies the minimization of error in the software. 
 Performing validation and verification is difficult because it 
is always hard to know how much evidence is enough [5]. Thus, 
developing a validation/verification model is an art, in which the 
piece of art should be able to develop a level of confidence to fit for 
specification and user expectation. Nevertheless, specifications may 
contain defects, and the defects might induce risks and hazards. 
Therefore, validation/verification should take risks and hazards into 
account, which would effectively affect the confidence levels of such 
process. 
 There are some general criteria in performing validation, 
namely, accuracy, precision, linearity, and robustness. Accuracy is 
the closeness of mean test results obtained by the method to the 
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true value, while precision describes the closeness of agreement 
(degree of scatter) between a series of measurements obtained from 
multiple samplings of a homogeneous sample under the prescribed 
conditions (Fig. 18.14). 

Figure 18.14 Precision and accuracy illustration. The centre is the true 
value, and the circles are the outliners [6].

 Several samples are needed to find true values. Good precision 
can be achieved if the samples are repeatable under the same 
operating conditions over a short interval of time. Intermediate 
precision and reproducibility are measured between the variations 
of systems at the same location and different locations, respectively. 
 Another perspective is the linearity of the system, which shows 
the linear relationship between dependent and independent 
variables within a given range. Further, a system may not be used 
under a normal condition. Thus, robustness is tested by using a 
measure of its capacity to remain unaffected by small, but deliberate, 
variations in method parameters. Therefore, this could provide an 
indication of its reliability during normal usage. 
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 Make sure the specification is carefully done, and an update of 
test methods on validation and verification are always essential. 

18.3.2 Real and Digital Dental Biomaterials: Interaction

Dental biomaterials are handled by dentists, dental researchers, 
technicians, teachers, and surgery assistants every day. All these 
biomaterials need handling, caring, storage, mixing, etc. These are, as 
described before, analog processes. Digital dental biomaterials are 
information that is in digital form. Thus, analog-to-digital and digital-
to-analog conversion takes place inevitably in all situations. We have 
discussed in previous sections digital dentistry applications, which 
are all dental informatics clinical and daily examples. Some chapters 
of this book have also discussed some digital dental biomaterials 
such as finite-element analysis (FEA). Hence, the following examples 
will illustrate some other interaction between these systems for 
teaching, research, and scientific fields. 

18.3.2.1 Case 1: Impression materials simulation

Dental impression materials are a system with a polymer network. 
They are usually composed of a two-paste system, in which the 
polymer network is developed from a prepolymer. The study of 
polymer networks would be important due to mechanical properties 
depending on the network formation and constituents. Thus, some 
condensational types of impression materials (e.g., polysulphide and 
condensation silicone) were studied [4]. 
 Firstly, an algorithm was carefully designed with full consideration 
of emulating actual chemical reactions. Numerical simulation with 
the Monte Carlo technique (i.e., random numbers) and a sample size 
of 10 million was chosen to simulate the whole situation (Fig. 18.15) 
in a high-performance cluster computer (a kind of supercomputer). 
Then, the prepolymer, which is what actual products are using, was 
presented by some values (i.e., turning the polymer into digitals). 
Finally, the polymer networks were enumerated by depolymerization 
and polymerization. 
 To check the validity of results, first, accuracy and precision 
were compared with chemical experimental data from others. The 
same pattern and finding such as cyclic species and predominant 
small molecules were matched. For immediate precision and 
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reproducibility, the same computer program was run on different 
computers and kernels to ensure the same results are obtainable. 
The program, due to a random number nature, was also run in 

Figure 18.15 Algorithm in polymer network simulation [4].
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various random seeds to generate different sets of random numbers 
to show the program could repeat the results. To show the linearity 
of results, fragments of data were generated and the patterns of 
all data behaved similarly. Certain changes were also done in the 
program, for example, to prove that the program maintains in 
other situations, the program is switched to perform equiprobable 
reactions to illustrate the robustness of the computer program. For 
verification, all results were manually checked, while making sure 
that the program had no bugs. 
 After validation and verification, a mathematical expression, 
which is sufficient to describe a condensation polymer network 
system, was developed. 

18.3.2.2 Case 2: Dental biomaterials science education

In the traditional mode of learning, such as in large class lectures, 
students learn passively and there is nearly no interaction between 
the teacher and students. This may be effective for primary and 
secondary school education in which students are learning facts 
that may not be disputable. Dental biomaterials science, however, is a 
university-level course where presumably all students are equipped 
with high school or university level of basic science. Thus, such a 
traditional learning mode may not address the students’ need and 
demand for the fast-changing dental world that requires students 
(who may be future dentists or dental-related workers) to think and 
judge on dental biomaterials. Active learning is necessary. Therefore, 
using informatics might be a good option to enlighten, educate, and 
equip the students’ mentality to think critically and choose correctly 
the best dental biomaterials for patients. 
 An e-learning application and a platform such as iClass could be 
one of the innovative education software programs that encourage 
interactivity between teachers and students and should be adoptable 
in undergraduate and postgraduate levels of teaching in dental 
biomaterials science [7]. iClass is an award-winning application and 
platform, which was developed by Dr. Wilton Fok et al., Department 
of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, University of Hong Kong. It 
utilizes cloud-computing technology and thus real-time responses 
can be shown immediately. Teachers can set questions and problems 
in the iClass teacher platform (Fig. 18.16) online before or during 
class. Then, students can input their comments/answers through 
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the iClass application. One of the advantages of this platform is that 
all input will be transparent. In such a circumstance, all students are 
required to contribute equally and are able to see others’ comments/
answers. Further, teachers can engage in mental and knowledge 
exchange with their students, gather all the answers, and arrange 
them logically in real time. Thus, the interactivity between teachers 
and students is enhanced. A noteworthy point is not only teachers 
are influencing students, but also students are interacting with 
teachers. If the teachers are well prepared, equipped, and trained in 
dental biomaterials, students could learn and enjoy much in such an 
active and interactive learning environment (Fig. 18.17). 

Figure 18.16 iClass (teachers’ version) during teaching about dental 
biomaterials. 

18.3.2.3 Case 3: Dental drug discovery

It seems that dental drugs are limited, and nearly all dental drugs 
share with medicinal drugs. The drug molecules may be effective. 
However, without specificity in the oral environment and diseases, 
the drug molecules, dosage, and formulation may not have the best 
performance and might induce more side effects than expected. 
Therefore, specific drugs in dentistry are essential. In dental drug 
discovery, there are two aspects that can use informatics as an aid—
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(1) discovery of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) and (2) 
drug formulation. For the discovery of APIs, the traditional stages 
are: 

 (i) target identification (0.5–1 year)
 (ii) target validation (0.5–1 year)
 (iii) lead identification (0.5–1 year)
 (iv) candidate optimization (2–3 years)
 (v) preclinical trial (1–2 years)
 (vi) clinical trial (4–6 years)

Figure 18.17 Teaching dental biomaterials using iClass at the Faculty of 
Dentistry, University of Hong Kong. The author of this chapter 
is standing at the podium. The editor of this book is sitting in 
the front row, second from left.

 Apart from the exorbitant amount of money, developing a new 
drug needs at least 10 years from target identification to clinical trial. 
Although the clinical trial stage seems the most time-consuming 
stage, stages (i) to (v) are robust and complicated. Furthermore, the 
prospected drug molecules may not be immediately synthesizable, 
even though the mechanism is conceptually correct. Much work is 
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needed for the preparation. Do note that most drug manufacturers 
only find a drug for commercial purposes. Thus, due to the limited 
market size in dentistry, the drug manufacturer is not interested in 
developing dental-specific drugs. To help the research, academic, 
and industrial needs, informatics helps dentistry by finding some 
prospected drugs, saving time and money. With the aid of informatics, 
the traditional steps (i) to (v) could be saved by using data mining 
to search drug molecules, to dock and snore the molecules in the 
database in silico, and finally to screen several target drugs for in 
vivo studies (Fig. 18.18). All these processes could be done within 
one year and therefore save time and money. 

Figure 18.18 Dental drug discovery by informatics [2].

 Docking is the screening for potential drug molecules from drug 
libraries, which is essentially a genetical algorithm and some Monte 
Carlo methods to simulate the proper chemical within a protein site. 
Then, the potential drugs need to be scored by using a mathematical 
model to determine the chemical binding strength and energy state 
of the drug–protein complex. One of the usual techniques for this 
modeling is performed by ab initio calculation, which is a method 
from computational quantum chemistry. However, to precisely and 
accurately perform these in silico processes, the algorithm should be 
validated and backed up with proteomics. 
 Another factor is the time in the in silico process. Due to the large 
amount of data for computation, the higher the computation power 
and the cleaner the algorithm, the faster the data generation. Some 
types of computers, such as high-performance-cluster computers, 
are definitely helpful in such a computation. Further, the algorithm 
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for the cluster can also be written in parallel form, which can then 
split the algorithm into several subroutines and various data items 
can be fitted simultaneously and continuously. Nevertheless, with 
“garbage in and garbage out,” extra care of data and algorithm should 
be taken. Skillful and knowledgeable personnel are necessary for 
dental informatics. 
 For the case of drug formulation, emphasis has been placed on 
the chemistry of oral products. In principle, the drug molecules need 
to be formulated in a suitable dosage base or carrier in order to 
confer the best performance, stability, release rate, etc. For dental 
drugs, such as oral gels, the formulation is very important as the 
ideal gels need to be sustained in the salivary oral environment, 
whilst the drug release rate cannot be altered. Despite many kinds of 
polymeric gels obtain good physical performance, biocompatibility 
and toxicity are a concern. Moreover, the adhesion of such a gel on 
the oral mucosa membrane is also a challenge. Therefore, using 
informatics could help in such a formulation design. 
 The gels that are being used in dentistry are usually hydrogels, 
which are gels consisting of water and a gel base. Except APIs, some 
excipients, such as sucrose and glycerol, are added to improve 
the taste and smoothness, respectively. To increase the amount 
of monomer, the polymer gel will have higher viscosity (h) and 
molecular weight (MW). When the drug molecules are released  
(i.e., absorbed by the mucosa), the saliva will replace the drug and, 
on the other hand, will dissolve the gel. Thus, viscosity will decrease 
overall:

 API + Gel Æ API-gel (h	+ MW) (18.3)

   API-gel + Mucosa  API-mucosa + API-gel* (Øh	+ ØMW) (18.4)

 API-gel + Saliva  API-saliva + API-gel^ (Øh	+ Ø MW) (18.5)

 All Eqs. 18.3–18.5 are in equilibrium by the nature of the 
hydrogel. The viscosity decrease in API-gel^ is more than in API-
gel*. Further, API-saliva is not absorbed, whilst only API-mucosa is 
the absorbable content of drug molecules. By carefully simulating 
and emulating the above equilibrium equations, we can calculate the 
amount of monomer needed for constituting the polymer gel and the 
amount of API absorbable by the mucosa. 
 With the aid of informatics, dental drugs and their formulations 
can be well designed and be specific for oral use. This does not 
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only benefit the development of dental-based medicine but also 
increases the dental successful rate. A patient-driven incentive is 
always the scope of dentistry, and the discovery of dental drugs by 
dental informatics is probably the best way. 

18.4 Conclusions

The development of digital dentistry and dental informatics is 
never ending. Likewise in some dental biomaterials, for example, 
addition polymerized dental acrylics, the radical makes the polymer 
“ever living” in which the polymer is readily reactive when the new 
component is added. Digital dentistry and dental informatics are 
always “living” because new information and data bloom with the 
existing and change in the dental world. The reactions between 
digital and analog dental biomaterials always take place, and 
eventually equilibrium will be established and thus harmonious 
coexistence will occur. 
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Strategies for periodontal therapy are aimed toward elimination 
of etiological factors, prevention of spread and elimination of 
symptoms of disease, correction of anatomical defects, and 
regeneration of periodontal tissues. Various regenerative surgical 
techniques are frequently utilized for the augmentation of deficient 
ridges with decreased bone height prior to placement of dental 
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implants. Such regenerative treatments can include the utilization of 
barrier membranes. Certain cell populations residing in periodontal 
tissues have the potential to reverse periodontal destruction by 
creating new cementum, alveolar bone, and the PDL, provided 
they have the opportunity to populate the periodontal wound or 
defect. Two surgical techniques, guided tissue regeneration and 
guided bone regeneration, have been extensively used to regenerate 
different periodontal tissues. Various barrier membranes have been 
developed and tested as part of these two procedures to prevent 
epithelial and connective tissue cells from invading the deficient 
space, while allowing PDL cells to selectively migrate into the defect.

19.1 Preamble

Periodontitis is an inflammatory disease of the supporting tissues 
of teeth caused by specific microorganisms or groups of specific 
microorganisms, resulting in progressive destruction of the 
periodontal ligament (PDL) and alveolar bone with an increase in 
probing depth, recession, or both [1]. The different strategies of 
periodontal therapy are aimed toward elimination of etiological 
factors, prevention of spread and elimination of symptoms of disease, 
correction of anatomical defects, and regeneration of periodontal 
tissues [2–5]. During the last decade, various regenerative surgical 
modalities have been tried for the regeneration of periodontal 
tissues; that is, alveolar bone, cementum, PDL, and gingiva [2, 6, 7].  
These surgical techniques are also frequently utilized for the 
augmentation of deficient ridges with decreased bone height prior to 
placement of dental implants. Such regenerative treatments include 
the utilization of a wide variety of surgical approaches, barrier 
membranes, a series of bone grafts and other osteoconductive/
inductive materials or protein mixtures, exogenous growth factors, 
cell-based technology, and genes from recombinant technology. 
 Certain cell populations residing in periodontal tissues have 
the potential to reverse periodontal destruction by creating 
new cementum, alveolar bone, and PDL, provided they have the 
opportunity to populate the periodontal wound or defect. Collagen 
fibers are required to be inserted into the newly formed cementum 
and regenerated alveolar bone in order to restore the normal function 
and anatomy of the periodontium. Results are variable and reliant 
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on patient age, general health, defect size, and other demographic 
effects [8, 9]. Two surgical techniques, guided tissue regeneration 
(GTR) and guided bone regeneration (GBR), have been extensively 
used to regenerate different periodontal tissues [4, 10–18]. 
 Various barrier membranes have been developed and tested as 
part of these two procedures to prevent epithelial and connective 
tissue cells from invading the deficient space, while allowing PDL 
cells to selectively migrate into the defect. These membranes will be 
the main focus of this chapter.

19.2 Guided Tissue/Bone Regeneration 

GTR is essentially the use of an occlusive membrane interfacing with 
the gingival connective tissue/epithelium on one side and PDL/
alveolar bone tissues on the other side. It maintains space for clot 
stabilization and to promote periodontal tissue regeneration, while 
preventing postsurgical epithelial cell migration to the wound site 
(Fig. 19.1). Thus, GTR is based on the principle of exclusion of gingival 
connective tissue cells from the wound and prevention of epithelial 
downgrowth. This procedure allows cells with regenerative potential 
to selectively invade the wound site [19]. Progenitor cells located in 
the remaining PDL, adjacent alveolar bone, or blood are then able 
to recolonize the root area and differentiate into a new periodontal 
supporting apparatus with the formation of new bone, PDL, and 
cementum [20]. Indications of GTR therapy include: 

 •	 narrow two- or three-walled intrabony defects; 
	 •	 class II molar furcation involvement;
	 •	 defects with no tooth mobility;
	 •	 circumferential defects;
	 •	 class I or II gingival recession; and
	 •	 presence of thick gingiva [21].

 The concept of guided regeneration that concerns the 
augmentation and restoration of deficient alveolar ridges and 
extraction sites is known as GBR (Fig. 19.2). Regenerative 
procedures can be carried out prior to, or in some cases along with, 
dental implant placement. Mostly, the main purpose is to increase 
bone volume where deficiency would compromise the function or 
esthetics of the dental implant restoration [22]. Also, effective results 
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have been achieved when using membranes for the treatment of 
furcations and intrabony defects, as well as for the repair of marginal 
tissue recession defects [5, 23]. 

Figure 19.1 Illustration showing periodontal guided tissue regeneration 
(GTR) technique using a barrier membrane. Courtesy of Ms. 
Esraa Khalil, Graphic Designer, Amman, Jordan.

Figure 19.2 Illustration showing guided bone regeneration (GBR) 
technique using bone graft and a barrier membrane. Courtesy 
of Ms. Esraa Khalil, Graphic Designer, Amman, Jordan. 
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 Recent systematic reviews have demonstrated the clinical 
advantages of guided regeneration procedures as opposed to 
conventional open-flap debridement for treating furcation and 
intrabony defects [24]. The rationale for bone augmentation 
procedures primarily relates to the improvement in function and 
esthetics and may also be used to enhance conventional dental 
prosthetics such as fixed partial dentures. This improves the 
deficient contours beneath the pontic (artificial tooth replacement), 
providing a more natural emergence profile as well as preventing 
altered phonetics due to the space left between the restoration 
and gingival tissues [22]. The principles of successful GBR therapy 
include: 

 •	 Cell exclusion: In GBR, the barrier membrane is used to 
prevent gingival fibroblasts and epithelial cells from gaining 
access to the wound site and forming fibrous connective 
tissue.

 •	 Tenting: The membrane is fitted, and a space is created 
beneath the membrane, completely isolating the defect from 
the overlying soft tissue. 

 •	 Scaffolding: The tented space initially becomes occupied by a 
fibrin clot, which later serves as a scaffold for the ingrowth of 
progenitor cells. 

 •	 Stabilization: The membrane ideally protects the clot from 
being disturbed by movement of the overlying flap during the 
healing phase. It is therefore often fixed into position with 
sutures, mini bone screws, or bone tacks. 

 •	 Framework: In non-space-maintaining defects such as 
dehiscences or fenestrations, the membrane is supported to 
prevent collapse [25]. 

 The various indications for GBR essentially involve alveolar bone 
defects, such as furcation defects (grade II or grade III); extraction 
sockets requiring future implant placement; dehiscence and 
fenestration defects; periapical pathologies, which require or have 
undergone treatment by apicoectomy; ridge augmentation; and 
sinus lift procedures [26]. 
 The contraindications for GBR include any medical condition 
contraindicating surgery, poor oral hygiene, heavy smoking, infection 
at the defect site, generalized horizontal bone loss, and advanced 
lesions with little remaining support and multiple defects.
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19.3 Rationale, Biologic Interactions and 
Advantages of Barrier Membranes for 
Guided Regeneration Therapy

As previously outlined, the rationale for guided regeneration is 
to impede apical migration of the epithelium by placing a barrier 
membrane, which potentially allows PDL cells to repopulate onto 
the root surface of teeth. Periodontal tissue engineering is an 
interdisciplinary area of applied biomedical research that attempts 
to develop techniques and biomaterials for the regeneration of these 
new tissues on principles of developmental biology, cell biology, 
and biomaterials science. The main requirements for producing 
an engineered tissue are appropriate levels and sequencing 
of regulatory signals, the presence of an adequate number of 
responsive progenitor cells, an appropriate extracellular matrix or 
carrier construct (a biomaterial scaffold), and an adequate blood 
supply [27]. 
 The utilization of barrier membranes for guided regeneration 
of periodontal tissues serves three functions. Firstly, they act as a 
biocompatible physical barrier preventing the ingrowth of competing 
soft-tissue cells from the overlying mucosa. This allows preference to 
be given to angiogenic and osteogenic cells to migrate into the blood 
clot (from the opened bone marrow cavity or directly from blood) in 
the membrane-protected defect. Secondly, the membranes stabilize 
bone graft materials (if used in conjunction with barrier membranes) 
and the blood clot, since bone grafts are often affixed to the bone with 
screws (usually titanium miniscrews). These screws can facilitate 
easier surgical handling of the membrane and its close adaptation 
to the bone surface, ensuring a sealing effect (space maintenance/
tent formation). Thirdly, the membranes serve as graft preservation 
devices (reduce in the rate of graft resorption) [22]. This clinical 
observation of graft preservation was made in an experimental 
study by Jensen et al. [28] testing expanded polytetrafluoroethylene 
(e-PTFE) membranes and autografts in the mandible. The control 
group with autografts alone showed significant graft resorption, 
whereas the test group with autografts protected by membranes 
demonstrated efficacious bone augmentation results [22]. 
 After placement of the barrier membrane, the first biological 
interaction that occurs is the adsorption of plasma proteins at the 
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membrane–tissue interface. Proteins, generally, demonstrate a 
preference toward aqueous environments. However, when a protein 
solution comes into contact with another phase, the proteins have 
more affinity to accumulate at the interface. The interaction of 
proteins with the surface of the membrane is not only dependent on 
the protein structural and chemical properties but is also dependent 
upon the chemistry, morphology, and surface charge of the barrier 
membrane [29]. Surface wettability (generally referred to as 
hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity) is one of the important parameters 
affecting the protein adsorption on barrier membranes. Wettability 
affects protein adsorption, platelet adhesion/activation, blood 
coagulation, and cell and bacterial adhesion [30]. 
 Generally, hydrophobic surfaces are considered to be more 
protein adsorbent than hydrophilic surfaces because of the strong 
hydrophobic interactions occurring at the hydrophobic surfaces 
in contrast to the repulsive solvation forces arising from strongly 
bound water at the hydrophilic surfaces (Fig. 19.3) [31]. Proteins 
adsorbed onto the barrier membranes after implantation attract 
specific growth factors and progenitor cells, which play a vital role 
toward tissue regeneration/repair.

Figure 19.3 Illustration showing comparison between hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic surfaces in terms of protein adsorption. 

 In barrier membrane–protected defects, the vascular supply of 
newly formed tissue (soft or osseous) relies entirely on marrow-
derived blood vessels (Fig. 19.4) [32, 33]. Thus, the preparation 
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of numerous perforations in cortical bone, which is also known as 
intramarrow penetration, is important to open the marrow cavity 
as a source of angiogenic and osteogenic cells. This ensures not 
only bleeding in/or at the defect site to achieve a blood clot around 
the applied grafts but also the activation of bone formation by the 
release of local and other bone-inducing factors [34].

Figure 19.4 Illustration showing a barrier membrane placed around the 
periodontal defect. Yellow circles: proteins, green circles: cells. 
Courtesy of Ms. Esraa Khalil, Graphic Designer, Amman, Jordan. 

19.4 Ideal Properties of Barrier Membranes

There are some important factors that need to be considered in the 
design of barrier membranes. These include biocompatibility, cell 
occlusivity, bioresorption, tear strength, stiffness, biological activity, 
and clinical manageability.

19.4.1 Biocompatibility 

The material out of which the barrier membrane is made should 
elicit biofunctionality as well as maintain biosafety. It should not 
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evoke cytotoxicity, immune reactions, and/or cell lysis. The material 
should also not cause any metaplastic or neoplastic changes [35]. 

19.4.2 Cell Occlusivity

The membrane should function as a physical barrier against 
epithelial cells; otherwise, these faster-growing cells would populate 
the wound space and inhibit the regeneration of the periodontium. 
Hence, the membrane should enable cell exclusion, separate the 
gingival flap from the fibrin clot, and maintain space for the new 
alveolar bone and PDL [36].

19.4.3 Bioresorption

Ideally, the membrane should degrade after its functionality has 
been achieved, without leaving any residues. The degradation rate 
should match the physiological tissue formation rate [37]. 

19.4.4 Tear Strength

The material of the membrane should have high tear resistance so 
that it would have the ability to resist tearing and rupture that might 
occur during surgical handling and placement [38]. 

19.4.5 Stiffness

The membrane should be stiff enough to withstand the pressures 
exerted by overlying flaps and external forces like mastication, until 
the blood clot forming underneath the membrane has matured 
enough to provide support [39]. 

19.4.6 Biological Activity

Ideally, the barrier membrane should facilitate cell growth of 
PDL and bone. It should elicit biomimicry (imitate models and 
systems of natural biology) and be bioactive. Incorporation or 
contact of growth factors with the membrane should stimulate and 
enhance the regenerative potential of tissues. Potential release of 
antimicrobial substances could minimize the effects of microbial 
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contamination on regenerative outcomes. The membrane should 
have osteoconductive properties along with the bone graft, affecting 
bone formation toward the membrane surface and ultimately along 
the graft [40].

19.4.7 Clinical Manageability

The membrane should be moldable (yet stiff enough) and be easy to 
adapt by the clinician at the defect site [41]. 

19.5 Types of Barrier Membranes for 
Periodontal Guided Tissue Regeneration

The strategy to isolate a periodontal defect with a material 
(resorbable or nonresorbable) that will function as a physical 
barrier to avoid gingival cell invasion led toward the development 
of GTR/GBR membranes [13, 14, 42]. Various types of materials 
have been developed and explored for the preparation of barrier 
membranes (Fig. 19.5). Barrier membranes can be grouped together 
as either nonresorbable or resorbable membranes (Table 19.1). The 
words “biodegradable,” “bioresorbable,” and “bioabsorbable” are 
often used synonymously with each other in the scientific literature. 
However, according to definitions given by Vert [43, 44]:
 Biodegradable refers to solid polymeric materials and devices 
that break down as a result of macromolecular degradation with 
dispersion in vivo, but there is no proof of elimination from the 
body. Biodegradable polymeric systems or devices can be attacked 
by biologic elements, which affects their stability and breaks them 
down into smaller fragments that can move away from their site of 
action but not necessarily from the body. 
 Bioresorbable refers to solid polymeric materials and devices 
that can degrade and further resorb in vivo, that is, that are 
eliminated through natural pathways either because of simple 
filtration of degradation by-products or after being metabolized. 
Thus, bioresorption is a concept that reflects total elimination 
of the initial foreign material and of degradation by-products  
(lower-molecular-weight compounds) with no residues. The use 
of the words completely bioresorbable assumes that elimination is 
shown conclusively and completely. 
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Figure 19.5 Nonresorbable and resorbable barrier membranes available for periodontal GTR and GBR therapy.
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Table 19.1 List of some commonly used barrier membranes for GTR/GBR 
therapy

Resorbability Barrier membrane Composition
(a) Nonresorbable Gore-Tex® e-PTFE

Cytoplast® TXT-200 d-PTFE
Cytoplast® Ti-250 Ti-d-PTFE 

(b) Resorbable: 
natural

AlloDerm® Collagen type I derived from 
cadaveric human skin

 Bio-Gide® Collagen derived from 
porcine skin (types I and III)

BioMend Extend® Collagen type I derived from 
bovine tendon

Paroguide® Collagen type I enriched with 
chondroitin sulphate

Avitene® Microfibrillar hemostatic 
collagen type I derived from 
bovine corium

Collistat® Hemostatic collagen type I 
material 

Collagen membrane 
(modified)

Collagen type I cross-linked 
by diphenolphosphorylazide

Cytoplast RTM® Collagen type I derived from 
bovine tendon

(c) Resorbable: 
synthetic

Resolut LT® Poly-D,L-lactic/co-glycolic 
acid

Vicryl Periodontal 
Mesh® 

Polyglactin 910
Polyglycolide/polylactide 
(9:1, w/w)

Atrisorb® Double-layered poly-
D,L-lactide and solvent 
(N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone)

Guidor® Three-layered polylactic acid 
and a citric acid ester acetyl 
tributylcitrate

Epi-Guide® D,D-L,L-polylactic acid
Polyurethane-based 
barrier membrane

Polyetherurethane (-NH-
CO-O-)

Mempol® PDS
Abbreviations: d-PTFE, high-density polytetrafluoroethylene; Ti-d-PTFE titanium-
reinforced high-density PTFE; PDS, polydioxanon.
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 Bioabsorbable refers to solid polymeric materials or devices that 
can dissolve in body fluids without any polymeric chain cleavage 
or decrease in the molecular mass. Slow dissolution of water-
soluble implants in body fluids is an example of this phenomenon. 
A bioabsorbable polymer can be considered bioresorbable if the 
dispersed macromolecules are excreted from the body. 
 For maintaining continuity and ease of reading the terms 
“nonresorbable” and “resorbable” will be used when discussing 
barrier membranes with respect to their in vivo degradation 
properties.

19.5.1 Nonresorbable Barrier Membranes

The first nonresorbable membranes that were used experimentally 
were constructed from Millipore® (cellulose acetate) filters. As this 
technique became more prevalent, commercial membranes were 
produced from Teflon® (PTFE). Successful use of nonresorbable 
membranes in GTR therapy led to the application of these 
membranes also in GBR procedures. Nonresorbable barriers 
maintain their structural integrity for as long as they are left in the 
tissues. The function of such barrier membranes is temporary, and 
once their function is completed, they are retrieved via surgery. 
This compositional and design stability of these nonresorbable 
membranes provides periodontists and trained clinicians with 
complete control over the time of application, with the potential to 
minimize variation in effectiveness. 
 Nonresorbable barrier membranes require a second surgical 
procedure for their removal, which raises concerns of patient 
acceptance, time, and possibility of surgical site morbidity. The 
regenerated tissues are susceptible to damage due physical trauma 
and risk of latent or postsurgical bacterial contamination [45]. Also, 
membrane exposure caused by variable amounts of flap sloughing 
during healing has been a frequent postsurgical complication 
associated with the use of nonresorbable membranes [46, 47]. The 
exposure of barrier membranes allows a communication between 
the oral environment and newly forming tissues, increasing the 
potential for infection and decreasing the likelihood of regeneration 
[26]. Although nonresorbable membranes are superior to open-flap 
debridement, they do not appear to be superior to demineralized 
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freeze-dried bone grafts as a stand-alone therapy [48]. Today, as 
evidence of the effectiveness of resorbable membranes increases, 
nonresorbable membranes are losing the importance in clinical 
practice that they once enjoyed, and their use is becoming limited 
[49].
 Examples of two commonly used nonresorbable membranes in 
dentistry are e-PTFE and titanium-reinforced polytetrafluoroethy-
lene (Ti-PTFE).

19.5.1.1  Expanded polytetrafluoroethylene

e-PTFE is a nonporous fluorocarbon polymer with exceptional 
inertness and biocompatibility. Hence, it prevents tissue ingrowth 
and does not elicit a foreign-body response after implantation. 
e-PTFE is chemically identical to PTFE and has been used in vascular 
surgeries for several decades. When PTFE is subjected to high tensile 
stresses, it expands, forming a porous microstructure known as 
e-PTFE. It is a polymer with high stability in biological systems that 
resists breakdown by host tissues and also by microbial species and 
does not elicit immunologic reactions. The e-PTFE membrane used 
for periodontal GTR (Cytoplast® TXT-200 high-density d-PTFE) 
consists of two parts, a collar portion (1 mm thick and 90% porous 
[11], with open pores that allow the ingrowth of connective tissue 
and prevent epithelial migration) and an occlusive portion (0.15 mm 
thick and 30% porous [50], which prevents flap tissues from coming 
into contact with the tooth root surface. 
 Effectiveness of e-PTFE membranes has been investigated in 
numerous clinical studies [14–17]. Some studies showed significant 
periodontal regeneration when e-PTFE membranes were used 
[15], whereas other studies showed no significant differences 
in the regeneration outcome between using e-PTFE membranes 
and conventional flap surgery with open debridement [18]. With 
successful GBR procedures, e-PTFE membranes became a standard 
for bone regeneration in the past [49].

19.5.1.2  Titanium-reinforced polytetrafluoroethylene

In situations where bone formation is desired in large defects 
or in supracrestal areas in the oral cavity, conventional e-PTFE 
membranes do not adequately maintain space unless supported by 
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bone graft materials. Because the space defined and protected by 
the membrane ultimately determines the volume of tissue that can 
potentially be regenerated, e-PTFE membranes were redesigned 
with a stiff central portion reinforced with titanium to treat both 
periodontal and osseous defects [50, 51]. This alternative approach, 
Ti-PTFE, involves the use of a double layer of PTFE with a titanium 
framework interposed (Cytoplast® Ti-250). Recent research has 
demonstrated the successful use of these membranes in vertical 
ridge augmentation and treatment of large defects in the alveolar 
process [52–54]. 

19.5.2 Resorbable Barrier Membranes

Due to the limitations of nonresorbable barrier membranes 
research in the last few decades has focused on the development 
of resorbable membranes suitable for clinical applications. Both 
natural and synthetic polymers have been used to fabricate 
bioresorbable materials used in the preparation of resorbable 
barrier membranes. The best-known groups of polymers used for 
this purpose are collagen and aliphatic polyesters. Currently tested 
and used membranes are made of collagen or of polyglycolide and/
or polylactide or copolymers of them. Results of clinical applications 
in the early 1990s and thereafter reported (cases and case series) 
successful use of resorbable membranes for GBR [55–62]. However, 
clinical studies have revealed incidences of complications involving 
inflammation of the flap covering the site of regeneration and 
membrane exposure [63, 64]. 
 Unfortunately, most of the available resorbable membranes 
are not capable of maintaining space as a stand-alone treatment 
modality due to their lack of rigidity. This limitation was overcome 
by supporting these membranes with autogenous or synthetic 
bone graft substitutes [56, 65, 66]. Other means of support such as 
screws, reinforcements, and pins have also been investigated with 
reasonable success [40, 67].

19.5.2.1 Natural resorbable barrier membranes

These membranes are produced using natural tissues from 
human or animal sources. Collagen has been used extensively for 
preparation of various biomedical devices because of its biologic 
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and physical properties [42, 54]. Collagen can be acquired from 
animal skin, tendons, or intestines. After isolation and purification 
by means of enzymatic preparation or chemical extraction, it is 
further processed to various forms [57]. The most common chemical 
modification is cross-linking, usually by aldehyde treatment, 
resulting in reduced absorption of water, decreased solubility, and 
increased tensile strength. Collagen has many desirable biological 
activities: it has low immunogenicity, attracts and activates PDL and 
gingival fibroblast cells, is hemostatic, and can potentially augment 
tissue thickness. Furthermore, it interacts with various cell types 
during wound healing [34, 40]. All these biological properties make 
collagen an attractive biomaterial for use in the synthesis of barrier 
membranes for guided regeneration applications. Some properties 
of collagen that are desirable for its use in the preparation of barrier 
membranes are that it:

 •	 Is hemostatic: Collagen is a hemostatic agent and possesses 
the ability to stimulate platelet attachment and to enhance 
fibrin linkage, which facilitates initial clot formation and 
stabilization, leading to enhanced tissue regeneration [28].

	 •	 Is easily manipulated and placed: Collagen can be easily 
manipulated and adapted at the defect site by clinicians who 
increase the chance of successful GTR therapy (Fig. 19.6) [28].

	 •	 Is well tolerated: Barrier membranes made from bovine 
collagen do not elicit an antibody response when used in 
GTR therapy, because collagen has been demonstrated to be a 
weak immunogen and is therefore well tolerated by patients 
after placement [28]. 

	 •	 Is chemotactic: Collagen has been shown to be chemotactic 
for fibroblasts in vitro. This property could potentially enhance 
cell migration in vivo as well and promote regeneration [28].

	 •	 Is bioresorbable: Because collagen is bioresorbable, during 
enzymatic degradation it incorporates with the flap to 
support new connective tissue attachment [68]. This results 
in augmenting tissue/flap thickness to protect further bone 
formation.

 •	 Degrades slowly: Membranes must remain in place until 
cells capable of regeneration are established at the wound 
site. Cross-linked collagen membranes have been shown to 
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last six to eight weeks before being absorbed, whereas non-
cross-linked membranes lose their structural integrity within 
seven days [69].

Figure 19.6 Bioresorbable collagen membrane being used in the GBR 
procedure. The membrane can be tailored and cut to exactly 
suit the defect before it is well adapted. Also noted is the high 
wettability of the membrane. Courtesy of Dr. Tom Wierzbicki, 
periodontist, Calgary, AB, Canada.

 When it comes to biocompatibility, it was observed that 
PTFE inhibits gingival fibroblast DNA synthesis, while collagen 
membranes stimulate proliferation of these cells [59]. Moreover, 
osteoblasts show higher levels of adherence to surfaces of collagen 
than non-collagen-based barrier membranes. In terms of occlusivity, 
the period in which cross-linked collagen membranes remain intact 
and prevent apical proliferation of epithelium suffices, as the critical 
epithelial proliferation time is approximately 14 days [62]. 
 Degradation of implanted resorbable barrier membranes is 
accomplished by various mechanisms present within the periodontal 
tissues. The primary structural component of most commercially 
available collagen membranes is degraded by endogenous 
collagenases into carbon dioxide and water. These enzymes are 
produced by macrophages and polymorphonuclear leukocytes. 
Moreover, some periodontal pathogens like Porphyromonas gingivalis 
also produce collagenases [15]. Cross-linking of collagen fibers is 
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inversely proportional to the rate of degradation in vivo, and the 
extent of resorption is greatly dependent on the collagen source and 
modifications. Collagenases initiate barrier membrane resorption at 
specific sites. The resulting fragments denature and become gelatin, 
which is further degraded to amino acids by gelatinases and other 
enzymes. Examples of some collagen-based resorbable membranes 
include: 

 •	 AlloDerm®: The AlloDerm® regenerative tissue matrix (RTM) 
is basically collagen type I derived from cadaveric human 
skin. Since its introduction to dentistry in 1994, it has been 
accepted as an acellular dermal matrix (ADM) for soft-tissue 
applications. AlloDerm® supports tissue regeneration by 
allowing rapid revascularization, white cell migration, and 
cell population. This results in the transformation into host 
tissue for a strong, natural repair. The thickness of this barrier 
membrane ranges from 0.9 mm to 1.6 mm. Applications 
include root coverage, gingival augmentation, soft-tissue ridge 
augmentation, and soft-tissue augmentation around implants 
[60]. AlloDerm GBR® RTM is manufactured utilizing the same 
process used for AlloDerm® RTM; however, AlloDerm GBR® 
RTM is used as an effective barrier membrane that transitions 
into the patient’s own bone tissue. The thickness ranges from 
0.5 mm to 0.9 mm, and applications include graft protection 
and containment and flap extension to achieve primary 
closure [63].

	 •	 Bio-Gide®: This is a barrier membrane synthesized from 
collagen types I and III derived from porcine skin. Several 
experimental studies have evaluated the regenerative 
potential of these collagen membranes. Bio-Gide® has been 
shown to resorb in eight weeks [65]; however, there was some 
evidence of a chronic inflammatory infiltrate present around 
the membrane, which disappeared after resorption, leading 
ultimately toward periodontal regeneration [43].

	 •	 BioMend Extend®: This GTR membrane is manufactured from 
type I collagen derived from the bovine Achilles tendon. The 
membrane is semiocclusive (pore size 0.004 μm) and resorbs 
in four to eight weeks. Clinical studies have revealed limited 
clinical effectiveness, which is seemingly dependent upon 
the form and size of the defect. The lack of success of guided 
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regeneration procedures using this membrane is probably 
due to the inadequate space maintenance that it provides  
[26, 28].

	 •	 Paroguide®: Paroguide® is a collagen type I membrane 
enriched with chondroitin sulphate. Parodi et al. [58] have 
reported regenerated PDL (which was verified through 
histology), cementum, and alveolar bone regeneration, 
with no signs of inflammation after insertion of this barrier 
membrane [42].

	 •	 Avitene®: This is a microfibrillar hemostatic collagen type 
I membrane derived from bovine corium. Histological 
evaluation after a clinical study has shown that this membrane 
was not very effective and is difficult to handle during the 
surgery [47]. 

	 •	 Collistat®: This is another hemostatic collagen type I 
material in which clinical evaluation has demonstrated 
guided regeneration outcomes similar to control treatment  
(without barrier membranes). Histological evaluation has 
indicated that the material completely resorbs seven days 
after implantation [5].

	 •	 Collagen membrane cross-linked by diphenolphosphoryl 
azide: Another type I collagen membrane, derived from the 
calf pericardium and cross-linked by diphenolphosphoryl 
azide, has been evaluated for GTR therapy. A histologically 
significant inflammatory reaction has been observed [36], but 
clinical studies have indicated effective GTR outcomes [42].

 •	 Cytoplast RTM®: It is a barrier membrane synthesized 
with collagen type I derived from a bovine tendon. It is a 
multilayered long-lasting membrane with a resorption profile 
of 26–38 weeks. It has a fiber orientation that provides 
adequate handling and good tensile strength [43, 44].

19.5.2.2 Synthetic resorbable barrier membranes

Synthetic resorbable materials used in medical devices are usually 
organic aliphatic thermoplastic polymers. The most commonly 
used materials in the preparation of barrier membranes are poly-
α-hydroxy acids, which include polylactic polyglycolic acid and 
their copolymers. One of the advantages of polyhydroxy acid is the 
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complete hydrolysis to the final products, water and carbon dioxide, 
which facilitates efficient clearance from the placement site. Usually, 
the degradation time varies and is dependent upon the presence of 
lactides or glycols [31]. Although high concentrations of degradation 
products can be toxic for cells, sufficient biocompatibility has been 
reported in the in vitro tests. Significant foreign-body reactions to 
porous polylactide polymer implants, interfering with alveolar bone 
formation, have also been observed [45]. Examples of some synthetic 
resorbable membranes are: 

 •	 Resolute®: Resolute® consists of an occlusive barrier 
membrane of glycolide and a lactic copolymer and a porous 
web of polyglycolide fiber (poly-D,L-lactic/co-glycolic acid). 
The occlusive membrane prevents cellular ingrowth, while the 
porous part promotes tissue integration. Histological studies 
have demonstrated similar effectiveness to nonresorbable 
membranes with a mean clinical attachment gain of 2 mm 
and with a gain of 4 mm or more in more than 85% of treated 
sites. It also showed structural retainment for four weeks and 
complete resorption five to six months after placement [4].

 •	 Vicryl Periodontal Mesh®: Fibers of polyglactin 910, a copolymer 
of glycolide and l-lactide (polyglycolide/polylactide, 9:1, w/w), 
form a tightly woven mesh and are used to manufacture Vicryl 
Periodontal Mesh®. It has been reported that the membrane 
starts resorbing after two weeks of placement and loses its 
structural integrity, whereas it completely resorbs after four 
or more weeks [22, 39, 44]. Although animal studies indicate 
a lack of tissue integration and recession formation, clinical 
evaluation suggests effectiveness equal to that of other GTR 
barrier membranes [64, 40].

 •	 Atrisorb®: The Atrisorb® membrane is the only barrier 
membrane that is prepared chair-side during the surgical 
procedure. A polylactic polymer is present in flowable form, 
dissolved in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (poly-D,L-lactide and 
solvent). The membrane is obtained by placing the polylactic 
polymer in a special cassette containing 0.9% saline for ~4–6 
minutes. The resultant membrane has an irregular shape and is 
cut to the desired shape. Membrane thickness is approximately 
600–750 μm, with limited adherence properties, and is placed 
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into the defect by applying gentle pressure. Histologically 
complete resorption has been observed 6–12 months after 
implantation [57, 60]. Clinical studies of guided regeneration 
have reported its efficacy in the treatment of periodontal 
defects [64].

 •	 Guidor®: This is a double-layered resorbable membrane made 
of both polylactic acid and a citric acid ester known as acetyl 
tributylcitrate. The external layer of the barrier membrane 
is designed with rectangular perforation (400–500/cm2), 
allowing the integration of the overlying gingival flap. This 
surface design successfully promotes tissue integration, 
and only limited gingival recession after usage has been 
reported [48, 64]. Between the internal and external layers, 
internal spacers are present that create space for tissue 
ingrowth. The internal layer has smaller circular perforations  
(4000–5000/cm2) and outer spacers for maintaining the 
space between the membrane and the root surface. Clinical 
studies have proved the efficacy of this membrane in the 
treatment of various periodontal defects [64]. 

 •	 Epi-Guide®: It is a porous three-layered and three-dimensional 
barrier membrane made of polylactic acid polymers  
(D-, D-L-, L-polylactic acid). It is designed to stop proliferation 
and migration of epithelial cells and fibroblasts into the 
defect. The three-layered construction of the membrane 
attracts, traps, and retains fibroblasts and epithelial cells, 
while maintaining space around a bony defect to develop bone 
and periodontal support tissues. The membrane maintains its 
structure for 20 weeks and is fully resorbed by 6–12 months. 
The Epi-Guide® barrier is a self-supporting membrane and 
can be used in many guided regeneration situations without 
support from bone-grafting materials [52, 56].

 •	 Polyurethane-based barrier membranes: Polyurethanes are 
organic polymers containing multiple urethane groups 
(-NH-CO-O-) and are materials with diverse properties. 
Polyetherurethanes are degraded through enzymatic and 
oxidative degradation. The use of polyurethanes for barrier 
membrane production has been evaluated, and animal 
experiments have shown that polyurethane membranes tend 
to swell up after placement [28, 69]. There are also reports of 
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inflammation at the flap margins and recession being more 
pronounced than with polylactic membranes.

 •	 Mempol®: The experimental Mempol® membrane is 
manufactured from PDS and has a bilayer structure. The first 
layer is completely nonpermeable, covered with PDS loops that 
are 200 μm long on the gingival side and facilitate integration 
with connective tissue. Using Mempol® membranes results in 
more frequent recession during the healing phase compared 
to using polylactic membranes, such as Guidor®; however, 
both types of membranes demonstrate comparable clinical 
efficacy for GTR [46].

19.6  Factors Influencing Success of Guided 
Regeneration Therapy Using Barrier 
Membranes

A number of factors have been reported to affect the success of 
periodontal regeneration.

19.6.1 Plaque Control and Microbial Contamination

It is well established that plaque control is a critical determinant 
in the success or failure of periodontal therapy [70]. Barrier 
membranes after implantation encourage bacterial contamination 
at the local site [71] and appear to harbor periodontal pathogens 
on a frequent basis. Clinical studies have found relatively high levels 
of bacterial contamination of e-PTFE membranes [72]. Even with 
regular antimicrobial chlorhexidine rinses, gram-negative anaerobic 
rods, commonly associated with adverse periodontal conditions, are 
detected. During the active healing phase, it has been observed that 
GTR sites are more likely to be colonized by periodontal bacteria 
than sites treated without membranes. The detrimental effects 
of plaque accumulation have been well described in longitudinal 
studies of GTR procedures [73]. 
 The presence and accumulation of plaque in the local area 
of GTR therapy are associated with significantly less gain in the 
clinical attachment levels and decreased bone fill [74]. Therefore, 
it is absolutely essential to inform and instruct patients undergoing 
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the periodontal regeneration procedure about of the importance of 
maintaining excellent oral hygiene.

19.6.2 Defect Morphology and Tooth Anatomy

The morphology of periodontal defects and tooth anatomy have 
a significant influence on the success of guided regeneration 
procedures. The overall defect depth and the number of associated 
bony walls are critical to the success of regenerative therapy. 
Studies focused on factors affecting healing of intraosseous defects 
treated by GTR have identified that increased total depth of the 
intraosseous component of a defect tends to affect the success of 
guided regeneration therapy. Greater distances required for cellular 
repopulation of the wound lead to higher possibility of incomplete 
bone fill. Enamel projections, lingual grooves, irregularities in root 
morphology, bifurcation ridges, and other factors related to tooth 
anatomy have been implicated in periodontal disease, primarily 
because they favor plaque accumulation [75]. Such factors adversely 
affect the success of regenerative procedures.

19.6.3 Membrane Exposure

Complete primary closure is crucial for preventing early exposure. 
However, one of the most frequent postoperative complications of 
guided regeneration therapy is the exposure of barrier membranes 
to the oral cavity [49]. Barrier membrane exposure usually occurs 
due to postoperative soft-tissue dehiscence. Another cause of early 
exposure is necrosis of a thin flap of gingival tissue covering the 
barrier membrane and closure of the defect with an overly thick flap, 
which may result in tissue tension and subsequent dehiscence. In the 
case of an exposure, it is imperative that thorough debridement and 
plaque control of the exposed area are exercised to avoid infection. 
Membrane exposure reduces bone fill remarkably, and less bone 
regeneration around immediate implants sites is observed when 
exposed membranes are compared to nonexposed membrane sites 
[76]. Frequent patient follow-up sessions and thorough management 
of the exposed area are essential in early membrane exposure. 
Intensive professional postoperative oral hygiene helps counter the 
problem because it reduces the likelihood of infection [77].

Factors Influencing Success of Guided Regeneration Therapy Using Barrier Membranes
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19.6.4 Defect Space Maintenance

Space maintenance is a desirable property in a barrier membrane, 
and nonrigid membranes reinforced with titanium strips or meshes 
can be shaped to conform to the desired ridge morphology with the 
purpose of preventing membrane collapse within the defect [78]. 
In addition to membrane rigidity, other means of providing space 
maintenance include the use of tenting screws, corticocancellous 
osseous block grafts, osseous particulate grafts, and binding agents 
in combination with osseous graft materials [77, 78].

19.6.5 Diabetes

Although many systemic diseases can affect tissue regeneration 
directly or indirectly, uncontrolled diabetic patients with elevated 
glucose levels increase the risk for failure of regenerative procedures. 
A delayed wound-healing response is most likely the result of poor 
control and regulation of glucose metabolism on the inflammatory 
process. Improved serum glucose–level control is currently the only 
practical approach to managing this risk factor [79].

19.6.6 Gingival Flap Thickness

The thickness of the gingival flap covering the membrane is 
critical for the success of guided regeneration procedures. In GTR 
therapy, blood supply to the flaps depends on their thickness. Blood 
supply from the bone to the flap is usually impeded by the barrier 
membrane, and to maintain blood supply to the flaps, and to prevent 
flap necrosis, more than 1.5 mm gingival thickness is a prerequisite. 
If GTR or GBR is performed in deep osseous defects with thin gingival 
flaps in the maxillary anterior region, recession of the interdental 
papilla or gingival tissue can frequently occur [80].

19.6.7 Smoking

Smoking adversely affects the success rate of guided regeneration 
procedures. Retrospective analyses of longitudinal studies of GTR 
procedures in class II furcations have reported a 42% failure rate 
after at least four years. Of those failures, 80% were in patients 
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who smoked at least 10 cigarettes per day for five years, indicating 
a potential dose–response relationship [81]. It has been observed 
that one year after a GTR procedure, smokers (~10 cigarettes 
per day) possess a significantly less favorable gain in probing the 
attachment level when compared to nonsmokers. GTR therapy has 
also been compared to root-planing therapy alone in smokers versus 
nonsmokers. In most cases, both the GTR site and the root-planing 
site in patients respond concordantly. Sites treated with both 
techniques remained stable in nonsmoking patients who also have 
good oral hygiene and are compliant with recall visits. Those patients 
in whom both sites deteriorate are smokers with compromised oral 
hygiene during the follow-up period [81].

19.7 Summary and Future Considerations 

The concepts of GTR and GBR, along with the incorporation of 
barrier membranes in clinical practice, have changed the outlook 
for periodontal regeneration and bone augmentation therapeutics 
significantly. The use of barrier membranes can lead to marked 
periodontal regeneration, although complete regeneration has never 
been reported. Current resorbable and nonresorbable membranes 
act as a physical barrier to avoid connective and epithelial tissue 
downgrowth into the defect, favoring the regeneration of periodontal 
tissues. These conventional membranes possess many structural, 
mechanical, and biofunctional limitations. The main advantage of 
resorbable membranes is avoiding a second surgical procedure, 
which is required when nonresorbable membranes are employed. 
Considerations of material properties and design should be 
important to the clinician in choosing a particular device; however, 
the ultimate test for the success or failure of any device is clinical 
outcome. The treatment of furcation defects with a combination of 
barrier membranes and bone replacement grafts appears to produce 
greater clinical improvements than GTR alone. 
 Nonresorbable membranes are superior to open-flap 
debridement but are not superior to demineralized freeze-dried 
bone grafts as a stand-alone therapy. Due to the inherent limitations 
of nonresorbable barrier membranes, recent research has been 
focused on the development of resorbable membranes suitable for 
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clinical applications. Both natural and synthetic polymers are used 
to fabricate bioresorbable barrier membranes. The best-known 
groups of polymers used for this purpose are collagen and aliphatic 
polyesters. Further investigations highlighting factors influencing 
the regenerative procedure will improve predictability of therapies 
of bone defects around natural teeth and dental implants. 
 In conclusion, the future appears exciting for periodontal 
tissue engineering, and barrier membranes promise to continue 
playing a critical role. It will require a team effort engaging the 
expertise of biomaterials scientists/engineers, cell biologists, matrix 
biologists, microbiologists, molecular biologists, nanotechnologists, 
immunologists, pharmacologists, and of course periodontists toward 
the development of more efficacious membranes, graft materials, 
and surgical techniques.
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